The Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Association provides a forum for the dissemination of knowledge and discussion. The views expressed at the sessions are solely those of the speakers, and are not endorsed, approved, or censored by the Association. Descriptions of events and titles are those of the organizers, not the Association.
General Meeting Information

Registration

On-Site Registration & Advance Registration:
Chicago Hilton, Salon D
   Wednesday, 10:00 a.m.–7:00 p.m.
   Thursday, 7:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
   Friday, 7:30 a.m.–4:00 p.m.
   Saturday, 7:30 a.m.–3:00 p.m.
Come to Salon D during registration hours and pick-up your name badge, conference tote and program. You are required to wear your name badge for entry to all AAA Annual Meeting activities.

Registration Materials:
Program and a badge (required for admission to all sessions, meetings and annual meeting special events).

Lost Programs and Badges:
Lost programs and or badges will be replaced with proof of registration and a $15.00 fee.

Abstracts:
Order forms for the print version of Abstracts of Papers presented at this meeting are available at the on-site registration desk. Abstracts will be shipped from the Arlington, Virginia office following the meeting.

Workshops/SAE Roundtables:
Attendance is by advance registration. Tickets when available will be sold at the on-site registration desk.

Location of Meetings
Scholarly sessions and special events will take place at the Chicago Hilton, Renaissance Blackstone, and Essex Inn.

Opening Reception
Hosted by the American Anthropological Association (AAA)
Thursday, November 21 • 5:00–7:00 p.m. • Chicago Hilton, Salon C, Exhibit Hall

Business Meeting
The Association’s Annual Business Meeting takes place on Thursday, November 21, from 6:15–7:00 p.m. in the Waldorf Room.
**General Meeting Information**

**Exhibits**

Chicago Hilton, Lower Level, Salon C
- Thursday, 11:00 a.m.–3:30 p.m. and 5:00–7:00 p.m. (Opening Reception)
- Friday, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
- Saturday, 9:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m.

**Membership**

Participants can join, renew, update, change and check membership status in the registration area located in Salon D of the Hilton. You can also check your membership status at the Career Center/Placement Service.

**Career/Placement Service**

Chicago Hilton, Lower Level, Salon B
- Thursday, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
- Friday, 8:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.
- Saturday, 9:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m.

Bulletin boards listing opening positions are available to all individual AAA members without registration. Employers who are members of the Academic Services Program may use the services without charge. Other employers will be charged for listing position vacancies.

**Press Room**

Chicago Hilton, Fourth Floor, Room 4I
- Wednesday, 12:00–5:00 p.m.
- Thursday–Saturday, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Copies of papers delivered to the press room should carry the following statement:

> "Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes or reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author."

**Recording Session**

To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and the organizer of the session. There should be no publication of such material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.
General Meeting Information

NAPA/AAA Careers Expo
Friday, November 22 • 11:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m. • Chicago Hilton, Salon C, Exhibit Hall

Graduate School Fair
Saturday, November 23 • 10:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m. • Chicago Hilton, Salon C

Quiet Room
Chicago Hilton, Lower Level, Salon B • Signs designating entrance will be posted
   Wednesday, 3:00–10:00 p.m.
   Thursday, 9:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.
   Friday, 9:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.
   Saturday, 9:00 a.m.–6:00 p.m.
A quiet room is designated for those who may require its use. Quiet is observed throughout the duration of your stay in this room.

Accessibility
Space for disabled persons is reserved at the back of each meeting room. The Association requests that this space be left available for those persons requiring it.

Invited Sessions
Sessions designated invited are open to all meeting registrants.

No Scents Policy
Attendees are asked to please refrain from wearing perfumes, colognes or other scent producing products which may cause discomfort to other guests.

Sessions have been identified of particular interest by session organizers and presenters. Icons that are used to identify sessions are as follows.

- P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologist
- S  Students
- T  Teachers of Anthropology and Community Colleges
- M  Mentoring Activities.
Please note that the International Ballroom and Foyer are accessed through the Lobby Level.
Franz Boas Award for Exemplary Service to Anthropology
Louise Lamphere
This award is presented annually by the AAA to its members whose careers demonstrate extraordinary achievements that have well served the anthropological profession.

AAA/Oxford University Press Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology
Triloki Pandey
This award was established in 1997 to recognize teachers who have contributed to and encouraged the study of anthropology.

Anthropology in Media Award (AIME)
Kathy Reichs
This award was established in 1987 to recognize the successful communication of anthropology to the general public through the media.

Robert B Textor and Family Prize for Excellence in Anticipatory Anthropology
Jay Sokolovsky
This award was established in 1998 to encourage and reward excellent contributions in the use of anthropological perspectives, theories, models and methods in an anticipatory mode.

AAA Minority Dissertation Fellowship
Karen G Williams
The annual AAA Minority Dissertation Fellowship is intended to encourage members of ethnic minorities to complete doctoral degrees in anthropology, thereby increasing diversity in the discipline and/or promoting research on issues of concern among minority populations.

Margaret Mead Award
Sera L Young
This award is presented annually to a younger scholar for a particular accomplishment such as a book, film, monograph, or service, which interprets anthropological data and principles in ways that make them meaningful and accessible to a broadly concerned public.
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY

The Sharon Stephens First Book Award: Natasha Schull

ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION

The Gordon R Willey Prize for Excellence in Archeological Article: Charles Cobb and Chester DePratter

Student Diversity Travel Grant: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Student Membership Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY

AFA 25th Anniversary Summer Intern: Rachel Nuzman

Association for Feminist Anthropology Dissertation Award: Stacey Vanderhurst

Graduate Student Award: Kia Hall

Undergraduate Student Award: Hoyoung Moon

Zora Neale Hurston Travel Grants: Hanna Garth, Christine A Pinnock and Nellie Chu

National Association of Student Anthropologists Emerging Leader in Anthropology Program, Topics in Feminist Anthropology: Recipient announced at the AAA meetings

ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS

Johnnetta B. Cole Student Travel Award: Orisanmi Burton

ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Graduate Student Paper Prize: Stacey Vanderhurst

ASSOCIATION FOR QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY

Ruth Benedict Prize — Monograph: Naisargi Dave

Ruth Benedict Prize — Anthology: Susan Stryker and Aren Aizura

Kenneth W. Payne Prize: Brandon Davis
HONORS AND AWARDS

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION

W.W. HOWELLS BOOK AWARD: Alan G Morris
DISTINGUISHED LECTURE: Margaret J. Schoeninger

CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY

LESLIE A. WHITE AWARD: Britteny M. Howell
STUDENT PAPER PRIZE: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
GRADUATE STUDENT AWARD: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AWARD: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION

GEORGE AND LOUISE SPINDLER AWARD: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
OUTSTANDING DISSERTATION AWARDS: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

COUNCIL ON MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD: Nancy Parezo

CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE

ROBERT M. NETTING STUDENT PAPER PRIZE IN CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION

DIANA FORSYTHE PRIZE: Heather Paxson
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY AWARD FOR EXEMPLARY CROSS-FIELD SCHOLARSHIP: Rheana “Juno” Salazar Parrenas

MIDDLE EAST SECTION

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR AWARD: Marcia Inhorn
STUDENT PAPER PRIZE: Jess Bier

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY

NAPA STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AWARD: Celia White
Honors and Awards

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS

Carrie Hunter Tate Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Emerging Leaders in Anthropology Awards: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Student Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Travel Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Cultural Horizons Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Gregory Bateson Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY

Victor Turner Prize in Ethnographic Writing: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Ethnographic Fiction Competition: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Ethnographic Poetry Competition: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

The Steven Polgar Professional Paper Competition: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Eileen Basker Memorial Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
George Foster Practicing Medical Anthropology Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
New Millennium Book Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
SMA Dissertation Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
The Rivers Undergraduate Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Alcohol, Drug and Tobacco Study Group Annual Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Anthropology Student Association (MASA) Graduate Student Mentor Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting
Honors and Awards

Critical Anthropology of Global Health (CAGH) Rudolf Virchow Professional, Graduate and Undergraduate Student Paper Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Science, Technology & Medicine (STM) Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Council for Anthropology and Reproduction Graduate Student Paper Prize: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

AIDS and Anthropology Research Group (AARG) Paper Prizes: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Council for Anthropology and Reproduction Most Enduring Collection: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Society for Psychological Anthropology

Stirling Prize for Best Book in Psychological Anthropology: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Boyer Prize for Contributions to Psychoanalytic Anthropology: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Condon Prize for Best Student Essay: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

The Thomas Marchione Food-as-a-Human-Right Student Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Christine Wilson Student Award: Recipients Announced at the Meeting

Society for the Anthropology of Religion

Clifford Geertz Prize in the Anthropology of Religion: Michael Lempert

Society for the Anthropology of Work

SAW Book Award: Seth Holmes and Noelle Mole
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Jean Rouch Jr Award (for collaborative work done by a student):
   Joana Roque de Pinho

Best Student Film: Josefine Borrmann and Julia Luhnau

Best Undergraduate Student Film: Elliot Balsley

Best Short Film: Ilja Kok and Willem Timmers

Best Ultra Short Film: Heather Freeman

Best Feature Film: Egle Vertelyte

John Collier Jr. Award for Excellence in Visual Anthropology:
   Karen Strassler
## Executive Sessions

**AAA Executive Program Committee**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0250</td>
<td>Televised Redemption: Black Religious Media and Counter Publics</td>
<td>Wednesday, Nov 20, 2013</td>
<td>02:00–03:45</td>
<td>International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0410</td>
<td>Rethinking Life and Death: Reflections on the Anthropology of the Biosciences</td>
<td>Wednesday, Nov 20, 2013</td>
<td>02:00–05:45</td>
<td>Salon A-5, Lower Level, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0010</td>
<td>Race and Racism in Comparative Perspective — Part I</td>
<td>Thursday, Nov 21, 2013</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0665</td>
<td>Future Publics of Climate Change</td>
<td>Thursday, Nov 21, 2013</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Williford C, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0965</td>
<td>Civil Rights and Restorative Justice: The Story of Who Is Buried in “Boot Hill Cemetery” at the Former Dozier School for Boys in Marianna, Florida</td>
<td>Thursday, Nov 21, 2013</td>
<td>04:00–05:45</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0970</td>
<td>Anthropological Engagement with Indigenous Peoples’ Rights: Following the Trails from Global to Local and Back Again in Search of Sustainable Futures</td>
<td>Thursday, Nov 21, 2013</td>
<td>04:00–05:45</td>
<td>Salon A-1, Lower Level, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0005</td>
<td>Anthropological Involvement in Advocacy and Development in the Mexican American Community in Chicago: A Forty-Five Year (1968–Present) Case Study</td>
<td>Friday, Nov 22, 2013</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Sessions

4-0205  Anthropologies and Feminisms: Our History, Our Present, Our Future — Part 1
Friday, November 22, 2013 • 08:00–11:45
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton

4-0710  Future Science, Current Crisis: Turning Research into the Science Behind Policy
Friday, November 22, 2013 • 01:45–03:30
Williford C, Third Floor, Hilton

4-0875  The Bioarchaeology of Disease Ideologies: Integrating Biocultural, Historical, and Sociocultural Variables into Ancient Health Research
Friday, November 22, 2013 • 01:45–05:30
International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton

4-1000  Feminist Publics, Current Engagements: Gender | Culture | Society Forty Years Later
Friday, November 22, 2013 • 04:00–05:45
Salon A-1, Lower Level, Hilton

5-0325  Understanding Present and Future Engagements: The Nature of Anthropological Knowledge in a World of Global Environmental Change
Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 10:15–12:00
Williford C, Third Floor, Hilton

5-0330  After the Atlantic Revolution: Rethinking an Anthropological Tradition — Part I
Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 10:15–12:00
Salon A-4, Lower Level, Hilton

5-0735  The Ontological Turn in French Philosophical Anthropology
Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 01:45–03:30
International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton

6-0005  Narrating the Nuclear: Anthropologists and Others Engage with the Atomic Era Part I: Nuclear Weaponry
Sunday, November 24, 2013 • 08:00–09:45
Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Hilton

6-0220  Storytelling Engagements
Sunday, November 24, 2013 • 08:00–11:45
Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton

Executive and Presidential Sessions are designated with a logo.
**Executive Sessions**

6-0505  **Field Schools in Archaeology and Biological Anthropology: Present Realities, Future Possibilities**  
Sunday, November 24, 2013 • 12:15–02:00  
Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton

**AAA Presidential Session**

4-0555  **Numbers Matter: How Do We Create a More Racially Diverse Anthropology?**  
Friday, November 22, 2013 • 12:15–1:30  
Continental A, Lobby Level, Hilton

5-0730  **The Future of Writing and Reading in the Digital and Open Access Eras**  
Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 01:45–03:30  
Williford C, Third Floor, Hilton

5-1025  **Making Sense of Contemporary Capitalism: Theoretical and Ethnographic Reflections from the Multiple Vantage Points of World Anthropologies**  
Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 04:00–05:45  
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton
Wednesday, November 20

2-0010  **Fragments: Glimpses of Haitian Life Three Years After the Earthquake**
09:00–05:00  •  Field Museum

Fragments: Haiti Four Years after the Earthquake," curated by Mark Schuller for the Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University, is on display at The Field Museum exclusively for the AAA Annual Meetings. It explores the life histories and living conditions of the 279,000 Haitian people still living “under the tents” four years after Haiti’s earthquake.

2-0195  **Ethnographic Terminalia 2013: Chicago “Exhibition as Residency — Process, Collaboration, Community”**
12:00–03:00  •  Washington Park Arts Incubator, University of Chicago

Ethnographic Terminalia is a curatorial collective that exhibits new forms of anthropology engaged with contemporary art practice. Playfully exploring reflexivity and positionally, we ask what lies within and what lies beyond disciplinary territories. This year, “Exhibition as Residency—Art, Anthropology, Collaboration” brings together internationally-based artists and anthropologists for a five-day residency in which to perform, exhibit, and experiment with collaborative research practices in a public space.

2-0660  **Shadows Then Light: Civil Disobedience for Immigrant Justice**
05:30–07:30  •  Latino Cultural Center, University of Illinois

We present to you an art installation birthed from struggle, hoping that it may point us to new freedoms guided by stories and vivencias of the undocumented community. Join us with the University of Illinois, Chicago Latino Cultural Center for an evening of art, poetry and storytelling for immigrant justice.

Thursday, November 21

3-0316  **Fragments: Glimpses of Haitian Life Three Years After the Earthquake**
09:00–05:00  •  Field Museum

Fragments: Haiti Four Years after the Earthquake," curated by Mark Schuller for the Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University, is on display at The Field Museum exclusively for the AAA Annual Meetings. It explores the life histories and living conditions of the 279,000 Haitian people still living “under the tents” four years after Haiti’s earthquake.
Installations

3-0925  **Rethinking Representations and Action at the Field Museum**  
02:00–04:00  •  Field Museum  
We will use the Contemporary Urban Collections project and Restoring Earth exhibition to illustrate museum practice that aims to represent the Chicago region, drawing people into new patterns of civic action. A dialogue will consider the effectiveness of such approaches and wider themes of constancy and change in the civic role of museums.

3-1160  **Austerity, Inequality, and Resistance in the Urban Midwest: A Community/Activist Dialogue**  
04:00–06:00  •  Jane Addams  
In light of the recent placement of Detroit and other Michigan cities in receivership as well as the battles over public service unions and the funding of public services in Wisconsin and Illinois, this installation bring together critical anthropologists, filmmakers and community activists in conversation. The film Metropolitan Avenue will also be shown.

3-1245  **Going Public with Literary Ethnography in the Windy City: Anthropologists and Chicago Artists Build New Genres and a New Future**  
08:00–10:00  •  Columbia College  
For decades anthropologists have been experimenting with a variety of blurred genres including ethnographic poetry and fiction, memoirs, performances, or a pastiche of multiple forms. In this special event creative anthropologists showcase new hybrid forms of ethnography and artistry in pursuit of the slippery, ever-changing concept of culture.

Friday, November 22

4-0291  **Fragments: Glimpses of Haitian Life Three Years After the Earthquake**  
09:00–05:00  •  Field Museum  
Fragments: Haiti Four Years after the Earthquake,” curated by Mark Schuller for the Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University, is on display at The Field Museum exclusively for the AAA Annual Meetings. It explores the life histories and living conditions of the 279,000 Haitian people still living “under the tents” four years after Haiti’s earthquake.
10:00–11:30  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom
This presentation consists of a demonstration of traditional Mandingue rhythms and their meanings in the context of a West African culture more than 1000 years old. The performance will be interspersed with interactive discussion exploring issues raised by the global impact of the djembe drum over the past fifty years.

4-0315  The Legacy of Anthropology’s Engagement with Policy: A History in Pictures and Texts
10:00–3:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom

4-0320  Trade Is Sublime: A Scenographic Proposition for Ethnographic Research at the WTO, Geneva, Switzerland
10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom
Trade Is Sublime is a video installation that ponders the ontology of multilateral trade and the sustainability of the WTO as a trade regime. The installation was developed as a modality to revisit ethnographic research conducted at the WTO between 2008 and 2010, and was displayed at the WTO in Geneva in June, 2013 as a prompt for deepening those insights.

10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom
Sites of Mediation is a multi-sited, bi-lingual (English/Spanish) digital photographic work. Through a visual stratigraphy of image and text, it explores four critical stages or successive, dialectical mediations in the making of an exhibition. It invites publics to extend the critical history of the exhibition by using social media to reflect on and remediate the concept, aesthetics and conceits of the archaeology.

4-0330  Towards a Legible Anthropology: Airing Our Dirty Laundry
10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom
This installation challenges anthropologists to confront the all-too-common disconnect between our work as writers and the communities we study. Passersby are invited to contribute to the clotheslines, where rags and old T-shirts air our writerly frustrations—our “dirty laundry” in the form of scribbled haikus or minimalist prose.
**Installations**

4-0335  **Hawaiʻi Beyond the Wave, Hawaiʻi Beyond the Postcard**  
10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom  
Visitors are invited to 'paradise' through the sensual impression of postcards, sounds of waves, and interview clips from my fieldwork on Kauaʻi. The act of writing postcards to other destinations of this travelling installation (Vienna, Vancouver, and Kauaʻi) creates dialogue between visitors on issues such as paradise, sustainability, and biotechnology.

4-0340  **Engaging the Future Through Engaging the Past: A Multi-Media Interpretive Experience on the “Road of Development”**  
10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom  
This multi-media, interactive installation invites participants to move along the development road, stopping to look at, listen to, taste and feel how a diverse group of community members, anthropologists and artists interpret particular events related to development forces: religion, education, healthcare, infrastructure, changing economies, environments, foods and more.

4-0345  **Preservational Determinism; Preservation of Mind**  
10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom  
Due to pressing issues of abandoned parcels and foreclosure in inner city neighborhoods, Cleveland, Ohio has become part of a conversation on lost space that was once sacred, and now misplaced. This installation aims to physically show the strife this property endured, and the grandeur it once held.

4-0350  **Designing Critical Conversation**  
10:00–03:00  •  Hilton, Second Floor, Grand Ballroom

4-0541  **Ethnographic Terminalia 2013: Chicago “Exhibition as Residency—Process, Collaboration, Community”**  
12:00–06:00  •  Washington Park Arts Incubator, University of Chicago  
Ethnographic Terminalia is a curatorial collective that exhibits new forms of anthropology engaged with contemporary art practice. Playfully exploring reflexivity and positionally, we ask what lies within and what lies beyond disciplinary territories. This year, “Exhibition as Residency—Art, Anthropology, Collaboration” brings together internationally-based artists and anthropologists for a five-day residency in which to perform, exhibit, and experiment with collaborative research practices in a public space.

4-1151  **RECEPTION: Ethnographic Terminalia 2013: Chicago “Exhibition as Residency—Process, Collaboration, Community”**  
06:00–09:00  •  Washington Park Arts Incubator, University of Chicago  

*Installations are designated with a logo.*
Saturday, November 23

**5-0010**  The Anthropologist in the White City: Touring Chicago’s 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition  
08:00–09:00  •  Hilton, Third Floor, PDR 1  
The Anthropologist in the White City: Touring Chicago’s 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition offers an in-depth examination of landmarks and landscapes from the most important world’s fair in American history. Led by several experts, participants will become immersed in people, places, and things associated with the birth of American anthropology.

**5-0255**  Engaging the Public in the Anthropology of Education: Chicago as Invocation and Context  
08:00–01:30  •  Field Museum  
This special innovation at the Field Museum considers the study and practice of education in Greater Chicago and around the world. There, educational anthropologists and local educators will address four topics: (1) migration and education; (2) schooling and the economy; (3) schools as community centers, and (4) out-of-school learning. All welcome, but advance registration required.

**5-0290**  Murals for Environmental Justice In Little Village, Chicago  
09:00–12:00  •  La Catedral Cafe  
This installation invites anthropologists into the heart and senses of Little Village to collaborate with well-known Environmental activists and artists in Chicago in the creation of a mural for a traveling exhibit. In the process, participants will co-imagine forms of academic/activist/student collaborations informed and shaped around haptic and sensory engagement.

**5-0291**  The Anthropologist in the White City: Touring Chicago’s 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition  
09:00–01:00  •  Offsite  
The Anthropologist in the White City: Touring Chicago’s 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition offers an in-depth examination of landmarks and landscapes from the most important world’s fair in American history. Led by several experts, participants will become immersed in people, places, and things associated with the birth of American anthropology.
Installations

5-0296  **Fragments: Glimpses of Haitian Life Three Years After the Earthquake**

09:00–05:00  •  Field Museum

Fragments: Haiti Four Years after the Earthquake,” curated by Mark Schuller for the Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University, is on display at The Field Museum exclusively for the AAA Annual Meetings. It explores the life histories and living conditions of the 279,000 Haitian people still living “under the tents” four years after Haiti’s earthquake.

5-0845  **Theatre of the Oppressed Chicago Workshop and Discussion: Participatory Theater Techniques for Fostering Empowered Community Responses to Public School Closings**

01:45–03:30  •  Hilton, Fifth Floor, Conference Room 5E

5-0985  **Theoretical Utopias’ Rountable: The Problem of Education in Mass Societies — What Is to Be Done?**

02:30–05:30  •  University of Chicago

Contact organizer (gbakke@wesleyan.edu) for tickets

An informal, pie-eating, abstract-thinking, “kitchen-table” event, this year’s topic is the reform of the university system — not gathering to complain! Rather, we aim for open, creative and convivial conversation. Visions for realistic reform are just as welcome as improbable notions for totally systemic overhaul! Pie will be provided.

5-1125  **Tracings of Trauma: Creating New Observers**

04:00–05:45  •  Hilton, Fifth Floor, Conference Room 5E

This is an experiment in engaged anthropology aimed at new forms of public practice. Through involving the audience, as a third voice in the translation of Iraq veterans’ narratives of war, this participatory performance challenges the notion of loss in reinterpreting experience.

Sunday, November 24

6-0276  **Fragments: Glimpses of Haitian Life Three Years After the Earthquake**

09:00–05:00  •  Field Museum

Fragments: Haiti Four Years after the Earthquake,” curated by Mark Schuller for the Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University, is on display at The Field Museum exclusively for the AAA Annual Meetings. It explores the life histories and living conditions of the 279,000 Haitian people still living “under the tents” four years after Haiti’s earthquake.
6–0280  **Infrastructure and Obsolescence in the Urban U.S.**
10:00–01:00  • Offsite

Off-site tour of infrastructure on Chicago’s mid-South Side, followed by lunch and informal discussion at New Projects space (www.new-projects.org). All sites accessible by CTA transit. Reservations kindly requested by November 1st for details and two short discussion texts. Participants can join after this date, but must contact Marina Peterson: petersom@ohio.edu.
Tuesday, November 19

1-0000  09:00–05:00  Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AAA NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING
SPONSOR  AAA Executive Board
ORGANIZER  Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
CHAIR  Margaret L Buckner (Missouri State University)
PRESENTERS  Robert Paynter (University of Massachusetts)
Jonathan M Marks (University of North Carolina-Charlotte)
Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)
Michelle Daveluy (Université Laval)
Whitney L Battle-Baptiste (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
Maria D Vesperi (New College of Florida)
John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania)

1-0005  09:00–06:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE (PART 1)
SPONSOR  Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Thomas D Blakely (Penn State University)
Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)
Jerome W Crowder (University Texas Medical Branch (Medical Humanities))
PRESENTERS  Douglass W Bailey (San Francisco State University)
Peter Biella (San Francisco State University)
Richard B Freeman (University of Florida)
Carol Hendrickson (Marlboro College)
Robert B Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Brent Luvaas (Drexel University)
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Noam Osband (University of Pennsylvania)
Sara E Perry (The University of York)
Abigail Reese (University of Chicago)
Anna Lina Seegers-Krueckeberg (University of Goettingen (Germany))
Mark R Westmoreland (The American University in Cairo)
This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
M  Mentoring Activity  P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

Sponsor  AAA Executive Board
Organizer  Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
Chair  Leith P Mullings (The CUNY Graduate Center)
Presenters  Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
            Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)
            Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
            Susan D Gillespie (University of Florida)
            Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
            Ida S Susser (The CUNY Graduate Center)
            Niko Besnier (University of Amsterdam)
            David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida)
            Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University)
            Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de
            Morelos)
            Margaret L Buckner (Missouri State University)
            Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
            A Lynn Bolles (University Of Maryland College Park)
            Karen G Williams (The CUNY Graduate Center)
            Rayna Rapp (New York University)
            Karen Nakamura (Yale University)
            Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
            Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)

2-0005  09:00–03:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE (PART 2)

Sponsor  Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizers  Thomas D Blakely (Penn State University)
             Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)
             Jerome W Crowder (Universtiy Texas Medical Branch (Medical
             Humanities))
Presenters  Douglass W Bailey (San Francisco State University)
            Peter Biella (San Francisco State University)
            Richard B Freeman (University of Florida)
            Carol Hendrickson (Marlboro College)
            Robert B Lemelson (University of California, Los Angeles)
            Brent Luvaas (Drexel University)
            Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
            Noam Osband (University of Pennsylvania)
            Sara E Perry (The University of York)
            Abigail Reese (University of Chicago)
Anna Lina Seegers-Krueckeberg (University of Goettingen, Germany)
Mark R Westmoreland (American University in Cairo)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0010 09:00–05:00  The Field Museum

**FRAGMENTS: GLIMPSES OF HAITIAN LIFE THREE YEARS AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE**

**Reviewed by:** Installations
**Organizers:**
- Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)
- Jennifer Kirker Priest (Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University)
**Chair:** Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)
**Participant:** 9:00 AM Susan D Russell (Northern Illinois University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0015 12:00–01:45  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**
**REMOVED FROM THE NATION: ILLEGALITY, DETENTION, AND DEPORTATION IN THE LIVES OF YOUNG PEOPLE**

**Sponsor:** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
**Organizers:**
- Susan J Terrio (Georgetown University)
- Deborah A. Boehm (University of Nevada, Reno)
**Chair:** Susan J Terrio (Georgetown University)
**12:00 PM** Deborah A. Boehm (University of Nevada, Reno) *Outside the Nation, Outside the Law: Removal and Return Among Transnational Mexican Children*
**12:15 PM** Lauren D Heidbrink (National Louis University) *Collisions of Debt and Interest: Youth Negotiations of (In)Debt(ed) Migration and the Best Interests of the Child*
**12:30 PM** Aryah Somers (Consultant) *Balancing Public Policy Frameworks for Child Migration: A Case Study of Guatemala and the United States*
**12:45 PM** Susan J Terrio (Georgetown University) *Dreamers and Detainees: The Politics of Deportation in the U.S.*
**1:00 PM** Maria Wolten (Young Center for Immigrant Children’s Rights, University of Chicago) *The Best Interests Principle of the Convention on the Rights of the Child: Ensuring Rights-Based Safeguards for Migrant Children*
**1:15 PM** Susan C Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
**1:30 PM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
2-0020  12:00–01:45  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Roundtable:
BACK TO THE FUTURE? A ROUNDTABLE ON EMERGENT VISIONS FOR
OBJECT-BASED TEACHING IN AND BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

Sponsors:
- Council for Museum Anthropology
- Society for Visual Anthropology

Organizer/Chair:
- Kathleen M Adams (Loyola University Chicago)

Roundtable Presenters:
- Alaka Wali (Field Museum)
- Andrew Causey (Columbia College Chicago)
- Cara Krmpotich (University of Toronto)
- Christina Kreps (Denver University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0025  12:00–01:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

SIGNIFYING THE SOCIAL: LANGUAGE, OBJECTS, AND MATERIALITY

Reviewed by:
- Archaeology Division

Organizers:
- Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania)
  Joanne Baron (University of Pennsylvania)

Chair:
- Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania)

12:00 PM  Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania)  Shifting Perspective: From Objects of Material Culture to Cultural Representation of the Linguistic and Non-Linguistic

12:15 PM  Alexander A Bauer (City University of New York Queens College)  Signs of Words and Things: Peirce’s Semiotic and the Material/Linguistic Divide

12:30 PM  Joanne Baron (University of Pennsylvania)  Linguistic and Material Aspects of Classic Maya Patron Deity Veneration

12:45 PM  Seth L. Sanders (Trinity College)  The Philology of Words and Things in Iron Age Levantine Monuments

1:00 PM  Emily S K Anderson (Johns Hopkins University)  Inscribing Signs, Inscribing Space: The Practical Production of Iconography and Social Relations On Early Crete

Discussant 1:15 PM  Robert W Preucel (Brown University)

Discussant 1:30 PM  Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0030  12:00–01:45  Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

VIOLENCE, ISLAM, AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION:
RECKONINGS AND RECONSIDERATIONS

Reviewed by:
- American Ethnological Society

Organizers:
- Darryl Li (Columbia University)

Chair:
- Aisha Shahid Ghani (Stanford University)

12:00 PM  Kabir Tambar (Stanford University)  Founding Violence and the Subject of Criticism in Turkey
12:15 PM Waqas Hameed Butt (University of California–San Diego) *Explaining the Minority Question: A Consideration of Discrimination Against Christian Minorities in Urban Pakistan*

12:30 PM Aisha Shahid Ghani (Stanford University) *Islam in Terrorism Courts: Ruptures That Raise the Question of Violence*

12:45 PM Darryl Li (Columbia University) *A Bride On a Tank and Other Jihad Stories: Notes On Violence and the Anthropology of Islam*

**Discussant**

1:00 PM Asad A Ahmed (Harvard University)

1:15 PM Discussion

---

**2-0035 12:00–01:45 Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Invited Session:**  
**ENTREPRENEURIAL FUTURES: PRACTICE, IMAGINATION, AND PERSONHOOD**

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of Work

**Organizers**  
Serena Stein (Princeton University)  
Leslie Broduo-Mitts (University of Pennsylvania)

**Chair**  
Douglas R Holmes (Binghamton University, SUNY)

**Discussant**  
12:00 PM P Sean Brotherton (Yale University)

12:15 PM Serena Stein (Princeton University) *Incubating Entrepreneurial Publics: The Imaginative Labor of Hybrid Social Enterprise in Brazil*


12:45 PM Zandile Zaza Kabayadondo (Stanford School of Education) *Entrepreneurship in the Interstices: Defining and Designing Technological Solutions in Palo Alto and Harare*

1:00 PM Leslie Broduo-Mitts (University of Pennsylvania) *The Securitization Of Entrepreneurship*

1:15 PM Hilary Chart (Stanford University) *The Wages of Sloth, Or Legitimate Inequality in the Age of Entrepreneurship*

1:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0040 12:00–01:45 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Producing Anthropologists**

**Reviewed by**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizers**  
David E Long (George Mason University)  
Carol B Brandt (Temple University)

**Chair**  
Ida Fadzillah Leggett (Middle Tennessee State University)

12:00 PM *Anthropology As the Frame and the Focus*

12:15 PM Elaine Christian (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Into the Deep End: Reflections From a First-Timer*

12:30 PM Cathy Bushnell Amanti (University of Arizona) *Ethnographic Research: An Act of Faith*
12:45 PM  Alex Posecznick (University of Pennsylvania) *Anthropologist As Scholarly Hipster*

1:00 PM  Carol B Brandt (Temple University) *Dangerous Intimacies: Ethnographic Training in a Time of Neoliberal Isolation*

1:15 PM  David E Long (George Mason University) *The Political Ontology of the American Anthropologist*

**DISCUSSANT 1:30 PM**  Katherine Schultz (Mills College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

**2-0050 12:00–01:45**  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**LABOR OF LOVE: AFFECTIVE INTIMACIES AND NEOLIBERAL ENGAGEMENTS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Noelle M Stout (New York University)

**CHAIR**  Carla S Freeman (Emory University)

12:00 PM  Carla S Freeman (Emory University) *Entrepreneurial Affects: A Neoliberal Structure of Feeling*

12:15 PM  Carla Jones (Universtiy Colorado) *Domestic Confidence: Consumption and Affect in Urban Indonesia*

12:30 PM  Susan E Frohlick (University of Manitoba) *Capitalizing on Procreation: (re)Producing Difference, Transnational Bonds, and Tourism Extraction*

12:45 PM  Elise L Andaya (University at Albany) *“Relationships and Money, Money and Relationships”: Economies of Love and Kinship in Post-Soviet Cuba*

1:00 PM  Noelle M Stout (New York University) *Paying for Love: Queer Intimacy and Commodified Affect in Cuba*

**DISCUSSANT 1:15 PM**  Denise E Brennan (Georgetown University)

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**2-0055 12:00–01:45**  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**REACHING A BROADER PUBLIC: THE “THIS IS ANTHROPOLOGY” PROJECT ROUNDTABLE**

**REVIEWED BY**  AAA Executive Program Committee

**ORGANIZERS**  Jason E Miller (Seattle University)

**CHAIR**  Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**  Janelle J Christensen (University of South Florida)

Jason E Miller (Seattle University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
HONOR KILLING, FORCED MARRIAGE AND SEX TRAFFICKING: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE TRACKS OF CARCERAL FEMINISM

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizers Amber Horning (CUNY Graduate Center/John Jay College)
Anthony A Marcus (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Chair Anthony A Marcus (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)

12:00 PM
HONOR KILLING, FORCED MARRIAGE AND SEX TRAFFICKING: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE TRACKS OF CARCERAL FEMINISM

AMBER Horning (CUNY Graduate Center/John Jay College)
Swindler Pimps and Slides: From High School Hallways to Entrepreneurial Dyads in the Sex Market

Alana M Henninger (CUNY Graduate Center/John Jay College of Criminal Justice), Lisa Stathas (John Jay College of Criminal Justice) and Laila Alsabahi (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Between Choice and Obligation: Marriage, Migration, and Family Conflict in New York City

Sarah Rivera (John Jay College of Criminal Justice), Ric Curtis (John Jay College of Criminal Justice) and Douglas Thompkins (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Just When You Thought It Was Safe to Go Back to the Field: Carceral Feminism vs. Research

1:00 PM
HONOR KILLING, FORCED MARRIAGE AND SEX TRAFFICKING: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE TRACKS OF CARCERAL FEMINISM

Jennifer Lynne Musto (Wellesley College)

1:15 PM
HONOR KILLING, FORCED MARRIAGE AND SEX TRAFFICKING: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE TRACKS OF CARCERAL FEMINISM

Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

HEALTH AND (POST)COLONIAL KNOWLEDGE POLITICS

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Chair/Organizer Erica S Prussing (University of Iowa)

12:00 PM
HEALTH AND (POST)COLONIAL KNOWLEDGE POLITICS

Maureen T Schwarz (Syracuse University)
The Great Fry Bread Controversy

Jennifer A Hamilton (Hampshire College)
Genetic Indigeneity and the Politics of Ethical Exclusion

Jenna M Grant (University of Iowa)
Ultrasound Imaging and Knowledge Politics in Phnom Penh, Cambodia

Ritika Ganguly (Project Pharmasud: French Institute of Pondicherry)
Making sense’ Inside the Lab: Ayurvedic Experiments With Modern Sensory Analyses of Rasa

1:00 PM
HEALTH AND (POST)COLONIAL KNOWLEDGE POLITICS

Theresia Hofer (University of Oslo), Barbara Gerke (Humboldt University) and Calum Blaikie (Cermes3/EHESS/CNRS, Paris)
Co-Producing Knowledge and Medicines – Reflections On Anthropology and Engagement

1:15 PM
HEALTH AND (POST)COLONIAL KNOWLEDGE POLITICS

Thomas J Csordas (University of California, San Diego)

1:30 PM
HEALTH AND (POST)COLONIAL KNOWLEDGE POLITICS

Sienna R Craig (Dartmouth College)
LOST AND FOUND

**Society for Cultural Anthropology**

**Chair/Organizer**

Xenia A Cherkaev (Columbia University)

**12:00 PM**

David Seibert (University of Arizona) Placed-and-Found Objects and Ethnographic Poetics in the U.S.|Mexico Borderlands

**12:15 PM**

Linda Catherine Chisholm (University of Minnesota) and Kirsten E H Jenkins (University of Minnesota) Evaluating the Invaluable/Valueless: Examining Dynamic Interpretations of ‘traces Left Behind’

**12:30 PM**

Elizabeth Gelber (Columbia University) Oil Theft and Oily Residues in Nigeria’s Hydrocarbon Fields

**12:45 PM**

Xenia A Cherkaev (Columbia University) The Penguin Found in Leningrad

**Discussant**

1:00 PM Gustav Peebles (The New School)

1:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

VULNERABLE PUBLICS: WHERE DOES CRITICAL THEORY BELONG IN “CANCER CONTROL”?

**Society for Medical Anthropology**

**Chair/Organizers**

Julie S Armin (University of Arizona) and Laura P Eichelberger (Nutritional Epidemiology Branch, Division of Cancer Epidemiology & Genetics, National Cancer Institute)

**12:00 PM**

Lisa Tiger (University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health) Pink Ribbons and Pink Shawls: How Native American Women Are Shaping Discourse and Action in Cancer Control

**12:15 PM**

Shannon Sparks (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Utilizing Community-Engaged, Anthropologically-Informed Approaches to Interrogate and Address the Roots of Hmong Women’s Cancer Disparities

**12:30 PM**

Susan J Shaw (University of Arizona) Anxious Provocations: Engagements With Cancer Screening by the Medically Underserved

**12:45 PM**

Julie S Armin (University of Arizona) Mobilizing Hope: Examining the Work of Structurally Vulnerable Women Living With Breast Cancer

**1:00 PM**

Laura P Eichelberger (Nutritional Epidemiology Branch, Division of Cancer Epidemiology & Genetics, National Cancer Institute) Epidemiologic Transition Or Invisibility? Structural Vulnerability and Gastric Cancer in Global Health

**Discussant**

1:15 PM Simon Craddock Lee (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center)

1:30 PM Nancy J Burke (University of California at San Francisco)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

Wednesday, November 20
2-0080 12:00–01:45 International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

DARK INFLUENCE: DOUBT, UNCERTAINTY AND THE PUBLIC

REVIEWED BY Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Andrew Alan Johnson (Yale-NUS College)
Daena A Funahashi (Columbia University)
CHAIR Patricia Spyer PhD (Leiden University)

12:00 PM Andrew C Willford (Cornell University) The Secret Within the Seizure
12:15 PM Sepideh Bajracharya (Lewis and Clark College) An Ethos of Violence: Mandate terror and Revolution in Postcolonial Political Community
12:30 PM Daena A Funahashi (Columbia University) Speaking for Nature: ‘Mental Immunity’ Against Moral Uncertainty in Thailand
12:45 PM Andrew Alan Johnson (Yale-NUS College) The King, The Devil, and the Third Hand: Charisma and Conspiracy Theory in Thailand
1:00 PM Maja Petrovic-Steger (University of Cambridge) Strategic Paranoia: the Case of Contemporary Serbia

DISCUSSANT 1:15 PM Hoon Song (University of Minnesota)
1:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

2-0085 12:00–01:45 Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

IS THIS THE GOOD LIFE? IS THIS JUST FANTASY? SEMIOTICS AND ETHICS IN ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE

REVIEWED BY Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Erika R Alpert (University of Michigan)
Jonathan D DeVore (University of Michigan)
CHAIR Erika R Alpert (University of Michigan)

12:00 PM Erika R Alpert (University of Michigan) Making Perfect Matches: The Self-Conscious Semiotics of Japanese Professional Matchmakers
12:15 PM Jonathan D DeVore (University of Michigan) “The Peons Are No Longer Afraid”: Loss of Respect as the Discovery of Courage Among Landless Workers in the Cacao Region of Bahia, Brazil
12:30 PM Terra Edwards (University of California, Berkeley) Making a Good Impression: Ethical Semiosis and Language Emergence in the Seattle Deaf-Blind Community
12:45 PM Goutam Gajula (Columbia University) Bad to be Good: Thinking the Biopolitical, Norms, and Transgression in a South Indian Biosphere
1:00 PM Elizabeth A Peacock (University of Wisconsin, La Crosse) Moralties of Femininity: Self-Commodification and the Ukrainian Living Doll

DISCUSSANT 1:15 PM David Pedersen (University of California–San Diego)
1:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
**2-0090** 12:00–01:45  
Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**FINDING A VOICE: LATIN AMERICAN INDIGENOUS WOMEN’S PARTICIPATION WITHIN AND AT ODDS WITH INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATIONS AND THE INDIGENOUS MOVEMENT**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Maria del Socorro Moreno (University of Kentucky)

**Chair**  
Meghan Farley Webb (University of Kansas)

**12:00 PM**  

**12:15 PM**  
Joyce N Bennett (Tulane University) *Heads Or Tales: Kaqchikel Maya Women, the Pan-Maya Movement, and Managing the Double Standard*

**12:30 PM**  
Meghan Farley Webb (University of Kansas) *Contemporary Kaqchikel Social Agency: Men’s Transnational Migrations and Women’s Participation in Auxilaturas*

**12:45 PM**  
Maria Mercedes Guaman (Universidad de Cuenca) *Participation of the Indigenous Woman in the Historical, Cultural, and Political Context of Cariar and Ecuador*

**1:00 PM**  
Maria del Socorro Moreno (University of Kentucky) *Fighting Domestication: Challenges and Strategies of Kichwa Women’s Participation in Cotacachi, Ecuador*

**Discussant**  
1:15 PM Carmen Martinez Novo (University of Kentucky)

**1:30 PM**  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0095** 12:00–01:45  
Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGY AND MEMORY STUDIES: CREATING ETHNOGRAPHIES OF COLLECTIVE REMEMBERING**

**Reviewed by**  
American Ethnological Society

**Chair/Organizer**  
Doc McAlister Billingsley (Washington University in St. Louis)

**12:00 PM**  
Nutsa Batiashvili (Washington University in St. Louis) *The Things ‘Coded in Our Genetic memory’: How Young Georgians Speak of ‘Memory, History and Forgetting’*

**12:15 PM**  
Doc McAlister Billingsley (Washington University in St. Louis) *Historical Memory As Weapon and Arena: Comparing Three Forms of Memory Activism in Guatemala*

**12:30 PM**  
Carole Blackburn (University of British Columbia) *Historical Memory in Transitional Justice Practices in Canada: Litigation and the Indian Residential Schools Truth and Reconciliation Commission*

**12:45 PM**  
Brigittine M French (Grinnell College) *Echoes of 1922: The Free State, The IRA, and American Anthropology*

**1:00 PM**  
Svetlana Jacquesson (American University of Central Asia) *Remembering, Identities and Futures: The Absence of Memory in Post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan*

**1:15 PM**  
Uli Linke (Rochester Institute of Technology) *Imagining ‘Future Histories’: Memories of Places, Maps, and Peoples in Postcolonial Europe*

**Discussant**  
1:30 PM James V Wertsch (Washington University in St. Louis)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
2-0100 12:00–01:45  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

VISITING NATIVES: ENCOUNTERS OUTSIDE THE TOURIST BUBBLE

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZERS  
Jack M Kugelmass (University of Florida)  
Chen Bram (Van Leer Institute and James Madison College, Michigan State University)

CHAIR  
Jack M Kugelmass (University of Florida)

12:00 PM  
Chen Bram (James Madison College, Michigan State University and Van Leer Institute) *Back to the Caucasus: Inter-Group Intimacy and the (Post) Soviet Legacy*

12:15 PM  
Harvey E Goldberg (Hebrew University) *Remnants of Neighborliness: Qaddafi’s Pilgrims and Libyan Jews in a Jerusalem Hotel*

12:30 PM  
Andre E. Levy (Ben-Gurion University) *Is There a Genuine Root-Traveler? Considering Travels to Morocco*

12:45 PM  
Jack M Kugelmass (University of Florida) *Outside the Bubble: Jewish Travelers in Postapocalyptic Landscapes*

DISCUSSANT  
1:00 PM  
Joelle Bahloul (Indiana University)

1:15 PM  
Harvey E Goldberg (Hebrew University)

1:30 PM  
Discussion

2-0105 12:00–01:45  Conference Room 5I, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

MEANINGFUL MOVEMENT: THE CONTEMPORARY PUBLICS OF CIRCULATION

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZERS  
Elizabeth A Kelley (University of California, Berkeley)  
William Benton (University of Michigan)

CHAIR  
Andrea Grace Wright (University of Michigan)

12:00 PM  
Andrea Grace Wright (University of Michigan) *Of Migrants and Mangoes: The Circulation of Commodities and Labor in the Arabian Sea*

12:15 PM  
Marten Boekelo (University of Amsterdam) *The Spatial Politics of Public Culture: The Material Limits of Two Competing Publics in Beirut*

12:30 PM  
Elizabeth A Kelley (University of California, Berkeley) *Publics in Transit: The Publics of Arabic Novels in Translation*

12:45 PM  
William Benton (University of Michigan) *Sensible Circulation: Aggregating, Coordinating, and Producing Software in Beirut*

DISCUSSANT  
1:00 PM  
Theresa MacPhail (New York University)

1:15 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0110 12:00–01:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

LIBERAL PUBLICS, ILLIBERAL POLITICS

REVIEWED BY  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

ORGANIZERS  
Nusrat S Chowdhury (Amherst College)

CHAIR  
Pinky Hota (Smith College)
12:00 PM  Yazan H Doughan (University of Chicago)  *Facade: Double-Voicing and the Political Axis Mundi in Jordan*

12:15 PM  Pinky Hota (Smith College)  *Protections Within and Violence of Religious Citizenship: India’s Laws On Religious Conversion and Ethnic Minorities*

12:30 PM  Naeem Mohaiemen (Columbia University)  *From Lod to Dhaka: Japanese Red Army At the Twilight of the 1970s Scene*

12:45 PM  LaShandra Sullivan (Reed College)  *Ethno-Racially Marked Bodies and/Despite Liberal Citizenship in Brazil*

1:00 PM  Elif M Babul (Mount Holyoke College)  *The Sovereign’s Victims: Women’s Human Rights and Masculinist State Protection in Turkey*

**Discussant**

1:15 PM  Andrea Karin Muehlebach (University of Toronto)

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  **P, S**

### 2-0115 12:00–01:45  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Mediated (Counter-)Publics and Emergent Regionalist Imaginaries in East and Southeast Asia**

**Reviewed by**

Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizers**

Bonnie R Tilland (University of Washington)

John Cho (University of California, Berkeley)

**Chair**

John Cho (University of California Berkeley)

12:00 PM  Youjeong Oh (University of California, Berkeley)  *Toward Gender Politics: The Discursive and Participatory Consumption of Korean TV Dramas*

12:15 PM  Daniel White (Hosei University)  *Japanese Soft Power and the Changing Conviviality of East Asian Regionalism*

12:30 PM  Dredge Byung’chu Kang (Emory University)  *Being Fabulous, Becoming Spectacular: Embodied Mimesis, Delayed Authenticity, and Transnational Transgender Personification in Thai K-Pop Cover Dance*

12:45 PM  Bonnie R Tilland (University of Washington)  *“Regional Sentiment” and Viewing Publics in South Korea’s Southwest*

1:00 PM  John Cho (University of California Berkeley)  *The Internet as a Vector of Gay Class Conflict and Moral Anxiety in Post-IMF South Korea*

**Discussant**

1:15 PM  Gabriella Lukacs (University of Pittsburgh)

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  **P**

### 2-0120 12:00–01:45  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Privileged Sites for Understanding Agency: New Developments in Conceptualizing Agency from the Lab and the Field**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Organizers**

Andreas Roepstorff (Interacting Minds Centre, Aarhus University)

Christian Højbjerg (Aarhus University)

**Chair**

Christian Højbjerg (Aarhus University)
12:00 PM  Discussion
12:45 PM  Christian Højbjerg (Aarhus University) and Andreas Roepstorff (Interacting Minds Centre, Aarhus University) *Agency, in the Brain, the Lab and the Field*
1:00 PM  Niels N Johannsen (Aarhus University) *Agency in Contrasting Scales of Causal Reasoning: An Archaeological Perspective*
1:15 PM  John J McGraw (Interacting Minds Centre and TESIS Network, Aarhus University) *Distributed, Extended, External: Conceptualizing Agency Through a Maya Divination Ritual*
1:30 PM  Joshua Skewes (Aarhus University) *Conceptions of Agency in Psychological Science: Theoretical vs. Methodological Discourses*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0125  12:00–01:45  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TRANSNATIONAL ETHNOGRAPHIES ON ACTIVISM AND RESISTANCE AMONGST LATINO COMMUNITIES**

**Reviewed by**  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists

**Chair**  Francisca L James Hernandez (Southwest Institute for Research on Women, University of Arizona and Pima Community College)

12:00 PM  Samuel K Byrd (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *El Festival: Marketing Contested Latino Soundscapes*
12:15 PM  De Ann Pendry (University of Tennessee) *Immigrants, Activists and Immigration Reform: The Time Is Now*
12:30 PM  Francisca L James Hernandez (Southwest Institute for Research on Women, University of Arizona, and Pima Community College) *Displacing Workers’ Resistance From Capital to the State: An Ethnographic-Historical Account of NAFTA and Neoliberalism On the U.S.-Mexico Border*
12:45 PM  Jacqueline Lyon (Florida International University) *The Divided Nation: Transnational Identity in the Puerto Rican Anti-Colonial Resistance*
1:00 PM  Kenneth M Williamson (Kennesaw State University) *New Challenges in Immigration: Impact of Recent State and Federal Policy On Immigrant Families in Georgia*
1:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0130  12:00–01:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**NARRATIVE, PERFORMANCE, AND REFLEXIVITY IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Chair**  Jessica S. Ruthven (Washington University in St. Louis)

12:00 PM  Beza Merid (New York University) *Stand-Up Comedy and the Performance of Health-Related Deservingness*
12:15 PM  Christy Kollath-Cattano (University of South Carolina), Inti Barrientos (Instituto Nacional de Salud Publica), Raul Mejia (Centro de Estudios de Estado y Sociedad) and James Thrasher
### Mentoring Activity

#### Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

**Wednesday, November 20**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Jessica S. Ruthven (Washington University in St. Louis)</td>
<td>'Shadow Behavior': The Roles of Reflexive Mindfulness and Activism in South African HIV/AIDS Applied Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Matthew E Sanderson (Carleton)</td>
<td>Qualifying the Emotions of Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries: Reflexivity and the Emotive Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Jay Hammond (Duke University)</td>
<td>Addiction Narratives: Dissonant Ideologies, Social Ontology and Middle Class Addiction in America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Alejandro Ceron Valdes (University of Denver)</td>
<td>Epidemiologic Magic: How to Turn a Plague Into An Epidemic That Never Happened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Norah Anita Schwartz (El Colegio de la Frontera Norte and San Diego State University), Diana Pelaez (El Colegio de la Frontera Norte), Diana Peacher (Cancer Resource Center of the Desert), Helen Palomino (Cancer Resource Center of the Desert), Geovanni Zamudio (El Colegio de la Frontera Norte) and Jong-Deuk Baek (San Diego State University)</td>
<td>Identity, Memory and Reflections On the (Re)Constructed Body: Breast Cancer and Survival On the U.S.-Mexico Border</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

### Ethnographies of Mental Healthcare and Health

**2-0135 12:00–01:45** Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Chair:** Walter Callaghan (University of Toronto)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Marc A Goodwin (College of the Holy Cross)</td>
<td>What Is At Stake in the Phrase 'ADHD Is a Gift'??: On Hyperactivity and the Welfare Queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Hsuan-Ying Huang (Australian National University)</td>
<td>Whose Law and Whose Rights?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Walter Callaghan (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>‘Let’s Talk’: Stigma and the Illness Paradigm in Mental Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Ana Maria Vinea (The Graduate Center, CUNY)</td>
<td>“Between the Two There Is Only a Fine Line”: Distinguishing Mental Disorders and Jinn Possession in Contemporary Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Shelly A Yankovskyy (Valdosta State University)</td>
<td>Medicalizing Suffering: Postsocialist Reforms of the Mental Health System in Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Jessica A Chelekis (University of Southern Denmark) and Dorthe B Kristensen (University of Southern Denmark)</td>
<td>Addictive Consumption in Cultural Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, T**

---

16 **M** Mentoring Activity  **P** Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
**2-0140** 12:00–01:45  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BODIES, SELVES, AND PROJECTS IN CONTESTED SPACE**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  
Max Liboiron (Northeastern University)

**CHAIR**  
Hafeez Jamali (University of Texas at Austin)

12:00 PM  
Hafeez Jamali (University of Texas at Austin) *Between Real Estate and the ‘Real’ State: Plot, Parchi, and the Politics of Place in Gwadar, Pakistan*

12:15 PM  
Max Liboiron (Northeastern University) *Multiple Spaces and Times of Superstorm Sandy: Goverments, Activists, and Sanitation Workers in New York City*

12:30 PM  
Elizabeth Ann Harrington (Northwestern University) *Producing Culture: The Cultural Oasis Concept On Saadiyat Island*

12:45 PM  
Meredith L McGuire (University of Chicago) *Modern Girl, Professional Woman: Gendering “World-class” Work in India’s “Global” Offices*

1:00 PM  
Phuoc Duong (University of California, Riverside) *In Socialism We “Trust.” An Examination of Youths’ Roles in Building a Socialist Future in Contemporary Viet Nam*

1:15 PM  
Avi Shoshana (bar ilan university) *Space, Heterogeneity, and Resistance: Ultra-Orthodox Heterotopia in Israel*

1:30 PM  
M. Mather George (University of California, Berkeley) *Experimental Exposures of Flesh and Fur: Thinking Organism Environment Relations in a Delhi Dog Shelter*

**2-0145** 12:00–01:45  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**DISPLACEMENT, GENOCIDE, AND TRACES OF HISTORY**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**CHAIR**  
Nancy V Ries (Colgate University)

12:00 PM  
Jamie L Sisson (North Carolina State University) *Another Diaspora: Jewish History and Thinking Outside the Tragic Identity*

12:15 PM  
Hulya Dogan (Texas A&M University) *Ethnic Identity (Re)Formation Process of Meskhetian Turks in the United States*

12:30 PM  
Melissa R King (San Bernardino Valley College) *“Piercing Through Stone”: Youth Activists Fighting Omission, Forgetting, and Denial of the Armenian Genocide*

12:45 PM  
Sami Juha Petteri Lakomäki (University of Oulu) *Making and Unmaking Wapakoneta: Power, Nationhood, and Race in a Native American Place, 1796–1832*

1:00 PM  
Steven Kensinger (University of Minnesota) *The Need to Remember, the Desire to Forget: Parihaka, Race, and Melancholy in Aotearoa/New Zealand*

1:15 PM  
Courtney K Work (Cornell University) *Riding the Rails of Empire in Cambodia*
ANTHROPOLOGY OF YOUTH AND CULTURES OF PROTEST IN THE MIDDLE EAST

**Reviewed by**
Middle East Section

**Chair/Organizer**
Darlene Devine Villicana (University of Arizona)

12:00 PM el-Sayed el-Aswad (United Arab Emirates University) *E-Folklore and Cyber-Communication Among Emirati Youth: Maintaining Future Heritage in a Globalized Society*

12:15 PM Darlene Devine Villicana (University of Arizona) *Saudi Children Left Behind — A Perceivable Threatening Phenomenon to Saudi Religious Nationalism? Responses to An Unpremeditated Effect Brought Into the Public Domain*

12:30 PM Omri Grinberg (University of Toronto) *Spatial Re-Configurations and Active Distancing in Three Short Israeli Documentary Films About Palestinian Child Labor*

12:45 PM Rusha Latif (University of California, Davis) *Leaders of a ‘Leaderless’ Movement: The Revolutionary Youth Coalition and the 2011 Egyptian Revolution*

1:00 PM Discussion

---

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT, POWER, AND STATE-MAKING

**Reviewed by**
Middle East Section

**Chair/Organizer**
Satoshi Abe (University of Arizona)

12:00 PM Esra Bakkalbasioglu (University of Washington) *Kurds, State and Hydraulic Power: State-Society Relation in the Periphery of Turkey*

12:15 PM Iman Saca (St. Xavier University–Chicago) *Al Zubarah and its hinterland as seen through the Eyes of its People*

12:30 PM Dina Najjar (University of Western Ontario) ‘Greening the Desert’ and Protecting Daughters From ‘Dark Days’: Reproducing and Challenging Inheritance Practices in Egypt’s Mubarak Resettlement Scheme

12:45 PM Satoshi Abe (University of Arizona) *Emergence of Secular Nature in Iran: New Socialities and Environmentalism*

---

EDUCATION IN AFRICA

**Reviewed by**
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Chair**
Oliver Pattenden (Rhodes University, South Africa)

12:00 PM Sophia Friedson-Ridenour (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Between Bureaucrats: School Supervision and Crafting Commitment to Education in Ghana*

12:15 PM Elsa Wiehe (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Rethinking the Local in Teacher Discourse: Exploring the Construction of Place-Based Racialized Identities in Mauritius*

12:30 PM Oliver Pattenden (Rhodes University, South Africa) *“She Is Our Only Mother”: Schools, Parenting and Moral Education in South Africa*
12:45 PM Rachel Silver (UW-Madison) and Nancy Kendall (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *The Globalization of Mass Education: Rethinking the Purposes of Schooling in Post-EFA Malawi*

1:00 PM Discussion

**2-0165** 12:00–01:45 Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGY’S PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE IN MUSEUMS AND COLLECTING**

**REVIEWED BY** Council for Museum Anthropology

**CHAIR** Christy A DeLair (Brown University)

12:00 PM Brian E Noble (Dalhousie University) *Boas, Osborn and the Amnh, 1896-1905: Nature/Culture and the Political Crucible of North American Anthropology*

12:15 PM Cecile R Ganteaume (National Museum of the American Indian, SI) *Respecting Non-Western Sacred Objects*

12:30 PM Elise Dubuc (Université de Montréal) *Repatriation and Cultural Categories. The Post Humain Remains Era: Questioning Beings and Things*

12:45 PM Mary Elizabeth Corrigan (University of Rhode Island) *Cultural Institutions, Sustainability and Community Engagement*

1:00 PM Christy A DeLair (Brown University) *Collecting Indigeneity: Entangled Engagements of Museums and Artists in Taiwan*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**2-0170** 12:00–01:45 Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE LANGUAGE OF MEMBERSHIP: DISCOURSES OF SOLIDARITY, MEMBERSHIP, AND RESPECT**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

12:00 PM Juan Luis Rodriguez (Southern Illinois University) *Ordeals of Indexicality: Indigenous Recognition Through Language, Blood and Census in Venezuela*

12:15 PM Grace Reynolds (University of Virginia) *The Catalan’s Dilemma: Linguistic Equality in the 15M Movement in Catalonia*

12:30 PM Arthur Zinn-Poget (University of Fribourg) *From Speaker to Member? Language Ideologies Within the Swiss Arts Council*

12:45 PM Olga Ivanova (University of California Los Angeles) *Discursive Practices for Controlling Opinion in Public Debates On Homosexual Rights in Tanzania*

1:00 PM Bhawani Buswala (Brown University) *Undignified Names: Language Practices and Caste Performances in North India*

1:15 PM Liva Hyttel Sorensen (University of Copenhagen) *Gangster Talk on the Phone: Copenhagen Street Language in Popular Culture and Everyday Interaction*

1:30 PM Diego Arispe-Bazan (University of Pennsylvania) *Solidarity as Regularity: Collective Affect & Sociality in Contemporary Activist Memory and Practice*
2-0175  12:00–01:45  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
URBAN HEALTH, HOUSING AND DISASTERS
 REVIEWED BY  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
CHAIR  Theodore Powers (University of Pretoria)
12:00 PM Marie Kolling (University of Copenhagen) Optimism Up Close. Forced Removal and Public Housing in Brazil
12:30 PM Ty S Matejowsky (University of Central Florida) Urban Merchant Resilience in the Post-Disaster Context: Anthropological Perspectives From Dapungan City, Philippines
12:45 PM Barbara Bravo (Graduate Institute–IHEID) From the Jungle to the Zoo: The Exoticization of Favelas As Ghettoes In Rio De Janeiro

2-0180  12:00–01:45  PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
MIGRATION, PLACE-MAKING, AND IDENTITIES
 REVIEWED BY  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
CHAIR  Nayantara Premakumar (School of Oriental and African Studies)
12:00 PM Worku Nida (California State University, Los Angeles and University of California, Los Angeles) Understanding Citizenship in Transnational Spaces: An Ethnographic Case Study of Diasporic Scholars Teaching at Alfaisal University, Riyadh, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA)
12:15 PM Nayantara Premakumar (School of Oriental and African Studies) (Almost) Total Recall: Memory and Sensation in the Sri Lankan Community in London
12:30 PM Katherine Bruna (Iowa State University) Chronotopic Teachings On Transnationalization: How Latinas’ Living in the Midwest Helps Us Rethink the Place of “Place” in Anthropology
12:45 PM Casey McHugh (George Washington University), Roger Norum (University of Oxford) and Molly Clark-Barol (CMAP) ”Small Items for Sale, Moral High-Horse I’m Trying to Get Rid of”: Social Interaction, Imagined Community and the Construction of Group Identity in Two Expatriate Listservs

2-0185  12:00–01:45  Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
DIS/CONTINUITY IN EAST ASIA
 REVIEWED BY  Society for East Asian Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Jianhua Zhao (University of Louisville)
CHAIR  Tomomi J Emoto (Queens College, CUNY)
12:00 PM Yukiko Koga (Hunter College, CUNY) Between the Law: Unmaking of an Empire Through Legal Redress in China and Japan
12:15 PM  Stephen Dixon Robertson (Independent Scholar)  Remaining and Remaking: Succession as Heuristic in Contemporary Japan

12:30 PM  Chih-yu Twu (Columbia University)  Reproduction of Dis/Continuity: Reinventing Migrant Opportunities Across the Chinese Mainland-Hong Kong Border

12:45 PM  Jianhua Zhao (University of Louisville)  To Create Or to Imitate: The Paradox of Copyright in the Chinese Fashion Industry

1:00 PM  Tomomi J. Emoto (Queens College, CUNY)  Performing Alterity: Postcolonial Genesis of Borderland Identity in Japan

1:15 PM  Wenyu Liu (Rutgers University)  Interrogating the Status of Human Rights Discourses in Chinese Knowledge Circuits

1:30 PM  Discussion

2-0190  12:00–01:45  Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

COMMODITY, LANGUAGE, AND TRADITION IN EAST ASIA

REVIEWED BY
Society for East Asian Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
Christina Owens (University of California, Davis)

12:00 PM  Antti Leppänen (University of Helsinki)  Skill As Socially Recognized and Culturally Constructed Knowledge: The Case of Rice Cake Manufacturers in Korea


12:30 PM  Sarah Raine (University of Iowa)  A Marketplace of Pictographs: Influences of Tourism and Commodification On the Spread of Cultural Knowledge in Lijiang, China

12:45 PM  Christina Owens (University of California, Davis)  On Filipino English Teachers in Japan: White Migrants and Neoliberal Yellow Peril

1:00 PM  Toyotomi Morimoto (Waseda University)  The Kibei As Cultural Mediator: The Case of Thomas Taro Higa

1:15 PM  Discussion

2-0195  12:00–03:00  Offsite — Washington Park Arts Incubator

ETHNOGRAPHIC TERMINALIA 2013: CHICAGO “EXHIBITION AS RESIDENCY—PROCESS, COLLABORATION, COMMUNITY”

REVIEWED BY
Installations

ORGANIZER
Fiona P McDonald (University College London)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
THE MATERIALITY OF THE OCCULT: CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES

REVIEWED BY
American Ethnological Society

ORGANIZER
Fernando Santos-Granero (Smithsonian Tropical Research Institution)

CHAIR
Stephanie W Aleman (University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point)

12:00 PM
Kathleen S Fine-Dare (Fort Lewis College) Transubstantiation and the Hidden Histories of Andean Urbanites: Corpus Christi, San Juan, and the Objective Play of New Subjectivities in Quito, Ecuador

12:15 PM
Jane Parish (Keele University) Apocalypse and Automobiles: Akan Spirits, Idols and the American Industrial Landscape

12:30 PM
Stephanie W Aleman (University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point) Interanimation and Materiality Among Beings of Exchange: Concepts Regarding the Agency of Persons and Things Among the Waiwai of Southern Guyana

12:45 PM
Misty L Bastian (Franklin & Marshall College) The Tangibility of Ancestors: Being in Touch With Spirits On Two Continents

1:00 PM
Fernando Santos-Granero (Smithsonian Tropical Research Institution) Ensoulment as Social Agency: Life and Affect at the Interface Between People and Objects

1:15 PM
Margaret J Wiener (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Now You See Things, Now You Don’t

1:30 PM
Break

1:45 PM
David Sutton (Southern Illinois University) The Concealed and the Revealed: Treasure and Historicity On a Greek Island

2:00 PM
Michael A Uzendoski (Florida State University) The Materiality of Life in the Work and Thought of Carlos Alvarado Narváez From Amazonian Ecuador

2:15 PM
Jonathan D Hill (Southern Illinois University - Carbondale) Musicalizing the Occult: The Power of Song in Native Amazonia and Beyond

2:30 PM
Ana Mariella Bacigalupo (Harvard University) The Potency of Bibles and Biography: Mapuche Historical Consciousness in Shamanic Rebirth

2:45 PM
Laurel Kendall (American Museum of Natural History) The Occult Lives of Paintings: Purification and Its Discontents in the South Korean Art Market

3:00 PM
Pamela J Stewart (University of Pittsburgh) and Andrew J Strathern (University of Pittsburgh) Material Interfaces, Power, and Identities: Opening and Closing Pathways Between Worlds

DISCUSSANT 3:15 PM
Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge)

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
2-0205 12:00–03:45  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

RESURRECTIONS: REVIVALS AND TRANSFORMATIONS IN SOCIAL LIFE

REVIEWED BY
American Ethnological Society

ORGANIZERS
Elizabeth C Dunn (University of Colorado)
Laura-Zoe Humphreys (Johns Hopkins University)

CHAIR
Laura-Zoe Humphreys (Johns Hopkins University)

12:00 PM  Jason G Cons (Bucknell University) Resurrecting the Fragments: Histories of Sensitive Space at the India-Bangladesh Border
12:15 PM  Townsend Middleton (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Gorkhaland 2.0: Agitation, Resurrection, and the Politics of the Uncanny
12:30 PM  Alexei Yurchak (University of California-Berkeley) Lenin’s Clones: Eternal Bodies After Communism (panel: “Resurrections”)
12:45 PM  Laura-Zoe Humphreys (Johns Hopkins University) The Undead Future of Socialism

1:00 PM  Brian A Horne (University of Chicago) “I Will, Certainly, Return”: The Postsocialist Politics of Waiting for Vladimir Vysotsky
1:15 PM  Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado) On Social Death: History and Resurrection in the Shadow of Reincarnation

1:30 PM  Discussion
1:45 PM  Break

2:00 PM  Jeffrey W. Mantz (George Mason University and National Science Foundation) The Politics of Leftovers in the Time of the Zombie Apocalypse: Surviving At the Margins of the Coming Technological Singularity
2:15 PM  Catherine Fennell (Columbia University) House Harvests of the Upper Midwest
2:30 PM  Elizabeth C Dunn (University of Colorado) Topolgangers: Remaking the Village in the Camp
2:45 PM  Kristin Norget (McGill University) Blood, Wax, and Papal Potencies: Carnalizing Political Theologies in Post-Secular Mexico
3:00 PM  Fenella Cannell (London School of Economics) Vicarious Resurrections; Bodies, Buildings and Spirits in Differing Christianities

DISCUSSANT
3:15 PM  Hirokazu Miyazaki (Cornell University)

3:30 PM  Discussion

2-0210 12:00–03:45  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

THE LEGACIES OF CHARLES WAGLEY ON HIS CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION: LEARNING FROM THE PAST, ENGAGING THE PRESENT, AND AIMING FOR THE FUTURE

REVIEWED BY
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
Richard B Pace (Middle Tennessee State University)

12:00 PM  Richard B Pace (Middle Tennessee State University) Culture, Race, and National Identity Through the Camera of Charles Wagley, a Photographic Essay
12:15 PM  Conrad P Kottak (University of Michigan) Charles Wagley: His Career, His Work, His Legacy
12:30 PM  Fred J Hay (Appalachian State University)  *Race, Culture, and History: Charles Wagley and the Anthropology of the African Diaspora in the Americas*

12:45 PM  Emilio F Moran (Indiana University)  *Foreseeing the Big Questions: The Legacy of Charles Wagley*

1:00 PM  Monte D Hendrickson (Vanderbilt University)  *The Cultural Construction of Childhood in Amazon Town: Charles Wagley’s Contributions*

1:15 PM  Samuel Sá (Federal University of Para)  *Charles Wagley: Anthropology, Education, and Public Health in Brazil*

1:30 PM  Break

1:45 PM  Marianne Schmink (University of Florida)  *Charles Wagley’s Legacy of Interdisciplinary Graduate Research and Training Programs At the University of Florida*

2:00 PM  Lucy M Miller (Indiana University) and Simon J Hurst-Dodd (Indiana University)  *Receiving the Mantle: Perspectives From Third Generation researchers in Gurupá*

2:15 PM  William Balee (Tulane University)  *Charles Wagley On Tupí-Guarani Kinship Classifications*

2:30 PM  Cynthia A Pace (University of South Florida)  *Learning From Charles Wagley — Preparing for the Belo Monte Dam: Public Health Concerns in Gurupá and the Xingu River*

2:45 PM  Susan V Poats (Corporacion Grupo Randi Randi (CGRR))  *From Anthropology to Agriculture: Charles Wagley’s Contribution to Shaping Agricultural Anthropology and Applied Research in Natural Resource Conservation and Management*

3:00 PM  Maxine L. Margolis (University of Florida)  *Charles Wagley: Mentor & Colleague*

**Discussant**  3:15 PM  Roberto A DaMattta (Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0215**  12:00–03:45  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**DIVERSE ENGAGEMENTS: ANTHROPOLOGY AND GLOBAL HEALTH EDUCATION**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer**  Pierre H Minn (Université de Montréal)

**Chair**  Christopher J Colvin (University of Cape Town)

12:00 PM  Kathryn M Orzech (Roger Williams University)  *Global Health Education: Four Pedagogical Challenges*

12:15 PM  Elizabeth A Olson (Allegheny College) and Caryl Waggett (Allegheny College)  *Emerging Interdisciplinary Programs in Global Health At Undergraduate Liberal Arts Colleges: An Example From Allegheny College*

12:30 PM  Alex Otieno (Arcadia University)  *The Experience of Teaching Global Health in a Small Private University: Facilitating Transformation?*
12:45 PM  Patricia Moreira Ferreira (Center for Social Studies, University of Coimbra, Portugal), Claudia Souza (Institute for Clinical Research Evandro Chagas, Fundação Oswaldo Cruz) and João Arriscado Nunes (Center for Social Studies, University of Coimbra) Can Local Knowledge Expand the Visions of Global Health on Education?

1:00 PM  Doerte Bemme (McGill University) Finding Conceptual Ground: Reflexive Re-locations in Global Mental Health

1:15 PM  Christopher J Colvin (University of Cape Town) Mapping Global Health Encounters: Student Humanitarianism, Local Responses, and the Mutual Constitution of Moral Selves

1:30 PM  Discussion

1:45 PM  Break

2:00 PM  Pierre H Minn (Université de Montréal) Training Leaders: Prominence and Aspiration in Global Health Education

2:15 PM  Michael Knipper (Justus Liebig University) Ethnography in Global Health Education: Experiences From Germany and Latin America

2:30 PM  Cristina Redko (Wright State University) Flipping the Ethnography Around: How to Bring the Global Health Challenge to the Classroom

2:45 PM  Ilil Naveh-Benjamin (Cornell University) Global Health qua Humanitarian Assistance: Medical and Psychosocial Volunteerism in Israel and Palestine

3:00 PM  Noelle Sullivan (Northwestern University) Clinical Tourists and Biomedical Intimacies in Tanzania: Collaboration and the Consumption of ‘Experiences’ in Global Health Education Abroad

3:15 PM  Betsey B Brada (Princeton University) Framing the Ethics of Encounter: Narrative Strategies and Moral Transformation in Global Health

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0220  12:00–03:45  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

FOOD SECURITY FROM THE GROUND UP: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON FOOD ACCESSIBILITY AND AVAILABILITY

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

Organizer Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)

Chair Teresa M Mares (University of Vermont)

12:00 PM  Barrett P Brenton PhD (St. John's University) and John Mazzeo (DePaul University) International Food Systems Accountability: The Challenge of Defining Food In/Security When Transitioning from Humanitarian Aid to Long-Term Sustainable Development

12:15 PM  A L Anderson-Lazo (University of California San Diego) Understanding Food System Stories Through Collaborative Ethnography

12:30 PM  Guadalupe M Rodriguez-Gomez (CIESAS-Occidente) The Right for Food in Mexico: A Re-Created Space for the State and Organized Groups Intertwoven, Yet Polyphonic, Efforts to Bring About Mexicans Food Security

1:00 PM Brenda L Biddle (CUNY, Hunter College) *Top Down or Ground Up? Circulation in Discourse and Practices of Food Sovereignty Within the Italian farmers’ Group, Altragricoltura*

**Discussant** 1:15 PM Solomon H Katz (University of Pennsylvania/World Food Forum)

1:30 PM Discussion

1:45 PM Break

2:00 PM Janet Page-Reeves (University Of New Mexico), Maurice Moffett (University of New Mexico), Amy Anixter Scott (University of New Mexico), Veronica Apodaca (University of New Mexico) and Vanessa Apodaca (University of New Mexico) *Supper Clubs and Social Ties: Women Confront Food Insecurity in Albuquerque, New Mexico*

2:15 PM Megan Anne Carney (Arizona State University) *Food Insecurity and the Biopolitics of Care: Disciplining Caring Subjects*

2:30 PM Marisol Bolivar-Diaz (New Mexico State University) *Addressing Food Insecurity Along the U.S.-Mexico Border: Barriers and Issues in Binational Food Distribution Projects in Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, México*

2:45 PM Yeri Paulina Mendoza Solis (Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social) *Everyday Struggles for Alimentary Sovereignty: A Peasant Organization Experience in Southern Mexico*

3:00 PM Norma Helen Juárez (Universidad de Guadalajara) *Local Alternatives to Strengthen Food Sovereignty: A Case Study in Southern of Jalisco Mexico*

**Discussant** 3:15 PM Teresa M Mares (University of Vermont)

3:30 PM Discussion

---

**2-0225** 12:00–03:45 Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**URBAN AFFECT AND UNCERTAIN FUTURES: NEGOTIATING CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN CONTEMPORARY CITIES**

**Reviewed by** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers**

Maya Shapiro (York University)

Felix Ringel (University of Vienna)

12:00 PM Felix Ringel (University of Vienna) *“Once Hope Dies, Here Will be Its Grave.” – Post-Industrial Affect in Germany’s Fastest Shrinking City*

12:15 PM Catherine Wanner (Pennsylvania State University) *Urban Ambiance and the Comfort of Imperial Pasts in Eastern Europe*

12:30 PM Rozita Dimova PhD (Humboldt University) *“The Baroque Effect”: Urban Space, Publics and Politics in Contemporary Skopje*

12:45 PM Yujie Zhu (Cluster of Asia and Europe in a Global Context, Heidelberg University) *The Future of the Past: Negotiating New Urban Spaces of Xi’an*

1:00 PM Sharon A Kelly (University of Toronto) *Building Community From the Ground Up: Producing New Social Attachments in a Canadian Social Housing Project*
1:15 PM Timothy E Murphy (Worcester State University) *Calling Out Mafrense Fake: Affect and Authenticity in An Urbanizing Brazil*

**Discussant** 1:30 PM Robert Rotenberg (Depaul University)

1:45 PM Break

2:00 PM Maya Shapiro (York University) *Provocative Times in Urban Public Spaces: Exploring the Affective Dimensions of Anti-Migrant "Provocations" in Tel Aviv, Israel*

2:15 PM Adi Grabiner Keinan (Cornell University) *The Politics of Solidarity in a Segregated City: Hope, Struggle, and Despair in Jerusalem*

2:30 PM Noa Vaisman (Durham University) *Café Talk: Affect, Psychoanalysis and Post-Neoliberal Urban Belonging in Buenos Aires*

2:45 PM Maura S Finkelstein (Stanford University) *From Tenement to Sentiment: Space and Nostalgia in Mumbai’s Chawls*

3:00 PM Gary W McDonogh (Bryn Mawr College) *A Year Without New Year's: Chinese Immigration, Hope and Fear in Barcelona*

3:15 PM Michael Fisch (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**2-0230 12:00–03:45** Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ADAPTATION TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE: ANTHROPOLOGY’S ENGAGEMENT**

**Reviewed by** Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer** Meredith L Welch-Devine (University of Georgia)

**Chair** Anne Louise Sourdril (CNRS - LADYSS)

12:00 PM Marieke Blondet (AgroParisTech Nancy - LEF) *Environmental Change in French Beech Forest: An Anthropological Perspective On Multilevel and Conflicting Engagements From Foresters, Conservationists, Policy Makers and the Common People*

12:15 PM Elizabeth Baker Brite (Auburn University) *Archaeological Perspectives On Adaptations to Water Scarcity in the Aral Sea Basin, Uzbekistan*

12:30 PM Jane W Gibson (University of Kansas) and Benjamin J Gray (University of Kansas) *Climate Change and Rural Communities in Western Kansas*

12:45 PM Brian J Burke (University of Georgia Coweeta Listening Project) *Understanding Environmental Change and Adaptation Where Science and Government Are in Doubt: Lessons From Southern Appalachia*

1:00 PM Patricia J Hammer (Center for Social Well Being) *Patsa Puqun: 10,000 Years of Adaptation and Mitigation of Environmental Changes in the Andes*

1:15 PM Meredith L Welch-Devine (University of Georgia) *Marketing the Mountain Instead of Cheese: Climate Change Adaptation Strategies of Basque Shepherds in Southwest France*

1:30 PM Discussion

2:00 PM Break

2:15 PM Anne Louise Sourdril (CNRS - LADYSS) *Greening Cities to Adapt to Climate Change? A Case Study of Policies in Paris, France*
2:30 PM  Cindy J Isenhour (University of Maine) Beyond Eco-Efficiency — Stockholm and the Threat of Lake and Sea

2:45 PM  Elisabeth Worliczek (University of Vienna and University of New Caledonia) Results of a Field Study Bridging the Gap of Perception Between the French Republic and the Local population’s Vision on Environmental Change on Two French Pacific Islands

3:00 PM  Dean Hardy (University of Georgia) Modeling Spatiotemporal Variation in Adaptive Capacity to Sea-Level Rise: The Role of Ethnography

**DISCUSSANT**

3:15 PM  Donald R Nelson (Universtiy of Georgia)

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**2-0235**  12:00–03:45  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**TECHNOPOLITICAL FUTURES: TRANSFORMATIONS IN STATES AND EXPERTISE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
Mark A Gardiner (Stanford University)  
Adam E Leeds (University of Pennsylvania)

**CHAIR**  
Taylor C Nelms (University of California, Irvine)

12:00 PM  Kenneth MacLean (Clark University) Amateur-Experts: Calculating Financial Non-Disclosure and Reckoning Corporate Liability in Myanmar’s Energy Sector

12:15 PM  Susan H Ellison (Brown University) A Market for Mediators

12:30 PM  Inna Leykin (Tel Aviv University) Predicting the Crisis: A Historical Ethnography of Population Forecasting in Post-Soviet Russia

12:45 PM  Mark A Gardiner (Stanford University) Replacing the State: Race, Capacity, and Environmental Management in Namibia

1:00 PM  Joshua Clark (University of California, Irvine) Producing Ethno-Racial Statistics in Costa Rica: Census Method and Expertise Beyond the Critique of "State Knowledge"

1:15 PM  Miyako Inoue (Stanford University) Outsourcing and the Production of Legal Truth in the Japanese Court

**DISCUSSANT**

1:30 PM  Kregg Hetherington (Concordia University)

1:45 PM  Break

2:00 PM  Jessica E Barnes (University of South Carolina) Knowing the Nile: Climate Change and the Future of Egypt’s Water

2:15 PM  Christine Folch (Wheaton College) All That Is Water: Engineering Energy Sovereignties and Electricity Nationalities

2:30 PM  Micha Rahder (University of California, Santa Cruz) Rejected Projections: REDD+ and the Unimaginable Future of Guatemala’s Maya Biosphere Reserve

2:45 PM  Anna M Weichselbraun (University of Chicago) The Limits of Technical Knowledge: Producing Legitimacy at the IAEA’s Safeguards Department

3:00 PM  Adam E Leeds (University of Pennsylvania) On the Political Economy of Non-Democracies: Second-Order Theory of Russia’s Transition to Capitalism
THE DISTRESS OF THINGS: MATERIALITY, AGENCY AND ETHICS

Archaeology Division

Rui Alexandre da Graca Gomes Coelho (SUNY, Binghamton)
Timothy Webmoor (University of Colorado-Boulder)
H Martin Wobst (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

12:00 PM Timothy Webmoor (University of Colorado-Boulder) *The Discipline of Things: Matters of Care in Archaeology*

12:15 PM Matthew M Palus (University of Maryland, College Park) *Machine Truths: Marcuse on Technology, Agency, and Ethics*

12:30 PM Christopher Shephard (College of William & Mary) *Acting Right in Tsenacommacah: The Materiality of Authority and Subjection on the Southern Middle Atlantic Coast (A.D. 900–1622)*

12:45 PM Nadine Wagener-Boeck (Georg-August-University Goettingen) and Maria Schwertl (Georg-August-University of Goettingen) *Becoming a More Ethical Researcher By Reconstructing Connectivities Through Things and Material-Semiotic Networks?*

1:00 PM Brittany Fullen (SUNY, Binghamton) and Tanya Chiykowski (SUNY, Binghamton) *An Agency Approach to Quotidian Ceramics: Style and Identity Formation in the Andean Middle Horizon and Late Prehistoric Sonora*

1:15 PM Maria Theresia Starzmann (Institute for Near Eastern Archaeology, Free University Berlin) *The Materiality of Forced Labor: A Political Economy Approach Toward Human-Object Relations*

1:30 PM Sule Can (SUNY, Binghamton) *Memory and Material Agency in the Nusayri Community*

1:45 PM Break

2:00 PM Joao Afonso Baptista (University of Hamburg) *Interaction Agency: Infrastructure and People in Rural Angola*

2:15 PM Rui Alexandre da Graca Gomes Coelho (Binghamton University) *An Empire of Clay: Ceramics and Discipline in the Early Modern Portuguese Empire*

2:30 PM K Anne Pyburn (Indiana University) *Academic Instruments*

2:45 PM Manuela do Corral Vieira (Universidade Federal do Para) *The Construction and Liquidity of Identity Within Social Networks On the Internet*

3:00 PM Jessica Santos (SUNY, Binghamton) *Banned Bodies Becoming Political Subjects: Immigrants Participation in Public Protests*

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
2-0245  12:00–03:45  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

MIGRANTS, PILGRIMS, AND REFUGEES: DESTABILIZING TROPES OF TRANSNATIONAL ‘MOBILITY’

REVIEWED BY  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Lesley Rose Turnbull (Cornell University)

12:00 PM  Heather MacLachlan (University of Dayton)  Transnational Movement and the Transformation of the Karen Don Dance

12:15 PM  Angela Stuesse (University of South Florida) and Mathew Coleman (Ohio State University)  Remobilization Amid Regimes of Immobility: Driving Undocumented in a Time of Intensified Immigrant Policing


12:45 PM  Giulia El-Dardiry (McGill University)  Inhabiting “Transit”, Inhabiting “Home”: Iraqi Presence in Jordan’s Present

1:00 PM  Inga Gruß (Cornell University)  Visions of the Future, Return and Merit: Migrants From Myanmar in South-West Thailand

1:15 PM  Dillon Mahoney (University of South Florida)  Crafting Mobility in Coastal Kenya: Jumping Scales Versus Staying Local

1:30 PM  Daphne Winland (York University)  Beyond Remittances: Croatian ‘expert Expatriates’ and the Impacts of Post-Socialist Strategies of Diaspora Enticement

1:45 PM  Break

2:00 PM  Leslie Fesenmyer (University of Oxford)  Interrogating Notions of Simultaneity and Imagination: The Place-Making Practices of Kenyan Pentecostal Migrants in London

2:15 PM  Marisa O Ensor (University of Tennessee)  Refugee Youth’s Role in Sustainable Return: Lessons From South Sudan

2:30 PM  Lesley Rose Turnbull (Cornell University)  Engendering Nationalist Sentiment Through Transnational ‘Mobility’: The Hajj Application Process in Yunnan, China

DISCUSSANT  2:45 PM  Vida Bajc (Methodist University)

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

2-0250  02:00–03:45  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session:  TELEVISED REDEMPTION: BLACK RELIGIOUS MEDIA AND COUNTER PUBLICS

SPONSOR  AAA Executive Program Committee

ORGANIZER  Carolyn Rouse (Princeton University)

DISCUSSANT  2:00 PM  Faye Diana Ginsburg (New York University)
2:15 PM  Marla Frederick (Harvard University) *Black Faith and Liberal Capitalism, Post Prosperity*

2:30 PM  Carolyn Rouse (Princeton University) *The Unanticipated Making of a Global Icon: Malcolm X and Muslim Revolutionary Subjectivities*

2:45 PM  Suad A Khabeer (Purdue University) *Race, Representation and Performing “the Muslim”*

3:00 PM  John L Jackson Jr (University of Pennsylvania) *“Radio, Suckers Never Play Me”: Broadcasting to Save the Planet, One Body At a Time*

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**2-0255  02:00–03:45**  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**THE MONOLOGIC IMAGINATION**

**Reviewed by**  American Ethnological Society

**Organizers**

Matt Tomlinson (Australian National University)

Julian Millie (Monash University)

**Chair**

Matt Tomlinson (Australian National University)

2:00 PM  Matt Tomlinson (Australian National University) *Three Aspects of Monologue and How Two of Them Can Kill You*

2:15 PM  Jon Bialecki (University of Edinburgh) *Divine Monologue and Sensual Heterogeneity: Prophecy, Authority, and Subjectivity in American Charismatic Christianity*

2:30 PM  Jane E Goodman (Indiana University) *The Muhtada and the Magrur: Producing Monologism in Algerian Reformist Theater*

2:45 PM  Sherman Tan (Australian National University and University of Canberra) *On the Monologic Politics of Dialogism in Singapore*

3:00 PM  Alan Rumsey (Australian National University) *Monologue and Dialogism in Highland New Guinea Verbal Art*

3:15 PM  Julian Millie (Monash University) *Affect, Emergent Interpretations and Hidden Polemic in Islamic Oratory*

**Discussant**

3:30 PM  Richard Bauman (Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**2-0260  02:00–03:45**  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ENGAGING PARTICIPANTS AND RESEARCHERS IN A SHRINKING ETHNOGRAPHIC WORLD: CHALLENGES AND CHANGES FOR THE MODERN ANTHROPOLOGIST**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers**

Stacey A McKenna (University of Colorado Denver)

Hillary A Melchiors (Case Western Reserve University)

Susan A Phillips (Pitzer College)

**Chair**

Aura A Newlin (Northwest College and Case Western Reserve University)

Tazin R Karim (Michigan State University)

Kate E Masley (Carroll University)

Hillary A Melchiors (Case Western Reserve University)
Allison V Schlosser (Case Western Reserve University)
Ruth Magtanong (Case Western Reserve University)
Stacey A McKenna (University of Colorado Denver)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

2-0265 02:00–03:45 Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
TRANSBORDER ETHNOGRAPHY: WORKS INSPIRED BY CARLOS VÉLEZ-IBÁÑEZ

Sponsor
Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
Patricia Zavella (University of California, Santa Cruz)

Organizer
Luis FB Plascencia (Arizona State University) \textit{Un Sujeto Fronterizo: Slantwise Scholarship in a Transborder World}

2:00 PM Aide Acosta (Indiana University) \textit{Regions of Refuge in the Heartland}

2:30 PM Guillermia G Nunez (University of Texas) \textit{A Path to Applied Anthropology On the US-Mexico Border: The Legacy of Carlos G. Vélez-Ibáñez}

2:45 PM Sergio Lemus (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) \textit{Politics, Margins and Border Theory: Intellectual Visions, Generational Revisions and a Transborder Ethnography of Mexicans in South Chicago}

3:00 PM Javier Tapia (University of Wisconsin) \textit{Doing Public Anthropology: Working With Government and Education Officials in Mexico and the U.S.}

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, T

2-0270 02:00–03:45 Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
WORLDING WITH THE BODY

Reviewed by
Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer
Grant J Otsuki (University of Toronto)

Chair
Gergely Mohacsi (Osaka University)

2:00 PM Miho Funahashi Ishii (Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University) \textit{The Chiasm of Machines and Spirits: Buuta Worship, Mega-Industry, and Embodied Environment in South India}

2:15 PM Gergely Mohacsi (Osaka University) \textit{We Always Connect with Worlds: Japanese Drugs, Hungarian Bodies and the Effects of Comparison}

2:30 PM Abou Farman (Princeton University) \textit{Finitude and the Informatic Self}

2:45 PM Grant J Otsuki (University of Toronto) \textit{Wearable Illusions and Human-Machine Relations in Japan}

3:00 PM Alison Kenner (Drexel University) \textit{Breathing In and Out of Place: Environmental Embodiment in U.S. Asthma Care}

Discussant
3:15 PM Mei Zhan (University of California, Irvine)

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
CON ARTISTS, SHILLS AND SUCKERS: ADVANCED CAPITALISM AND THE ART OF THE SCAM

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology

Chair/Organizer: Ellen J Sharp (University of California Los Angeles)

2:00 PM John Charles Nicholas Cox (University of Melbourne) “God Works in Mysterious ways”: Greed and Vocation in a Papua New Guinean Fast Money Scheme

2:15 PM Diane M Nelson (Duke University) The Ab(Uses) of Enchant/Meant: Maya Pyramid (Schemes)

2:30 PM Smoki Musaraj (University of California, Irvine/IMTFI) Companies, Creditors and Contracts: Ambivalent Framings of Legitimacy for Ponzi Circulations in Postsocialist Albania

2:45 PM Erica Caple James (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Bad Deeds: Sham Mortgages, Straw Buyers, Foreclosure Scams, and the Defrauding of Haitians in Boston

3:00 PM Ellen J Sharp (University of California Los Angeles) Con or Conned? Parsing Partial Truths in Guatemala

Discussant: Daniel J Smith (Brown University)

Discussant: Karen Z Ho (University of Minnesota)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

LOVERS, ACTIVISTS AND STUDENTS: YOUTH AGENCY AND RESISTANCE IN EAST ASIA

Reviewed by: Society for East Asian Anthropology

Chair/Organizer: David Armiak (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

2:00 PM Elizabeth A Rodwell (Rice University) First Screen, Second Screen: Interactive Television, Media Activism, and User Control in Japanese Mass Broadcast

2:15 PM Chun-Yi Sum (Boston University) The Changing Face of Lei Feng: State-Led Volunteerism Among College Students in China

2:30 PM David Armiak (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Candles, Dances and Song: Korean Youth and the Fight Against Neoliberalism

2:45 PM Love Kindstrand (University of Chicago) “Our Actions Make the Park!” Narrativizing the (re-)Discovery of Public Space in Tokyo’s Miyashita Park

3:00 PM Ting Hui Lau (Cornell University) Youthful Passions: Love and Dating Among Lisu Ethnic Minority Youths in Southwest China

Discussant: Akiko Takeyama (The University of Kansas)

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
TOWARDS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MENTAL HEALTH: CURRENT ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizers: Michael R Duke (University of Memphis)
             Janis H Jenkins (University of California at San Diego)
Chair: Michael R Duke (University of Memphis)
Roundtable Presenters: Beatriz M Reyes-Foster (University of Central Florida)
                      Whitney L Duncan (University of Northern Colorado)
                      Eugene A Raikhel (University of Chicago)
                      Tiffany L McDowell (Adler School of Professional Psychology)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

THE GENDER OF CHRISTIAN CHARISMA: DEBATING ETHNOGRAPHIES OF AGENCY, POWER AND ENGENDERED LEADERSHIP IN CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIANITY

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizers: Annelin Eriksen (University of Bergen)
            Ruy Blanes (University of Bergen)
Chair: Annelin Eriksen (University of Bergen)
2:00 PM Brendan Jamal Thornton (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Male Testimonies of Fantastic Sin and Miraculous Redemption: Cultivating Charisma in a Caribbean Pentecostal Community
2:15 PM Sitna Quiroz (LSE) (En)gendered Charisma and Contesting Forms of Power in the Prophetic Movement of Amalia Bautista, Mexico
2:30 PM Kim E Knibbe (University of Groningen) Charisma, Gender and Calling in a Nigerian-Initiated Church
2:45 PM Martin Lindhardt (University of Southern Denmark) Men and Women of God. Gendered Charisma in Contemporary Tanzania
3:00 PM Annelin Eriksen (University of Bergen) The Gender of Charisma in a Melanesian Pentecostalism: The Holy Spirit and Mechanisms of Change in Port Vila, Vanuatu
3:15 PM Ruy Blanes (University of Bergen) Gender, Leadership and Charismatic Circulations in the Angolan Bakongo World
Discussant: Naomi Haynes (University of Edinburgh)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

THE POLITICS OF COMMEMORATION

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers: Maria-Pia Di Bella (IRIS-EHESS, Paris)
            Karine Vanthuyne (University of Ottawa)
Chair: Maria-Pia Di Bella (IRIS-EHESS, Paris)

Wednesday, November 20
2:00 PM Ari E Gandsman (University of Ottawa) Resisting Museumification in the Politics of Commemoration in Argentina
2:15 PM Karine Vanthuyne (University of Ottawa) “These Are My Truths”. Testifying, or not, before the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
2:30 PM Maria-Pia Di Bella (IRIS-EHESS, Paris) The Place of “Public Sorrow” in U.S. National Memorials
2:45 PM Natasha Goldman (Bowdoin College) Andy Goldsworthy’s Garden of Stones — A Living Memorial

3:00 PM Jackie S Feldman (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev) and Anja Peleikis (Humboldt University) Touring the Holocaust Museum: Guides As Ritual Experts in Yad Vashem and Jewish Museum, Berlin
3:15 PM Natasha Zaretsky (Rutgers University)
3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0300 02:00–03:45 PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

RETHINKING THE RURAL-URBAN DIVIDE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Reviewed by Middle East Section
Organizers Murat Altun (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities)
Sinan Erensu (University of Minnesota)
Chair Gabriele Rasuly-Paleczek (University of Vienna Austria)
2:00 PM Sinan Erensu (University of Minnesota) Renewing the Urban, Taming the Nature: The Urban-Rural Transformation in Turkey
2:15 PM Burak Kose (York University) A River Runs Through It: Ergene Basin As the “Backyard” of Globalizing Istanbul
2:30 PM Gabriele Rasuly-Paleczek (University of Vienna Austria) ‘Making Sense of Fevziye Köyü”: Rural-Urban Relations in Western Anatolia
2:45 PM Murat Altun (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) Can the Sovereign Speak: Living With the State and the Past Violence in Northeastern Turkey
Discussant 3:00 PM Kimberly L Hart (Buffalo State College)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0305 02:00–03:45 Conference Room 5I, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

TRANSFORMING SPECIES FUTURES: MULTISPECIES ENGAGEMENTS IN NORTH AMERICA

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America
Chair/Organizer Elan L Abrell (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
2:00 PM Avigdor Edminster (University of Minnesota) “Like a Son,” Like Anthropology: Interanimalic Socialities and Expansive Eth(n)ology
2:15 PM Jeffrey Bussolini (CUNY; Avenue B Multi-Studies Center) This Bridge Called My Back: Tactile Dimensions of Feline-Human Interface
2:30 PM Kris Weller (Gettysburg College) Attraction, Fear, and Naming
2:45 PM Elan L Abrell (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Thinking Animality: Practices of Care in U.S. Exotic Animal Sanctuaries*

3:00 PM Jessica Lyons (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) *Exotic Entanglements: The Complex Relationship Between Texas Game Farms, Endangered Species, and the Ethics of Flourishing*

**DISCUSSANT** 3:15 PM Molly Mullin (North Carolina State University)

3:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**2-0310 02:00–03:45** Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**INTIMATE BELONGINGS: POSSESSION, MEMORY, AND THE MATERIALITY OF KINSHIP**

**REVIEWED BY** American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER** Sasha Newell (North Carolina State University)

**CHAIR** Adeline Masquelier (Tulane University)

2:00 PM Adeline Masquelier (Tulane University) *“Stuck in the Past”: Heritage, Curatorial Aesthetics, and Home-Making in France*

2:15 PM Gretchen M Herrmann (SUNY Cortland) *From Our House to Your House: Intimate Belongings and Kindred Spirits in the American Garage Sale*

2:30 PM Sasha Newell (North Carolina State University) *Storage Space: The Matter of Intimacy and the Spirit of Possession*

2:45 PM Danielle Carr (University of Minnesota) *Hauntology and the Gift: Projection, Clinging, and When Objects Write Themselves*

3:00 PM Bilinda S Straight (Western Michigan University) and Sammy Letoole (Friends Theological College) *From Stranger to Kin: ‘Skinship’ and Inalienability in Samburu*

3:15 PM Discussion

---

**2-0315 02:00–03:45** Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**“NEITHER BLACK NOR WHITE”: REEXAMINING CARL DEGLER’S MULATTO ESCAPE HATCH IN BRAZIL**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS** Antonio Jose B Silva (University of Arizona) and Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona)

**CHAIR** Antonio Jose B Silva (University of Arizona)

2:00 PM Alvaro E Jarrin (Union College) *Money Beautifies: Body Modification, Upward Mobility and Race in Southeastern Brazil*

2:15 PM Jennifer J Manthei (University of Illinois, Springfield) *Mutaticity: Adolescent Girls’ Beauty Work and Discourses of Hope*

2:30 PM Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona) *Law Schools vs. Black Beaches: Negotiating Racial Appearances in Rio De Janeiro*

2:45 PM Michelle Peria (University of California, Irvine) *Re-Making Race for Citizenship: Popular Education Movements in Rio De Janeiro*

3:00 PM Antonio Jose B Silva (University of Arizona) *Brown Into Black? Rethinking Black Consciousness in Brazilian Black Activism*
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0320 02:00–03:45  Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

COLLABORATION AND ITS ENDS: ABOUT COOPERATION, BETRAYAL AND UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES DURING FIELDWORK ENCOUNTERS

REVIEWED BY  American Ethnological Society
ORGANIZERS  Assaf Harel (Rutgers University)
Kartikeya Saboo (Rutgers University)
CHAIR  Meghana Arun Joshi (Rutgers)
2:00 PM  Assaf Harel (Rutgers University) *When Enemies Collaborate: On Settlers, Palestinians and the Making of Peace*
2:15 PM  Kartikeya Saboo (Rutgers University) *At the Homecoming Game: Collaboration and Violence in a Fieldwork Encounter*
2:30 PM  Discussion
2:45 PM  Meghana Arun Joshi (Rutgers) *Being An Ausländer in Berlin: On Indians, Germans and the Unintended Consequences of Collaboration*
3:00 PM  Discussion
3:15 PM  Rachel Zimring Feldman (University of California Davis) *Jewish Solidarity With Palestine: Collaborations and Improvisations*
3:30 PM  Roosbelinda Cardenas (Rutgers University) *Sorting Out Victims: On the Politics of Ethnographic Storytelling*

2-0325 02:00–03:45  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

HIV INFECTION AND AIDS RISK: PAST, CURRENT AND FUTURE ENGAGEMENTS

REVIEWED BY  Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  David S Turkon (Ithaca College)
Douglas S Goldsmith (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)
CHAIR  Janet W McGrath (Case Western Reserve University)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS  Ralph Bolton (Pomona College)
Douglas S Goldsmith (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)
David S Turkon (Ithaca College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0330 02:00–03:45  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

WRITING THE RIGHT: ETHNOGRAPHY OF RADICAL (POLITICAL) OTHERS AND THE ETHICS OF ADVOCACY

REVIEWED BY  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Nathaniel M Smith (University of California, Santa Barbara and University of Arizona)
Douglas R Holmes (SUNY Binghamton)
CHANGE/STRANGE, RELEASE/RELIEVE, LONG/BELONG: CULTURAL DYNAMISM AND AFFECT

Reviewed by: Society for Psychological Anthropology

Chairs/Organizers: Michael W Hesson (Temple University)

Christine A Kray (Rochester Institute of Technology)

2:00 PM Michael W Hesson (Temple University) Do Maya Speakers LOL?: Emotional Registers & Paralinguistics in Electronically-Mediated Communication

2:15 PM Conerly C Casey (Rochester Institute of Technology) Scalarities of Feeling: Consciousness and Affective Registers in the Sensory Politics of Northern Nigeria

2:30 PM Deborah Augsburger (University of Wiscon-Superior) Affect, Ritual, and Cultural Change in Juchitán, Oaxaca

2:45 PM Christine A Kray (Rochester Institute of Technology) Pentecostal Tears: Performance, Discipline, and Compulsion


Discussant: John A Lucy (University of Chicago)

Discussant: Robey Callahan (California State University, Fullerton)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

ENGAGING PUBLICS BEYOND THE ACADEMY: PROBLEMATIZING COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT THROUGH THE STUDY OF RACE AND HIPHOP

Reviewed by: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Organizer: Melissa D Hargrove (University of North Florida)

Chair: Jericha Russell (University of North Florida)

2:00 PM Shannon Marie Reed (University of North Florida) Spatial Patterning and Community Engagement

2:15 PM Frances Rijo (University of North Florida) Bboying: An Expression of Hip hop Through Movement

2:30 PM Jericha Russell (University of North Florida) A Bold Generation of Giants: Middle Eastern Hip hop and Globalization Through Public Engagement

2:45 PM John Stringfellow (University of North Florida) First Coast Graf: Community Engagement As Public Anthropology
3:00 PM  Heather Marie Thwing (University of Florida)  *Puttin’ On the Ritz: Urban Revitalization in the “Harlem of the South”*

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**2-0345  02:00–03:45  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**  
**INTERSECTIONS OF INFORMAL AND FORMAL CAREGIVING ACROSS THE LIFE COURSE**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  
Rebecca Berman (CJE SeniorLife)

**CHAIR**  
Clara Saraiva (Instituto de Investigacao Cientifica Tropical)

2:00 PM  Patricia Perrenoud (Lausanne University)  *Caring for Women: The Diverse and Demanding Experiences Encountered By Community Midwives*

2:15 PM  Emma Bertolaet (Purdue University)  *How Do We Care? Obstetric Care, Midwifery Care and the Goals of Alabama Perinatal Excellence Collaborative*

2:30 PM  Clara Saraiva (Instituto de Investigacao Cientifica Tropical)  *Caring and Nurturing in the Diaspora: Suffering, Death and Help Among African Migrants in Portugal*

2:45 PM  Rebecca Berman (CJE SeniorLife) and Madelyn A Iris (CJE SeniorLife)  *The Promise and Practice of Caring for Caregivers In FAITH-Based Settings*

3:00 PM  Samantha L Solimeo (Department of Veterans Affairs), Sarah S Ono (Department of Veteran Affairs) and Daniel Morgan (Department of Veterans Affairs)  *Anthropological Insight Into the Study of Care Work: The Case of MRSA in the Long-Term Care Facility Setting*

3:15 PM  Margaret Souza (SUNY, Empire State College)  *Formal and Informal Care for Dying Persons*

3:30 PM  Betty Wolder Levin (Brooklyn College and The Graduate Center, CUNY)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

**2-0350  02:00–03:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**  
**MODEST WITNESSES? EXPERTS’ TESTIMONIES IN POLITICAL STRUGGLES IN ISRAEL**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**CHAIRS/Organizers**  
Guy Shalev (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

2:00 PM  Gadi Nissim (Ruppin Academic Center)  *Thinking Professionally on Political Issues — Workers’ Committees Stewards in Israel*

2:15 PM  Guy Shalev (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)  *Doctors With Borders: Palestinian Physicians Bearing Witness*

2:30 PM  Liron Shani (Tel Aviv University and Harvard University)  *Hooray Expertise! Contempt Politics! Planners in the Conflict Over New Communities in Southern Israel*
2:45 PM  Regev Nathansohn (University of Michigan) *Dead Or Alive? Ethnography Of Revitalization Plans In An Arab-Jewish “MIXED” Neighborhood*

3:00 PM  Hadas Yaron (Tel Aviv-Yaffo Academic college) *LEGAL and Paralegal Assistance: Jurists, Activists, Anthropologists and African Refugees In Israel*

**Discussants**

3:15 PM  Yehuda C Goodman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

3:30 PM  Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**2-0355  02:00–03:45  PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**PROVIDING CARE WHERE THERE IS NONE: SELF-HELP WITHIN TRANSNATIONAL COMMUNITIES**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer**  Anna L Pagano (University of California, Berkeley)

**Chairs**  Victor Garcia (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)

Anna L Pagano (University of California, Berkeley)

2:00 PM  Brian Anderson (Stanford University) *Grupos De Cuarto y Quinto Paso: Therapies On the Border of Health and Harm*

2:15 PM  Anna L Pagano (University of California, Berkeley) *Mutual Help 24 Hours: The Transnational Journey of the 24 Horas Alcoholics Anonymous Movement From Mexico City to Northern California*

2:30 PM  Victor Garcia (Indiana University of Pennsylvania) *Transnational Drug Abuse Treatments: Alcoholics Anonymous Use Among Mexican Farmworkers*

2:45 PM  Laura P Villa Torres (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill), Clare Barrington (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) and Paul Fleming (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Outside the Formal and the Informal Health Care Sectors: An Ethnographic Study With Latin-American Descendant Migrant Men in North Carolina*

3:00 PM  Ingrid Lagos (University of California, Davis) *Transnational Medical Phone Calls in U.S.-El Salvador Healthcare Circuits*

**Discussant** 3:15 PM  Stanley H Brandes (University of California, Berkeley)

3:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0360  02:00–03:45  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**BEYOND PTSD: THE U.S. MILITARY AND THE SEQUELAE OF WAR**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers**  Zoe H Wool (Rutgers University)

Kenneth T MacLeish (Vanderbilt University)

**Chair**  Kenneth T MacLeish (Vanderbilt University)

**Roundtable Presenters**  Jean N Scandlyn (University of Colorado Denver)

Sarah J Hautzinger (Colorado College)

Robert Benjamin Frey (Columbia University)
Anna Zogas (University of Washington)
Emily Sogn (The New School University)
Jenna Haywood (University of San Francisco)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0365  02:00–03:45  Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

TOPICS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY 3: MONEY, CREDIT, DEBT AND MORALITY

REVIEWED BY
Society for Economic Anthropology
Judith Lynn Singleton (Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine)

CHAIR

2:00 PM  Gregory D Morton (University of Chicago) Scaling Value: Money and the Outside in Rural Brazil
2:15 PM  Andrew Warren Haxby (University of Michigan) Into the Mark: Informality in Kathmandu’s Land Market
2:30 PM  Gisela Lanzas (University of California, Santa Barbara) Credit Availability and a Cycle of Debt: The Case of Plan Chontalpa in Tabasco Mexico
2:45 PM  Mrinalini Tankha (Brandeis University) Tener Fe: Salvage Money in Post-Socialist Cuba
3:00 PM  Hadas Weiss (Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies) Confronting the Future Through Privatized Pensions
3:15 PM  Judith Lynn Singleton (Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine) and Elizabeth Sweet (Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine) Debt and a State of Insecurity: The Manifestation of the Neoliberalization of Consciousness
3:30 PM  Dylan Eric Fehribach (Indiana University) The Money of Magic

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0370  02:00–03:45  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ACHIEVING HIGHER EDUCATION ACROSS NATIONAL BORDERS AND SOCIAL BOUNDARIES

REVIEWED BY
Council on Anthropology and Education
Sahar D Sattarzadeh (University of Maryland, College Park)

CHAIR

2:00 PM  Bridget Goodman (University of Pennsylvania) The Semiotics of Proficiency?: Presentations By Ukrainian and Nigerian Students in English-Medium Courses At a Ukrainian University
2:15 PM  Norihide Furukawa (Indiana University) Becoming Educated in a Postcolonial University: Affirmative Action and Student Politics in Malawi
2:30 PM  Kathryn D Stemper (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) and Yi-Ju Lai (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) Mixing Ideologies: Cross-Disciplinary Perceptions in a Graduate-Level Theory Course
2:45 PM  Sahar D. Sattarzadeh (University of Maryland, College Park) Majority Measures for Minority Rights: Analyzing Social Discourse of National Responses and International Law Regarding Access to Higher Education

S  Students        T  Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
3:00 PM Raymond Kirk Anderson (University of Wisconsin-Madison) The Anthropology of Global Higher Education: Reconceptualizing International Students’ Roles in Institutions, Labor Markets, and Kinship Networks

3:15 PM Lauren A Visconti (Oregon State University) International Students As Educational Migrants: Perceptions and Outcomes of U.S. Higher Educational and Cultural Capital

3:30 PM Elizabeth Dillard (University of Minnesota) and Nicole Pettitt (Georgia State University) ‘Doing math’: Collaborative Community Research to Understand Learner Agency in a Math Class for Adult English Learners With Interrupted Schooling

3:45 PM Discussion

2-0375 02:00–03:45 PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton ALTERNATIVE PATHWAYS TO TEACHING AND TEACHER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education Chair Andy Danilchick (University of Pennsylvania)

2:00 PM Rachel N Throop (University of Pennsylvania) Teach For America and the Productive Problem of Privilege

2:15 PM Allison Hansen (University of Pennsylvania), Courtney E Hill (University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education) and Andy Danilchick (University of Pennsylvania) Traditional University and Alternative Certification Partnerships and Their Impact On First-Year Teacher Identity Formation

2:30 PM Courtney E Hill (University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education), Allison Hansen (University of Pennsylvania) and Andy Danilchick (University of Pennsylvania) Teacher Leadership Development in Contentious Spaces: Resistance, Reflection, and (r) Evolution

2:45 PM Andy Danilchick (University of Pennsylvania), Allison Hansen (University of Pennsylvania) and Courtney E Hill (University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education) Reciprocal Transformation in Mentorship Relationships Through Informal Communities of Practice

3:00 PM Allison Hansen (University of Pennsylvania), Andy Danilchick (University of Pennsylvania) and Lisa Archibald (Rutgers) Finding Flow in Third Space Teacher Research Groups

3:15 PM Armando L Trujillo (University of Texas at San Antonio), Howard Smith (University of Texas at San Antonio) and Daniel Gonzalez (University of Texas at San Antonio) Ethnographic and Ideological Understandings of Minority Working Class Neighborhoods: Beyond the “Drive-By Shooting”

3:30 PM Discussion
2-0380 02:00–03:45  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FOOD AND HEALTH—BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES

REVIEWED BY  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
CHAIR  Madeline A Chera (Indiana University)

2:00 PM  Douglas London (Adelphi University)  Comparing Phytochemical Intake and Health Outcome Across Food Systems: Fieldwork With Waorani Hunter-Gatherers and Kichwa Subsistence Farmers From the Amazon Rain Forest

2:15 PM  Edward A Bennett (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)  Salmonella in North Carolina: Acquired Resistance to Geographically Predominant Serovars

2:30 PM  Madeline A Chera (Indiana University)  Dietary Diversity in Tamil Nadu: Locating Salient Categories and Questioning Linear Models

2:45 PM  Helena M Ottoson (Independent)  GMO? That Is the Question: What Does GMO/Organic Food Mean to People in the Los Angeles Area

3:00 PM  Jolie N Nahigian (University of Chicago)  The Politics of Eating Well

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0385 02:00–03:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
ETHNIC IDENTITIES ACROSS EAST ASIA

REVIEWED BY  Society for East Asian Anthropology
CHAIR  Carla C Takaki Richardson (University of California, Santa Cruz)

2:00 PM  Christopher D Loy (Christopher Newport University)  Interview With An Ainu Shaman: Grounding Post-National Rights in the Spirit World

2:15 PM  Ge Jian (University of Washington)  Embodying and Transcending Minzu Identities: Performance and Performativity in English Speaking Competitions in Xinjiang, China

2:30 PM  Hideyo Konagaya (Waseda University)  Cultural Heritage and Diaspora in the Emergence of “Okinawan” Public Culture

2:45 PM  Shanshan Du (Tulane University)  Gendered Patterns of Suicide and Social Change in Ethnic China: A Comparative Study of Four Ethnic Groups

3:00 PM  Carla C Takaki Richardson (University of California, Santa Cruz)  Disaster and Diversity: Community Radio and the Making of a Multiethnic Japan

2-0390 02:00–03:45  Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
TRANSNATIONALISM IN EAST ASIA

REVIEWED BY  Society for East Asian Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Noboru Ishikawa (Kyoto University)
CHAIR  Yang Jiao (University of Florida)

2:00 PM  Sangsook Lee-Chung (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  “Inevitable” Early Study Abroad: South Korean “Geese-dad” Professors’ Educational Strategy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Noboru Ishikawa (Kyoto University) and Mayumi Ishikawa (Osaka University)</td>
<td><em>Global Timber Connections: A Critical Look at Forests in Japan and Southeast Asia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Sarah E Chee (University of California Santa Cruz)</td>
<td><em>Love Without Intimacy: North Korean Defectors and the Spiritual Project for a Reunified Korea</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Tetsu Ichikawa (Rikkyo University)</td>
<td><em>Commodity Chain and Ethnic Network: Edible bird’s Nest Business in Sarawak, Malaysia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Yang Jiao (University of Florida)</td>
<td><em>Chinese Transitional Elites in Investment Projects in Africa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-0395 02:00–04:00** Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE (C&A) BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor** Culture and Agriculture

**Organizer** James R Veteto (University of North Texas)

**Presenters**
- Richard H Moore (Ohio State University)
- Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)
- Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University)
- Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa)
- Mark D Wiest
- Liz Fitting (Dalhousie University)
- Joan P Mencher (CUNY Herbert H Lehman College)
- Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
- Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University)
- Stephanie Paladino (Independent)

**2-0400 02:00–05:00** Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGICAL COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE (ACC) MEETING**

**Sponsor** AAA Anthropological Communication Committee

**Organizer** Kelsey Troop (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair** Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)

**Presenters**
- Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
- Niko Besnier (University of Amsterdam)
- Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University)
- Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
- Karen G Williams (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
- Ida S Susser (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
- A Lynn Bolles (University Of Maryland College Park)
- Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
- Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
- Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)
**AAA ASSOCIATION OPERATIONS COMMITTEE**

**Sponsor**
AAA Association Operations Committee

**Organizer**
Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair**
Susan D Gillespie (University of Florida)

**Presenters**
Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
Margaret L Buckner (Missouri State University)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)
Karen Nakamura (Yale University)
Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos)
David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida)
Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

---

**2-0410 02:00–05:45**

Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**
RETHINKING LIFE AND DEATH: REFLECTIONS ON THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE BIOSCIENCES

**Sponsor**
AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizers**
Margaret Lock (McGill University)
Sarah Franklin (University of Cambridge)

**Chair**
Margaret Lock (McGill University)

2:00 PM
Sarah Franklin (University of Cambridge) *Animation and Cessation 2.0*

2:15 PM
Hannah Landecker (University of California, Los Angeles) *Metabolism, Reproduction, and the Aftermath of Categories*

2:30 PM
Lynn M Morgan (Mount Holyoke College) *Reproductive Governance and in-Vitro Fertilization in Costa Rica*

2:45 PM
Michelle Murphy (University of Toronto) *Distributed Reproduction*

3:00 PM
Linda F Hogle (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Humans as Model Organisms*

**Discussant**
Henrietta L Moore (University of Cambridge)

3:30 PM
Break

3:45 PM
Janet F Carsten (University of Edinburgh) *Animation and Cessation: What Has Blood Got to Do With It?*

4:00 PM
Sandra C Bamford (University of Toronto) *Spectral Connections: Anthropological Engagements With Posthumous Kinship*

4:15 PM
Aryn Martin (York University) *Microchimerism As Found Tissue Transplant: A Dysfunctional Analogy*

4:30 PM
Sharon Kaufman (University of California, San Francisco) *Remaking Good Enough Science, Health, Life*
4:45 PM  Stefan G Helmreich (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)  
Micro Multi Biology

**DISCUSSANT**  5:00 PM  Margaret Lock (McGill University)

5:15 PM  Discussion

**2-0415**  02:00–05:45  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**  
**BEYOND THE HISTORIC TURN: TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF HISTORY**

**Sponsor**  
American Ethnological Society

**Chairs/Organizers**  
Charles Stewart (University College London)  
Stephan Palmié (University of Chicago)

2:00 PM  Stephan Palmié (University of Chicago) and Charles Stewart (University College London)  *For an Anthropology of History*

2:15 PM  Courtney J Handman (Reed College)  *Borrowed History and Forsaken Identity: On Being Lost in Christian Papua New Guinea*

2:30 PM  Jonathan M Marks (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)  
*How Do We Combat Creationism as Anthropologists? With the History of Science*

2:45 PM  Webb Keane (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)  
*Slow Time: Culture, Materiality, and the Knowability of the Neolithic*

3:00 PM  Shannon Lee Dawdy (University of Chicago)  
*Antique Things and Totemic Aesthetics*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:15 PM  Yannis Hamilakis (University of Southampton)

3:30 PM  Discussion

3:45 PM  Break

4:00 PM  Byron E Hamann (Ohio State University)  
*Historicizing Western Historicism, Or, the Anthropology of the Anthropology of History*

4:15 PM  Richard Handler (University of Virginia)  
*The Construction of Coincidence*

4:30 PM  Valentina Napolitano (University of Toronto)  
*Notes on human Nature and the Power of Returns*

4:45 PM  Kristina S Wirtz (Western Michigan University)  
*The Living, the Dead, and the Immanent: A Cuban Ontological Journey in Two Acts*

5:00 PM  Michael Lambek (University of Toronto)  
*Conducting An Ethnography of History and Writing An Ethnographic History*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Misty L Bastian (Franklin & Marshall College)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

**2-0420**  02:00–05:45  Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**GLOBAL CANCER: INSTITUTIONS, CHALLENGES, STAKES**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer**  
Maria E Stalford (Harvard University)

**Chair**  
Darja Djordjevic (Harvard University)
2:00 PM Sahra E Gibbon (University College London) *Cancer Genetics in Southern Brazil: Constituting Prevention, Public Health and Clinical Need*

2:15 PM Anna Lora-Wainwright (Oxford University) and Ajiang Chen (Hohai University) *China’s Cancer Villages: A Contested Field*

2:30 PM Marissa Mika (University of Pennsylvania) *“Research Is Our Resource”: Political Oncology in Uganda*

2:45 PM Darja Djordjevic (Harvard University) *Weaving Cancer Care Into Social Equity: The Case of Rwanda*

3:00 PM Maria E Stalford (Harvard University) *No Way to Hold Back a River: Skipping Levels in the Infrastructure of Cancer Care in Contemporary Vietnam*

3:15 PM Julie Livingston (Rutgers University)

3:30 PM Discussion

3:45 PM Break

4:00 PM Carolyn Sargent (Washington University), Stephanie Larchanche (Centre Francoise Minkowska) and Peter Benson (Washington University in St. Louis) *The Transnational Production of Meanings About Cancer Among West African Migrants in France*

4:15 PM Alison Macdonald (University College London) *Situating Cancer Care in Urban India: Movement, Practicalities and Familial Suffering*

4:30 PM Anita Chary (Washington University in St. Louis) and Peter Benson (Washington University in St. Louis) *The Boundaries of International Medical Humanitarianism: Ethics and Cervical Cancer Care in Guatemala*

4:45 PM Dwaipayan Banerjee (New York University) *Thinking Beyond the Exception: Life, Language and Cancer Law*

5:00 PM Juliet M McMullin (University of California, Riverside)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
3:00 PM  Benoit Trepied (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS-IRIS)) *Urban Kanak Parents On Customary Trials: Ethnography of the Customary Family Court of Noumea, New Caledonia*

3:15 PM  Natacha Gagne (Laval University) *The Waxing and Waning of the Politics of Authenticity: Maori and Tahitian examples in context*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:30 PM  Heather A Howard-Bobiwash (Michigan State University)

3:45 PM  Break

4:00 PM  Carol M Babiracki (Syracuse University) *Lost in Translation: Adivasi ("Tribal") Women On the Urban Stage*

4:15 PM  Lindsay M Weiss (Stanford University) and Carolyn Nakamura (Leiden University and Leiden University) *Partial Occupations, Assertions of Urban Heritage in the Neoliberal Era*

4:30 PM  Bill Anthes (Pitzer College) *Sharp Rocks: Native American Artists in the Contemporary Art World*

4:45 PM  Eugenia C Kisin (New York University) *Across the Beat Nation: Connective Art Practices and Methodologies of Visiting*

5:00 PM  Kimbra L Smith (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs) *Disturbing Discourses: Authenticity, Anti-Essentialism, and Interpracticality in Coastal Ecuador*

5:15 PM  Daniel Rosenblatt (Carleton University) *Real Maori, in the City and on Television*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  **DISCUSSANT:** Alex J Golub (University of Hawaii)

This session may be of particular interest to:

2-0430  02:00–05:45  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CORRELATES OF POVERTY, DETERMINANTS OF PROSPERITY: REFINING CONCEPTS AND SORTING CAUSE FROM CONSEQUENCE USING ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSIGHTS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Biological Anthropology Section

**ORGANIZERS**

Bram T Tucker (University of Georgia)
Susan N Tanner (University of Georgia)
Jason A DeCaro (University of Alabama)

**CHAIR**  Susan N Tanner (University of Georgia)

2:00 PM  Bram T Tucker (University of Georgia) *Contrasting Concepts of Causes and Consequences of “poverty” in Cognitive, Behavioral, and Anthropological Research: A Critical Review of Some Recent Headline Studies*

2:15 PM  Ivy L Pike (University of Arizona) *When Poverty and Violence Collide: A Case Study of the Impacts of “small wars” On Poverty and Nutritional Status Among Pastoralist Communities of Northern Kenya*

2:30 PM  Jason A DeCaro (University of Alabama) and Warren Wilson (University of Calgary) *Untangling the Knot of Correlated Adversities: Food Insecurity, Maternal Depression, and Maternal & Child Health in Mwanza, Tanzania*

2:45 PM  Steven M Cole (WorldFish) *Sorting Cause From Consequence: Examining Poverty From Both Sides of the “Equation” With Gender Research in Aquatic Agricultural Systems in Zambia*
3:00 PM  
Susan N Tanner (University of Georgia)  *Pathway to Inequality: Reviewing Connections Between Households and Child Health*

3:15 PM  
Henri J Dengah II (University of Alabama)  *Blessings of the Holy Spirit: How Religious Cultural Consonance Shapes Psychological Well-Being Among Brazilian Pentecostals*

3:30 PM  
Break

3:45 PM  
Barbara A Piperata (Ohio State University) and Kendra McSweeney (Ohio State University)  *Bolsa Familia and the Changing Meaning of Poverty in the Rural Amazon*

4:00 PM  
Susan L Johnston (West Chester University)  *Childhood Poverty and Adult Nutritional Status and Health: Biocultural Insights From the Blackfeet*

4:15 PM  
Amanda L Thompson (University of North Carolina)  *Inequality and the Development of Early Life Disparities in Obesity: the Role of Food Insecurity and Household Composition*

4:30 PM  
Mary Rebecca Read-Wahidi (University of Alabama)  *Poor and Living in a Foreign Land: Mexican Immigrants Coping With Life in Rural Mississippi*

4:45 PM  
Kathryn A Hicks (University of Memphis) and Robin G Nelson (Skidmore College)  *Poverty and Food Choice: Using Multiple Levels of Analysis in Ethnographic Studies of Dietary Strategies*

5:00 PM  
Sarah M Szurek (University of Florida), Clarence C Gravlee (University of Florida), Douglas A Monroe (University of Florida), P Qasimah Boston (Tallahassee Food Network) and M Miaisha Mitchell (Greater Frenchtown Revitalization Council)  *Diversity and Centrality in An Alternative Community Food Movement in Tallahassee, Florida*

5:15 PM  
Craig A Hadley (Emory University) and Daniel J Hruschka (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change)  *Exploring the Relationships Between Poverty, Food Prices, and Body Mass Index Among a Global Sample of Low-Income Women*

5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  

**2-0435**  
02:00–05:45  
Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
YOU AND WHAT ARMY? PAPERS IN HONOR OF LAWRENCE H. KEELEY  

*Reviewed by*  
Archaeology Division

*Organizers*  
Mark Golitko (Field Museum of Natural History)

Rahul C Oka (University of Notre Dame)

Nam C Kim (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

*Chair*  
Nam C Kim (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and T D Price (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  *Mobile Farmers: The Spread of Agriculture Into Prehistoric Europe*

2:15 PM  
Richard W Yerkes (Ohio State University), William A Parkinson (Field Museum of Natural History) and Attila Gyucha (Hungarian National Museum)  *The Function and Significance of Neolithic and Copper Age Enclosures in Southeastern Europe*
2:30 PM  Douglas Bamforth (University of Colorado Boulder)  *Long-Term Trends in Resource Intensification and Violence On the North American Great Plains*

2:45 PM  George R Milner (Pennsylvania State University)  *Advances and Challenges in the Study of Intergroup Conflict in Prehistoric Eastern North America*

3:00 PM  Nicholas Toth (Stone Age Institute and Indiana University) and Kathy Schick (Stone Age Institute and Indiana University)  *Early Stone Age Technological Patterns in Africa and East Asia*

3:15 PM  William A Parkinson (Field Museum of Natural History)  *“Where I Come From, On the Planet Earth...”: Larry Keeley As a Professor, Mentor, and Colleague*

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Thomas Loebel (St. Xavier University and Mercyhurst Archaeological Institute)  *The Secret Lives of Paleoindians: Terminal Pleistocene Foragers in the North American Mid-Continent*

4:00 PM  Russell Spencer Quick (Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc.)  *Refuge Fortifications and Linienbandkeramik Site Clustering in the Hesbaye Region of Belgium*

4:15 PM  Marisa D Fontana (North Central College)  *The Identification and Interpretation of Fortifications and Enclosing Architecture*

4:30 PM  Matt Schauer (University of Illinois at Chicago)  *Inca Warfare in the Andes*

4:45 PM  Rahul C Oka (University of Notre Dame)  *That’s Heartwarming But, ...: The Possibilities and Parameters of Scientific Research in Anthropological Archaeology*

5:00 PM  Mark Golitko (Field Museum of Natural History)  *“No Evidence for War Or Chieftainship?” Violence in the European Early Neolithic*

5:15 PM  Lawrence Harold Keeley (University of Illinois at Chicago)  *Discussion*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**Society for Medical Anthropology**

**Organizers**

Pamela L Runestad (Elon University)

Ashley M Vaughan (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Daniela Heil (University of Newcastle, Australia)

---

**Chair**

2:00 PM  Ashley M Vaughan (University of Hawaii at Manoa)  *Gifts From God: Gift Narratives and the Medical Imaginary in Tautu, Vanuatu*

2:15 PM  Tamara H Luthy (University of Hawaii at Manoa)  *Innovating Tradition: Medical Narratives of the Pharmaceuticalization of Plant-Based Medicines*

2:30 PM  Eileen M Moyer (University of Amsterdam) and Marian Burchardt (MPI Göttingen)  *Time and the Self: On the Social Value of HIV Narrative Testimonials in Africa*
2:45 PM  Pamela L Runestad (Elon University)  
**Personal HIV/AIDS Narratives As Social Activism in Japan: 'I'm Right Here!'**

3:00 PM  Merav Shohet (University of Toronto)  
**Beyond the Clinic: Genres of Recovery in North American Anorexia Narratives**

**DISCUSSANT**  3:15 PM  Carolyn S Stevens (Monash University)

3:30 PM  Discussion

3:45 PM  Break

4:00 PM  Daniela Heil (University of Newcastle, Australia)  
**Body Politics and Their Medicalization in Aboriginal Australia: "Mobile Bodies Keep the Ngyiampaa Healthy?"**

4:15 PM  Asami Nago (University of Hawaii at Manoa)  
**Narrating the Moral Economy and Bio-Politics of Care At the Malaria Research Clinics in Thai-Burma Border**

4:30 PM  Alyshia F Galvez (CUNY Herbert H Lehman College)  
**Narratives of Aspiration and Belonging: Mexican Immigrant Women in Public Prenatal Care in New York City**

4:45 PM  Maureen O’Dougherty (University of Minnesota)  
**True Grit: Embodied Distress in the Transition to Motherhood**

5:00 PM  Amrapali Maitra (Stanford University)  
**“Halka Laglo”: Ordinary Words, Extraordinary Violence**

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Ayesha Nibbe (Hawaii Pacific University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**Film Session:**  
**WELCOME & OPENING REMARKS BY FESTIVAL DIRECTOR HARJANT GILL**  
**SPONSOR**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

---

**Film Session:**  
**AGAINST ALL ODDS**  
**SPONSOR**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

3:15 PM  Haïti, la Terre (Haiti, The Earth) (1h 22m) dir. Jean-Claude Riga submitted by

4:50 PM  Marta (6m) dir. Hyerhang Ch submitted by
Invited Roundtable:
RE-ASSESSING ETHNOGRAPHIC CLASSICS: “IMAGE AND PILGRIMAGE IN CHRISTIAN CULTURE” (1978) BY VICTOR AND EDITH TURNER

Sponsor: AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers: Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Chair: Edith Lucy Turner (University of Virginia)
Roundtable Presenters: Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto)
Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Jill Dubisch (Northern Arizona University)
Ann G Gold (Syracuse University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

FOOD, FUEL AND FURY

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer: John-Andrew McNeish (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)
Chair: Nefissa Naguib (Chr. Michelsen Institute)

4:00 PM John-Andrew McNeish (Norwegian University of Life Sciences) Food, Food and Fury: Considering the Links Between Oil Dependent Agricultural Production, Social Uncertainty and Violence

4:15 PM Nefissa Naguib (Chr. Michelsen Institute) Bread and Fuel: The Anthropology of a Political Spectacle

4:30 PM Iselin Aasedotter Stroenen (Chr. Michelsen Institute) The Politization of Food in Venezuela: Market Commodity Or Citizen Right?

4:45 PM Discussion

5:00 PM Bjorn E Bertelsen (University of Bergen) Looting and Politics: Cosmologies of Consumption, Commerce and Predation and the “food riots” in Urban Mozambique

5:15 PM Cecilie Vindal Odegaard (University of Bergen, Norway) ‘Everything Moves With Fuel’: Perspectives On Energy/Politics, Food and Social Unrest in Peru

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

THE ENCHANTMENT OF MONEY

Reviewed by: Society for Economic Anthropology
Chair/Organizers: Margherita Margiotti (University of Bristol)
Emilia Rita Ferraro (University of St. Andrews)

4:00 PM Amit Desai (Brunel University) Between Concealment and Revelation: Colonial Silver Coins, Time, and Making Money in Central India
4:15 PM  Maria Antonieta Guzman Gallegos (FAFO) *Fertility, Beauty and Money in An Amazonia Kichwa Ritual*

4:30 PM  Joseph Bristley (University College London) *Multiplicity and Transformation: The Power of Money to Absorb Spirits in Mongolia*

4:45 PM  Emilia Rita Ferraro (University of St. Andrews) *Beads, Coins, and Rosaries. Reflections From Northern Ecuador*

5:00 PM  Matti Erasaari (University of Helsinki) *Two Sides of Money: Moral and Ceremonial Evaluation of Money in Fiji*

5:15 PM  Margherita Margiotti (University of Bristol) *Circulation, Bodies and the Efficacy of Money As Ornaments in Panama*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  Paul Stoller (West Chester University)

---

2-0475  04:00–05:45  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session: THE SOCIAL LIFE OF PRAYERS: CURRENT AND FUTURE ENGAGEMENTS FOR AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHRISTIANITY**

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**ORGANIZER**  Andreas Bandak (University of Copenhagen)

**CHAIR**  Jon Bialecki (University of Edinburgh)

4:00 PM  Joseph Webster (University of Cambridge) *Praying for Salvation: A Map of Relatedness*

4:15 PM  Ashley Lebner (University of Toronto/Wilfrid Laurier University) *Catholic Prayers, Family ‘Currents’ and the Future of Religion’s Past in Brazil*

4:30 PM  Naomi Haynes (University of Edinburgh) *That’s How I Started Praying*: Pentecostal Practice and the Question of Individualism

4:45 PM  Bruno Reinhardt (University of California, Berkeley) *“Pray Until Jesus returns”: the Varieties of Pentecostal Prayer in Ghana*

5:00 PM  Simion Pop (Central European University) *On Prayerful Situations: Social-Cosmologies of Prayer in Romanian Eastern Orthodox Christianity*

5:15 PM  Andreas Bandak (University of Copenhagen) *Prayer and Re-Petition: Modeling Sainthood in Contemporary Damascus*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  Sonja Luehrmann (Simon Fraser University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

2-0480  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Towards an Anthropology of “Divorce”**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**CHAIR/ORGANIZER**  Melanie Angel Medeiros (University of Arizona)

4:00 PM  Melanie Angel Medeiros (University of Arizona) *Rethinking the Domestic Bargain: Social Change, Marital Desires and “Divorce” in Rural Northeast Brazil*

4:15 PM  Claire N Snell-Rood (University of Kentucky) *Silent Leaving: Reclaiming Domestic Respectability After Second Marriage in a Contemporary Indian Slum*

4:30 PM  Susi L. Keefe (St Olaf College) *Being “A Good Muslim Man” Polygyny, Divorce, and Gender in a Swahili Muslim Village*
4:45 PM  Dinah Hannaford (Emory University)  *Transnational Divorce: Migration and Marital Dissolution in Senegal*
5:00 PM  Chigusa Yamaura (Rutgers University)  *Divorce Before Married Life: Cross-Border Marriages and Divorces Between Japan and China*
5:15 PM  Nadine T Fernandez (SUNY Empire State College)  *Ending Cross-Border Marriages: Divorce Among Cubans in Scandinavia*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0485  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FOOD: IT’S WHAT’S FOR DINNER**

*Reviewed by*  Archaeology Division

*Chairs/Organizers*  Tekla M Schmaus (Indiana University) and Sheena A Ketchum (Indiana University)

4:00 PM  Sheena A Ketchum (Indiana University)  *To Chew the Fat: An Archaeology of Foodways At Neolithic Çatalhöyük*
4:15 PM  G Arzu Demirergi (Stony Brook University)  *Consumption, Sharing and Farming At Neolithic Çatalhöyük*
4:30 PM  Ronald Kyle Bocinsky (Washington State University)  *Pueblo II and the Turkey Taboo: Changing Attitudes Towards Domesticated Turkeys in the Puebloan Southwest*
4:45 PM  Meghan Elizabeth Buchanan (Indiana University)  *Faunal Practices in a Mississippian Period Warscape and Their Implications for Food Insecurity At the Beleaguered Common Field Site*
5:00 PM  Tekla M Schmaus (Indiana University)  *Dinner On the Hoof?: The Archaeology of Cooking in Pastoralist Settlements*

*Discussant*  Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame)

*Discussant*  Nerissa Russell (Cornell University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0490  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FEMINISM IN THE FIELD: FEMINIST REFLECTIONS ON METHODOLOGIES, GOALS, AND RISKS DURING FIELDWORK**

*Reviewed by*  Association for Feminist Anthropology

*Organizer*  Mahri Irvine (American University)

*Chairs*  Mahri Irvine (American University)

*Catherine M Mitchell Fuentes (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)*

*Roundtable Presenters*  Catherine M Mitchell Fuentes (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

Casey L Hall (University of Maryland)
Nell Haynes (American University)
Mahri Irvine (American University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
**TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF GRATITUDE**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**  
China R Scherz (Reed College)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Jennifer Hubbert (Lewis &amp; Clark College)</td>
<td><em>The Biopolitics of Gratitude: Understanding Exchange and Debt in Disaster Politics</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Charlene E Makley (Reed College)</td>
<td><em>The Pageantry of Money: The Cultural Politics of Gratitude Among Tibetans in China</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Anita Hannig (Brandeis University)</td>
<td><em>Fistula Surgery and the Gift of Life</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>China R Scherz (Reed College)</td>
<td><em>Obligation and Gifts Freely Given: Orphan Support and Expectations of Gratitude in Uganda</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Elizabeth Charlotte Cooper (Simon Fraser University)</td>
<td><em>Memory as Gratitude and the Moral Proof for Kin-Based Care in Western Kenya</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  
Erica L Bornstein (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)

**Discussion**  
5:30 PM

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**COPING WITH CRISIS: DISCURSIVE STRATEGIES**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Ingrid Norrmann-Vigil (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td><em>“We Were Pregnant But I miscarried”: How Agency Informs Sense-Making in Narratives of Miscarriage</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Adrienne Isaac (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td><em>Disrupted Discourse Cohesion and Interactional Rapport in Face-to-Face Interactions With Individuals Diagnosed With Schizophrenia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Catherine Evans Davies (University of Alabama)</td>
<td><em>CTO = “Central Taking/Takin’/Taken Over”: A Local Controversy Over Southern Vernacular English</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Brian A Watkins (Austin College)</td>
<td><em>‘I Was Never Able to Tell My Story’: Making Torture Narratives Palatable in U.S. Immigration Courts</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Peter Ignatius De Costa (Michigan State University)</td>
<td><em>Mobilizing Space and Time: Interactional Resources in Narratives of An Immigrant Student</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Angela Haeusler (University of Hawai’i at Manoa)</td>
<td><em>Tell, Sell, and Transform: The Politics of Positioning in Narratives of American Undocumented Youth</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**2-0505 04:00–05:45** Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TOPOGRAPHIES OF ABSENCE: INSIGNIFICANCE, IMAGINATION, AND URBAN FUTURES**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers**
Monica Patrice Barra (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Nicholas A Bacon (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

**Discussant**

4:00 PM Lindsey A Freeman (The New School for Social Research)

4:15 PM Courtney Singleton (Columbia University) *The Presence of Absence: The Contemporary Archaeology of a Homeless Home*

4:30 PM Nicholas A Bacon (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Podunks as Social Facts: The Politics of Placelessness*

4:45 PM Samantha Maurer Fox (Columbia University) *Stadtumbau Ost: Urban Voids and Historical Protection in East Germany’s Model Socialist City*

5:00 PM Monica Patrice Barra (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Curating Erasure: Artifact, Art, and Urban Futures*

5:15 PM Linsey Ly (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Presence and Prescience of Absence: Future Memories and Spectral Figures in China’s Modern Ghost Cities*

5:30 PM Scott W Schwartz (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *The Invisible Present: Narrative Allure Among Causal Objects*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0510 04:00–05:45** Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**FREEDOMS AND LIBERTIES IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer**
Moises Lino e Silva (Harvard University)

**Chair**
Huon Oliver Wardle (University of St Andrews)

4:00 PM Adam D Reed (University of St Andrews) *Free Life: Libertarian Activism in the City of Purposes*

4:15 PM Huon Oliver Wardle (University of St Andrews) *Freedom and the Horizon of Modernity, a Case Study*

4:30 PM Aria Nakissa (University of Winnipeg) *Is Shari’a Consistent With Liberal Conceptions of Freedom?: Legal Discourses From Inside Egypt’s Al-Azhar*

4:45 PM Stavroula Pipyrou (University of St Andrews) *Violence and the Construction of Civil Society: Freedoms and Liberties of Analysis*

5:00 PM Moises Lino e Silva (Harvard University) *The Metaphysics of Freedom in Anthropological Research: Reflections From Fieldwork in a Brazilian Shantytown*

**Discussant**

5:15 PM Nigel Rapport (University of St Andrews)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
PERSONAL NAMES AND SOCIAL IDENTITIES

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**
Karen E Pennesi (University of Western Ontario)

**CHAIR**
Eric S Henry (Saint Mary’s University)

**Program: 2-0515 04:00–05:45**

- **4:00 PM** Adam A Solomonian (University of British Columbia) "That Was Their Indian Name": Examining Nominal Practices On British Columbia’s Northwest Coast
- **4:15 PM** Nikolas Sweet (University of Michigan) Passing On Names: The Extension of Joking Cousin Relationships in Senegal, West Africa
- **4:30 PM** Noriko Watanabe (Kwansei Gakuin University) A Boy Called ‘the devil’ and Other Rejected Characters
- **4:45 PM** Eric S Henry (Saint Mary’s University) Grace’s Elegance and Sunny’s Smile: Indexicality in Chinese English Names
- **5:00 PM** Jessica A Taylor (University of Toronto) You don’t Always Get to Choose Your Own name: Pennames, Artistic Identity and the Reputational Economy in the Romance Writing Community
- **5:15 PM** Karen E Pennesi (University of Western Ontario) That’s Not My Name: Negotiating Personal Names in Newcomer — Intstitution Interactions in Canada

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

OPEN SOURCERY: COLLABORATION AND CONFUSION IN THE DIGITAL AGE

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**
Susan Seizer (Indiana University)
Susan Lepselter (Indiana University)

**CHAIR**
Susan Lepselter (Indiana University)

**Program: 2-0520 04:00–05:45**

- **4:00 PM** Susan Lepselter (Indiana University) Unstable Audiences, Discourses Of Surveillance and Anthropological Performance
- **4:15 PM** Kristiana M Willsey (Indiana University) Ethnography on (the) Line: Meta-Fieldwork On Facebook
- **4:30 PM** Debbora Battaglia PhD (Mount Holyoke College) Artifacts of False Witness: Blindsiding Dervices and a Socioaesthetics of Deintensification
- **4:45 PM** Hyejin Nah (New York University) "E-thnographic" Engagement with Counterpublics On Social Media
- **5:00 PM** Susan Seizer (Indiana University) Byte By Byte: Mobility and Ethnographic Collaboration in the Digital Age

**DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM**
Dorothy Noyes (The Ohio State University)

**DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM**
Daniel A Segal (Pitzer College)

This session may be of particular interest to: S
2-0525 04:00–05:45  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

ANTHROPOLOGISTS ON THE JOB MARKET: HOW DEPARTMENTS AND JOB-SEEKERS CAN RESPOND TO THE EMPLOYMENT CRISIS

REVIEWED BY  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Karen Kelsky (The Professor Is In)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS  Sarah Kendzior (Al-Jazeera English)
Darcy L Hannibal (University of California, Davis)
Kimberly Danelle Kirner (California State University, Northridge)
Lauren Miller Griffith (University of Arkansas)
Carla D Martin (Harvard University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

2-0530 04:00–05:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

FUTURE-FOCUSED TOOLS, CURRENT INSpirATIONS AND DILEMMAS: A DISCUSSION OF TECHNOLOGIES AND SUPPORTS TO OVERCOME CHALLENGES

REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER  Juliette L de Wolfe (Teachers College, Columbia University)
CHAIR  Emily A Nusbaum (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)

4:00 PM  Jennifer Margaret Van Tiem (Teachers College, Columbia University)  Dissimilar Technologies and Explanations of Horse and Human Similarity

4:15 PM  Juliette L de Wolfe (Teachers College, Columbia University)  Combating Isolation With Online Connections: How Autism Parents Build Online Communities

4:30 PM  Emily A Nusbaum (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)  Reconsidering the “technology” of Facilitated Communication

4:45 PM  Sarah A Wessler (Teachers College, Columbia University)  Mission Accomplished: Using Digital Badges to Solve “Girl Problems” in New York City

DISCUSSANT  5:00 PM  Katherine Schultz (Mills College)

5:15 PM  Discussion

2-0535 04:00–05:45  Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

PHILANTHROPIA: PUTTING POLICY-MAKING IN THE HANDS OF THE 1%

REVIEWED BY  Society for the Anthropology of North America
ORGANIZERS  Lance A Arney (University of South Florida)
Susan B Hyatt (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis)

CHAIR  Susan D Greenbaum (University of South Florida)

4:00 PM  Laura S Jung (American University)  Policy By Proxy: The Role of Philanthropy in Maintaining Social Inequality

4:15 PM  Cynthia M Strathmann (Pacific Oaks College)  Putting Money First: Neoliberal Agendas and the 2013 Campaigns for Los Angeles Unified School District Board of Education
4:30 PM  Leah Wiste (University of California, Davis)  *Radical Self-Sufficiency and Neoliberal Subjectivity: Grassroots & the Third Sector in Detroit*

4:45 PM  Amy Cox (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)  *Saving Ourselves and Struggling with Utopia: The Duke Endowment and Blackburn's Intentional Community*

5:00 PM  Mary K Anglin (University of Kentucky)  *Beyond the Big Pink: Breast Cancer, Philanthropy, and a Tattered Safety Net*

5:15 PM  Lance A Arney (University of South Florida), Wendy Hathaway (University of South Florida), Katie Taylor (University of South Florida) and Tiffany Gandolfo (University of South Florida)  *“Neighborhood of Promise”: Neoliberal Philanthropy for the Urban Poor in Tampa, Florida*

5:30 PM  Susan B Hyatt (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis)

This session may be of particular interest to:

2-0540  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE ENDS OF SOVEREIGNTY: IMPOSSIBLE STATES AND STATES OF POSSIBILITY IN ISRAEL/PALESTINE**

*Reviewed by* Middle East Section

*Organizers*

- Assaf Harel (Rutgers University)
- Joyce Dalsheim (University of North Carolina)
- Gregory Starrett (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

*Chair*

4:00 PM  Eilat Maoz (University of Chicago)  *Inappropriate Acts: Policing of Settlers and Construction of Sovereignty in the Occupied Palestinian Territories*

4:15 PM  Joyce Dalsheim (University of North Carolina)  *Other Spaces, Other Sovereignties: Thinking Beyond the Nation in Israel/Palestine*

4:30 PM  Andreas Hackl (Tel Aviv University and DOC-Fellow of the Austrian Academy of Sciences)  *Palestinians in Tel Aviv: Movements of a Minority Trapped Between External Control and Individual Sovereignty*

4:45 PM  Hannah Mayne (University of Florida)  *Beneath Their Teet: Women’s Relationships With Land in a West Bank Settlement*

5:00 PM  Glenn Bowman (University of Kent)

5:15 PM  Assaf Harel (Rutgers University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

2-0545  04:00–05:45  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**DIFFERENT SAMES: PRACTICAL POLITICS OF CATEGORY**

*Reviewed by* Society for Cultural Anthropology

*Organizers*

- Gretchen E Pfeil (University of Chicago)
- Shunsuke Nozawa (Dartmouth College)

*Chair*

4:00 PM  Gretchen E Pfeil (University of Chicago)  *Milk Vs. Rice: Shared Substance and Two Ways of Being Siblings in Dakar*
4:15 PM  Lindsay A Smith (University of California, Los Angeles) Genetics as Kinship: Sameness, Difference, and DNA in Post-Conflict Argentina and Guatemala

4:30 PM  Christopher Ball (University of Notre Dame) and Shunsuke Nozawa (Dartmouth College) Tribal Wives: British Media Primitivism and the Affinity Category

4:45 PM  Shunsuke Nozawa (Dartmouth College) and Christopher Ball (University of Notre Dame) Ururun: Consanguinity and Sameness in Japanese Primitivism

5:00 PM  Peter Graif (University of Chicago) On the Difference of Deaf Sameness: Sign Language, Abraham Lincoln, and the Implications of Gibberish for the Revolutionary Proletariat

5:15 PM  Megan E Clark (University of Chicago) Zazaki Is (not) Kurdish/ Zazas Are (not) Kurds: Minority Identities in Turkey

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

2-0550  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ENGAGING MULTIPLE EPISTEMOLOGIES: ANTHROPOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDINGS OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION IN EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS

REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education

ORGANIZERS  Marguerite A Wilson (SUNY, Binghampton)
             Frances k Holmes (University of California, Davis)

CHAIR  Frances k Holmes (University of California, Davis)

4:00 PM  Karen Ann Watson-Gegeo (University of California, Davis) and David W Gegeo (University of Canterbury) The Emergence of Knowledge Vs the Construction of Knowledge: Competing Epistemologies and the Politics of Schooling in Kwara’ae (Solomon Islands)

4:15 PM  Theresa John (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and Joan Webster (University of Alaska Fairbanks) Working the Hyphen: Reconceptualizing Collaborative Research With(in) Indigenous Communities

4:30 PM  Frances k Holmes (University of California, Davis) What’s Relatedness Got to Do With It? Working Toward Understanding Indigenous Epistemologies

4:45 PM  Nathan E Meyer (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) Rap Performances On the Debate Team: Politicizing Knowledge Across Social Position

5:00 PM  Marguerite A Wilson (SUNY, Binghampton) Children As Knowledge Producers: The Epistemological Possibilities and Limits of Child-Directed Learning in a Sudbury School

5:15 PM  Danya Al-Saleh (The Graduate Center, CUNY) and Mohammed Rafi Arefin (University of Wisconsin-Madison) A Changing Terrain of Higher Education: Critical Perspectives On the Global Network University and Knowledge Transfers

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
2-0555 04:00–05:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

DISCOURSES AND IDEOLOGIES OF INTERNATIONALIZATION AND DIVERSITY: STEREOTYPE PERPETUATION, DISENFRANCHISEMENT, AND PUSHBACK

REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZERS  Genevieve Leung (University of San Francisco)
              Ming-Hsuan Wu (University of Pennsylvania)
CHAIR  Genevieve Leung (University of San Francisco)

4:00 PM  Kathleen R Mitchell (University of Minnesota) *Is Citizenship Really “Going Global”? An Examination of Citizenship Instruction in U.S. Dual Language and Immersion Classrooms*

4:15 PM  Ming-Hsuan Wu (University of Pennsylvania) *Learning the Next Global Language? A Study of Middle School Students’ Experiences in Mandarin Foreign Language Classrooms*

4:30 PM  Yi-Ju Lai (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) *Language Socialization, Ideologies, and Praxis in a Graduate-Level Research Presentations for ESL Students Course*

4:45 PM  Genevieve Leung (University of San Francisco) *“Do You Professors Just Hang Out With Each Other Trying to Pronounce Chinese Names?”: Tensions and Pushback in An Undergraduate ESL Class*

5:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0560 04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

WHAT’S THE STATE GOT TO DO WITH IT? NEOLIBERAL GOVERNANCE AND ITS OBJECTS IN TURKEY

REVIEWED BY  Middle East Section
ORGANIZERS  Hikmet Kocamaner (University of Arizona)
              Danielle van Dobben Schoon (University of Arizona)
CHAIR  Hikmet Kocamaner (University of Arizona)

4:00 PM  Murat K Guney (Columbia University) *Turkey’s Neoliberal State of Emergency for Economic Growth and the Disciplining of Labor Through the Compression of Time*

4:15 PM  Hikmet Kocamaner (University of Arizona) *Governing the Family Through Religion: Islam, Neoliberalism, and the Politics of the Family in Turkey*

4:30 PM  Danielle van Dobben Schoon (University of Arizona) *The ‘Gypsy Initiative’: Debates Over Turkey’s Neo-Liberal State Policies for Roma Citizenship*

4:45 PM  Firat Bozcali (Stanford University) *A Neoliberal Move or a National Security Matter? The Anti-Oil-Smuggling Efforts and Daily Prosecution of Oil Smuggling in Eastern Turkey*

5:00 PM  Britta Lucia Ida Ohm (European University Viadrina Frankfurt/Oder) *The Location of Authoritarianism: The Monetization of Law and the Maintenance of State Tenders as Forms of Censorship in Turkey’s Liberalized Television*
2-0565  04:00–05:45  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SOUND, POLITICS AND MEDIATION**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Daniel Fisher (University of California, Berkeley)  
David E Novak (University of California, Santa Barbara)

**Chair**  
Daniel Fisher (University of California, Berkeley)

- **4:00 PM**  
  Kevin Felczys (Columbia University) *Dancing Cat and the Disappearing Native: The Impact of the Music Industry On Ki Ho’alu (Hawaiian Slack Key Guitar) Musicians and the Struggle for Native Hawaiian Self-Determination*

- **4:15 PM**  
  Daniel Fisher (University of California, Berkeley) *A World Built in Sound: Legacies of an Aboriginal Aural History*

- **4:30 PM**  
  Deborah C Matzner (Wellesley College) *Jai Bhim Comrade and the Politics of Sound in Urban Indian Visual Culture*

- **4:45 PM**  
  David E Novak (University of California, Santa Barbara) *Sound Demos and the Performance of Antinuclear Protest in Post-3.11 Japan*

- **5:00 PM**  
  Matt Sakakeeny (Tulane University) *Instruments of the New Orleans Brass Band As Technologies of the Self*

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  Faye Diana Ginsburg (New York University)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0570  04:00–05:45  PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**WHY AND HOW PEOPLE CHANGE: USING CONVERSION TO ENGAGE SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF PERSONAL TRANSFORMATION**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizer**  
Michael R Tidwell (Kohut) (Vanderbilt University)

**Chair**  
Jeffrey Shenton (Vanderbilt University)

- **4:00 PM**  
  Michael R Tidwell (Kohut) (Vanderbilt University) *When Change Is Not an Option: Keeping the Faith and Rejecting Evolution*

- **4:15 PM**  
  Veronique Julia Servais (University of Liege) and Arnaud Halloy (University of Nice) *“Enchanting encounters” with African Gods and Dolphins. Conversion Itineraries: Crossing Social and Psychological Approaches*

- **4:30 PM**  
  Erin L Raffety (Princeton University) *Fostering As Conversion: Moral Personhood in Contemporary China*

- **4:45 PM**  
  Jeffrey Shenton (Vanderbilt University) *Becoming Environmentalists: Forest Knowledge, Modernization, and “conversion” in the Ecuadorean Amazon*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
5:00 PM  George Laufenberg (Princeton University) *Between Clinic and Ceremony: Healing, Transformation, and Spirituality Among U.S. Mental Health Care Practitioners*

D**I**CSU**SS**ANT  5:15 PM  Henri Gooren (Oakland University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0575**  04:00–05:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ACTIVISM AND THE POLITICAL IMAGINATION**

**R**E**V**WED BY  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**O**RGANIZER  Nicholas Carby Denning (University of Chicago)

**C**HAIR  Derek Sheridan (Brown University)

4:00 PM  Brian Andrew Christopher Horton (Brown University) *In the Wake of the Rainbow Spring: The Precariousness of Being Queer in a Post-377 Mumbai*

4:15 PM  Derek Sheridan (Brown University) *Activism and the Political Imagination Among Taiwan’s Bentu Shetuan*

4:30 PM  Nicholas Carby Denning (University of Chicago) *Political Activism As a Vocation: Canvassing Work and the Formation of Political Subjectivities*

4:45 PM  Malay Firoz (Brown University) *Liberal Sovereignty and Paradigms of Post-War Humanitarian Intervention*

5:00 PM  Rebecca Journey (University of Chicago) *"Civil Cycling" and Mobile Moralities: Emergent Ethical Publics On Copenhagen’s Cycle Superhighway*

D**I**CSU**SS**ANT  5:15 PM  Ann Elizabeth DeLuca (University of California, Irvine)

5:30 PM  Paula Dias (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**2-0580**  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LET’S TALK ABOUT SEX: DISCOURSES AND NARRATIVES OF SEX AND SEXUALITIES**

**R**E**V**WED BY  Central States Anthropological Society

**O**RGANIZER  William Joseph Silcott (Wichita State University)

**C**HAIR  Angela R Demovic (Wichita State University)

4:00 PM  Elizabeth Lonning (Wichita State University) *"A No Good House: Underage Girls and New Orleans Houses of Prostitution, 1894–1913*

4:15 PM  Angela R Demovic (Wichita State University) *B-Girls: The Relationship Between Discourse and Reality for Bourbon Street Sex Workers in the 1990s*

4:30 PM  April S Callis (Northern Kentucky University) *Ex-Gay As the New Queer: Shifting Discourses of the Sexually Possible*

4:45 PM  Rachael Sebastian (Wichita State University) *Beach Boys, Sanky Pankys, Rent-a-Dreads and the Women Who Love Them*
5:00 PM  William Joseph Silcott (Wichita State University) “Our Nation’s Problem:” A Cultural Trauma Examination of Korean Comfort Women’s Stories As a Political Discourse

5:15 PM  Discussion

2-0585  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

"OUR WORD IS OUR WEAPON": TRANSNATIONAL ETHNOGRAPHIES ON MEXICAN AND LATINO YOUTH AND EDUCATION

REVIEWED BY  Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Aide Acosta (Indiana University)

4:00 PM  Gilda L Ochoa (Pomona College) Academic Profiling: Latinos, Asian Americans, and the Achievement Gap

4:15 PM  Lindsay Donaldson (Saddleback College) Jaula De Oro: The Experience of Newcomer Latin American Students in a California High School

4:30 PM  Carlos R Martínez-Cano (University of Pennsylvania) Critical Ethnography and Hybridity: Digital Engagement and Identity Development Among Boys in a New Latino Diaspora Town

4:45 PM  Gemma Punti (University of Minnesota) Undocumented Latino Young Adults Transitioning to Adulthood: Making Sense of Illegality

5:00 PM  Hilario Junior Lomeli (Pennsylvania State University) Immigration Flashpoints: Education, Politics and Resistance in Hazleton, Pennsylvania

5:15 PM  Saudi Garcia (Brown University) Paradoxical Belongings: Dominican Girls’ Experiences in the Diaspora and the Homeland

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0590  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

HOW DO SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS OFFSET HOUSEHOLD VULNERABILITY IN THE CONTEXT OF RAPID CHANGE?

REVIEWED BY  Society for Anthropological Sciences

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Shauna Beth BurnSilver (Arizona State University)

4:00 PM  Donald R Nelson (University of Georgia) Patrons, Neighbors and the State: Patterns of household-level resource access within the context of rapid social change

4:15 PM  James Magdanz (University of Alaska) and Shauna Beth BurnSilver (Arizona State University) Quantifying Food Flows: Evaluating the Effects of Social Networks on Subsistence Food Distributions

4:30 PM  Shauna Beth BurnSilver (Arizona State University) What do observed modularity and multiplexity in food sharing and cooperation patterns suggest for household vulnerability in the Alaskan North?

DISCUSSANT  Drew Gerkey (University of Maryland)

4:45 PM  Discussion

5:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
2-0595 04:00–05:45  
Conference Room 5I, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**VISUAL ETHNOGRAPHIES AND DEFINED EXPERIENCES**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Visual Anthropology

**Chair**  
Carlos M Bazua (University of California, Merced)

4:00 PM  
Mr Vishnupad (Azim Premji University) "Revolution" As Media  
Event: Anna Hazare and the Ideology of Transparency in India

4:15 PM  
Carlos M Bazua (University of California, Merced) Doing  
Ethnographic Film in Occupy Oakland: An Analysis of Hegemony Through  
Police Brutality and Mass Media Discourse

4:30 PM  
Melissa R. Meade (Temple University) Representing Shenandoah, PA:  
Ethnic Relations in the Shadow of "King Coal"

4:45 PM  
Aimee Hamilton (Pacific Lutheran University) Sensational Bodies:  
Hindu Women’s Bridal Adornment in Affective Media

5:00 PM  
Discussion

---

2-0600 04:00–05:45  
Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**PRACTICING ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY: ETHNOGRAPHIC AND APPLIED APPROACHES TO ACTIVISM, PEDAGOGY AND COMMUNICATION**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair**  
Mascha Gugganig (University of British Columbia)

4:00 PM  
Nicolas Rasiulis (University of Ottawa) Canoe-Tripping: Being Alive  
As Performative Pedagogy of Nature

4:15 PM  
Amanda Woomer (Kennesaw State University) Conservation and  
Cultural Competency: Building a Conceptual Model for Understanding

4:30 PM  
Adam Dunstan (University at Buffalo) Indigenous Anarchists and  
Toxic Desecration: The Discourse of Sacred Land Protectors

4:45 PM  
Joseph Tepper (New York University) The Future of Marine  
Conservation in the Pacific: The Science and Politics of Shark Conservation  
in the Cook Islands

5:00 PM  
Brandon J Costelloe-Kuehn (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)  
Making Sense of Environmental Film and Ecological Literacy

5:15 PM  
Mascha Gugganig (University of British Columbia) Sustainability  
with the ‘āina — Land-Based Learning in Hawai‘i as Activism in School,  
the Public, and the Ethnographer

5:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

2-0605 04:00–05:45  
Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**RELIGIOUS SELVES AND BODIES: QUESTIONING RITUAL AND NARRATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS OF SELFHOOD**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Chair**  
Holly Lynn Walters (Brandeis University)

4:00 PM  
Holly Lynn Walters (Brandeis University) “I Am Not This Body”:  
Persons, Boundaries, and Bodies in Vaishnava Ritual Practice

4:15 PM  
Anne-Christine I Hornborg (Lund University) “Deep Inside a Huge  
Potential beckons”: Laymen Healing Practices in a Modern Context
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Nichole Payne Carelock (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td><em>Dying to Self in the World Christian Movement: An Anthropology of Self-Creation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Wade R Glenn (Tulane University)</td>
<td><em>From Place to Person: the Embodiment of the Spirit in Venezuelan Espiritismo</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Katharine Marie Serio (University of Arkansas)</td>
<td><em>Mission Selves: Narrative Constructions of Short-Term Mission Participants</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Fred Klaits (SUNY Buffalo)</td>
<td><em>Quest for Communication: Self, Other and God in an American Pentecostal Congregation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0610</td>
<td>04:00 – 05:45</td>
<td><strong>MORAL GEOGRAPHIES AND SACRED SITES: SPACE AND BOUNDARIES IN RELIGIOUS PRACTICE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Ellen Badone (McMaster University) <em>New Pilgrims On a Medieval Route: Mobility and Community on the Tro Breiz</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Erika J Phillips (University of Connecticut) <em>Attachment to Sacred Land: A Preliminary Study in Glastonbury, UK</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Mentor Mustafa (Boston University) <em>Resacralizing Pilgrimage and The Sacred In Post Socialist Europe: The Case of Contemporary Albanian Sufis</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Sonya Maria Johnson (Michigan State University) <em>When the Dead Make a Place a Home: Homeland Creation Within the African Diaspora</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Melissa J Hackman (Brown University) <em>Fighting the ‘Sins’ of Democracy: Spiritual Warfare in South Africa’s ‘Gay Capital’</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0615</td>
<td>04:00 – 05:45</td>
<td><strong>POLICY DISCOURSE, AGENCY AND SUBJECTIVITY: ETHNOGRAPHIC AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SHIFTING POLICY REGIMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Rebecca Lynn Young (University of Central Florida) <em>The Perceptions of Homelessness and Strategies for Receiving Services Among the Florida Homeless</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Elyse Ona Singer (Washington University) <em>“From the Sky Down and the Ground Up”: Policy and Subjectivity in Mexico’s New Abortion Law</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Marc K Hebert (Code for America) <em>Technology As Integral to Public Policy: Engaging Diverse Publics Through the Internet</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
5:00 PM Matthew Kerchner (Indiana University) Policy, Race, and Religion: Jewish, Quaker and Christian Approaches to Diversity in American Summer Camps
5:15 PM Bregje van Eekelen (Erasmus University Rotterdam) Undisciplined Intelligence: Thinking the Unthinkable in Cold War USA
5:30 PM Alexandra Sindrestean (University of Vienna) Zoning the City, Zooming in the Crisis: The Industrial Port Platform of Zimmicea

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0620 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AFRICAN DIASPORAS, MIGRATIONS AND HOMECOMINGS
REVIEWED BY Association for Africanist Anthropology
CHAIR Gayatri Reddy (University of Illinois at Chicago)
4:00 PM Jasmine E Johnson (Northwestern University) African Dance Tourisms: Power, Sexuality and the Labor of Hospitality
4:15 PM Aurelien Mauxion (Columbia College) Contrasting Paths of Slave Emancipation in Northern Mali, West Africa
4:30 PM Reginold A Royston (University of California, Berkeley) Examining Networks of the Afropolitan: Ghana’s Digital Elites
4:45 PM Gayatri Reddy (University of Illinois at Chicago) The “African” Diaspora in India: Explorations of Race, Masculinity and Caste Politics in Contemporary Hyderabad
5:00 PM MaryBeth Lucina Chröstowsky (University of Kentucky) The Feminist Movement in the Operation of the South Sudanese Justice System
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P

2-0625 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
THE GLOBAL GAY AND ITS DISCONTENTS
REVIEWED BY Association for Queer Anthropology
CHAIR Ana Huang (Duke University)
4:00 PM Melanie A Rickert (Carleton University) Queering Russia: Dispelling the Global Gay Identity
4:15 PM Tamar R Shirinian (Duke University) The Desire for (In)Visibility: (Inter)National Politics of Queerness and Sexual (Dis)Identification in Armenia
4:30 PM Dianne M Schindler (University of Connecticut) Gender Borderlands: Addressing the Health Challenges of Transgendered People Through a Human Rights Framework
4:45 PM Kok Kee Tan (Shandong University) “Go Home, Gay Boy!” or, Why Do Singaporean Gay Men Prefer to “Go Home” and Not “Come Out”?
5:00 PM Hoching Jiang (American University) Cross-Cultural Romance and the Politics of Postcolonial Desires in Taiwan
5:15 PM  Ana Huang (Duke University) Precarious Attachments and Utopian Politics: Queer Activism in China

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0630  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

USING INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGY TO UNDERSTAND AGENCY AND IDENTITY

Reviewed by: Association of Indigenous Anthropologists

Chair: Michelle D Stokely (Indiana University Northwest)

4:00 PM  Michelle D Stokely (Indiana University Northwest) Nikatatexni Bi Dailkaye, We Thank Our Teachers: Tribal Elders as Teachers, Anthropologists As Students

4:15 PM  Discussion


4:45 PM  Ryan S Morini (University of Florida) Colonial Spaces and the Horizons of Heritage: A Massacre Site in Eastern Nevada

5:00 PM  Discussion

5:15 PM  Juan Castillo-Cocom (Universidad Intercultural Maya de Quintana Roo) Ethnoexodus: A Critique of the Idea Maya Ethnogenesis

5:30 PM  Discussion

2-0635  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

EUROPEAN PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS: THINKING BEYOND CRISIS

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Europe

Chair: Daniel M Knight (London School of Economics and Political Science)

4:00 PM  Laura A Vares (Brown University) Autonomia Alla Italiana: Aging in Uncertain Times for Italian Women in Mid-Life

4:15 PM  Daniel M Knight (London School of Economics and Political Science) Your Money Or Your Life: Histories and Futures in Austerity Greece

4:30 PM  Jan Jonathan Bock (University of Cambridge) Disaster, Political Spectacle, and the Disappearance of the Social — Transformations in the City of Laquila After Its Earthquake

4:45 PM  Eleanor Sarah Ryan-Saha (Durham University) Recovery Is Possible(?) Projections of a Non-Addicted Future in Sarajevo’s “Post-Conflict/Post-Socialist” Present

5:00 PM  Judith Pajo (Pace University) Energy Revolution: The End of Nuclear in Germany and the Future of Renewables in Europe

5:15 PM  Sophia Koufopoulou (University of Crete and Michigan State University) and Dimitris Papageorgiou (University of the Aegean) “Nobody Will be Left Alone in Facing the Crisis.” Kaneis Monos Stin Krisi: An Ethnographic Study of An NGO Coalition in Lesvos, Greece
Roxana Morosanu (Loughborough University) 
Spontaneity and Anticipation with Digital Media: Domestic Accounts of Time and “ordinary agency” Versus the Time-Frame Set by the Climate Change Act in the UK

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0640 04:00–05:45 Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

FUTURE PASTS: SELECTIVE USES OF HISTORY AND HERITAGE

Reviewed by American Ethnological Society

Chair Morgan Caitlynn Iddings (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

4:00 PM Morgan Caitlynn Iddings (University of Wisconsin-Madison) 
Reconciling the Past and Present: The Role of Collective Memory in Post-Socialist Bulgaria

4:15 PM Letizia Bindi (University of Molise) Dilemmas of the Intangible Cultural Heritage: Animals in Traditions and the Debate On Animal Rights

4:30 PM Li-Jen Huang (University of Hawaii at Manoa) Culture vs. Economy: Authenticating or Modernizing Our Traditions? A Dilemma of the Young Emerging Indigenous Generations In Taiwan

4:45 PM Daniel R Maher (University of Arkansas Fort Smith) Revisiting the 1893 Columbian Exposition: Frontier Heritage Tourism in Fort Smith Arkansas

5:00 PM Jennifer Stampe (Brown University) Protect, Promote, Produce: Heritage, Tourism, and the Subject in Austere Times

5:15 PM Discussion

2-0645 04:00–05:45 Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

CURRENT TOPICS IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: EVOLUTION AND VARIATION IN HOMININS

Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section

Chair Carol Lauer (Rollins College)

4:00 PM Carol Lauer (Rollins College) Homo Walk About: Trekking and Human Evolution

4:15 PM Jill E. Scott (University of Iowa) A 3-D Geometric Morphometric Analysis of Mandibular Symphyseal Variation in Homo

4:30 PM Jason L Heaton (Birmingham-Southern College and Ditsong National Museum of Natural History), Travis R Pickering (University of Wisconsin, Ditsong National Museum of Natural History and University of the Witwatersrand) and Manuel Domínguez-Rodrigo (Complutense University and Museo de los Orígenes) New Bone Tool Digging Experiments and Their Implications for Understanding the Function of Fossil Artifacts From Swartkrans and Drimolen, South Africa

4:45 PM Benjamin C Campbell (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Is the Origin of Human Culture Related to the Evolution of the Parietal Lobe?
5:00 PM  Marc Kissel (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  *Testing Models of Human Evolutionary History Against the Ethnographic Record: How Anthropological Data Can be Used to Better Assess Genetic Hypotheses of Human Diversity and Evolution*

5:15 PM  Shannon Leary (Wichita State University)  *Variations On Variability: Discourses of Race and Ancestry Through Time*

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**2-0650  05:00–05:30  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Film Session: MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION**

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**5:00 PM  La Vie Du Rail: A Railway Line in Mali as Transitory Space (2013) presented by Anna Lisa Ramella**

---

**2-0655  05:30–07:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Film Session: HUMAN-ANIMALS**

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

**5:30 PM  L’estrategia de Madame Bretó (The Strategy of Madame Bretó) (9m), dir. Zoraida Roselló Espuny**

**5:45 PM  Tokyo Waka (1h 3m) dir. John Haptas, Kristine Samuelson**

---

**2-0660  05:30–07:30  Latino Cultural Center University of Illinois**

**SHADOWS THEN LIGHT: CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE FOR IMMIGRANT JUSTICE**

**Reviewed by**  Installations

**Organizer**  Steve Pavey (One Horizon)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

---

**2-0665  06:00–07:45  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**AAA Plenary Session: REIMAGINING EDUCATION: INCORPORATING CULTURE INTO THE CURRICULUM**

**Sponsor**  AAA Executive Program Committee

**Moderator**  Johnnetta Cole (National Museum of African Art)

**Panelists**  Malcolm London (Young Chicago Authors)

Lila Leff (Founder of Umoja Student Development Corporation)

Sofia Villenas (Cornell University)
2-0670 07:00–08:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
QUESTIONING REPRESENTATIONS
Sponsor  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
7:00 PM Framing the Other (25m) dir. Ilja Kok, Willem Timmers *Best Short Film
7:30 PM No Strangers (27m) dir. Steven Kochones

2-0675 07:30–09:30  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) PAST PRESIDENTS’ RECEPTION
Sponsor  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer  Irene Ketonen (SUNY College at Brockport)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0680 08:00–09:45  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
THAT WAS THEN, THIS IS NOW
Reviewed by  American Ethnological Society
Chair/Organizer  Ilana Gershon (Indiana University)
8:00 PM Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington) The Bumbler and the Crock: Transformations in Ethnographic Practice and Medical Education in the U.S. Since 1950
8:15 PM Herve Varenne (Teachers College, Columbia University) 'Community Study' Redux, Again
8:30 PM Eitan Y Wilf (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) From Marquesian Art to Algorithmic Music Composition: Qualifying Alfred Gell’s Theory of Style
8:45 PM Teri J Silvio (Academia Sinica) Performance in the Age of Digital Media: From Drag to Cosplay
9:00 PM Ilana Gershon (Indiana University) Linkedin's Weak Ties
Discussant  9:15 PM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

2-0685 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
BRAND WARFARE: NATIONALIST MARKETING IN TIMES OF WAR, POST-CONFLICT AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION
Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer  Alex L Fattal (Harvard University)
Chair  Kevin L O’Neill (University of Toronto)
8:00 PM Bruce O’Neill (Saint Louis University) Defeat Boredom!
8:15 PM Alex L Fattal (Harvard University) Operation Christmas: Rebranding Counterinsurgency As Humanitarian in Colombia
8:30 PM Tracey Alexandra Rosen (University of Chicago) Made in Greece (not China): Cynicism and Competition in the Greek Moral Economy
8:45 PM  Kevin L O’Neill (University of Toronto) and Benjamin L Fogarty (Princeton University) *Guatemorfosis: Pepsi, Corporatism, and a Willingness to Change*

**Discussant**  9:00 PM  Mary M Steedly (Harvard University)

9:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**2-0690**  08:00–09:45  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**LOOKING BACK, MOVING FORWARD: REFLECTIONS ON PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ALCOHOL, DRUGS, AND TOBACCO**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers**  Shana Harris (National Development and Research Institutes)

Tazin R Karim (Michigan State University)

**Chair**  Roland S Moore (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

**Roundtable Presenters**  William C Garriott III (Drake University)

Helena B Hansen (Nathan Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research)

Daniel H Lende (University of South Florida)

Mark Nichter (University of Arizona)

John B Page (University of Miami)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0695**  08:00–09:45  PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LANGUAGING THE WORKER: GLOBALIZED GOVERNMENTALITIES IN/OF LANGUAGE IN PERIPHERAL SPACES.**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizers**  Mireille McLaughlin (Université d’Ottawa)

Kati Kauppinen (University of Jyväskylä)

**Chair**  Elisabeth Barakos (Vienna University of Economics and Business)

8:00 PM  Kati Kauppinen (University of Jyväskylä) *Languaging the Workawayer, an Emblematic Figure of Contemporary Globalization*

8:15 PM  Elisabeth Barakos (Vienna University of Economics and Business) *Language Policy Processes and Governmentality in Wales: A Discursive Perspective*

8:30 PM  Mireille McLaughlin (Université d’Ottawa) *Shamed, Indignant, Proud: Ownership, Affect and the Neoliberalization of Language Policy*

8:45 PM  Kyoko Motobayashi (University of Toronto) *Teaching ‘My Own Language’ as ‘Someone’s Heritage Language’ — Construction of Linguistic Subjectivity and Japan’s Diaspora Strategies*

**Discussant**  9:00 PM  Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)

9:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
2-0700 08:00–09:45  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**REWITING CULTURE: WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS?**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
Adonia E Lugo (Independent Scholar)  
Keith M Murphy (University of California, Irvine)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**  
Kim Fortun (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

2-0705 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGIES AND HEALTH PROJECTIONS: TOWARDS A BIOPOLITICS OF THE “FUTURE”...**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS**  
Silvia Torezani (New Mexico State University)  
Mary Alice Scott (New Mexico State University)

8:00 PM  
Tanya Maria Zivkovic (University of Adelaide), Megan Warin (University of Adelaide), Vivienne Moore (University of Adelaide), Paul Ward (Flinders University) and Michelle Jones (Government of South Australia)  
*Short Horizons and Obesity Futures*

8:15 PM  
Silvia Torezani (New Mexico State University)  
*Cholera and the Future Tense: Projecting Death, Enduring Life*

8:30 PM  
Mary Alice Scott (New Mexico State University)  
*"Reaching for 100%": Improbable Futures of Mexico’s Seguro Popular*

8:45 PM  
Athena McLean (Central Michigan University)  
*Bio"Markers" of Alzheimer’s Disease: Consequences and Ethics of Marking Fates in Unknowable Futures*

9:00 PM  
Sarah Blacker (University of California, Los Angeles)  
*‘Your DNA Doesn’t Have to Be Your Destiny’: Aboriginal Health and Discourses of Risk Management in Canadian Biomonitoring Initiatives*

9:15 PM  
Maryna Y Bazylevych (Luther College)  
*(Dis)Order and Civilization: the Futures of Post-Socialist Medicine*

9:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**

2-0710 08:00–09:45  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROHISTORY: TRANSDISCIPLINARY STUDY OF CHANGE AND INTERACTION**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
David Pedersen (University of California, San Diego)

**CHAIR**  
Emanuela Grama (Carnegie-Mellon University)

8:00 PM  
Chandra D Bhimull (Colby College)  
*Spacecraft: Slaves, Satellites, and Space Travel in the Caribbean*

8:15 PM  
Paul Eiss (Carnegie-Mellon University)  
*Translating Revolution: Emancipation, Mestizaje and Conversion in Yucatán, Mexico*
8:30 PM  Emanuela Grama (Carnegie-Mellon University) Memory As Property? Claims for Property Restitution and Memory Revival in Contemporary Transylvania

8:45 PM  David Pedersen (University of California, San Diego) Plays Well With Otherness: Anthrohistory and the State of Transdisciplinarity

DISCUSSANT  9:00 PM  Shannon Lee Dawdy (University of Chicago)

DISCUSSANT  9:15 PM  Julie Skurski (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

2-0715  08:00–09:45  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CONUNDRUMS OF FAIR TRADE & ALTERNATIVE TRADE CERTIFICATIONS

REVIEWED BY  Anthropology and Environment Society

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Catherine M Tucker (Indiana University)

8:00 PM  Rebecca Meuninck (Michigan State University) Livelihoods, Labor and Producing Café Que Bebe: How Brazilian Coffee Farmers Navigate the Quality and Environmental Standards of Fair Trade and Organic Certification and Employ Diverse Livelihood Strategies to Sustain Their Families

8:15 PM  Nicole Labruto (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Certificates, Waste, and the Making of ‘Sustainable’ Ethanol in Brazil and Mozambique

8:30 PM  Christine Moser (Leuphana University) Sustainability Certification Systems as Nested Institutions in a Polycentric System of Governing Towards Sustainable Resource Use — the Case of Biofuels Sustainability Governance

8:45 PM  Abigail Bennett (Duke University Marine Laboratory) Certifying a Small-Scale Fishery: Knowledge Production in Market-Based and Local-Level Governance Institutions

9:00 PM  Kate Fischer (University of Colorado) Coffee Quality in Costa Rica: Challenges Under the Specialty Model

9:15 PM  Hilary King (Emory University) A Moral Economy Across Distance: Benefits and Disadvantages of Fair Trade and Direct Trade in Specialty Coffee

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0720  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5i, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SEEKING PARADISE: UTOPIAN VISIONS IN JAPANESE POPULAR CULTURE

REVIEWED BY  Society for East Asian Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Christine R Yano (University of Hawaii Manoa, Honolulu)

8:00 PM  Yoshiharu Tezuka (Komazawa University) Discursive History of Hawaii As the Paradise in Japanese Cinema: Whose Dreamland Is It to What Ends?

8:15 PM  Christine R Yano (University of Hawaii Manoa) Plucking Paradise: Hawaiian ‘Ukulele Performance and Consumption in Japan
8:30 PM  Osamu Tada (Hitotsubashi University) *From Hawaii to Okinawa: The Expansion of the Paradise Image and Tourism Beyond Time and Place*

8:45 PM  Laura Miller (University of Missouri, St. Louis) *Japanese Powerspots: Searching for a Mental and Spiritual Paradise*

9:00 PM  Hirofumi Katsuno (Doshisha University) *Chasing Paradise Lost: The Boom of Contemporary Ruins in Millennial Japan*

**DISCUSSANT**

9:15 PM  Merry White (Boston University)

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**2-0725**  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**WORKING IN THE 21ST CENTURY: THE DUALITY OF LABOR ORGANIZATION AND WORKPLACE FLEXIBILITY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for the Anthropology of Work

**ORGANIZERS**  Jacob Lesniewski (Dominican University)

Lauren S Bae (Teachers College, Columbia University)

**CHAIR**  Jacob Lesniewski (Dominican University)

8:00 PM  Jacob Lesniewski (Dominican University) *Contestation and Space: The Direct Actions of a Workers Center*

8:15 PM  Gabriele Kohpahl (University of California, Los Angeles) *Co-Working in Los Angeles*

8:30 PM  Vincent Mirza (University of Ottawa) *Flexible Life, Flexible Work. Belonging and Social Participation For Young Adults In Tokyo*

8:45 PM  Nila G Hofman (DePaul University) *The Capitalist Hinterland: Labor, Consumption and the Lives of Croatian Women*

9:00 PM  Lauren S Bae (Teachers College, Columbia University) *That’s Not My Job: The Social Significance of Workplace Flexibility for the U.S. Postal Service and Its Employees*

9:15 PM  Ian P Lowrie (Rice University) *Crafting Minds: The Work of Intelligence in Russian Computer Science*

**DISCUSSANT**

9:30 PM  E Paul Durrenberger (Draco Hill Farm)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0730**  08:00–09:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**NASCENT DEMOCRACIES: DISCONTENT, NEGOTIATION, AND RESISTANCE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Amber R Reed (University of California, Los Angeles)

Jonathan J Stillo (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

**CHAIR**  Amber R Reed (University of California, Los Angeles)

8:00 PM  R Lila Steinberg (University of California, Los Angeles) *Democracies Nascent and Decayed: Promises Broken and Global Solidarity*

8:15 PM  Amber R Reed (University of California, Los Angeles) *Democracy Across Generations: Negotiation of and Resistance to New Values Among Rural South African Youth and Their Elders*
8:30 PM  Mercedes C Douglass (Northern Arizona University) “Si No Hay Ningun Voluntario” (If There Is No Volunteer): Crises of Democracy and the Hope of Prayer in a Roatanian Colonia

8:45 PM  Kathleen D Griffiths-Dingani (Hunter College), Sindisiwe Mnguni (UKZN), Sibo Mkhize (HST), Shuaib Kauchali (UKZN) and Leslie Davidson (Columbia School of Public Health) Flexible Women and Precarious Care in Peri-Urban Kwazulu-Natal

9:00 PM  Marina Mikhailova (Temple University) Transnational Governance, EU Citizenship, and Delinquency in Lithuania

Discussant 9:15 PM  Jonathan J Stillo (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0735  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

INDIGENOUS IDENTITY AND THE DISCOURSE OF INDIGENENITY FROM COMPARATIVE POINT OF VIEW

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division

Organizers  Sachiko Kubota (Kobe University)
            Ronald Niezen (McGill University)

Chair  Toru Soga (Hirosaki University)

8:00 PM  Ronald Niezen (McGill University) Indigenous Peoples and the Ethnography of Human Rights

8:15 PM  Sachiko Kubota (Kobe University) Difference of Indigenous Recognition in the Age of Neo-Liberalism

8:30 PM  Keiichi Omura (Osaka University) A Step to Multiple Worlds: Considering the Potentialities of Indigeneity Through an Analysis of the IQ Issues in Nunavut Territory, Canada

8:45 PM  Katsuo Nawa (University of Tokyo) Nation, Scheduled Tribe, Janajati, and Indigeneity: Coping With Discourses On Minority Populations Among Rangs in Far Western Nepal and Uttarakhand, India

9:00 PM  Toru Soga (Hirosaki University) Pastoral Identities in East Africa for Surviving Neoliberal Era

9:15 PM  Junko Maruyama (Tsuda College) Possibilities and Dilemmas Within Indigenous Peoples’ Movement in Arica: Experiences of the San in Southern Africa

Discussant 9:30 PM  Francoise Dussart (University of Connecticut)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0740  08:00–09:45  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

A FRAGILE REPUBLIC: VULNERABILITY AND POLITICAL LIFE AFTER LIBERALISM

Reviewed by  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Organizers  Austin Zeiderman (London School of Economics)
            Robert Samet (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Chair  Alex M Nading (Franklin & Marshall College)
Robert Samet (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *The Republic of Victims: Crime and Citizenship in Caracas, Venezuela*

Ana Villarreal (University of California, Berkeley) *Kidnappable: Violence and Vulnerability in Urban Mexico*

Hisyar Ozsoy (University of Michigan, Flint) *Their Children’s Blood Is Red, too: The Ethics and Politics of Loss and Vulnerability in Turkish Kurdistan*

Tianna Paschel (University of Chicago) *Precarious Multiculturalisms: Culture, Protection and the Making of a Black Political Subject in Colombia*

Austin Zeiderman (London School of Economics and Political Science) *Submergent Politics: Confronting Climate Change in Colombia*

Ellen Moodie (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**2-0745 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**SACRIFICE AND THE STATE: THE POLITICAL NATURE AND FUNCTION OF DEATH.**

**Reviewed by:** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer:** Simon James May (University of Chicago)

- 8:00 PM John D Kelly (University of Chicago) *Carved in Stone: Memorials of Sacrifice in NE India, Highland Burma and Singapore*
- 8:15 PM Jose N Vasquez (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *The Veteran Mystique: Militarization and the Politics of Sacrifice in Post-9/11 New York City*
- 8:30 PM Christopher T Nelson (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Listening to the Bones: The Rhythms of Sacrifice in Contemporary Japan*
- 8:45 PM Jeffrey S Kahn (Academy Scholars Program, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, Harvard University) *The Sacrifices of Neoliberal Penalty: Haitian “Criminal Aliens” and the Juridico-Ethical Landscape of Deportation*
- 9:00 PM Simon James May (University of Chicago) *Human Terrain and Human Sacrifice: HTS and the Political Power of Memorialization*
- 9:15 PM Mateo Taussig-Rubbo (SUNY Buffalo) *From the King’s African Rifles to Dyncorp: Transformations in Transnational Military Labor and Sacrifice*
- 9:30 PM Joel Rozen (Princeton University) *The Sacrifice of Mohamed Bouazizi: Teaching Consensus and Contestation in Tunisia*

---

**2-0750 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**THE NEW SPECTACLE: POLITICS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND CIVILIZING MISSIONS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Organizer:** Levent Soysal (Kadir Has University)

**Chair:** Suncem Kocer (Kadir Has University)
8:00 PM  Levent Soysal (Kadir Has University) *Introduction: Notes and Queries On the New Spectacle*

8:15 PM  Zeynep Yasar (Indiana University) *“Emek Belongs to Us”: Reclaiming the Urban Space Through Embodied Spectacle*

8:30 PM  Suncem Kocer (Kadir Has University) *Newroz As An Emergent Political Spectacle in Turkish Media Worlds*

8:45 PM  Yagmur Nuhrat (Brown University) *Policing the Football Spectacle: Sports, Entertainment, and Law in Turkey*

9:00 PM  Josh L Carney (Indiana University) *Spectacular Realism and Imperial Nostalgia: The Rise of the Ottoman Costume Drama in Contemporary Turkey*

9:15 PM  Discussion

---

**2-0755 08:00–09:45**  
PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**AMBIVALENT DEMOCRACIES**

**Reviewed by**: American Ethnological Society  
**Organizers**: Aaron M Ansell (Virginia Tech)
Nicholas M Copeland (Virginia Tech)

8:00 PM  Nicholas M Copeland (Virginia Tech) *The Capacity for Democracy: Developing Indigenous Citizens in the Guatemalan Highlands*

8:15 PM  Elina I Hartikainen (University of Chicago) *Racializing Religion in Salvador, Bahia: Candomblé and the Identity Politics of Brazilian Participatory Democracy*

8:30 PM  Aaron M Ansell (Virginia Tech) *Kinship Honorifics and The Duality Of Democratic Subjectivity In Northeast Brazil*

8:45 PM  Teresa Angelica Velasquez (California State University, San Bernardino) *Tracing the Political Life of the Pachamama in Post-Neoliberal Ecuador*

9:00 PM  Greg Beckett (Bowdoin College) *Futures Past: The Politics of the Present in Haiti*

**Discussant**:  
9:15 PM  David Nugent (Emory University)

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**2-0760 08:00–09:45**  
Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  

**DIVERSE ENGAGEMENTS: MIGRATION LED DIVERSIFICATION AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF URBAN SPACE AND SOCIETY**

**Reviewed by**: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Organizer**: Kristen Biehl (Institute of Social and Cultural Anthropology, University of Oxford and Max Plank Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity)

**Chair**: Susanne Wessendorf (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity)
8:00 PM  Deanna E Barenboim (Sarah Lawrence College) Making a Place for Indigenous Cosmopolitans?: Cultural Citizenship and Social Space in Mayacalifornia

8:15 PM  Susanne Wessendorf (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity) Conviviality in a Super-Diverse London Neighbourhood


8:45 PM  Tilmann Heil (University of Konstanz) How and Why Does It Matter to Understand Diverse Urban Engagements From the Migrants’ Perspective?

9:00 PM  Rosalyn Negron (University of Massachusetts) Observer On the Move: Shadowing Ethnography of Flexible Ethnicities in New York City

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

2-0765  08:00–09:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

CONJUNCTIVE ROOTS, DISJUNCTIVE ROUTES: REUNIFICATION OF YOUNG MIGRANT FILIPINOS WITH THEIR PARENTS IN ASIA, EUROPE AND NORTH AMERICA

Reviewed by: Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizers: Nobue Suzuki (Chiba University)
Itaru Nagasaka (Hiroshima University)

Chair: Asuncion Fresnoza-Flot (Catholic University of Louvain)

8:00 PM  Asuncion Fresnoza-Flot (Catholic University of Louvain) Pruning One’s Transnational Roots: Family Reunification Experiences of Children of Filipino Immigrants in France

8:15 PM  Itaru Nagasaka (Hiroshima University) Growing Up in the Transnational Social Field: Experiences of Family Separation and Reunification of Filipino Migrant Children in Italy

8:30 PM  Chiho Ogaya (Yokohama National University) Family Reunification for Whom?: The Case of Filipino Youth and Transmigrant Mothers in Toronto

8:45 PM  Nobue Suzuki (Chiba University) Disowned By Culture: Young Filipino Immigrants and the Violence of Family Values

Discussant: Karen Fog Olwig (University of Copenhagen)

Discussant: Koki Seki (Hiroshima University)

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
### 2-0770 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CURRENT RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES**

**Reviewed by** | Society for Anthropological Sciences  
---|---
**Organizer** | Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)  
**Chair** | Peter Collings (University of Florida)  
**8:00 PM** | Carol R Ember (HRAF at Yale University), Ian A Skoggard (Human Relations Area Files), Teferi A Adem (HRAF at Yale University) and Eric C Jones (University of North Carolina-Greensboro) *Raids and Rain: Explaining Contradictory Findings*  
**8:15 PM** | Peter Collings (University of Florida) and Meredith Gretz Marten (University of Florida) *Food Sharing Networks, Food Insecurity, and Change in The Canadian Arctic*  
**8:30 PM** | Christina G Mello (University of New Mexico) and Lisa Oliver-King (Our Kitchen Table) *Growing Food, Growing Consciousness: Gardening and Social Justice in Southeast Grand Rapids, Michigan*  
**8:45 PM** | Bradley E Ensor (Eastern Michigan University) *Toward a Four Subfield Approach to Kinship*  
**9:00 PM** | Glynn Custred (California State University East Bay) *Anthropology As An Integrated Science*  
**9:15 PM** | Discussion

### 2-0775 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TRANSNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT: BRIDGING LATINA/O AND LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by** | Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists  
---|---
**Organizers** | Nancy Guerra Rios (University of Texas at Austin)  
| Santiago I Guerra (Colorado College)  
**Chair** | Santiago I Guerra (Colorado College)  
**8:00 PM** | Korinta Maldonado (University of Illinois) *Routing, Rooting, and Processes of Indigenous Racialization Within a Transnational Context: A Comparative Analysis of Indigeneity Across Border*  
**8:15 PM** | Xochitl C Chavez (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Delicate Dance of Diaspora: La Guelaguetza Festival in Oaxacalifornia*  
**8:30 PM** | Mary Beth Schmid (University of Kentucky) *Los Otros Lados: Transnational Agrarian Livelihoods and Kinship in West-Central Mexico and Southern Appalachia*  
**8:45 PM** | Maurice Rafael Magaña (University of California, Los Angeles) *Youth Activism and the Politics of Urban Space*  
**9:00 PM** | Nancy Guerra Rios (University of Texas at Austin) *American Fitness: Latina/o Teenage Pregnancy and Stratified Reproduction*  
**9:15 PM** | Naomi Glenn-Levin Rodriguez (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Producing Vulnerability: Child Welfare in a Border Region*  
**9:30 PM** | Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
**2-0780** 08:00–09:45 Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**INDIGENOUS MODERNITIES IN THE 21ST CENTURY COMMONWEALTH**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**  
Erik Stanley (University of Virginia)

8:00 PM  
Erik Stanley (University of Virginia) *From Respecting the Cheil to Owning the Cacao: Changing Mopan Maya Conceptions of Nature in San Jose, Belize*

8:15 PM  
Michelle Schmidt (University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign) *Post-Colonial Pathologies: Millennium Development and the Type II Pandemic in San Jose, Belize*

8:30 PM  
Cameron Riopelle (University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign) *Claims Making and Forms of Legitimacy At the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in Canberra From 1972 Until the Present*

8:45 PM  
Steven M Maas (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) *The Indigenous Have Met the Settler State and It Is ‘Us’: Identity and the Welsh Logic of Heritage*

**Discussant** 9:00 PM  
Cameron Riopelle (University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign)

9:15 PM  
Break

9:30 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**2-0785** 08:00–09:45 Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**PIPPES, PEOPLE, AND POLITICS: DIS/UNCONNECTED URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMUNITY RESPONSES**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers**  
Angela D Storey (University of Arizona)  
Lucero Radonic (University of Arizona)

8:00 PM  
Emily Regina Cummins (Northeastern University) *Politics of the Grid: Connections, Contestations, and Exclusion in Detroit*

8:15 PM  
Lucero Radonic (University of Arizona) *Tales of Repair, Not Despair: The Micro-Politics of Decrepit Water Infrastructure in Northwestern Mexico*

8:30 PM  
Jacob Campbell (University of Arizona) *Relics of Capital: Memory, Work, and Industrial Infrastructure in South Trinidad*

8:45 PM  
Discussion

9:00 PM  
Teresa Irene Gonzales (University of California, Berkeley) *“We Develop Our people”: Innovative Community Approaches to Local Economic Development in Two Low-Income Chicago Neighborhoods*

9:15 PM  
Angela D Storey (University of Arizona) *Fighting Informality: Urban Exclusion and the Local Politics Of Service Delivery in Cape Town*

**Discussant** 9:30 PM  
Nikhil Anand (University of Minnesota)

This session may be of particular interest to: P
**2-0790  08:00–09:45**  
Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  
**EXPLORING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF READING: LOCATING READABILITY AT THE INTERSECTIONS OF TEXT, OBJECT AND PERFORMANCE**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology  

**ORGANIZERS**  
Josh Friedman (University of Michigan)  
Nishaant Choksi (University of Michigan)  

**CHAIR**  
Nadia Loan (University of Oregon)  

**DISCUSSANT**  
8:00 PM  
Francis P Cody (University of Toronto)  
8:15 PM  
Nadia Loan (University of Oregon)  
8:30 PM  
Timothy W Knowlton (Berry College)  
8:45 PM  
Josh Friedman (University of Michigan)  
9:00 PM  
Patricia Baquedano-Lopez (University of California, Berkeley)  

**Program**  
8:00–09:45 Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  
**EXPLORING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF READING: LOCATING READABILITY AT THE INTERSECTIONS OF TEXT, OBJECT AND PERFORMANCE**  
**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**ORGANIZERS**  
Josh Friedman (University of Michigan)  
Nishaant Choksi (University of Michigan)  
**CHAIR**  
Nadia Loan (University of Oregon)  
**DISCUSSANT**  
8:00 PM  
Francis P Cody (University of Toronto)  
8:15 PM  
Nadia Loan (University of Oregon)  
8:30 PM  
Timothy W Knowlton (Berry College)  
8:45 PM  
Josh Friedman (University of Michigan)  
9:00 PM  
Patricia Baquedano-Lopez (University of California, Berkeley)  
9:15 PM  
Discussion  

This session may be of particular interest to:  

**2-0795  08:00–09:45**  
Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton  
**ENGAGING VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE ENTANGLED LIVES OF SPECIES**  
**REVIEWED BY**  
Anthropology and Environment Society  
**CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS**  
Amanda D Concha-Holmes (Flacso-Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales Sede Ecuador)  
Crystal L Fortwangler (Chatham University)  
8:00 PM  
Crystal L Fortwangler (Chatham University)  
8:15 PM  
Kristin Marie Paterakis (University of Colorado Denver)  
8:30 PM  
Joe Klein (Beloit College)  
8:45 PM  
Rodrigo F. Renteria-Valencia (University of Arizona)  
9:00 PM  
Kate McClellan (Mississippi State University)  
9:15 PM  
Amanda D Concha-Holmes (Flacso-Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales Sede Ecuador)  
9:30 PM  
Genese Marie Sodikoff (Rutgers University, Newark)  

This session may be of particular interest to:  

**Wednesday, November 20**  
82  
**M Mentoring Activity**  
**P Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**
2-0800 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

POWER, CITIZENSHIP AND ACTIVISM: CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE CARIBBEAN

REVIEWED BY Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Maarat K Forde (University of the West Indies)

8:00 PM Discussion
8:15 PM Ryan Cecil Jobson (Yale University) *The Quagmire of Modernity: Toward a Caribbean Social Science of the Everyday*
8:30 PM Gabrielle Jamela Hosein (University of the West Indies) and Jolynna Sinanan (University College London) ‘Liking’ and ‘Sharing’ the Spectacular: Facebook and Citizenship in Trinidad
8:45 PM Aaron Andrew Greer (Pacific University) *Epic Politics: Power, Political Theology, and the Ramayana in the West Indies*
9:00 PM Maarat K Forde (University of the West Indies) *Moralties of Activism and Inequality: The Cultural Logics of Resistance in the Caribbean*
9:15 PM Dylan Kerrigan (University of the West Indies) ‘I Wonder If It’s Bobol’: Political Power Then and Now in Trinidad and Tobago
9:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

2-0805 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

AUTHENTICITY AND LANGUAGE: PERFORMING KOREAN AT HOME AND ABROAD

REVIEWED BY Society for Linguistic Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Lee Jin Choi (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

8:00 PM Lee Jin Choi (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) *The Use of Hybrid Languages: The Construction of ‘authentic’ Koreanness Among Returnee English Speakers*
8:15 PM Hakyoon Lee (University of Hawaii) “Because You Ate Too Much Adobo!” De-Authentication of Korean Ethnicity At a Transnational Workplace
8:30 PM Bong-gi Sohn (University of British Columbia) “They Are Just Like Us and They Speak Good Korean”: Negotiating the Ethno-Racial Hierarchy of Multiethnic Children in South Korea
8:45 PM Ryan Deschambault (University of British Columbia) “Like He Know Like How to Say Saturi (dialect)”: Doing ‘Korean’ As a Researcher Among International Students

DISCUSSANT 9:00 PM Adrienne Lo (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
DISCUSSANT 9:15 PM Joseph Sung-Yul Park (National University of Singapore)
9:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T
2-0810 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ACCOMMODATING THE FUTURE: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF BOUNDED OPTIMALITY

REVIEWED BY  Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Elizabeth A Hallowell (University of Pennsylvania)
               Derek Owen Newberry (University of Pennsylvania)
CHAIR  Michael B Joiner (University of Pennsylvania)
8:00 PM  Michael B Joiner (University of Pennsylvania) Obsolescent Forms of Life: The Case of Homeopathy in France
8:15 PM  Hannah H Voorhees (University of Pennsylvania) Delaying Loss: Salvaging Margins of Polar Bear Survival in Northwest Alaska
8:30 PM  Elizabeth A Hallowell (University of Pennsylvania) Futures of Care: Bounded Optimality, Gender, and “good/enough” Healthcare in the Contemporary U.S.
8:45 PM  Derek Owen Newberry (University of Pennsylvania) Optimizing Sustainability: When Ethical Consumption Becomes Management Practice
9:00 PM  Jennifer K Brown (University of Pennsylvania) Uncertain Prognoses: Biomedical Research Among Alaska Native People

DISCUSSANT 9:15 PM  Adriana M Petryna (University of Pennsylvania)
9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0815 08:00–09:45  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH BETWEEN THE MICROANALYSIS OF INTERACTION AND ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH: HOW CAN WE FILTER THE MULTIMODAL DATA TO MAKE RIGOROUS ANALYTIC CLAIMS?

REVIEWED BY  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Mayumi Bono (National Institute of Informatics)
CHAIR  Shimako Iwasaki (Monash University)
8:00 PM  Shimako Iwasaki (Monash University) Developing Methodologies for Analyzing Multimodal Interaction Among Tactile Signers in the Melbourne Deafblind Community
8:15 PM  Kouhei Kikuchi (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science / National Institute of Informatics) Use of Transcription for the Analysis of Signed and Verbal Utterance Structures
8:30 PM  Discussion
8:45 PM  Akira Takada (Kyoto University) Displaying Directional Markers in Wayfinding Practices: The Interplay Between Gesture and Grammar Among the G|Li/G||Ana
9:00 PM  Mayumi Bono (National Institute of Informatics) Incorporation of Professional Voices in Conversation Analysis: Evaluating the Skills of Science Communicators At a Science Museum in Japan

DISCUSSANT 9:15 PM  Elizabeth Keating (University of Texas at Austin)
9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
**2-0820 08:00–09:45**  
Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**TRADITIONAL LAW AS IT OPERATES IN INDIGENOUS ETHNIC MINORITY COMMUNITIES**

**Reviewed by**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

8:00 PM  
David C Wakefield (SIL International, Asia Area) *A Magistrate’s Misstep and Mafia Response*

8:15 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**2-0825 08:00–09:45**  
Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**GLOBALIZED ENERGY FUTURES? LOCAL ENERGY PRACTICES AND GLOBAL TRENDS IN CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE**

**Reviewed by**  
American Ethnological Society

**Organizers**  
Timm Lau (King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals)  
Caura L Wood (Burgess Innovation Group)

**Chair**  
Timm Lau (King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals)

8:00 PM  
Timm Lau (King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals) *Burning for Innovation: Science, Technology, and Energy Futures in Saudi Arabia*

8:15 PM  
Caura L Wood (Burgess Innovation Group) *Corporate Investments: Oil and Natural gas Futures and the Performativity of Finance in Alberta’s Junior Energy Firms*

8:30 PM  
Whitney Jane Larratt-Smith (University of California, Davis) *Treaties and Tar Sands: Contesting Canadian Law and our Energy Futures*

8:45 PM  
Arthur L Mason (University of California, Berkeley) *Assessing Intermediary Expertise in Arctic Energy Development*

9:00 PM  
Dorle Drackle (Universität Bremen) and Werner Krauss (Helmholtz Center Geesthacht) *The Decarbonization of Democracy — the Example of Germany’s Energy Transformation*

9:15 PM  
Karl A Schmid (York University) *An Emergent Anthropology of Energy and the Post Carbon Transition*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**2-0830 08:00–09:45**  
Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**LANGUAGES OF MARXISM AND COMMUNISM**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**  
Ozge N Serin (Columbia University)

8:00 PM  
Fadi A Bardawil (University of Chicago) *Revolutionary Vectors: Marxist Theorists in Late 1960’s Beirut*

8:15 PM  
Thushara N Hewage (Columbia University) *The Proletariat in Translation: Locating the Politics of Sri Lanka’s New Left*

8:30 PM  
Ozge N Serin (Columbia University) *Mother Tongue and the Language of Marxism in Turkey*
8:45 PM  Mireille Abelin (SUNY Buffalo/Postdoctoral Fellow, Baldy Center for Interdisciplinary Legal Studies) The Revival of Dependency Theory?: Contested Translations of Marxism and the Dilemma of “Lo Nacional” in the Wake of Argentina’s Neo-Liberal Crisis

9:00 PM  Adam H Bund (University of Pennsylvania) Innovation/Nation/Revolution: Marxist Legacies of “Indigenous Innovation” in Contemporary China

Discussant  9:15 PM  Serguei Alex Oushakine (Princeton University)

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0835  08:00–09:45  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

TECHNOLOGY, ENERGY AND DISPOSSESSION: THE GREENING OF CAPITALISM AND SUSTAINABILITY

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Chair  Julie A Shepherd-Powell (University of Kentucky)

8:00 PM  Jennifer Lynn Gerbrandt (University of Saskatchewan) Energy Uncertainty: the Effects of Tar Sands Development on a Northern Alberta First Nation

8:15 PM  Matthew West (Columbia University) Commodities of Light in the Shadow of Carbon: Green Capitalism on Taiwan’s Green Silicon Island

8:30 PM  Ernest G Olson (Wells College) Current Changes: The Flow of Water, Oil, and Money Along the Upper Missouri River

8:45 PM  Anett Sasvari (Uppsala University, Sweden) Impacts of Large Scale Wind Power On Saami Pastoralism: Consultation Processes and Stake Holder Strategies

9:00 PM  Jaclyn Donelle McWhorter (University of Florida) Is Renewable Energy Sustainable: Case Study of the Product Life Cycle of Brazilian Ethanol

9:15 PM  Julie A Shepherd-Powell (University of Kentucky) United for Coal or Save the Mountains?: Economic Uncertainty, Environmental Organizing, and the Future of Communities in the Coalfields of Southwest Virginia

9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

2-0840  08:00–09:45  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SOCIAL NETWORKS, COOPERATION, AND POWER IN LANDSCAPES OF DIFFERENCE: EXPLORING ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND RISK

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Chair  Maria T Brodine (Columbia University, Teachers College)

8:00 PM  Benjamin Vining (Wellesley College) Climate Change and Long Term Rural Land Use in Southern Peru: Archaeological, Palaeoenvironmental, and Policy Perspectives On the Importance of Rural Environmental Services

8:15 PM  Patrick M Gallagher (Stanford University) Ecosystem Services in a Colonial Landscape of Social Difference
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td>Corinne Marie Wilder (North Carolina State University), Albert J Faas (North Carolina State University) and Holli Starr (North Carolina State University)</td>
<td>Fire Chasers: How Historical Relationships Affect Cooperation and Coordination in Wildfire Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td>Gretchen Fox (CTQ Consultants, Ltd.)</td>
<td>Landscapes of Power: Anthropological Applications and Transformations in Northern British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td>Jaime Matera (University of California Santa Barbara)</td>
<td>The Role of Social Networks in Marine Resource Management: Social Influence and a Fisher’s Decision to Cooperate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td>Laurie Moberg (University of Minnesota)</td>
<td>Expecting Floods: Entanglements With Futures and Matter On Thailand’s Flooding Rivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td>Maria T Brodine (Columbia University, Teachers College)</td>
<td>The Calculation of Risk and Definition of Resilience in Post-Katrina New Orleans: An Intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**2-0845 08:00–09:45** Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**DIVERGENT MORTUARY TRADITIONS & ANALYTICS**

**Reviewed by** Archaeology Division

**Chair** Alexis M Jordan (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

8:00 PM Shaheen Christie (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Deviant Romano-British Mortuary Burial Practices of the Roman Iron Age in Southeast Britain

8:15 PM Alexis M Jordan (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) The Cornish Iron Age: Searching for a Regional Mortuary Tradition

8:30 PM Charlotte M Cable Jr (Michigan State University) Difference and the Dead: Parsing Change and Mortuary Practice in Third Millennium BC Oman

8:45 PM Maureen E Marshall (University of Chicago) Living and Dying in the Late Bronze Age: An Osteobiography From the South Caucasus

9:00 PM Sylvia Deskaj (Michigan State University) and Amy R Michael (Michigan State University) The Anthropological Significance of Cave Burial: A Comparative Approach

9:15 PM Kristina S Eronat (University of Kansas) Reexamining the Past: New Studies of Data From Avocational Archaeology of the 19th and Early 20th Century

9:30 PM Mark Andrew Hill (Ball State University) Materiality, Gender, and Age: Using Social Network Analysis to Examine Social Structure in Prehistoric Populations

**2-0850 08:00–09:45** Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**COLONIAL AND CAPITALIST LEGACIES IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD**

**Reviewed by** Archaeology Division

**Chair** Matthew A Beaudoin (University of Western Ontario)
8:00 PM Sarah J Trabert (University of Iowa) Examining the Indirect Effects of Colonialism on Native American Groups Living on the Great Plains in the Protohistoric Period (A.D. 1500–1750)

8:15 PM Guido Pezzarossi (Stanford University) Local Practice, Global Abstractions: An Archaeology of Capitalism in Colonial Guatemala

8:30 PM Meagan K Conway (University of South Carolina), Tommy Burke (National University of Ireland, Galway) and Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame) Pathways of Colonialism: Cultural Continuity and Community Change in Western Ireland, 1600–1850

8:45 PM Matthew A Beaudoin (University of Western Ontario) Not Just One Or the Other: Bridging Colonialism and Capitalism in 19th-Century Ontario

9:00 PM Michael Dean Mathiowetz (California State University, Dominguez Hills) “You Are Now on the Eve of Redemption”: Toward a One-Thousand-Year History of Prophecy and Social Revolution Among Pueblo Cultures of the American Southwest

9:15 PM Jonathan T. Thomas (University of Iowa) The Cousins of Sarah Baartman: Fertility, Pornography, and the “Curvaceous” Venuses of Ice Age Europe

9:30 PM Cecilia Smith (University of Illinois at Chicago) The Spatiality of Sociopolitical Power on Negros Oriental, Philippines from the 15th Century CE Though Spanish Colonization

2-0855 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

TOPICS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY 2: NEW AND EMERGING MARKETS, SOCIAL RELATIONS AND INEQUALITY

Reviewed by Society for Economic Anthropology

Chair Xianghong Feng (Eastern Michigan University)

8:00 PM Shaila Seshia Galvin (Yale University and Williams College) Making Markets, Reordering Landscapes: Organic Agriculture in the Uttarakhand Himalaya

8:15 PM Xianghong Feng (Eastern Michigan University) Prosperity for Whom?: Tourism and the Poverty of Resources in Rural Ethnic China

8:30 PM Samantha King (University of Oregon and University of Oregon) Gender, Food Security, and Alternative Economic Networks in the Commonwealth of Dominica, Eastern Caribbean

8:45 PM Monica Lindh De Montoya (School of Global Studies, Gothenburg University) Reconstruction in Post-War Bosnia: Rebuilding House and Home

9:00 PM Matthew D Whittle (University of California, Santa Barbara) The Efficiency of Cooperative Labor: A Comparison of the Costs of Cooperative and Wage Labor in a Peasant Community

9:15 PM Ethan Sinsabaugh (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and David Fazzino (University of Alaska Fairbanks) The Occupy Movement Is Dead, Long Live the Occupy Movement!
9:30 PM  Marissa Smith (Princeton University) *The Test of Mountains and the Cult of Toefl: Cosmopolitan Progress and Nomadic Pastoralism in a Post-Soviet Mining Enterprise*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**2-0860  08:00–09:45**  Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SELF-MANAGEMENT, RISK AND BIOPOLITICS**

*Reviewed by*  
Society for Medical Anthropology

*Chair*  
Pamela I Erickson (University of Connecticut)

**8:00 PM**  
Gareth Martin Thomas (Cardiff University) *“It’s a Minefield”: The Risky Business of Prenatal Screening for Down’s Syndrome*

**8:15 PM**  
Pamela I Erickson (University of Connecticut) *Sexual Cultures of College Students: A Mixed Method Approach*

**8:30 PM**  
Katharine A S Rendle (University of Michigan Ann Arbor) *Assessments and Anticipations: Defining the “Right” Time for HPV Vaccination*

**8:45 PM**  
Sanjay Aggarwal (University of Amsterdam) and Rene Gerrets (University of Amsterdam) *Good for Your Mental Health?: Sexual Capital and Gay Subcultures*

**9:00 PM**  
Alexander B Edmonds (University of Amsterdam) *Health, Self-Management and Biopolitics in a Post-Disciplinary Society*

**9:15 PM**  
Susie M Kilshaw (University College London) *Negotiating Genetics and Genetic Risk in Qatar*

**9:30 PM**  
Discussion

**2-0865  08:00–09:45**  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**HEALTH AND SOCIAL INEQUALITY**

*Reviewed by*  
Society for Medical Anthropology

*Chair*  
Ronald L Barrett (Macalester College)

**8:00 PM**  
Yen Le (The Australian National University) *Beg in the City: Leprosy-Marred Bodies, Stigma and Agency — A Case Study of Leprosy-Affected Beggars in Vietnam*

**8:15 PM**  
Fernanda M Claudio (The University of Queensland) *Bodies, Transitions, Resettlement: Exploring Biological Citizenship Amongst African Refugees in Queensland, Australia*

**8:30 PM**  
Marie A Brault (University of Connecticut) *Marriage as an Antidote to Violence: Factors Contributing to Early Marriage in Low-Income Communities in Mumbai, India*

**8:45 PM**  
Vinay R. Kamat (University of British Columbia) *“The Ocean Is Our Farm”: Structural Violence, Food Insecurity and Social Suffering on a Marine Park in Southeastern Tanzania*

**9:00 PM**  
Ronald L Barrett (Macalester College) *Temporal Poverty and Medical Decisionmaking in An Indian Slum*

**9:15 PM**  
Emily K Brunson (Texas State University) and Jeffrey J Hatala (Texas State University) *Living Uninsured in Hays County, Texas*
9:30 PM  Kristen A Ogilvie (Pacific Institute for Research & Evaluation)  
**Defining Poverty in Behavioral Health Disparity Research in Alaska**  
This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0870  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**DYNAMICS IN GLOBAL HEALTH: TRANSNATIONAL PATIENTS, TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERTISE**  
**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology  
**CHAIR**  
Christopher Alley (Columbia University)

*8:00 PM  Nancy Worthington (Columbia University)  Medical "MacGyvering"; The Meanings and Practicalities of Pediatric Heart Surgery Missions in Honduras*

*8:15 PM  Miho Ushiyama (Waseda University)  Patients' Perspectives Behind the Non-Compliance: From the Cases of Atopic Dermatitis in Japan and the UK*

*8:30 PM  Lisa Capps (Saint Xavier University)  Perceptions of Illness of Hmong-American Women With Chronic Kidney Disease*

*8:45 PM  Xinran Hu (Washington University in St. Louis)  The Illness Experience of Chinese Migrant Children and Their Families*

*9:00 PM  Karen M Jorge (Brown University)  Reconfiguring Medical Tourism: Discourses and Practices of “Globalized Medicine” in Panama City, Panama*

*9:15 PM  Christopher Alley (Columbia University)  Dengue Fever, Trash Collection and Public Health Citizenships in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil*

*9:30 PM  Chelsea D Voytek (Temple University)  The Will to Include: Ideologies of Racial/Ethnic Diversity in International HIV Vaccine Research*

This session may be of particular interest to: P

2-0875  08:00–09:45  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton  
**ETHICS AND POLITICS OF ORGAN, TISSUE AND BLOOD TRANSPANTATION**  
**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology  
**CHAIR/ORGANIZER**  
Monir Moniruzzaman (Michigan State University)

*8:00 PM  Monir Moniruzzaman (Michigan State University)  Human Liver Lobes: The New Commodity*

*8:15 PM  Hilary Martinez (Texas State University)  I Don't Need It, You Can Have It: Motivations for Whole Body Donation*

*8:30 PM  Liz Newbury (University of Iowa)  My Blood, Our Research: Biobank Donors' Perspectives On Commercial Use of Biobank Resources and Research*

*8:45 PM  Maria-Keiko Yasuoka (Hokkaido University)  Retransplant Recipients and Plural Donors: Pluralization of Donors and Diversification of Recipients*

*9:00 PM  Gina Jae (Columbia University)  Routinizing An Elective Practice: Translating Bone Marrow Transplantation for Children With Sickle Cell Disease in the U.S. and France*
9:15 PM  Anja Marie Bornoe Jensen (University of Copenhagen, Department of Public Health) *Sad Cases and Rebellious Recipients: Managing the Alternative Stories of Organ Transplantation*

This session may be of particular interest to:

**2-0880** 08:00–09:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**“ON THE BORDER:” CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON FEMINIST ETHNOGRAPHY AND INTERDISCIPLINARITY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**CHAIR**  Amanda J Reinke (The University of Tennessee, Knoxville)

8:00 PM  Alexandra Littaye (Oxford University) and Karin Eli (Oxford University) *Between Participation and Participant-Observation: An Experience-Based Dialogue*

8:15 PM  Linda Gordon (Michigan State University) *Bridging Disciplines: A Critical Examination of Current Efforts and Future Directions for Interdisciplinary Work in Anthropology*

8:30 PM  Jeremy Stoll (Northeastern Illinois University) *Doing Ethnography With Ethnographers: Following the Comics Community in Delhi*

8:45 PM  Jennifer M Almquist (Oregon State University) *From the Inside Looking In: Reflections On Organizational Ethnography*

9:00 PM  Amanda J Reinke (The University of Tennessee, Knoxville) *The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Revisiting Anthropological Engagement with Participatory Action Research*

9:15 PM  Discussion

**2-0885** 08:00–09:45  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**VIRTUAL) MOBILITY, MEMORY, IDENTITY AND BELONGING**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**CHAIR**  Fethi Keles (The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs)

8:00 PM  Dina Delias (National University of Singapore) *Crafting Transnational Subjects: Training to be American in Philippine Global Call Centers*

8:15 PM  Fethi Keles (The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs) *Bosnian Diaspora’s Pragmatic Engagements with American Citizenship*

8:30 PM  Duygu Gul (York University) *“Coming to Terms with the Past”: Politics of Memory or Memory as Politics in Contemporary Turkey*

8:45 PM  Laia Soto Bermant (University of Oxford) *In and Out of Fortress Europe: Security, Mobility and Labor Migration At the Spanish-Moroccan Border of Melilla*

9:00 PM  Andrea Catherine Conger (Indiana University) *Flash Mobs and Folk Dance: Traditional Dance, Digital Publics*

9:15 PM  Jung-Sun Park (California State University at Dominguez Hills) *Not All Co-Ethnics Are the Same: the Selective Incorporation of Overseas Koreans for Nation-Building*
## 2-0890 08:00–09:45 Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

### SEXING DESIRE, PERFORMING SEX

**Reviewed by**
Association for Queer Anthropology

**Chair**
Misty N Luminais (Case Western Reserve University)

**8:00 PM**
Vaibhav Saria (Johns Hopkins University) *The Pregnant Hijra: Flirting, Fucking and Futurity*

**8:15 PM**
Andrea Stevenson Allen (University of Western Ontario) *Sex, Desire, and Pleasure in Brazilian Lesbian Relationships*

**8:30 PM**
Matthew Ian Korn (Texas State University) *Werq!: The Production of Drag in Central Texas*

**8:45 PM**
Misty N Luminais (Case Western Reserve University) *Inviting Tylor, Freud, and Marx to Bed: Sex Toys As Polyvalent Fetishes*

**9:00 PM**

**9:15 PM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

## 2-0895 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

### ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES IN EAST ASIA

**Reviewed by**
Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizers**
Akihiro Ogawa (Stockholm University)

**Chair**
Jonathan E Thumas (Columbia University)

**8:00 PM**
Peter Wynn Kirby (University of Oxford) *Urban Mining, Toxic Payload: Scrutinizing the E-Waste Trade in East Asia and Beyond*

**8:15 PM**
Noriko Manabe (Princeton University) *The Spaces We’ll Go: The Evolving Roles of Music in Antinuclear Demonstrations and Concerts in Post-Fukushima Japan*

**8:30 PM**
Ryo Morimoto (Sophia University and Brandeis University) *Reanimation of Trauma/Miracle as a Hope: The Case of the Miracle Lone Pine Tree of Takata*

**8:45 PM**
Akihiro Ogawa (Stockholm University) *Japan’s Energy Policymaking After Fukushima: Exploring Renewable Energy Production*

**9:00 PM**
Jonathan E Thumas (Columbia University) *Nature in the Shugendō Amalgam: An Example of Contemporary Japanese Folk Religion*

**9:15 PM**
Discussion

## 2-0900 08:00–09:45 Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

### SPORTS, GAME, AND MUSIC IN EAST ASIA

**Reviewed by**
Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizers**
R Kenji Tierney (Skidmore College)

**Chair**
Elise Edwards (Butler University)

**8:00 PM**
R Kenji Tierney (Skidmore College) *Food At the Intersection of the Social and the Physical: Globalization and Commensality*
8:15 PM  Noah C G Johnson (University of Iowa)  Defenders, Brokers, and Disciples: Transnational Encounters in Okinawan Karate
8:30 PM  Elise Edwards (Butler University)  Soccer Visions and Future Publics: Regionalism, Rejuvenation, and Sporting Futures
8:45 PM  Mattias van Ommen (University of Hawaii at Manoa)  Fantastical Affect: Final Fantasy VII and Subjective Linkages of Japanese Role Playing Games Among Global Consumers
9:00 PM  Shan Huang (University of South Carolina, Columbia)  Contemporary China’s Independent Music Scene and Its Connotations to the Transition of Youth Culture
9:15 PM  Dale K Andrews (Tohoku Gakuin University)  An Animated Animism: Ema From the Anime/Game Pilgrimages of Japan
9:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M

2-0905  08:00–09:45  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
DEVELOPMENT, HOUSING AND COMMUNITY IN AFRICAN AMERICA

REVIEWED BY
Association of Black Anthropologists

CHAIR
Bonnie Claudia Harrison (City Colleges of Chicago)

8:00 PM  Kia Hall (American University)  The Masculinization of Ereba: Converting Women’s Work Into Men’s Capabilities
8:15 PM  Sonia B Santos (Programa de Pós-Graduação em Relações Étnico-Raciais, PPRER-NEAB-CEFET/RJ-Maracana)  Black Families, Inequality, and Housing Rights in Brazil
8:30 PM  Meredith Main (University of South Florida)  Blackening the Blue Revolution: How Afro-Brazilians Resist the Shrimp Industry
8:45 PM  Bonnie Claudia Harrison (City Colleges of Chicago)  Early Chicago and the Myth of Segregation, a Digital Humanities Project
9:00 PM  Anna Kirstine Schirrer (Copenhagen University)  Brooklyn Tales of Blackness: An Ethnographic Account of Political Activism Through Everyday Talk

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC (SLA) ANTHROPOLOGY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

**Sponsor**
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**
Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona)

**Presenters**
Jonathan D Rosa (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)
Jillian R Cavanaugh (CUNY Brooklyn College)
Paul V Kroskrity (University of California Los Angeles)
Paul B Garrett (Temple University)
Alexandra M Jaffe (California State University Long Beach)
Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)

ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFAA) BOARD MEETING

**Sponsor**
Association for Africanist Anthropology

**Organizer**
Anita Spring (University of Florida)

**Awards presented at this event:**
1. Undergraduate Paper Award
2. Graduate Paper Award
3. Eliott Skinner Book Award

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Invited Session: RACE AND RACISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE: PART I

**Sponsor**
AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer**
Bela Feldman-Bianco (UNICAMP, Brazil)

**Chair**
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

**8:00 AM**
Alicia Torres (Flacso-Ecuador) From the Archeological to the Transnational Community: Land, Ethnicity and Migration in Southern Ecuador

**8:15 AM**
Diane J Austin-Broos (University of Sydney) Race and the Politics of Moral Order: Indigenous Australia

**8:30 AM**
Elena Nava Morales (Department of Anthropology) Communitary Communication Processes in Oaxaca (Mexico): Tensions between comunalidad and Multiculturalism

**8:45 AM**
João Pacheco de Oliveira (Museu Nacional - Brazil) Tutelage and Exclusion: Old and New Challenges To Collective Rights Over LAND In Brazil
9:00 AM  Ayse Caglar (University of Vienna) Still “migrants” After All Those Years: Foundational Mobilities, and Temporal Politics
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0015  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
FIRST NATIONS AND EMERGING RELIGIOUS FUTURES: GLOBAL PENTECOSTALISM IN NATIVE NORTH AMERICA
Sponsor  Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Chair/Organizers  Kimberly J Marshall (University of Oklahoma)
Clinton N Westman (University of Saskatchewan)
8:00 AM  Clinton N Westman (University of Saskatchewan) Factors in the Early Success of Pentecostal Missions Among Cree and Métis People in Isolated Communities of Northern Alberta
8:15 AM  Mark Clatterbuck (Montclair State University) Women, Prosperity, and (Anti)Traditionalism: The Aspirational Impulse of Crow Pentecostalism
8:30 AM  Anja Nicole Stuckenberger (Institute of Arctic Studies, Dartmouth College) Born Again Into Community — Inuit Pentecostalism, Facebook, and Climate Change
8:45 AM  Kimberly J Marshall (University of Oklahoma) Rites of Rupture and Resonance: Jish Burning Among Navajo Pentecostals
Discussant  9:00 AM  Frederic Laugrand (Université laval)
9:15 AM  Discussion

3-0020  08:00–09:45  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
FUTURE CHRONOTOPES: ANXIETY, DESIRE, AND ETHNOLINGUISTIC FUTURES
Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Chair/Organizers  Angela Reyes (Hunter College and The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Jonathan D Rosa (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
8:00 AM  Anna De Fina (Georgetown University) and Sabina M Perrino (University of Michigan) Chronotopes and Identities in Migration Narratives
8:15 AM  Nicholas H Harkness (Harvard University) Voice, Maturity, and the Quality of Futurity in South Korea
8:30 AM  Alejandro Ivan Paz (University of Toronto) Speaking Like a Future Citizen: Noncitizen Latino Youth Address the Israeli Public
8:45 AM  Angela Reyes (Hunter College and The Graduate Center, CUNY) Axes of Ability and Desire: Linguistic Futures and the Philippine Elite
9:00 AM  Jonathan D Rosa (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Racializing Language, Regimenting Latinidad: Chronotope, Social Tense, and U.S. Latina/o Ethnolinguistic Futures
Discussant  9:15 AM  Asif Agha (University of Pennsylvania)
9:30 AM  Discussion
Invited Session: CHARISMA, AUTHENTICITY, EMOTION, AND THE FUTURE: PAPERS IN HONOR OF CHARLES LINDHOLM

Sponsor
Society for Psychological Anthropology

Organizers
Erick Castellanos (Ramapo College of New Jersey)
Sara M Bergstresser (Boston University)

Chair
Victoria M Phaneuf (Shippensburg University)

8:00 AM
Alanna E Cooper (University of Haifa) Authenticity and Identity: The Scholar and the Self

8:15 AM
Andrew S Buckser (Purdue University) Authenticity and Leadership in Three Danish Religious Movements

8:30 AM
Sara M Bergstresser (Boston University) Unruly Miracles: Embodied Charisma and Modern Sainthood, From Padre Pio to “Papa Buono”

8:45 AM
Victoria M Phaneuf (Shippensburg University) A Borderless Anthropologist in a Transforming World: the Lessons of Charles Lindholm

9:00 AM
Amalia Sa’ar (University of Haifa) The Quest and Detest of Cultural Explanations, the Case of Palestinian Women

9:15 AM
Keith E McNeal (University of Houston) Trance and the Dilemmas of Institutionalization in Indo-Trinidadian Shakti Worship

Discussant
Charles Lindholm (Boston University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

Invited Session: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF BIOPOWER AND GLOBAL MENTAL HEALTH: PASTS, PRESENTS, AND FUTURES

Sponsor
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer
Neely A Myers (George Washington University)

Chair
Rebecca J Lester (Washington University)

8:00 AM
Anne M Lovell (INSERM University Paris Descartes) From Universal Claims to Governmentality: Anthropology’s Engagement With Postwar Regimes of Mental Health Knowledge and Action

8:15 AM
Paul E Brodwin (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Public Psychiatry As Moral Practice: Local Debates Over Mandated Community Treatment

8:30 AM
Sue E Estroff (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) Coercion Creep: Concealed Containments in the Neoliberal Health-State

8:45 AM
Neely A Myers (George Washington University) Towards Future Well-Being: Biopower, Resistance, and Moral Agency Among Users of Mental Health Services

9:00 AM
Janis H Jenkins (University of California at San Diego) Janis H. Jenkins (University of California at San Diego) Creating Tangible Lives: Power, Dignity, and Mental Health

Discussant
Kim Hopper (Columbia University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Ippolytos A Kalofonos (University of Washington)</td>
<td>“Being With” Recovery: A Community-Based Alternative to Hospitalization for People Diagnosed With Serious Mental Illness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0035</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
<td><strong>SPEAKING OF LANGUAGE, A LINGUISTIC INSTALLATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Roundtable Presenters: Katharine A Keenan (Columbia University, Teachers College) Megan Leight (The Graduate Center, CUNY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: <strong>M, P, S, T</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0040</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
<td><strong>ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS FILMMAKERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS:</strong> EXPERIMENTAL TRENDS IN VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND VISUAL ETHNOGRAPHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewed by: Society for Visual Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair/Organizer: Andrea M Heckman (University of New Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 AM David W Plath (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and Jacquetta Hill (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) From Discovery to Presentation, Or, When “Nice Shot!” Isn’t Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8:15 AM Mike Terry (Freie Universitat Berlin) Occupation: Structures of the Berlin Brigade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8:30 AM Abigail Reese (University of Chicago) A Thin Place: Suspension of Belief in the Jesus Cage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8:45 AM Matthew L Hale (Indiana University) The Materiality of Media: Participatory Cultures and Multimodal Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 AM Synatra Alyse Smith (Florida International University) On and Off the Stage At Atlanta Greek Picnic: Performances of Collective Black Middle-Class Identities and the Politics of Belonging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9:15 AM Marcel Reyes-Cortez (University of London) Visual Research in the Cemeteries of Mexico City: Photography, a Social Research Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9:30 AM Guven P Witteveen (Independent Researcher) Taking a Wide View to Get the Big Picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: <strong>P, S, T</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0045</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton</td>
<td><strong>THE ARCHITECTURE OF EXCLUSION: SPACES, SUBJECTS AND STIGMAS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Organizers: Marie-Claude Haince (University of the Witwatersrand) Yara El-Ghahban (University of Ottawa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Yara El-Ghahban (University of Ottawa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 AM Yara El-Ghahban (University of Ottawa) Eco-Talk and the Cleansing of the Camp, Or How to Make Refugees Environmentally Friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8:15 AM Emily A Lynch (University of Texas at Austin) The Violence of Waiting: The Everyday in a Refugee Camp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**S Students**  **T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges**
8:30 AM Marie-Claude Haince (University of the Witwatersrand) *Keep Them Out! Tales From the Sidelines of Canadian Immigration Institutions*

8:45 AM Jorge Frozzini (Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi) *Reinvesting Spaces and Meaning: Temporary Agency Workers Organizing Process*

9:00 AM Phillip Rousseau (University of California, Irvine) *Building Up a Crowd. On Attempts to Foreclose the Emergent Politics of the Maple Spring*

**DISCUSSANT** 9:15 AM Nell Gabiam (Iowa State University)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0050 08:00–09:45** Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THIS MUST BE THE PLACE: AN ARCHAEOLOGY OF HOMEMAKING**

**REVIEWED BY** Archaeology Division

**CHAIR/ORGANIZER** Meredith S Chesson (University of Notre Dame)

8:00 AM Meredith S Chesson (University of Notre Dame) *This Must Be the Place: Introduction to the Archaeology of Homemaking*

8:15 AM Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame) *On a Snail’s Back: Ethnoarchaeology, Residential Mobility, and Homemaking in 1950’s Inishark, Co. Galway, Ireland*

8:30 AM Julián Salazar (CONICET-UNC, Argentina) and Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame) *Daily Materiality, Memory and Social Reproduction in South Andean Formative Households and Communities*

8:45 AM Carrie C. Heitman (Northwestern University) *Labor and Liturgy: Transforming the House*

9:00 AM Sophia Kelly (Arizona State University) and Kostalena Michelaki (Arizona State University) *Home Is As We Make It: Bronze Age Pottery Production and Taskscapes Insouthwestern Calabria, Italy*

9:15 AM Chantel E. White (University of Notre Dame) and Meredith S Chesson (University of Notre Dame) *Cooking Meals, Creating Homes: Exploring Foodways and Emerging Urbanism At the Early Bronze Age Site of Numayra, Jordan*

9:30 AM Discussion

---

**3-0055 08:00–09:45** Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PRESENT PASTS AND FUTURES: MODALITIES OF MEMORY AND TEMPORALITY IN LATIN AMERICA**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**

Ellen Moodie (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Robin M DeLugan (University of California, Merced)

**CHAIR** Robin M DeLugan (University of California, Merced)

8:00 AM Laura Lee Roush (Colegio de Mlchoacan) *Temporal Perspectives of the Tepi-Centric Self*

8:15 AM Robin M DeLugan (University of California, Merced) *Emerging National Memories: Recalling 1930s State Violence in Contemporary El Salvador and Dominican Republic*
8:30 AM  Krisjon R Olson (University of Washington) *Impunity On Trial: Living With Torturers and Other Legacies of Violence in the Ixil Area of Guatemala*

8:45 AM  Lourdes Gutierrez Najera (Dartmouth College) *Cautionary Broadsides: Historical Memory and the Defiance of Authority in the Mountains of Oaxaca and the New Latino South*

9:00 AM  Lisa Maya Knauer (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth) *Migration and/Of Memory: Genocide, Silences and Framing Migrant Experiences*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:15 AM  Parvis Ghassem-Fachandi (Rutgers University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

**3-0060  08:00–09:45**  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE NEW “YOUTH MOVEMENTS”: POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY, CRISIS, AND RESISTANCE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Manissa McCleave Maharawal (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

Zoltan Gluck (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

**CHAIR**  Zoltan Gluck (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

8:00 AM  Candace Lukasik (University of California, Berkeley) *The Interplay Between Religious and Secular Politics and Coptic Activism in Post-Revolutionary Egypt*

8:15 AM  Carles Feixa (University of Lleida) *The ‘Indignant’ Pilgrim: Topias and Utopias of the 15M Movement in Spain*

8:30 AM  Sonia Yue Chuen Lam (University of Oxford) *Grounding the Concerns of Hong Kong Post-80s Youths: Redefining Land for the Future*

8:45 AM  Zoltan Gluck (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *The Crown Heights Assembly: Race, Class and Youth Political Subjectivity in the Fight Against Gentrification*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:00 AM  Manissa McCleave Maharawal (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

**DISCUSSANT**  9:15 AM  Jeffrey S Juris (Northeastern University)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

**3-0065  08:00–09:45**  Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**HUMANS IN THE LANDSCAPE: EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO LANDSCAPE CHANGE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**CHAIR/Organizers**  Karen Elizabeth Allen (University of Georgia)

8:00 AM  Karen Elizabeth Allen (University of Georgia) *Identifying Trade-Offs Across Spatial Scales: What Constitutes Conservation “Success”?

8:15 AM  Sakura R Evans (University of Georgia) *The Social Dimensions of Riparian Land Use and Management in Southern Appalachia*
8:30 AM Michael R Coughlan (University of Georgia) Household Abandonment, Socioeconomic Change, and Landscape Transition In The French Western Pyrenees (Pays Basque), 1830-1958: A Parcel Level Event-History Analysis

8:45 AM Tad Brown (University of Georgia) Livestock Breed Change On the Epidemiological Landscape: Household Flock Dynamics From The Gambia

9:00 AM L Jen Shaffer (University of Maryland) Signals in the Noise: Local Knowledge for Anticipating Change in a Complex Socio-Ecological System

Discussant 9:15 AM Eduardo S Brondizio (Indiana University)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0070 08:00–09:45 Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS ACROSS SCALES AND CYCLES

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Organizers Vikramaditya Thakur (Yale University)
Anand Vaidya (Harvard University)

Chair Kalyanakrishnan Sivaramakrishnan (Yale University)

8:00 AM Anand Vaidya (Harvard University) Word Traps and the Drafting of India’s Forest Rights Act

8:15 AM Lauren Miyoko Baker (Yale University) Identity Politics and Narrowing Narratives in the Peruvian Amazon: Confronting Liars, Pirates, and Other Ills of “Western development”

8:30 AM Vikramaditya Thakur (Yale University) Markets of Mobilization: Varying Assets of Anti-Dam and Resettlement Activists in Western India

8:45 AM Georgina R Drew (University of Adelaide) ‘Name & Fame’ and Other Tropes: Engaging the Politics of Social Movement Politics

9:00 AM Claire Cesareo (Saddleback College) Challenges to Hegemonic Representations of the Landless Movement in Brazil: A Case Study From Southern Bahia

9:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0075 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ALL THE WORLDS A MARKET: TRADE SHOWS, COMMODITY FLOWS AND THE CULTIVATION OF GLOBAL CONSUMERS

Reviewed by Society for Economic Anthropology

Organizer Beth E Notar (Trinity College)

Chair Jane Nadel-Klein (Trinity College)

8:00 AM Frederick Errington (Trinity College) and Deborah Gewertz (Amherst College) The Annual Meeting of the Institute of Food Technologists: Capitalist Provisioning in a Paradigmatic Form

8:15 AM Jane Nadel-Klein (Trinity College) Marketing Eden: Display, Discourse and the World of Horticultural Trade Shows
8:30 AM Claire B Nicholas (Princeton University) Crafting Consumers for a Social Economy: Trade Fairs and Fair Trading in Morocco
8:45 AM Katherine C Donahue (Plymouth State University) Vessels of Freedom?: The Cultural Capital and Social Ecology of Boat Shows
9:00 AM Beth E Notar (Trinity College) China Auto Expos: Display, Au-Ray and Narrative Replay

Discussant 9:15 AM Robert J Foster (University of Rochester)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-0080 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
UNITY, DIVERSITY, AND FUTURE PUBLICS: EXTRA-ACADEMIC TRAINING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer William S Bradley (Ryukoku University)
Chair David Blake Willis (Fielding Graduate University)

8:00 AM David Blake Willis (Fielding Graduate University) Hybridity, Mobility, and Global Village Futures in Higher Education: Participants and Institutions Confront Cultural Transformations
8:15 AM William S Bradley (Ryukoku University) The Vocationalization of University to Work Transitions in Japan
8:30 AM Robert L Whitman (Bunker Hill Community College) The Freshman Seminar in the public university: A Risk Perspective

Discussant 8:45 AM Gregory S Poole (Doshisha University)
Discussant 9:00 AM John Mock (Temple University)
9:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

3-0085 08:00–09:45 Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
PARENTAL AND YOUTH ENGAGEMENTS IN FUTURE NATIONALISMS — ORGANIZED BY ACYIG

Reviewed by Anthropology of Children and Childhood
Chairs/Organizers Rachana S Agarwal (Brandeis University)
Anna Jaysane-Darr (Fitchburg State University)

8:00 AM Katrien De Graeve (Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies) Imaginations of Relatedness, Family and Nation: A Comparative Analysis of Transnational Adoption, Domestic Foster Care and Guardianship of Unaccompanied Refugee Minors in Belgium
8:15 AM Sally Wesley Bonet (Rutgers University) “Where Are the Promises of America?”: Citizenship Production Within Iraqi Refugee Families
8:30 AM Bayard E Lyons (Mercy Corps) Cypriot Youth, Turkish Nationalism and the Construction of Parental Authority in An Isolated Nation
8:45 AM Anna Jaysane-Darr (Fitchburg State University) Narratives of the “Lost”: South Sudanese Fathering, Families, and Diasporic Citizens
9:00 AM Rachana S Agarwal (Brandeis University) Of Kin and Country: Palauan Youth, Familial Ties and Belonging Across the Pacific
3-0090  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

DESIGN AND MATERIAL PRACTICES

REVIEWED BY  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Laura Forlano (Illinois Institute of Technology)
CHAIR  Smiljana Antonijevic (Roskilde University and Penn State University)

8:00 AM  Adrienne Massanari (University of Illinois at Chicago) Digital and Material Practices of Crowdsourcing Design Sites
8:15 AM  Silvia Lindtner (University of California, Irvine) From Hobby to Profession: When DIY Makers Collaborate With Chinese Manufacturers
8:30 AM  Daniela Rosner (University of California, Berkeley) Designing Reassembly: On the Development of Contemporary Public Sites of Repair in Northern California
8:45 AM  Laura Forlano (Illinois Institute of Technology) Emergent Socio-Technical Practices in Design Work: Co-Constructing Digital Materialities

DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Smiljana Antonijevic (Roskilde University and Penn State University)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0095  08:00–09:45  Poster Row Green, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session: EPISTEMOLOGY, EMPATHY, AND IMAGE

REVIEWED BY  Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Stephanie A May de Montigny (University of Wisconsin Oshkosh) Reflections On the Displacement of Self Through Space and Culture
Megan J Highet (Grant MacEwan University and University of Alberta) Cheechakoos, Sourdoughs and Non-Women of the Klondike: Exploring the Social Repercussions of Boomtown Community During the 'Last Great Gold Rush' (1896–1904)
Dennis Tedlock (SUNY Buffalo) Photowriting the Built Environment
Jennifer Lerner (University of California, Berkeley/University of Chile) The Navigation of LGBT Youth Identity in Chile
Natalicia Rocha-Tracy (Boston University) Mixed Status Immigrant Families: Complexities in the Lives of the Undocumented
Hiram Hernandez Flores (National Institute of Anthropology and History) and Áaron Moszowski (National Institute of Anthropology and History) Towards An Alternative “foundation” for the Human Sciences
Heather Marie Moats (Louisiana State University) Liminal Existence: Actors and the Narrow Path Between Character and Self
Jessica L Fields (Webster University and AnthroFields) *Future Dangers, Current Crises: The Negotiation of Perceived Dangerousness Toward the Next Definitions of Mental Illness, Danger, and Humanity*

Michael S Harris (Florida Atlantic University) *Anthropological Engagements and People-Making: El Pueblo Manta and the Politics of Anthropology in Coastal Ecuador*

This session may be of particular interest to: S

### 3-0100 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CONTESTED BIRTHINGS: INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY POLITICS OF REPRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES**

**REVIEWED BY** Association for Feminist Anthropology

**CHAIR**

- **8:00 AM** Angela N Castañeda (DePauw University) *“They're Not On My Team”: Navigating Collaborative Practices Between Nurses and Doulas in Birth Work*
- **8:15 AM** Hannah L Helmy (University of South Florida) *Situating the Reproductive Experiences of Adolescent Females: An Ethnographic Examination of Contemporary Public Health Discourses and Contraceptive Practices in New York City*
- **8:30 AM** Alyssa L Basmajian (CUNY Hunter College) *Abortion Doulas: Creating Compassion and Community in a Place of Shame and Solitude*
- **8:45 AM** Abigail R Adams (College of Wooster) *Clandestine Narratives: Countering the Anonymity of Good Abortion Care*
- **9:00 AM** Andrea Ford (University of Chicago) *Money, Love, and Liberation: Community Breast Milk Exchanges in the United States*
- **9:15 AM** Bethany Anne Kibler (Harvard University) *Regulating Reproduction: Pregnancy, Readiness and Military Exceptionalism*
- **9:30 AM** Discussion

### 3-0105 08:00–09:45 Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**IDENTITY, COMMUNITY, AND BELONGING: CLAIMING SPACE AND CREATING SOCIAL TIES IN THE CONTEMPORARY U.S.**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**CHAIR**

- **8:00 AM** Elise DeCamp (Indiana University) *“Standing Up” Across the Midwest: Reifying and Reshaping Racial Identities Through Comedy*
- **8:15 AM** Tyson Mitman (Drexel University) and Wesley R Shumar (Drexel University) *Navigating Capitalist Production: The Craft Beer Movement*
- **8:30 AM** Melanie E L Bush (Adelphi University) *Stories of My America: Re-Imagining Community*
- **8:45 AM** Caroline Seymour-Jorn (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee), Anna Mansson McGinty (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee) and Kristin Sziarto (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee) *Portrait of a Community: The Muslim Milwaukee Project*
- **9:00 AM** Elias Gonzalez (University of Iowa) *I Don't Like It There: LGB People Constructing Space and Risk in El Paso, TX*
9:15 AM  Viola Castellano (Università degli Studi di Bergamo) The Ambivalent Moral Economies of Community Partnership in New York City Child Welfare System

9:30 AM  Discussion

3-0110  08:00–09:45  Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton
Poster Session: NORTH AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
Reviewed by Archaeology Division
Margaret E Beck (University of Iowa) Refugees and Cuisine: 17th and 18th-Century Puebloan Cooking Pots
Leah Ruth Grant (University of California, Berkeley) An Archaeology of Food, Race, and Gender at Fort Davis, Texas
Daniel S Robinson (University of Florida) ChenopodiumBerlandieri and a Multiple Use Hypothesis for the Development of Agriculture in the Eastern Woodlands
Emily Shepard (Portland State University) Quantification and Implications of Cedar Utilization in Plankhouses On the Southern Northwest Coast of North America
Bobby Reis (University of Wisconsin-La Crosse) Hopewell and Music: An Experimental Reconstruction of Hopewell Panpipes
Dru E McGill (Indiana University) Needles in a Pottery Haystack: The Search for Individual Artisans in Mississippi Plain Pottery

3-0115  08:00–09:45  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
RESOURCES, DEVELOPMENT AND POWER RELATIONS ACROSS AFRICA
Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology
Chair Sibel Kusimba (Northern Illinois University)
8:00 AM  Joyce Avotri wuaku (Nova Southeastern University) and Eileen M Smith-Cavros (Nova Southeastern University) “All I Need Is Help to Do Well”: Obstacles to Elder Health Treatment in Agate, Ghana
8:15 AM  Barbra Lukunka (American University) “You Should Have Left Me in Exile to Fend for myself”: Exploring the Challenges of Refugee Return in Post-Conflict Burundi
8:30 AM  Douglas J Falen (Agnes Scott College) African Science and White People’s Witchcraft: Morality and Identity in Occult Discourses of Southern Benin
8:45 AM  Lydia C Boyd (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Compassionate Aid: American Humanitarianism and the Ethic of Accountability in Ugandan AIDS Prevention Programs
9:00 AM  Shawn Smith (Northern Illinois University) Forever Creative! Equitable Access and Tanzania
9:15 AM  Sibel Kusimba (Northern Illinois University) Social Networks of Mobile Money in Kenya
9:30 AM  Discussion
3-0120 08:00–09:45  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**STATES OF PROTEST, ARTISTIC EXPRESSION, AND SUBJECTIVITY IN THE MIDDLE EAST**

** Reviewed by **

Middle East Section

** Chair/Organizer **

Alexandra Schindler (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

8:00 AM  Nazli Ozkan (Northwestern University)  *Broadcasting Violence Against Alevis: Competing Historical Narratives of Alevi Marginalization in Turkey*

8:15 AM  Ola Galal (American University in Cairo)  *El Thawra and El Balad: Protest Participation and Political Subjectivity in the January 25 Revolution*

8:30 AM  Nikolaos Michailidis (Princeton University)  *Fieldwork and Revival: Ethnic Arab Music in Neoliberal Islamic Turkey*

8:45 AM  Alexandra Schindler (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  *Visualizing the Future Through the Present: Revolutionary Art As Cultural Property in Egypt’s Uprising*

9:00 AM  Mohammed B F Tabishat (American University, Cairo)  *Society in Cinema: Representing and Living the Aftermath of the Egyptian Revolution*

9:15 AM  Discussion

3-0125 08:00–09:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**EDUCATION AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT**

** Reviewed by **

Council on Anthropology and Education

** Chair **

Torica L Webb (University of Illinois at Chicago)

8:00 AM  Sultan Kilinc (Arizona State University) and Michelle E Jordan (Arizona State University)  *Supporting First Grader's Civic Engagement Through Interactive Read-Alouds of Local Newspapers*

8:15 AM  Rita Villiza Taberner (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) and Silvia Carrasco (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)  *Mediation As Agency? Perceptions of Immigrant students’ Participation in Conflict Resolution*

8:30 AM  Dafney Blanca Dabach (University of Washington), Aliza Fones (University of Washington), Mee Joo Kim (University of Washington) and Natasha Merchant (University of Washington)  *Civic Teachers’ Navigation of Electoral Topics in Immigrant and Mixed Contexts: Cases From the Field*

8:45 AM  Torica L Webb (University of Illinois at Chicago)  *Speaking for Themselves: The Civic and Political Engagement Practices of Youth in Aotearoa/New Zealand*

9:00 AM  Susan W Woolley (Colgate University)  *LGBTQ Youth Engagement: Voice, Visibility, and Dialogue Across Publics*

9:15 AM  Dina Lopez (City College of New York, CUNY)  *Rethinking Context and Culture in the Adult ESL Classroom: How An Anthropological Approach Informs Understandings of the Local, Global, and Transnational*

9:30 AM  Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Alexandra Allweiss (University of Wisconsin-Madison)</td>
<td>Because They Don’t Know: Toward An Intersectional Understanding of Place, Culture and Gender in Education in a Chuj Maya Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Stephanie Lynn Abraham (University of Georgia)</td>
<td>Silencing Nepantla: Combining Critical Discourse Analysis and Linguistic Ethnography to Analyze Discursive Silences in Oaxacan Classroom Pedagogies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Stephanie Borios (University of Florida)</td>
<td>Observing, Playing and Working: Children’s Situated Learning in the Peruvian Andes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>John J Edvalson (SUNY Albany)</td>
<td>On Being Good Mothers and Good Fathers: Teaching Gender Roles Through Performance in Maya School Activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Kaitlin Fertaly (University of Colorado Boulder)</td>
<td>Too Many Cooks in the Kitchen: Morality, Mothers-in-Law, and the Transmission of Skill in Postsocialist Armenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Carla Nichelle Daughtry (Lawrence University)</td>
<td>Migration, Food and Eating in Emilia-Romagna, Italy: The Art of Eating Well and Across Cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Katarina Spralja (California State University, Long Beach)</td>
<td>A Garden Without Roots: Displaced Senior Cambodian Gardeners and the Effects On Urban Multiethnic Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>M Ruth Dike (Boston University)</td>
<td>Exploring Evolving Moroccan Identities in the Diaspora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Sera Kinoglu (Oregon State University)</td>
<td>Neo-Ottoman Perspectives: Culinary Culture and Turkish Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Lyra Spang (Indiana University)</td>
<td>Food, Identity and Tourism: Politicizing and Commoditizing Food in Placencia, Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Alexander Wilson (Lawrence University) and Mary K Good (Lawrence University)</td>
<td>Watch, Learn, Cook: How Cooking Shows Affect Household Eating Habits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Poster Session:
VIOLENCE IN RURAL AND URBAN CONTEXTS

REVIEWED BY
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Hakim Mohandas Amani Williams (Gettysburg College)
Globalized Past, Globalized Present: Localized School Violence in
Trinidad & Tobago
Joshua P MacLeod (Brown University) Ixil-Maya Memories of
Violence, Past and Present, and the Search for Justice in Guatemalan
Courts
Chris Kyle (University of Alabama at Birmingham) Violent Crime
and Community Policing in Guerrero, Mexico

Invited Session:
DOING ETHNOGRAPHY IN POLICY ARENAS, CORPORATE CORRIDORS
AND OTHER COMPLEX ORGANIZATIONAL SETTINGS

SPONSOR
Association for the Anthropology of Policy
ORGANIZER
Anette Nyqvist (Score, Stockholm University)
CHAIR
Christina Garsten (Stockholm University)
8:00 AM Anette Nyqvist (Score, Stockholm University) Access to All Stages?:
Studying Through Policy in a Culture of Accessibility
DISCUSSANT 8:15 AM Gavin H Whitelaw (International Christian University)
8:30 AM Emil André Røyrvik (Norwegian University of Science
and Technology and SINTEF) Oblique Ethnography. Engaging
Collaborative Complicity Among Globalised Corporate Managers
8:45 AM Lilith Mahmud (University of California, Irvine) The Profane
Ethnographer: Fieldwork With a Secretive Organization
9:00 AM Douglas R Holmes (Binghamton University, SUNY) and David
A Westbrook (SUNY Buffalo Law School) Communicative Nature
of Money: Aligning Organizational Anthropology With Technocratic
Experiments
DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM Christina Garsten (Stockholm University)
9:30 AM Discussion

ANTHROPOLOGY OF DISCONNECTION: THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF
POST-INDUSTRIAL FUTURES

REVIEWED BY
Society for Economic Anthropology
ORGANIZER
Seth Murray (North Carolina State University)
CHAIR
Ismael Vaccaro (McGill University)
8:00 AM Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst), Ismael
Vaccaro (McGill University) and Seth Murray (North Carolina
State University) Introducing the Anthropology of Disconnection: the
Political Ecology of Post-Industrial Regimes
8:15 AM  Ann E Kingsolver (University of Kentucky)  *When the Smoke Clears: Seeing Beyond Extractive Industries in Appalachian Kentucky*

8:30 AM  Allan Charles Dawson (Drew University)  *City, Countryside and the Postindustrial Bahian Recôncavo*

8:45 AM  Ana Isabel Neto Antunes Afonso (FCSH–Universidade Nova de Lisboa) and Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  *‘Mexer Na Terra’: Urban Gardens and Political Ecology in Lisbon, Portugal*

9:00 AM  Jaime Palomera (University of Barcelona)  *Imploding Industries and Financialized Homes*

9:15 AM  Ismael Vaccaro (McGill University), Seth Murray (North Carolina State University) and Oriol Beltran (Universitat de Barcelona)  *Public and Private Pathways to Prosperity in the Pyrénées Mountains*

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

---

**3-0160 08:00–09:45**  El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**Invited Session:**

**INSTITUTIONAL PUBLICS AND FUTURES: HOW SOCIAL SUPPORT EMERGES FROM FRIENDSHIP AND GENDERED PEERHOOD**

**Sponsor**  Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers**  Anna I Corwin (University of California, Los Angeles–Department of Anthropology)

Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)

**Discussant** 8:00 AM  Douglas Hollan (University of California, Los Angeles)

8:15 AM  Sarah E Lamb (Brandeis)  *Friendships and Visions of Aging in Modernity in India*

8:30 AM  Liesl L Gambold (Dalhousie University)  *Fallen Women: Social Support and Cohesion Among International Retirees*

8:45 AM  Anna I Corwin (University of California, Los Angeles–Department of Anthropology)  *Organizing Care: Social Support in the Convent Total Institution*

9:00 AM  William C Dawley (University of California, San Diego)  *Men’s Groups and Male Gender Identity Transformation in Urbanizing Costa Rica*

9:15 AM  Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)  *‘Father released me from her’: Mentoring Friendships and Gendered Social Support among Evangelical Christians in Samoa*

**Discussant** 9:30 AM  Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0165 08:00–09:45**  Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH**

**Reviewed by**  Biological Anthropology Section

**Chair**  Allison J Foley (Indiana University)
8:00 AM  Allison J Foley (Indiana University) *Modeling a Four-Field Approach to An Anthropology of Health*

8:15 AM  Elizabeth Rowe (Purdue University) *Understanding the Basis for Variation in Women's Reproduction*

8:30 AM  Richard G Bribiescas (Yale University) *Evolutionary and Biocultural Perspectives On Male Aging*

8:45 AM  Sudip Datta Banik (Department of Human Ecology, Centro de Investigacion y de Estudios Avanzados (Cinvestav) del IPN), Nina Mendez (Faculty of Medicine, UADY, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico) and Federico Dickinson (Department of Human Ecology, Cinvestav-IPN, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico) *Anthropometric and Body Composition Characteristics in 14 to 17 Years Old Post-Menarcheal Girls of Merida, Yucatan in Relation With Early Age at Menarche and Selected Socioeconomic Factors*

9:00 AM  Julie Lesnik (University of Illinois-Chicago) *Insect Foraging, Female Protein Requirements and the Division of Labor: An Evolutionary Perspective*

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0170 08:00–10:00  Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

COMMITTEE FOR THE FUTURE OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING (CFPEP) COMMITTEE MEETING

SPONSOR  AAA Committee on the Future of Print and Electronic Publishing

ORGANIZER  Kelsey Troop (American Anthropological Association)

CHAIR  Deborah L Nichols (Dartmouth College)

PRESENTERS  Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa)
Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
Rebecca Storey (University of Houston)
Hugh W Jarvis (SUNY Buffalo)
Michael F Brown (Williams College)
Lynne M Schmelz (Harvard University)
Ben Orlove (School of International and Public Affairs Columbia University)
Donald Brenneis (University of California Santa Cruz)
Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)
Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)
**3-0175** 08:00–10:00  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**HOW TO WRITE A GRANT PROPOSAL: AN INTRODUCTION TO GRANTS AND PROGRAMS AT THE WENNER-GREN FOUNDATION AND THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION**

**Sponsor**  
Wenner-Gren Foundation & the National Science Foundation

**Organizers**  
Leslie C Aiello (Wenner-Gren Foundation)  
Jeffrey W Mantz (National Science Foundation)

---

**3-0180** 08:00–10:00  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**NAPA WORKSHOP ON THE DESIGN PROCESS: DESIGN THINKING, TOOLS, AND METHODS**

**Sponsor**  
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer**  
Christine Z Miller (Savannah College of Art and Design)

---

**3-0185** 08:00–11:00  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**DISSERTATION COMPLETION BOOTCAMP**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer**  
Gretchen A Bakke (McGill University)

---

**3-0190** 08:00–11:45  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**AFFECTS OF ACTIVISM**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Eirini Avramopoulou (University of Cambridge)  
Umut Yildirim (Sabanci University)  
Henrietta L Moore (University of Cambridge)

**Chair**  
Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto)  
Eirini Avramopoulou (University of Cambridge)  
Fiona Wright (University of Cambridge)  
Serguei Alex. Oushakine (Princeton University)  
Salih Can Aciksoz (College of William and Mary)  
Mantas Kvedaravicius (Cambridge University)  
Jessica Greenberg (University of Illinois)

**8:00 AM**  
Dreaming Tahrir

**8:15 AM**  
The Agony of Stasis: On the Affective Registers of Minoritarian Politics

**8:30 AM**  
Palestine My Love: Love As a Political Affect in Left-Wing Israeli Activism

**8:45 AM**  
Fragging History Through Ritual: Reconfiguring the Soviet War in Afghanistan

**9:00 AM**  
Healing Activism: Loss, Affect, and Politics in War-Torn Turkey

**9:15 AM**  
Spaced-Out Acts

**9:30 AM**  
Anne Allison (Duke University)

**9:45 AM**  
Break

**10:00 AM**  
Anterior Hopes and Voided Actions: Searching for the Disappeared in the Counter-Terrorism Zone of Chechnya

**10:15 AM**  
Disappointment and the Pragmatic Politics of the Present
10:30 AM  Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)  *Nothing*
10:45 AM  Gaston R Gordillo (University of British Columbia)  *The Appearance of the Multitude: The Affective Materiality of a Ghostly Subject*
11:00 AM  Maya Mikdashi (Columbia University)  “Secularism Means Peace”: The Affective Registers of Debating Secularism in Lebanon

**DISCUSSANT**
11:15 AM  Neni E Panourgia (New School for Social Research)
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-0195**  8:00–11:45  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**
**THE ANTHRONAUT FARMER**

**SPONSOR**
Culture and Agriculture, Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZER**
Edward M Maclin (Center for Integrative Conservation Research)

**CHAIRS**
Edward M Maclin (Center for Integrative Conservation Research)
James R Veteto (University of North Texas)

8:00 AM  James R Veteto (University of North Texas)  *There and Back Again: Life As An Anthropologist Farmer*
8:15 AM  Barbara J Dilly (Creighton University)  *The Epistemological and Ontological Transformation of the Farmer's Daughter in the 21st Century*
8:30 AM  Elizabeth VanDeventer (Davis Creek Farm)
8:45 AM  William Valley (Faculty of Land & Food Systems, University of British Columbia) and Camil Dumont (Faculty of Land & Food Systems, University of British Columbia)  *Cultivating Polycultures of the Mind: The Role of Urban Farming in Developing Cognitive Flexibility*
9:00 AM  William Alexander Greene (University of North Alabama)  *The Global Neighborhood: Relearning Metis to Grow Progressive Communities*
9:15 AM  E Paul Durrenberger (Draco Hill Farm)  Anthronauts in Iowa
9:30 AM  Virginia D. Nazarea (University of Georgia)
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Edward M Maclin (Center for Integrative Conservation Research)  *The Anthronaut, the Golem, and Other Tales of the Dark*
10:15 AM  Sarah L Quick (Cottey College)  *Farming At the Community Garden: Transforming Student Learning*
10:30 AM  Alice B Wilson (University of North Carolina)  *Contours of Sustainability: Social Movements and the Cultural Politics of Small Farms*
10:45 AM  William Leggett (Middle Tennessee State University)  *In My Own Back Yard: An Anthropologist Digs His Hands Into Suburban Farming*
11:00 AM  Rachel A Horner Brackett (Black Hawk College)  *Fieldwork Or Field Work? Ethnographic & Agricultural Realms of Production*
11:15 AM  Kimberly C Kasper (Rhodes College) and Mary Phillips (Roots Memphis)  *Where Did the Collard Greens Go?: Invigorating a Local Food System in Memphis*
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
HOW DOES ANTHROPOLOGY KNOW? ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELDWORK AND THE CO-PRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizers: Bob W White (University of Montreal)
Chair: Kiven Strohm (Trent University)

8:00 AM Eric Gable (University of Mary Washington) Antagonistic Interviews: Two Glimpses of Conversations As Productive Acts
8:15 AM João Pina-Cabral (University of Kent and Instituto de Ciências Sociais da Universidade de Lisboa) “Where Does the Field Site Begin? The Margins of the fieldworker’s ontogenesis”
8:30 AM Alban Bensa (EHESS) The Inculded Ethnographer Knewledge Experience in Kanak New Caledonia
8:45 AM John Borneman (Princeton University) Disclosure and Countertransference In Fieldwork
9:00 AM Christoph Wulf (Freie Universität Berlin) Role of Mimetic Processes in Ethnographic Research. Rituals, Performativity, and Practical Knowledge
9:15 AM Discussion
9:30 AM Break
9:45 AM Bob W White (University of Montreal) A Sense of Systematic Wonder: Intercultural Communication and Interpretive Breakdown in Ethnographic Research
10:00 AM Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University) What Does It Mean to Co-Produce Knowledge?
10:15 AM Robert C Ulin (Rochester Institute of Technology) Intersubjectivity Among the Vines: History, Co-Subjects and the Production of Winegrowing Knowledge
10:30 AM Peter J Pels (Leiden University) After Objectivity: An Historical Approach To The Intersubjective In Ethnography
10:45 AM Kiven Strohm (Trent University) Ethnography As Confrontation: Or, the Disenchantment of the Field

Discussant: Corinne A Kratz (Emory University)
11:00 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Ben G Blount</td>
<td>SocioEcological Informatics: Senior Moments: Random Thoughts About Field Work and Anthropological Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Edwin S Segal</td>
<td>University of Louisville: Learning the Background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Nelson H Graburn</td>
<td>University of California, Berkeley: Forty Years is Too Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Peter Biella</td>
<td>San Francisco State University: Twenty Years and Twenty Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Martin S Ottenheimer</td>
<td>Kansas State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Nancie L Gonzalez</td>
<td>University of Maryland, College Park: If At First You Don’t Succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Sidney M Greenfield</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: Imagining An Election: The 2012 Campaign for Mayor of Fortaleza and Ghosts of Research Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Dana Raphael</td>
<td>The Human Lactation Center, Ltd.: An Unconventional First Fieldwork Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Alice B Kehoe</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee: Getting DOWN and Dirty: First Fieldwork In Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Phyllis Passariello</td>
<td>Centre College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Jim Weil</td>
<td>Science Museum of Minnesota/Monteverde Institute, Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

---

**3-0210** 08:00–11:45  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**BEYOND ENGAGEMENT: PAPERS INSPIRED BY THE WORK OF TERENCE TURNER**

**REVIEWED BY**

American Ethnological Society
Suzanne Oakdale (University of New Mexico)
Michael L Cepek (University of Texas)

**CHAIR**

L Shane Greene (Indiana University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Stuart A Rockefeller</td>
<td>Columbia University: Value, Context Recontextualization: Some Bolivian Ritual Appropriations, and a New Critique of Authenticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Julie Skurski</td>
<td>The Graduate Center, CUNY: The People, Petroleum, and Representations of National Authenticity in Contemporary Venezuela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Michael L Cepek</td>
<td>University of Texas: Conservation and Terror: The Role of Violence in Cofán Environmental Politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Jessica S Jerome</td>
<td>St. John’s College: Social Class and Ideology in Northeast Brazil’s Health Care Reform Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Kathleen B Lowrey</td>
<td>University of Alberta: Teaching Kinship Across the Generations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Suzanne Oakdale (University of New Mexico) Kawaiwete Evaluations of Media in Brazil’s “Pacification”
10:15 AM  Stephan Schwartzman (Environmental Defense Fund) The Natural and Social History of the Indigenous Lands and Protected Areas Corridor of the Xingu River Basin
10:30 AM  Leda L Martins (Pitzer College) Engaging History and Fieldwork With Terry Turner
10:45 AM  Marcos Pazzanese Lanna (Universidade Federal de Sao Carlos) Maussian Inalienability and Marxist Alienation: A Contrast
11:00 AM  Daniel Reichman (University of Rochester) Influencing Anthropology After Area Studies
11:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

3-0215 08:00–11:45  Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

THE POLITICS OF HEALTHCARE ACCESS AND BELONGING

REVIEWED BY  Society for Medical Anthropology
CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS  James Shuford (SUNY Albany)

8:00 AM  Mette Terp Hoybye (National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark) and Morten Hulvej Rod (National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark) Access to Intervene. Ethnographic Explorations of Inequalities in Health As An Object for Public Intervention

8:15 AM  Rosalynn Adeline Vega (University of California, Berkeley/University of California, San Francisco) Birth and Seguro Popular in Multiethnic Mexico: The End of Health Care Inequity Or the Beginning of Consumer-Citizenship?

8:30 AM  Ryan Levy (University at Albany) Medicalized Sexual Selves: Understanding and Addressing Risk-Based Subjectivities and Health Barriers

8:45 AM  Jack Tocco (University of Michigan) “We Could Not Come Across Any Nigerian With Such Sexuality”: Challenging the Exclusion of Men Who Have Sex With Men From the Nigerian Government’s Response to HIV/AIDS

9:00 AM  Thurka Sangaramoorthy (University of Maryland) Treating Difference: The Paradox of HIV/AIDS Prevention in Haitian Communities

DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM  Seth M Holmes (University of California, Berkeley)

9:30 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Amy Cooper (University of Chicago) Spatiality, Politics, and Belonging in Venezuelan State Health Care

10:15 AM  James Shuford (SUNY Albany) From Systems of Exclusion to Systems of Care: Farmworker Healthcare Outreach in the Hudson Valley of New York
10:30 AM Nolan Kline (University of South Florida) *Governing the Immigrant Body Through Fear: How Policies of Exclusion Impact Undocumented Immigrants’ Health in Georgia*

10:45 AM Anna O’Leary (University of Arizona) *A Perfect Storm: Immigrant Women, Reproductive Justice, and the Politics of Healthcare Access*

11:00 AM Heide Castaneda (University of South Florida) *Impact of the Affordable Care Act On Health Care Access for Mixed-Status Families*

**Discussant** 11:15 AM Jennifer L. Burrell (University at Albany, SUNY and Humboldt University, Berlin)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0220 08:00–11:45** Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**APPROACHING PERPETRATORS: ETHICAL, METHODOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS**

**Reviewed by** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizers**
- Erin Jessee (Liu Institute for Global Issues, University of British Columbia)
- Tal Nitsan (University of British Columbia)
- Beatrice A Jauregui (University of Pennsylvania)

**Chair** 8:00 AM Jeffrey A Sluka (Massey University) *Surviving Fieldwork With Perpetrators of State Terror*

8:15 AM Erin Jessee (Liu Institute for Global Issues, University of British Columbia) *Rwandan Women No Longer: Female Genocidaires in the Aftermath of the 1994 Rwandan Genocide*

8:30 AM Kathleen Blee (University of Pittsburgh) *Studying the Enemy: A Political and Ethical Interrogation of Research On White Supremacists in the U.S.*

**Discussant** 8:45 AM Alexander Hinton (Rutgers University)

9:00 AM Discussion

9:15 AM Antonius C Robben (Utrecht University) *Switchboard Perpetrators Or How to Scale Factional Divisions in Conflict Situations*

9:30 AM Anna Hedlund (Lund University) *Doing Fieldwork With Perpetrators in a Military Camp: The Routines of Understanding Everyday Violence in the Eastern Congo*

9:45 AM Ivana Macek (Uppsala University) *Studying Sarajevan and Swedish Soldiers: Dynamics of Roles, Meanings of Perpetration, Structures of Power*

**Discussant** 10:00 AM Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College, CUNY)

10:15 AM Discussion

10:30 AM Tal Nitsan (University of British Columbia) *What So Funny About (the Rarity of Wartime) Rape? Building Relationships With Israeli Reserve Soldiers During the Second Intifada*

10:45 AM Patricia Foxen (American University) *Guatemala’s Gray Zones: Balancing Ethnographic Understanding and the Search for Justice in Post-War Transnational Communities*
11:00 AM  Amy Rothschild (University of California, San Diego) Resistance Heroes Or Perpetrators? Transitional Justice and the Historical Memory of East Timor’s 1983 Kraras Uprising

Discussant  11:15 AM  Jeffrey A Sluka (Massey University)
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0225  08:00–11:45  Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

THE POLITICS OF ONTOLOGY: A TRANS-DISCIPLINARY CONVERSATION

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers  Martin Holbraad (University College London) and Morten Axel Pedersen (University of Copenhagen)
Chair  Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (Museu Nacional, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) and Eduardo Kohn (McGill University)
Roundtable Presenters  Elizabeth Povinelli (Columbia University)
Matei Candea (University of Cambridge)
Ghassan Joseph Hage (University of Melbourne)
Mario Blaser (Memorial University)
Casper Bruun Jensen (IT University of Copenhagen)
Michael W Scott (London School of Economics)
Helen Ruth Verran (University of Melbourne and Charles Darwin University)
Annemarie Mol (University of Amsterdam)
Tony Crook (St Andrews)
Benjamin Alberti (Framingham State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0230  08:00–11:45  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

CAN THE FUTURE ESCAPE THE PAST: BIOSOCIAL FACTORS IN THE REPRODUCTION OF POVERTY.

Reviewed by  Biological Anthropology Section
Organizers  Lawrence M Schell (Center for the Elimination of Minority Health Disparities, University at Albany, SUNY)
Thomas L Leatherman (University of Massachusettes)
Chair  Lawrence M Schell (Center for the Elimination of Minority Health Disparities, University at Albany, SUNY)
8:00 AM  Thomas L Leatherman (University of Massachusettes) The Reproduction of Poverty and Poor Health in Spaces of Vulnerability
8:15 AM  Deborah L Crooks (University of Kentucky) and Lisa Cliggett (University of Kentucky) Escaping the Past, Getting Ahead in the Future: Coping With Change in Southern Province, Zambia
8:30 AM  David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida), Nancy Y Romero-Daza (University of South Florida), Jenny Pena (Monteverde Institute) and Ernesto Ruiz (University of South Florida) Biocultural Responses to Economic Change and Food Insecurity in Rural Costa Rica: Food Inequality and Challenges to Health
8:45 AM  Morgan K Hoke (Northwestern University) and Thomas W McDade (Northwestern University) Biosocial Inheritance: A Framework for Understanding the Intergenerational Transmission of Health Disparities and Poverty in Highland Peru

9:00 AM  Emily Mendenhall (Georgetown University) Syndemic Suffering in Soweto: A Critical Look At the Intimacies of Poverty in the Epidemiology of Disease

9:15 AM  Christianne Victoria Stephens (York University) and D Ann Herring (McMaster University) Letting the Body Tell Its Story: Mapping Syndemic Suffering and Community Health Within a North American Indigenous Context

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Christopher W Kuzawa (Northwestern University), Zaneta Marie Thayer (Northwestern University) and Ruby Fried (Northwestern University) Biological Memories of Past Deprivation: Lifecourse and Intergenerational Transmission of Embodied Health Inequality

10:15 AM  Tina Moffat (McMaster University) and Danielle Thrasher (University of British Columbia) School Lunch Programs in France, Japan, and the U.S.: Do They Reduce or Contribute to Nutritional Inequalities?

10:30 AM  Kristen L Knutson (University of Chicago) Sleep Deficiency: Potential Role in Socioeconomic Health Disparities

10:45 AM  Amber Wutich (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change) and Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University) Bodies as Barriers: Obesity and Constrained Opportunity in the Upwardly Mobile

11:00 AM  Lawrence M Schell (Center for the Elimination of Minority Health Disparities, SUNY, Albany) and Julia Ravenscroft (SUNY, Albany) Poverty of Environment, Poverty of Development: Intergenerational Pathways of Poor Health in Disadvantaged U.S. Children

11:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0235  08:00–11:45  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

TRACING THE (DIS)GUISES OF AMERICAN INDIAN IDENTITY

Reviewed by  Association of Indigenous Anthropologists

Organizer  Richard T Meyers (South Dakota State University)

Chair  JoAllyn Archambault (Smithsonian Institution, Director of American Indian Program)

8:00 AM  Edward A Jolie (Mercyhurst University) American Indian Identities, Archaeology, and Cultural Diversity

8:15 AM  David Posthumus (Indiana University) Contemporary Identity at Pine Ridge Reservation: Being Oglala in 2013

8:30 AM  Preety Gadhoke (St. John's University) 'we're Changing Our Ways': Gender and Agency in the Adaptation of Household Food and Physical Activity Behaviors in Four American Indian/Alaska Native Communities
8:45 AM Sean E Gantt (Brown University) *Katimi-Ho E-Hobechi? (Why Do We Sweat?)*: The Role of Sweatlodge Ceremonies in Mississippi Choctaw Epistemologies of Belonging

9:00 AM Jerome M Levi (Carleton College) *Indigeneity and the Holocaust As Identity Politics in the Global Imaginaire: Comparing Native American, Jewish, and Palestinian Discourses*

9:15 AM Darryl Omar Freeman (California State University, Sacramento) *Persuading the Power: Resolving Citizenship and Culture Dilemmas for American Indians and African Americans in a Neo-Colonized United States*

9:30 AM Jason T Younker (Rochester Institute of Technology) *Treaties and Trickery: Reconstruction of Native American Place Identity After Ethnocide and Removal*

9:45 AM **Break**

10:00 AM Sandra J Wolf (Lakehead University) *Imagining Warriorship: Resistant Identities in An American Indian School*

10:15 AM Terry Scott Ketchum (University of Oklahoma) *Sovereign Scene: Anti-Colonial Dialogues in ‘Urban Indian’ Attire*

10:30 AM Angela L Daniel Silver Star (The College of William & Mary) *The Great Spirit’s Lost Children: Indirect Transmission of American Indian Identity*

10:45 AM George H J Abrams (Independent Scholar/Seneca Nation) *The Pocahontas Exemption: Show Me the DNA*

11:00 AM JoAllyn Archambault (Smithsonian Institution, Director of American Indian Program) *50 Years of Observations of American Indian Identity*

**DISCUSSANT** 11:15 AM Richard T Meyers (South Dakota State University)

11:30 AM **Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

3-0240 08:00–11:45 Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF DEATH: SOCIAL CHANGE, RELIGION AND SYNCRETISM**

**REVIEWED BY**

Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS**

Sebastien Penmellen Boret (Tohoku University)

Michael Jindra (University of Notre Dame)

8:00 AM Kalyani D Menon (DePaul University) *Life After Death: Reflections On Grief, Widowhood, and Religious Identity in Old Delhi*

8:15 AM Lotte Meinert (Aarhus University) and Rane Willerslev (Aarhus University) *"We Have Not Seen the Evidence Yet". Changes in Burial Practices and Afterlife Skepticism in the Ik Mountains*

8:30 AM Gordon C Mathews (Chinese University of Hong Kong) *Life After Death/Life Before Death and Their Linkages*

8:45 AM Rebecca Marsland (University of Edinburgh) *Nyakyusa Funerals and the Dangers of Feasts*

9:00 AM Giovanna Bacchiddu (Pontificia Universidad Catolica, Chile) *Fear and Prayers: Negotiating With the Dead in Apiao, Chiloé, Southern Chile*
9:15 AM  Satsuki Kawano (University of Guelph)  *Who Will Care for Me When I'm Dead?: Ancestors, Homeless Spirits, and New Afterlives in Low Fertility Japan*

9:30 AM  Hannah Rumble (University of Bath, Centre for Death and Society; University of Durham, Centre for Death and Life Studies; and Riga Stradins University)  *Natural Burial: Varied Sites and Changing Rites*

9:45 AM  **Break**

10:00 AM  Meixuan Chen (University College London)  *Cremation and Earth Burial: Technologies of Processing the Dead and Modernity in Contemporary Rural China*

10:15 AM  Tamara Kneese (New York University)  *Smart Headstones: The Digital Shrine As Public Space*

10:30 AM  Hikaru Suzuki (University of Sydney)  *Making One’s Death, Dying, and Disposal in Contemporary Japan*

10:45 AM  Catherine Tuey (Carleton University)  *Patterns of Action: Meaning in Funeral Practices*

11:00 AM  Sergei Kan (Dartmouth College)  

11:15 AM  Susan O Long (John Carroll University)  

11:30 AM  **Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

3-0245  08:00–11:45  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**INVISIBLE HARM: SCIENCE, SUBJECTIVITY, AND THE THINGS WE CANNOT SEE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer:** Donna M. Goldstein (University of Colorado-Boulder)

**Chair:** Lindsay Ofrias (University of Colorado-Boulder)

8:00 AM  Donna M. Goldstein (University of Colorado-Boulder) and Kira Hall (University of Colorado, Boulder)  *Visible Tics and Invisible Harms: Sedating the Girls of Leroy, New York*

8:15 AM  Susan L Levine (University of Cape Town) and Hanna-Andrea Rother (University of Cape Town)  *Agricultural Pesticides, Rodenticides, and Childhood Poisoning: Invisible Harms Among the Urban Poor in the Western Cape, South Africa*

8:30 AM  Dvera I Saxton (Northeastern University)  *The Ecobiopolitics of Pesticides: Farmworkers and Contested Environmental Suffering in the Pajaro Valley, California*

8:45 AM  Ciara M Kierans (University of Liverpool)  *Kidney Disease and Invisible Harm in Mexico: Cause, Capitalism and Technological Advance*

9:00 AM  Jessica A Bodoh-Creed (University of California, Riverside and California State University, Los Angeles)  *Pharmaceutical Companies Care About You, But They Also Need to Correct a Few Points From Their Last Ad*

9:15 AM  Claire McFadyen (University of Colorado-Boulder)  *The Promising “Afterglow” of Nuclear Industry: Leaking Uranium Tailings Ponds, Contaminated Groundwater and the Production of Corporate Harm in Colorado*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Merrill C Singer (University of Connecticut)</td>
<td>Merrill C Singer (University of Connecticut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Gregory V Button (University of Tennessee Knoxville)</td>
<td>An Historical Examination of Invisible Harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Emily Anne McDonald (University of California-San Francisco)</td>
<td>Clear Danger: The Science of Invisibility in New York City's Outdoor Clean Air Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Anna Hermann (University of Colorado-Boulder)</td>
<td>The “Natural” Pharmaceutical: How Pitocin Became a Standard of Care For Women Giving Birth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Lindsay Ofrias (University of Colorado-Boulder)</td>
<td>Invisible Harms At The Bottom Of The Ocean: Bp’s ‘clean Up’ With Dispersants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Bridget Hanna (Harvard University)</td>
<td>“Off-the-cuff” Expertise and Causal Conflicts: Theories of Health and Harm 30 Years After Bhopal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Michael Fitch (University of Colorado, Boulder)</td>
<td>Fracking Uncertainty: Individual Harms For Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>D i S c u S s a n t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to:

3-0250 08:00–11:45 Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE FUTURE OF RESEARCH ON CULTURAL MODELS**

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Anthropological Sciences

**ORGANIZERS**
Victor C de Munck (SUNY New Paltz)
Susan C Weller (University of Texas Medical Branch)

**CHAIR**
Giovanni Bennardo (Northern Illinois University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Kristian Garthus-Niegel (Norwegian Institute of Public Health) and Halvard Vike (University of Oslo)</td>
<td>Cognitive Anthropology and Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Giovanni Bennardo (Northern Illinois University)</td>
<td>The Fundamental Role of Causal Models in Cultural Models of Nature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Olivier Le Guen (Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social (CIESAS)), Douglas Medin (Northwestern University), Rumen Iliev (Northwestern University), Ximena Lois (University of Michigan) and Scott Atran (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>A Garden Experiment Revisited: Inter-Generational Change in Environmental Perception and Management of the Maya Lowlands, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Jeffrey C Johnson (East Carolina University) and David Griffith (East Carolina University)</td>
<td>Detecting Changes in Ecological Beliefs in Cross Sectional Cultural Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Joanna K Huxster (University of Delaware)</td>
<td>Undergraduate Understanding of Climate Change: Mixed Methods Analysis of Student Mental Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Norbert O Ross (Vanderbilt University)</td>
<td>Knowledge Acquisition and the Construction of Life Worlds: A Case Study From Chiapas Mexico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSANT** 11:30 AM

Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Rodrigo Javier Lazo Landivar (Pontifical Catholic University of Lima), Kathryn S Oths (University of Alabama) and Max J Stein (University of Alabama)</td>
<td>Assessing Change and Continuity in An Andean Medical System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Victor C de Munck (SUNY New Paltz) and Christopher Manoharan (SUNY New Paltz)</td>
<td>A Diachronic Study of A Cultural Model Of Romantic Love In The U.S.: Do Changes Reflect A Movement Toward a Model Of Confluent Love Or Not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Jonathan N Maupin (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change)</td>
<td>Epistemological Frameworks and Explanatory Models of Illness: Cultural and Expertise Variation in Causal Networks of Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Susan C Weller (University of Texas Medical Branch), Roberta D Baer (University of South Florida), Javier E Garcia De Alba Garcia (Social, Epidemiological and Health Research Unit of IMSS, Guadalajara), Ana Salcedo Rocha (Social, Epidemiological and Health Services Research Unit of IMSS, Guadalajara) and Zita Oravecz (University of California, Irvine)</td>
<td>Continuity Of Cultural Belief Estimates Over Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>William W Dressler (University of Alabama)</td>
<td>Stability and Change in the Cognitive Structure of Four Cultural Domains After Ten Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Bradd Shore (Emory University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

3-0255 08:00–11:45 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LATIN AMERICA SIN FRONTERAS: RECONCEPTUALIZING GEOPOLITICAL BOUNDEDNESS AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION**

Reviewed by: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

Organizers:
- Diane Rachel Garbow (Temple University)
- Pilar Margarita Escontrias (Northwestern University)

Chair: Diane Rachel Garbow (Temple University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Rebecca Ann Friedel (University of Texas at San Antonio)</td>
<td>Reconceptualizing Maya Identity: Diversity Through Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Autumn Zellers (Temple University)</td>
<td>The Role of Identity in Indigenous Political Formation in 1970s Cauca, Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Rocio Gil (The Graduate Center, CUNY)</td>
<td>Legitimating Blackness: Racial Politics and the Boundaries of the Mexican State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Diane Rachel Garbow (Temple University)</td>
<td>Construyendo Diferencias/Constructing Differences: Racialization and Latino Contradistinction in the Americas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Monica C DeHart (University of Puget Sound)</td>
<td>Transpacific Americas: Toward New Geopolitical, Conceptual, and Disciplinary Orientations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Diane Rachel Garbow (Temple University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Lynn M Stephen (University of Oregon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mentoring Activity

Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Thursday, November 21

10:00 AM
Kristin Landau (Northwestern University) Complicating Border Zones in Honduras: Contemporary and Archaeological Examples

10:15 AM
Brittany L. Webb (Temple University) Popular History and Heritage Industries: Constructions of Black Latin America

10:30 AM
Joseph Wiltberger (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) Transbordering and Transdisciplining Knowledges: Engagements With Networked Migrant-Community Activism Across the Americas

10:45 AM
Pilar Margarita Escontrias (Northwestern University) and Douglas Smit (University of Illinois at Chicago) "Naturally Born and Bred to serve": Toward An Archaeology of Race-Making in the Colonial Andes

11:00 AM
Justin Dieter Andres Perez (University of California Irvine) "In His Death a New Political Movement May Find Life": Cyber Hagiography and Antidiscrimination Law in Chile

Discussant: O Hugo Benavides (Fordham University)

11:30 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

P - Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

---

3-0260 08:00–11:45
Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH POST-DEVELOPMENT: MARKETS, VOLUNTURISM, HUMANITARIANISM AND THE WILL TO AID

Reviewed by
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Organizers
Holly A Dygert (Rhode Island College)
Keri Brondo (Univeristy of Memphis)
Andrea L Freidus (Michigan State University)

Chair
Andrea L Freidus (Michigan State University)

8:00 AM
Keri Brondo (Univeristy of Memphis) and Suzanne M Kent (Colorado State University) Encounters in Collaborative Conservation & Development: Resource Rights, Native Status, and Voluntourism in Honduras' Protected Areas

8:15 AM
Heather M Yocum (Michigan State University) The (In)Visible Hand?: Investors, Markets, and Carbon Projects-As-Development in Malawi

8:30 AM
Neera M Singh (University of Toronto) Studying the ‘liveliness’ of Life: Participatory Visual Ethnography in Conservation-Development Landscapes in India

8:45 AM
Michael M Walker (Dowling College) Debt As Empowerment: Humanitarian Interventions in the Water Sector

9:00 AM
Nicole W. Fabricant (Northwestern University and Towson University) and Kathryn A Hicks (University of Memphis) Extractivism vs. Protecting Mother Earth: Bolivia’s Challenges With Development and Sustainability

Discussant: Laurie K Medina (Michigan State University)

9:30 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
Break

10:00 AM
Holly A Dygert (Rhode Island College) From “Indigenous” to “Poor”: New Distinctions Among Mixtec Villagers Associated With Mexico’s Anti-Poverty Program
10:15 AM  Kari Bergstrom Henquinet (Michigan Technological University) Engaging Mid-20th Century Liberalisms: World Vision and Neo-Evangelical Private Voluntary Aid Abroad
10:30 AM  Sara E Thiam (McGill University) Acting On Compassion Versus Defending Human Rights: An Examination of the Promotion of Children's Rights for the Taalibe Qur'anic School Pupils of Senegal and Mali, West Africa
10:45 AM  Dusty A Myers (Central Michigan University) Collaborative Timber Plantation Development in Ghana
11:00 AM  Andrea L Freidus (Michigan State University) and Evan Guay (Michigan State University) Humanitarianism, Morality, Human Rights?: An Analysis of Some U.S. Responses to Malawian Orphans and Patients
11:15 AM  Natalie J Bourdon (Mercer University) Whose Development?: Service Learning Abroad and Discourses On “Doing Good”
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0265  08:00–11:45  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
ENGAGEMENTS WITH INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY IN MICHIGAN’S COPPER COUNTRY AND BEYOND: PUBLICS, PROFESSIONALS, STAKEHOLDERS, AND SCHOLARS
REVIEWED BY  Archaeology Division
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Timothy James Scarlett (Michigan Technological University)
8:00 AM  Timothy James Scarlett (Michigan Technological University) Innovations in Education for Industrial Archaeologists and Industrial Heritage Specialists: Partnerships, Collaborations, and Projects
8:15 AM  Fred Sutherland (Michigan Technological University) Young Interviewers and Century-Old Mining Stories: Industrial Heritage On the Cuyuna Iron Mining Range in Crow Wing County, Minnesota
8:30 AM  Leopoldo Ernesto Cuspinera Madrigal (Michigan Technological University) Post Industrial Communities and Their Industrial Heritage. Strategies for a Continuous Sustainable Evolution
8:45 AM  Travis Wakeham (Michigan Technological University) A Model University-Community Collaboration: The Arts, Heritage, and Revitalization in Calumet, Michigan
9:00 AM  Sarah Fayen Scarlett (University of Wisconsin) Overlapping Social Landscapes in a Northern Michigan Neighborhood
9:15 AM  Matthew Liesch (Central Michigan University) Post-Industrial Landscapes, Photo-Elicitation, and a Park: Iconic Landscapes of Keweenaw National Historical Park’s Calumet Unit
DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Jamie C Brandon (University of Arkansas)
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Alice C Margerum (Michigan Technological University) Poetical Protest: Songs and Verses From the 1913–14 Michigan Copper Strike
10:15 AM  Emma M Schwager (Michigan Technological University) Assessing How Environmental Concerns Impact An Industrial Heritage Landscape
10:30 AM  Anna Lee Presley (Michigan Technological University)  *Toward Foodscape Archaeology On the Resource Frontier: Research in Progress in Michigan's Copper Country*

10:45 AM  Valoree Gagnon (Michigan Technological University)  *Contested Heritages and Risks: Industrial Wealth Production Impacts in Ojibwa Subsistence Landscapes*

11:00 AM  Sarah E Cowie (University of Nevada, Reno)  *Archaeology of Environmental Discrimination*

DISCUSSANT  
11:15 AM  James M Skibo (Illinois State University)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-0270 08:00–11:45**  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGY, EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES, AND UNCONVENTIONAL ENERGY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Culture and Agriculture

**ORGANIZER**  Thomas W Pearson (University of Wisconsin-Stout)

**CHAIR**  Marc A Boglioli (Drew University)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**  Thomas W Pearson (University of Wisconsin-Stout)  
Betsy Taylor (Virginia Tech)  
Elizabeth Long (Rice University)  
Kari Colosi (Binghamton University, SUNY)  
Amanda B Poole (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)  
Ashley Collins (University of Colorado Denver)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0275 08:00–11:45**  Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**VISUALITY IN MULTI-MODAL COMMUNICATIVE ECOCLOGIES: THEORY AND METHOD AT THE INTERSECTION OF LINGUISTIC AND VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**CHAIRS/Organizers**  Erika G Hoffmann-Dilloway (Oberlin College)  
Nishaant Choksi (University of Michigan)

8:00 AM  Lindsay A Bell (University of Toronto) and Jesse C Jackson (Ontario College of Art and Design)  *Visualizing Canada's Urban Arctic*

8:15 AM  Nishaant Choksi (University of Michigan)  *Exploring the Surface: Charting Multiple Script-Code Constellations in An Indian Village Market*

8:30 AM  Chaise LaDousa (Hamilton College)  *Talking About What Can’t Be Shown: Multimodality and Agency*

8:45 AM  Sarah Meacham (Temple University)  *I Said, You’re Gonna Picket Us? We Come From East L.A.: The Political Reach of Linguistic, Spatial, and Visual Interaction During the Production of a Chicana/o Art History Project*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker &amp; Institution</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Judith M S Pine (Western Washington University)</td>
<td>Multimodal Lahu Metaphor: Integrating Visual, Musical and Poetic Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Susan A Phillips (Pitzer College)</td>
<td>The Anatomy of Vengeance: Forensic Evidence As Semiotic Markers in Gang Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Zeynep D Gursel (Macalester College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Anne Elaine Pfister (University of South Florida), Cecilia Vindrola Padros (Department of Children’s Nursing, Faculty of Health and Social Care, London South Bank University) and Ginger A Johnson (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>Complementary Visual and Verbal Strategies in Anthropological Research Design: Involving Research Participants in Analysis and Ethnographic Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Steven P Black (Georgia State University)</td>
<td>Transduction As Theory: On the Affordances of Audio-Visual Technologies for Ethnography Amid HIV Stigma and Structural Inequality in South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Mark A Sicoli (Georgetown University)</td>
<td>Multi-Modal and Multi-Authored Social Actions in a Lachixío Zapotec Video Corpus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Marjorie H Goodwin (University of California, Los Angeles) and Charles Goodwin (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td>Laminating Different Kinds of Semiotic Materials to Build Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Keith M Murphy (University of California, Irvine)</td>
<td>Transcribing As Graphic Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Erika G Hoffmann-Dilloway (Oberlin College)</td>
<td>“Looking Through Your Own Face”: Transcription of Visual Data from the Productive Viewpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Michael P Lempert (University of Michigan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**3-0280** 08:00–11:45

**Barbershop, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel**

**MOTHERS, MILKS, AND MEANING: INNOVATIONS IN STUDYING LACTATION, INFANT FEEDING, AND DEVELOPMENTAL ECOLOGY IN HUMANS AND NONHUMAN PRIMATES**

**Reviewed by**: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizers**: Alyson G Young (University of Florida)<br>Elizabeth A Quinn (Washington University)<br>Daniel W Sellen (University of Toronto)

**Chair**: Daniel W Sellen (University of Toronto)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker &amp; Institution</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Daniel W Sellen (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>Feeding Infants and Young Children: New Tools for Supporting Ancient Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Katherine Hinde (Harvard University)</td>
<td>Mother’s Milk: Insights From Rhesus Monkeys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Robin M Bernstein (University of Colorado, Boulder), Sophie Moore (MRC International Nutrition Group, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, MRC Keneba, The Gambia) and Andrew Prentice (MRC International Nutrition Group, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, MRC Keneba, The Gambia)</td>
<td>Seasonality, Breast Milk Bioactives, and Infant Growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8:45 AM  Elizabeth A Quinn (Washington University) *Urbanizing Milk: Detecting Evidence of Nutritional Transitions in Human Milk*

9:00 AM  Alyson G Young (University of Florida) *Maternal Perceptions of Breastmilk Quality, Breastfeeding Decisions, and Child Growth Among Agropastoral Datoga*

9:15 AM  Ashley Kirsten Hagaman (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change) and Daniel J Hruschka (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change) *Exploring the Effects of Lactation and Birth Spacing On Maternal BMI Trajectories and Infant Birth Weight in 59 Low and Middle Income Countries*

Discussant 9:30 AM  Andrea S Wiley (Indiana University)

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Lauren Milligan Newmark (Smithsonian Institution) and Gregory Blomquist (University of Missouri) *When to Wear: A Life History Perspective On Duration of Lactation in Humans and Nonhuman Primates*

10:15 AM  Michelle Satcher (University of Alabama) *Breastfeeding, Distinction, and Cultural Capital in a Community in the American South*

10:30 AM  Melanie A Martin (University of California, Santa Barbara), Michael Gurven (University of California, Santa Barbara) and Hillard Kaplan (University of New Mexico) *What Factors Predict Optimal Infant and Young Child Feeding Practices in a 'traditional Breastfeeding population’?*

10:45 AM  Sarah L Sobonya (Washington University in St. Louis) *The Costs of Breastfeeding: Moral Motherhood and Ideas of Value in the United States*

11:00 AM  Erin Peregrine Antalis (University of Illinois) *Breastfeeding and the Practice of Mothering Among Refugees*

11:15 AM  Sera L Young (Cornell University) and Emily G Tuthill (University of Connecticut) *Appropriate Methodologies for Mapping the Biocultural Determinants of Infant Feeding Practices in the Context of HIV in Limited-Resource Settings*

Discussant 11:30 AM  Penny Van Esterik (York University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0290  08:00–12:00  Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SECTION ASSEMBLY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

**Sponsor**  Section Assembly

**Organizer**  Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair**  Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)

**Presenters**  Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas-Pan American), Donald M Nonini (University of North Carolina), James M Taggart (Franklin and Marshall College), James Tim M Wallace (NC State University)
Workshop (pre-registration required):

**GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS & CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS) AS A METHOD AND AN APPLICATION IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH**

**Sponsor**
Culture and Agriculture

**Organizers**
Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
Edward Gonzalez-Tennant (Monmouth University)

---

**3-0300 08:30–10:00** Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (SIG) CHAIRS’ BREAKFAST**

**Sponsor**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer**
Irene Ketonen (SUNY College at Brockport)

---

**3-0305 08:30–10:30** McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**AAA SECTION TREASURER’S MEETING**

**Sponsor**
American Anthropological Association

**Organizer**
Suzanne Mattingly (American Anthropological Association)

**Presenters**
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)

---

**3-0310 09:00–10:15** Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC POLICY BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Committee on Public Policy

**Organizer**
Damon Dozier (American Anthropological Association)

---

**3-0315 09:00–11:00** Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA (SANA) BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**
Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizers**
Julian B Brash (Montclair State University)
Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)
Marina Peterson (Ohio University)

**Chair**
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland College Park)
Eleana J Kim (University of Rochester)
Tina M Lee (University of Wisconsin Stout)
Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)
Jennifer L Erickson (Ball State University)
August Carbonella (Memorial University)
Mary K Anglin (University of Kentucky)
Leo R Chavez (University of California, Irvine)
Julie A Shepherd-Powell (University of Kentucky)
Nazia H. Kazi (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Jeffry Maskovsky (Queens College, The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Sandra L Morgen (University of Oregon)
Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)

3-0316 09:00–05:00 The Field Museum

FRAGMENTS: GLIMPSES OF HAITIAN LIFE THREE YEARS AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

Reviewed by
Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)
Jennifer Kirker Priest (The Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University)

Organizers
Installations

Chair
Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)

Participant 9:00 AM
Susan D Russell (Northern Illinois University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0320 10:00–11:30 Conference Room 5D, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ASSOCIATION OF LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ALLA) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor
Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists

Chair/Organizer
Luis F.B. Plascencia (Arizona State University)

3-0325 10:00–12:00 Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SCA) EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING

Sponsor
Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizer
Brad Weiss

3-0330 10:00–12:00 PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

Film Session: MEDIA WORLDS

Sponsor
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

10:00 AM There Is No Place For You Here (16m) dir. Elliott Balsley, Ravi Lloyd, Sam Price-Waldman, Haley Quartarone, Ruby Stocking *Award: Best Undergraduate Student Film

10:25 AM Quinn’s New Video Game (3m) dir. Heather D. Freeman *Award: Best Ultra Short

10:30 AM Kinshasa Mboka Te (Kinshasa, Wicked Land) (52m) dir. Raffi Aghedian
THE TROUBLE WITH HEALTH

Society for Medical Anthropology

Alex M Nading (Franklin & Marshall College)
Abigail H Neely (University of Minnesota/Yale University)

Chair
Abigail H Neely (University of Minnesota/Yale University)

10:15 AM
Alex M Nading (Franklin & Marshall College) and Abigail H Neely (University of Minnesota/Yale University) Getting Back to the Wrong Health: Mapping An Agenda for Critical Studies of Global Health

10:30 AM
John Janzen (University of Kansas) “Health Is Rejoicing in One’s Body.” The Social Reproduction of Health in Lower Congo (DRC)

10:45 AM
Natalie H Porter (University of Oxford) and Javier Lezaun (University of Oxford) The Transgenic Inscription of Human-Animal Connections

11:00 AM
Megan Crowley-Matoka (Northwestern University) Painful Bodies and Threatened Publics

11:15 AM
Harris S Solomon (Duke University) The Invisible Stomach: Metabolic Surgery and Obesity’s Cure in India

11:30 AM
Claire L Wendland (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Evidence and Experience, Equations and Epistemologies: The Trouble With Health Indicators

Discussant
Judith Farquhar (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

ETHNOGRAPHY AND JOURNALISM: SHARED IDEALS, NEW FORMATS

American Ethnological Society
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizers
Anne Kirstine Hermann (University of Southern Denmark)
Hans Lucht (University of Copenhagen)

Chair
Anne Kirstine Hermann (University of Southern Denmark)

10:15 AM
Maria D Vesperi (New College of Florida) New Ethnography/“New” New Journalism

10:30 AM
Elizabeth Bird (University of South Florida) Journalism and Ethnography: Different Ethical Domains?

10:45 AM
Ted Conover (New York University) Ethnography: Enabler of Journalism

11:00 AM
Ulf Hannerz (Stockholm University) Being There—When? For Whom?

11:15 AM

11:30 AM
Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University) Journalism, Anthropology, and Possibilities for Radical Listening

Discussant
Hans Lucht (University of Copenhagen)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
TRANSING OCCLUSION: “TRANS” LIVES IN ASIAN AND AFRICAN GEOGRAPHIES

Reviewed by: Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizers: Asli Zengin (University of Toronto), Faris A Khan (Syracuse University)
Chair: Faris A Khan (Syracuse University)

10:15 AM Melissa Minor Peters (Northwestern University) Media Transmissions: Representational Violence and Transgender Lives in Kampala, Uganda
10:30 AM Matthew A Thomann (American University) “Oh It’s Just a Travesti, It’s Just a Fag”: State Violence, Nonprofit Politics and Travesti Subjectivities in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire
10:45 AM Joymala Hajra (Columbia University) Contesting Biologism: The Body, Gender Verification Policy, and Universal Rights in Queer India
11:00 AM Faris A Khan (Syracuse University) Khwaja Sira: Identity Terminology, Representation and Transgender Activism in Pakistan
11:15 AM Asli Zengin (University of Toronto) Calculating Sexual Identity: Police Violence and “Travesti” As a Criminal Type in Istanbul, Turkey

Discussant: 11:30 AM David Valentine (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities)
11:45 AM Discussion

Invited Session: FINDING, TAKING, OR WISHING FOR PERMISSION TO BE CURRENT, PUBLIC, AND ARTISTIC ANTHROPOLOGISTS OF EDUCATION

Sponsors: Council on Anthropology and Education, Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer: Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)
Chair: Sally Campbell Galman (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

10:15 AM Margaret Diane LeCompte (University of Colorado-Boulder) Artistic Investigation, Investigative Arts: Mentoring Artist-Researchers
10:30 AM Sally Campbell Galman (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Ka-Pow! Comic Art and the Unruly Future of Public Ethnography
10:45 AM Greg McClure (Appalachian State University) Permission Granted: An Invitation to Color Outside the Lines of Educational Research
11:00 AM Susan Bleyle (University of Georgia), Yohan Hwang (University of Georgia) and Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia) Writing Poetry to Create New Futures for TESOL Research and Practice: Engaging EAST-WEST “CONTACT ZONES” Through ART
11:15 AM Frederick D Erickson (University of California, Los Angeles) “Teens With Talent” and “The Easter Story: How Music Manifested a “City/Country” Polarity in An Urban Neighborhood (with implications for teachers as a future public)
11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
**3-0355**  10:15–12:00  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**REHABILITATING FUTURE PUBLICS: CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGIES OF EDUCATION IN EMERGENCIES**

**REVIEWED BY**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**CHAIR/Organizer**  Andrew I Epstein (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

**10:15 AM**  Rosalie Metro (Independent Researcher)  *Students as Agents of Democratic Change: How Student Perspectives on History and Ethnic Conflict Can Contribute to Curriculum Revision*


**10:45 AM**  Rita I Henderson (University of Montreal)  *Uncertainly Urgent: Environmental Contamination, Illness and Relearning the Public Future in Post-Pinochet Chile*

**11:00 AM**  Andrew I Epstein (University of Wisconsin, Madison)  *The Pedagogical Camp*

**11:15 AM**  Lesley Bartlett (Teachers College, Columbia University)  *Literacy Education in Conflict Settings*

**11:30 AM**  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  **P, S**

---

**3-0360**  10:15–12:00  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PUBLIC POLICY ISSUE OF U.S. IMMIGRATION DETENTION AND DEPORTATION**

**REVIEWED BY**  AAA Committee on Public Policy

**ORGANIZER**  Christine Ho (Fielding Graduate University)

**CHAIR**  Steve Pavey (One Horizon)

**PANELISTS**  Josiah Heyman (University of Texas El Paso), Susan C Coutin (University of California, Irvine), Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz (Loyola University Chicago), Fred Tsao (Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights), Azadeh Shahshahani (ACLU of Georgia), Rigo Padilla (Immigrant Youth Justice League)

This session may be of particular interest to:  **P, S, T**

---

**3-0365**  10:15–12:00  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ENVISIONING THE NEW MIDDLE EAST: IMAGES OF ENGAGEMENT AND IMAGINED PUBLICS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Middle East Section

**CHAIR/Organizer**  Sarah A Tobin (Freie Universität and Freie Universität)

**10:15 AM**  Sarah A Tobin (Freie Universität and Freie Universität)  *Sunglasses, Swimsuits, and the Cinema: Engaging the Images of Authenticated, Modern Islam in Jordanian Newspaper Advertisements*

**10:30 AM**  M Chloe Mulderig (Boston University)  *His Royal Hipness: Digital Imagery and Moroccan Monarchical Resilience*
10:45 AM  Melissa Skye Kerr Chiovenda (University of Connecticut)  Peaceful Protests and Identity Building in Afghanistan: Hazara Images of Injustice in Efforts to Shape a Unified Community

11:00 AM  Carol A Ferrara (Boston University)  Broadcasting "the other": Media Stereotypes and the Quest to Uncover the Roots of Islamophobia in France

11:15 AM  Claire T Oueslati-Porter (University of South Florida)  Remote Desires: the Politics of women’s television viewing in Post-Dictatorship Tunisia

Discussant  11:30 AM  Claire T Oueslati-Porter (University of South Florida)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

3-0370  10:15–12:00  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session:  
RACE AND RACISM IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE: PART II

Sponsor  Association of Black Anthropologists

Organizer  Bela Feldman-Bianco (UNICAMP–Brazil, State University of Campinas)

10:15 AM  Nina Glick Schiller (University of Manchester)  Racialized Geographies of Belonging, Displacement, and Grieving

10:30 AM  Nicholas P De Genova (King’s College London)  “This New Religion of Whiteness”: Some Reflections On Nationalism and Racism

10:45 AM  Timothy Patrick Daniels (Hofstra University)  African International Students in Malaysia

11:00 AM  Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)  African Americans and Africa: The Continuing Dialectic Revisited

11:15 AM  Raymond G Codrington (The Aspen Institute)  Leading With Race: New Challenges and Opportunities in Addressing Structural Racism

Discussant  11:30 AM  Bela Feldman-Bianco (UNICAMP–Brazil, State University of Campinas)

3-0375  10:15–12:00  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

EMERGENT SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE AGE OF ENLIGHTENED CAPITALISM

Reviewed by  American Ethnological Society

Chairs/Organizers  Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)

Faith Kares (Northwestern University)

10:15 AM  D Soyini Madison (Northwestern University)  Black Performance and Neo-Liberal Affect As Activist Labor in the Age of Capitalist Enlightenment

10:30 AM  Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)  Neoliberal Cleanup: Beautification Projects and Shifting Activisms in Suburbia

10:45 AM  Junaid A Rana (University of Illinois Urbana Champaign)  Activism and Social Nonmovements in the Age of Terror

11:00 AM  Faith Kares (Northwestern University)  Caring and Sharing: The Anti-Politics of Social Movements in An Age of Enlightened Capitalism
11:15 AM Andreea Silvia Micu (Northwestern University) *La Europa De Los Indignados*: Activist Performances, Collective Affects, and Economic Crisis

**Discussant** 11:30 AM Angelique Haugerud (Rutgers University and Editor, American Ethnologist)

**Discussant** 11:45 AM Karen Brodkin (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

**3-0380 10:15–12:00** Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**CHILD DEVELOPMENT EXPERTISE: A SCIENCE OF THE CHILD IN MODERNITY**

**Sponsor** 3-0380 Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers**
- Dominique P Behague (Vanderbilt University)
- Junko Kitanaka (Keio University)
- Ilina Singh (Kings College London)

**Chair** Ilina Singh (Kings College London)

10:15 AM Kathryn E Goldfarb (McMaster University) *Relationships That "Matter": Childhood Trauma and Uncanny Semiotics in Japan*

10:30 AM Junko Kitanaka (Keio University and Keio University) "The Earlier, the Better": A New Sense of Time for Child Development in Japanese Psychiatry

10:45 AM Nicolas Henckes (CERMES3–Centre de Recherche Médecine, Sciences, Santé, Santé mentale et Société) Negotiating Psychosis Risk, Shaping Adulthood in French Psychiatry

11:00 AM Ilina Singh (Kings College London) *A Disorder of Anger and Aggression: ADHD in the UK*

11:15 AM Dominique P Behague (Vanderbilt University) *Troubled Teen Mothers and the Science of Adolescent Development in Southern Brazil*

11:30 AM Richard Rechtman (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) Adolescence As a Clinical Condition

**Discussant** 11:45 AM Eugene A Raikhel (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**3-0385 10:15–12:00** International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FOUCAULT’S PRACTICES OF FREEDOM, TRANSNATIONAL BIOPOWER, AND THE INTERDISCIPLINARITY OF ANTHROPOLOGY OF ETHICS**

**Reviewed by** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer** Nessette Falu (Rice University)

**Chairs**
- Elizabeth Anne Davis (Princeton University)
- Nessette Falu (Rice University)


10:30 AM Kirk Fiereck (Columbia University) *Sexual (Dis)Orders: The Bioethical Subject, Ontopolitics, and [Culture]*

10:45 AM Nessette Falu (Rice University) *Lesbiças Negras’ Therapeutic Ethics: Sexual Health, Candomble, and Practices of Freedom in Brazil*
11:00 AM  Sarah A Bakker (University of California - Santa Cruz) *The Ethics of the Singing Subject: Recrafting Middle Eastern Christianity in the Netherlands*

11:15 AM  Girish Daswani (University of Toronto) *Considering Foucault’s Practices of Freedom: The ‘Pentecostal’ Self and the ‘Traditional’ Self in Ghana*

**DISCUSSANT**
11:30 AM  James D Faubion (Rice University)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

---

**3-0390**  10:15–12:00  Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**PROFESSIONAL DIVIDES II: JOURNALISTS AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN CONTINUING CONVERSATION ABOUT LANGUAGE, NEWS PRACTICE, AND SOCIAL IMPACT**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Colleen M Cotter (Queen Mary, University of London)
Samuel Z Spies (Temple University)

**CHAIRS**  Mercedes C Douglass (Northern Arizona University)
Esther Schely-Newman (The Hebrew University)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**  E Moore Quinn (College of Charleston)
Bonnie Urciuoli (Hamilton College)
Mark Allen Peterson (Miami University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0395**  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ETHNOGRAPHIES OF EXTRACTION AND INFRASTRUCTURE: AN ELEMENTAL APPROACH**

**REVIEWED BY**  American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER**  Jane Ferguson (University of Sydney)

**CHAIR**  Linda Helen Connor (University of Sydney)

10:15 AM  Jessica Smith Rolston (Colorado School of Mines) *Moral Economies of Market Collapses: Coal Mining and Precarity in the American West*

10:30 AM  Linda Helen Connor (University of Sydney) *Extractive Practices and Local Politics in a Time of Climate Change: Coal and Coal Seam Gas Compared*

10:45 AM  Marina A Welker (Cornell University) *Agency, Responsibility, and the Leaky Corporation in the Courtroom*

11:00 AM  Jane Ferguson (University of Sydney) *Electric Infrastructure and Contested Sovereignty in the Shan State, Burma/Myanmar*

11:15 AM  Christina Schwenkel (University of California, Riverside) *The Parched Fountain: A Tale of Water and Urban Infrastructure Breakdown in Socialist Vietnam*

**DISCUSSANT**
11:30 AM  Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
### DISSENT AND DEBATE IN THE ERA OF NEOLIBERAL MULTICULTURAL LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION IN LATIN AMERICA

**Reviewed by:** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
**Organizers:**
- Christa D Cesario (University of Pennsylvania)
- Nicholas Limerick (University of Pennsylvania)
**Chair:**
- Christa D Cesario (University of Pennsylvania)

**10:15 AM**
- Christa D Cesario (University of Pennsylvania) “Why Can’t One Say ‘I Don’t Speak Maya But I Promote the Culture’?": Language and Identity in Yucatán, Mexico

**10:30 AM**
- Sergio F Romero (University of Texas at Austin) Bill Gates Speaks K’iche’: The Corporatization of Linguistic Revitalization in Guatemala

**10:45 AM**
- Katherine Mortimer (University of Texas at El Paso) Shifting Hierarchies of Paraguayan Guaraní in a Changing Policy Landscape

**11:00 AM**
- Judith M Maxwell (Tulane University) Teaching Mayan Languages to Non-Maya: Minedu and Ratifying Multiculturalism in Guatemala

**11:15 AM**
- Nicholas Limerick (University of Pennsylvania) Language Revitalization Events and State-Sponsored Multiculturalism in Ecuador

**Discussant:**
- Edward F Fischer (Vanderbilt University)

**11:45 AM**
- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

### ASIAN AMERICAN “YOUTHSCAPES” OF LEARNING: PRODUCTIONS OF IMMIGRANT YOUTH BEYOND SCHOOL

**Reviewed by:** Council on Anthropology and Education
**Chair/Organizers:**
- Bic Ngo (University of Minnesota)

**10:15 AM**
- Bic Ngo (University of Minnesota) “We Speak Hmong-Lish here”: Hybridity and Place-Making in a Hmong Culture Club

**10:30 AM**
- Sarah Elizabeth Hansen (St. Catherine University) Laughing in Spaces of Sameness: Immigrant Youth and Inside Jokes in a Co-Ethnic Organization

**10:45 AM**
- Loan T Dao (University of MA-Boston) With Our Fists Raised: The Politics of Politicization in Southeast Asian American Youth Groups

**11:00 AM**
- Phitsamay Sychitkokhong Uy (University of Massachusetts Lowell) YOUTH Teen Center: A Youth-Driven and Youth-Directed Space for Exploration

**11:15 AM**
- Nga-Wing Anjela Wong (University of Alaska Fairbanks) Constructing Identity: Hmong American Young Women Participation in Hmong Pageants

**Discussant:**
- Stacey J Lee (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

**11:45 AM**
- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
3-0410  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ENGAGING WITH PUBLICS: DISTRUST, RISK, AND UNCERTAINTY

Reviewed by  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

Chairs/Organizers  
Manpreet K Janeja (University of Copenhagen)
Stine Simonsen Puri (University of Copenhagen)

10:15 AM  
Manpreet K Janeja (University of Copenhagen)  Healthy Publics and Food-Secure Futures: the Aesthetics of School Meals in India and England

10:30 AM  
Astrid Oberborbeck Andersen (University of Copenhagen)  Emerging and Contested Water Publics in Peru

10:45 AM  
Marta Magalhães Wallace (University of Cambridge)  In the Good Name of Public Interest: Urban Intervention, Violence and Security in Contemporary Brazil

11:00 AM  
Stine Simonsen Puri (University of Copenhagen)  Calculations Of Greed: Imaginaries Of Betting Publics In India

11:15 AM  
Atreyee Sen (Manchester University)  Prison Pasts and Contested Futures of Tibetan Exile Publics in India

Discussant  
11:30 AM  
Tejaswini Ganti (New York University)

11:45 AM  
Discussion

3-0415  10:15–12:00  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

INCLUSIVE DISCUSSIONS: INCORPORATING DIVERSE PERSPECTIVES INTO ORGANIZATIONAL RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Reviewed by  
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Organizers  
Melissa Fellin (University of Western Ontario)

Chair  
Jennifer P Long (University of Western Ontario)

10:15 AM  
Mari T Zarpour (Ashford University and Ashford University)  'Learning and Practicing Democracy': Policy Implications for An Emerging Immigrant Civil Society

10:30 AM  
Jennifer P Long (University of Western Ontario)  Practicing Diversity: Experiences of Non-Profit Organizations Seeking Newcomer Voices for Settlement Programming

10:45 AM  
Melissa Fellin (University of Western Ontario)  Intercultural Competency in the Workplace: Immigrant Experiences and Systematic Change

11:00 AM  
Janet L Bauer (Trinity College)  The Networked Anthropologist: Ethnographic Sensibilities and (the Gender of) Newcomer Inclusion Programs in the Greater Hartford Area

11:15 AM  
Rhiannon Mosher (York University)  Communicating Inclusion? Making Sense of Immigrant Integration Through Voluntary Dutch Language Coaching Projects in Amsterdam, the Netherlands

11:30 AM  
Gerald Patrick McKinley (University of Western Ontario)  The Shell Project: Local Response to Global Actions

11:45 AM  
Dolores B Koenig (American University)  Using Local Organizations to Implement Involuntary Resettlement Projects: The Mumbai Urban Transport Project

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
3-0420 10:15–12:00  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CULTURAL RESOURCES IN LIVING THROUGH VIOLENCE

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Chair/Organizer: Christine W. Gailey (University of California, Riverside)

10:15 AM Juliet M. McMullin (University of California, Riverside) *Is There “Blood In Gutter?: Visualizing A Story Of Cancer’s Culture*

10:30 AM Gloria C. Perez (Vanderbilt University) *Medicalization of Trauma and the Social Complexities of Internal Displacement in Colombia*

10:45 AM Timothy H. Gailey (Trial Court, Commonwealth of Massachusetts) *Lessons From the Yukon: The Circle Process and Restorative Justice in Chelsea and Lunmi Communities*

11:00 AM Ivana Topalovic (University of California, Riverside) *Post War Former Yugoslav Online Expression and Resistance to Media Representations of Trauma*

11:15 AM Christine W. Gailey (University of California, Riverside) *Transformations of Gendered Kinship in Older Girl Adoption*

Discussant: Mary K. Anglin (University of Kentucky)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0425 10:15–12:00  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
LEISURE AND DEATH: LIVELY ENCOUNTERS WITH RISK, DEATH, AND DYING

Reviewed by: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizers: Adam R. Kaul (Augustana College) 
Jonathan P. Skinner (Queen’s University Belfast)

Chair: Jonathan P. Skinner (Queen’s University Belfast)

10:15 AM Jane C. Desmond (University of Illinois) *An Afternoon With the Dead: Visiting von Hagen’s Exhibit “Animals Inside Out”*

10:30 AM Kathleen M. Adams (Loyola University Chicago) *Leisure in the ‘Land of the Walking Dead’: Western Mortuary Tourism in Tana Toraja, Indonesia*

10:45 AM Jack Santino (Bowling Green State University) *Public Memorialization, Public Display, Publicity, and Commodification*

Discussant: Amanda L. Stronza (Texas A&M University)


11:30 AM Tamara Kohn (University of Melbourne) *The Social Life of the Dead and the Leisured Life of the Living on Facebook*

Discussant: James W. Fernandez (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
3-0430 10:15–12:00  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
THE VALORIZATION OF SPECIALTY COMMODITIES: TENSIONS BETWEEN REAL AND IDEAL IN THE MARKET FOR SYMBOLIC QUALITY

REVIEWED BY  Culture and Agriculture
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Jason L Simms (University of South Florida)

10:15 AM  Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)  Taking the Cooperation Out of Cooperative Coffee: Three Communities Struggle to Remain in the Alternative Market
10:30 AM  Ryan Klotz (Florida International University)  Collaboration and Conflict in the Development of Symbolic Value: Balancing Stakeholder Interest and Economic Imperative in a Local Organic Food System in Western Guatemala
10:45 AM  Elizabeth Murray (University of South Florida)  Marketing a Social Movement: The Tensions of Branding “Local”
11:00 AM  Whitney Lingle (Ball State University)  An Assessment of Gardening in Urban Foodways: Practicality and Value for the Food Insecure
11:15 AM  Jason L Simms (University of South Florida)  The Symbolic Value of “Wine” Situated in Smaller-Scale Wine Tourism in Southern California: Environmental and Economic Contradictions

DISCUSSANT  11:30 AM  Kevin A Yelvington (University of South Florida)
11:45 AM  Discussion

3-0435 10:15–12:00  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AFRICA IN GLOBAL AND CONTINENTAL CONVERSATIONS

REVIEWED BY  Association for Africanist Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Gwendolyn Mikell (Georgetown University)

10:15 AM  Anita Spring (University of Florida)  Public and Private Business Environments and Transnational Migration of the Chinese in Ghana
10:30 AM  Betty J Harris (University of Oklahoma, Norman)  Operating Off the International Development Grid: China’s Strategy As An Aid Donor, Investor, and Resource Extractor in Africa
10:45 AM  Gwendolyn Mikell (Georgetown University)  Kofi Annan and Africa: The Will To Transform
11:00 AM  Jennifer E Coffman (James Madison University)  Systems Thinking for “Sustainable Pastoralism” Among Maasai in Southern Kenya: Case Studies in Using a Board Game Simulator
11:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0440 10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
INDIGENEITY, LATINA/LATINO STUDIES, AND VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY  Society for Visual Anthropology
CHAIR  Andrea N Walsh (University of Victoria)

10:15 AM  Lindsey Elizabeth Schrott (Pennsylvania State University) and Hilario Junior Lomeli (Pennsylvania State University)  Filming the Self: Constructing Latin@ Identity on Camera
10:30 AM  Andrea N Walsh (University of Victoria)  
To Reunite, To Honour, To Witness: Paintings From the Alberni Indian Residential School

10:45 AM  Teresa Montoya (New York University)  
“Through Navajo Eyes” Comes Home: Repatriation, Re-media-tion, and Documentary Film Practice in a Dine Community

11:00 AM  Sasha Silveanu (Washington State Family Policy Council Community Network Partnership) and Zekkethal Vargas-Thomas (Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation)  
“Keep Your Head Up”: Mural Painting and Public Health At the Northwest Indian Youth Conference

11:15 AM  William Lempert (University of Colorado at Boulder)  
Visual Sovereignty in Cyberia: Indigitube As An Aboriginal Model for Interactive Heteroglossic Video Archiving

11:30 AM  Discussion

3-0445  10:15–12:00  Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session:  
WORLD ARCHAEOLOGY

Reviewed by  
Archaeology Division

Colleen M Beck (Desert Research Institute) and Ben W McGee (Astrowright Spaceflight Consulting LLC)  
The Bottle As the Message: Solar System Escape Trajectory Artifacts

Jeb J Card (Miami University), Amanda Friend (Miami University), Caroline Johnson (Miami University) and Joseph Maglich (Miami University)  
Three-Dimensional Imaging and Printing of Early Colonial Central American Artifacts: Analytical and Educational Potentials

Charles L F Knight (University of Vermont) and J Gregory Smith (Northwest College)  
Mapping Obsidian Extraction At the Zaragoza-Oyameles Obsidian Source, Puebla, Mexico

Juliana Novic (Arizona State University)  
Neighborhoods and Resource Access At Aztec Period (1100-1530 AD) Calixtlahuaca, Mexico

Paul Nick Kardulias (College of Wooster)  
Continuity in Ancient Technological Traditions: Flaked Stone Tools At the Classical Site of Isthmia, Greece

3-0450  10:15–12:00  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

CHILDREN, CHILDHOODS, AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATIONS IN CULTURAL CONTEXT

Reviewed by  
Council on Anthropology and Education

Chair  
Chang Liu (University of Georgia)

10:15 AM  Chang Liu (University of Georgia)  
The Multivoicedness of Embodied Interaction in Chinese Preschool: A Bakhtinian Reanalysis of Preschool in Three Cultures Revisited

10:30 AM  Jennifer Keys Adair (University of Texas at Austin)  
Agency, Capability and the Early Education of Young Latino Children of Immigrants
10:45 AM Bethany Wilinski (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Understanding Prekindergarten Policy Enactment As a Cultural Phenomenon*

11:00 AM Miriam Thangaraj (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Schooled for a “Decent” Future*

11:15 AM Christine Massing (University of Alberta) *'I Know My Obligations': African Immigrant Early Childhood Teacher Education Students’ Field Placement Experiences*

11:30 AM Discussion

**3-0455 10:15–12:00 Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton**

**Poster Session:**

**NEW WORK IN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education

Dani O’Brien (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *“They Always On Your Back”: Student Experience in a ‘turnaround’ High School*

Thuy Ho (MAPS 4 College) and Sarai Koo (MAPS 4 College) *Closing the Achievement Gap: Peer to Peer Youth Teaching Model*

**3-0460 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**ART, MUSIC AND NOSTALIGA IN THE CITY**

Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Chair Julia H Yezbick (Harvard University)

10:15 AM Leonardo Cardoso (University of Texas at Austin) *Sound-Politics in São Paulo, Brazil: Funk, Youth, and Public Space*

10:30 AM Julia H Yezbick (Harvard University) *A Tale of Two Cities: Optimism, Detroit, and the “Creative Class”*

10:45 AM Christa B Tooley (Wheaton College) *Critical Nostalgia for Urban Futures: Claiming Working-Class Histories in Edinburgh*

11:00 AM Martha Radice (Dalhousie University) *Creating Publics? Ethnographic Approaches to Art in Urban Space*

11:15 AM Galeet J Dardashti (New York University) *Israeli Cultural Arts From Nationalism to Neo-Liberalism: the Case of the Avi Chai Foundation*

**3-0465 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**SCALES OF FOOD SECURITY — CONCEPTIONS, PRACTICES, ACCESS AND AVAILABILITY**

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

Chair Van Troi Tran (Laval University)

10:15 AM Douglas A Monroe (University of Florida) and Clarence C Gravlee (University of Florida) *Food Insecure On a Full Stomach: The Experience of Food Insecurity in Sociocultural Context*

10:30 AM Abigail E Conrad (American University) *“Maize Is life”: Conceptions of Food Security and Food Practices Among Conventional and Permaculture Smallholder Farmers in Central Malawi*
10:45 AM  Lisa Marie Beiswenger (The Ohio State University) and Jeffrey H Cohen (The Ohio State University)  *Changes in Provisioning and Shopping Habits At Findlay Market, Cincinnati, OH*

11:00 AM  Meredith Gartin (Arizona State University)  *Food Deserts and Mental Health Risk in Urban Paraguay*

11:15 AM  Van Troi Tran (Laval University)  *Thirst in the Global Brandscape: Water, Milk, and Coke At the Shanghai World Expo*

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

**3-0470**  10:15–12:00  Poster Row Green, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Poster Session:**

**NASA POSTER SESSION II: NEW SPINS ON CLASSIC TOPICS**

**Reviewed by Organizers**

- National Association of Student Anthropologists
- Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
- Benjamin Junge (State University of New York-New Paltz)
- Barbara Cady (SUNY New Paltz), Juliana Hedeman (SUNY New Paltz) and Benjamin Junge (SUNY New Paltz)  *The Unseen Photographs of Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson — Pioneers in the Use of Photography As An Ethnographic Tool*
- Terren Proctor (McGill University)  *Back to Basics: The Culture of Modern-Day Flintknapping*
- Garrett Sadler (California State University, Northridge)  *Qi = Mc²: On Contested Models of Science, Spirituality, and the Acquisition of Scientific Knowledge*
- Rachael Carolyn Pilaski (Boston University)  *Indonesia, Japan, and Constructions of Modernity*
- Rachael Aderman Smith (Middle Tennessee State University)  *One of a Kind: Field Research Within a Community of Artisans in Yancey County, North Carolina*
- Angela C O’Brien (Creighton University)  *Studying Abroad and Reverse Culture Shock: Creighton University’s Encuentro Dominicano Program*
- Dustin Michael Roggenburg (Eastern Illinois University)  *An Undergraduate in the Amazon: Ethnographic Field Schools As Knowledge Production*

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, S, T**

**3-0475**  10:15–12:00  Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

**LET’S PLAY: RETHINKING COLLABORATION THROUGH THE STUDY OF MUSIC AND SOUND**

**Reviewed by Chair/Organizer**

- General Anthropology Division
- Amber R Clifford-Napoleone (University of Central Missouri)
- Angela C Glaros (Eastern Illinois University)  *Music, Power, and the Aesthetics of Collaboration*
10:30 AM  Margarethe Adams (Stony Brook University)  The Fiddle's Voice: Timbre and Collaborative Ethnography in Central Asia

Discussant  10:45 AM  Rebekah Elizabeth Moore (BaliSpirit Festival)

11:00 AM  Anthony Kwame Harrison (Virginia Tech)  “What Happens in the Cabin…?”. Racialization and Collaboration in the Practices of Hip-Hop Aesthetic Production


Discussant  11:30 AM  William O Beeman (University of Minnesota-Minneapolis and Stanford University)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0480  10:15–12:00  Essex Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

Invited Session: CALLED TO ORDER: CLASSIFICATION, ENUMERATION AND THE WORK OF POLICY

Sponsor  Association for the Anthropology of Policy

Organizers  Cris Shore (University of Auckland)
             Renita Thedvall (Stockholm University)

Chair  10:15 AM  Christina Garsten (Stockholm University)  Thin Data, Thick Nets: Calculations and Policy Advocacy in Think Tanks


11:00 AM  Cris Shore (University of Auckland) and Susan A Wright (Aarhus University)  Audit Culture Revisited: Rankings, Ratings and the Reassembling of Society

11:15 AM  Renita Thedvall (Stockholm University) and Kristina Tamm Hallström (Stockholm School of Economics)  Engaging in Classifications and Standardizations: Lean Public Management in Public Preschools and the Social Insurance Agency in Sweden

11:30 AM  Dvora Yanow (Wageningen University)  Statisticians and the State: Race-ethnic/Migrant Data Collection and Categorical Identities

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0485  10:15–12:00  Park East Gallery, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

SOCIETIES AGAINST THE STATE

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizers  Juan Obarrio (Johns Hopkins University)
             Marc Abeles (EHESS)
Chair
Marc Abeles (EHESS)

10:15 AM
Marisol de la Cadena (University of California, Davis)
Representatives Without Representation: Excesses to State Recognition in the Andes

10:30 AM
Rosalind C Morris (Columbia University) What I Would Not Otherwise Do, Or: Rethinking “the Political” in South Africa

10:45 AM
Juan Obarrio (Johns Hopkins University) Customary Against the State in Northern Mozambique

11:00 AM
Marc Abeles (EHESS) From Primitive Society to the Micropolitics and the Molecular: Clastres/Foucault/Deleuze-Guattari

Discussant
11:15 AM
Achille Mbembe (WISER)

Discussant
11:30 AM
Arjun Appadurai (New York University)

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0490 10:15–12:00
Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

ANTHROPOLOGY’S ROLE IN THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC HEALTH NUTRITION: CURRENT UNDERSTANDINGS AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TOWARD THE STUDY OF DIET-RELATED HEALTH AND CHRONIC DISEASE

Reviewed by
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

Chair/Organizer
Melissa K Melby (University of Delaware)

10:15 AM
Melissa K Melby (University of Delaware), Yuta Ishikawa (Kyoto Prefectural University) and Wakako Takeda (Australian National University) Explanatory Models of Metabolic Syndrome: Perspectives From Dietitians Vs. Lay Populations in Two Regions of Japan

10:30 AM
Wakako Takeda (Australian National University) Commensal-Eating and Solo-Eating in Socio-Cultural Contexts: A System of Food, Communication Among Japanese Young Adults

10:45 AM
Cathy Banwell (NCEPH, Australian National University) From Habit to Choice Over 80 Years: Key Trends Contributing to Modern Australian Culinary Culture

11:00 AM
Nancy M Gillis (University of North Texas), Lisa Henry (University of North Texas) and Lisa Quirk (University of North Texas Health Science Center and University of North Texas) Understanding Hunger in North Texas: Factors That Influence Food Security

11:15 AM
Matthew Kelly (Australian National University), Cathy Banwell (NCEPH, Australian National University), Jane Dixon (National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health, Australian National University), Sam-ang Seubsman (Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University) and Adrian Sleigh (National Centre for Epidemiology and Population Health, Australian National University) Transformed Food Retail Environments in Thailand: Implications for the Nutrition Transition and Population Health

Discussant
11:30 AM
Peter J Brown (Emory University)

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
3-0491 10:15–12:00  EL, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
SOURCE COMMUNITY AND MUSEUM ENGAGEMENTS

REVIEWED BY  Council for Museum Anthropology
CHAIR  Antonio R Chavarria (Museum of Indian Arts & Culture)

10:15 AM Julian Reid Whittam (University of Montreal) and Samantha Tenasco (Carleton University) “In the Spirit of Our Ancestors”: the Repatriation of Human Remains and Associated Objects to Kitigan Zibi Anishinabeg

10:30 AM Emma Louise Knight (University of Toronto) Repatriation Revisited: Contemporary Meanings of the Kwakwaka’wakw Potlatch Collection

10:45 AM Antonio R Chavarria (Museum of Indian Arts & Culture) Thou Shalt Acknowledge the Wonder: Exhibiting American Indian Music in Staid Settings

11:00 AM Katherine Elizabeth Brooks (University of Arizona) Ritual Burning as an Explanation for the Absence of River Yuman Material Culture in Museum Collections

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0492 10:15–12:15  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON WHAT’S YOUR PITCH? WHO’S IN YOUR NETWORK?

SPONSOR  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Sabrina Nichelle Scott (Lillian Rosebud)

3-0494 10:30–12:00  Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
TRANSFORMING ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING

SPONSOR  Association of Black Anthropologists

3-0493 11:30–02:30  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
AQA WRITING WORKSHOP

SPONSOR  Association for Queer Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)

3-0495 12:00–02:00  Conference Room 5D, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE (RDC)

SPONSOR  American Ethnological Society
ORGANIZER  Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)
PRESENTERS  Shirley B Heath (Stanford University)
Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
Judith Goode (Temple University)
Catherine Emihovich (University of Florida)
Mari Lyn C Salvador (University of California, Berkeley)
Maria D Vesperi (New College of Florida)
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)

3-0500 12:00–02:00  McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
**SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SPA) BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Organizer**  
Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

3-0505 12:00–02:30  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
**Film Session: PERSEVERANCE & HOPE**

**Sponsor**  
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

12:00 PM  
*Still Time* (24m) dir. Joanna Sokolowski

12:30 PM  
*Sun Kissed* (1h 25m) dir. Mark Stark

3-0515 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
**ANTHROPOLOGICAL COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE (ACC) SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTRADISCIPLINARY COMMUNICATIONS (SIC) MEETING**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Anthropological Communication Committee

**Organizer**  
Kelsey Troop (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair**  
Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)

**Presenters**  
Hugh W Jarvis (SUNY Buffalo)
Karen G Williams (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park)
Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)
Joslyn Osten (American Anthropological Association)

3-0520 12:15–01:30  Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
**TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP**

**Sponsor**  
General Anthropology Division

**Organizer**  
John M Coggeshall (Clemson University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-0525 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
**AAA GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE TASK FORCE**

**Sponsor**  
American Anthropological Association

**Organizer**  
Amy Goldenberg (American Anthropological Association)
CHAIR
Shirley J Fiske (University of Maryland College Park)
Susan A Crate (George Mason University)
Carole L Crumley (Research Director, IHOPE International Project Office, Uppsala University and SLU Uppsala)
Kathleen Galvin (Colorado State University)
Heather Lazrus (National Center for Atmospheric Research)
George Luber (Associate Director for Climate Change, National Center for Environmental Health, Centers for Disease Control & Prevention)
Lisa J Lucero (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Anthony R Oliver-Smith (University of Florida)
Ben Orlove (School of International and Public Affairs, Columbia University)
Sarah Strauss (University of Wyoming)
Richard R Wilk (Indiana University)

PRESENTERS

3-0530 12:15–01:30 Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES BOARD MEETING
CAROL EMBER, PRESIDENT
SPONSOR Society for Anthropological Sciences
ORGANIZER Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)

3-0535 12:15–01:30 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY (ASAP) BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR Association for the Anthropology of Policy
ORGANIZERS Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)
Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)
Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)
Gregory Feldman
Samuel Shapiro
Susan Greenhalgh (Harvard University)
Susan A Wright (Aarhus University)
Anette Nyqvist
Rebecca Warne Peters (The Maxwell School of Syracuse University)
Thomas M Wilson (Binghamton University, SUNY)
Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)
Cris Shore (University of Auckland)
PRESENTERS
William O. Beeman (University of Minnesota-Minneapolis/Stanford University)
Winifred Tate (Colby College)
Shalini Randeria (Geneva)
3-0540  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
GENRES OF PUBLIC WRITING IN POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY: ADDRESSING MULTIPLE AUDIENCES
SPONSOR  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Susan C Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
             Joshua Clark (University of California, Irvine)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0545  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION QUARTERLY BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZERS  Nancy H Hornberger (University of Pennsylvania)
             Rosemary C Henze (San José State University)
             Gregory K Tanaka (Mills College)
             Gilberto Arriaza (California State University, East Bay)
             Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)
             Nancy H Hornberger (University of Pennsylvania)
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             Nancy H Hor
COMPLEMENTARY AND INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE (CAM) AND INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE (IM) INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer: Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Chair: Mary J Hallin (University of Nebraska)

AIDS AND ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer: Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Chair: Charlotte A Noble (University of South Florida)

ELAP COHORT MEETING

Sponsor: National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizers: Alexander J Orona (Cambridge University), Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)

ANTHROPOLOGY EDUCATION TASK FORCE OPEN FORUM

Sponsor: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizers: Teresa L McCarty PhD (University of California, Los Angeles)
Presenters: Catherine Emihovich (University of Florida), Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska), Karl A Hoerig (White Mountain Apache Tribe)

Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research), Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University), David Homa (Los Gatos High School), David Shankland (Royal Anthropological Institute)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING

Sponsor: American Ethnological Society
Organizer: Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)
3-0590 12:15–01:30  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
NEW CAE PRESIDENTIAL FELLOWS MEETING
SPONSOR  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER  Gregory K Tanaka (Mills College)
This session may be of particular interest to: M

3-0595 12:15–01:30  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
CAE WORKS-IN-PROGRESS
SPONSOR  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER  Patricia Sanchez (University of Texas at San Antonio)
This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0600 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0605 12:15–01:30  Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Jane Henrici (Institute for Women’s Policy Research)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Association for Feminist Anthropology Dissertation Award
2. Association for Feminist Anthropology Sylvia Forman Undergraduate Student Paper Award
3. Association for Feminist Anthropology Sylvia Forman Graduate Student Paper Award
4. Association for Feminist Anthropology Zora Neale Hurston Travel Award 1
5. Association for Feminist Anthropology Zora Neale Hurston Travel Award
6. Association for Feminist Anthropology Zora Neale Hurston Travel Award 2
7. Association for Feminist Anthropology Zora Neale Hurston Travel Award 3
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0610 12:15–01:30  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Economic Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University in St. Louis)
3-0615 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**EVALUATION ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0620 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS PUBLIC FORUM**

**SPONSOR**  AAA Committee for Human Rights

**ORGANIZER**  Margaret A Perkinson (Saint Louis University)

**CHAIR**  Eric J Johnson (Washington State University)

**PRESENTERS**  Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado)

Tricia M Redeker-Hepner (University of Tennessee)

Eva Friedlander (Planning Alternatives for Change)

Miriam Ticktin (New School for Social Research)

Jessica Winegar (Northwestern University)

Julie Anne Reyes (Metropolitan State College of Denver)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0625 12:15–01:30  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGY OF CORPORATIONS INTEREST GROUP BUSINESS MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  Anthropology of Corporations Interest Group

**ORGANIZERS**  Kathryn Jane Moeller (University of California, Berkeley)

Robert J Foster (University of Rochester)

3-0630 12:15–02:15  Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS (SAC) BOARD MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

**ORGANIZER**  M Diane Hardgrave (Southern Methodist University)

3-0635 12:15–02:15  Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY (SLACA) BOARD MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S


**3-0640 12:30–02:00**  
Offsite, Mercat a la Planxa  
**BUSINESS MEETING/LUNCHEON OF THE ASA**  
**SPONSOR** Association of Senior Anthropologists  
**ORGANIZER** Abraham Rosman  
This session may be of particular interest to: **P, T**

**3-0645 12:30–02:30**  
PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**Workshop (pre-registration required):**  
**NAPA–NASA WORKSHOP: APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL, FACULTY AND STUDENT PERSPECTIVES**  
**SPONSOR** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER** Nancy Y Romero-Daza (University of South Florida)  
**PRESENTERS** Alexander J Orona (Cambridge University)  
Kelli Hayes (University of South Florida)

**3-0650 01:00–03:00**  
Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**Workshop (pre-registration required):**  
**NAPA WORKSHOP ON MARKETING ONESELF AS AN ANTHROPOLOGIST IN A VARIETY OF INTERDISCIPLINARY SETTINGS**  
**SPONSOR** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER** Amy Raquel Paul-Ward (Florida International University)

**3-0655 01:00–05:00**  
Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY (NAPA) GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING**  
**SPONSOR** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER** Lenora Bohren (Colorado State University)

**3-0665 01:45–03:30**  
Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**Invited Roundtable:**  
**FUTURE PUBLICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE**  
**SPONSOR** AAA Executive Program Committee  
**ORGANIZERS** Jerome Whitington (National University of Singapore)  
Jessica L O’Reilly (St John’s University-College of St Benedict’s)  
**CHAIR** Jessica L O’Reilly (St John’s University-College of St Benedict’s)  
**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS** Naomi Oreskes (Harvard University)  
Ben Orlove (Columbia University)  
Myanna H Lahsen (Brazilian National Institute of Space Research)  
Paul N Edwards (University of Michigan)  
This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

*S Students T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges*
Invited Session:
ONCE YOU SEE IT, YOU CAN’T UN-SEE IT (A. ROY): NEGOTIATING INEQUALITY AND COLONIALITY IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL EPISTEMOLOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL PRACTICE

Sponsor: Archaeology Division
Organizers: Jane E Anderson (University of Massachusetts)  
Uzma Z Rizvi (Pratt Institute)
Chair: Jane E Anderson (University of Massachusetts)

1:45 PM Jane E Anderson (University of Massachusetts) Coloniality, Present/ Past and the Challenges of Activist Ethnography
2:00 PM Whitney L Battle-Baptiste (University of Massachusetts Amherst) An Archaeology That Matters
2:15 PM Sonya L Atalay (University of Massachusetts) Naming, Claiming, and Epistemologies of Power
2:30 PM Amy J Lonetree (University of California Santa Cruz) “Decolonizing Native American Histories: Writing a Visual History of the Ho-Chunk Nation, 1879–1960”
2:45 PM Patricia A McAnany (University of North Carolina) and Sarah M Rowe (University of Illinois) Heritage Without Irony: Post Postmodernism and New Epistemic Communities
3:00 PM Uzma Z Rizvi (Pratt Institute) En Route to a Manifesto: Some Thoughts Concerning Epistemic Inequality and Injustice

Discussant: 3:15 PM Anna S Agbe-Davies (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

CAREWORK ON THE MARKET: CARING FOR CLIENTS, SELVES, AND STRANGERS IN THE UNITED STATES

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizers: Carrie M Lane (California State University, Fullerton)  
Caitrin Lynch (Olin College)
Chair: Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University)

1:45 PM Caitrin Lynch (Olin College) Affect and Economy in Carework for Disabled Adults in the United States
2:00 PM Carrie M Lane (California State University, Fullerton) “It’s Not About the Stuff”: The Role of Carework in the Professional Organizing Process
2:15 PM Katherine Carroll (University of Technology Sydney) ‘Spare Milk’? Breast Milk Donation As Care Work
2:30 PM Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University) Project Self: The Care and Feeding of the Productive Worker

Discussant: 2:45 PM Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington)
Discussant: 3:00 PM Athena McLean (Central Michigan University)
Discussant: 3:15 PM Discussion
3-0680 01:45–03:30 Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

AGING PUBLICS AND THE CAREGIVING CRISIS IN EAST ASIA: ELDERS, FAMILIES, COMMUNITIES, AND GOVERNMENTS IN FLUX

REVIEWED BY Society for East Asian Anthropology
ORGANIZER Jeanne L Shea (University of Vermont)
CHAIR Hong Zhang (Colby College)

1:45 PM Hong Zhang (Colby College) From Family Care to Purchasing Care: Opting for Eldercare Alternatives in Contemporary China
2:00 PM Jeanne L Shea (University of Vermont) Social Arrangements and Personal Meanings Surrounding Spousal Caregiving Among Elderly Couples in China
2:15 PM Brenda R Jenike (Lawrence University) From ‘Warm Contact’ to Robotic Caregivers: Transitions in the Meanings of Late Life, Disability, and Elder Care in Japan
2:30 PM Heekyoung Kim (Seoul National University) Dying With Caution: The Changes of Practice in Elder Care in Super-Aging Japan
2:45 PM Sooyoun Kim Han (CARE Rights) and Taehyun Kim (CARE Rights) Desperate Family Caregivers and End-of-Life (EOL) Decision for Elders With Dementia in South Korea

DISCUSSANT 3:00 PM Susan O Long (John Carroll University)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0685 01:45–03:30 Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Roundtable: THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGIES WORLDWIDE: MOVING BEYOND “APPLIED” AND “ACADEMIC” MODELS

SPONSORS AAA Committee on World Anthropologies
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER Carla Guerron Montero (University of Delaware)
CHAIR Laurie Krieger (The Manoff Group)
ROUND TABLE PRESENTERS Carla Guerron Montero (University of Delaware)
Mark C Edberg (George Washington University)
Elena Hurtado (NutriSalud)
Lenore H Manderson (Monash University)
Isaac K. Nyamongo (University of Nairobi)
Laurie Krieger (The Manoff Group)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0690 01:45–03:30 Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

SUSPENSION OF DISBELIEF

REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Mark Robinson (Princeton University)
Noelle J Mole (New York University)
CHAIR Jennifer Karlin (University of Chicago)
1:45 PM  Scott D Stonington (Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital)  
(Dis)Belief As Animating Force: the Adjacent Imaginaries of Primary Care and Hospital Medicine

2:00 PM  Caitian Gainty (King’s College London)  
Mediating the Public: The Curious Nexus of Education, Medicine and Television in American Life

2:15 PM  Jennifer Karlin (University of Chicago)  
At the Table of Health: Deferrals of Ends in Favor of Means

2:30 PM  Mark Robinson (Princeton University)  
Design As a Technology for Biomedical Believing

2:45 PM  Noelle J Mole (New York University)  
Prediction Or Prophecy? Imprisoning Earthquake Scientists and the Semblance of Truth

Discussion  3:00 PM  
Stacy L Pigg (Simon Fraser University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0695  01:45–03:30  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session: COLLECTING AND GOVERNING CULTURES

Sponsors
Council for Museum Anthropology
Society for Visual Anthropology

Organizers
Ira Jacknis (Hearst Museum, University of California, Berkeley)
Tony Bennett (Institute for Culture and Society, University of Western Sydney)

Chair
Ira Jacknis (Phoebe Hearst Museum of Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley)

Discussant  1:45 PM  
Tony Bennett (Institute for Culture and Society, University of Western Sydney)

2:00 PM  
Ira Jacknis (Phoebe Hearst Museum of Anthropology, University of California, Berkeley)  
Reticulated Relationships: Alfred L. Kroeber’s Collections From Zuni

2:15 PM  
Tony Bennett (Institute for Culture and Society, University of Western Sydney)  
Anthropology, Liberal Government and the Culture Concept

2:30 PM  
Rodney Harrison (University College London)  
From the Collection of ‘curious survivals’ to the Government of the Masses: Museums, Anthropology and the Shaping of Culture As An Apparatus of Government in Britain, 1900-1945

2:45 PM  
Ben Dibley (University of Western Sydney)  
Colonial State Field/Colonial Governmentality: Collecting and the Rule of Difference in Two Australian Administered Territories

3:00 PM  
Fiona Ruth Cameron (Institute for Culture and Society, University of Western Sydney) and Conal McCarthy (Victoria University)  
Competing Anthropological Assemblages, Indigenous Agency, and the Governmental Regulation of Maori Populations

Discussant  3:15 PM  
Lee D Baker (Duke University)
Invited Session:
POST-HUMAN EMBODIMENT AND UNSTABLE MEDIA: COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENTS IN EXPLAINING ILLNESS

Sponsors: Society for Visual Anthropology
          Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Organizers: Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)
            Erica H Fletcher (University of Texas Medical Branch)

Chair: Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)

1:45 PM Kenneth Alewine (University of Texas Medical Branch) Digital Melancholia: Music Visualization and Mood
2:00 PM Erica H Fletcher (University of Texas Medical Branch) “YouTubing” Illness: Exploring Digital Narratives of Anorexia
2:15 PM Leigh L Graham (Columbia University) Mobile Menstrual Cycles and Everyday Dramas of Womanhood
2:30 PM Claire Shea (Wellesley College) Through Adolescent Eyes: An Audiovisual Study On the Illness Experiences of Adolescents With Sickle Cell Anemia
2:45 PM Annette Leibing (University of Montreal) Embodied Learning — The Impact of Virtuality On Living With Parkinson’s Disease
3:00 PM Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch) Cameras for Handheld Games: the Unexpected Outcomes of Engaging Heart Patients With Wireless Technology

Discussant: Daniel M Price (University of Houston)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Invited Roundtable:
STUDENT PERSPECTIVES ON THE FUTURE OF AAA PROGRAMMING

Sponsor: National Association of Student Anthropologists

Organizers: Krisha J Hernandez-Pruhs (California State University, Northridge)

Chair: Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)

Roundtable Presenters: Rachel Carmen Ceasar (University of California, Berkeley/University of California, San Francisco/CSIC)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

Invited Session:
GRAY ZONES AND THEIR AFTERMATHS: MEMORY, MOURNING, JUSTICE

Sponsor: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Chair/Organizers: Elizabeth F Drexler (Michigan State University)

1:45 PM Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College, CUNY) Breaking the Wall of Impunity in Guatemala: The Genocide Trial of Ex-Dictator Efrain Rios Montt
2:00 PM  Isaias Rojas-Perez (Rutgers University)  *Death in Transition: Zones of Indeterminacy and Subjunctive Mourning in Post-Conflict Peru*

2:15 PM  Alexander Hinton (Rutgers University)  *Darkness Into Light: Art, Politics, and Memory At the Tuol Sleng Museum of Genocide in Cambodia*

2:30 PM  Elizabeth F Drexler (Michigan State University)  *Social Knowledge and the Clandestine Past*

**DISCUSSANT**  2:45 PM  Sally Engle Merry (New York University)

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Kimberly S Theidon (Harvard University)

**3-0715**  01:45–03:30  Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**  *CONSCIOUSNESS, MYTH AND PSYCHE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY CONSIDERATION OF JOSEPH CAMPBELL’S CONTRIBUTION TO CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY*

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

**ORGANIZER**  Bryan Rill (Florida State University)

**CHAIR**  Robert Walter (Joseph Campbell Foundation)

1:45 PM  Robert Walter (Joseph Campbell Foundation)  *The Scholar With a Thousand Faces: Joseph Campbell’s Enduring Legacy*

**DISCUSSANT**  2:00 PM  Robert Alan Segal (University of Aberdeen)

2:15 PM  Donald Patrick Moss (Saybrook University)  *The Hero’s Journey and Personal Mythology As Pathways in Mind-Body Healing*

**DISCUSSANT**  2:30 PM  Shawn Tassone (Saybrook University)

2:45 PM  Dennis L Merritt (Jungian Analyst)  *Hermes Adds A Mythic Dimension to Complexity Theory, Attachment Theory, and Ecopsychology*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Stephen Schwartz (Samueli Institute)

3:15 PM  Andrew Dean Gurevich (Mt Hood Community College)  *The Four Functions of Myth & the Divided Brain: How Campbell’s Model Nourishes the Hemispheres*

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**3-0720**  01:45–03:30  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**  *GENTRIFICATION AND RACE: ELEMENTS OF THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM*

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of North America

**ORGANIZER**  Jesse S Mumm (Northwestern University)

**CHAIR**  Sabiyha R Prince (American University)

1:45 PM  Sabiyha R Prince (American University)  *Race and Class in the Capital: Thoughts On African Americans and Gentrification in Washington, D.C.*

2:00 PM  Jesse S Mumm (Northwestern University)  *The Racial Fix: White Currency in the Gentrification of Black and Latino Chicago*

2:15 PM  Derek Scott Hyra (Virginia Tech)  *The New Urban Renewal: Understanding Race and Class Intersections*
2:30 PM  Christopher Mele (University at Buffalo) *Race, Space, and ‘Soft’ Exclusion*
2:45 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**3-0725  01:45–03:30**  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**MAKING CULTURE AND MAKING ANTHROPOLOGISTS: HONORING THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF CHARLES C. HARRINGTON IN THE FIELD OF APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Review by:**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizers:**  Lisa M Le Fevre (Columbia University, Teachers College), Jennifer Margaret Van Tiem (Columbia University, Teachers College)

**Chair:**  Brian J O’Hare (Columbia University, Teachers College)

1:45 PM  William Buse (The Julliard School) *Through the Looking Glass and Back Again: The Following Exercise*
2:00 PM  Olga M Gonzalez (Macalester College) *Building Bridges, Making Paths*
2:15 PM  Louise Lamphere Beryl (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Charles Harrington As Professor: A Student and Advisee Perspective*
2:30 PM  Seth D Messinger (CRSR and University of Maryland, Baltimore Campus) *Pathways From Injury: Community Reintegration of “Wounded Warriors” After Physical Rehabilitation*

**Discussant:**  Herve Varenne (Teachers College, Columbia University)

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-0730  01:45–03:30**  Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**MAGARET MEAD AND JARED DIAMOND: PAST PUBLICS, CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS**

**Review by:**  General Anthropology Division

**Organizers:**  Alex J Golub (University of Hawaii), Paul Shankman (University of Colorado-Boulder)

**Chair:**  Paul Shankman (University of Colorado-Boulder)

1:45 PM  Alex J Golub (University of Hawaii) *Natural Experiments in History: Jared Diamond’s Comparative, Anthropological Project*
2:00 PM  Nancy C Lutkehaus (University of Southern California) *Mead’s Versus Diamond’s (Papua) New Guinea*
2:15 PM  Ira Bashkow (University of Virginia) *Audiences Are Made, Not Found: Learning From Jared Diamond, Reo Fortune, and Margaret Mead*
2:30 PM  Maureen Anne Molloy (The University of Auckland) *Public Anthropology and the Question of Origins*
2:45 PM  Paul B Roscoe (University of Maine) *Popular Anthropology: Mead, Diamond, and the Public’s Interest*
3:00 PM  Paul Shankman (University of Colorado-Boulder) *Margaret Mead: The Redbook Years*

DISCUSSANT  3:15 PM  Jason Antrosio (Hartwick College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

3-0735  01:45–03:30  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TRANSFORMING GENOMICS FOR CLINICAL MEANING: CULTURAL FRAMES IN TENSION**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**CHAIR/ORGANIZER**  Sandra S Lee (Stanford University)

1:45 PM  Debra G. Skinner (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill), Kelly Raspberry (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) and Martha King (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Making Sense of Missense and Nonsense: The Production of Expert Knowledge for the Clinical Use of Genome Sequencing*

2:00 PM  Linda M Hunt (Michigan State University) and Meta J Kreiner (Michigan State University) *Pharmacogenomics and Risk Management: Conceptual and Ethical Challenges for Primary Care*

2:15 PM  Marsha Michie (Stanford University) *The Imagined Child and the Dilemma Of Prenatal Genetic Diagnosis*

2:30 PM  Sara L. Ackerman (University of California, San Francisco), Katherine W Darling (University of California, San Francisco), Katherine Thomson (Bowdoin College), Martine Lappe (University of California, Los Angeles), Robert A Hiatt (University of California, San Francisco), Sandra S Lee (Stanford University) and Janet K Shim (University of California, San Francisco) *Making Sense of Complexity: Scientists Interpret Gene-Environment Interaction Research*

2:45 PM  Margaret Curnutte (Baylor College of Medicine) *Genetic Information Is as Genetic Information Does*

3:00 PM  Sandra S Lee (Stanford University) *Interpreting Your Personal Genome, Gene Sherpas, and the Meaning of Expertise*

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0740  01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CONFRONTING THE PAST, ENGAGING CURRENT PUBLICS, AND TRANSFORMING THE FUTURE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMUNITY-BASED PROJECT AT THE MOUNT PLEASANT INDIAN INDUSTRIAL BOARDING SCHOOL**

**REVIEWED BY**  Central States Anthropological Society

**ORGANIZERS**  Sarah L. Surface-Evans (Central Michigan University)

**CHAIR**  Shannon Martin (Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe Culture & Lifeways)

1:45 PM  Shannon Martin (Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe Culture & Lifeways) *Breaking the Silence: A Tribal Community Confronts Its Painful Past*
2:00 PM Todd Fillion (Central Michigan University) Colonialism’s Contradiction: An Analysis Of Native American Identity and Resistance in Federal Boarding Schools

2:15 PM Patrick Lawton (Central Michigan University) A Temporal-Spatial Reconstruction of the Mount Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School Landscape

2:30 PM Sarah L. Surface-Evans (Central Michigan University) Landscapes of Assimilation & Authority: A Spatial Analysis of the Mount Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School

2:45 PM Sarah Hegyi (Central Michigan University) The Carvings of Names on the Buildings of the Mt. Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School: Indication of Rebellion From the Students, or a Rite of Passage?

3:00 PM Sarah Krystin Haase (Central Michigan University) Peace for the Ancestors: Investigations of the Mission Creek Cemetery

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0745 01:45–03:30 Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton RAISING “LITTLE EMPERORS”: PARENTAL ASPIRATIONS AND CHILDEREARING CHALLENGES IN CHINA REVIEWED BY Society for East Asian Anthropology CHAIR/ORGANIZER Lihong Shi (Case Western Reserve University) 1:45 PM Jing Xu (Washington University in St. Louis) Cultivating Morality in An Age of Moral Crisis: Quandaries of Moral Education for Chinese Preschoolers

2:00 PM Min Zhang (Harvard University) Be a Good Parent: Childrearing, Parental Involvement, and Schooling in Contemporary Rural China

2:15 PM Lihong Shi (Case Western Reserve University) Raising One Successful Child: Reproductive Choice and Childrearing Strategies in Rural Northeast China

2:30 PM Minhua Ling (Yale University) Raising More Than One Child on Shanghai’s Edge: Migration, Childrearing, and the Politics of Childhood in Post-Reform China

DISCUSSANT 2:45 PM William R Jankowiak (University of Nevada Las Vegas)

DISCUSSANT 3:00 PM Shanshan Du (Tulane University)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-0750 01:45–03:30 PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton FIELDWORK ENGAGEMENTS IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN SOCIETIES AND SPACES: CULTURE, CRISIS, AND CHANGE REVIEWED BY Society for the Anthropology of Europe ORGANIZER Jacqueline Urla (University of Massachusetts Amherst) CHAIR Sofia Kalo (University of Massachusetts Amherst) 1:45 PM Sofia Kalo (University of Massachusetts Amherst) The Social Life of an Art Project in Postsocialist Albania
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Jenny Folsom</td>
<td>Renovating the Royal Museum for Central Africa: Colonial Display and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contemporary Publics in Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Lillian R Muir</td>
<td>Gentrification in Bilbao La Vieja: A Changing Sociospatial Landscape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Alin Rus</td>
<td>Circular Labor Migration and Transformations of Intangible Cultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heritage in Rural Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Charles A McDonald</td>
<td>The Other Within: Jews, Spain, and the Future of the Inheritable Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Jaime Palomera</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: M, S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3-0755** 01:45–03:30 Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FOOD SECURITY FROM THE GROUND UP: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON FOOD AVAILABILITY AND FOOD ACCESSIBILITY IN AFRICA AND ASIA**

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Chair/Organizer**
Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Colin Thor West</td>
<td>“There Will Never Be Another Famine”: Documenting Temporal Trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>in Food Security in Burkina Faso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Karen J Weinstein, James G Ellison</td>
<td>Political and Economic Liberalization and Increasing Vulnerability To Food Insecurity in Southwest Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Lisa R Garibaldi</td>
<td>“Everything Is Money Now”: Food Security and Currency in a Fijian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Joan P Mencher</td>
<td>“Tell Them for Us”: Food Security Both in Ordinary and Famine Years Focusing Primarily on Tamil Nadu, India With Comments on 2012–2013 Central Government Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Milan Shrestha</td>
<td>Coping with Food Insecurity in the Nepal Himalaya: Agricultural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change and Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Rick Stepp</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: P, S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3-0760** 01:45–03:30 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**NEW AND RE-NEWED METHODS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION: A CRITIQUE OF WHAT WORKS AND WHY — PART I**

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizers**
Kristen S Borre (Northern Illinois University)
James L. Wilson (Northern Illinois University)

**Chairs**
Winifred Creamer (Northern Illinois University)
Robin Emily Mowson (University of South Florida)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Lisa Quirk (University of North Texas Health Science Center), Nancy M. Gillis (University of North Texas) and Lisa Henry (University of North Texas) <em>Food Environments and Food Security: Using Innovative Methodologies to Understand Food Sources for Low-Income Households in North Texas</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>James L Wilson (Northern Illinois University) and Kristen S Borre (Northern Illinois University) <em>Rural and Urban Differences in Food Security: Using Spatially Referenced Data to Understand Food and Nutrition Problems</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Catherine M Tucker (Indiana University-Bloomington) <em>Research Methods for Studying Food Commodity Chains in Conventional and Alternative Trade</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Winifred Creamer (Northern Illinois University) and Jonathan Haas (The Field Museum) <em>When Did They Start Eating Corn?: Archaeological Exploration of Diet Using Starch Grains, Pollen, Phytoliths and Macrobotanical Remains From the Norte Chico, Peru</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSANT**
- 2:45 PM James L Wilson (Northern Illinois University)
- 3:00 PM Kristen S Borre (Northern Illinois University)
- 3:15 PM John Brett (University of Colorado Denver)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0765 01:45–03:30 Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**MEDIA, ETHNOGRAPHY, AND NEOLIBERAL URBANISM**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**CHAIR** Judith Goode (Temple University)

**DISCUSSANT** 1:45 PM Judith Goode (Temple University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>K Eva Weiss (Temple University) <em>Zoning Culture: Defining and Defending Space On- and Off-Line</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Nathan Jessee (Temple University) <em>The Engaged Community: New Media, Public Participation, and Gentrification in Philadelphia</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Nicole Nathan (Temple University) <em>Spectacle and Blight: The Force of Mediated Engagement in Philadelphia's Disinvested Communities and Beyond</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Eryn Fe Snyder (Temple University) <em>Mediating ‘Risk’: Urban Youth in Contested Spaces and Uneven Mediascapes</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Allison Schifani (University of California, Santa Barbara) <em>Anti-Capsules and Urban Art Practice: Machine Project Reimagines Los Angeles</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>Bascom Guffin (University of California, Davis) <em>Thanks for Participation in a Huge Number</em>: Using an Email List to Form and Negotiate Community in a Residential Township in Hyderabad, India</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
DIALECT, SHIFT, AND IDEOLOGIES

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizers: Edwin Keely Everhart (University of California, Los Angeles)
Alexander Malcolm Thomson (University of California, Los Angeles)

Chair: Edwin Keely Everhart (University of California, Los Angeles)

1:45 PM James Slotta (University of California, San Diego) From Patrialect to “Language”: the Emergence of Hierarchy in Yopno Ethno-Sociolinguistics (Papua New Guinea)

2:00 PM Heinrich Patrick (Dokkyo University) Mission Impossible? Language Revitalization in the Ryukyus

2:15 PM Magnus Pharao Hansen (Brown University) Nahuatl in the Plural: Dialectology and Activism in Mexico

2:30 PM Kerby Bennett (University of California, Los Angeles) Negotiating Language and Tribal Identities Among Houma Youth

2:45 PM Alexander Malcolm Thomson (University of California, Los Angeles) Language Revitalization Without a Language: A Shetland Case Study

3:00 PM Edwin Keely Everhart (University of California, Los Angeles) Dialect In Northern Japan: The Limits Of Re-Valorization

Discussant: Christopher Loether (Idaho State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

MINING, OIL AND GAS: COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF ECONOMIC BENEFITS, ENVIRONMENTAL CONTESTS AND CULTURES OF NATURE

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society
Chair/Organizer: Kim de Rijke (University of Queensland)

1:45 PM David S Trigger (University of Queensland) Ancestry, Money & Rights to Country: the Politics of Social Inclusion and Geographic Boundaries in Australian Aboriginal Negotiations Over Resource Development

2:00 PM Sally M Babidge (University of Queensland) The Problem With Transparency: Water Extraction and Moral Contests in Northern Chile

2:15 PM Thomas Hylland Eriksen (University of Oslo, Department of Social Anthropology) The Double Bind of Fossil Fuel Addiction: The Case of Norway

2:30 PM Kim de Rijke (University of Queensland) Land Use, Nature and Coal Seam Gas: A Comparison of Two Australian Regions

2:45 PM Theresa A Satterfield (University of British Columbia) Tangible and Intangible Properties of Culture, Their Measurement and Meaning, in the Impacts of Oil Spills in Coastal British Columbia

Discussant: Tracey Heatherington (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)

3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
3-0771 01:45–03:30  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CURRENT RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES: COGNITION

REVIEWED BY  Society for Anthropological Sciences
ORGANIZER  Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)
CHAIR  Izabel Duarte Olson (Northwestern University)

1:45 PM  Izabel Duarte Olson (Northwestern University) Thinking About Social Mobility: Answers From Brazil

2:00 PM  Max J Stein (University of Alabama) and Christopher D Lynn (University of Alabama) Religion As Resilience: Evaluating the Intersections of Religious Collectivity and Disease in Limón Province, Costa Rica

2:15 PM  Layne Vashro (University of Utah) Childcare and Cattle-Wealth as Conflicting Residence Incentives in Northwestern Namibia

2:30 PM  Steven L Gardiner (Zayed University) Gaslight Epistemology: Pakistan and the Discourse of Radical Doubt

2:45 PM  Discussion

3-0775 01:45–03:30  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE

REVIEWED BY  Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER  David Koester (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
CHAIR  Frances Trix (Indiana University)


2:00 PM  Alison C Joersz (University of Michigan) Strategic Manipulation: Theorizing the Politics and Strategies of An Underfunded Haitian NGO

2:15 PM  Antonio Medeiros (ISCTE-IUL) A Kind of Arrival — Predicaments of Mature Anthropological Writing in Spain

2:30 PM  Heather E O’Leary (University of Minnesota) Jal Hi Jivan Hai (Water is Life): Water Allocation, Urban Vitality, and a Green Delhi, As Perceived By the Urban Poor

2:45 PM  Matthew Rahaim (University of Minnesota) Voice Cultures: Ethical Dispositions in Hindustani Music

3:00 PM  Lucinda M Carspecken (Indiana University) In The Land of Misfit Toys: Communalism and Freedom At An Indiana Festival Site

3:15 PM  David Koester (University of Alaska Fairbanks) To Speak or Not to Speak, and Other Existential Questions: Discussions on the Itelmen Language by the Few Who Speak It

This session may be of particular interest to: P
3-0780 01:45–03:30  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
REORIENTING SURVIVAL: CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN’S WELLBEING
REVIEWED BY  Association for Feminist Anthropology
CHAIR  Coleen M Carrigan (University of Washington)
1:45 PM  HM Ashraf Ali (University of Alberta) *Microcredit and Poverty Alleviation in Bangladesh: Identifying the Challenges for the Poor Population*
2:00 PM  Thaddeus G Blanchette (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro) and Ana Paula Da Silva (UFV) *Bulldozing the Sexscape: The Reconfiguration of Commercial Sex in Rio De Janeiro*
2:30 PM  Sarah Neeley (University of Denver/Iliff School of Theology) *Gendered Poverty/Gendered Religion: Stories of Women’s Street Survival*
2:45 PM  Patricia Antoniello (Brooklyn College, CUNY) *The Future of Microfinance and Poverty: Money in Her Hands?*

3-0785 01:45–03:30  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
RACE, RACISM, AND SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS IN THE HEARTLANDS
REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
CHAIR  Vilma Seeberg (Kent State University)
1:45 PM  Shayla R Griffin (University of Michigan) *“You Did That Because I’m Black!”: The Conflict Between White Teachers and Black Students in an Integrated High School*
2:00 PM  Vilma Seeberg (Kent State University) *Black American Family Engagement and Success in An Affluent School District: Counterstories*
2:15 PM  Ann Mogush Mason (University of Wisconsin, River Falls) *Disciplining Dalmar: A Demand to Un-Cover Race and Racialization in Pursuit of Culturally Relevant Pedagogy*
2:30 PM  Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University) *Race Talk and School Equity in Local Print Media: The Discursive Flexibility of Whiteness and the Decolonial Possibilities of Race-Conscious Talk*
2:45 PM  Discussion

3-0790 01:45–03:30  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
MULTINATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATION IN THE NEOLIBERAL WORLD
REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
CHAIR  Denise Blum (Oklahoma State University)
1:45 PM  Denise Blum (Oklahoma State University) *Between Business and Education: Privatizing Public Education in Mexico*
2:00 PM  Chulanee Thianthai (Chulalongkorn University) *Making One’s Own Educational Decision: A Study Based On the Lived Experience of Thai People With Disability in Bangkok*


2:30 PM  Sangeeta Kamat (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Subaltern Politics and School Reform Debates in India*

2:45 PM  Kathryn Zyskowski (University of Washington) *Uplifting India: Muslim Social, Educational, and Activist Rhetoric in 2012*

3:00 PM  Discussion

3-0795  01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**GENDER & INDIGENOUS IDENTITY POLITICS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association of Indigenous Anthropologists

**CHAIR**  Thomas H Johnson (University of Wisconsin)

1:45 PM  Marcia Mikulak (University of North Dakota) *Colonial Subjugation and Indigenous Human Rights Abuses: Twenty-First Century Violations Against Brazil’s Xukuru Population*

2:00 PM  Nitasha Ali (University of Manitoba) “You Have to Create Your Own Identity Or Try to Be Somebody Else”: Identity Formation of Female Indo-Fijian Immigrant Youth in Canada

2:15 PM  Thomas H Johnson (University of Wisconsin) *Debunking the Myth of Male Leadership: Paraivos Among the Comanche and Shoshone*

2:30 PM  Christopher A F Golias (University of Pennsylvania) *Papa Plata (Father Money), Welfare Subsidies, and the Emasculation of Qom (Toba) Men*

2:45 PM  Padini Nirmal (Clark University) *Inhabiting the Space of Queerness: Indigeneity and Indigenous Politics in Contemporary Kerala (India)*

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0805  01:45–03:30  Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Poster Session:**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition


This session may be of particular interest to: S

3-0810  01:45–03:30  Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Poster Session:**

**IDENTIFYING TRAUMA: METHODS IN FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Biological Anthropology Section

Lindsey Jo Helms (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee) and Patricia B Richards (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee)
Granting Little Earth for Charity: Health and Trauma Reflected in the Milwaukee County Institution Grounds Cemetery
Samantha Wade (Florida Gulf Coast University) and Heather A Walsh-Haney (Florida Gulf Coast University) African American Cemeteries: GIS Spatial and Forensic Anthropological Analyses
Virginia Hutton Estabrook (Bryn Mawr College) From “Ouch” to Dead: Categorizing Levels of Morbidity in Human Skeletal Remains and What They Can Tell Us About Behavior in the Past
Ivica Milanoski (Florida Gulf Coast University), Heather A Walsh-Haney (Florida Gulf Coast University), Kreshlya DeLaPaz (Florida Gulf Coast University), Lindsey Page (Florida Gulf Coast University), Samantha Wade (Florida Gulf Coast University), Serrin Brianne Boys (Florida Gulf Coast University), Austin Lance Polonitza (Florida Gulf Coast University), Manfred Borges (District 20 Office of the Medical Examiner) and Hunt Scheuerman (District 16 Office of the Medical Examiner) Family and Forensic Anthropology: Human Body Donations at Florida Gulf Coast University
Serrin Brianne Boys (Florida Gulf Coast University), Austin Lance Polonitza (Florida Gulf Coast University) and Heather A Walsh-Haney (Florida Gulf Coast University) Forensic Anthropology and the Disposition of Native American Skeletal Remains: Examples for Florida

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0815 01:45–03:30 Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
NATIONALIZED, RACIALIZED AND GENDERED BODIES: NARRATIVES AND PRACTICES OF BLACKNESS
REVIEWED BY Association of Black Anthropologists
CHAIR Patricia van Leeuwaarde Moonsammy (Dickinson College)
1:45 PM Angela Kristine Guy-Lee (Wayne State University) Rituals of Race: Feminine Hygiene Practices, Common Experience, and Relative Power
2:00 PM Ashley Coleman (Emory University) Pragmatic Embodiment: Ethnography, and Identity in Field Research With Black Women
2:15 PM Philippe Marius (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Mobility, Privilege and The Political Economy of Knowing White
2:30 PM Patricia van Leeuwaarde Moonsammy (Dickinson College) From C.L.R. James to 3canal: 50 Years of Independence, Public Intellectualism, and the Role of Popular Culture in Articulating Visions of Caribbean Freedom and Democracy
2:45 PM Christine A Pinnock (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Narratives of Blackness from Below? Articulations of Race, Black Consciousness, and Feminism Among Afro-Caribbean Service Workers in New York City

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

3-0820 01:45–03:30 Poster Row Green, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
Poster Session: HUMAN RIGHTS, DEMOCRACY AND POLITICAL ACTIVISM
REVIEWED BY Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Falina Enriquez (University of Chicago) *The Multicultural Carnival: The Aesthetics of Democracy in Recife, Brazil*

Michael D Hill (Universidad San Francisco de Quito) *When Cultural Patrimony and Environmental Sustainability Collide: Structural Transformations, State Policy, and Political Activism Among the Picapedreros (Stonemasons) of San Pablo, Ecuador*


Hiromi Hosoya (Seikei University) *Globalization of Human Rights and Indigenous People: Internal Armed Conflicts, Truth Commission, and Peace-Building in Peru*

Zev Noah Gottdiener (SUNY Buffalo) *Revolutionary Histories and Agrarian Identity: A Case Study of the Stone Island Ejido*

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

---

### 3-0825 01:45–03:30 Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**MATERIAL KNOWLEDGE: CRAFT PRODUCTION IN ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**

Kathryn M Dudley (Yale University)

1:45 PM  Kathryn M Dudley (Yale University) *Voicing the (Non)Human: The Craft of Tone in Guitar Making and Ethnography*

2:00 PM  Heather A Paxson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) *Crafting Knowledge: The Questions That Bind Artisan Cheesemakers and Their Ethnographer*

2:15 PM  Anne T Meneley (Trent University) *The Complicated “Craft” of Palestinian Olive Oil*

2:30 PM  Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary) *See Your Pig: On the Matter of Meat*

2:45 PM  Jason A Pine (SUNY Purchase) *Methlabs and Ontologies of Making and Unmaking*

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

### 3-0830 01:45–03:30 Barbershop, Concourse Level

**THE MUSEUM PROVOCATEUR: COMMUNITY CO-CURATED EXHIBITIONS AS EXPERIMENTAL SCHOLARLY PRAXIS**

**Reviewed by**

Council for Museum Anthropology

**Chair/Organizers**

Diana Elizabeth Marsh (University of British Columbia)

Rachael Samantha Hoy (University of British Columbia)

1:45 PM  Jennifer Shannon (University of Colorado - Boulder) *Collaborative Museum Anthropology with the Mandan Hidatsa Arikara Nation*

2:00 PM  Christyna Solhan (Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History) *Recovering Voices: Collaborating to Engage Millions in the Challenge of Language Endangerment*
2:15 PM Elayne M Oliphant (Brown University) Reversals of the Sacred: Unlikely Partnerships Between the Modern and Contemporary Art and the French Catholic Church

2:30 PM Viviane Gosselin (Museum of Vancouver and UBC Centre for the Study of Historical Consciousness) Civic Museography, Porous Narratives and the Choir Effect: the Sex Talk in the City Project At the Museum of Vancouver

2:45 PM Nicola Levell (University of British Columbia) Laboratories: A Visual Archaeology...Fringe Anthropology, and Photographers

3:00 PM Kate Hennessy (Simon Fraser University -School of Interactive Arts and Technology) Digital Ethnography in the Virtual Museum: Co-Curation and Participatory Media Production As Praxis

Discussant 3:15 PM Christina Kreps (Denver University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0835 01:45–03:30 El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

NATURAL RESOURCE EXTRACTION: FOCUS ON FRACKING

Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture

Organizer Elizabeth A Olson (Allegheny College)

Chairs Elizabeth A Olson (Allegheny College) Anna J Willow (Ohio State University)

1:45 PM Robert F Wasserstrom (Terra Group) Keeping Score: Assessing the Social Impact of Shale Gas Development in the U.S.

2:00 PM Amy Samuelson (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Science, Trust, and Patriotism: The Romanian Campaign Against Fracking

2:15 PM Anna J Willow (Ohio State University) Hydraulic Fracking and the New Politics of Environmental Degradation

2:30 PM Marc A Boglioli (Drew University) Frackin’ In the Free World: Citizenship and Environmental Regulation in the Cowboy State

Discussant 2:45 PM Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University)

3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

3-0840 01:45–05:30 Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

THE SPATIAL POLITICS OF ENCLOSURE: CREATING PERSONS AND PUBLICS

Reviewed by American Ethnological Society

Organizers Barbara A Andersen (New York University) Tate A LeFevre (Franklin & Marshall College)

Chair Barbara A Andersen (New York University)

1:45 PM Ingrid L Nelson (University of Vermont) One Leader, One Forest: Introducing Exotic Tree Enclosures in Mozambique

2:00 PM Richard Feinberg (Kent State University) Socio-Spatial Symbolism in House Layout Among Polynesians in Melanesia
2:15 PM  Debra L McDougall (University of Western Australia)  
*Village as Enclosure: Gender and the Domestication of Customary Politics in Solomon Islands*

2:30 PM  Bettina S Beer (University of Lucerne)  
*Hidden Valley (Morobe Province, Papua New Guinea) As Part of the Wampar Social Imaginary*

2:45 PM  Tate A LeFevre (Franklin & Marshall College)  
*La Tribu Dans La Ville: Kanak Sovereignty and the Unsettlement of Nouméa, New Caledonia*

3:00 PM  William B Thomson (New York University)  
*Spaces for Building Workers*

**Discussant**  
3:15 PM  Thomas Abercrombie (New York University)

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Jennifer S Mack (Uppsala University)  
*Minaret Diplomacy: Urban Planners, Faith Spaces, and the Politics of Urban Design in Sweden*

4:00 PM  Veronica Davidov (Leiden University College)  
*Enclosures and Openings: Schsimogenic Natural Resource Governance in Ecuador*

4:15 PM  Lorena Gibson (Victoria University of Wellington)  
*Negotiating Space: Hope, Development, and a Politics of Possibility in Kolkata (India) and Lae (Papua New Guinea)*

4:30 PM  Eric Hoenes (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)  
*On Building a Wall: Contested Space in a Q’eqchi’-Maya Chapel*

4:45 PM  Barbara A Andersen (New York University)  
*Bad Fences Make Good Brothers: Engendering “Security” in Papua New Guinean School Dorms*

5:00 PM  Holly Wardlow (University of Toronto)  
*Huli Negotiations of Enclosure Within and Without the LNG Project Area*

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  John Barker (University of British Columbia)

---

**TROUBLING AND (RE)MAKING THE MASCULINE VOICE OF PUBLICS: LANGUAGE VARIATION AS A SEMIOTIC RESOURCE FOR COMPETING MASCULINITIES**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizers:**  
Nathaniel W Dumas III (University of California, Santa Barbara and University of California, Santa Cruz)  
Qiuana L Lopez (University of California, Santa Barbara)

**Chair:** Qiuana L Lopez (University of California, Santa Barbara)

1:45 PM  Lal Zimman (Reed College) and Elijah A Edelman (University of Maryland, College Park)  
*Publicly Trans and Trans Publics: Visibility and Trans Masculinities*

2:00 PM  Audrey Noelle Lopez (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
*‘Hola, Guapo! How’s Your Butthole?: Private Voices and Public Spaces in the Construction of Latino Masculinities*

2:15 PM  Nathaniel W Dumas III (University of California, Santa Barbara and University of California, Santa Cruz)  
*Keeping It SAFE: Stuttering, Competing Masculinities, and U.S. White Public Space*

2:30 PM  Leila Monaghan (University of Wyoming)  
*“500 Indians Killed”: Competing Accounts and Constructions of Masculinities in the Aftermath of the 1864 Sand Creek Massacre*
**Thursday, November 21**

2:45 PM     Sara Lide (University of South Carolina)  “The Most Southern Person I’ve Ever met”: Evaluating Masculinities in the U.S. South

3:00 PM     Quiana L Lopez (University of California, Santa Barbara)  A Manly Man Does Not Eat “Sissy Pizza”: Herman Cain’s Construction of Masculinity in the 2012 Republican Primary

DISCUSSANT 3:15 PM     Asif Agha (University of Pennsylvania)

3:30 PM     Break

3:45 PM     William L Leap (American University)  “I Like the Ladies, But …”: Competing Meanings of Public (hyper-)Masculinity in Performers’ and Viewers’ Evaluations of “Gay-4-Pay”

4:00 PM     Youngae Lee (Louisiana State University)  Cultural Hegemonic Masculinity in Media Discourse

4:15 PM     Rebecca Pardo (University of Pennsylvania)  Anatomy of a Man Cave: MTV’s Cocktales and the Mass-Mediated Production of Masculine Private Space

4:30 PM     Robert George Lawson (Birmingham City University)  The Reinvention of Glasgow: Challenging “Hard Man” Masculinity in Television Comedy

4:45 PM     Benjamin Smith (Vassar College)  Cultivating a Virtual Masculinity: Boyhood, Online Indigenous Game Play, and the Contours of a Peruvian Public

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM     Scott F Kiesling (University of Pittsburgh)

5:15 PM     Discussion

**3-0850** 01:45–05:30    Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SEEDS OF RESISTANCE/SEEDS OF HOPE: THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIFE OF PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES**

REVIEWED BY Anthropology and Environment Society

ORGANIZERS Virginia D. Nazarea (University of Georgia)

Susannah M Chapman (University of Georgia)

CHAIR Susannah M Chapman (University of Georgia)

1:45 PM     Susannah M Chapman (University of Georgia)  If We Have Those Laws, We Will Go Under Them — Emerging Intellectual Property Right Law, Indigenous Crop Innovation, and Farmer Seed Exchange in The Gambia

2:00 PM     Kristal Jones (Pennsylvania State University)  The Political Ecology and Social Negotiation of Alternative Seed Systems in West Africa

2:15 PM     Liz Fitting (Dalhousie University)  Cultivating Dissent: Seed Activism in Mexico and Colombia

2:30 PM     Laura Maria Gutierrez Escobar (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)  The Network of Free Seeds in Colombia: Strengths and Challenges of Alternative Seed Systems

2:45 PM     Paul J Heald (University of Illinois College of Law) and Susannah M Chapman (University of Georgia)  Veggie Tales: Pernicious Myths About Patents, Innovation, and Crop Diversity In The Twentieth Century

3:00 PM     Guntra A Aistara (Central European University)  Collectivization, Collections, and Transculturation: Seeds in the Contact Zone Between Empires
Thursday, November 21

3:15 PM Glenn Davis Stone (Washington University) 

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Virginia D. Nazarea (University of Georgia) “Seed Bank” As a Many-Splendored Thing

4:00 PM Justine Hernandez (Pima County Public Library) and A Ashley Stinnett (University of Arizona) Pima County Public Library — Seed Library Community-Based Participatory Research: Sowing the Seeds of Community Through Seed Saving and Seed Sharing

4:15 PM Karl Zimmerer (Pennsylvania State University) Markets, Cultures, Ecology, Seeds: Rethinking “public” and “private” in Agrobiodiversity Governance

4:30 PM Maricel Castillo Piniero (Centro Interdisciplinario de Estudios sobre Desarrollo and CIDER) Homegardens in Different Circumstances: Gradients of Conservation

4:45 PM Jonathan E Padwe (University of Hawaii) Reconstituting Agro-Ecologies in Post-War Cambodia, in Public and in Private

5:00 PM Terese Virginia Gagnon (University of Georgia) Seeds of Resistance, Seeds of Memory: Karen Refugees and Their Portable Alters of Place

5:15 PM Ann G Gold (Syracuse University) This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0855 01:45–05:30 Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

ENTANGLING THE BIOLOGICAL: STEPS TOWARD AN INTEGRATIVE ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY: Biological Anthropology Section

ORGANIZERS: Katherine C. MacKinnon (Saint Louis University) Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

CHAIRS: John D Hawks (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Katherine C MacKinnon (Saint Louis University)

1:45 PM Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame) Biology Matters! Anthropology Needs Biology and Visa-Versa

2:00 PM Libby W Cowgill (University of Missouri) A Biological Anthropology of Children: Integrating Natural Selection, Development, and Behavior

2:15 PM Kristi Lewton (Harvard University—Department of Human Evolutionary Biology) Dissection and Coalescence: Comparative and Experimental Approaches to Understanding Hip Form and Function

2:30 PM Lee T Gettler (University of Notre Dame) Parenthood, Parental Care and Testosterone: Navigating Questions Regarding Behavior, Biology, and Bidirectionality

2:45 PM Michael Alan Park (Central Connecticut State University) A Role for Evolutionary Theory in a Scientific and Integrated Anthropology

3:00 PM Michelle Bezanson (Santa Clara University) Do No Harm: Anthropology in the Environment

3:15 PM Karen B Strier (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Primate Ethnographies: Biological and Cultural Dimensions of Primate Field Studies

3:30 PM Break
3:45 PM Clarence C Gravlee (University of Florida) Race, Health, and the Promise of Integrative Anthropology
4:00 PM Adam P Van Arsdale (Wellesley College) Completing the Circle on Race: Why Biological Variation Is Real But Not Racial
4:15 PM Robin G Nelson (Skidmore College) Embodiment, Evolution & Risk: Exploring Kinship & Health in Jamaica
4:30 PM James J McKenna (University of Notre Dame) Anthropological Corrections to the Scientific Understanding of Healthy (Species-wide) Human Infant Sleep
4:45 PM Erin P Riley (San Diego State University) The Promise of Contemporary Primatology

5:00 PM Julienne N Rutherford (University of Illinois at Chicago)
5:15 PM Jonathan M Marks (University of North Carolina-Charlotte)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0860 01:45–05:30 Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

RESEARCH AND PARTNERSHIP: OLD AND NEW LESSONS FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS FROM NATIVE AMERICA

Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America
Organizers Lisa J Lefler (Western Carolina University and The Center for Native Health, Inc.)
Chair Heidi M Altman (Georgia Southern University)

1:45 PM Timothy B Powell (American Philosophical Society) Protecting Cherokee Sacred Formulae At the American Philosophical Society (APS)
2:00 PM Thomas N Belt (Western Carolina University) Language Revitalization As a Means to Cultural Stewardship
2:15 PM T J Holland (Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians) Motivations and Implications: The Obligations and Responsibilities of Ethnographic Research From a Cherokee Perspective
2:30 PM Lisa J Lefler (Western Carolina University) Nothing About Us Without Us: Conducting Research Among the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians
2:45 PM Heidi M Altman (Georgia Southern University) Translating Culture in Indian Country

Discussant 3:00 PM Regna D Darnell (The University of Western Ontario)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM Break
3:45 PM Roseanna Belt (Western Carolina University) Here Comes the Anthros
4:00 PM Margaret M Bruchac (University of Pennsylvania) My Sisters Will Not Speak: Boas, Hunt, and the Ethnographic Silencing of Indigenous Women
4:15 PM David Cozzo (North Carolina State University) Things to Consider: Arrangements and Attitudes Before Proposing Research in a Native American Community
4:30 PM Ann M Kakaliouras (Whittier College) *Native Americans in the Anthropological Imaginary: How Did Physical Anthropologists Create and Use Their Own Disciplinary "Indian," and What Can We Do About It?*

4:45 PM Tyler Howe (Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians Tribal Historic Preservation Office and University of Tennessee) *The Town Houses of the Respective Towns Haywood County: Ga-Du-Gi Establishment of 19th Century North Carolina Cherokee Communities*

**DISCUSSANT**

5:00 PM Robbie F Ethridge (University of Mississippi)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**3-0865 01:45–05:30 Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**PRAGMATICS OF SCALE**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER** Michael P Lempert (University of Michigan)

**CHAIR** Summerson Carr (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM Susan U Philips (University of Arizona) *Scale and Scaling in Powerful Institutions: Higher and Lower Court Levels in Tonga*

2:00 PM Justin B Richland (University of Chicago) *“Paper Weight”: Scales of Documentary Evidence in a Tribal Acknowledgement Petition*

2:15 PM Richard Bauman (Indiana University) *From the Interaction Order to the Nation-State: William Jennings Bryan’s Oratorical Performances in the Presidential Elections of 1896 and 1908*

2:30 PM Hilary Parsons Dick (Arcadia University) *Diasporic Disillusionments — Discourse and The Failures Of Progress*

2:45 PM Constantine V Nakassis (University of Chicago) *All Trade-Dressed Up...: Scale, Intellectual Property, and the (Meta)Semiotics of the Copy*

3:00 PM Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago) *The ‘Vinification’ of Prestige in the World of Comestible Consumption*

**DISCUSSANT**

3:15 PM Summerson Carr (University of Chicago)

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Judith Temkin Irvine (University of Michigan) *Practicing Scales: Ringing Changes On Ideological Analysis of Communication, I*

4:00 PM Susan Gal (University of Chicago) *Practicing Scales: Ringing Changes On Ideological Analysis of Communication, II*

4:15 PM Bruce Mannheim (University of Michigan) and Margarita Huayhua (Goldsmiths College) *The Phonetic Is the Personal Is the Political*

4:30 PM Barbra A Meek (University of Michigan) *Scaling Participation*

4:45 PM John A Lucy (University of Chicago) *The Diverse Powers of Standard Language*

**DISCUSSANT**

5:00 PM Michael P Lempert (University of Michigan)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
3-0870 01:45–05:30 Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

RELIGION AND MATERIAL OBJECTS

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

ORGANIZERS
Natalia K. Suit (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
William M Girard (University of California)

CHAIR
William M Girard (University of California)

1:45 PM Pooyan Tamimi Arab (Utrecht University) The Object of a Mosque’s Attention: The Call for Prayer in a Dutch Town
2:00 PM Aryo Danusiri (Harvard University) Arab Saints and Sufi Bikers: Circulatory Forms and Spaces of A New Youth Islamic Movement in Urban Indonesia
2:15 PM David Geary (University of British Columbia) Living Religious Heritage: Buddhist Pilgrimage, Conservation and the Politics of (Im) Permanence in North India
2:30 PM Peter Leykam (University of California, Santa Cruz) Commodifying the Word in China: Branding Between the Market, Spirit and State in Christian Ecommerce
2:45 PM Thomas A Offit (Baylor University) and Garrett Cook (Baylor University) Dancing With God: Agency, Materiality and the Power of the Patron Saint in Highland Guatemala
3:00 PM DISCUSSANT: Margaret J Wiener (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM Break
3:45 PM Jon Henrik Ziegler Remme (University of Oslo) Demonic CD-Players and Bones Refusing to Become Bones: Objects and Ontological Transformations in Ifugao, the Philippines
4:00 PM Erin Danielle Routon (University of California, Riverside and Cornell University) Desert Plasticity: Constructed Spaces and Material Beings in the Southwest Borderlands
4:15 PM Brian C Smithson (Duke University) The Naked Idol: The Place of Affect in the Religious Material Culture of Benin
4:30 PM Natalia K Suit (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Predicaments of Printing: Between Producers and Users of a Holy Text
4:45 PM Meryem Zaman (Michigan State University) Is the Material Immaterial? Objects and Space in Islamic Revivalism

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University)
5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

3-0875 01:45–05:30 International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

MUSIC IN FIELDWORK: METHODS, ETHICS, THEORIES

REVIEWED BY
Society for Cultural Anthropology

CHAIRS/Organizers
Misha Klein (University of Oklahoma)
Sean P O’Neill (University of Oklahoma)
1:45 PM Fatima E Sartbay (University of Wisconsin Madison) The Resilience of Shamanic Poetics and Islam Amongst the Central Asian Diaspora in the United States: Taking the Experiences of the Native Anthropologist More Fully Into Account

2:00 PM John P Schaefer (Miami University of Ohio) Backstage/Onstage: Participation at the Moroccan Gnawa Festival


2:30 PM Alex W. Rodriguez (University of California, Los Angeles) Improvising jazz Ethnography in Santiago, Chile

2:45 PM Misha Klein (University of Oklahoma) Singing In SÃO Paulo: From “Oseh Shalom” to “It Ain’t Necessarily So”

DISCUSSANT 3:00 PM Timothy D Taylor (University of California, Los Angeles)

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Susan Thomson (University of Massachusetts, Lowell) The Concerto and the Peacock: Ethnographic Fieldwork and the Music of Seraikela Chhau Dance

4:00 PM Rodney A Garnett (University of Wyoming) Joining the Party: Musical Generosity in Moldova

4:15 PM Eric J Haanstad (University of Freiburg) The King in Yellow: Aesthetic Participation and Ethnographic Revelation Through Music

4:30 PM Sharon Kivenko (Harvard University) “Performance Sociability”. On Stage and in the Field: Learning Dance, Music and Ethnography in Bamako, Mali

4:45 PM Sean P O’Neill (University of Oklahoma) ‘Music Theory’: How Musical Experience Shapes Anthropological Thought at Home and in the Field

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM Jonathan D Hill (Southern Illinois University)

5:15 PM Discussion

3-0880 01:45–05:30 Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

PLAYING WITH GENDER IN SPORT AND DANCE CULTURES

Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology

Chair/Organizer Jennifer Joy Fiers (University of Florida)

1:45 PM Kathleen Elizabeth Bachynski (Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health) “Has Hockey Turned Into a Sissy’s Game?” Gendered Depictions of Protective Hockey Equipment

2:00 PM Stephanie M McClure (Case Western University) Who’s a Player? Narrative Templates of Competitive Physicality Among African American Adolescent Females

2:15 PM Marie-Eve Carrier-Moisan (Carleton University) Derby Girl As Riot Grrrl?: Negotiating Femininities in Women’s Flat-Track Roller Derby

2:30 PM Matthew Newsom (Washington State University) All-Women’s Flat Track Roller Derby: The Subjective (Dis)Empowerment of Femininity
2:45 PM  Sharla Blank (Washburn University) and John Paul (Washburn University) *The Power of Roller Derby: Sport, Gender and Sexuality as Embodied in the Middle West*

3:00 PM  Megan M Foreman (Princeton University) *Constructing Athleticism: Femininity, Bodies, and Discursive Practice*

**Discussant**  3:15 PM  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

3:30 PM  Discussion

4:00 PM  Break

4:15 PM  Michelle D MacCarthy (University of Bergen) *Performing Sexuality in the 'Islands of Love'*

4:30 PM  Frank A. Ramos III (California State University, Fullerton) *Returning to Center: Gender Roles, Mental Health, and The Practice of Aikido*

4:45 PM  Christina Ting Kwauk (University of Minnesota) "We Fashion Our Bodies in the Image of Christ": Obesity, Island Zumba, and Becoming Feminist Modern in Urban Samoa

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Tamar Rapoport (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-0885  01:45–05:30**  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LIMINALITY AND CROSSING BOUNDARIES IN APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by**  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer**  Maryann McCabe (University of Rochester)

**Chair**  Timothy de Waal Malefyt (Fordham University)

1:45 PM  Julia C Gluesing (Cultural Connections, Inc. and Wayne State University) *Anthropologists and the Global Organization: Liminality and Professional Hybridization*

2:00 PM  Nancy Fried Foster (Ithaka S+R) *Designing Libraries in the Liminal Space*

2:15 PM  Patricia Wall (Xerox Research Center Webster) *Crossing Boundaries in Pursuit of Innovation*

2:30 PM  Elizabeth K. Briody (Cultural Keys LLC) *Experiencing the Resistance First Hand: Guiding Change as President of the Board of Trustees*

2:45 PM  Discussion

3:00 PM  Christine Z Miller (Savannah College of Art and Design) *Liminality and the Transitions Inherent in Multi-/Inter-/and Transdisciplinary Collaborative Work*

3:15 PM  Maria Bezaitis (Intel Corporation) *Strangers and Data: Being Liminal in Our Digital Lives*

3:30 PM  Timothy de Waal Malefyt (Fordham University) *Crossing Boundaries of the Ordinary: Studying the Luxury Experience of Brands*

3:45 PM  Discussion

4:00 PM  Break

4:15 PM  Michael Donovan (Practica, LLC) *The Field as Liminal Space: A Case Study*
4:30 PM  Maryann McCabe (University of Rochester)  Liminality in Everyday Life: Creative Moments of Cooking for the Family
4:45 PM  Patricia Ensworth (Harborlight Management Services)  Transformative Projects: Liminality and Boundary Crossings for Organizational Change
5:00 PM  Barbara Olsen (SUNY Old Westbury)  Traversing the Nexus Between Advertising and Anthropology: A Reflexive Introspection
5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0890  01:45–05:30  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ETHNOGRAPHIES OF REPRODUCTIVE AND NEONATAL HEALTH
REVIEWED BY  Society for Medical Anthropology
CHAIR  Matt David Dalstrom (Rockford College)
1:45 PM  Kimberly Rovin (Michigan State University)  Mothering Beyond Safe Motherhood: The Conflicting Nature of Motherhood in Malawi
2:00 PM  Cynthia M Beall (Case Western Reserve University), Sienna R Craig (Dartmouth College) and Geoff Childs (Washington University in St. Louis)  Fertility Variation and Child Survivorship Among Post-Reproductive Tibetan Women Residing at High Altitude in Nepal
2:15 PM  Anjali Bhardwaj (Purdue University)  “Men Wanted” Enhancing Men’s Participation in Women’s Health During Postpartum
2:30 PM  Malissa Kay Shaw (University of Edinburgh)  Altering the Concept of Conception: The Medicalization of Reproduction in Colombia
2:45 PM  Lindsay J Marshall (University of Iowa)  Breastfeeding Success in a Free-Standing, Midwife-Led Birth Center: Results from a Community-Based Research Project
3:00 PM  Lydia C Zacher (University of California, Irvine)  Finding Violence in Obstetrics: Mexican Midwives Critique Mainstream Medical Practices
3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  Isabella Chan (University of South Florida)  Negotiating the Maternal Experience: Maternal Decision-Making in the North-Central Andes
4:00 PM  Kathryn J Fleuriet (University of Texas at San Antonio) and T S Sunil (University of Texas at San Antonio)  Pregnancy as a Site of Status Negotiation Among Hispanic Women in South Texas
4:15 PM  Emily Vasquez (Columbia University)  Resisting the Biomedical Reach: Stratified Access to Midwives and Limits on the Potential to Resist Cesarean Delivery Among Women in Mexico
4:30 PM  Matt David Dalstrom (Rockford College)  Social and Cultural Barriers to Improving Prenatal Health Care Usage in a Midwestern County
4:45 PM Michaela E Howells (University of Colorado-Boulder and LBJ Tropical Medical Center) and Darna L Dufour (University of Colorado-Boulder) *The Impact of Maternal Social Status on Pregnancy Outcomes in American Samoa*

5:00 PM Elizabeth Ann Duthie (Medical College of Wisconsin) and Elaine M Drew (Medical College of Wisconsin) *The Unbearable Lightness of Being Pregnant: Women’s Experiences with Weight-Gain During First Pregnancy*

5:15 PM Adrienne E Strong (Washington University in St. Louis) *The Voice of the Mother: Home Birth in St. Louis, MO*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0895 01:45–05:30 Essex Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY IN FORMAL EDUCATION: IMAGINING, ENFORCING, AND CONTESTING NEW PUBLICS

**Reviewed by** Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizers**

Reva G Jaffe-Walter (The Public Science Project)

Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)

**Chair**

Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)

**1:45 PM** Gritt B Nielsen (Aarhus University) *Mobilising the Public for the Common Good? Student Protests, Austerity and Contested Notions of the ‘Public’ University*

**2:00 PM** Angelina E Castagno (Northern Arizona University) “Guinea Pigs for the Latest Educational fad” Or “on the Cutting Edge of reform”? An Anthropology of Federal School Reform Policy in Two Schools

**2:15 PM** Lauren Gatti (University of Nebraska) and Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska) *Learning to Teach Within a Neoliberal Policy Context*

**2:30 PM** Teresa Winstead (Indiana University) *Policy Contestations: Making Meaning of Indigenous Education in Washington State*

**2:45 PM** Stacey J Lee (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *The (In)Flexibility of Racial Policies: Chinese Americans in the Jim Crow South*

**3:00 PM** Christine Beresniova (Indiana University) *Redefining the Nation: Teacher Empowerment, Policy Implementation, and the Politics of Memory in Lithuanian Educational Programs for Tolerance*

**Discussant**

**3:15 PM** Susan A Wright (Aarhus University)

**3:30 PM** Break

**3:45 PM** Nancy Kendall (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Sex Education in Public Schools: Rights, Futures, and Fears*

**4:00 PM** Reva G Jaffe-Walter (University of Wisconsin-Madison) *Creating Future Publics: The “Figuring” of Muslim Identities in Policies and Educational Practice*

**4:15 PM** Liza Pappas (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Policy in the Winds: Subtle Shifts in School Closure Talk*

**4:30 PM** Sabina E Vaught (Tufts University) and Gabrielle Marisa Hernandez (Tufts University) *The State School and Racialized Carceral Publics*
4:45 PM  Teresa L McCarty PhD (University of California, Los Angeles)  
Sequestered Languages in Public Education — A View From the New Language Policy Studies

Discussant  5:00 PM  Cris Shore (Auckland University, New Zealand)
5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-0900  01:45–05:30  Park East Gallery, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

DECOLONIZING FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY- WHERE ARE WE AND WHERE DO WE NEED TO GO?

Reviewed by  Association for Feminist Anthropology
Chairs/Organizers  Chelsea Blackmore (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Laurette A McGuire (California State University, San Marcos)
Roundtable Presenters  Devva Kasnitz (Society for Disability Studies)
Thomas C Patterson (University of California, Riverside)
Lisa M Anderson-Levy (Beloit College)
Riche Daniel Barnes (Smith College)
Nadia Guessous (Rutgers University)
Mary J Weisman (Northwestern University)
Melissa M Forbis (SUNY Stony Brook)
Sara L Gonzalez (Carleton College)
Kristen Dawn Barnett (University of Montana)
Dongyoung Kim (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-0905  01:45–05:30  Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

MIGRATION AND THE LIMITS OF MOBILITY: EVERYDAY ENCOUNTERS WITH BORDERS AND BARRIERS TO MOVEMENT

Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer  Caitlin Fouratt (University of California, Irvine)
Chair  Daina Sanchez (University of California, Irvine)
Simone Alexandria Popperl (University of California, Irvine)
1:45 PM  Caitlin Fouratt (University of California, Irvine)  Temporary Measures: The Provisional Production Of (il)Legality In Costa Rican Immigration Law
2:00 PM  Shanshan Lan (Hong Kong Baptist University)  Transnational Trade Networks and Circumscribed Mobility Among Undocumented African Migrants in China
2:15 PM  Ruben Andersson (London School of Economics/Stockholm University)  Captive Subjects: Time-Spaces of Illegality On Europe’s Southern Fringes
2:30 PM  Yasmin Cho (Duke University)  Crafting a New Sense of Mobility and Temporality: Spatial Violence and Everyday Engagements in the Tibetan Ethnic Borderland in Western China
2:45 PM Claire Branigan (Independent) *The U-Visa: Examining the Strategic Use of “Victim” in Immigration Reform*

**Discussant**

3:00 PM Deanna E Barenboim (Sarah Lawrence College)

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Benedikte Moeller Kristensen (University of Copenhagen) *Lawless Lives in the Borderland of Laws*

4:00 PM Daina Sanchez (University of California, Irvine) *Moving Between the City of Angels and the Land of the Fallen Leaves: 1.5 and Second-Generation Indigenous Transnationalism*

4:15 PM Marnie J Thomson (University of Colorado-Boulder) *Borders of Humanitarianism: Restrictions of Mobility in a Congolese Refugee Camp*

4:30 PM Simone Alexandria Popperl (University of California, Irvine) *Moving Through Palestine: Mobility As Protest in the West Bank*

4:45 PM Inga Veksler (Rutgers University) *Status of the Stateless: Remembering and Rectifying the Experience of Transit*

**Discussant**

5:00 PM Stuart A Rockefeller (Columbia University)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0910 01:45–05:30**

Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level

Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**AFRICAN MIGRANTS AND THE POLITICS OF PLACE: IDENTITY, COMMUNITY, POWER**

**Reviewed by**

Association for Africanist Anthropology

**Organizer**

Yolanda D Covington-Ward (University of Pittsburgh)

**Chair**

Ruti Talmor (Pitzer College)

Edward C Davis IV (City Colleges of Chicago)

**1:45 PM**

Emily J Margaretten (Ripon College) *“I Get Money, Now I Get Trouble:” Tanzanian Migrant Women Making a Living in South Africa*

**2:00 PM**

Yolanda D Covington-Ward (University of Pittsburgh) *Eating Fufu in the Steel City: The Social Integration of Liberian Immigrants in Pittsburgh*

**2:15 PM**

Elizabeth Iyase Beloe (Free University Berlin, Germany) *The Role of Home Town Associations (HTAS) and Rotating Savings and Credit Associations (ROSCAS) in the Formation of Identities of Cameroonian Women in Berlin*

**2:30 PM**

Ruti Talmor (Pitzer College) *Changing Acts of Self-Inscription: Ghanaian Artists in Europe*

**2:45 PM**

Rubin Patterson (University of Toledo) *African Transnational Communities: Experiences From Southern Africa*

**Discussant**

3:00 PM JoAnn D’Alisera (University of Arkansas)

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Ayesha Nibbe (Hawaii Pacific University) *From African Warzone to Cuban “Revolution”: The Lives of Northern Ugandan Scholarship Students in Cuba*
4:00 PM  Edward C Davis IV (City Colleges of Chicago)  *Être Bana-Kin Na Poto Mpé Na Amélïki: Navigating Congolese Transnational Space in Europe and North America*

4:15 PM  Lisa M Simeone (University of Chicago)  *Giving Them What They Want: Immigrant Adjudication and the Marketing of Self Among Chicago’s New Africans*

4:30 PM  William Derman (Norwegian University of the Life Sciences)  *Leaving Zimbabwe: Zimbabweans in the Rural Areas of Mozambique, South Africa and Zambia*

4:45 PM  Yu Qiu (University of Cambridge)  *‘Black Chinese’: Racial Frontiers and the Problems of Mixed African (Nigerian)-Chinese Offspring in the Politics of Identity*

**DISCUSSANT**  
5:00 PM  Cati M Coe (Rutgers University)  
5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-0915  02:00–04:00**  
Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**COMMITTEE ON GENDER EQUITY IN ANTHROPOLOGY (COGEA)**

**SPONSOR**  AAA Committee on Gender Equity  
**ORGANIZER**  Suzanne Mattingly (American Anthropological Association)  
**CHAIR**  M Gabriela Torres (Wheaton College)

---

**3-0920  02:00–04:00**  
Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**COMMITTEE ON MINORITY ISSUES IN ANTHROPOLOGY (CMIA) BUSINESS MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER**  Emilia M Guevara (George Mason University)  
**CHAIR**  Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)  
**PRESENTERS**  
Devva Kasnitz (Society for Disability Studies)  
Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California)  
Mayanthi L Fernando (University of California, Santa Cruz)  
Nancy Y Romero-Daza (University of South Florida)  
Balmurli Natrajan (William Paterson University of New Jersey)  
Raymond G Codrington (The Aspen Institute)  
Luis F B Plascencia (Arizona State University)  
Sonia Ryang (University of Iowa)  
Jasmin Habib (University of Waterloo)  
Lawrence Cohen (University of California Berkeley)  
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
3-0925 02:00–04:00 The Field Museum
RETHINKING REPRESENTATIONS AND ACTION AT THE FIELD MUSEUM
REVIEWED BY
Organizer
Chairs
Participants
2:00 PM Carol D Griskavich (Michigan Technological University)
2:15 PM Mario A Longoni (Field Museum)
2:30 PM Madeleine S Tudor (Field Museum) [Presenter]
2:45 PM Laurel M Ross (Field Museum)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-0930 02:00–05:00 McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CAE BOARD MEETING (OPEN TO ALL CAE MEMBERS)
Sponsor
Organizer

3-0935 02:15–04:15 Conference Room 5D, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AAA COMMITTEE ON PRACTICING, APPLIED, AND PUBLIC INTEREST ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor
Organizer
Chair
Presenters

3-0940 02:30–03:45 Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY QUARTERLY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
Sponsor
Organizers
3-0945 02:30–04:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
ART & ARTIFACTS
SPONSOR        Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
2:30 PM  The Canvas in the Wok (44m) dir. by Diedie Weng
3:15 PM  Manuu: To Work/To Weave (22m, followed by Q&A) dir. Denise Nicole Green

3-0950 02:45–04:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON MAKING A PUBLISHABLE FIELD-SITE MAP
SPONSOR        National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER      David D Meek (University of Georgia)

3-0955 03:30–05:30  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY WRITING GROUP
SPONSOR        Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER      James M Taggart (Franklin & Marshall College)
PRESENTERS     Renato I Rosaldo (New York University)
               Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)

3-0960 03:30–05:30  Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON MAKING A DIFFERENCE: PLANNING FOR YOUR ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT AT VARIOUS CAREER STAGES
SPONSOR        National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER      Sherylyn H Briller (Wayne State University)

3-0965 04:00–05:45  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Roundtable:
CIVIL RIGHTS AND RESTORATIVE JUSTICE: THE STORY OF WHO IS BURIED IN “BOOT HILL CEMETERY” AT THE FORMER DOZIER SCHOOL FOR BOYS IN MARIANNA, FLORIDA
SPONSOR        AAA Executive Program Committee
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS E Christian Wells (University of South Florida)
               Paula C. Johnson (Syracuse University)
               Erin Kimmerle (University of South Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

S  Students   T  Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges

185
Invited Session:
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ RIGHTS: FOLLOWING THE TRAILS FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL AND BACK AGAIN IN SEARCH OF SUSTAINABLE FUTURES

Sponsor
AAA Executive Program Committee

Organizers
Jennifer Hays (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)
Irene Bellier (CNRS, Laios)

Chair
Irene Bellier (CNRS, Laios)

Discussant
4:00 PM Ronald Niezen (McGill University)
4:15 PM Irene Bellier (CNRS, Laios) Scales of Governance — The UN, the States and Indigenous Peoples: Comparative International Research On Indigenous Rights
4:30 PM Jennifer Hays (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) ‘All We Are Asking Is to be Treated Equal’: The International Labor Organization Convention 169 and Indigenous Rights in Namibia
5:00 PM Charles R Menzies (University of British Columbia) Asserting Aboriginal Rights in the Face of the Global Petroleum Industry: A Case Study of the Northern Gateway Tarsands Project Pipeline and Tanker Route of Western Canada
5:15 PM Brian Thom (University of Victoria) Private Property and the Human Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Canada: Challenges At the Inter-American Commission On Human Rights
5:30 PM Neal B Keating (College at Brockport, SUNY) Traversing The Scales of Indigenous Rights: From The United Nations Permanent Forum On Indigenous Issues To Rural Cambodia

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

BIG DATA IN BIG BIOMEDICINE: MINING AND MEANINGS FOR HEALTHCARE

Reviewed by
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizers
Linda F Hogle (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)

Chair
Linda F Hogle (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

4:00 PM Rayna Rapp (New York University) Big Data, Small Kids: The Creation of The Global Connectome as an Imaginary of Childhood Brain Differences
4:30 PM  Duana Fullwiley (Stanford University)  *The Dream of Big Data: Personal Genomics and Open Science*

4:45 PM  Amber Benezra (New School for Social Research)  *The Global Gut: How Human Microbiota Travels as Data Between the Field (nutritional intervention in Bangladesh) and the Lab (sequencing of microbial genomes)*

5:00 PM  Susan L Erikson (Simon Fraser University)  *Extractive Industry: Mining Big Data Across Digital and Statistical Divides, a Perspective from Sierra Leone*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:15 PM  Lucy Suchman (Lancaster University)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-0980  04:00–05:45**  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**  THE AWKWARD RELATIONSHIP REVISITED

**SPONSORS**  Association for Feminist Anthropology
American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZERS**  Jessica A Johnson (University of Cambridge)
Omotayo T Jolaosho (University of California, Merced)
Debarati Sen (Kennesaw State University)

**CHAIR**  Omotayo T Jolaosho (University of California, Merced)

4:00 PM  Margaret Anne Jolly (Australian National University)  *Fertile Frictions: Feminisms and Anthropologies in Oceania*

4:15 PM  Debarati Sen (Kennesaw State University)  *Theoretical Legacies and Difficult Feminist Choices*

4:30 PM  Jennifer J Patico (Georgia State University)  *Strange Bedfellows? Anthropology, Feminism and “International Marriage Brokering”*

4:45 PM  Jessica A Johnson (University of Cambridge)  *A Desire for Dependence: Beyond Equality in the Study of Gender in Africa*

5:00 PM  Sally Engle Merry (New York University)  *“The Awkward Relationship Between Anthropology and Women’s Human Rights.”*

5:15 PM  Omotayo T Jolaosho (University of California, Merced)  *Awkward Activisms: Gender Interventions and Social Stratification in South African Collective Mobilizations*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  Dorothy L Hodgson (Rutgers University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**3-0985  04:00–05:45**  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CULTURAL EXPRESSION, SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE, AND POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Carl A Maida (University of California, Los Angeles)
Sam Beck (Cornel University)

**CHAIR**  Sam Beck (Cornel University)
Thursday, November 21

4:00 PM  Sandy Smith-Nonini PhD (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Rebooting the Anthropology of Community*

4:15 PM  Brian M McKenna (University of Michigan, Dearborn) *The Anthropology of Michigan's Ecology Center*

4:30 PM  Carl A Maida (University of California, Los Angeles) *Cultural Reorientation and the Movement for Environmental Justice in Pacoima*

4:45 PM  Sam Beck (Cornell University) *Neighborhood, Community, Sustainability and Political Consciousness in An Urban Social Movement: Latinos in Williamsburg, Brooklyn*

5:00 PM  Liviu Chelcea (University of Bucharest) *Plumbing and Personhood: Housing Repair, Urban Infrastructures and Property Restitution in Romania*

5:15 PM  Justin AK Helepololei (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *“Who Sows Misery Collects Rage:” Cultivating Insurrection in Crisis Barcelona*

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-0990 04:00–05:45 Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**QUEER TERMINALIAS**

**Reviewed by:** Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Cymene Howe (Rice University)
- William L Leap (American University)

**Chair:**
- Cymene Howe (Rice University)

4:00 PM  Discussion

4:15 PM  Bharat J Venkat (University of California, Berkeley) *Chronic Failures*

4:30 PM  Michelle A Marzullo (American University) and Lavinia M Nicolae (University of New Mexico) *The Ends of Marriage: Case Studies on the Future of U.S. Marriage Practices and Policies*

4:45 PM  Sofian Merabet (University of Texas at Austin) *Expiration and Endurance: Queer Visibilities in Lebanon*

5:00 PM  Adrienne Pine (American University) *The Ethics of Bringing Incongruent Bodies to Work: Reflections on the "Case of the Breastfeeding Professor"*

5:15 PM  Robert F Phillips (University of Manitoba) *Abjection Is Dead: Long Live Abjection*

**Discussant:**
- Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
**Invited Session:**
**CONTROVERSIAL ENGAGEMENTS: PUBLIC INTELLECTUALS, THEIR INSTITUTIONS, AND THE ACADEMIC BOYCOTT OF ISRAEL**

**Sponsor:** Middle East Section

**Organizers:**
- Sami Hermez (University of Pittsburgh)
- Lisa B Rofel (University of California, Santa Cruz)

**Chair:**

**Program:**
- **4:00 PM** 
  - Lisa B Rofel (University of California, Santa Cruz) *The Security State and Its Academic Struggles: The Case of Israel*
- **4:15 PM** 
  - Nadia Abu El-Haj (Columbia University) *Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) in the U.S. Public Domain*
- **4:30 PM** 
- **4:45 PM** 
  - David Lloyd (University of California, Riverside) *“Right to Education: Conditions for Boycott and the Academic-Industrial Complex”*

**Discussant:**
- **5:00 PM** 
  - David Lloyd (University of California, Riverside)
- **5:15 PM** 
  - Nadia Abu El-Haj (Columbia University)
- **5:30 PM** 
  - Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**STIMULATING ANTHROPOLOGY: CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF DRUGS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Lisa L Gezon (University of West Georgia)
- Neil Carrier (Oxford)

**Chair:**

**Program:**
- **4:00 PM** 
  - Merrill C Singer (University of Connecticut), Catherine S Todd (Columbia University), Claudia Santilices (Northeastern University), Molly E Wood (Columbia University) and G Faroog Monsoor (University of Queensland) *Views of Users: Reducing HIV Risk Among Injection Drug Users in Kabul, Afghanistan*
- **4:15 PM** 
  - Lisa L Gezon (University of West Georgia) *Khat Heals?: Unpacking the “Recreational” in Drug Use*
- **4:30 PM** 
  - Neil Carrier (Oxford) *Under the Influence: Agency, Power and Drug Consumption*
- **4:45 PM** 
  - Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research), Saritha Nair, PhD (National Institute for Research in Reproductive Health) and Sameena Bilgi, MPhil (National Institute for Research in Reproductive Health) *Using a System Dynamics Approach to Model the Effects of a Tobacco Ban on Tobacco Sellers and Users in Mumbai*
5:00 PM  Margaret R Weeks (Institute for Community Research), Jennifer Dunn (Institute for Community Research) and lianhong Li (Institute for Community Research) *An Anthropological Approach to Translating a Community Drug-User Peer Intervention for Implementation in Outpatient Drug Treatment Clinics*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:15 PM  Geoffrey P Hunt (Institute for Scientific Analysis)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**3-1005  04:00–05:45  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Invited Session: COMPLEX SYSTEMS APPROACHES TO LONG-TERM CHANGE**

**SPONSOR**  Society for Anthropological Sciences

**ORGANIZER**  Scott G Ortman (Santa Fe Institute)

**CHAIR**  Jeremy A Sabloff (Santa Fe Institute)

4:00 PM  Paula L W Sabloff (Santa Fe Institute) *How Network Theory Can Help Us Analyze State Formation*

4:15 PM  Peter Peregrine (Lawrence University and Santa Fe Institute) *Cultural Morphology and the Accumulation of Social Complexity*

4:30 PM  Timothy A Kohler (Washington State University, Santa Fe Institute and Crow Canyon Archaeological Center), Ronald Kyle Bocinsky (Washington State University) and Paul Lovell Hooper (Santa Fe Institute) *Leadership, Territoriality, and Conflict in an Agentized Pueblo World*

4:45 PM  Eric Rupley (Santa Fe Institute) *Topologies of Independence and Integration: Networked Communities and the Spatial Production of the State*

5:00 PM  Scott G Ortman (Santa Fe Institute), Andrew Cabaniss (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) and Luis Bettencourt (Santa Fe Institute) *Urban Scaling in Prehispanic Central Mexico*

5:15 PM  Charles Perreault (Santa Fe Institute) *The Scale of the Archaeological Record and the Origins of Social Complexity*

5:30 PM  Marcus John Hamilton (Santa Fe Institute) *The Macroecology of Human Biocultural Diversity*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

---

**3-1010  04:00–05:45  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Invited Session: LIBERATING PRACTICES IN ANTHROPOLOGY: THE APPLICATION OF ALTERNATIVE PEDAGOGIES, ECONOMIES AND BEYOND**

**SPONSOR**  National Association of Student Anthropologists

**ORGANIZER**  Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)

**CHAIR**  Krisha J Hernandez-Pruhs (California State University, Northridge)

4:00 PM  Danielle K Jensen-Ryan (University of Georgia) *Taking U into the Future: Engaged Anthropology in Practice*
4:15 PM  Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)  Encouraging Student Voice in Public Education Policy

4:30 PM  Maria Alejandra Rodriguez (Swarthmore College)  The Myths and Realities of Pishtaco Organ Thieves in the Peruvian Central Amazon: A Narrative Response to the (Neo) Colonial Expropriation of Life

4:45 PM  Erana Jae Loveless (University of Arizona)  Ethnoarchaeology Can Be Used For Ecological Conservation Because It Can Detect Shifting Baselines

5:00 PM  Krisha J Hernandez-Pruhs (California State University, Northridge)  Activism, GMOs, and the “Digital Age”: Student Reflections That Go Beyond Participant Observation

5:15 PM  Jo Aiken (University of North Texas and National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI))  It’s Not Rocket Science: Re-Thinking Theories of Culture and Technology

DISCUSSANT  5:30 PM  Boone W Shear (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1015  04:00–05:45  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session:  
REPUBLICS OF LABOR: CONTEMPORARY GUESTWORKERS AS FUTURE PUBLICS

SPONSORS  
Society for the Anthropology of Work  
Culture and Agriculture

ORGANIZER  
David Griffith (East Carolina University)

CHAIR  
Kerry Preibisch (University Of Guelph)

4:00 PM  Kerry Preibisch (University of Guelph)  The Mayanization of Workplace Regimes in Canadian Agriculture: Linking Ethnographies of Labor to the Global Political Economy of Food

DISCUSSANT  4:15 PM  Ricardo B Contreras (East Carolina University)

4:30 PM  Leigh Binford (College Staten Island, CUNY)  Temporary Foreign Worker Programs and Deepening Proletarianization: U.S. H-2A and Canada’s Sawp Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program.

DISCUSSANT  4:45 PM  David Griffith (East Carolina University)

5:00 PM  Karen E Richman (University of Notre Dame)  Time, Piece Rates and the Sweat Shops of the Fields in the Modern United States

5:15 PM  Janet E McLaughlin (Wilfrid Laurier University)  Health at the Margins: Migrant Workers’ Health and Care in Canada

5:30 PM  Ricardo B Contreras (East Carolina University)  Exporting Kaqchikel Work Ethic: Maya Guestworkers in Canada

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1020  04:00–05:45  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

(UN)NECESSARY VIOLENCE

REVIEWED BY  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZER  
Jesse Weaver Shipley (Haverford College)

CHAIR  
Jeffrey T Martin (University of Hong Kong)
Thursday, November 21

4:00 PM  Jeffrey T Martin (University of Hong Kong) Instrumentalizing Affect: What a Cop Is Supposed to Feel in Taiwan

4:15 PM  Jesse Weaver Shipley (Haverford College) Disciplining Affect and Structuring Violence in Boxing Training

4:30 PM  L Shane Greene (Indiana University) Initial Thoughts on Misanthropy: GG Allin and Punk’s Promise to Hate Everything and Everybody

4:45 PM  Vicki L Brennan (University of Vermont) Sounding Surrender: Registers of Weakness and Strength in Nigerian Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity

5:00 PM  Zainab M Saleh (Haverford College) Saddam Hussein’s Two Bodies and the U.S. Empire

5:15 PM  Greg J Downey Jr (Macquarie University) “As Real as It Gets!”: Violence, Truth and Sharing in Mixed Martial Arts

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1025  04:00–05:45  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Roundtable:
EVOLVING ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Sponsor  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizers  Heather Lazrus (National Center for Atmospheric Research)
            Susan A Crate (George Mason University)
Chair(s)  Carole L Crumley (Centre for Biodiversity Swedish University Agricultural Sciences)
            Shirley J Fiske (University of Maryland College Park)
Roundtable Presenters  Arun Agrawal (University of Michigan)
                     Peter Rudiak-Gould (Oxford University)
                     Shannon McNeeley (Colorado State University)
                     Julie K Maldonado (American University, UN Development Programme and National Climate Assessment)
                     Werner Krauss (Helmholtz Center Geesthacht)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1030  04:00–05:45  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

GENDER, BODIES AND MODERNITY: EXPLORING NEW BEAUTY FRONTIERS

Reviewed by  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
Organizer  Terry E Woronov (University of Sydney)
Chair  Mimi Nichter (University of Arizona)

4:00 PM  Discussion

4:15 PM  Mimi Nichter (University of Arizona) Consuming Beauty in India’s Metros
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Joanna Elfving-Hwang (University of Western Australia)</td>
<td>Men’s Business: Men’s Facial Beauty Discourses in South Korean Social Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Leticia M Veloso (Universidade Federal Fluminense)</td>
<td>Buying and Selling Beauty: Gender, Consumption, and the Costly Work of Beauty in Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Sarah S Trainer (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>Weight, Beauty, and the Social Implications of Self-Presentation Among Young Women in the 21st Century United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Terry E Woronov (University of Sydney)</td>
<td>Aesthetic Labour: The Work of Beauty in Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Laura Miller (University of Missouri-St. Louis)</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: Students</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3-1035 04:00–05:45** Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  
**VIOLENCE, CAPITAL, AND THE LOGICS OF SACRIFICE IN AFRICA**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Organizers:**  
- Lauren Coyle (University of Chicago)  
- Manuel Schwab (Columbia University)  
**Chair:** Manuel Schwab (Columbia University)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Hylton White (University of the Witwatersrand)</td>
<td>Poor Spirits: Sacrifice, Solidarity and Society in South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Manuel Schwab (Columbia University)</td>
<td>“Speculating On Victimhood; Imperatives of Sacrifice, Pyramid Schemes, and Economies of Aid.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Lauren Coyle (University of Chicago)</td>
<td>Desire, Death, and Sacrificial Mining in Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Kerry Ryan Chance (Harvard University)</td>
<td>Sacrifice and the Politics of Police Violence in Contemporary South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>James H Smith (University of California, Davis)</td>
<td>What Is a Life Good for? Debating the Meaning and Significance of Violent “Sacrifice” in the Eastern DR Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Peter J Pels (Leiden University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Juan Obarrio (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T**

**3-1040 04:00–05:45** Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION AND THE FUTURE OF LINGUISTIC IDENTITY**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology  
**Chair/Organizer:** Sarah Shulist (University of Western Ontario)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Rusty Barrett (University Of Kentucky)</td>
<td>Tz’utijil Hip Hop, Language Revitalization, and Maya Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Sarah Shulist (University of Western Ontario)</td>
<td>Graduated Authenticity: Multilingualism, Revitalization, and Identity in the Northwest Amazon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Jonathan Robert Giles (Independent Scholar)</td>
<td>“No, It Is a Hobby for me”: Examining the Connections Between Language Ideologies and Identity for Non-Irish Learners of the Irish Language in North America</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**This session may be of particular interest to: S**
4:45 PM Miranda Weinberg (University of Pennsylvania) and Haley De Korne (University of Pennsylvania) *Who Can Speak Lenape in Pennsylvania?: Negotiating Identity and Language Competence in a University Language Revitalization Class*

5:00 PM Jenny L Davis (University of Kentucky and University of Kentucky) *Language Affiliation and Ethnolinguistic Identity*

**Discussant** 5:15 PM Jocelyn C Ahlers (California State University San Marcos)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-1045** 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CONTEMPORARY PARENTHOOD: EMERGING QUESTIONS FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS**

**Reviewed by** National Association of Student Anthropologists

**Chair/Organizers**

4:00 PM Astrid Grue (University of Copenhagen) *Time’s Fractality: Optimizing the Self Through Time Consumption*

4:15 PM Sarah Qasmi (Creighton University) *What to Expect When You Are Expecting: Perceptions & Preferences of Prenatal Care Among Bhutanese Refugees in Omaha*

4:30 PM Kristen Pierce (Independent Scholar) *Changing Digital Diapers: Socially Constructing Birth in a Virtual World*

4:45 PM Dorota Dorosz (Oakland University) *Homo Matter: Consuming Motherhood*

5:00 PM Edmée Ballif (University of Lausanne and Massachusetts Institute of Technology) *Producing Parents-to-be: Temporality and Norms in Pregnancy Counseling*

5:15 PM Madelyn Swan (Oakland University) *The Shifting Categories of Parenthood: Social and Biological Changes Induced By Egg Donation Between Sisters and the “Western” Family Structure*

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**3-1050** 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ONE STEP FURTHER: COMMUNITY ARCHAEOLOGY, DESCENDANT COMMUNITIES AND THE PUBLIC**

**Reviewed by** Archaeology Division

**Organizers**

Katherine Shakour (University of Virginia)

Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame)

**Chairs**

Meagan K Conway (University of South Carolina)

Katherine Shakour (University of Virginia)

4:00 PM George P Nicholas (Simon Fraser University) *Collaborative Research From the Ground Up: Shifting the Frame of Reference*

4:15 PM Kelley M Berliner (Fort St Joseph Archaeology Project) and Michael S Nassaney (Western Michigan University) *Public Archaeology, a Two-Way Street: Ten Years of Learning at Fort St. Joseph*
4:30 PM Katherine Shakour (University of Virginia), Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame), Meagan K Conway (University of South Carolina) and Tommy Burke (National University of Ireland, Galway) *The New Necessities: Community Archaeology Practices On Inisbofin, Co. Galway, Ireland*

4:45 PM William Donaruma (University of Notre Dame), Ian Kuijt (University of Notre Dame), Kieran Concannon (C-Board Films) and Kathleen Bracke (University of Notre Dame) *The Living Past: Multiple Voices, Video-Ethnography, and Collaborative Research At Inishark, Co. Galway*

5:00 PM Bonnie J Clark (University of Denver) *At the Exhibit’s Edge: Community Archaeology in the Campus Museum*

5:15 PM Paul R Mullins (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) *Race and Absence in the Post-Segregation City: Archaeologies of Urban Renewal and the Color Line*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
CITY WATER/COUNTRY WATER: TENSIONS AND POSSIBILITIES

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chairs/Organizers**
April M Beisaw (Vassar College)
Martha Kaplan (Vassar College)

**3-1060 04:00–05:45**
Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**04:00 PM**
April M Beisaw (Vassar College) *New York City and the Catskills: How One Hundred Years of Water Acquisition Reshaped the Rural Landscape*

**04:15 PM**
Tessa R Farmer (University of Texas at Austin) *Traveling Tomatoes: Love, Circulation and Virtual Water*

**04:30 PM**
Break

**04:45 PM**
Julio C Postigo (National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center, University of Maryland, College Park and Centro Peruano de Estudios Sociales (CEPES)) and Nicholas Hepworth (Water Witness International) *Global Demands and Local Transformations of the Ica-Huancavelica Social Ecological System*

**05:00 PM**
Martha Kaplan (Vassar College) *Garden of Eden and World City: Postcolonial Water Imaginations in Fiji, Singapore and New York*

**05:15 PM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

SEX, DRUGS, AND SOCIAL THEORY

**Reviewed by**
Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizers**
Sarah L Luna (University of Chicago)
Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa)

**Chair**
Sarah L Luna (University of Chicago)

**3-1065 04:00–05:45**
Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**04:00 PM**
Sarah L Luna (University of Chicago) *Surveillance and Sovereignty: The Impact of the Drug War On Sex Workers in the Mexican Border City of Reynosa*

**04:15 PM**
Emily A Wentzell (University of Iowa) *“I Help Her, She Helps Me”: Mexican Men Performing Masculinity Through Pharmaceutically Assisted Transactional Sex*

**04:30 PM**
Nayantara Sheoran (The Graduate Institute, Geneva and The Graduate Institute, Geneva) *Emergency Contraceptive Advertising: Selling Lifestyles and Disciplining Bodies in Neoliberal India*

**04:45 PM**
Paul Gideon Lasco (Amsterdam Institute of Social Science Research) *Call Boys: The Roles and Relationships of Drug Use and Sex Work in the Everyday Lives of Urban Poor Male Youths in a Philippine Port*

**05:00 PM**
Anna Wilking (New York University) *The Moral Divide: Sex, Drugs and Negotiating Space in Quito’s Historic Center*

**05:15 PM**
Michelle L Ramirez (University of the Sciences) and Margaret C Everett (Portland State University) *Pentecostalism, Drug Abstinence and Companionate Marital Sexuality in Urban Oaxaca*

**Discussant**
Brian Adams-Thies (Drake University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
FUTURES OF ETHNOGRAPHIC CINEMA: COLLABORATION IN THE DIGITAL AGE

**Reviewed by:** Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Sabrina Skau (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Rachel Elizabeth Jones (University of Southern California Center, for Visual Anthropology)

**Chair:**
- Brittany Victoria Gates (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Bianca Hernandez (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)

**Roundtable Presenters:**
- Nicole Miyahara (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Jazmin Gemma Ontiveros (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Candice Rusch (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Sabrina Skau (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Michele Sullivan (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- James Watson (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)
- Ted Woods (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

RE-SPATIALIZING FUTURE PUBLICS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM AND DEVELOPMENT

**Reviewed by:** American Ethnological Society

**Organizers:**
- Matilde Cordoba Azcarate (Universidad Complutense Madrid and University of California, San Diego)
- Mary Mostafanezhad (University of Otago)
- Roger Norum (University of Oxford)

**Chair:**
- Fabio Mattioli (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Jim Igo (University of Virginia)</td>
<td><em>Making Nature and Value in Tanzania’s Maasai Steppe Heartland</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Angela Montague (University of Oregon)</td>
<td><em>From Timbuktu to Here: Tourism Development in Contested Spaces</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Mary Mostafanezhad (University of Otago)</td>
<td><em>Beyond Brangelina: Volunteer Tourism and the Re-Spatialization of the Humanitarian Gaze in Northern Thailand</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Roger Norum (University of Oxford)</td>
<td><em>Tourist Space on Expat Time: Guests, Hosts and Boundaries in Expatria, Kathmandu</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5:00 PM  Matilde Cordoba Azcarate (Universidad Complutense Madrid and University of California, San Diego) **Governing Informality: Expert Knowledge Tools and Tourist Space in the Mexican Caribbean**

5:15 PM  Jennie Germann Molz (College of the Holy Cross) **Guests Without Hosts: Disrupting Narratives of Neoliberalism**

**Discussant**  5:30 PM  Heather Hindman (University of Texas at Austin)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**3-1080**  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FRAMES OF VICTIMHOOD: LAW, RIGHTS AND SCENES OF INTERVENTION**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers**  Vibhuti Ramachandran (New York University)  Moyukh Chatterjee (Emory University)

4:00 PM  Carol Wang (The New School for Social Research) **Configurations of Victimization and Expertise in Chinese AIDS Activism**

4:15 PM  Vibhuti Ramachandran (New York University) **Can the Victim Speak? ‘Immoral Traffic,’ Legal Procedure and Truth-Telling in India**

4:30 PM  Brie Marina Gettleson (The New School for Social Research) **The Limits of Law: On the Politicization of Femicide in Guatemala**

4:45 PM  Moyukh Chatterjee (Emory University) **Against Invisibility: Reading Evidence in Sexual Violence Trials of the Gujarat Pogrom 2002**

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Sameena Mulla (Marquette University)

5:15 PM  **Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**3-1085**  04:00–05:45  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**RECONCEPTUALIZING THE LABOR MARKET**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of Work

**Organizers**  Heidi Haukelien (Telemark Research Institute)

**Chair**  Aina Landsverk Hagen (Work Research Institute, Oslo)

4:00 PM  Aina Landsverk Hagen (Work Research Institute, Oslo) **Workfare Normativity and the Value of the Outsider**

4:15 PM  Heidi Haukelien (Telemark Research Institute) and Halvard Vike (University of Oslo) **Unpaid Work, Social Inclusion and Value**

4:30 PM  Monika Rosten (Akershus University College of Applied Sciences) **Voluntary Work and Bureaucrat Idealism in a Norwegian Suburb**

4:45 PM  **Break**

5:00 PM  Christian Sørhaug Sr (Telemark Research Institute) **The Unintended Effects of Performing the Welfare State: Voluntary Work for the Elderly in An Actor-Network Perspective**

5:15 PM  Gudrun Rudningen (AFI/Work Research Institute) **Work for All? — The Moral Structures of the Labour Market Policy in the Nordic Countries**

5:30 PM  **Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**
3-1090  04:00–05:45    Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
OUTLAW DISCOURSES: LATINA/O IM/MIGRANTS AND MULTIMODAL LANGUAGE USE IN AND OUT OF SCHOOL

REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS  Char Ullman (University of Texas at El Paso)  Hinda Seif (University of Illinois at Springfield)
4:00 PM  Erin Mackinney (University of Arizona)  Spanish Production Among Middle-School Latina/o Emerging Bilinguals in Miami, Florida
4:15 PM  Maria T de la Piedra (University of Texas at El Paso)  Multimodal Literacies and Translanguaging Practices in a Dual Language Classroom
4:30 PM  Char Ullman (University of Texas at El Paso)  Hiding in Plain Sight: Unauthorized Mexican Transmigrants, Language Use, and the Production of Public Private Space
4:45 PM  Jose Velazquez (University of Texas at El Paso)  Discourses of Dissent and Emancipation: Latino Immigrant Parents Confront, Disrupt, and Redirect National Dialogues
5:00 PM  Julia Wignall (California State University, Long Beach)  College Decoded: Agency & Cultural Citizenship Among AB 540 Undocumented College Students in California
5:15 PM  Hinda Seif (University of Illinois at Springfield)  The “Illegals” Strike Back: Undocumented Immigrant Youth Activists, Language Innovation, and Insurgent Discourse
5:30 PM  Doris S Warriner (Arizona State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1095  04:00–05:45   Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
NEW AND RE-NEWED METHODS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION: A CRITIQUE OF WHAT WORKS AND WHY PART II

REVIEWED BY  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
ORGANIZERS  Kristen S Borre (Northern Illinois University)  James L Wilson (Northern Illinois University)
CHAIR  Stacey A Giroux (Indiana University)
4:00 PM  Ramona Lee Perez (Queens College, CUNY)  Kitchen Table Ethnography As Reflexive Methodology
4:15 PM  Geraldine Moreno-Black (University of Oregon)  Looking Through the Lens: Photography and the School Cafeteria Landscape
4:30 PM  Kristen S Borre (Northern Illinois University)  Eating School Lunch: A Comparison of Methods to Discover the Role of Eating in the School Cafeteria in the School Food Life of Elementary Age Children
4:45 PM  Stacey A Giroux (Indiana University)  Using Mixed Methods to Better Understand Food Choice
5:00 PM  Robin Emily Mowson (University of South Florida)  Social Media as a Research and Educational Tool in Nutritional Anthropology
5:15 PM  Susan L. Johnston (West Chester University)
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
**3-1100 04:00–05:45**  
Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**HISTORY, MEMORY AND ATONEMENT: EXPLORING SETTLER COLONIALISM AND RACE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of North America  
**Chair:** Theodor P Gordon (College of Saint Benedict)

- **4:00 PM** Arie Molema (University of Toronto) *Speaking of Suffering: Affect and the Politics of Recognition in Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission*
- **4:15 PM** Theodor P Gordon (College of Saint Benedict) *How North American Settlers Perceive the Indian Casino Movement and Why It Matters*
- **4:30 PM** Deborah Andrews (University of Florida) *The Signature of People Across Time: The Enigma of Ocmulgee National Monument*
- **4:45 PM** Jennifer Schlegel (Kutztown University) *“The Old Adam Within Us”: Exploring a Moral Framework of Community Identity in Response to Hate*
- **5:00 PM** Robert C DeMuth (Indiana University) *The ‘Fairbanks Massacre’: A Case Study for Contextualizing the Importance of Native Americans in the War of 1812*

**5:15 PM** Discussion

**3-1105 04:00–05:45**  
PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**DIVERSE ALTERITIES: CHANGING CONCEPTIONS OF IDENTITY ACROSS AFRICA**

**Reviewed by:** Association for Africanist Anthropology  
**Chair:** Wendi A Haugh (St Lawrence University)

- **4:00 PM** Akbar A Keshodkar (Zayed University) *“We Are Not Africans, We Are Only Ruled By them”: The Politics of Belonging and the Struggle for Defining Civilization in Contemporary Zanzibar*
- **4:15 PM** Wendi A Haugh (St Lawrence University) *Citizen-Owners, Not Culture-Bearers: Namibian Nationalist Discourse in Comparative Perspective*
- **4:30 PM** Anne S Lewinson (Berry College) *Joining the Networks: The Implications of Tanzanian Urban Professionals’ Uses of Electronic Communications*
- **4:45 PM** Lincoln Addison (Rutgers University) *Led Into Temptation: The Limits of Pentecostalism Among Zimbabwean Migrant Farm Workers in South Africa*
- **5:00 PM** Ana Sofia Tillo (Oxford University) *The Anthropologist Wedding Planner: Researching Notions of Love, Success and Change in An Emerging African Metropolis*

**5:15 PM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**200**

**M** Mentoring Activity  
**P** Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
3-1110  04:00–05:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

EDUCATION OF IMMIGRANT YOUTH

REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair  Sunanda Samaddar (Teachers College, Columbia University)

4:00 PM  Linda A Harklau (University of Georgia) *A Thousand Cuts: The Role of School Bureaucracies in Latino Immigrant Educational Outcome*

4:15 PM  Shim Lew (University of Georgia) and Linda A Harklau (University of Georgia) *Self-Esteem and Benevolent Racism in Latino Academic Achievement*

4:30 PM  Tezeta A Stewart (University of Wisconsin, Madison) “It’s Not Much About My Africanness Or My Blackness”: The Schooling Experiences of African Immigrant Youth

4:45 PM  Cristina L Ortiz (University of Minnesota Morris) “They Just Don’t Know How Important It Is”: Differing Views of Parents’ Roles

5:00 PM  Sunanda Samaddar (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Behind the Veil of Multiculturalism: The Erosion of Bengali Cultural Syncretism in Detroit Public Schools*

5:15 PM  Daniel Gilhooly (The University of Georgia) and Charles Lynn (University of North Carolina Wilmington) *From Missionaries and Militias to Main Street: The Karen Resettlement Story Five Years In*

5:30 PM  Aaron Leo (University of Albany) *The Educational Experience of Refugees in a Neoliberal State*

3-1115  04:00–05:45  Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session: INNOVATIVE RESEARCH METHODS IN APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer  Kenda Stewart (Department of Veterans Affairs)

Kenda Stewart (Department of Veterans Affairs and Department of Veterans Affairs), Sarah S Ono (Department of Veteran Affairs), Monica Paez (Department of Veterans Affairs), Cassie Cunningham (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS), John Holman (Department of Veterans Affairs) and David Katz (Department of Veterans Affairs) *Smoke Shackles: Cultural Barriers to Smoking Cessation in VA Hospitals*

Suzanne Marie Heurtin-Roberts (National Cancer Institute/NIH) *But Will It Work Here? Anthropology and Implementation Science*

In Sung Lee (Texas A&M University) *Crossings Between Participant Observation and Advocacy Anthropology*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
3-1120 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

REVITALIZING INDIGENEITY & PERFORMING SCRIPTS

REVIEWED BY
Association of Indigenous Anthropologists

CHAIR
Angelo Baca (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

4:00 PM Juan C Valdez (California State University, Fullerton) Dancing Cúrpite in San Juan Nuevo Parangaricutiro: The Reciprocal Model and Definition of Identity of Being San Juaneco

4:15 PM Discussion

4:30 PM Meredith L Johnson (Indiana University) Invited Home: Chickasaw Nation Dance Performance in the Homelands

4:45 PM Angelo Baca (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Inside The Circle: Pan-American Manifestations of Culture and Resistance Through Capoeira and Powwow

5:00 PM Discussion

DISCUSSANT

5:15 PM Maria Lourdes Beldi de Alcantara (University of Sao Paulo, Medicine Faculty)

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

3-1125 04:00–05:45 Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session:
GLOBALIZATION, COMMODITY CHAINS AND ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY
Jovan Scott Lewis (London School of Economics) Caribs in a Barrel: Market Discourses of Citizenship, Race, and Unity Among Craft Vendors in Jamaica

Pablo Landa (Princeton University) Notions of Space and Agency Among Mexican Architects

Kristi Marrero (University of Central Florida) Obí Divination: From Kola Nuts to Coconuts

Patrick W Staib (Northern Arizona University) Coffee and Crisis: Community-Based Resilience Strategies and Small Organic Coffee Farms in Nicaragua

Katherine Kurtessis (SUNY, Albany) From Bananas to Beach Chairs: Creating a Model for Tourism As Community-Based Economic Development in Nicaragua

Poster Session:
GENDER ACROSS LATIN AMERICA

REVIEWED BY
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Teruyuki Tsuji (Saint Louis University, Center for Intercultural Studies) Sharing Mothers: La Divin/Soparee Mai Devotions in Trinidad: Religious Conflicts and Practices in Postcolonial Context
Janice Stiglich (University of Central Florida) Trickle-Down Desconfianza: The Future of a Peruvian Ideology and the Current Perception of Confianza for Domestics in Lima, Peru
Cari Tusing (University of Arizona and Universidad Nacional de La Plata) ¿Vamos a Dar Una Vuelta?: Women’s Trajectories of Everyday Life in Valparaíso Under the Chilean Dictatorship
Emma Cervone (Johns Hopkins University) Indigenous Women’s Quest for Equality in Ecuador
Tony O Pomales (University of Iowa) “Treating” Machismo: Gender Workshops for Men in Costa Rica
Rosana D Resende (University of Florida) Who Will Mind the Children? The Disappearing Domestic Worker and the Stranded Brazilian Middle Class

EVERYDAY AUTHORITARIANISM: ENGAGEMENTS WITH AND BEYOND ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Jennifer Riggan (Arcadia University)
Kristin C Doughty (University of Rochester)

ORGANIZERS
Jennifer Riggan (Arcadia University)
Kristin C Doughty (University of Rochester)

CHAIR
Jennifer Riggan (Arcadia University)
4:00 PM Is Freedom Just Another Word? Coercive State Effects and Their Side Effects in Eritrea
Kristin C Doughty (University of Rochester)
4:15 PM Authoritarianism and Misunderstanding in Rwanda
Jessica F Mason (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
4:30 PM Rainbow Flags and Rotten Eggs: Repression As An Emergent Process in Moscow Street Protests
Justin Otten (Indiana University and University of Kent)
4:45 PM Wine Mafia and the Thieving State: At the Crossroads of Capitalism and Authoritarianism in 21st Century Macedonia
Alima Z Bissenova (Nazarbayev University)
5:00 PM The Burden of Paternalism: The Boom, the Bust, and the Mediating State in an Authoritarian Context
Austin Choi-Fitzpatrick (Central European University)
5:15 PM Resignation and Resistance Among Contemporary Slaveholders Facing Human Rights Interventions in India
John Borneman (Princeton University)
5:30 PM

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
THE VITAL DISGUISE: COUNTERFEITING IN LATIN AMERICA

Reviewed by: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizers: Ulla D Berg (Rutgers University)
Richard Kernaghan (University of Florida)
Chair: Sandra Rozental (Universidad Iberoamericana)

4:00 PM Alexander S Dent (George Washington University) Cellular Phone "Piracy" As Interruption in Brazil
4:15 PM Richard Kernaghan (University of Florida) Dissembling Terrains
4:30 PM Ieva Jusionyte (University of Florida) Counterfeit News: A Curious Case of Documenting Insecurity in the Triple Frontera
4:45 PM Ulla D Berg (Rutgers University) Paper Fixes
5:00 PM Jose Carlos G Aguiar (Leiden University) (De)Constructing Piracy: Authenticity, Reproduction and Hegemony in Cultural Circulations Across Latin America

Discussant: 5:15 PM Martin Holbraad (University College London)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

POLICYMAKING FOR FUTURE PUBLICS: WHAT ANTHROPOLOGY SHOULD CONTRIBUTE TO PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Reviewed by: Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Chair/Organizer: Rebecca Warne Peters (The Maxwell School of Syracuse University)

Roundtable Presenters: Susan B Hyatt (Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis)
Robert A Rubinstein (The Maxwell School, Syracuse University)
Keith S Brown (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SVA) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

JOURNAL FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer: Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T
3-1160 04:00–06:00  
Jane Addams Hull-House Museum  
University of Illinois at Chicago

**AUSTERITY, INEQUALITY, AND RESISTANCE IN THE URBAN MIDWEST: A COMMUNITY/ACTIVIST DIALOGUE**

**Reviewed by:** Installations  
**Organizers:** Ida S Susser (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Molly A Doane (University of Illinois at Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

3-1165 04:00–07:00  
PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Film Session: POLITICAL STRUGGLES**

**Sponsor:** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

- **4:00 PM** *A Question of Perspective* (1h 3m, followed by Q&A) dir. Josefine Borrmann, Julia Luhnau  
  *Award: Best Student Film*

- **5:30 PM** *The Stars Know Our Home* (14m) dir. Tyler Gurd, Marc Schuller, Gregg Lillie, Kelsey Steinke, Dhruv Sharma

- **5:45 PM** *The Secret Capital* (28m, followed by Q&A) dir. Mukhtar Saad Shehata, Samuli Schielke

3-1170 04:30–06:00  
Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGIST (ABA) EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor:** Association of Black Anthropologists  
**Organizer:** Marla Frederick (Harvard University)

3-1175 05:00–07:00  
Salon C- Exhibit Hall, Chicago Hilton

**112TH AAA ANNUAL MEETING OPENING RECEPTION**

**Sponsor:** American Anthropological Association

3-1180 06:15–07:30  
Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**AAA ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor:** American Anthropological Association
3-1185 07:00–08:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
FEATURED SCREENING & DISCUSSION

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
7:00 PM  *In The Wilderness of a Troubled Genre* (52m) Followed by a conversation with dir. John Melville Bishop on the evolution of Visual Anthropology as a discipline

3-1150 07:30–08:30  Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCiETY FOR ViSUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SVA) BOARD MEETING

**Sponsor**  Society for Visual Anthropology
**Organizer**  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

3-1190 07:30–08:45  Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS (NASA) BOARD MEETING

**Sponsor**  National Association of Student Anthropologists
**Organizer**  Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)

3-1195 07:30–08:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Pre-Registration Required
RELIGIOUS PUBLiCS AND MODES OF PUBLICITY

**Sponsor**  American Ethnological Society
**Organizer**  Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)

3-1200 07:30–09:00  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS TASK FORCE ON LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE

**Sponsor**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
**Organizers**  Adrienne Lo (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) and Jonathan D Rosa (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

3-1205 07:30–09:30  Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME NEW PHD IN ANTHROPOLOGY

**Sponsor**  Anthropology Department at the University of Notre Dame
**Organizer**  Michelle Thornton (University of Notre Dame)

This session may be of particular interest to: S
3-1210  07:30–09:30     Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
HARVARD UNIVERSITY DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION
SPONSOR        Harvard University
ORGANIZER      Gilmore Tamny (Harvard University)

3-1215  07:30–09:30     Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY (AFAA) RECEPTION
AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
SPONSOR        Association for Africanist Anthropology
ORGANIZER      Anita Spring (University of Florida)

3-1220  07:30–09:30     Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
J. I. STALEY AWARD CEREMONY (2013 WINNER IS JOÃO BIEHL)
SPONSOR        The School for Advanced Research
ORGANIZER      Nicole L Taylor (School for Advanced Research)

3-1225  07:45–09:00    Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
BACK FROM THE FIELD — NOW WHAT? CAE GRADUATE STUDENT
WORKSHOP ON DATA ANALYSIS.
SPONSOR        Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER      Lauren R Zentz (University of Houston)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-1230  07:45–09:00    Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
DECOLONIZING METHODOLOGIES WITHIN DIVERSE PUBLICS
SPONSOR        Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZERS     Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
                Sheilah E Nicholas (University of Arizona)
                Nga-Wing Anjela Wong (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
PRESENTERS     Bryan M Brayboy (Arizona State University)
                Perry Gilmore (University of Arizona/University of Alaska Fairbanks)
                  Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
                  Sheilah E Nicholas (University of Arizona)
                  Nga-Wing Anjela Wong (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
                  Vanessa E Anthony-Stevens (University of Arizona)
                  Michelle Fine (City University of New York)
                  Leisy T Wyman (University of Arizona)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
3-1235 07:45–09:00  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

Presidential Lecture — Ramona Perez (San Diego State University)
WHY THE ETHNOGRAPHIC PRESENT DIED WHEN THE PARACHUTE FAILED IN LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY: THE POLITICS OF LONG TERM FIELD RESEARCH.

**SPONSOR**
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**
Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)

**PRESENTER**
Ramona L Perez (San Diego State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

3-1240 07:45–09:00  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

AAA ANNUAL AWARDS CEREMONY

**SPONSOR**
AAA Executive Program Committee

**AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT**
1. Franz Boas Award for Exemplary Service to Anthropology
2. Anthropology in Media Award (AIME)
3. Robert B Textor and Family Prize for Excellence in Anticipatory Anthropology
4. AAA/Oxford University Press Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology
5. Minority Dissertation Fellowship
6. Presidential Awards
7. Public Policy Award
8. Margaret Mead Award

3-1245 08:00–10:00  Columbia College

GOING PUBLIC WITH LITERARY ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE WINDY CITY: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND CHICAGO ARTISTS BUILD NEW GENRES AND A NEW FUTURE

**REVIEWED BY**
Installations

**ORGANIZERS**
Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)
Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
NEW SECTION PRESIDENT ORIENTATION

**Sponsor** Section Assembly  
**Organizers** Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)  
Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)

**Invited Session:**

ANTHROPOLOGICAL INVOLVEMENT IN ADVOCACY AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE MEXICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITY IN CHICAGO: A FORTY-FIVE YEAR (1968–PRESENT) CASE STUDY

**Sponsor** AAA Executive Program Committee  
**Chair/Organizer** Stephen L Schensul (University of Connecticut School of Medicine)

8:00 AM Philip Ayala (El Centro de la Causa) *The Development of a Chicano Identity on the West Side of Chicago: An Historical Overview*

8:15 AM Stephen L Schensul (University of Connecticut School of Medicine) *The Collaboration Of Anthropologists and Community Activists*

8:30 AM Gwen Stern *Collaborative Research and Action: The Latina Mother Infant Project and Dar a Luz*

8:45 AM Maria Del Socorro Pesqueria (Mujeres Latinas en Accion) *Mujeres Latinas En Accion: Using Research To Support Advocacy*

9:00 AM Neusa Gaytan (Mujeres Latinas en Accion) *Using Research to Enhance Services: Implementation of the ETO (Effort to Outcome) Model in Mujeres Latinas En Accion*

9:15 AM Helena Sugano (Wellness and Evaluation) *Using Research to Enhance Cultural Proficiency*

**Discussant** 9:30 AM Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**Connection & Disconnection: Material and Social Infrastructures in Middle Eastern Cities**

**Reviewed by** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Organizers** Jared S McCormick (ZEIT-Stiftung and Harvard University)  
**Chair** Joanne R Nucho (University of California, Irvine)

8:00 AM Discussion  
8:15 AM Joanne R Nucho (University of California, Irvine) *Transforming the Municipal: Building Community Through Infrastructure in Urban Lebanon*
8:30 AM  Bilge Firt (Istanbul Technical University) Energy Infrastructures and Politics of the Periphery
8:45 AM  Claire Panetta (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Producing the “Islamic City:” Al-Azhar Park and the Aga Khan Trust for Culture in “Historic Cairo”
9:00 AM  Jared S McCormick (Harvard University and ZEIT-Stiftung) Privileging Tourism: Infrastructure, Access, and Defining “Tourists” in Lebanon
9:15 AM  Kareem M Rabie (The Graduate Center, CUNY) We Have Needs in Areas That Are Populated: Housing Development, State Building, and the Present and Future Relationships Between Public and Private in the West Bank

4-0015 08:00–09:45 Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
ENGAGING THE PUBLIC: LESSONS FROM ANTHROPOLOGY NOW

Sponsors
General Anthropology Division
Biological Anthropology Section

Chair/Organizer
Katherine McCaffrey (Montclair State University)

8:00 AM  Katherine E Browne (Colorado State University) Standing in the Need: Invisible Impacts of Bureaucratic Ignorance and Indifference After Katrina
8:15 AM  Christopher Matthews (Montclair State University) Poverty and Discovery: Community-Based Archaeology With the Native and African American Community of Setauket, NY
8:30 AM  Kathryn B Clancy (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) Beware Attack Troll: Public Anthropology and the Challenge of Online Gender Discrimination
8:45 AM  David W Bond (New School for Social Research) How to Study a Disaster: Fieldnotes From the BP Oil Spill
9:00 AM  Matthew S Durington (Towson University) Lessons From Kony and the Engagement of Social Media By Anthropology

Discussant
9:15 AM  Maria D Vesperi (New College of Florida)
Discussant
9:30 AM  Emily Martin (New York University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0020 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
BIOMEDICINE BEYOND RECOGNITION: BIOPOLITICS OF NONSTANDARD BIOMEDICAL ENGAGEMENTS

Reviewed by
Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer
Tatiana Chudakova (University of Chicago)
Magdalena Edyta Stawkowski (University of Colorado)

Chair
Magdalena Edyta Stawkowski (University of Colorado) “Na Zdorovye”: The Medicinal Properties of Vodka On a Nuclear Test Site
8:15 AM  Jennifer J Carroll (University of Washington) “This Is Not American Heroin”: Social Illness, Chemical Therapies, and Biomedical Pluralism in Ukraine
8:30 AM  Tatiana Chudakova (University of Chicago and Harvard University)  “We Are Not Made of Steel That We Need Tempering”: Traditional Medicine, Adaptive Embodiments, and the Edges of Biomedical Cosmopolitics in Russia

8:45 AM  Christopher K Morris (University of Colorado)  The Biopolitics of the Novel Anti-Infective Drug in South Africa: Whither Traditional Therapies for the ‘Big Three’ Infectious Diseases?

9:00 AM  Joanna Z Mishtal (University of Central Florida)  Family Planning At the Margins: Intersections of Religion, Culture, and Biomedicine in Contraceptive Medical Pluralism in Poland

DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Tomas A Matza (Duke University)

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Donna M Goldstein (University of Colorado-Boulder)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-0025  08:00–09:45  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
Invited Session:  
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POTENTIALITY IN AFRICA

Sponsors  
Association for Africanist Anthropology  
Society for Economic Anthropology  

Organizers  
Erin V Moore (University of Chicago)  
Brooke S Bocast (Northwestern University and Temple University)  

Chair  
Brooke S Bocast (Temple University)

8:00 AM  Lauren N Adrover (Northwestern University)  The Potential of Culture: Social Technologies of Branding and the Guises of Corporate Social Responsibility in Ghana

8:15 AM  Brooke S Bocast (Temple University)  Towards a ‘bright Future’: Pathologies of Potential in a Ugandan Village

8:30 AM  Bianca Dahl (University of Toronto)  Having AIDS in An AIDS-Free Generation: Negotiating HIV-Positive Children’s Futures Amidst Successful Prevention Programs in Botswana

8:45 AM  Kathryn E. McHarry (University of Chicago)  Sponsoring the Future: Marketizing Children’s Potential in Senegalese Preschools

9:00 AM  Erin V Moore (University of Chicago)  Nubility and Indolence: The Tropes of ‘Harnessing Girls’ Potential’ in Urban Uganda

9:15 AM  Christy K Schuetze (Swarthmore College)  Potentiality Contested: Futures of Prosperity and Health in Mozambican Pentecostal Movements

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0030  08:00–09:45  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton  
DOUBLE-TAKES: HOW LAYERED ACTS OF RECEPTION TRANSFORM TEXT

Reviewed by  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology  

Organizers  
Laura C Brown (University of Pittsburgh)  
Christina Parks Davis (Western Illinois University)  
Katherine B Martineau (University of Michigan)  

Chair  
Laura C Brown (University of Pittsburgh)
8:00 AM Laura C Brown (University of Pittsburgh) Wrinkles in Reception: Text and Object in Tamil Document Reading
8:15 AM Katherine B Martineau (University of Michigan) Public Injuries: Defamation Cases As Exemplary Sites of Reception in Odisha, India
8:30 AM Eve Danziger (University of Virginia) Word and Command: The Participant Structure of Listening in Mopan Maya
8:45 AM Matthew David Rich (University of Chicago) Channeling the Foreign: Khasi Modes of Representation in Bangladesh
9:00 AM Christina Parks Davis (Western Illinois University) Acts of Reception and Evaluation: The Circulation of the Ethnographer’s Transcripts

Discussant 9:15 AM Chaise LaDousa (Hamilton College)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

4-0035 08:00–09:45 Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session: SINCERELY WHOSE? CYNICISM, EXPERTISE, AND POLITICS OF THE PRECARIOUS IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Sponsor Middle East Section
Chair/Organizer Kirsten L Scheid (American University of Beirut)
8:00 AM Natalia Roudakova (University of California, San Diego) Toward An Ethnographic Study of Cynicism
8:15 AM Sami Hermez (University of Pittsburgh and Harvard University) Reimagining the State? Political Mobilization Between Cynicism and Resistance in Lebanon
8:30 AM Kirsten L Scheid (American University of Beirut) Sincerely Cynical: Post-Authentic Palestinian Art, Post-Oslo
8:45 AM Sophia C Stamatapooulou-Robbins (Columbia University/Bard College) Seeing Like the Environment?: Sincerity, Waste and Interior States in the West Bank
9:00 AM Peter Lagerqvist (Columbia University) Body of Expertise: Retracing the Itineraries of (Counter) Terror

Discussant 9:15 AM Paul Silverstein (Reed College)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0040 08:00–09:45 Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session: FIVE FIELDS UPDATE
Sponsor Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges
Chair/Organizer Laura T González (San Diego Miramar College)
8:00 AM Jason Antrosio (Hartwick College) Cultural Anthropology: Global Transformations, Human Nature, Public Debates
8:15 AM Barbara J King (College of William & Mary) From Chimpanzees to Chickens: How Animal Emotions Inform Biological Anthropology
8:30 AM  Robert J Muckle (Capilano University) *Recent Research and Emerging Interests in Archaeology*

**DISCUSSANT**  8:45 AM  Steven P Black (Georgia State University)

9:00 AM  Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY) *The AAA Publishing Program, the Digital Revolution and Anthropology: Challenges and Opportunities in Scholarly Publishing*

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, T**

---

**Invited Session:**

**GREEN POWER?: ON THE USES, ABUSES, AND LIMITS OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL FRAME**

- **Sponsor:** Anthropology and Environment Society
- **CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS:**
  - Emily McKee (Brandeis University and Northern Illinois University)
  - Karen E Rignall (University of Kentucky)
- **DISCUSSANT**  8:00 AM  Shafqat Hussain (Trinity College)
- 8:15 AM  Karen E Rignall (University of Kentucky) *The Politics of Competence: Contesting Water As Environment in Southern Morocco*
- 8:30 AM  Satsuki Takahashi (George Mason University) *Tomorrow's Wind Blows At Sea: Nukes, Renewables, and Fishing Communities in Post-Fukushima Japan*
- 8:45 AM  Emily McKee (Northern Illinois University and Brandeis University) *Green Building in Southern Israel's Contested Landscape*
- 9:00 AM  Rebecca D Hardin (University of Michigan) *The Last Wild Animals*
- 9:15 AM  Joshua O Reno (SUNY Binghamton) *Making Climate Change Global*
- **DISCUSSANT**  9:30 AM  J .Peter Brosius (Center for Integrative Conservation Research)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**Reviewing Committee:**

**AFRO MUSIC: TENSIONS, PRACTICES, AND REPRESENTATIONS**

- **Reviewed by:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
- **Organizer:** Timothy R Mangin (Columbia University)
- **Chair:** Adriana Helbig (University of Pittsburgh)
- **Discussants:**
  - 8:00 AM  Adriana Helbig (University of Pittsburgh) *Racial Vocalities and Aural Minstrelsy: Afro-Ukrainian Modalities in Eurovision 2012*
  - 8:15 AM  J Griffith Rollefson (University of California, Berkeley) *Black Music and Postcoloniality From Buddy Bolden's New Orleans to Sefyu's Paris: "He's Calling His Flock Now"*
  - 8:30 AM  Michael Birenbaum Quintero (Bowdoin College) *Local Music As Diasporic Imaginary: A New Script of Black Cosmopolitanism in Southwest Colombia*
8:45 AM  Timothy R Mangin (Columbia University) Afro-Mbalax: Senegalese Cosmopolitanism Through Urban Dance Music
9:00 AM  Gavin Steingo (University of Pittsburgh) African Afrofuturism: Spoek Mathambo and the Aesthetics of Necro-Music

DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Jesse Weaver Shipley (Haverford College)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0055  08:00–09:45  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE NEO-LIBERAL IMMIGRANT CITY

REVIEWED BY  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Alex Stepick (Florida International University)

8:00 AM  Steven Held (Florida International University) Undermining Neoliberalism and Immigrant Communities: An Analysis of Secure Communities
8:15 AM  Alayne Unterberger (Florida International University) Social Justice in the Neo-Liberal Immigrant City
8:30 AM  Jose Francisco Longoria (Florida International University) Active Agent or Passive Beneficiary: The Role of the Temporary Staffing Industry in Miami Dade County
8:45 AM  Marcos H Feldman PhD (Florida International University and Center for Labor Research & Studies, Florida International University) Stakeholderism, Performance and Participation in the Gentrification of Miami

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Nik Theodore (University of Illinois at Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0060  08:00–09:45  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

DESIRE AND IDENTITY (INTER)ACTION: LANGUAGE AND SEXUALITY IN PUBLIC SPACE

REVIEWED BY  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Mie Hiramoto (University of Hawaii at Manoa and National University of Singapore)

8:00 AM  Katherine Chen (University of Hong Kong) and M Agnes Kang (University of Hong Kong) Folded Arms and LV Bags: Policing (Hong Kong) ‘Kong Girl’s’ Desire in the New Media
8:15 AM  Susan Ehrlich (York University) ‘Forged’ Desire and Representations of Rape in the Steubenville Rape Case
8:30 AM  Mie Hiramoto (National University of Singapore and University of Hawaii at Manoa) Love Makes a House a Home: Heterosexual Discourse of Desirability and Identity in Housing Advertisements
8:45 AM Veronika Koller (Lancaster University) *Making It Public? Language and Identity in the Discourse of Erotic Desire*

9:00 AM Lisa Thorne (University of California, Los Angeles) *Sexuality in the Political Public Sphere: Examining Ideology and Stance in LGBT Activist Research*

9:15 AM Chris VanderStouwe (University of California, Santa Barbara) *Discourse and Materiality: Regulating Inclusive Language to Create Safe Spaces*

**Discussant 9:30 AM William L Leap (American University)**

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-0065 08:00–09:45 Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**ENGAGING POSSIBILITIES BEYOND THE ACADEMY: THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY-BASED AND ACTIVIST RESEARCH**

**Reviewed by** General Anthropology Division

**Organizer**
Ashley E Sherry (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Chair**
Ventura R Perez (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

8:00 AM Aline C Gubrium (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Hear Our Stories: Promoting Collaboration and Engagement Through Digital Storytelling*

8:15 AM Emiliana Cruz (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *“How Much Are You Selling Chatino For?”: Challenges of Doing Research At Home*

8:30 AM Jen Sandler (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *Ethnographic Research Collaborations With Community Activists: Engaging Activists as Teachers*

8:45 AM Ashley E Sherry (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Ventura R Perez (University of Massachusetts Amherst) *A Humanitarian Crisis: Violence, Secrecy, and Hope in Mexico*

9:00 AM Linda M Ziegenbein (David Ruggles Center for Early Florence History and Underground Railroad Studies) *Towards An Anthropology of Hope*

**Discussant 9:15 AM Laura Nader (University of California, Berkeley)**

**Discussant 9:30 AM Nancy Marie Scheper-Hughes (University of California, Berkeley)**

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**4-0070 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT RAPPAPORT PRIZE PANEL**

**Reviewed by** Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer**
Veronica Davidov (Leiden University College)

**Chair**
Derick A Fay (University of California, Riverside)

**Roundtable Presenters**
Scott C Freeman (Columbia University, Teachers College)
Dana Graef (Yale University)
Monica Salas Landa (Cornell University)
Heather A Swanson (University of California, Santa Cruz)
David Rojas (Cornell University)
**ECOLOGIES OF KNOWLEDGE, COMMUNICATION, AND MEANING**

**Reviewed by**
General Anthropology Division

**Organizers**
Fernando Dominguez Rubio (University of California, San Diego)
Nicole Starosielski (New York University)

**Chair**
Alberto Corsin Jimenez (Spanish National Research Council)

**Program**

**8:00 AM**
Severin Fowles (Barnard College, Columbia University) *Surface Revelations: Ecologies and Epistemologies of Pre-Columbian Rock Art*

**8:15 AM**
Fernando Dominguez Rubio (University of California, San Diego) *On the Material Ecologies of Art and Objecthood*

**8:30 AM**
Chandra Mukerji (University of California, San Diego) *Tacit Knowledge and the Built Environment: Knowledge/Tacit Knowledge At the Louvre*

**8:45 AM**
Nicole Starosielski (New York University) *Frozen Networks: Arctic Fibre and Cultural Strategies of Insulation*

**Discussant**
Catherine Fennell (Columbia University)

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**WORK AND FRIENDSHIP: PRACTICES OF LABOR, SITES OF INTIMACY, AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FRIENDSHIP IN CONTEMPORARY WORKSPACES**

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of Work

**Chair/Organizer**
Rachel C. Fleming (University of Colorado Boulder)

**Program**

**8:00 AM**
Natalie J K Baloy (University of British Columbia) *Working Together: Building Relationships Toward Recognition and Reconciliation in a Settler Colonial City*

**8:15 AM**
SherriLynn Colby-Bottel (California State University, Fresno) *Friendship in Musicians’ Networks: New Orleans Jazz and Making a Living in a Tourist Economy*

**8:30 AM**
Rachel C Fleming (University of Colorado Boulder) *Negotiating Modernity Through Friendship: Workplaces, Social Spaces, and the Importance of Friends for Professional Women in Bangalore*

**8:45 AM**
Beata Switek (University College London) *Friendship in Care? Migrant Eldercare Workers’ Relationships With Their Non-Migrant Colleagues*

**Discussant**
Amit Desai (Brunel University)

**Discussant**
Caitrin Lynch (Olin College)

**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
SUSPICION: ON DIALOGUE, ANTAGONISM, ENTANGLEMENT AND EFFECT

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizers: Connie McGuire (University of California, Irvine)
               Michelle L Stewart (University of Regina)
Chair: Malgorzata Rajtar (Freie Universitaet Berlin)

8:00 AM David M. Bozzini (University of Neuchatel) Covert Operations, Suspicion and the Suspension of Knowledge
8:15 AM Malgorzata Rajtar (Freie Universitaet, Berlin) “Are You a True Christian?” Entanglements of the Religious and the Biomedical in German Healthcare
8:30 AM Tina Shrestha (Cornell University) The Role of Suspicion and the Making of “Maoist Nepal” in the U.S. Asylum Hearings
8:45 AM Madeline Campbell (Worcester State University) Citizen Surveillance in the Iraq War Diaspora
9:00 AM Stephanie N Sadre-Orafai (University of Cincinnati) Street Suspicion: Experts & Types in Post-9/11 New York City

Discussant: 9:15 AM Connie McGuire (University of California, Irvine)
Discussant: 9:30 AM Michelle L Stewart (University of Regina)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

A MUCH STORIED PAST: ANTHROPOLOGY’S HISTORY THROUGH ARCHIVAL RESEARCH

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Chair/Organizer: Katie Vickers Kirakosian (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

8:00 AM Katie Vickers Kirakosian (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Putting the Shoe On the Other Foot: Studying Sideways and Ethical Concerns With Archiveology
8:15 AM Derek J Doughty (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Du Bois, Halpern and Credo
8:30 AM Denise Green (University of British Columbia) Genealogies of Knowledge in the Alberni Valley: Reflecting On Ethnographic Practice in the Archive of Dr. Susan Golla
8:45 AM Christine Broughton Anderson (Berea College) Disciplined by the Archives: Examining Space in the Throes of Dissertation Research
9:00 AM Jonathan G Hill (University of Massachusetts Amherst) “Men Who Correspond to Those of the White race”: The Mediation of Audible Races and Essential Identities Through the Production of the Archives

Discussant: 9:15 AM H Martin Wobst (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Discussant: 9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
NEITHER COLONIAL INHERITANCE NOR NEOLIBERAL FANTASY: GRADATIONS OF SOVEREIGNTY, UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE, AND THE POLITICS OF CARE

**Reviewed by**
American Ethnological Society

**Organizers**
Matthew J Hill (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
John F Collins (Queens College, CUNY)

**Chairs**
Rachel F Giraudo (California State University, Northridge)
Walter E Little (University at Albany)

8:00 AM Nathalie M Peutz (New York University Abu Dhabi) *The Development of Heritage and Sovereign Aspirations in Yemen’s Soqotra Archipelago*

8:15 AM Michelle Bigenho (Hampshire College) and Henry Stobart (Royal Holloway University of London) *Heritage Rush: Staking Claims in Intangible Futures*

8:30 AM Robert J Shepherd (George Washington University) *Caring for the Past? Governing Through the Heritage of Sacred Landscapes*

8:45 AM Matthew J Hill (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Maki Tanaka (University of California-Cuba Academic Initiative) *‘100 Papitos in Old Havana’: Entrepreneurial Heritage, ‘Desarrollo Integral’ and Self-Care in Late Socialist Cuba*

9:00 AM Rachel F Giraudo (California State University, Northridge) *The World Heritage Regime and Botswana’s Call for Compensatory Conservation*

9:15 AM John F Collins (Queens College, CUNY) *Capacities of and Capacitating the Human in the ‘Cradle of Brazil’*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

AAA/COPAA CAREERS EXPO CLOSING RECEPTION

**Sponsor**
Consortium of Practicing and Applied Anthropology Programs

**Organizers**
Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)

**Presenters**
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)
Lisa Henry (University of North Texas)

WHAT COUNTS AS LANGUAGE? WHOSE LANGUAGE COUNTS?: LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES IN LANGUAGE POLICY

**Reviewed by**
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Chair/Organizer**
Prem Phyak (University of Hawaii and East-West Center)

8:00 AM Takeshi Kajigaya (University of Hawaii at Manoa) *From “Revitalizing Japan” to “Selling Japan”: Shifting Ideologies in Japan’s English Education Policy*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Jennifer Holdway (University of Hawaii at Manoa and East-West Center)</td>
<td>Climate Change, Migration, and the Impacts of Neoliberal Ideologies in Language Education Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Thuy TN Bui (University of Hawaii at Manoa and East-West Center)</td>
<td>English Spread in Vietnam: Unraveling Political and Economic Ideologies of English Language Policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Prem Phyak (University of Hawaii and East-West Center)</td>
<td>What Counts As 'language' and 'multilingualism' for Peripheral Communities? Unraveling Contested Ideologies of Multilingual Education Policy in Nepal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:**

9:00 AM  Kathryn A Davis (University of Hawai‘i at Manoa)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0105  08:00–09:45  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**BIOPOLITICS AND THE MATERIALITY OF HOPE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer:** Stephanie Joy Friede (Duke University)

**Chair:** Charlie Piot (Duke University)

8:00 AM  Stephanie Joy Friede (Duke University)  Whirldwinds: Turbines, Energy Infrastructures, and Green Hopes in Southern Mexico

8:15 AM  Lia Haro (Duke University)  Poverty, Development and the Capacity to Aspire

8:30 AM  Mackenzie Cramblit (Duke University)  Hopeful Engagement: Biopolitics and University-Sponsored Service Learning

8:45 AM  Yakein Abdelmagid (Duke University)  Vestiges of The Future: Revolution, Artists, and Biopolitics in Egypt

9:00 AM  Romand Coles (Northern Arizona University)  Activist Anthropology As Insurgent Habitus in a Biopolitical World

**Discussant:**

9:15 AM  Peter Redfield (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0110  08:00–09:45  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**BRIDGING DIGITAL AND PHYSICAL PUBLICS: DIGITAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS’ CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS WITH 21ST CENTURY PUBLICS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizer:** Sydney Leigh Yeager (Southern Methodist University)

**Chairs:**

Bonnie Nardi (University of California, Irvine)

Sydney Leigh Yeager (Southern Methodist University)

8:00 AM  Anastasiya Travina (Texas State University-San Marcos)  500,000 Tweets and Posts During The First Two Hours Of The London Olympics: Does It Mean The Olympics Is A Universally Lauded Event?

8:15 AM  Meghan M Ferriter (Smithsonian Institution Archives)  “It Boils Down to Respect”: Defining the Values of a Fandom Through Conflict Online
8:30 AM Sarah Elaine Dillard Mitchell (Indiana University) TIFF’s Immediate and Mediated Public: Social Media, Public Relations, and the Economies of Talk at the Toronto International Film Festival
8:45 AM Michael P Oman-Reagan (Hunter College, CUNY) Occupying Cyberspace: Indonesian Cyberactivism and Occupy Wall Street
9:00 AM Laura C Jarvis (Southern Methodist University) Facebook or Face-to-Face: Studying Youth In and Out of the Field
9:15 AM Sarah S Ono (Department of Veteran Affairs) By the Time We Get to the Station Will the Train Already Have Left?: Keeping Up With New Media in the Public Sector
9:30 AM Alissa Beth Kaplan Soto (Hunter College) Women’s Autonomy Through Self-Insemination and Cyberspace

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0115 08:00–09:45 Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
THE EMBODIED POLITICS OF PLACE IN THE BLACK DIASPORA
REVIEWED BY Association of Black Anthropologists
ORGANIZERS Courtney Desiree Morris (Rice University)
Christopher A Loperena (University of San Francisco)
CHAIR Lucia E Cantero (Yale University)
8:00 AM Juli Grigsby (University of Texas at Austin) Body Dumps and Dark Matter: Exploring the Life and Death of Black Women in Los Angeles
8:15 AM Christopher A Loperena (University of San Francisco) Embodiment and the Ethics of Struggle on the Garifuna Coast of Honduras
8:30 AM Lucia E Cantero (Yale University) Burning the Photo: Towards a Chronopolitics of Brazilian Advertising
8:45 AM Alix A Chapman (University of Texas at Austin) Grasping Sense: Expressions of Subjectivity & Rhythmic Radicalism in New Orleans Bounce Music
9:00 AM Courtney Desiree Morris (Rice University) Sexing the Coast: Reading Place and the Black Female Body On the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua
DISCUSSANT Lourdes Gutierrez Najera (Dartmouth College)
9:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0120 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
EXPLORING NEW METHODOLOGICAL QUESTIONS: LIVING, ACTING, AND MENDING OUR SCHOLARSHIP
REVIEWED BY Council on Anthropology and Education
DISCUSSANT 8:00 AM Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University)
DISCUSSANT 8:15 AM Ruth Trinidad Galvan (University of New Mexico)
8:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
**4-0125** 08:00–09:45  Poster Row Green, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Poster Session:**

**MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE, CAREGIVING, AND TREATMENT CHOICES**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Medical Anthropology

Kelly Hacker (Brandeis University) *Real Patients and Virtual Doctors: Teledicine and Healthcare Choices in a Rural Alaskan Village*

Alexis R Matza (Veterans Health Administration) and Shannon Wiltsey-Stirman (Veterans Health Administration) *Unpacking the Beliefs of Trauma-Exposed Homeless Veterans in the Context of Services for Homeless Veterans*

James B Waldram (University of Saskatchewan) *In the Shadow of Risk Factors: Q’eqchi Maya Notions of Well-Being*

Elizabeth Hulen (Northern Arizona University) *The Utilization of Medical Knowledge in the Context of Attachment Parenting*

Rachel Koh (Northwestern University) *Natural Childbirth in Chile: The Wisdom of the Body As Authoritative Knowledge*

Emery Rose Eaves (University of Arizona), Mark Nichter (University of Arizona) and Cheryl K Ritenbaugh (University of Arizona) *’I’m Not the Sort of Person Who Takes Pain Medication. I Just Take Advil.’: Over-the-Counter Analgesic Use Among Patients With Chronic TMD Pain*

Frank Joseph Barbiero (College of the Holy Cross) *Collaborative Care: The Role Non-Medically Educated Employees Play in a Patient’s Illness Experience*

Simon Craddock Lee (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center) and Emily G Marks (University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center) *Exploring African American Patient-Caregiver Experiences of Safety-Net Care for Lung Cancer*

Danielle M. Kabella (University of New Mexico) *Addiction Treatment Paradox: Holistic and Biomedical Interventions Provide Insight Into Gendered Realities*

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**4-0130** 08:00–09:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**DEFINING LABOR, VALUE AND MORALITY ACROSS BORDERS: “HUMAN TRAFFICKING,” MIGRANT LABOR, CARE WORK AND SEX WORK**

**Reviewed by**

Association for Feminist Anthropology

Dawn T Pankonien (Northwestern University)

**Chair**

8:00 AM Megan Lowthers (University of Western Ontario) *A Feminist Anthropological Study of Migration and Sex Work At Kenya’s Cut Flower Industry*

8:15 AM Anna Kuroczycka-Schultes (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) *Caring and Cleaning “On Par”: The Work of Au Pairs and Housecleaners in the Chicagoland Area*

8:30 AM Dawn T Pankonien (Northwestern University) *Feeling Like a Service Worker in 2013: From Love’s Tragedies and Mexico’s Tenth Muse to Emotion Work and the New Economic Order*
Students:  
Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges:

Friday, November 22

8:45 AM  
Astrid Renata Lassila Smith (Teachers College, Columbia University) Immigrant Somali Women Adapting and Adopting U.S. Political Roles

9:00 AM  
Sejung Ham (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Living in a New Land With ‘corpse visa’: High-Skilled Transmigrant Women With Dependent Visa in U.S.

9:15 AM  
Alicia W Peters (University of New England) Transgressing ‘The Typical’: Re-Claiming the Human Trafficking Narrative

9:30 AM  
Discussion

4-0135  08:00–09:45  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

URBAN PLACE-MAKING AND CONFLICT

Reviewed by  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Chair  
Lukas Ley (University of Toronto)

8:00 AM  
Miguel A Montoya (Stockholm University) Occupying Urban Sites: The ’Other Space’ of David’s Tower

8:15 AM  
Lukas Ley (University of Toronto) More Governance, More Rights? Ecological Discourse and Rights to the City in Jakarta

8:30 AM  
Kalpagam Umamaheswaran (G.B.Pant Social Science Institute, University of Allahabad) Place — Making and the Regulation of Heterotopias: Roadside Temples in Urban India

8:45 AM  
Daniele Karasz (University of Vienna) Reinventing the “Island of Crete”. Migrants, Brownfields and Urban Renewal in Vienna

9:00 AM  
Nouran Al Anwar El Hawary (American University in Cairo) The Graffiti of Mohamed Mahmoud and the Politics of Transition in Egypt: Transformations of Space, Sociality and Identities

9:15 AM  
Sarah Grace Fessenden (University of British Columbia) Walking, Sitting, Eating: (Re)Making Public Urban Space Through Anarcho-Punk Practice

4-0140  08:00–09:45  Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session: EDUCATION AND ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by  
General Anthropology Division

Jenny M Riley (Indiana University), Davina Two Bears (Indiana University), Seleste Ann Sanchez (Indiana University), Alicia Rich Stout (Indiana University), Leslie Drane (Indiana University) and Rebecca Nathan (Indiana University) Engaging With the General Public Using Hands-On Activities: A Four-Field Approach

Heidi J Nicholls (SUNY at Albany) Indian International Students, Their Home Abroad, and a Third Space Identity

Meredith Dorner (Chapman University) and Andrew J Petto (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee) Freedom, Self-Determination, and Inclusiveness: The Demand for “Intelligent Design” in The Science Classroom
Linda Daniel (Duke University) How Can Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCS) Expand Anthropological Scholarship?

**4-0145** 08:00–09:45  Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton

**Poster Session:**

**NASA POSTER SESSION III: IMMIGRATION, NATIONALISM AND BELONGING**

Reviewed by
Organizer

- National Association of Student Anthropologists
- Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
- Julia Hickey (University of Michigan) Examining the Identity Politics of Deferred Action: Ethnographic Insight From Detroit, Michigan
- Skylar Jeppesen Benedect (Florida Atlantic University) Reclaiming Nationalism Through Alternative Youth Histories in Indonesia
- Brian Vincent Laws (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) The Social and Health Issues of Our Growing Veteran Population: An Analysis of the Extraordinary Challenges That Face America’s Military Veterans
- Murphy Van Sparrentak (University of Michigan) “Let Me Explain Something to you…”: Emic Perspectives On Border Patrol, Border Crossers, and Security From a Southern Arizona Border Town
- Fred Ivan Diego (Indiana University), Caitlin M Fausey (Indiana University) and Robert Goldstone (Indiana University) Language of the Immigration Debate: The Effects of Subtle Linguistic Cues On the Construal of Immigration
- Andrew W Smith (Creighton University) Explaining Gang Attraction: The Example of Karen Refugee Youth in Omaha

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

**4-0150** 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BROKEN BODIES BROKEN MINDS: STUDENT PAPERS ON VIOLENCE AND DISEASE**

Reviewed by
Organizer
Chairs

- National Association of Student Anthropologists
- Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
- Helena Zeweri (The New School for Social Research)
- Kirsten P Whitsitt (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

8:00 AM
Helena Zeweri (Rice University and The New School for Social Research) Broken Bodies and Desires: Afghan Women’s Suffering and Paradigms of Occupation

8:15 AM
Anne C Katz (Wayne State University) “Experience Creates Emotions”: A Case Study of an Arab Immigrant Health Care Provider’s Explanations for Emotions

8:30 AM
Kirsten P Whitsitt (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne) Nigerian and Kenyan Transnational Remittance Behavior As a Response to Cultural Violence: Maintenance of Kinship Ties and Employment Through Supporting People With Developmental Disabilities
8:45 AM  Judith A Gray (University of California, Berkeley) *Incapacitation, Injury, Precarity: Carceral Care in the U.S. Immigration Detention System*

9:00 AM  Cinthia Marlene Campos (California State University, Monterey Bay) *Severed Heads and Excised Human Hearts: Mimesis and the Resurgence of Pre-Columbian Terror Management in Modern Mexican Narco-Violence*

9:15 AM  Jayne M Yatczak (Wayne State University) *Everyday Material Engagement Among People With Alzheimer's Disease and Related Dementias Living in Long-Term Care*

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0155  08:00–09:45  Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

**ACTIVISM, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT WITH SOCIAL ISSUES WITH ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Association for Feminist Anthropology

**CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS**  Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming)

Tiantian Zheng PhD (State University of New York, Cortland)

8:00 AM  Gregory C Mitchell (Williams College) *Ethical Issues in Whack-a-Mole Feminism: Sex Panics, Trafficking, and the Brazilian World Cup/Olympic Games*

8:15 AM  Annegret D Staiger (Clarkson University) *The Gift in and of the Ethnographic Encounter*

8:30 AM  Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming) *Community-Based Research With Sex Workers and Social Service Providers: From Research Design to Dissemination*

8:45 AM  Tiantian Zheng PhD (SUNY, Cortland) *Condom Use and HIV/AIDS in China’s Sex Industry: Engagement With Public Health Issues With Anthropological Knowledge*

9:00 AM  Yeon Jung Yu (Stanford University) *A Normalization Paradox: Subjectivity, Hygiene Practices, and Public Health Interventions Among Sex Workers in Post-Socialist China*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:15 AM  Thaddeus G Blanchette (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro)

9:30 AM  Zhenzhen You (Purdue University) *Understanding Sex Workers in China: Anthropology Versus Public Health*

This session may be of particular interest to: P

4-0160  08:00–09:45  Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**REGIMES OF INFRASTRUCTURE**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Prash Naidu (University of Michigan)

Adrian Deoanca (University of Michigan)

**CHAIR**  John Alexander Doering-White (University of Michigan)

8:00 AM  Nicholas Lawrence Caverly (University of Michigan) *Aquatic Sovereignty: Water Pumps and Politics in Highland Park, MI*
8:15 AM  John Alexander Doering-White (University of Michigan)  Care
Along the Tracks: Clandestine Migration, Humanitarian Discourse, and
Railroad Infrastructure in Mexico

8:30 AM  Luciana Aenasoaie (University of Michigan)  Distorted Ramps:
Politics of Urban Space and Exclusion in NE Romania

8:45 AM  Bogdan - Iancu (National School of Political and Administrative
Sciences and Museum of Romanian Peasant)  Energy-Saving
Infrastructures: The Cultural Life of Double-Glazed Window in Bucharest

9:00 AM  Prash Naidu (University of Michigan)  “We Dream in Pipes”:
Hydrocarbon Corridors Along the Tasi Mane

9:15 AM  Adrian Deoanca (University of Michigan)  Trains As Sign Vehicles:
The Materiality of Rail Travel in Post-Socialist Romania

9:30 AM  Antina von Schnitzler (The New School)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

4-0165  08:00–09:45  El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
MINGA POR LA VIDA? REVISITING PRACTICES OF ANDEAN
COOPERATION

Reviewed By  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer  Albert J Faas (North Carolina State University)
Chair  William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)

8:00 AM  Melissa Beresford (Arizona State University, School of Human
Evolution and Social Change) and Amber Wutich (Arizona State
University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change)  Ayni
Real and Imagined in Post-Neoliberal Bolivia

8:15 AM  Karsten Paerregaard (University of Copenhagen and University of
Gothenburg)  Ayni Revisited. Transnational Migration and Long-Distant
Reciprocity in the Peruvian Andes

8:30 AM  Henry F Lyle III (University of Washington)  Cooperation and
Collective Action in an Andean Herding Community

8:45 AM  Albert J Faas (North Carolina State University)  Minga
Metamorphosis: Changing Practices of Andean Cooperation in Post-
Disaster Highland Ecuador

9:00 AM  Mary Elena (Ella) Wilhoit (Northwestern University)  “Un
Favorzote…”: Revisiting Gendered Cooperation in the Peruvian Andes

9:15 AM  Marygold Walsh-Dilley (Cornell University)  “You Can’t Accomplish
Anything Alone”: Andean Cooperation and the Reproduction of
Community in Highland Bolivia

Discussant  9:30 AM  Norman E Whitten (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

4-0170  08:00–10:00  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST EDITORIAL BOARD BREAKFAST

Sponsor  American Anthropological Association
Organizer  Kelsey Troop (American Anthropological Association)
Presenters  Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa)
Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)
4-0175  08:00–10:00  Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SCA) INTERN PROGRAM MEETING
Sponsor       Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer     Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary)
Presenters    Alison Kenner (Drexel University)
               Charlie Piot (Duke University)
               Anne Allison (Duke University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0180  08:00–10:00  McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
WORLD COUNCIL OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING
Sponsor       World Council of Anthropological Associations
Organizer     Lisa S Myers (American Anthropological Association)
Chairs        Michal J Buchowski (Poznan University)
               Setha M Low (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

4-0185  08:00–10:00  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY (CMA) BOARD MEETING
Sponsor       Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer     Patricia Capone (Peabody Museum of Archaeology and
              Ethnology, Harvard University)
Chair         Howard Morphy (Australian National University)

4-0190  08:00–10:00  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON EFFECTIVE NEGOTIATING FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS
Sponsor       National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer     Karen Kelsky (The Professor Is In)

4-0195  08:00–11:00  Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING (FC)
Sponsor       AAA Finance Committee
Organizer     Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)
Chair         Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
Presenters    Linda A Bennett (University of Memphis)
               Alan Smart (University of Calgary)
               Yolanda T Moses (University of California Riverside)
               Nan A Rothschild (Barnard, Columbia University, Department of
               Anthropology)
               Robert Leopold (Smithsonian Institution)
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)  
Suzanne Mattingly (American Anthropological Association)  
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)

4-0200 08:00–11:00  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
Workshop (pre-registration required):  
METHODS FOR TELLING SPATIAL STORIES  
SPONSOR  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition  
ORGANIZER  
David D Meek (University of Georgia)

4-0205 08:00–11:45  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton  
Invited Session:  
ANTHROPOLOGIES AND FEMINISMS: OUR HISTORY, OUR PRESENT, OUR FUTURE PART 1  
SPONSOR  
AAA Executive Program Committee  
ORGANIZERS  
Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)  
Leni M Silverstein (Strategies for Development)  
CHAIR  
Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)

8:00 AM  
Constance R Sutton (New York University) Memories of Things Past [Before the Second Wave Feminist Period]  
8:15 AM  
Janet M Chernela (University of Maryland) Making Waves: The Role of the Ruth Benedict Collective in the Development of a Feminist Anthropology  
8:30 AM  
Eva Friedlander (Planning Alternatives for Change) At the Scholar/Activist Interface: The International Women's Anthropology Conference (IWAC)  
8:45 AM  
Roger Sanjek The AAA Struggle Over Gender Equity in Employment: Coswa, 1971–1981  
9:00 AM  
Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design) Francis and Frances: Afounding Father’s Lasting Legacy  
9:15 AM  
Evelyn Blackwood (Purdue University) The Lavender Menace Comes to Anthropology: Feminist Anthropology and Sexuality Studies in the 1970s and 80s  
9:30 AM  
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park) Feminist Anthropology and Women’s Studies  
9:45 AM  
Break  
10:00 AM  
Louise Lamphere (University of New Mexico) Engendering the Discipline: The Impact of Feminism On Cultural Anthropology  
10:15 AM  
Elise A Kramer (University of California, San Diego) Feminist Linguistics and Linguistic Feminisms  
10:30 AM  
Pamela L Geller (University of Miami) This Is Not a Manifesto: Thoughts On Feminist Archaeology
10:45 AM Rachel Caspari (Central Michigan University) *Feminism and the Incorporation of Life History Perspectives Into the Paleoanthropological Sciences*

**Discussant** 11:00 AM Rayna Rapp (New York University)

11:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**4-0210 08:00–11:45** Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**LEGACIES OF ACTION ANTHROPOLOGY: POLITICAL RELATIONS AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS.**

**Reviewed by** General Anthropology Division

**Chair/Organizer** Joshua James Smith (University of Western Ontario)

8:00 AM Joshua James Smith (University of Western Ontario) *Advocacy Need Not be Any More Explicit Than Imperialism Is*: Reconsidering the Political Philosophy of Sol Tax for Future Publics and Current Engagements

8:15 AM Jean M O’Brien (University of Minnesota) *Coming to Terms With the Sol Tax Archive*

8:30 AM Raymond Fogelson (University of Chicago) *Refractive Reflections On Sol Tax and Action Anthropology*

8:45 AM Darby C Stapp (Northwest Anthropology) *De-Splintering Action Anthropology*

9:00 AM Robert L Hancock (University of Victoria) *Applied Anthropology and Action Anthropology in the Canadian Context, 1966–1985*

9:15 AM Judith Daubenmier (University of Michigan) *Action Anthropology: A View From the Other Side*

9:30 AM Daniel Cobb (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *The Personal Politics of Action Anthropology: Murray Wax, Clyde Warrior, and Robert K. Thomas*

9:45 AM Michael Asch (University of Victoria) *From Tahlequah to Yellowknife: Action Anthropology Meets the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry*

10:00 AM Break

10:15 AM Robert Warrior (University of Illinois) *The Emergence of Indigenous Critique*

10:30 AM Vivian Arviso (Arviso Educational Services, Inc.) *Remembering the 1961 American Indian Chicago Conference and Its Legacies*

10:45 AM David R M Beck (University of Montana) *Sol Tax and Native American Educational Services (NAES) College of Chicago*

**Discussant** 11:00 AM Regna D Darnell (University of Western Ontario)

**Discussant** 11:15 AM Robert Moore (University of Pennsylvania)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
Invited Session:
A FOUR FIELDS ANTHROPOLOGY OF FETUSES

SPONSORS
General Anthropology Division
Biological Anthropology Section

ORGANIZERS
Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)
Tracy K Betsinger (SUNY College at Oneonta)

CHAIR
Amy B Scott (University of Manitoba)

8:00 AM  Cynthia Klink (SUNY College at Oneonta)  Framing An Archaeology of the Fetus Through the Concept of Personhood

8:15 AM  Kathleen Blake (SUNY at Oswego)  Biology of the Fetal Period: Influences From the Womb

8:30 AM  Sahar N Saleem (Faculty of Medicine Cairo University) and Zahi Hawass (Former Head of Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities)  Mummification of Fetuses in Ancient Egypt: Anthropology and Multi-Detector Computed Tomography Study (MDCT)

8:45 AM  Amy B Scott (University of Manitoba) and Tracy K Betsinger (SUNY College at Oneonta)  Excavating Identity: Burial Context and Fetal Identity in Post-Medieval Poland

9:00 AM  Zaneta Marie Thayer (Northwestern University) and Christopher W Kuzawa (Northwestern University)  Fetal Sensitivity to Maternal Environmental Experience

9:15 AM  Julieanne N Rutherford (University of Illinois at Chicago)  The Borderless Fetus: Temporality and Connectivity of the Fetal Biological Experience

9:30 AM  Janet Hine (Princeton University)  The Embryo of Stem Cell Research

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Risa D Cromer (City University of New York)  Icons for Potential: Frozen Embryos and Their Futures

10:15 AM  Shirin Garmaroudi Naef (University of Zurich)  The Moral Status of the in Vitro Human Embryo: The Iranian Context

10:30 AM  Sonja Luehrmann (Simon Fraser University)  Beyond Life Itself: The Embedded Fetuses of Russian Orthodox Anti-Abortion Activism

10:45 AM  Jess Newman (Yale University)  Towards a Reading of the Fetus as Bare Life

11:00 AM  Rebecca Howes-Mischel (James Madison University)  The Sound of “Life”: Engaging Fetal Heartbeats As Biosocial Personhood

11:15 AM  Line Rochat Noël (University of Lausanne)  From the Incubator to the cradle: babies’ Journeys Inside a Swiss Neonatal Care Unit

11:30 AM  Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)  Conceiving Fetuses From a Four-Field Anthropological Perspective

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
Invited Session:  
UNEVEN TERRAIN: ARCHAEOLOGIES OF POLITICAL ECOLOGY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Sponsor: Archaeology Division
Organizers: Christopher T Morehart (Georgia State University), Santiago Juarez (Northwestern University), John Millhauser (North Carolina State University)
Chair: John Millhauser (North Carolina State University)

- 8:00 AM Santiago Juarez (Northwestern University) Maintaining Social Bonds During the Preclassic: Corporate Social Structures in An Incipient Urban Landscape
- 8:15 AM Victor D Thompson (University of Georgia), Amanda D Roberts Thompson (University of Georgia) and John Worth (University of West Florida) The Political Ecology of Guale and Calusa Social Action in Early Colonial Entanglements
- 8:30 AM Andrew M Bauer (University of Illinois) “Ecologizing” Politics in Iron Age South India: Exploring Ontologies, Environmental Materialities, and the Political
- 8:45 AM Kathryn Catlin (Northwestern University) and Douglas J Bolender (The Field Museum of Natural History) Second Nature: Medieval Landscapes of Social Inequality
- 9:00 AM Matthew Harry Johnson (Northwestern University) A Political Ecology Of The Medieval Castle
- 9:15 AM Douglas J Bolender (The Field Museum of Natural History) and Kathryn Catlin (Northwestern University) Were the Vikings Really Green? Settlement, Environmental Degradation, and the Domestication of the Icelandic Landscape
- 9:30 AM Melissa Rosenzweig (University of Chicago) Reading Against the Grain: Assessing the Politics of Late Assyrian Agriculture
- 9:45 AM Break
- 10:00 AM John Millhauser (North Carolina State University) Marginality and Metaphor in the Political Ecology of the Postclassic Basin of Mexico
- 10:15 AM Mark W Hauser (Northwestern University) Laboring On Nature’s Island: Archaeological Considerations of Sugar, Slavery and Environmental Colonialism
- 10:30 AM Amanda Logan (Northwestern University) Historicizing Food Security in Africa’s Past and Present: A Case Study From Ghana
- 10:45 AM T L Thurston (SUNY at Buffalo) There Is No Means By Which I Live: Livelihood and Power At the Margins of the State
- 11:00 AM Christopher T Morehart (Georgia State University) Sustainability As a Relative Process: Landscape Transformation and Political Change in the Northern Basin of Mexico

Discussant: 11:15 AM Wendy Ashmore (University of California, Riverside)
Discussant: 11:30 AM June C Nash (Distinguished Professor Emeritus CUNY)
CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH MOBILITY: THE KEYWORDS

**Reviewed by:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers:**
- Kiran Jayaram (Columbia University, Teachers College)
- Noel B Salazar (University of Leuven)

**Friday, November 22, 8:00–11:45 Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**4-0225**

**Keywords in the Anthropology of (Im)Mobility: A Critical Introduction**
- **8:00 AM**
  - Noel B Salazar (University of Leuven)
  - **Keyword:** Regime

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Infrastructure**
- **8:30 AM**
  - Mari Korpela (University of Tampere)

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Immobility**
- **8:45 AM**
  - Nichola Khan (University of Brighton)

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Gender**
- **9:00 AM**
  - Alice Elliot (University of Leuven)

**Discussant:**
- **9:15 AM**
  - Brenda Chalfin (University of Florida)

**Discussion**
- **9:30 AM**
- **9:45 AM** Break

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Imaginaries**
- **10:00 AM**
  - Damien Stankiewicz (Temple University)

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Motility**
- **10:15 AM**
  - Hege Höyer Leivestad (Stockholm University)

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Capital**
- **10:30 AM**
  - Kiran Jayaram (Columbia University, Teachers College)

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Cosmopolitanism**
- **10:45 AM**
  - Malasree N Acharya (Institute for European Studies, VUB)

**Anthropology of Mobility Keyword: Freedom**
- **11:00 AM**
  - Bartholomew C Dean (University of Kansas and Universidad Nacional de San Martin)

**Discussant:**
- **11:15 AM**
  - Ellen R Judd (University of Manitoba)

**Discussion**
- **11:30 AM**

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

---

**WHEN THE DOCTOR IS NOT IN: EMERGENT PRACTICES OF CARE IN PATIENT/NON-PHYSICIAN PROVIDER INTERACTIONS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Megan B McCullough (Department of Veterans Affairs)
- Karen Besterman-Dahan (Department of Veterans Affairs)
- Sarah Raskin (University of Arizona)

**Chair:**
- **8:00 AM**
  - Vania Smith-Oka (University of Notre Dame)

**Not Just Supporting the Physician: Nurses’ Negotiation of Power in Medical Locations in Mexico**
- **Session reviewed by:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Discussant:**
- **11:15 AM**
  - Ellen R Judd (University of Manitoba)
8:15 AM  K Eliza Williamson (Universidade Federal da Bahia and Rice University)  *Caring (in) Labor: Women, Families, and Medical Professionals in a Normal Birth Center in Brazil*

8:30 AM  Sarah A Smith (University of South Florida and University of Guam)  *“The Doctor Is Very nice…it’s the Locals Who don’t Help Us!”: Migrant Encounters With the Rest of the Clinic*

8:45 AM  Lisa Henry (University of North Texas)  *Physician Assistants and Nurse Practitioners in Community Health Centers: An Exploration of Team-Based Healthcare*

9:00 AM  Lauren S Penney (University of Arizona)  *Home Health Nurses: Affective and Relational Negotiations With Patients*

9:15 AM  Heather M Ross (Arizona State University)  *Communication and Essential Tensions in Patient-Centered Health Care Teams*

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Kathryn S Oths (University of Alabama)

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Rebekah M. Ciribassi (University of Illinois Chicago) and Crystal L Patil (University of Illinois at Chicago)  *Centering: An Innovative Model of Group Healthcare Delivery*

10:15 AM  Heather A Howard-Bobiwash (Michigan State University), Rebecca Malouin (Michigan State University), Seven Mattes (Michigan State University), Amy Faucher (Michigan State University) and Martie Callow (Michigan State University)  *“They Feel Cared About”: Staff Perceptions of the Care Manager’s Impact On Patients in Two Primary Care Medical Home Pilots*

10:30 AM  Jason D Lind PhD (Department of Veterans Affairs)  *Negotiating Domains of Patient Dignity in VA Spinal Cord Injury Units: Perspectives From Multidisciplinary Care Teams and Veterans*

10:45 AM  Karen Besterman-Dahan (Department of Veterans Affairs)  *Military Chaplains and Mental Health of Deployed Service Members*

11:00 AM  Sarah Raskin (University of Arizona)  *When the Dentist Is Not “out There”: Notes From a Mid-Level Dental Project for the Rural Underserved*

11:15 AM  Heather S Reisinger (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS), Jane Moeckli (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS), Cassie Cunningham (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS) and Peter Cram (CADRE - Iowa City VAHCS)  *“Doc in a Box”: Challenges of Integrating a Virtual Team Into Patient Care in Intensive Care Units*

DISCUSSANT  11:30 AM  Susan J Shaw (University of Arizona, School of Anthropology)

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S, T

4-0235  08:00–11:45  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**VISION, VISUALITY AND VISUAL CULTURE: ISLAMIC CONTEXTS AND PUBLICS**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Chairs/Organizers**  
Yasmin Moll (New York University)  
Wazhmah Osman (Temple University)

8:00 AM  Yasmin Moll (New York University)  *Dazzling Visions: Dawa and Distinction in Revolutionary Egypt*
8:15 AM James B Hoesterey (Emory University) *The Vicissitudes of Vision: Pornography, Public Piety, and the Averted Gaze in Indonesia*

8:30 AM Rustem Ertug Altinay (New York University) *Hyperfeminine Muslims and the Miracles of Allah: The Politics and Aesthetics of the Latter Day Mujahideen*

8:45 AM Patricia Kubala (University of California, Berkeley) *The Muslim Brotherhood’s Theater Troupe in Pre-1952 Egypt: Drama as Ethical-Aesthetic Practice and the Cultivation of a Modern Islamic Opsis*

9:00 AM Maryam Kashani (University of Texas) “*We Used to Go Look at Him*: Image Making and Looking at an American Muslim College

9:15 AM Alparslan Nas (Marmara University) *Insight Islamophobia: Governing the Public Visibility of Islamic Lifestyles in Turkey*

**DISCUSSANT**

9:30 AM Kenneth M George (Australian National University)

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM Wazhmah Osman (Temple University) *Global Reverberations and Visual Mediations in the Afghan Culture Wars*

10:15 AM Gordon Gray (Berea College) *Being Modern, Malay, and Muslim in the Movies*

10:30 AM Ronie Parciack (Tel Aviv University) *Contesting Visuality, Endorsing Visuality: Islamic VCDs and the Question of Religious Nationalism in Contemporary India*

10:45 AM TT Sreekumar (National University of Singapore) and Bindu Menon (Delhi University) Religious Politics and Visual Culture: The Making of the Islamic Tele-Film Movement in Kerala, South West India

11:00 AM Zulfikar Hirji (York University) *Made (Not) to be Seen: Re-Placing Dance in Muslim Contexts*

**DISCUSSANT** 11:15 AM Beth A Buggenhagen (Indiana University)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0240 08:00–11:45 Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

TOURING PUBLICS, GLOBAL INTERCONNECTIONS, AND INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGAGEMENTS: WHITHER THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM?

**REVIEWED BY**
American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZERS**
Naomi M Leite (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Quetzil E Castaneda (Open School of Ethnography and Anthropology)

**CHAIRS**
Mary Mostafanezhad (University of Otago)
Quetzil E Castaneda (Open School of Ethnography and Anthropology)

8:00 AM Sally Ann Ness (University of California at Riverside) *Touristic Rituals on Half Dome: An Ethnographic Theme with Progressive Variations*

8:15 AM Geoffrey White (University of Hawai‘i) *Memorial Tourism and the Ethnography of Emotion*
8:30 AM Jonathan P Skinner (Queen’s University Belfast) *Tango Frenzy: Mortality, Suspension, and the Breath of Life in Dance Tourists*

8:45 AM Lena Mortensen (University of Toronto) *Branding Value in the Anthropology of Tourism*

9:00 AM David Picard (New University of Lisbon) *Hospitality, Cosmology, and the Maintenance of Human Life in South Western Madagascar*

9:15 AM Rupert Stasch (University of California, San Diego) *Semiotic Media of Interaction Between Tourists and Visited People as a Focus for Generalizing about Global Structures of Working Misunderstanding*

9:30 AM Charles M Carroll (National University of Singapore) *Redefining Objects in the Visual Anthropology of Tourism: Tourist Practices in Interstitial Spaces*

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM Naomi M Leite (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) *Tourism as Global Interconnection, Concretized: Imagination, Encounter, and the Work of Productive Miscommunication*

10:15 AM Carter A Hunt (Pennsylvania State University) *Keeping the Kool-Aid and the Bathwater: Contributions of Anthropology and Para-Anthropologists to Deshrouding Ecotourism Imaginaries*

10:30 AM Quetzil E Castaneda (Open School) *“Tourism Does Not Exist”: Notes On the Tourism Palimpsest and the Frame Analysis of Tourism Analysis*

10:45 AM Paula Mota Santos (Fernando Pessoa University) *The Malinowskian Fieldwork Imperative and the Fleeting Nature of the Tourist Tribes*

11:00 AM Margaret B Swain (University of California, Davis) *Excavating an Anthropology of Tourism*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

**4-0245 08:00–11:45** Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**RETHINKING ETHICS AND SENTIMENT AMONG MUSLIMS IN IRAN AND SOUTH ASIA**

**REVIEWED BY**

Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**

Amina U Tawasil (Columbia University)

Rose Edith Wellman (University of Virginia)

**CHAIR**

Arsalan Khan (University of Virginia)

8:00 AM Katherine J Miller (Reed College) *Pleasure As Moral Experience in Northern Pakistan*

8:15 AM David J Strohl (Colby College) *Cultivating Care in Ismaili Volunteer Service*

8:30 AM Nicholas Evans (Cambridge University) *Striving to be An Intermediary: Ethical Negotiations of Agency and Responsibility*

8:45 AM Holly Donahue Singh (University of Notre Dame) *In Pursuit of Children: Gender, Engagement, and Evasion in the Constitution of Ethical Selves*

9:00 AM Arsalan Khan (University of Virginia) *Preaching as Ethical Relatedness in the Tablighi Jama'at in Pakistan*
**Discussant** 9:15 AM John R Bowen (Washington University in St. Louis)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Arzoo Osanloo (University of Washington) Sentiment and Justice in Iranian Criminal Sanctioning: The Case for Forbearance
10:15 AM Amina U Tawasil (Columbia University) The Houzevi and the Jang-e Narm (Soft War) Against Iran
10:30 AM Narges Erami (Yale University) A Call to Be Virtuous: An Ethnography of Ethical Tenets in An Iranian Charitable Institution
10:45 AM Rose Edith Wellman (University of Virginia) Food Sharing, Prayer, and the Cultivation of Ethical Social Relations Among Basij Families in Small Town Iran
**Discussant** 11:00 AM William O Beeman (University of Minnesota/Stanford University)
11:15 AM Discussion

**4-0250** 08:00–11:45 Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE DYNAMICS OF BODY, PLACE, AND SUBJECTIVITY IN THE STUDY OF RELIGION**

**Reviewed by** Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizers**
Stephen Selka (Indiana University)
Rebecca Seligman (Northwestern University)

**Chair**
Stephen Selka (Indiana University)

8:00 AM Julia Cassaniti (Stanford University) Minding Medicine: One Man’s Struggles Through a Changing Health Care Landscape in Thailand
8:15 AM Charlotte Emma van den Hout (University of California, San Diego) Psycho-Pharmaceuticals and the Pain of An Empty Stomach: Experiences of Ramadan At a Psychiatric Hospital in Morocco
8:30 AM Kathleen A O’Connor (University of Texas) Trance Training: The Ensai in Candomble Initiation Ritual
8:45 AM Jesse Davie-Kessler (Stanford University) Making Mood: Nigerian Pentecostal Performance and the Co-Constitution of Selfhood and Place
9:00 AM Stephen Selka (Indiana University) Our Lady of the Diaspora: Religious Festivals and Contact Zones in Afro-Brazil
9:15 AM Nimachia Hernandez (Independent Scholar) Spiritual Identity As Collaborative Process Between Body and Place: Some Algonquin Examples
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Sara E Lewis (Columbia University) The Paradox of “Telling Trauma” Among Tibetan Buddhists Living in Exile
10:15 AM Andrea Althoff (Association of the European Academies Germany) Religious Pluralism in Guatemala and the Dynamics of Body, Place, and Subjectivity
10:30 AM Rebecca Seligman (Northwestern University) Making Self Meaningful Through Bodily Practice in Brazilian Candomble
10:45 AM E Marshall Brooks (Rutgers University) Sensualizing the Secular: The Symbolic Labor of Dress, Drugs, and Sex among ex-Mormon Apostates in Utah
11:00 AM  Kelly E Hayes (Indiana University-Indianapolis) *Intergalactic Space-Time Travelers: Brazil’s Valley of the Dawn*

11:15 AM  Simona Alexandra Cotofana (University of Indiana) and James Nyce (Ball State University) *Victims of Disembodiment and Witchcraft in Bucovina, Northern Romania*

11:30 AM  Discussion

**4-0255**  08:00–11:45  Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ENGAGING LANGUAGE: LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS AGENTS OF SOCIAL CHANGE**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizers**  Mary Bucholtz (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
Laura R Graham (University of Iowa)

**Chair**  Laura R Graham (University of Iowa)

8:00 AM  Ana C Zentella (University of California, San Diego) *Occupying Language: Challenging Linguistic Inequality With Anthro-Political Linguistics*

8:15 AM  Juan Sebastian Ferrada (University of California, Santa Barbara) and Mary Bucholtz (University of California, Santa Barbara) *“Respect My Language”: Latina/o Youth Agency and Activism in a California-Based Linguistic Anthropology Outreach Program*

8:30 AM  Audrey C Cooper (American University) *Signed Language Researchers and Language Users in Vietnam: Co-Agents of Social Change*

8:45 AM  Wesley Y Leonard (Southern Oregon University) *From “Revitalization” to “Reclamation”: Linguistic Anthropologists As Agents of Reclamation*

9:00 AM  Jacqueline Urla (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Olatz Altuna (Soziolinguistika Klusterra) *DIY Statistics: Measuring Spoken Language in Public Spaces*

9:15 AM  Keith Walters (Portland State University) *The Linguistic Anthropologist/Sociolinguist As Expert Witness: English-Only in the Workplace Rules*

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Mary Bucholtz (University of California, Santa Barbara), Lynnette Arnold (University of California, Santa Barbara), Audrey Noelle Lopez (University of California, Santa Barbara) and Verónica Muñoz Ledo Yáñez (University of California, Santa Barbara) *Interrogating Abuse: Linguistic-Anthropological Interventions in a Child Molestation Case*

10:15 AM  Yexenia Vanegas (City College of New York), Kathleen C Riley (Queens College, CUNY), Gabrielle Williams (Queens College, CUNY), Jackson Kuang (Queens College, CUNY), Brooke Vermillion (Hofstra University) and Seth Cipriano (Hunter College, CUNY) *School Food Fights: Effecting Discursive Change in How We Do, Think, and Talk About Food*

10:45 AM  Netta Avineri (Monterey Institute of International Studies)  *Engaging the ‘Other’ in Expanded Communities of Practice: Identity, Indexicality, and Epistemics in Academic-Public Interactions*

11:00 AM  Robin H Conley (Marshall University)  *Linguistic Ideologies and Dehumanization in U.S. Legal Practice*

**Discussant**  11:15 AM  Alexandra M Jaffe (California State University, Long Beach)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  M, P, S, T

---

**4-0260  08:00–11:45 Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**WHAT THE BONES TELL US: MODELS AND METHODS IN BIOARCHAEOLOGY AND SKELETAL BIOLOGY**

**Reviewed by** Biological Anthropology Section

**Chair** Richard S Meindl (Kent State University)

8:00 AM  Patrick Collison (University of South Dakota)  *“They Are Neere All Dead of the Small Poxe”: Understanding Native American Susceptibility to Introduced Infectious Diseases*

8:15 AM  Mimi B Stelmack (University of South Florida)  *Tuberculosis: Global Pandemic*

8:30 AM  Sarah Schrader (Purdue University)  *Broaching the Quotidian in the Ancient Past: A Bioarchaeological Perspective On Activity Reconstruction in Nubia*

8:45 AM  Kristin Krueger (Loyola University Chicago)  *Dietary and Behavioral Differences in the Ipiutak and Tigara From Point Hope: Evidence From Incisor Microwear Texture Analysis*

9:00 AM  Bethany L Turner (Georgia State University) and Haagen Klaus (George Mason University)  *Life After Conquest: Isotopic Investigations of Diet and Mobility in Colonial-Period Northern Coastal Peru*

9:15 AM  Molly Kathleen Zuckerman (Mississippi State University), Nicholas Herrmann (Mississippi State University), Derek T Anderson (Mississippi State University) and Amber M Plemons (Mississippi State University)  *Making Private Lives in the Past Public in the Present: Preliminary Results From Investigations At the ‘Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum’*

9:30 AM  Richard S Meindl (Kent State University)  *Ethnographic Models for Paleodemography: Fertility and Longevity in the Late Archaic*

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Krystal M Hammond (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and Jennifer L Thompson (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)  *Memory and Public Regard for the Dead in Prehistoric Thailand*

10:15 AM  Cathy Willermet (Central Michigan University), Heather J Edgar (University of New Mexico) and Corey S Ragsdale (University of New Mexico)  *Modeling Biological and Culture-History Variables Influencing Microevolutionary Change in Pre-European Contact Mexico*
10:30 AM  Rebecca Gibson (Brandeis University) Not Just Skin Deep: Beauty and the Bones, a Look At Victorian Skeletal Deformation

10:45 AM  Adam Kolatorowicz (Ohio State University), Annalies Corbin (PAST Foundation), Clark Larsen (Ohio State University), Sheli O Smith (PAST Foundation) and Sam Stout (Ohio State University) Whodunit?: The Forensic Anthropology Field School As a Student-Centered, Problem-Based Learning Approach to Science Education

11:00 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0265  08:00–11:45  Park East Gallery, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

BODIES IN MOTION: MAKING A PLACE FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL MIGRATION

Archaeology Division
Graciela Cabana (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)

8:00 AM  Benjamin Valentine (University of Florida) Migration Without a Map: Reimagining Archaeological Residence Change

8:15 AM  Jennifer Birch (University of Georgia) Migration and Pathways to Organizational Complexity in Eastern North America

8:30 AM  Barbara J Mills (University of Arizona), Matthew Peeples (Archaeology Southwest), Jeffery Clark (Archaeology Southwest) and John M Roberts Jr. (University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee) How Migrants in Diaspora Overcame Inequality in the Late Prehispanic Southwest: A Social Network Approach

8:45 AM  Anna A Neuzil (EcoPlan Associates, Inc.) Modeling the Social Consequences of Migration in the Ancient Safford Valley

9:00 AM  Robbie F Ethridge (University of Mississippi) When Things Fall Apart: An Examination of the Migration Patterns After the Collapse of the Pre-Contact Mississippian World, 1540–1700

9:15 AM  Christopher C Fennell (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) From the Palatinate to Virginia: European Ethnicities Created in America

9:30 AM  Ruth M Van Dyke (SUNY, Binghamton) Alsatian Migrants in 19th Century Texas: Negotiated Ethnicities, Constructed Hybridities

9:45 AM  Magdalena Naum (Lund University) Homesickness and Homemaking in New Sweden (1638–1700)

10:00 AM  Break

10:15 AM  Alison S Brooks (George Washington University) and John Yellen (National Science Foundation) Human Migration in Deep Time: Within and Out of Africa

10:30 AM  Patrick D Lyons (Arizona State Museum) Signaling Solidarity?: Exterior Painted Decoration On Bowls From Point of Pines, Arizona

10:45 AM  Donna Nash (University of North Carolina, Greensboro) Moving to a New Place: the Archaeological Study of Migration in the Ancient Andes

11:00 AM  Richard Sutter (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne) Hegemony Without Sovereignty: Environmentally Driven Demise, Population Dispersals, and the Case of the Cajamarca — Late Moche (AD 650–800) Relations in the Jequetepeque Valley, Perú
11:15 AM Graciela Cabana (University of Tennessee) and Jeffery Clark (Archaeology Southwest) Some Assembly Required: An Anthropological Approach to Archaeological Migration

Discussant 11:30 AM Charles R Cobb (University of South Carolina)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0270 08:00–11:45 Essex Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

PASTORALISM AND THE NEW COMMONS: CO-MANAGEMENT, CONFLICT, AND COOPERATION

Reviewed by Society for Economic Anthropology
Organizer Clemens Greiner (University of Cologne)
Chairs Michael Thomas Bollig (University of Cologne)
John G Galaty (McGill University)

8:00 AM Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University in St. Louis) and Randall Boone (Colorado State University) Privatization, Land Fragmentation and Pastoralism: Uncertain Futures in Samburu

8:15 AM Clemens Greiner (University of Cologne) Pastoral Commons Under Siege: Endogenous Privatization and Wildlife Conservation In Former Rangelands Of Northern Kenya

8:30 AM Stephen S Moiko (McGill University) Shifting Sands or Stable Grounds?: Pastoral Commons and Changing Drylands’ Tenure Systems What Prospects in Kenya’s New Community Land Bill?

8:45 AM Caroline S Archambault (Utrecht University) Recreating the Commons Under Private Holdings: The Role of Maasai Women in Southern Kenya

9:00 AM J Terrence McCabe (University of Colorado Boulder) Institutional and Land-Use Change in the Rangelands of Northern Tanzania

9:15 AM John G Galaty (McGill University) Reasserting the Commons: Pastoral Contestations of Private and State Lands in East Africa

Discussant 9:30 AM Mark Moritz (Ohio State University)

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM Boubacar Oumarou (McGill University) Pastoral-Farmer Conflicts in Niger

10:15 AM Tobias Haller (Institute of Social Anthropology, University of Berne) Legal Pluralism and Institution Shopping: Effects of Decentralisation Policies for Pastoral Commons in African Floodplain Wetlands

10:30 AM Michael Thomas Bollig (University of Cologne) Towards An Arid Eden? Boundary Making, Environmental Governance and Benefit Sharing in the “new Pastoral commons” of Kunene Region/Namibia

10:45 AM Michael Schnegg (Universität Hamburg) Global Ideas and Local Institutions of Pastoral Water Management in Namibia

11:00 AM Peter Finke (University of Zurich) New Land Regulations and the Dissolution of the Commons: Pastoral Experiences in Mongolia

Discussant 11:15 AM Olaf Zenker (University of Bern)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
DOING JUSTICE?

REVIEWED BY
Anthropology and Environment Society
Sarah Besky (University of Michigan)

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
8:00 AM Kevin G Karpiak (Eastern Michigan University) Ad-Justing the Police: Police Work As Practical Moral Philosophy
8:15 AM John Wellington Powell III (University of South Florida), Bradley I Lanning (University of South Florida), Erin Kimmerle (University of South Florida), E Christian Wells (University of South Florida), Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida) and Richard W Estabrook (Geo-Marine, Inc.) “God Alone Understands”: Restorative Justice Through a Mixed Methods Approach at the Florida School for Boys
8:30 AM Sarah E Vaughn (University of Chicago) The Politics of Vulnerability: Climate Change and Justice in Guyana
8:45 AM Joshua B Fisher (George Washington University) In Search of Dignified Work: Nicaraguan Narratives of Fair Trade, Economic Justice, and the Qualified Life
9:00 AM Chelsea Chapman (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Tyea (Power) and the Good Life: Complexities of Energy Justice in Alaska
9:15 AM Katherine Fultz (University of Michigan) The Third Colonial Invasion: Anti-Mining Activism and the Struggle for Justice in Guatemala
9:30 AM Parker Shipton (Boston University) Sentience, Consciousness, Rights: Cultural Perspectives On Animal and Human Entitlements
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Shea McManus (North Carolina State University) In Pursuit of Justice: International Law and the Relatives of the Missing in Post-War Lebanon
10:15 AM Sarah Besky (University of Michigan) On Care and Belonging: Historicity, Identity Politics, and the Limits of Justice in Darjeeling, India
10:30 AM Melissa A Checker (City University of New York) When Liberty Meets Justice: Libertarian Values and Environmental Justice Alliances On Staten Island
10:45 AM Nina F Siulc (Rutgers University) Doing Justice and Seeking Freedom As Explanations for “Criminality”

DISCUSSANT
11:00 AM Laura A Ogden (Florida International University)

11:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

RELIGIOUS FUTURES IN AFRICA: NGO-IZED, PERSONALIZED, GLOBALIZED

REVIEWED BY
Association for Africanist Anthropology

CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS
Mara A Leichtman (Michigan State University)
Joseph B Hill (University of Alberta)
8:00 AM  Marie Nathalie LeBlanc (Université du Québec à Montréal) Beyond Gift and Market: The NGO-Ization of Religious Groups in Côte d'Ivoire

8:15 AM  Joseph B Hill (University of Alberta) Venture Discipleship: NGO-Izing Sufi Religious Associations in Dakar

8:30 AM  Casey Golomski (University of Massachusetts Boston) The Cooperative Gospel: The Religious Dynamics of Burial Assurance in Swaziland

8:45 AM  Victor Ogbonnaya Okorie (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Conflicts in the Sexual Realm? Secularity Meets Religiosity in Sex Education of Postcolonial Nigeria

**Discussant** 9:00 AM  Birgit Meyer (University of Utrecht)

9:15 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Louis Audet Gosselin (Université du Québec à Montréal) From Militancy to Economic Development: Islamic Youth Associations in Neoliberal Burkina Faso

10:15 AM  Dorothea Schulz (University of Cologne) (Re)Making Religious Community: Islamic Moral Renewal and Changing Patterns of Sociability and Economic Enterprise in Urban Mali


10:45 AM  Mara A Leichtman (Michigan State University) NGO-Ization as Legitimization: Shi'I Islamic Organizations In Senegal

**Discussant** 11:00 AM  Julia Elyachar (University of California at Irvine)

11:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0285** 08:00–05:00 Conference Room 5I, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS**

**Sponsor**  Society for Anthropological Sciences

**Organizer**  H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)

**Presenters**  Jeffrey C Johnson (East Carolina University)

Christopher McCarty (University of Florida)

---

**4-0290** 09:00–12:00 PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SECTION ASSEMBLY MEETING**

**Sponsor**  American Anthropological Association

**Organizers**  Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair**  Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)

**Presenters**  Sally Engle Merry (New York University)

Glenn Davis Stone (Washington University)

Rosemary A Joyce (University of California, Berkeley)

Jane Henrici (Institute for Women’s Policy Research)
Susan C. Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
Naisargi N. Dave (University of Toronto)
Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas-Pan American)
Frank W. Marlowe (University of Cambridge)
Richard Feinberg (Kent State University)
Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary)
Janet A. Hoskins (University of Southern California)
Eriberto P. Lozada Jr (Davidson College)
Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)
Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona)
Douglas A. Feldman (SUNY, Brockport)
Claudia Strauss (Pitzer College)
M. Diane Hardgrave (College of Southern Nevada)
Julian B. Brash (Montclair State University)
Samuel G. Collins (Towson University)
Donald M. Nonini (University of North Carolina)
Liam M. Buckley (James Madison University)
Anita Spring (University of Florida)
Marla Frederick (Harvard University)
Chris Roebuck (University of California, Berkeley)
Luis F. B. Plascencia (Arizona State University)
Paula Rubel (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)
Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)
James R. Veteto (University of North Texas)
Samuel R. Cook (Virginia Tech)
Lara Deeb (Scripps College)
Lenora Bohren (Colorado State University)
Timothy L. Sullivan (Richland College)
Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)
Jeffrey E. Cole (Connecticut College)
Nancy A. Abelmann (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
James M. Taggart (Franklin & Marshall College)
James Tim M. Wallace (North Carolina State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
FRAGMENTS: GLIMPSES OF HAITIAN LIFE THREE YEARS AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

**Reviewed by**
Installations

**Organizers**
Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)
Jennifer Kirker Priest (The Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University)

**Chair**
Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)

**Presenter**
9:00 AM Susan D Russell (Northern Illinois University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

NAPA/AAA CAREERS EXPO WELCOME BRUNCH

**Sponsor**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer**
Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)

**Presenters**
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)
Cathleen E Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)

Film Session: NATURE & THE WORLD

**Sponsor**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

10:00 AM *Victoria Mamas* (22 mins) dir. Abigail Horton

10:30 AM *Maasai Voices on Climate Change (and Other Changes, Too)* (10 mins, followed by Q&A) dir. Joana Roque de Pinho *Award: Jean Rouch Award for Collaborative Filmmaking

“WITHOUT MUSIC, THERE IS NO JOY, WITHOUT JOY, THERE IS NO MUSIC,” DJEMBE DRUMMING AND THE GLOBAL IMPACT OF MANDINGUE CULTURE

**Reviewed by**
Installations

**Organizer**
Tanya Y Price (North Carolina A&T State University)

**Participants**
Tanya Y Price (North Carolina A&T State University)
Michael J Taylor (Holy Goat Percussion)
Eric Thomas (Holy Goat Percussion)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
**4-0310** 10:00–12:00  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**COMMITTEE ON WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  AAA Committee on World Anthropologies

**ORGANIZER**  Lisa S Myers (American Anthropological Association)

**CHAIR**  Carla Guerron Montero (University of Delaware)

Bela Feldman-Bianco (UNICAMP, Brazil)

---

**4-0315** 10:00–03:00  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE LEGACY OF ANTHROPOLOGY’S ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY: A HISTORY IN PICTURES AND TEXTS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Installations

**ORGANIZERS**  Merrill C Singer (University of Connecticut)

Suzanne Marie Heurtin-Roberts (Health Resources and Services Administration)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0320** 10:00–03:00  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TRADE IS SUBLIME: A SCENOGRAPHIC PROPOSITION FOR ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AT THE WTO, GENEVA, SWITZERLAND**

**REVIEWED BY**  Installations

**ORGANIZER**  Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (Western Connecticut State)

**CHAIR**  George E Marcus (University of California, Irvine)

**PARTICIPANTS**  Luke Cantarella (Pace University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**4-0325** 10:00–03:00  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton


**REVIEWED BY**  Installations

**ORGANIZER**  Nicola Levell (University of British Columbia)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
4-0330 10:00–03:00 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
TOWARDS A LEGIBLE ANTHROPOLOGY: AIRING OUR DIRTY LAUNDRY
REVIEWED BY Installations
ORGANIZER Marcia S Rego (Duke University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0335 10:00–03:00 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
HAWAI’I BEYOND THE WAVE, HAWAI’I BEYOND THE POSTCARD
REVIEWED BY Installations
ORGANIZER Mascha Gugganig (University of British Columbia)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0340 10:00–03:00 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
ENGAGING THE FUTURE THROUGH ENGAGING THE PAST: A MULTI-MEDIA INTERPRETIVE EXPERIENCE ON THE “ROAD OF DEVELOPMENT”
REVIEWED BY Installations
ORGANIZERS Kristina Baines (University of South Florida)
 Victoria Costa (CoolAnthropology.com)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0345 10:00–03:00 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
PRESERVATIONAL DETERMINISM; PRESERVATION OF MIND
REVIEWED BY Installations
ORGANIZER Mallory Rachel Haas (In-site archaeology consultants)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
4-0350 10:00–03:00 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

DESIGNING CRITICAL CONVERSATION

REVIEWED BY Installations
ORGANIZER Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0355 10:15–12:00 Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

MOBILITY, MEDIATIZATION, AND ENREGISTERMENT

REVIEWED BY Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Joseph Sung-Yul Park (National University of Singapore)
Adrienne Lo (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)

CHAIR Michele E Koven (University of Illinois)

10:15 AM Adrienne Lo (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) Why can’t Asians Speak Good English? A Historical Examination of a Linguistic Stereotype

10:30 AM Cecile B Vigouroux (Simon Fraser University) ‘Butchered French’: History of the Construction and Entextualization of Africans As Incompetent Speakers

10:45 AM James Collins (SUNY, Albany) Constructing Transnational Migrants As ‘English Language Learners’: An Analysis of Register Formation and State Effects in An Era of Migration-Based Multilingualism

11:00 AM Joseph Sung-Yul Park (National University of Singapore) Metapragmatic Stereotypes and the Meaning of Space: Korean Workers in the Transnational Workplace

11:15 AM Elaine W Chun (University of South Carolina) Koreanness Commodified and Consumed: Enregistering Racial, Sexual, and Linguistic Value in Transnational K-Pop

DISCUSSANT 11:30 AM Jan Blommaert (Tilburg University)

11:45 AM Discussion

4-0360 10:15–12:00 Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

MORAL LIVES AND THE BUSINESS OF DEATH

REVIEWED BY Society for the Anthropology of Religion
ORGANIZERS Huwy-min Lucia Liu (Boston University)
Ruth E Toulson (University of Wyoming)

CHAIR Huwy-min Lucia Liu (Boston University)

10:15 AM George Sanders (Oakland University) Reshaping Rituals for Commodity Spectacles in the Funeral Business

10:30 AM Ruth E Toulson (University of Wyoming) A Funeral Director Looks for Love: Dating and the Dirty Business of Death in Singapore
10:45 AM Huwy-min Lucia Liu (Boston University) *Edge Ball Politics and Amoral Agents: Private Funeral Agents and Ritual Change in Shanghai, China*

11:00 AM Dominic Akyel (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies) *Marketing Death: Trust Building and Quality Construction in the German Death Care Industry*

11:15 AM Jim McQuaid (Boston University) *Families Serving Families Or Salespeople Manipulating Customers? Funeral Directors’ Relationships With Their Bereaved Clients*

**DISCUSSANT** 11:30 AM Andrew B Kipnis (Australian National University)

**DISCUSSANT** 11:45 AM Robert P Weller (Boston University)

4-0365 10:15–12:00 Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:** INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGAGEMENT: ADVANCING ANTHROPOLOGY IN INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXTS

**SPONSORS** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Society for the Anthropology of Work

**ORGANIZERS** Tara Eaton (Wayne State University/Karmanos Cancer Institute)

Derrick Willis (College of DuPage)

**CHAIR** Tara Eaton (Wayne State University/Karmanos Cancer Institute)

10:15 AM Tara Eaton (Wayne State University/Karmanos Cancer Institute) and Hayley Thompson (Wayne State University/Karmanos Cancer Institute) *Ethnography in Cancer Prevention and Control: Understanding User Perspectives in Survivorship Care Planning Technology*

10:30 AM Laurie L Novak (Vanderbilt University) *Moving "Personalized Medicine" Beyond the Genome and Into the Community: Rethinking Culture for Health Care*


11:00 AM Derrick Willis (College of DuPage) *Business Anthropology: Pedagogy for a Global Economy*

11:15 AM Allen W Batteau (Wayne State University) *Collaboration On L’imaginaire: Imagining Mobility Futures*

11:30 AM Crysta J Metcalf (Motorola Mobility, Inc.) and Van Vuong (Motorola Mobility, Inc.) *Applied Interdisciplinary Research for New Product Innovation in Interactive Media*

**DISCUSSANT** 11:45 AM Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0370 10:15–12:00 PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BRINGING CITIZENSHIP BACK IN: YOUTH IMAGINARIES IN URBAN SPACES**

**REVIEWED BY** Council on Anthropology and Education

**ORGANIZER** Julia A McWilliams (Graduate School of Education, University of Pennsylvania)
10:30 AM  Julia A McWilliams (Graduate School of Education, University of Pennsylvania) Educational Aspiration As a Citizenship Claim: Bhutanese and Burmese Refugee Youth in South Philadelphia
10:45 AM  Krystal Strong (University of California, Berkeley) The University and the City: Student Political Practice As Critical Citizenship
11:00 AM  Negar Razavi (University of Pennsylvania) Sanctioned Masculinities: A ‘masculine’ Crisis of Economic Decline in Iran
11:15 AM  Shashank Saini (University of Pennsylvania) Exceptional Male Gang Violence: Understanding Structural Violence in Peri-Urban Communities in Delhi
11:30 AM  Christina Convertino (Kent State University and University of Arizona) Space and Place: Re-Inventing “belonging” in a Small Urban High School
Discussant 11:45 AM  Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0375  10:15–12:00  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
REVISITING THE CHICAGO SCHOOL: ENGAGEMENTS WITH RACE, CLASS, AND GENDER THROUGH CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY
Sponsor  Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer  Laurence Ralph (Harvard University)
Chair  Christine J Walley (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
10:15 AM  Karla Slocum (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) With the Chicago School As Backdrop: Studying Race, Class and Residence in 21st Century Black Towns
10:30 AM  Mary Pattillo (Northwestern University) Black Picket Fences Revisited: Black Middle Class Neighborhoods in the 21st Century
10:45 AM  Laurence Ralph (Harvard University) The Injury of Help: Grappling with the Chicago School Legacy of Urban Research
11:00 AM  Christine J Walley (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Revisiting the Chicago School From a Formerly Industrial Hinterland: Southeast Chicago and the Challenges of Urban Ethnography
Discussant  11:15 AM  Nicholas P De Genova (King’s College London)
Discussant  11:30 AM  William Julius Wilson (Harvard University)
11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-0380  10:15–12:00  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
ANALOGIC STRETCH?: THE SLAVE AND SOCIAL DEATH CONCEPTS IN THE MORAL ORDER OF CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
Reviewed by  American Ethnological Society
Organizer  Brackette F Williams (University of Arizona)
Chair  Samuel Martinez (University of Connecticut)
10:15 AM Drexel G Woodson (University of Arizona, School of Anthropology) Reflections On the Mission of Metaphor in Anthropological Methods: Lessons From Applied and Basic Research in Haiti

10:30 AM Carole S Vance PhD (Columbia University) What’s in a Name? The ‘Sex Slave Next Door’

10:45 AM Samuel Martinez (University of Connecticut) Bare Emancipation: The Freed Slave, Then and Now

11:00 AM Kay B Warren (Brown University) While Labor Migration Is Renamed ‘Human Trafficking’ and Human Trafficking Is Rebranded ‘New Slavery’: Colombian Laborers Renegotiate Debt Bondage

Discussant 11:15 AM Brackette F Williams (University of Arizona)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0385 10:15–12:00 Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session: WITHER THE HUMAN AND WHITHER THE ETHICAL RESPONSIBILITY OF ANTHROPOLOGY?

Sponsor Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Organizers Neni E Panourgia (New School for Social Research)
George Fitzpatrick Mentore (University of Virginia)

Chair Laura H Mentore (University of Mary Washington)

10:15 AM George Fitzpatrick Mentore (University of Virginia) The “REAL” Human

10:30 AM Kath Weston (University of Virginia) The Without Within: Animism/Humanism Redux?

10:45 AM Laura H Mentore (University of Mary Washington) Water as Vibrant Matter in a Changing Guyana

11:00 AM Neni E Panourgia (New School for Social Research) Technoneopost: Humanism, Humanity, Anthropos

11:15 AM Renato I Rosaldo (New York University) The Balinese Cockfight: From the Rooster’s Point of View

11:30 AM Discussion

4-0390 10:15–12:00 Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Scaling Linguistic Diversity: Language Standardization as a Scale-Making Project

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizers P Kerim Friedman (National Dong Hwa University)
Sonia N Das (New York University)

Chairs Janina Fenigsen (Northern Arizona University)
Elizabeth A Spreng (Miami University)

10:15 AM Sonia N Das (New York University) Standardizing Languages and the Virtual Globalism of Tamil Sociolinguistic Worlds
10:30 AM  Elizabeth A Spreng (Miami University)  *The Drama of Dictionaries: Semi-Standardized Practices in the Upper Sorbian Community*

10:45 AM  Janina Fenigsen (Northern Arizona University)  *Inside-Out: Jamaican Patois' Scales of Belonging*

11:00 AM  Elizabeth A Falconi (Wellesley College)  *Scaling Zapotec Orthographies*

11:15 AM  P Kerim Friedman (National Dong Hwa University)  *Mapping Language Ideology in Taiwan: Indigenous Language Standardization as a Scale-Making Project*

DISCUSSANT  11:30 AM  Judith Temkin Irvine (University of Michigan)

11:45 AM  Discussion

---

**4-0395**  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Politics of Public Food and Hospitality: Diasporic and Transnational Tables**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Organizers:** Christine Kovic (University of Houston-Clear Lake)

**Chair:** Maria F Curtis (University of Houston-Clear Lake)

10:15 AM  Helen Vallianatos (University of Alberta)  *Cooking Up Identities: Problematizing and (Re)Imagining Ethnic Identities at the Table*

10:30 AM  Maria F Curtis (University of Houston-Clear Lake)  *‘Let Us Cook for Them’: Turkish and Arab Women in Texas Connecting With Central Asia, Palestine, Syria, and Pakistan Through Their Kitchens*

10:45 AM  Melissa S Biggs Coupal (Independent Scholar)  *From the Community Field to the Transnational Table: Food Sovereignty and Pan-Indigenous Movements in Mexico and the United States*

11:00 AM  Micah M Trapp (University of Memphis)  *Inhospitable Tastes: The Politics of a Liberian Refugee Camp Food System in Ghana*

11:15 AM  Christine Kovic (University of Houston-Clear Lake)  *Politics of Hospitality: Central American Migrants, Mexican Hosts, and Solidarity Across Borders*

11:30 AM  Garrett Alexandrea McDowell (Eastern New Mexico University) and Danielle Marisa Holmes (Eastern New Mexico University)  *Globalized Eating: How Private Strategies of Resistance Are Publicly Enacted*

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-0400**  10:15–12:00  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**The Culture of Poverty: Pity and Self-Critique in Confrontations with Poverty and School Failure, 1959–2013**

**Sponsors:** Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer:** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Chair:** Shirin Vossoughi (Stanford University)

Raymond P McDermott (Stanford University)
10:15 AM  Michael Scroggins (Teachers College, Columbia University) and Herve Varenne (Teachers College, Columbia University)  
Recapturing Culture: Boasian Musings On a Wayward Concept  
10:30 AM  Raymond P McDermott (Stanford University)  
The Interdisciplinary Critique of the “Culture of Poverty,” 1965–1975: Lessons for the Present  
10:45 AM  Shirin Vossoughi (Stanford University) and Katherine Rodela (Stanford University)  
Rewriting Class, Culture, Colonialism, and the “Culture of Poverty”: Ethnographic Work by Eleanor Leacock, 1959–1980  
11:00 AM  AnnMarie Darrow Baines (San Francisco State University)  
11:15 AM  Frederick D Erickson (University of California, Los Angeles)  
11:30 AM  Discussion  

Discussion  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0405  10:15–12:00  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton  
CHILDREN’S FUTURES: LEARNING FROM THE PAST AND THE PRESENT  
Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division  
Chair/Organizers  Helen B Schwartzman (Northwestern University)  
10:15 AM  Kristin De Lucia (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  
An Archaeological Perspective On Changes in Children's Labor and Household Economies in Postclassic Central Mexico  
10:30 AM  Chelsie Jeannette Yount-Andre (Northwestern University)  
Planning for a Future of Change: Socializing Stratification Among Senegalese in Paris  
10:45 AM  Marco Aiello (Northwestern University)  
Helping to Create Their Own Future: How Tsimane’ Children in Bolivia Manage Their Health Status  
11:00 AM  Jean Hunleth (Washington University School of Medicine)  
Going On Holiday: Examining School Break As a Time/Space for Securing Children's Futures in the Context of Illness in Urban Zambia  
11:15 AM  Lauren Slubowski Keenan-Devlin (Northwestern University)  
Set Up for Failure: Neighborhood Context and Health Futures for Poor Black Chicago Youth  
11:30 AM  Matilda Stubbs (Northwestern University)  
Fostering Futures: States of Care Outside the Family in the U.S.  
11:45 AM  Cindy D Clark (Rutgers University)  

Discussion  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0410  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
PRODUCING ETHNOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE: JACK SARGENT HARRIS’S CAREER IN AND OUT OF THE ACADEMY FROM CHICAGO TO THE COLD WAR  
Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division  
Organizer  Kevin A Yelvington (University of South Florida)  
Chair  Margrit Insa Nolte (University of Birmingham)  
Keith Shear (University of Birmingham)
10:15 AM  Kevin A Yelvington (University of South Florida)  ‘I Still Think Anthropology From the Viewpoint of Dialectical Materialism Would be a Fruitful Thing’: The Materialist Anthropology of Jack Sargent Harris

10:30 AM  Margrit Insa Nolte (University of Birmingham)  Ethnography and Intelligence As Cognate Endeavors? The Work of Jack Sargent Harris in Nigeria, 1938–9 and 1942

10:45 AM  Keith Shear (University of Birmingham)  Producing Intelligence: Jack Sargent Harris, the Office of Strategic Service’s Africa Desk, and the Sourcing of Information in World War Two Southern Africa

11:00 AM  David H Price (St Martin’s University)  Anthropology’s Post War Anti-Colonial Moment: Jack Harris, Raymond Kennedy, John Embree and the Transitory Rise and Fall of Anti-Colonial Anthropology

Discussant  11:15 AM  Sydel Silverman (CUNY/Wenner-Gren Foundation)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

---

**4-0415  10:15–12:00**  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CONTINUATION OF CONFLICT BY OTHER MEANS: POST-CONFLICT TRANSITIONS TO PEACE**

**Reviewed by:** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizers:** Hande Sarikuzu (SUNY, Binghamton)  
Sule Can (SUNY, Binghamton)

**Chair:** Sule Can (SUNY, Binghamton)

10:15 AM  Eva M Harman (Princeton University)  Young People, Desire for Education, and Temporalities of War in Post-War Liberia

10:30 AM  Laura Eramian (Dalhousie University)  Dilemmas of Selfhood and Social Relationships in Rwanda’s “Post-Conflict Moment”

10:45 AM  Rezvaneh Ganji (The New School)  Media and Ethics of Representation: The Making and Remaking of Conflict in Uganda

11:00 AM  Vasiliki Touhouliotis (New School for Social Research)  Towards An Ethnography of Shrapnel: Cluster Bombs and the Durability of War in South Lebanon

11:15 AM  Hande Sarikuzu (SUNY, Binghamton)  Liminal States of (In)Justice and the Regulation of Intimate Enmities in Turkey’s Transition to Peace

11:30 AM  Saygun Gokariksel (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  Facing History After State Socialism: Spectacles of Secrecy, Transparency, and Violence in Poland

Discussant  11:45 AM  Diane M Nelson (Duke University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0420  10:15–12:00**  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**EMBEDDED AND ENGAGED IN HIGHER EDUCATION: RESEARCHING STUDENT ENTANGLEMENTS WITH TECHNOLOGY**

**Reviewed by:** Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizers:** Donna Lanclos (J Murrey Atkins Library, University of North Carolina, Charlotte)  
Maura A Smale (New York City College of Technology, CUNY)
Chairs
Donna Lanclos (J Murrey Atkins Library, University of North Carolina, Charlotte)
Andrew D Asher (Indiana University)

Roundtable Presenters
Maura A Smale (New York City College of Technology, CUNY)
Mariana Regalado (Brooklyn College)
Lesley Gourlay (Institute of Education, University of London)
Donna Lanclos (J Murrey Atkins Library, University of North Carolina, Charlotte)
Andrew D Asher (Indiana University)
Lori M Jahnke (Emory University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0425 10:15–12:00 Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
POLITIES OF DISPOSSESSION: CONTESTED RESOURCES AND THE PRODUCTION OF PLACE IN AFRICA
Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology
Organizers Kristin D Phillips (Emory University)
Amy B. Nichols-Belo (Randolph-Macon College)
Omolade Adunbi (University of Michigan)
Chair Omolade Adunbi (University of Michigan)

10:15 AM Omolade Adunbi (University of Michigan) Contested Spaces, Conflicting Nation: Violence, Oil and the “City of Sin”
10:30 AM Amy B Nichols-Belo (Randolph-Macon College) Contested Knowledge in the Post-Socialist Nation: Traditional Healing As Resource and Threat in Northwestern Tanzania
10:45 AM Clare M Terni (University of Virginia) “Before the Young Ones Throw It Out”: Intellectual Property, Indigenous Knowledge Systems, and the Power of Place in Venda
11:00 AM Bilal Butt (University of Michigan) Competing Spaces of Extraction: Protected Areas, Pastoralism and Capital Accumulation By Dispossession in Dryland Regions of East Africa
11:15 AM Kristin D Phillips (Emory University) Natural Resources in the Making of Nation-Space: Oil, Citizenship, and the New Regionalism in Tanzania
Discussant 11:30 AM James H Smith (University of California, Davis)
11:45 AM Discussion

4-0430 10:15–12:00 Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
AFFECT, ASSESSMENT, AND CATEGORIZATION IN STORIES AND EXPERIENCES WITH FOOD
Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Chair/Organizer Polly Szatrowski (University of Minnesota)
10:15 AM Jon Coltz (University of Minnesota) Extending the Stance Triangle: Storytelling As Stancetaking in Focus Groups About Food
10:30 AM Discussion
10:45 AM  Mamadou Bassene (Rutgers University)  Storytelling for Food Assessment and Identity in Wolof and Eegimaa Taster Meals

11:00 AM  Polly Szatrowski (University of Minnesota)  Evidence From Present and Past Experience for Food Categorization In Japanese and American English Taster Lunches

11:15 AM  Discussion

11:30 AM  Chisato Koike (California State University, Los Angeles)  Affect, Assessment, and Interaction in Japanese Talk About Experiences of Exotic Food

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0435  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION IN INDIGENOUS SCHOLARSHIP: FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS, RECIPROCITY, RESPONSIBILITY AND RESPECT THROUGH CROSS-INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENTS

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizers: Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
               Sheilah E Nicholas (University of Arizona)
Chair: Perry Gilmore (University of Arizona/University of Alaska Fairbanks)
Roundtable Presenters: Sheilah E Nicholas (University of Arizona)
                       Perry Gilmore (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
                       Candace Kaleimamoowahinekapu Galla (University of British Columbia)
                       Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska Fairbanks)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

4-0440  10:15–12:00  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

BLACK MIRRORS: EMERGENT ETHNORACIAL CONFIGURATIONS AND AFRO-INDIGENOUS FUTURES

Reviewed by: Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizer: Karl F Swinehart (University of Chicago)
Chairs: Krystal A Smalls (University of Pennsylvania)
        Sherina Feliciano-Santos (University of South Carolina)

10:15 AM  Sherina Feliciano-Santos (University of South Carolina)  Beyond “Blanco, Negro, Indio”? Creolization and Indigeneity Among Taino Activists in Puerto Rico

10:30 AM  Karl F Swinehart (University of Chicago)  Counterconquest, Blackness, and Andean Hip-Hop As New World Baroque

10:45 AM  Kyle T. Mays (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)  Blackness, Indigeneity, and Hip Hop: Toward Indigenous Masculinities

11:00 AM  Krystal A Smalls (University of Pennsylvania)  Savages/Settlers/Slaves: Mashing Up Black Subjectivities in Liberia and the Metropole
11:15 AM Diana Burnett (University of Pennsylvania) *AlterNative Indigeneity in the Postcolony: Examining the Transnational Communal Dietary Practices of the African Hebrew Israelites of Jerusalem As Decolonial Practice*

**Discussant** 11:30 AM Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

4-0441 10:15–12:00 Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**SOLUTION AND DISSOLUTION; WATERSHEDS AS SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL FLOWS**

**Reviewed by** Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer** Wanda Orme (University of California, San Diego)

**Chair** Elana Zilberg (University of California, San Diego)

10:15 AM Kim De Wolff (University of California, San Diego) *Downhill From Everywhere*: Watershed Solutions for Plastic Ocean Pollution
10:30 AM Kelly D Alley (Auburn University) *River Basin Possibilities: Citizenship, Climate Concern and Advocacy for a Downstream Country*
10:45 AM Wanda Orme (University of California, San Diego) *Saline Solutions; Flow and Echo in the California Desert*
11:00 AM Veronica Strang (Durham University) *The Flow Between: Water, Materiality and Inter-Species Ethnography*
11:15 AM Rebecca Louise Carter (Brown University) *A Canal Runs Under It: Drainage, the Street, and the Course of Social-Environmental Change in Black New Orleans*

**Discussant** 11:30 AM David M Hughes (Rutgers University)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

4-0445 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CHEMICAL AESTHETICS**

**Reviewed by** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers**

Ella Butler (University of Chicago)
Nicholas E Shapiro (University of Oxford and Goldsmiths)

**Chair** Nicholas E Shapiro (University of Oxford and Goldsmiths)

10:15 AM Ella Butler (University of Chicago) *Molecular Memories: Specters of Taste in American Processed Foods*
10:30 AM Gretchen A Bakke (McGill University) *Slquids*
10:45 AM Nicholas E Shapiro (University of Oxford and Goldsmiths) *Chemical Freshness, Chemical Fetish*
11:00 AM Shan-Estelle Brown (Yale University School of Medicine) *Banging, Bumping, and Plugging: The Embodied Aesthetics of Opioid Addiction Medication Preferences*
**4-0450 10:15–12:00**
Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BOUNDARY WORK: SCRIPTING PROPERTY IN NEOLIBERAL ENVIRONMENTS**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair/Organizer**
Shubhra Gururani (York University)

**4-0455 10:15–12:00**
Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CARBON (UP)DATING: THE MATURING, WAXING, OR WANING OF CARBON IN ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE AND CONSERVATION POLICY**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair/Organizer**
Stephanie Paladino (Independent)

**Roundtable Presenters**
Maron Greenleaf (Stanford University)
Shaozeng Zhang (University of California, Irvine)
Stephanie Paladino (Independent)
Pamela D McElwee (Rutgers University)

**4-0460 10:15–12:00**
Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON PEACEBUILDING AFTER VIOLENT CONFLICT**

**Reviewed by**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Chairs/Organizers**
Susan F Hirsch (George Mason University)
Leslie K Dwyer (George Mason University)

**10:15 AM**
Susan F Hirsch (George Mason University) *The Justice in Peacebuilding: Pursuing Accountability, Legal Empowerment, and Justpeace Around the Kenyan Elections*

10:45 AM Jennifer L. Burrell (SUNY, Albany and Humboldt University, Berlin) *Waiting After War: Elusive Peace and Transitions in Guatemala*

11:00 AM Catherine E Bolten (University of Notre Dame) *Ensuring Peace ‘Looks Just Like the War’: Perceptions of Sierra Leone’s 2012 National Election Laws*

11:15 AM Leslie K Dwyer (George Mason University) *‘Don’t Disturb the Peace’: Liberal Peace-Building and Narrative Constraint in Post-Conflict Aceh, Indonesia*

**DISCUSSANT 11:30 AM** James G Ellison (Dickinson College)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

4-0465 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SCENES OF SOVEREIGNTY**

**REVIEWED BY** Association for Africanist Anthropology

**CHAIR/ORGANIZER** Stacey L Vanderhurst (Brown University)

10:15 AM Nidhi Mahajan (Cornell University) *Negotiating State Sovereignty At Mombasa’s Old Port*

10:30 AM Sarah Stefanos (University of Wisconsin - Madison) *The Tractor and the Plow: Commercial Agriculture and Ethiopian Sovereignty in the 21st Century*

10:45 AM Teferi A Adem (HRAF at Yale University) *Religious Freedom and Government Intervention in Ethiopia*

11:00 AM Stacey L Vanderhurst (Brown University) *God Rescued You: Divine Intervention and Sovereign Power in Nigeria’s Counter-Trafficking Programs*

11:15 AM Diane O’Rourke (Victoria University of Wellington and University of Hargeisa) *When Is a State? The Case of Somaliland*

**DISCUSSANT 11:30 AM** Niklas Hultin (Cambridge University)

**DISCUSSANT 11:45 AM** Joseph Hellweg (Florida State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

4-0470 10:15–12:00 Poster Row Blue- Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton

**Poster Session:** **ARCHAEOLOGY OF DEATHWAYS & LIFEWAYS**

**REVIEWED BY** Archaeology Division

Gwyn D Madden (Grand Valley State University), Jordan Kenneth Karsten (SUNY, Albany), Mykhailo Sokhatsky (Regional Ethnographic Museum) and Taras Tkachuk (Galych Museum) *Burial As Boundary Marker At Verteba Cave, Western Ukraine: Establishing Identity*

Katy Meyers (Michigan State University) and Nikki Silva (Michigan State University) *When Bones Are Lost Can Gender Be Found? A Spatial Examination of Gender in an Anglo-Saxon Cemetery*
Anna J Waterman (Mount Mercy University) and Jonathan T Thomas (University of Iowa) People, Places, and Things: Life and Death in the Late Neolithic of Portugal

Susan Villerot (Wayne State University), Teddi J Setzer (Wayne State University), Shaun Byron (Wayne State University) and Dustin Blitchok (The Oakland Press) Contemporary Community Engagement: Cultural Heritage Management of An Urban Cemetery

Keith Michael Zimmerman (Wayne State University) Decoding the Tombstones: The Unmarked Graves of Plot Two At Oak Hill Cemetery Pontiac, Michigan

Gagan Kaur Dhillon (Wayne State University) Stylistic Changes in Children’s Tombstones At Oak Hill Cemetery in Pontiac, Michigan

4-0475 10:15–12:00 Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

HEALTHCARE WORKERS AND CARE GIVERS

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology

Chair: Leslie E Carlin (University of Toronto)

10:15 AM Leslie E Carlin (University of Toronto), Kathryn Sibley (Toronto Rehabilitation Institute), Pia Kontos (Toronto Rehabilitation Institute) and Susan Jaglal (University of Toronto) ’There Will Be Failures’: Orthopedic Surgeons and Decision-Making for Elderly Hip-Fracture Patients

10:30 AM Deborah Hutchinson (Department of Veterans Affairs) Using Ethnography to Study Teamwork and Safety Culture in An Emergency Department

10:45 AM Annaliese Watson (Oregon State University) “A Fragile Job”: Haitian Traditional Midwives (Matwòns) and the Navigation of Clinical, Spiritual and Social Risk

11:00 AM Megan M Prescott (University of Arizona) “Learning to Love it”: The Production of Affective Nursing Labor in the Philippines

11:15 AM Andrew J McDowell (Harvard University) Ersatz Care: Resistance and Reaction in the Care-Giving of Ersatz/Bengali Doctors

11:30 AM Stephanie T Melton (University of South Florida) We Are in This Together: Caregiver Perspectives of Living With a Loved One With Diabetes

11:45 AM Daniel H de Vries (University of Amsterdam) The Medicalization of the Community Health Worker: A View At the Assemblage From Luwero District, Uganda

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

4-0480 10:15–12:00 Poster Row Green- Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session:
GLOBAL HEALTH IN LOCAL SPACES

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology

Richard T Powis III (Cleveland State University) Getting to the Root of Dengidëk: A Preliminary Investigation of Fagara xanthoxyloïdes and Treatment-Seeking Behavior in Dakar, Senegal
Wendy Weissner (Goddard College) Finding a Global Place: Ayurveda and the Hegemony of Biomedicine

Pamela J Downe (University of Saskatchewan) Material Cultures of HIV/AIDS in Prairie Canada

Trista Reynolds (DePaul University) Healthcare in Ghana: National Health Insurance Scheme

Eileen Sullivan (Boston University) From Washing to Whitening: the Cosmetic Practices and Beauty Politics of Vietnamese-American Women in Boston

Maeghan Breanne Dessecker (Georgia State University), Jessica Leigh Glass (Georgia State University) and Megan D Parker (Georgia State University) The Effects of Globalization On Brazilian Folk Medicine

Lawrence Alexander Sawchuk (University of Toronto) and Lianne Tripp (University of Toronto) Undulant Fever in Gibraltar and Malta: Colonialism, Culture and Group Compliancy

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0485 10:15–12:00 Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

CONTESTED MODERNITIES AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTH AND SOUTH EAST ASIA

Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology

Chair Andrea Wright (Brown University)

10:15 AM Thararat Chareonsonthichai (Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of Asia, Mahidol University) Of Mothers and Merit: Lao Women and Buddhist Civility in Muang Luang Prabang

10:30 AM Lindsey Garner-Knapp Producing Surrogate Mothers in India

10:45 AM Andrea Wright (Brown University) Parlor or Salon: Beauty and Modernity in Contemporary India

11:00 AM Patricia Lynn Swart (New School for Social Research) Redefining Active and Passive Film Consumers: Gendered Audience Strategies in the Malayalam-Language Cinema of Kerala, India

11:15 AM Discussion

4-0490 10:15–12:00 Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session: PRIMATOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS: NEW FRONTIERS

Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section

Justin D’Agostino (California State University, Los Angeles) The Ability to Associate Colors and Directions to Hidden Food Items: Testing in the family Hylobatidae

Victoria R Weaver (California State University, Northridge) and Christina J Campbell (California State University, Northridge) Dietary Ethanol Ingestion By Free-Ranging Spider Monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi): An Evaluation of the “Drunken Monkey” Hypothesis
Anne Cathleen Kwiatt (University of Texas at San Antonio), Thad Bartlett (University of Texas at San Antonio) and Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame) Synurbization in Singapore: Long-Tailed Macaque (Macaca fascicularis) Behavioral Adaptation to a Mixed-Urban Environment

Laurie M Kauffman (Oklahoma City University) Human and Nonhuman Primate Coexistence in a Changing World

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0495 10:15–12:00  Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn
POETRY, POWER, AND THE SOCIAL IMAGINATION

REVIEWED BY Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER John Leavitt (Université de Montréal)
CHAIR Mary L Scoggin (Humboldt State University)
10:15 AM Mary L Scoggin (Humboldt State University) Poetic(al) Economy and Flights of Fantastic
10:30 AM Steve Coleman (National University of Ireland) A Generalized Aesthetic of Loss: Resonances Within and Without an Irish Performance Tradition
10:45 AM John Leavitt (Université de Montréal) Indian Popular Films as Epics
11:00 AM Dale Pesmen (Independent researcher) “... in twenty voices” — Fragments From a Talk with Paul Friedrich

DISCUSSANT 11:15 AM Bernard Bate (Yale-NUS College, National University of Singapore)
DISCUSSANT 11:30 AM James W Fernandez (University of Chicago)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

4-0500 10:15–12:00  Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
Invited Session: TOWARD A POLITICS OF AIR

SPONSOR Society for Cultural Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Bridget L Guarasci (Franklin & Marshall College)
10:15 AM Jessica R Cattelino (University of California, Los Angeles) The Airborne Politics of Interdependency: Of Ash and Bagasse, Migratory Birds, and Hurricane-Traveled Critters in the Florida Everglades
10:30 AM Bridget L Guarasci (Franklin & Marshall College) Life in the Skies: Scouting Birds in Iraq’s Marshes at Wartime
10:45 AM Eleana J Kim (University of Rochester) Militarized Flyways: Migratory Cranes and Cartographies of Endangerment
11:00 AM Julie Y Chu (University of Chicago) The Atmospherics of Law in China
11:15 AM David Valentine (University of Minnesota, Twin Cities) Atmosphere

DISCUSSANT 11:30 AM Stefan G Helmreich (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
ENGAGEMENTS AND ENTANGLEMENTS: REFLEXIVE ETHNOGRAPHY WITH THE RELIGIOUS OTHER

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizers:**
- Derrick Lemons (University of Georgia)
- Deana L. Weibel (Grand Valley State University)

**Chair:**
- Derrick Lemons (University of Georgia)

**10:15 AM**
- **Katharine L Wiegele (Northern Illinois University)** Potent Sites of Connection: Narrative Collaborations in Conversion, Fieldwork, and Beyond the Discipline

**10:30 AM**
- **Derrick Lemons (University of Georgia)** In Search of Demons: An Ethnographer’s Discovery of the Need for Reflexivity During a Spontaneous Exorcism Ritual in Haiti

**10:45 AM**
- **Deana L Weibel (Grand Valley State University)** To Sink or to Swim: Pilgrimage to Lourdes As An Ethnographer’s Trial By Water

**11:00 AM**
- **Micah Francis Morton (University of Wisconsin-Madison)** Religious Intersubjectivity and the Ethnographic Encounter: Of Collaborative and Contentious Engagements With Competing Akha Religiosities in Mainland Southeast Asia and Southwest China

**11:15 AM**
- **Angela Kristin VandenBroek (Binghamton University, State University of New York)** Being a Curious Potential: Collaborating with Muslims On Ethnography and Conversion

**11:30 AM**
- **Hillary K Crane (Linfield College)** Mine Eyes Have Seen the Gluten: Religious Detachment and the Fervor of the Celiac

**Discussant:**
- **Ronald Lukens-Bull (University of North Florida)**

---

**4-0510 10:15–12:15**

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**NAPA/NASA WORKSHOP ON UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE FUNDING**

**Sponsor:** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer:** David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida)

---

**4-0515 10:15–12:15**

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**WORKSHOP ON TEACHING GENDER AND SEXUALITY III: SOCIAL MEDIA AND TEACHING FEMINIST ACTIVISM**

**Sponsor:** Association for Feminist Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Isabelle LeBlanc (Université de Moncton)
- Jose L Santos (Metropolitan State University)

**Presenters:**
- Chelsea Blackmore (University of California, Santa Cruz)
- Susan Harper (North Lake Community College)
4-0520  10:30–12:30     McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ETHOS EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR   Society for Psychological Anthropology
ORGANIZER Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

4-0525  11:00–01:15     PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
PERFORMING GENDER, PERFORMING ETHNICITY
SPONSOR   Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
11:00 AM   The Sisterhood (1 hour 13m) dir Roger Horn submitted by
12:20 PM   The Making of a King (13m, followed by Q&A) dir Nicole Miyahara
12:50 PM   The Ordinary Life of an Unwilling All-American Exotic (7m, followed by
Q&A) dir. by Aurora Betson

4-0530  11:00–04:00     Salon C, Exhibit Hall, Chicago Hilton
NAPA/AAA CAREERS EXPO: EXPLORING PROFESSIONAL CAREERS
SPONSOR   National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)
           Cathleen E Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)
           This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0535  11:30–01:30     Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
REMOTE SENSING AND ANTHROPOLOGY: AN INTRODUCTION TO
INTEGRATING AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND SATELLITE IMAGERY INTO
ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH
SPONSOR   Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZER David D Meek (University of Georgia)

4-0540  12:00–02:00     Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD
MEETING
SPONSOR   Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZER Susan C Coutin (University of California - Irvine)
4-0541 12:00–06:00  Washington Park Arts Incubator, University of Chicago

ETHNOGRAPHIC TERMINALIA 2013: CHICAGO “EXHIBITION AS RESIDENCY—PROCESS, COLLABORATION, COMMUNITY”

REVIEWED BY
Installations

ORGANIZER
Fiona P McDonald (University College London)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0545 12:15–01:30  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

AAA PUBLICATIONS FORUM: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

SPONSOR  
Culture and Agriculture

ORGANIZER  
Kelsey Troop (American Anthropological Association)

CHAIRS  
Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University)
Stephanie Paladino (Independent)

PRESENTERS  
Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
Niko Besnier (University of Amsterdam)
Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University)
Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
Karen G Williams (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Ida S Susser (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park)
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)
Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa)
Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
Rebecca Storey (University of Houston)
Hugh W Jarvis (SUNY, Buffalo)
Michael F Brown (Williams College)
Lynne M Schmelz (Harvard University)
Ben Orlove (School of International and Public Affairs Columbia University)
Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)
Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
Deborah L Nichols (Dartmouth College)

4-0550 12:15–01:30  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

BUSINESS MEETING OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF JEWS AND JUDAISM

SPONSOR  
General Anthropology Division
Students  Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
Friday, November 22

4-0555  12:15–01:30  Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
NUMBERS MATTER: HOW DO WE CREATE A MORE RACIALLY DIVERSE ANTHROPOLOGY?
SPONSOR  Presidential workshop
ORGANIZER  Karen Brodkin (University of California, Los Angeles)
CHAIR  Karen Mary Davalos (Loyola Marymount University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M

4-0560  12:15–01:30  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
INTERLOCUTOR EVENT: EXPLORING YOUTH, AGE AND GLOBALIZATION
SPONSOR  Anthropology of Aging and Life Course Interest Group
ORGANIZERS  Jay Sokolovsky (University of South Florida St. Petersburg)
Athena McLean (Central Michigan University)
PRESENTERS  Jennifer Cole (University of Chicago)
Deborah L Durham (Sweet Briar College)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0565  12:15–01:30  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL/GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SUNTA) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Nancy A Abelmann (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Leeds Prize
2. Graduate Student Panel Prize
3. Graduate Student Best Paper Prize
4. Undergraduate Student Best Paper Prize
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0570  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Anthropology and Environment Society
ORGANIZER  Courtney Carothers (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
4-0575  12:15–01:30  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION DISTINGUISHED LECTURE AND
AWARDS CEREMONY BRUNO LATOUR, DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
SPONSOR            General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER          Samuel R Cook (Virginia Tech)
PRESENTERS         Bruno Latour (Sciences Po Paris)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. GAD Award for Exemplary Cross-Field Scholarship
2. Forsythe Prize
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0580  12:15–01:30  Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY PRESIDENTIAL
CONVERSATION ON LANGUAGE AND MOBILITY: RETHINKING THE
POPULATIONS, PRACTICES, AND PLACES OF “MIGRATION”
SPONSOR            Society for Linguistic Anthropology
ORGANIZERS         Hilary Parsons Dick (Arcadia University)
                   Adrienne Lo (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
                   Jonathan D Rosa (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
PRESENTERS         Alejandro Ivan Paz (University of Toronto)
                   Rosina Marquez Reiter (University of Surrey)
                   Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
                   Bonnie McElhinny (University of Toronto)
                   Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
                   Jan Blommaert (Tilburg University)
                   Susan Gal (University of Chicago)

4-0585  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR EAST ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR            Society for East Asian Anthropology
ORGANIZER          Eriberto P Lozada Jr (Davidson College)

4-0590  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS (NASA)
BUSINESS MEETING (OPEN FORUM)
SPONSOR            National Association of Student Anthropologists
ORGANIZER          Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Carrie Hunter-Tate Award
2. Emerging Leaders in Anthropology
This session may be of particular interest to: S
4-0595  12:15–01:30  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
BIOLGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
SPONSOR  Biological Anthropology Section
ORGANIZER  Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

4-0600  12:15–01:30  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGIST (ABA) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Association of Black Anthropologists
ORGANIZER  Marla Frederick (Harvard University)

4-0605  12:15–01:30  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
MUSIC AND SOUND INTEREST GROUP (MSIG) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Music and Sound Interest Group
ORGANIZERS  Jerry L Wever (Spelman College)
            Amanda G Minks PhD (University of Oklahoma)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0610  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 5D, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AAA COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  AAA Committee for Human Rights
ORGANIZER  Joslyn Osten (American Anthropological Association)

4-0615  12:15–01:30  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY (CMA) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Council for Museum Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Patricia Capone (Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University)
CHAIR  Howard Morphy (Australian National University)
PRESENTERS  Margaret M Bruchac (University of Pennsylvania)
            Karl A Hoerig (White Mountain Apache Tribe)
            Jennifer Shannon (University of Colorado - Boulder)
            Cynthia Chavez Lamar (The School for Advanced Research)

4-0620  12:15–01:30  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION STUDENTS OF COLOR MENTORING PROGRAM & LGBTQ STUDENT MENTORING PROGRAM
SPONSOR  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER  Kristin A Searle (University of Pennsylvania)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
4-0625  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY AND MENTAL HEALTH INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer  Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Chair  Michael R Duke (University of Memphis)

4-0630  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
DISABILITY RESEARCH INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer  Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Chair  Devva Kasnitz (Society for Disability Studies)

4-0635  12:15–01:30  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION OF LATINA & LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ALLA) BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor  Association of Latina and LatinoAnthropologists
Organizer  Luis F B Plascencia (Arizona State University)
Awards presented at this event:
1. ALLA Book Awards

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0640  12:15–01:30  Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
ALL PRESIDENTIAL FELLOWS MEETING
Sponsor  Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer  Gregory K Tanaka (Mills College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0645  12:15–01:30  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY (SLACA) BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer  Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)
Awards presented at this event:
1. Roseberry-Nash Student Paper Prize
2. Whiteford Student Paper Prize for Applied and Engaged Anthropology

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0650  12:15–01:30  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
DANGEROUS DIALOGUES? PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED.
Sponsor  American Ethnological Society
Organizer  Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)
**HUMAN SEXUALITY & ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP (HSAIG) BUSINESS MEETING**

**Sponsor:** Human Sexuality and Anthropology Interest Group  
**Organizer:** Susan C Dewey (University of Wyoming)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

**ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION MISSION COMMITTEE OPEN PLANNING MEETING**

**Sponsor:** Council on Anthropology and Education  
**Organizer:** Kevin M Foster (University of Texas at Austin)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**GETTING TO ZERO INCIDENCE OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE DISCIPLINE**

**Sponsor:** American Anthropological Association  
**Organizer:** M Gabriela Torres (Wheaton College)  
**Presenters:**  
- Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)  
- Julienne N Rutherford (University of Illinois at Chicago)  
- Jane Henrici (Institute for Women’s Policy Research)  
- Naomi Quinn (Duke University - Department of Cultural Anthropology)  
- M. Gabriela Torres (Wheaton College)

**DYING AND BEREAVEMENT SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP OF THE SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Sponsor:** Society for Medical Anthropology  
**Organizer:** Mara H Buchbinder (UNC-Chapel Hill)

**MIDDLE EAST SECTION BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor:** Middle East Section  
**Organizer:** Lara Deeb (Scripps College)  
**Presenters:**  
- Farha Ghannam (Swarthmore College)  
- Fida J Adely (Georgetown University)  
- Kamran Asdar Ali (University of Texas at Austin)  
- Rehenuma Asmi (Columbia University)  
- Arzoo Osanloo (University of Washington)  
- Kirsten L Scheid (American University of Beirut)  
- Julie Peteet (University of Louisville)
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY (ASAP)
BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)
Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)
Cris Shore (University of Auckland)
Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)
William O Beeman (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis and Stanford University)
Gregory Feldman
Samuel Shapiro
Susan Greenhalgh (Harvard University)
Susan A Wright (Aarhus University)
Anette Nyqvist (Score, Stockholm University)
Winifred Tate (Colby College)
Shalini Randeria (Geneva)
Rebecca Warne Peters (The Maxwell School of Syracuse University)
Thomas M Wilson (SUNY, Binghamton)
Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)

IMAGINING COMMUNITIES OTHERWISE

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Richard J Martin (Princeton University)

Chair: Timothy McCajor Hall (University of California Los Angeles)

12:00 PM Natasha Zaretsky (Rutgers University) “Coming Out of the Shadows”: Dreaming, Desire, and Agency in the Narratives of Undocumented Migrant Youth

12:15 PM Timothy McCajor Hall (University of California Los Angeles) Competing Imaginaries in a Queer Movement: Polysemy and the Non-Coherence of Bear “communities”

12:30 PM Richard J Martin (Princeton University) Discursive Communities: Reterritorializations of Belonging in Berlin’s Bdsms Scene

12:45 PM Kairos Marquardt (University of Michigan) “The Generosity of Freecyclers”: Gifting and the “Intimate Publics” of Online Freecycle Networks

1:00 PM Cynthia Helen Malakasis (Florida International University) Demarcating the Nation on Facebook: Online Boundary-Setting Discourses and Their Offline Partisan and Ideological Moorings

Discussant: 1:15 PM Mary L Gray (Microsoft Research/Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
4-0685  12:15–02:15  Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE (SAE) EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
ORGANIZER  Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)

4-0690  12:15–02:15  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES (SACC) EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges
ORGANIZER  Timothy L Sullivan (Richland College)
This session may be of particular interest to: T

4-0695  12:30–02:30  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
CRAFTING CREATIVE/CRITICAL VISUALIZATIONS
SPONSOR  Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
PRESENTERS  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Sara E Perry (University of York)

4-0700  12:30–02:30  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON MIXED METHOD EVALUATIONS: QUALITATIVE OR QUANTITATIVE OR WHAT?
SPONSOR  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Mary Odell Butler (Reston)

4-0705  01:15–02:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION
SPONSOR  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
1:15 PM  Unknown Territories (2013) presented by Roderick Coover

4-0710  01:45–03:30  Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Roundtable:
FUTURE SCIENCE, CURRENT CRISIS: TURNING RESEARCH INTO THE SCIENCE BEHIND POLICY
SPONSOR  AAA Executive Program Committee
ORGANIZER  Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University)
**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

Friday, November 22

**Roundtable Presenters**

June C Nash (Distinguished Professor Emeritus CUNY)
Richard H Moore (Ohio State University)
Merrill Eisenberg (Independent Researcher)
Diane E Austin (University of Arizona)
Susan L Andreatta (University of North Carolina at Greensboro)
James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**4-0715 01:45–03:30**

Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Migration and Ethical Life**

**Reviewed by**

Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizers**

Susan B Rottmann (University of Wisconsin, Madison and Bogazici University)
George Eugene Fouron (Stony Brook University)

**Chair**

Kenneth M George (University of Wisconsin-Madison and Australian National University)

1:45 PM

Susan B Rottmann (University of Wisconsin, Madison and Bogazici University) *Cosmopolitanism and Justice: German-Turks and the Ethics of Citizenship*

2:00 PM

George Eugene Fouron (Stony Brook University) *Inflexions Of Transnational TIES Within Haiti’S Transnational Sphere WHEN The Ethics and Morality Of Giving Is NOT Honored*

2:15 PM

Leyla J Keough (Hampshire College) *The Ethics of Gendered Mobility: Debating Transnational Work and Mothering in Moldova*

2:30 PM

Megan Sarah Raschig (Universiteit van Amsterdam) *Promoting Feeling: Emotional Articulations and Ethical Breakdowns Among Agricultural Migrants in California*

2:45 PM

Helene Ilkjaer (University of Copenhagen) *Philanthropy and Flexible Ethics Among Return Migrants in Bangalore, India — Perspectives on Giving Back*

**Discussant**

3:00 PM

Ana Croegaert (University of New Orleans)

3:15 PM

Jarrett Zigon (University of Amsterdam)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

**4-0720 01:45–03:30**

Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Contextualizing Current Engagements: George W. Stocking Session in the History of Anthropology**

**Reviewed by**

General Anthropology Division

**Organizers**

David W Dinwoodie (University of New Mexico)
Sergei Kan (Dartmouth College)

**Chair**

David W Dinwoodie (University of New Mexico)

1:45 PM

Andrew Lass (Mount Holyoke College) *Claude Lévi-Strauss Reading: The Shear Transformations of D’Arcy W. Thompson*
2:00 PM  David W Dinwoodie (University of New Mexico) *Boas, the Debates Over Nationality and Civil Religion in The Dial, 1918, and His View of Ethnographic Groups*

2:15 PM  Sergei Kan (Dartmouth College) *The Truth About Alexander Goldenweiser’s Fieldwork*

2:30 PM  Olga Glinskii (University of New Mexico) *Malinowskian Legacy in Current Engagements With Slavic Nationalism*

2:45 PM  Maria Lepowsky (University Wisconsin, Madison) *Thomas Huxley and the Ethnography of Australasian Seas*

**Discussant**

3:00 PM  Raymond Fogelson (University of Chicago)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

---

**4-0725**  01:45–03:30  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LIFE IN-ORGANIC: BIOPOLITICS BEYOND “LIFE ITSELF”**

**Reviewed by**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair/Organizer**  David Rojas (Cornell University)  Kristina Marie Lyons (University of California, Santa Cruz)

1:45 PM  William M Girard (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Spirit-Filled Biopolitics: Pentecostal Trusteeship, the Holy Spirit and, Making Life More Than ‘Just Life’*

2:00 PM  Jacob H Culbertson (University of California, Davis) *Emergent Life At the Limits of Cultural Consultation*

2:15 PM  Jerome Whittington (National University of Singapore) *Canguilhem, Viability, Climate Futures*

2:30 PM  Kristina Marie Lyons (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Cultivating “Eyes for Her”: Selva apprenticeship in the Colombian Amazon*

2:45 PM  Salvador Andrés Schavelzon (Universidade Federal de São Paulo) *Considerations About Indigenous Cosmopolitics in South America: Reading Together Andean New Constitutions and Amazonian Ontologies Against the State*

**Discussant**

3:00 PM  Stuart J McLean (University of Minnesota)

3:15 PM  Discussion

---

**4-0730**  01:45–03:30  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**WHERE ARE VALUES? EXPLORING THE ‘GENUINE’ WITHIN THE LAW**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizers**  Julie Billaud (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)  Sally Engle Merry (New York University)

**Chair**  Miia Halme-Tuomisaari (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)

1:45 PM  Johannes M. Waldmueller (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies) *Ethical “Scripts”: Analyzing the Normative of Human Rights Indicators and Alternatives Toward Social Justice in Ecuador*
2:00 PM  Antonio De Lauri (Università degli Studi di Milano Bicocca) *Justice As a Moral Dilemma. Judicial Practice and the Poetic of Compromise in Kabul*

2:15 PM  Julie Billaud (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) *Keepers of the Truth: Producing ‘transparent’ Documents for the UN Universal Periodic Review*

2:30 PM  Miia Halme-Tuomisaari (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) *Engagement, Detachment and Personal ‘space’: Exploring ‘values’ in UN Treaty Body Proceedings*

2:45 PM  Genner De Jesus Llanes-Ortiz (Royal Holloway University of London) *Towards a Cosmopolitan Ethics: the Pan-Maya Construction of Rights From a Transnational Perspective*

3:00 PM  Jane K Cowan (University of Sussex) *“The Feeling of Pursuing an Ideal”: Minorities Section Bureaucrats at the League of Nations Reflect on Their Work*

3:15 PM  Discussion

4-0735  01:45–03:30  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BLACK WOMEN’S INTELLECTUAL AND POLITICAL WORK CHICAGO STYLE: CONVERSATIONS WITH CATHY COHEN AND BARBARA RANSBY**

**REVIEWED BY** Association of Black Anthropologists

**ORGANIZER** A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland College Park)

**CHAIR** Signithia Fordham (University of Rochester)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**
- Angela M Gilliam (Evergreen State)
- Cathy J Cohen (University of Chicago)
- Barbara Ransby (University of Illinois, Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0740  01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FISH AND SHIPS: EXPLORING SEASCAPES AND ENGAGEMENTS IN SEAFOOD POLITICS**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**ORGANIZERS**
- Shingo Hamada (Indiana University)
- Lillian Brown (Indiana University)

**CHAIR**
- Shingo Hamada (Indiana University)

1:45 PM  Lillian Brown (Indiana University) *Sustainable Seafood Consumption: Dietary Guidelines and Biotoxins*

2:00 PM  C Anne Claus (Yale University) *Consuming to Conserve: Clam Mariculture and “Five Senses Conservation” in Southwestern Okinawa*

2:15 PM  Pamela M Godde (California State University, San Marcos) *Fluid Places and Constructed Spaces: The Politics of Tuna*

2:30 PM  Antonia M Santangelo (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *The Hamsi: Anchovies and Identity in Black Sea Turkey*

2:45 PM  Donald A Underwood (University of Florida) *Here Was Once Full of Life: Environmental Amnesia and Marine Conservation in the Philippines*
4-0745 01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
COMPARATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY IN AN INTERCONNECTED WORLD:
A SEVEN-COUNTRY STUDY OF THE GLOBAL POLIO ERADICATION INITIATIVE
REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology
CHAIRS/Organizers Svea H Closser (Middlebury College)
Anat Rosenthal (McGill University)
1:45 PM Svea H Closser (Middlebury College) How Powerful Are Structural Forces in Driving Health Beliefs? What Comparative Ethnography Reveals
2:00 PM Anat Rosenthal (McGill University) Comparable By Design: Collecting Data Across Eight Ethnographic Field-Sites
2:15 PM Judith Justice (University of California at San Francisco) Challenges Conducting Comparative Ethnography At Field Level
2:30 PM Adam Koon (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) The Uses of An Outsider: Elite Interviewing in a Skilled Bureaucracy
DISCUSSANT 2:45 PM Kenneth C Maes (Oregon State University)
DISCUSSANT 3:00 PM Holly Wardlow (University of Toronto)
3:15 PM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: P

4-0750 01:45–03:30  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY IN CHANGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS:
STRATEGIES FOR ENGAGING THE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF HYBRID, ONLINE, AND MOOC FORMATS
REVIEWED BY General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZERS Carol Subino Sullivan (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Lauren Miller Griffith (University of Arkansas)
CHAIR Carol Subino Sullivan (Georgia Institute of Technology)
1:45 PM Heidi L Bludau (Monmouth University) From Face-to-Face to Facebook: A Case Study of the Transition From in-Person to Online Teaching of Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
2:00 PM Tara Hefferan (Central Michigan University) Engaging Diverse Publics: Hybrid Teaching in a Neoliberal Era
2:15 PM John D Hawks (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Behind the Scenes Building a Mooc On Human Evolution
2:30 PM Matthew D Trevett-Smith (University of Richmond) Digital Ethnography As Anthropological Fieldwork: The Use of Virtual Worlds Within Anthropology Courses
DISCUSSANT 2:45 PM Darlene A Smucny (University of Maryland University College)
DISCUSSANT 3:00 PM Michael L Wesch (Kansas State University)
3:15 PM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: T
FOOD TALK AS SEMIOTIC SUBSTANCE: STEPS TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOODWAYS AND DISCOURSE

Reviewed by: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizers: Kathleen C Riley (Queens College, CUNY)
Alexandra M Jaffe (California State University, Long Beach)
Chairs: Martha Sif Karrebaek (University of Copenhagen)
Anne T Meneley (Trent University)
Roundtable Presenters: Amy L Paugh (James Madison University)
Jillian R Cavanaugh (CUNY Brooklyn College and Graduate Center)
Kathleen C Riley (Queens College, CUNY)
Christine Jourdan (Concordia University)

CULTURAL MEANING AND THE LIFE COURSE IN ZONES OF ADVANCED MARGINALITY

Reviewed by: Society for Psychological Anthropology
Chair/Organizer: Julia Eksner (Freie Universität Berlin)
1:45 PM Claudia Strauss (Pitzer College) Imagining the Life Course in Late Modern Southern California: Class and Narratives of the Unemployed
2:00 PM John P Murphy (Gettysburg College) Waiting to Grow Up: Social Services, “Struggling Youth,” and the Life Course in a French Outer-City
2:15 PM Francesca Meloni (McGill University) Living With Uncertainty: Policies, Agency and Belongings in the Lives of Undocumented Youth in Canada
2:30 PM Julia Eksner (Freie Universität Berlin) When and Where to Start a Life: Subjective Life Course Staging in Berlin’s Urban Margins
2:45 PM Sarah E Rubin (Case Western Reserve University) Both Here and There: Meaning and Modes of Motherhood for Xhosa Women in An Urban South African Township

Discussant: 3:00 PM Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America)
3:15 PM Discussion

PLANT PUBLICS: CULTIVATING SOCIALITY ACROSS SPECIES BOUNDARIES

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers: John M Hartigan (University of Texas at Austin)
Chris M Kortright (University of Regina)
Chair: Chris M Kortright (University of Regina)
1:45 PM Kregg Hetherington (Concordia University) A Nation of Vigorous Plants: Genealogies of Paraguayan Vitalism
2:00 PM Kevin Michael Burke (University of Pennsylvania) Indigenous Plants and Community Development in Central North Carolina
2:15 PM  Bettina Y Stoetzer (University of Chicago)  *Cultivating Plants and People: Urban Gardening in Berlin*

2:30 PM  Paja L Faudree (Brown University)  *Magic Mint: Linguistic and Material Exchange in the Global Salvia Trade*

2:45 PM  Chris M Kortright (University of Regina)  *Scripting Evolution: Plants As Evolutionary Authors*

3:00 PM  John M Hartigan (University of Texas at Austin)  *Care of the Species: Cultivating Biodiversity in Spain and Mexico*

3:15 PM  Discussion

---

**4-0770  01:45–03:30**  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THINKING AND TALKING ABOUT METALANGUAGE AND METACOGNITION**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Anthropological Sciences

**Chair/Organizer**  Stephen A Chrisomalis (Wayne State University)

1:45 PM  Stephen A Chrisomalis (Wayne State University)  *Mathematical Discourse and the Logic of Rationalized Numerical Representations*

2:00 PM  Talia Gordon (Wayne State University)  *Beyond the Board: Metalinguistic Awareness and Language Beliefs Among Expert Scrabble Players*

2:15 PM  Ian Keen (Australian National University)  *Language and Cognition in the Constitution of Institutions*

2:30 PM  Denis André Patrick Regnier (Ecole Normale Supérieure)  *Ethnography and Epistemic Norms: Investigating Accuracy vs. Consensus in Madagascar*

2:45 PM  Michael Howard Thomas (Wayne State University)  *Fixing and Fixing: Literal Language and Perceptual Relevance in High-Functioning Autism and the Less Wrong Community*

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  Students

---

**4-0775  01:45–03:30**  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**RETHINKING POST-COUP HONDURAS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH THE ONGOING POLITICAL CRISIS**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizer**  Jordan Levy (University of Western Ontario)

**Chair**  Adrienne Pine (American University)

1:45 PM  Jon Horne Carter (Columbia University)  *The Writing on the Wall: Gang Tattooing and the Devil in Honduras Before the Coup*

2:00 PM  Mark D Anderson (University of California, Santa Cruz)  *The Honduran Tourist Industry Since the Coup*

2:15 PM  Jordan Levy (University of Western Ontario)  *The Everyday Work of Honduran Schoolteachers: Resisting Policies of Governance From Within the State*

2:30 PM  Dario Euraque (Trinity College)  *Mayanization and the Politics of Cultural Patrimony in Light of the 2009 Coup and November 2013 Elections*
2:45 PM  Jefferson C Boyer (Appalachian State University) Honduras: A Case of New/Old Class Conflict and Contested Hegemony

Discussant  3:00 PM  James Phillips (Southern Oregon University)
3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0780  01:45–03:30  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

ANTHROPOLOGY IN AND OF THE AGE OF MOOCS

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division
Chair/Organizer  Graham M Jones (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Roundtable Presenters  Tom Looser (New York University)
Denice J Szafran (SUNY, Geneseo)
Graham M Jones (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Catalina Laserna (Harvard University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

4-0785  01:45–03:30  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

MUSEUM METHODOLOGIES & COLLABORATIONS: PAPERS IN HONOR OF NANCY J. PAREZO

Reviewed by  Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer  Catherine A Nichols (Arizona State University)
Chair  Amy J Lonetree (University of California Santa Cruz)
1:45 PM  Nan A Rothschild (Barnard, Columbia University) Research With Museum Collections: Then and Now
2:00 PM  Catherine A Nichols (Arizona State University) Designating Duplicates: How Curators Chose Museum Objects to Give or Keep
2:15 PM  Gwyneira L Isaac (National Museum of Natural History) Matilda Coxe Stevenson and the Pioneering of Museum Anthropology
2:45 PM  Rebecca Dobkins (Willamette University) Finding Molly’s Story: Connecting Archival Records With Contemporary Native Communities
3:00 PM  Samuel R Cook (Virginia Tech) The Nexus Of Collaboration: Negotiating African History and Public Interest In Southwest Virginia
Discussant  3:15 PM  Sydel Silverman (CUNY/Wenner-Gren Foundation)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-0790  01:45–03:30  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

THE INEXTRICABILITY OF ENVIRONMENT AND CULTURE IN THE EMERGENCE OF 21ST CENTURY MALADIES: POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizer  Patricia J Hammer (Center for Social Well Being)
Chair  Susan A Crate (George Mason University)

278  M  Mentoring Activity  P  Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS: Jeanine Anderson (Catholic University)
Melissa A Beske (Tulane University)
Mattias Borg Rasmussen (University of Copenhagen)
Kathryn S Oths (University of Alabama)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0795 01:45–03:30  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
HISTORICAL MEMORY AND SILENCE: BIDS FOR CITIZENSHIP IN MODERN TIMES
REVIEWED BY: Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZERS: Thea R Abu El-Haj (Rutgers University)
Ellen Skilton-Sylvester (Arcadia University)
CHAIR: Thea R Abu El-Haj (Rutgers University)

1:45 PM: Bryan M Brayboy (Arizona State University) Genesis Amnesia and Historic Trauma: An Examination of Remembering for Indigenous Teachers
2:00 PM: Ariana Manguel Figueroa (Rutgers University) ¡Hay Que Hablar!: Testimonio in the Everyday Lives of Migrant Mothers
2:15 PM: Michelle J Bellino (Harvard Graduate School of Education) and Beth C Rubin (Rutgers University) Silence, Memory and Power: Divided Approaches to Civic Development in Post-Conflict Guatemala
2:45 PM: Hana Cervinkova (University of Lower Silesia and Czech Academy of Sciences) Pedagogies of Memory and the Neoliberal Politics of Containment in Urban Central Europe

DISCUSSANT: Pauline Lipman (University of Illinois at Chicago)
3:15 PM: Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0800 01:45–03:30  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
INTERCULTURALITY AND INDIGENOUS EDUCATION IN THE AMERICAS: ENGAGING INTERCULTURAL KNOWLEDGE THROUGH REFLECTIONS ON PRACTICE AND POLICY
REVIEWED BY: Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER: Vanessa E Anthony-Stevens (University of Arizona)
CHAIR: Luz Jimenez Quispe (University of Arizona)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS: Philip J Stevens (University of Arizona)
Carla Paciotto (Western Illinois University)
Victoria M Graves (University of Arizona)
Abel Quinonez Millanes (Escuela Primaria Indigena Tomas Martinez Cruz II)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
4-0805 01:45–03:30  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

CONJURING PUBLICS: HOW TO MAKE ETHNOGRAPHY THAT LIVES IN THE WORLD

REVIEWED BY
Society for Visual Anthropology

ORGANIZER
Rachel S Breunlin (University of New Orleans and Neighborhood Story Project)

CHAIR
Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University)

ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS
Helen A Regis (Louisiana State University)
Bruce Arnel Barnes (National Park Service)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

4-0810 01:45–03:30  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ARCHIVE AND KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION

REVIEWED BY
Society for Visual Anthropology

CHAIR
Trudi L Smith (York University)

1:45 PM Chitra Venkataramani (Johns Hopkins University) A ‘Village Scene’: Ecological Visions and Spatial Politics in Mumbai

2:00 PM Trudi L Smith (York University) The Impermanent Return: Photography, Protected Areas and the Matter of Linnet Lake

2:15 PM Sabra G Thorner (New York University) Outside the Frame: Photographs As a Currency of Social Life

2:30 PM Nicole M Crawford (University of Wyoming Art Museum) The Tji-Wara: Metamorphosis of the African Icon

2:45 PM Towagh Behr (Kwusen Research & Media) Community-Controlled Web-Based Spatial Archive: Postcolonial Archive Or Neoliberal Agent?

3:00 PM Vibha Gokhale (Rice University) The Fetish of the “Open”: Diversity Initiatives, Social Capital, and the Politics of Knowledge Production in Open-Source Communities

3:15 PM Discussion

4-0815 01:45–03:30  Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session:
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT POSTER SESSION

REVIEWED BY
Anthropology and Environment Society
Cristel Rhiannon Bender (Georgia State University) and JohnieSue Thurman (Georgia State University) Primate Conservation Strategies: A Case Study of Fifteen Zoos, Primates, and Conservation Efforts
Sallie Marie Maxwell Dehler (Mississippi State University) Green Motives: Understanding the Relationship Between Tourism and Migration to Edges of National Parks in Costa Rica
Jessica Ann Arends (Mississippi State University) Gendered Analysis of Migration to the Edges of Costa Rican National Parks
Robert (Reuven) Sinensky (Northern Arizona University)

Indigenous Collecting Rights and National Parks

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0820 01:45–03:30  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

WHAT’S NEW IN MAYA ARCHAEOLOGY?

Reviewed by Archaeology Division
Chair

Olivia C Navarro-Farr (College of Wooster)

1:45 PM Bernadette Cap (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and M. Kathryn Brown (University of Texas-San Antonio) Beyond Just the Space Between: Investigations of Ancient Maya Plazas

2:00 PM Brent KS Woodfill (University of Louisiana) Caves, Hills, and Caches: The Convergence of Ancient and Modern Ritual Practice in Central Guatemala

2:15 PM Mary Jane Acuna (Washington University in St. Louis) Late Preclassic Geopolitics in Northern Petén, Guatemala: Evidence From the Ancient Maya Site of El Achiotal

2:30 PM Olivia C Navarro-Farr (College of Wooster) Fire Ceremony, Sacred Memory, and Ritual Revitalization: Remembering Kaloomte K’abel At the Classic Maya City of El Perú-Waka’s

2:45 PM Jeff A Buechler (University of Illinois at Chicago) Maya Identity in the Classic Period Petexbatun Region: Statements of Origin and Naming Practices

3:00 PM Jerald D Ek (SUNY, Albany) Human-Environmental Dynamics, Adaptive Change, and the Classic Maya Collapse

3:15 PM Claudia ann Voit (Wayne State University) Meteoric Activity and Maya Warfare?

4-0825 01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ISSUES OF AGE, GENDER AND CLASS ACROSS AFRICA

Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology
Chair

Melina Taylor (California State University, Chico)

1:45 PM Declan Galvin (New York University) The Politics and Development of the Mungiki Movement in Kenya

2:00 PM Kate Rice (University of Toronto) “Because We Young People Drink Beer, and they Drink Jabilani”: Examining An Alcohol Ban in a Rural Xhosa Community Through the Lens of Intergenerational Conflict

2:15 PM Rebecca L Upton (DePauw University) Test-Tube Transnationalism: Fertility Migrants and Reproductive Refugees in Southern Africa

2:30 PM Katrina T Greene (Biola University) Black Female Bed and Breakfast Entrepreneurs in the Cape Town, South Africa Townships: Opportunity, Intersections, and Change

2:45 PM Melina Taylor (California State University, Chico) Female Genital Mutilation Education and Outreach Strategies in The Gambia, West Africa: An Analysis of a Non-Governmental Organization’s Influence in Changing Public Policy
4-0830 01:45–03:30    Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
Poster Session:
SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY POSTER SESSION
REVIEWED BY
Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Saadet Türkmen (University of Berne, Institut for Social Anthropology) Health and Illness Experiences in the Context of Migrants From Turkey in Switzerland
Nicole Celeste Umayam (University of Oklahoma) Prototypical Use of Gender-Specific Enclitics in Lakota Revitalization: The Lakota Berenstain Bears Project
Rebecca Campbell (University of South Florida) Examining Linguistic and Cultural Experiences of Students in a Florida County’s Schools: What Can This Inform On Processes of Subjugation? What Is the Role of Literacy Programs? What Does This Have to Do With Language, Race, and Ethnicity?

This session may be of particular interest to: P, T

4-0835 01:45–03:30    Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
PERSPECTIVES ON CONSCIOUSNESS
REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness
Bryan Rill (Florida State University)
M Diane Hardgrave (College of Southern Nevada)

Chair
1:45 PM    Meghan Steel (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa) and Christopher D Lynn (University of Alabama) Fireside Meditations: the Induction of a Relaxation Response By Focused Attention On a Flickering Light and Novel Sound Phenomenon
2:00 PM    Jacqueline M Siven (Florida International University) Yoga As Entrée to Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Medically Pluralistic Practices
2:15 PM    Kristine Lawson (University of California, Santa Cruz) The Human Microphone and Protest Sound Dimensions
2:30 PM    Juan Landeros (California State University, Los Angeles) Vintage Barber Shops: The Art of Manliness

Discussant
2:45 PM    Bryan Rill (Florida State University)
3:00 PM    Discussion

4-0840 01:45–03:30    Poster Row Green- Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
Poster Session:
ETHNICITY AND INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS
REVIEWED BY
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Mintzi A Martinez-Rivera (Indiana University) Courtship Rituals and Youth Culture in Angahuan

Warren Morgan Thompson (University of Michigan) Attending to Animals and Persons in Ache Women’s Ritual Wailing


Maria del Rosario Ferro (Columbia University) Guaqueros and the Fate of Indigenous People in the Sierra Nevada De Santa Marta, Northeast Colombia

Alejandro Reig (University of Oxford) Being Well? Yanomami Relations With the Venezuelan National Health System At the Crossroads of Differing Regimes of Meaning

Linda Jean Hall (University of California, Santa Barbara) Ecuadorian Afro-Indigenousness: A Divided Worldview, Unification and Community Action

Ryan Scott Hechler (McGill University) The Caranqui Wars: Constructing a Narrative From Post-Colonial, Colonial Partial Truths

4-0845 01:45–03:30  Essex Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn
FOUCAULT IN CHINA? — THEORIZING CHINESE MODERNITY IN A TRANSNATIONAL PUBLIC

Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology

Organizers
Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Ralph A Litzinger (Duke University)

Chair
Ralph A Litzinger (Duke University)

1:45 PM Andrew B Kipnis (Australian National University) The Once Rural: Forms of Power and the Problem of Patriarchy

2:00 PM Judith Farquhar (University of Chicago) Medicine and Social Thought

2:15 PM Orna Naftali (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) Psychologizing the Child: Governmentality and the Rise of the Therapeutic Discourse in Contemporary Urban China

2:30 PM Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara) Sovereign Power and Foucault As “Traveling Theory” in China

Discussant
2:45 PM Ralph A Litzinger (Duke University)

3:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

4-0850 01:45–03:30  Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn
TOWARD INCREASING CULTURAL UNDERSTANDINGS: LATINO/A PARENTS’, TEACHERS’, AND STUDENTS’ ENGAGEMENT IN MULTIPLE EDUCATIONAL SPACES

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer
Lucila D Ek (University of Texas at San Antonio)

Chair
P Zitlali Morales (University of Illinois at Chicago)
1:45 PM  Julio Cesar Capeles-Delgado (University of Illinois at Chicago)  
Latino Parental Involvement in a New Immigrant Destination

2:00 PM  Linda Prieto (University of Texas at San Antonio)  *Parental Influences on Testimonios – Latina Preservice and Inservice Teachers Narrate Their Lived Experiences*

2:15 PM  Jorge L Solis (University of Texas at San Antonio)  *Locating “Contextualized” Home, Community, and Local Experiences During Science Learning: Observations of Novice Teachers in Latino ELL Classrooms*

2:30 PM  Lucila D Ek (University of Texas at San Antonio), Adriana Garcia (University of Texas at San Antonio) and Armando Garza (University of Texas at San Antonio)  *Latino/a Children Co-Constructing Learning and Cariño Through Language and Literacy Practices At An Afterschool Technology Program*

Discussant 2:45 PM  Ana C Zentella (University of California, San Diego)

3:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0855  01:45–03:30  Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level  Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY ELECTRIC**

**Sponsor**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer**  Dominic C Boyer (Rice University)

**Chair**  Tanja Winther (University of Oslo)

1:45 PM  Dominic C Boyer (Rice University)  *Currents in Anthropological Thinking*

2:00 PM  Joseph Dumit (University of California, Davis)  *Digital Lag 2.0: A Reflux of Astonishment*

2:15 PM  Cymene Howe (Rice University)  *Gridlife*

2:30 PM  Brian Larkin (Barnard College)  *Ambient Infrastructures: The Space the State Left Behind*

2:45 PM  Mike Anusas (University of Strathclyde) and Tim Ingold (University of Aberdeen)  *The Electrical Charge Against Infrastructure*

3:00 PM  Tanja Winther (University of Oslo)  *‘Something Fast, Dangerous and Sexually potent’. Reflections On Electricity From the Field*

Discussant 3:15 PM  Akhil Gupta (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-0860  01:45–03:30  Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**Invited Session: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE HISTORY OF HUNGER**

**Sponsors**  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition  
Biological Anthropology Section

**Chair/Organizer**  Ellen Messer (Tufts University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Ellen Messer (Tufts University)</td>
<td>Ethnographic Perspectives On the History of Hunger and the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition: Introduction and Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Robert K Hitchcock (Michigan State University and University of New Mexico)</td>
<td>Food, Hunger, and Social Safety Nets Among the Ju/'hoansi San of Namibia and Botswana: A Diachronic and Comparative Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Nicholas Petersdorf (Brown University)</td>
<td>Turkey Tails and the World Trade Organization: Political and Cultural Drivers of Samoa’s Trade Liberalization and Food Insecurity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Emily Yates-Doerr (University of Amsterdam)</td>
<td>Temporal Biologies: Ethnography, Nutrition, and the Process of Translation in Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>John Brett (University of Colorado Denver)</td>
<td>Microfinance and Food Security, An Unfulfilled Promise?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

3:00 PM Deborah L Crooks (University of Kentucky)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0865 01:45–03:30**

Barbershop, Concourse Level

Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**DESIRING THE MIDDLE EAST: SELF-FORMATION, SUBJECTIVITY AND CHANGE**

REVIEWED BY Middle East Section

CHAIR/Organizer Nermeen Mouftah (University of Toronto)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Vivian V Solana (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>“There Is No Romance in the Desert”: Heart Break, Abandonment, False Promises and Longing for Belonging to An ‘international Community’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Reza Hashemitaba (Rice University)</td>
<td>Between Cosmetic Piety and the ‘sinful’ Nose: Rhinoplasty and Religious Authority in Tehran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Alice von Bieberstein (University of Cambridge)</td>
<td>Converting to One’s Self? Excitement and Thwarted Desires in Trajectories of Self-(re) Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Nermeen Mouftah (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>The Production of Happiness: Literacy and Self Expression in a Cairo Shipyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Daniel Gilman (DePauw University)</td>
<td>YouTube Politics: Music and Memes in Egyptian Political Self-Fashioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

3:00 PM Jessica Winegar (Northwestern University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**4-0870 01:45–03:30**

El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**INTERLOCUTOR SESSION: ART IN/AND COMMUNITIES: PUBLICS, PERSPECTIVES AND ENGAGEMENTS — A DISCUSSION WITH JON POUNDS, CHICAGO PUBLIC ART GROUP**

REVIEWED BY Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

ORGANIZER Timothy Sieber (University of Massachusetts Boston)

CHAIR Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)
Mentoring Activity
Practicing and Applied Anthropologists
Friday, November 22

1:45 PM Jon Pounds
1:00 PM Setha M Low (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
1:15 PM Lisa Maya Knauer (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth)
1:30 PM Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach)
1:45 PM Timothy Sieber (University of Massachusetts Boston)
2:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0875 01:45–05:30 International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
THE BIOARCHAEOLOGY OF DISEASE IDEOLOGIES: INTEGRATING BIOCULTURAL, HISTORICAL, AND SOCIOCULTURAL VARIABLES INTO ANCIENT HEALTH RESEARCH

Sponsor: AAA Executive Program Committee
Chairs/Organizers: John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Carolina de la Cova (University of South Carolina)

1:45 PM Charles R Cobb (University of South Carolina), Dawnie W Steadman (University of Tennessee) and Heather A Worne (University of Kentucky) Morbidity As Collateral Damage in Times of War: A View From the Prehistoric American Southeast

2:00 PM Carolina de la Cova (University of South Carolina) Embodying and Historicizing Those Forgotten: Theorizing Trauma and Race, Disease, Disability, and Medical Ideologies in American Anatomical Collections

2:15 PM Kathryn M Baustian (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), Debra L Martin (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and Daniel T Potts (New York University) Ideology and Disease in Pre-Islamic Arabia: Making Sense of Neonatal Mortality

2:30 PM John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and Debra L Martin (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) Covering the Dead, Sacrificing the Sick: Integrating Ethnohistory and Bioarchaeology to Understand Social Responses to Disease in the Greater Southwest

2:45 PM Michael L Blakey (College of William & Mary) You Lie: Whiteness in the Absence of Fact

3:00 PM Sarah Mathena (University of Massachusetts Amherst), Molly Kathleen Zuckerman (Mississippi State University) and Nicholas P Herrmann (Mississippi State University) Social Identity, Health and Stigma: A Case Study on the Intersection Between Disease Ideology and Treponemal Disease in the Southeastern U.S.

3:15 PM Break

3:30 PM Patrick F Clarkin (University of Massachusetts Boston) The Impact of Recent Wars on Health: A Biocultural Approach

3:45 PM Joseph L Jones (University of Massachusetts), Alan Goodman (Hampshire College) and Michael L Blakey (College of William & Mary) Elements of Diaspora: Health, Culture and Childhood Lead Exposure in Early New York
4:00 PM Rachel E Scott (DePaul University) Illness and Healing in Late Medieval Ireland
4:15 PM David S Simmons (University of South Carolina) The Ghosts of Diseases Past in Zimbabwe
4:30 PM Rachel J Watkins (American University) and Jennifer L Muller (Ithaca College) Normative Ideologies of Sample Construction in Bioarchaeological Studies

Discussant 4:45 PM Thomas L Leatherman (University of Massachusetts)
Discussant 5:00 PM Pamela L Geller (University of Miami)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-0880 01:45–05:30 Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
CROWDS AND CITIZENRIES IN LATIN AMERICA

Sponsor Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizers Rihan Yeh (Colegio de Michoacan)
Rafael Sanchez (Amsterdam University College)
Chair Alejandra M Leal (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)
1:45 PM Sarah Muir (Columbia University) Citizen Networks: Solidarity and Class in Post-Crisis Buenos Aires
2:00 PM Ellen Moodie (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) El Zapatazo Limpio: Late Liberal Outrage in El Salvador
2:15 PM Alejandra M Leal (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México) Street Workers Versus Parking Meters: Anxieties About Disorder in Mexico City
2:30 PM Valeria Procupez (Johns Hopkins University) Squatter Citizenship: Demands for Collective Property in Buenos Aires
2:45 PM Daniella M Gandolfo (Wesleyan University) Crowds and Fire at Mesa Redonda in Lima
3:00 PM Claudio Lomnitz (Columbia University) Unruly Crowds and the Military: Mexico, 1913
3:15 PM Break
3:30 PM Rafael Sanchez (Amsterdam University College) Monuments and Crowds
3:45 PM Joao Felipe Goncalves (Tulane University) Sovereignty and Carnival in Havana's May Day
4:00 PM Lucas Bessire (University of Oklahoma) Racing Through the Wild: Savagery, Speed and Statecraft in the Trans-Chaco Rally
4:15 PM Rihan Yeh (Colegio de Michoacan) Two Types of Traffic in Tijuana

Discussant 4:30 PM William T S Mazzarella (University of Chicago)
Discussant 4:45 PM Rosalind C Morris (Columbia University)
5:00 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
ELUSIVE ADULTHOOD

**Reviewed by:**
American Ethnological Society

**Organizers:**
- Deborah L Durham (Sweet Briar College)
- Jacqueline S Solway (Trent University)

**Chair:**
Jacqueline S Solway (Trent University)

1:45 PM
- Deborah L Durham (Sweet Briar College) Stuck

2:00 PM
- Xia Zhang (University of Minnesota, Morris) *Gnawing the Elderly or Gnawing the Youth: An Analysis of the Crisis of Adulthood in Aging China*

2:15 PM
- Jocelyn L Chua (University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill) *Cutting the Strings: Psychological Growth Through Migration in Kerala, South India*

2:30 PM
- Jennifer Cole (University of Chicago) *This Is No Country for Ancestors? How Malagasy Marriage Migrants Grow Their Children*

2:45 PM
- Samuli Schielke (Zentrum Moderner Orient) *Sons of the System, Youth of the Revolution: Literates, Social Misfits, and the Question of Age and Generation in Alexandria, Egypt*

**Discussant:**
3:00 PM
- Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary)

3:15 PM
- Discussion

3:30 PM
- Break

3:45 PM
- Janice Boddy (University of Toronto) *Delayed Adulthood and Changing Gender Dynamics in Northern Sudan*

4:00 PM
- Andrea G Arai (University of Washington) *The Terms and Time(s) of Adulthood in Recessionary Japan*

4:15 PM
- Karen M Sykes (University of Manchester) *Inventing the Rules*: Moral Agency and the First Papua New Guinean Generation

4:30 PM
- Jacqueline S Solway (Trent University) *The Predicament of Adulthood in Botswana*

**Discussant:**
4:45 PM
- Susan McKinnon (University of Virginia)

5:00 PM
- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

"A BOTTLE OF GIN, A KOLA NUT, AND A CHICKEN": A CELEBRATION OF THE LIFE AND LESSONS OF BRUCE GRINDAL

**Reviewed by:**
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Ashley Kistler (Rollins College)
- Julie L Williams (Universidad San Francisco de Quito)

**Chair:**
Frank A Salamone (Iona College and University of Phoenix)

1:45 PM
- Marianne M Sarkis (Clark University) *The Anthropologist, the Trickster and the Poet: An Oral History of Bruce Grindal and the Society for Humanistic Anthropology*

2:00 PM
- Ashley Kistler (Rollins College) *Writing About Aj Pop B’atz’: Bruce Grindal, Friendship, and the Transformation of Ethnographic Writing*
2:15 PM  Kevin D Pittle (Biola University) *Ruminations on Bruce Grindal’s Hidden Theology: Synergetic Consciousness, Normative Anthropology and the Need for a Humanistic Theodicy*

2:30 PM  Robre C Shash (Florida State University) *Redneck Girl (aka Flatfish Blues): An Exploration of Humanity Through Theater and Anthropology*

2:45 PM  Stephanie JoAnn Litka (University of Dayton) *The Sociolinguistics of Borat: A Reflection in Honor of Bruce Grindal and His Favorite Movie*

**DISCUSSANT**

3:00 PM  George Fitzpatrick Mentore (University of Virginia)

3:15 PM  Break

3:30 PM  Bryan Thomas Shuler (University of South Florida) *The Living Bridge to Humanity*

3:45 PM  Frank A Salamone (Iona College and University of Phoenix) *Yoruba Trickster and the Power of Weakness*

4:00 PM  Joshua D Englehardt (El Colegio de Michoacán) and Joseph Hellweg (Florida State University) *Raising the Dead: Altered States, Anthropology, and the Heart of Sisala Experience*

4:15 PM  Nicholas I Belle (University of Indiana) *On Intertribalism, Pan-Indianism, and Pan-Tetonism*

4:30 PM  Julie L Williams (Universidad San Francisco de Quito) *Of Orphans and Anthropologists: A Personal Reflection on Forming Relationships in the Field*

4:45 PM  Timothy Robert Landry (North Dakota State University) *“Never Wholly Respectable”: Divination and Humanism in Contemporary Anthropology*

**DISCUSSANT**

5:00 PM  Alma Gottlieb (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**THE HUMAN PAST AND THE FUTURE OF A KINSHIP PUBLIC**

**4-0895 01:45–05:30**  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**REVIEWED BY**  General Anthropology Division

**CHAIRS/Organizers**

- Dwight W Read (University of California, Los Angeles)
- Fadwa El Guindi (Qatar National Research Fund)

1:45 PM  Murray J Leaf (University of Texas at Dallas) *Instantiating the Multiple Social Organizations of Households in Marriage Rituals*

2:00 PM  German V Dziebel (Resource, Inc.) *The Metaphors and Rituals of Kinship in the Academic Studies of Modern Human Origins*

2:15 PM  Michael D Fischer (University of Kent) and Sally A Applin (University of Kent - SAC/Centre for Social Anthropology and Computing) *From Kinship to Facebook: Information Flows in Multi-Perspectival Networks*

2:30 PM  Klaus Hamberger (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) *Kinship As a Logic of Space*

2:45 PM  Patrick J Heady (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) *Identity and Avoidance: Thoughts on the Reciprocal Implications of Kinship and Spatiality*
3:00 PM  Stephen M Lyon (Durham University)  *Shocks to the System: The Impact of Islamic Inheritance on Gender and Factionalism in Rural Punjab*

3:15 PM  Break

3:30 PM  G Alexander Moore (University of Southern California)  *European Monarchs and Divorce Today: Code Napoleon Catches Up With Dynasty*

3:45 PM  Dwight W Read (University of California, Los Angeles) and Frederic K Lehman (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  *Why Marriage?*

4:00 PM  Paula Rubel (Barnard College, Columbia University) and Abraham Rosman, (Barnard College, Columbia University)  *Dual Organization and the Ways It Can Vary*

4:15 PM  Bojka Milicic (University of Utah)  *Kinship, Cognition, and Communication: Kinship Terminology in the Adriatic*

4:30 PM  Peter M Whiteley (American Museum of Natural History)  *Dualism and Pluralism in Pueblo Kinship and Ritual Systems*

4:45 PM  Fadwa El Guindi (Qatar National Research Fund)  *Ritual & Kinship, The Two Human Universals: Revealing A Cognitive Substructure*

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

---

**4-0900  01:45–05:30  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton**

**SOUND, MUSIC, TECHNOLOGY: ANTHROPOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

**Organizers:**
Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan)
Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

**Chair:**
Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan)

1:45 PM  Scott Swan (Florida State University)  *Doo Wop: Black Urban Consciousness and the Limits of Communitas in Digitally Mediated Performance*

2:00 PM  Laura Steil (Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes)  *Boucan: Loud ‘African’ Girls Singing and Dancing in Public Spaces*

2:15 PM  Mack Hagood (Miami University)  *Remediations: Audiological Media and the Experience of Tinnitus*

2:30 PM  Sarah Renata Strothers (Florida State University)  *Shakuhachi in a Modernized World: Mediation of a Transformed Culture in the United States*

2:45 PM  Steven Elster (Center for Investigations of Health and Education Disparities, University of California, San Diego)  *Establishing a Conversation With the Past and the Present: Towards a Greater Understanding of Southern California Creation Stories and Songs*

3:00 PM  Walter S Gershon (Kent State University)  *Knowledge Is a Sound: Teaching and Learning Science in Four Urban Classrooms*

3:15 PM  Darren Mueller (Duke University)  *Ghost Notes: Re-Performing Duke Ellington’s Such Sweet Thunder*

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Reighan A Gillam (University of Michigan)  *Sonic Blackness: Race, Space, and Voice in Afro-Brazilian Radio*
4:00 PM  Grant Rich (Independent Scholar)  *Music and Local Culture: Turtle Shells in Punta Rock in Belize*

4:15 PM  Heather Levi (Temple University)  *Stratified Music: Discourses of Artistry and Economy in Condesa, DF*

4:30 PM  Melisa Riviere (University of Minnesota)  *Between > (Play) and |<< (Rewind): Media As An Ethnographic Place*

4:45 PM  Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan)  *Identity, Music Technology and The Nation-State In Yucatan, Mexico*

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

**Discussant**  5:15 PM  Michelle Bigenho (Hampshire College)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-0905**  01:45–05:30  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**PUBLIC ENTERPRISE, PRIVATE PRACTICE? POLITICAL IDENTITIES AND THE MAKING OF MUSLIMS**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizers**  
Aisha Khan (New York University)

Lalaie Ameeriar (University of California, Santa Barbara)

**Chair**  
Attiya Ahmad (George Washington University)

1:45 PM  Rabia Kamal (University of Pennsylvania)  *The Politics of Cultural Citizenship in the Cyber-Public Sphere: Reculturalizing American Islam Through Social Media and Cyberactivism*

2:00 PM  Lalaie Ameeriar (University of California Santa Barbara)  *The Gender of Expulsion: The Politics of the “terrorist male” and “imperiled Muslim woman” At the Border*

2:15 PM  Sherene Razack (University of Toronto)  *Law’s Preoccupation With the Muslim Psyche: How Muslims Are Bodies Outside the Law*

2:30 PM  Zareena Grewal (Yale University)  *An Exceptional Ummah? The Mainstreaming and Re-Territorializing of American Islam Since 9/11*

**Discussant**  2:45 PM  Karen Leonard (University of California, Irvine)

3:00 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Attiya Ahmad (George Washington University)  *Difference and Repetition: Transnational Muslim Women, Islamic Da’wa and Cosmopolitanism in Kuwait*

4:00 PM  Mayanthi L Fernando (University of California, Santa Cruz)  *Perverts and/As Charlatans: Sex, Religion, and the Muslim Menace*

4:15 PM  Katherine P Ewing (Columbia University)  *Islam Is Not a Culture*: Reshaping Muslim Publics for a Secular World

4:30 PM  Shabana Mir (Millikin University)  *She Goes to Jum’ah (But) She Dances, You Know: Muslim Undergraduate Women and Public-Private Identities*

**Discussant**  4:45 PM  Aisha Khan (New York University)

5:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
RECONCILING TRANSNATIONAL PUBLICS AND TRANSNATIONAL SUBJECTS: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF STUDENTS WHO ATTEND SCHOOL IN TWO COUNTRIES PT I

**Reviewed by:** Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer:** Edmund T. Hamann (University of Nebraska)

**Chair:**

1:45 PM

- Edmund T. Hamann (University of Nebraska) and Juan Sanchez Garcia (Nuevo Leon Inst de Investigacion) *Identifying the Anthropological in the Mixed Methods Study of Transnational Students in Morelos Mexico*

2:00 PM

- Karla K. Kral (Universidad de Colima, Facultad de Pedagogía) *Transnational Students in Colima, Mexico: Engaging Local Schools in Building Inclusive Classrooms*

2:15 PM

- Bryant Jensen (Brigham Young University) *How Can Classrooms Amend the ‘Developmental Paradox’ of Transnational Children?*

**Discussant:**

2:30 PM

- Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)

2:45 PM

- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

DANGER!

**Reviewed by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair/Organizers:** Paul Christensen (Union College) and Nicolas I. Sternsdorff Cisterna (Harvard University)

1:45 PM

- Paul Christensen (Union College) *Denial and Danger: Alcoholism and Public Space in Tokyo*

2:00 PM

- Ryan Whitacre (University of California, San Francisco/University of California, Berkeley) *The Dangers of Developing HIV Vaccines: Risk, Affect and the ‘end of AIDS’*

2:15 PM

- Anne M. Galvin (St John’s University) *Representing Danger: Toward An Anthropology of Personal Jeopardy in Kingston, Jamaica*

2:30 PM

- Emily Mannix Wanderer (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) *Imagining Danger in and Out of the Lab: Microbiopolitics in Mexico*

2:45 PM

- Anna Kruglova (University of Toronto) *Elusive Balance: Danger and Vigilance in Present-Day Russia*

3:00 PM

- Michelle L. Stewart (University of Regina) *Danger Reconfigured: School Shooters, Police Training and Muscle Memory*

**Discussant:**

3:15 PM

- Laurence Ralph (Harvard University)

3:30 PM

- Break

3:45 PM

- Katie Kilroy-Marac (University of Toronto) *‘Know the Warning Signs’: The Emergence of Hoarding As Public Health Hazard*

4:00 PM

- Chad M. Huddleston (Southern Illinois University) *Prepper or Prepared Citizen: the Perception of Prepping Behavior in Media and Policy*
4:30 PM  Jacob A Nerenberg (University of Toronto) Unstable Attachments: The Promise of Bahaya in Highlands Papua, Indonesia
4:45 PM  Emily Brooks (University of California, Irvine) Daring and Desire: Experimentation and Exploration At High Altitude
5:00 PM  Kristin Monroe (University of Kentucky) The Insecure City: Mobile Negotiations of Space and Society in Beirut

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-0920 01:45–05:30 Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session: FUTURE INDIGENOUS PUBLICS, CURRENT LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS

Sponsor Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Chairs/Organizers M Eleanor Nevins (Middlebury College) and Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles)

1:45 PM  Lise Dobrin (University of Virginia) and Saul Schwartz (Princeton University) Objectivity in Linguistics and the Limits of Collaboration
2:00 PM  Gus Palmer (University of Oklahoma) Collaboration Charged Community-Based Indigenous Language Groups and Academia Prove Challenging, Successful
2:15 PM  Erin K Debenport (University of New Mexico) Perfecting Publics: Pueblo Literacy and the Aesthetics of Refinement
2:30 PM  Paul V Kroskrity (University of California, Los Angeles) To We [+Inclusive] Or Not to We [-Inclusive]: Meditations On Documentation in a Linguistic Emergency
2:45 PM  Jocelyn C Ahlers (California State University, San Marcos) Public Engagement: Indigenous Audiences and Endangered Language Documentation

Discussion

3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  Leighton C Peterson (Miami University) Documentary Futures: Language Ideologies and Multiple Publics in Mediated Multiplatform Worlds
4:00 PM  Margaret C Field (San Diego State University) Recontextualizing Kumeyaay Oral Literature for the 21st Century
4:15 PM  Bernard C Perley (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Future Imperfect: Advocacy, Rhetoric, and Public Anxiety Over Maliseet Language Life and Death
4:30 PM  M Eleanor Nevins (Middlebury College) and Kenneth Holbrook (University of California, Santa Cruz) “All of Them Will Have Names”: Maidu Texts, Documentation and Equivocally Articulated Publics
Anthony K Webster (University of Texas at Austin)  “I Don’t Write Navajo Poetry, I Just Speak the Poetry in Navajo:” Navajo Language Poetry and the Future Publics of Readers and Listeners

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM  Justin B Richland (University of Chicago)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-0925  01:45–05:30  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session:
ANTHROPOLOGY’S PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT WITH CAPITALISM: BEYOND GIFTS VERSUS MARKETS

Sponsor Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizers
Patrick Neveling (University of Berne and Institute for European Global Studies)
Don Kalb (Central European University and Utrecht University)

Chair
Sharryn Kasmir (Hofstra University)

1:45 PM  Gavin Smith (University of Toronto)  Intellectuals’ Contributions to Popular Mobilization and Strategic Action Under Different Conditions of Possibility

2:00 PM  Christopher Krupa (University of Toronto)  Speculative Futures: Labor, Risk, and Crisis in the Intersections of Productive and Financial Capital

2:15 PM  Luisa J Steur (University of Copenhagen)  Indigeneity and Precariousness: Ontological Criticism Or Dialectical Force?

2:30 PM  Florin Andrei Poenaru (Central European University, Budapest)  The Wealth of Nations: Nature As Capital and Ecocriticism As Anti-Capitalism

2:45 PM  Jaime Franquesa (SUNY, Buffalo)  Electrical Debt; Contradictions Between Ecological and Economic Time/Space

3:00 PM  Winnie Lem (Trent University)  Anthropological Practice, Publics and Migration

Discussant 3:15 PM  Alpa Shah (London School of Economics)

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Jonathan Friedman (University of California, San Diego)  Putting Globalization in Its Place: The Mystification of Intellectuals and the Cunning of History

4:00 PM  Bruce Kapferer (University of Bergen)  Power Without the State

4:15 PM  Jane L Collins (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  Rethinking Economic Value in An Era of Market Fundamentalism

4:30 PM  Patrick Neveling (University of Berne and Institute for European Global Studies)  Capitalism: the Most Recent 71 Years (for example)

4:45 PM  August Carbonella (Memorial University)  19th Century Transatlantic Labor Solidarity Movements: Anticipations of the Present

5:00 PM  Don Kalb (Central European University/Utrecht University)  From Disjunctive Cultural Scapes to the Critical Junctions of Class

Discussant 5:15 PM  Donald M Nonini (University of North Carolina)
### UNCANNY RETURNS: LANDSCAPE, MEMORIALIZATION, AND RE-EMPLACEMENT

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of North America  
**Organizers:** Mark Auslander (Central Washington University)  
Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)  
**Chair:** Peter J Sutherland (Louisiana State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>Reinterpreting Notions of Home in Postbellum Plantation Returns—Implications for Future Publics</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Peter J Sutherland (Louisiana State University)</td>
<td>Conjuring the Black Atlantic Dead: Conundrums of Memorialization in Baltimore Harbour</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>Adelheid Pichler (University of Vienna)</td>
<td>Alternative Epistemologies of Remembering: Memories of Slavery in Contemporary Afro-Cuban Religions</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Mark Auslander (Central Washington University)</td>
<td>The Scene of the Crime: &quot;Returning&quot; to Locations of Violence in Traumatic Living History Reenactments</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Kate Yanina DeConinck (Harvard Divinity School)</td>
<td>Re-Membering 9/11: Ritual Return, Storytelling, and Memorialization At the World Trade Center Site</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Lene Pedersen (Central Washington University)</td>
<td>Return Without Remorse: Disregarding Trauma in a Balinese Landscape</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>Aisha Beliso-DeJesus (Harvard University)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 PM</td>
<td>Rachel Mason (National Park Service)</td>
<td>Restoring Memories of Attu</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Ellen Schattschneider (Brandeis University)</td>
<td>Inheriting Trauma: Generational Succession and Okinawan Memorial Journeys of &quot;Return&quot; to Micronesia</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Elisabeth N Moolenaar (Brandeis University)</td>
<td>Returning to the Motherland: Desire and Dislocation in Chinese American Heritage Tourism</td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Robert A Paul (Emory University)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td>Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### DEMOCRACY AESTHETICS

**Reviewed by:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
**Chairs/Organizers:** Shannon Garland (Columbia University)  
Joseph Jay Sosa (University of Chicago)
Mentoring Activity

Friday, November 22

1:45 PM  M nell Quest (Rutgers-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)  
Modeling the Future: Miniatures, Proxaction, and the Ideological Uncanny in Marseille

2:00 PM  Shannon Garland (Columbia University)  
Querenos! Crowdfunded Concerts: Music, Democracy, and the Aesthetics of Participation

2:15 PM  Lance L Larkin (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)  
Inner City Aesthetics As Revitalizing Or Marginalizing Praxis? South Africa’s ‘Democratic’ Artistic Revolution

2:30 PM  Christine Thu Nhi Dang (University of Pennsylvania)  
Democracy Vocalities: Musical Aestheticization of the Senegalese Elections of 2012

2:45 PM  Susanne B Unger (Kenyon College)  
Film Literacy at the Intersection of Cultural Production, Democratic Participation, and Social Inequality

3:00 PM  Lily H Chumley (New York University)  

3:15 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Nomi Dave (University of Virginia)  
The Risks of Displeasure in Guinean Popular Music

4:00 PM  Jason Price (University of California, Berkeley)  
Demonocracy in Malawi

4:15 PM  Joseph Jay Sosa (University of Chicago)  
Dissent Should Be Seen and Not Heard

4:30 PM  Melissa S Maceyko (University of Virginia)  
The Importance of Performing the Political and the Apolitical As Democratic Participation in Southwestern Pennsylvania

4:45 PM  Emine Fisek (Bogazici University)  
Democratic Ideals and the Sensory Fabric of the Banlieue: Immigration, Theatre and Violence in Blanc-Mesnil, France

5:00 PM  Chris Garces (Cornell University)  

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

MULTIMODALITY AS LENS AND AS SITE IN ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

Reviewed by  
Council on Anthropology and Education

Chair/Organizer  
Kate T Anderson (Arizona State University)

1:45 PM  Mira-Lisa S Katz (Sonoma State University)  
Moving Ideas: From Dance and Other Community-Based Multimodal Practices to Literacies in Schools

2:00 PM  Kimberly A Powell (Pennsylvania State University)  
Mapping as a Multimodal Ethnographic Method

2:15 PM  Deavours Hall (University of Georgia)  
Multimodality as a Lens in Collaborative Photo-Based Research With Children

2:30 PM  April L Luehmann (University of Rochester), Rachel Chaffee (Warner Graduate School of Education and Human Development, University of Rochester) and Joseph Henderson (Warner School of Education)  
Analyzing Series of Images to Represent Urban girls’ Informal Science Learning Processes
2:45 PM  Kate T Anderson (Arizona State University) and Masturah Aziz (Nanyang Technological University) *Multimodal Positioning: How Artifacts and Processes Illuminate the Critical Design Ethnography of An Out-of-School Digital Storytelling Workshop*

3:00 PM  Rachel Pinnow (University of Missouri) *The Writing On the Walk: A Social Semiotic Approach to Examining Visual Communication in Schools*

3:15 PM  *Break*

3:30 PM  Chatwara Suwannamai Duran (University of Houston) *Theorizing and Investigating Agency Through the Use of Multimodality*

3:45 PM  Lalitha M Vasudevan (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Noticing, Recognizing, and Understanding Adolescents' Multimodal Play as Belonging*

4:00 PM  Wan Shun Eva Lam (Northwestern University) *Multimodal Voicing in Youths' Video Documentaries on Immigration*


4:30 PM  Theresa A McGinnis (Hofstra University) *“There Is a Light and It Never Goes Out”: Multimodal Compositions in a Blogging Site as Space for Exploring the Contradictory Nature of Feminist and Religious Identities*

4:45 PM  Margaret Eisenhart (University of Colorado Boulder) and Erin Allaman (University of Colorado) *Text Messaging As a Multimodal Cultural Artifact in the Lives of American Teenage Girls*

5:00 PM  Ayfer Gokalp (Arizona State University) *“This Is My Family But I Am Not With Them. I Am At school”: What First Grade Kurdish students’ Drawings Tell Us*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:15 PM  Betsy Rymes (University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**4-0945** 01:45–05:30  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CRAFTING UNDERGRADUATE ANTHROPOLOGY PROGRAMS FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW’S WORLD: THE RELEVANCE OF BOAS AND THE FOUR-FIELD APPROACH**

**REVIEWED BY**  General Anthropology Division

**ORGANIZER**  Julia I Giblin (Quinnipiac University)

**CHAIR**  Jaime M Ullinger (Quinnipiac University)

1:45 PM  Julia I Giblin (Quinnipiac University), Hillary J Haldane (Quinnipiac University) and Jaime M Ullinger (Quinnipiac University) *Teaching Global Knowledge: Anthropology for Undergraduate Students and Future Publics*

2:00 PM  David N Suggs (Kenyon College), Edward M Schortman (Kenyon College), Patricia A Urban (Kenyon College), Bruce Hardy (Kenyon College), Kimmarie Murphy (Kenyon College), Sam Pack (Kenyon College) and Maria E Mendonca (Kenyon College) *Liberal Arts and Four Field Anthropology*

2:15 PM  Susan G Sheridan (University of Notre Dame) *21st Century Anthropology: Relevant, Practical, and Engaging*
2:30 PM  Michelle A Lelievre (College of William & Mary) Indigenous Archaeology As (Neo-)Boasian Anthropology? Past Problems, Current Engagements and Future Promises

2:45 PM  Gabriel Alejandro Torres Colon (University of Notre Dame) and Charles A Hobbs (Gonzaga University) Towards a Pragmatic Anthropology: Lessons From the Boas/Dewey Intellectual Milieu

3:00 PM  Deborah E Blom (University of Vermont), John G Crock (University of Vermont), Jennifer A Dickinson (University of Vermont), Benjamin H Eastman (University of Vermont) and Emily W Manetta (University of Vermont) Four Fields and Beyond: Holistic Approaches to Anthropological Engagement with a Global Community

3:15 PM  Maria Kromidas (William Paterson University of New Jersey), Balmurli Natrajan (William Paterson University of New Jersey), Tom Gundling (William Paterson University of New Jersey) and Maria de Lourdes Villar (William Paterson University of New Jersey) Boas, His Babies and the Bathwater: Crafting a 21st Century Anthropology for Undergraduates at Public Universities

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Nina E Brown (Community College of Baltimore County) Anthropology for Everyone: Promoting the Anthropological Perspective in Community Colleges

4:00 PM  Britney Kyle McIlvaine (University of Northern Colorado), Andrew Creekmore III (University of Northern Colorado), Whitney L Duncan (University of Northern Colorado), Michael Kimball (University of Northern Colorado) and Sally J McBeth (University of Northern Colorado) Struggles, Obstacles, and Accomplishments: The Journey of an Engaged Department

4:15 PM  Alexa S Dietrich (Wagner College) Why Anthropology, Why Now? (Re) Building Anthropology’s Relevance in Undergraduate Education

4:30 PM  James Travis Gunn (University of Wyoming) Promises Left Unfulfilled: A Student’s Experience and Perspective on the Four-Field Approach in Undergraduate Anthropology

4:45 PM  Lauren Kaufman (Quinnipiac University) The Influence of Anthropological Thinking From An Undergraduate’s Perspective

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM  William A Parkinson (Field Museum of Natural History)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
1:45 PM Peter A Locke (Princeton University) *The Indeterminacy of “Global Health:” Anthropology and Medical Humanitarianism in the Age of Global Health Education*

2:00 PM Sylvia Tidey (University of Amsterdam) *Living Happily: Everyday Lived Experiences of Indonesian Transgenders in Aid Encounters*

2:15 PM Heath Cabot (College of the Atlantic) *The Mythopoetics of Asylum and Aid in Greece*

2:30 PM Tomas A Matza (Duke University) *Precarious Care: Psychological Accompaniment On a Russian Margin*

2:45 PM Nadia El-Shaarawi (Duke University) *The Indeterminacy of the Elsewhere: Iraqi Refugees, Third-Country Resettlement, and the Aid Encounter*

**DISCUSSANT**
3:00 PM Byron J Good (Harvard University)

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Melissa L. Caldwell (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Somewhere Between Human and Rights: The Poetics of Indeterminacy in Russian Social Justice Programs*

4:00 PM Saiba Varma (Duke University) *The Indeterminacy of Pills and the Paradox of Suffering*

4:15 PM Elizabeth Anne Davis (Princeton University) “*Before I Become a Burden to My Children: Suicide and Debt in Greece*”

4:30 PM Lauren Carruth (Princeton University) *The Indeterminacy of Local Voices: “Beneficiaries” Strategic Participation in Aid Research in Ethiopia*

**DISCUSSANT**
5:00 PM Ramah McKay (University of Minnesota)

5:15 PM Sandra T Hyde (McGill University)

4-0955 01:45–05:30 Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**STRATEGIES AND PERFORMANCES OF TEMPORAL HETEROGLOSSIA**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER** Andrea L Smith (Lafayette College)

**CHAIR** Jacqueline Messing (University of Maryland, College Park and Georgetown University)

1:45 PM Andrea L Smith (Lafayette College) and Anna Eisenstein (University of Virginia) *Shifting Terms, Shifting Voices in Narratives About a Lost World*

2:00 PM J Kathe Managan (Louisiana State University) *Mrs. So-and-So: Temporal Heteroglossia in Characterizations of the Elderly in Guadeloupean Comedy*

2:15 PM Julia McKinney (University of South Carolina) *Speaking of the Past: Interactions in a Community of Older Speakers*

2:30 PM Adam Harr (St Lawrence University) *Persuasions of the Past: Iconicity and Indexicality in Conversational Accounts of Spirit Possession in Eastern Indonesia*
2:45 PM  A Ashley Stinnett (University of Arizona) *Everyday Talk Among U.S. Butchers: Heritage Butchery As a Return to the Past*

3:00 PM  Evelyn M Dean-Olmsted (University of Puerto Rico) *Son De Las Abuelitas; Son Nuestras: Temporal Heteroglossia in Arabic Heritage Words Among Young Syrian Jewish Mexicans*

3:15 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Jacqueline Messing (University of Maryland-College Park and Georgetown University) *New Identities and Heteroglossia in Conquest and Contemporary Indigenous Mexican Narrative*

4:00 PM  Camilla Vasquez (University of South Florida) *“Are You Okay With Namaste?” Competing Ideologies of Sanskrit Language Use in Contemporary Yoga Discourses*

4:15 PM  Marco Jacquemet (University of San Francisco) *Temporal Heteroglossia in Asylum Narratives*

4:30 PM  Aurora Donzelli (Sarah Lawrence College) *Heralding the Past to Envision the Present: Temporal Crossovers and Heteroglossic Genres in the Political Oratory of Post-Suharto Indonesia*

4:45 PM  Sarah Hillewaert (University of Toronto) *Navigating Between Respect and Desire: The Strategic Use of Temporal Heteroglossia Among Youth in Lamu (Kenya)*

5:00 PM  Patricia G. Lange (California College of the Arts) *Performing Technical Affiliation Through Culturally-Constructed Remembering*

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

Susan McCabe (Ohio University) State Fiscal Policy and the Post-Slavery Reconstruction of British Caribbean Export Production

Discussion

CERAMIC ECOLOGY XXVII: HONORING CHARLES C. KOLB

Organizers
Kostalena Michelaki (Arizona State University)
Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos)

Chair
Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos)

1:45 PM Dean E Arnold (The Field Museum) Charles C. Kolb and the Sociology of Knowledge: A Personal View

2:00 PM Michael L. Galaty (Mississippi State University), George Bey (Millsaps College) and Timothy J. Ward (Millsaps College) Cross-Cultural Ceramic Ecology: Albania and Yucatán in the Keck Lab At Millsaps College

2:15 PM Kostalena Michelaki (Arizona State University) Long-Term Ceramic Taskscapes: Examining Materials, Tasks and Skill in Prehistoric Calabria, Italy

2:30 PM Amy J Hirshman (West Virginia University) Geological and Behavioral Choice in Tarscan Ceramic Pastes

2:45 PM Kirk Damon Straight (Pennsylvania State University) Investigating the Production and Circulation of Pottery Vessels in Peripheral Tikal During the Classic Period

3:00 PM Anabel Ford (University of California, Santa Barbara) The Conundrum of Volcanic Ash Temper in Ancient Maya Ceramics

3:15 PM David Rafael McCormick (University of South Florida) and E Christian Wells (University of South Florida) Pottery, People, and pXRF: Toward the Development of Intraregional Provenance Assays for Southeast Mesoamerican Ceramics

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Philip Arnold (Loyola University Chicago) Of Polychrome and Politics in Southern Veracruz, Mexico

4:00 PM James J Sheehy (Pennsylvania State University/Juniata College) Using Ceramic Ethnoarchaeological Models to Evaluate the Organization and Scale of Production of Utilitarian Pottery in Tlajinga 33, Teotihuacan, Mexico

4:15 PM Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota/Monteverde Institute, Costa Rica) Clay Phoenix? Three Historical Moments of Decline and Revival in a Costa Rican Ceramic Tradition

4:30 PM Aleksandra A Wierucka (University of Gdansk) Using Traditional Pottery As a Tool for Reviving Local Identity
4:45 PM  Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos) and Daniel Aguilar Escobar (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos) *Landscapes of Memory: Pots and Griddles as Hermeneutic Expressions of Tlaloc at Tejalpa, Morelos*

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Christopher A Pool (University of Kentucky)

**Discussant**  5:15 PM  Charles C Kolb (Retired, National Endowment for the Humanities)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**4-0970**  02:00–04:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Film Session: PERSONAL JOURNEYS**

**Sponsor**  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

2:00 PM  *Détente* (15m) dir. by Kieran Dick submitted by

2:20 PM  *Libre de Choix (Liberty of Choice)* (10m) dir. Emilie Kengmo Chappatte

2:30 PM  *Ub Lama* (52m) dir. Egle Vertelyte *Award: Best Feature*

**4-0975**  02:00–06:00  McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION (AD) EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**  Archaeology Division

**Organizer**  Marc N Levine (University of Oklahoma, Sam Noble Museum of Natural History)

**Chair**  Rosemary A Joyce (University of California, Berkeley)

**4-0980**  02:30–04:30  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ASSOCIATION FOR QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY (AQA) BOARD MEETING**

**Sponsor**  Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizer**  Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)

**Presenter**  Chris Roebuck (University of California, Berkeley)

**4-0985**  02:45–04:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**NAPA WORKSHOP ON (FREE) SOFTWARE FOR WRITING AND MANAGING FIELDNOTES: FLEX DATA NOTEBOOK FOR PCS**

**Sponsor**  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizers**  James Tim M Wallace (NC State University)

G Tomas Woodward (SIL International)
4-0990 03:00–05:00 Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
EVOCATIVE IMAGERY
SPONSOR Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZER Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
PRESENTERS Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)

4-0995 03:00–06:00 Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
GRASSROOTS MAPPING AND DIY INDUSTRIAL MONITORING:
LOW COST, OPEN SOURCE TECHNIQUES FOR COMMUNITY-ACADEMIC COLLABORATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
SPONSOR Culture and Agriculture
ORGANIZER Sara Wylie (Northeastern University and Public Laboratory)
PRESENTER Shannon M Dosemagen (Public Laboratory)

4-1000 04:00–05:45 Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
FEMINIST PUBLICS, CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS: GENDER | CULTURE | SOCIETY FORTY YEARS LATER
SPONSOR AAA Executive Program Committee
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Florence E Babb (University of Florida)
4:00 PM Florence E Babb (University of Florida) Introduction
4:15 PM Carolyn Martin Shaw (University of California, Santa Cruz) Promises of Feminism: Group Consciousness, Activism, and Sexual Expression in Post-Colonial Zimbabwe
4:30 PM Martin F Manalansan IV (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) The Queer Travels of Disaffection: Care Labor, Gender and Filipino Global Migration
4:45 PM Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University) From Body to Embodiment in the History of Feminist Anthropology
DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM Mary H Moran (Colgate University)
DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM Louise Lamphere (University of New Mexico)
5:30 PM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
Invited Session: 
TRANSATLANTIC PARALLAXES: TOWARD RECIPROCAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Organizers: Susan Carol Rogers (New York University)
Anne Raulin (Université Paris-Ouest)
Chair: Susan Carol Rogers (New York University)

4:00 PM Sara LeMenestrel (CNRS) Creolization, Racial Imagination and the Musical Market in French Louisiana
4:15 PM David I Beriss (University of New Orleans) Legitimate Essentialisms: Claiming Culture in Paris and New Orleans
4:30 PM Anne Raulin (Université Paris-Ouest) Healing, An American Way of Overcoming Adversity?
4:45 PM William Joseph Poulin-Deltour (Middlebury College) Gay Activism and the Question of Community
5:00 PM Christian Ghasarian (Université de Neuchâtel) Living in a World of Possibilities: A New Age Version of An American Myth
5:15 PM Susan Carol Rogers (New York University) Faux-Amis in the Countryside: Deciphering the Familiar

Discussant: Jeffrey E Cole (Connecticut College)

This session may be of particular interest to:

Invited Session: INTERGENERATIONAL DYNAMICS IN AFRICA TODAY: CHANGING PERSPECTIVES AND PRACTICES
Sponsors: Association for Africanist Anthropology
Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizers: Jeanette L Dickerson-Putman (Indiana University Purdue University-Indianapolis)
Maria G Cattell (The Field Museum of Natural History)

4:00 PM Fiona R Parrott (University of Amsterdam) Men’s Intergenerational Reflections on Sexuality, Marriage and Fatherhood in Patrilineal Malawi
4:15 PM Rachel R Reynolds (Drexel University) What Do African (Cameroonian) University Professors, Parents and University Students Have to Say About the Value of Higher Education in Human Development?
4:30 PM Brigit Obrist van Eeuwijk (University of Basel) Doing Kinship in Critical Health Moments: Case Studies From Coastal Tanzania
4:45 PM Peter M Van Eeuwijk (University of Basel) Transgressing Norms of Care: Older Persons Providing Elder Care in Tanzania
5:00 PM Marida Hollos (Brown University) When There Is No Next Generation: Old Age and Childless Women in a Southern Nigerian Community
5:15 PM  Jeanette L Dickerson-Putman (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) and Emily Choge (Moi University)  
*Building Bridges Across Generations: Revitalizing Elder and Youth Communication and Knowledge Transmission Among the Nandi of Western Kenya*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:30 PM  Maria G Cattell (The Field Museum of Natural History)

---

**4-1014**  04:00–05:45  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ARCHAEOLOGIES OF INTERSECTIONALITY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Archaeology Division

**CHAIR/ORGANIZER**  Edward Gonzalez-Tennant (Monmouth University)

**CHAIR**  Edward Gonzalez-Tennant (Monmouth University)

4:00 PM  Marc Lorenc (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  *Dr. James Still: Intersections of Race, Class, and Medicine*

4:15 PM  Ayana Aisha Flewellen (University of Texas at Austin)  *Examining Hegemonic Silence of Black Women at Heritage Sites Through the Representation of Anna Kingsley*

4:30 PM  Kelly N Fong (University of California, Los Angeles)  *Intersectionalities of Domination and Subversion*

4:45 PM  Sarah Katharine Croucher (Wesleyan University)  *Triangulating Community, Race and Gender: Archaeology of the Beman Triangle*

5:15 PM  Whitney L Battle-Baptiste (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

5:30 PM  Randall McGuire (SUNY, Binghampton)

*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S*

---

**4-1015**  04:00–05:45  Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session: ROBOPROCESSES**

**SPONSORS**  American Ethnological Society  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Hugh Gusterson (George Mason University)  
Catherine Besterman (Colby College)

**CHAIR**  Catherine Besterman (Colby College)

4:00 PM  Hugh Gusterson (George Mason University)  *Roboprocesses*

4:15 PM  Roger N Lancaster (George Mason University)  *Robo-Taboo*

4:30 PM  Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas-Pan American) and Margaret E Dorsey (University of Texas - Pan American)  
*Roboprocesses and Border Security: Surveillance and Data Management on the U.S.-Mexico Border*

4:45 PM  Glenn Davis Stone (Washington University)  *Anti-Performance Machines: Agricultural Scripts and Smallholder Resistance*

**DISCUSSANT**  5:00 PM  Rena Lederman (Princeton University)
4-1020 04:00–05:45  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session: BRAIN, CONSCIOUSNESS, AND EXPERIENCE

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness
Organizer: Bryan Rill (Florida State University)
Chair: Greg J Downey Jr (Macquarie University)

4:00 PM Christopher D Lynn (University of Alabama) *Defraying the Costs of Analysis Paralysis*: A Neuroanthropological Model of Dissociation, Deafferentation, and Trance

4:15 PM M Diane Hardgrave (College of Southern Nevada) *Altered Narratives: A Neuroanthropological Comparison of Anomalous Experiences During Meditation and Ethnographic Accounts of Shamanic Flight*

4:30 PM Jeffery L MacDonald (Immigrant and Refugee Community Organization) *Reexamining Near-Death and Other Experiences of the Beyond in Cultural Perspective: Implications for the Anthropology of Consciousness*

Discussant 4:45 PM Charles D Laughlin (Carleton University)
5:00 PM Bryan Rill (Florida State University) *You Are the Mountain: Modeling Religious Experience in Light of Cognitive Neuroscience*

Discussant 5:15 PM Andreas Roepstorff (Interacting Minds Centre, Aarhus University)
5:30 PM Discussion

4-1025 04:00–05:45  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Roundtable: QUEER ROUTES IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Sponsor: Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizers: Ara Wilson (Duke University)
Gayle Rubin (University of Michigan)
Chair: Jafari Sinclaire Allen (Yale University)
Roundtable Presenters: Chris Roebuck (University of California, Berkeley)
Eric Plemons (University of Michigan)

Discussant 4:45 PM Jafari Sinclaire Allen (Yale University)
5:00 PM Christopher D Lynn (Florida State University) *You Are the Mountain: Modeling Religious Experience in Light of Cognitive Neuroscience*

Discussant 5:15 PM Andreas Roepstorff (Interacting Minds Centre, Aarhus University)
5:30 PM Discussion

4-1030 04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CRITICAL HERITAGE STUDIES AND ANTHROPOLOGY: AN INTERNATIONAL CONVERSATION

Reviewed by: Council for Museum Anthropology
Organizer: Michelle Laura Stefano (University of Maryland/Maryland State Arts Council)
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4-1035 04:00–05:45  Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

RELIGION, EMBLACEMENT, AND IDENTITY IN JAPANESE RELIGION/ RITUAL

Reviewed by
Society for East Asian Anthropology

Chair/Organizer
John Traphagan (University of Texas)

4:00 PM  Hisako Omori (Meiji Gakuin University) As If Barrel Hoops Had Come Off?: Conversion, Morality, and Autonomy Among Roman Catholics in Tokyo

4:15 PM  Aaron Christopher Delgaty (University of Texas at Austin) Kamida Jun: Entrepreneur, Consultant, Exorcist

4:30 PM  Blaine P Connor (University of Pittsburgh) and John Traphagan (University of Texas) Negotiating the Afterlife: Emplacement As Process in Contemporary Japan

4:45 PM  Susanne Klien (German Institute for Japanese Studies (DIJ) Tokyo) Post 3.11 Shinto Ritual Practice in Miyagi Prefecture: The Case of the Ogatsu Hōin Kagura

5:00 PM  Benjamin Davis Cox (University of Texas at Austin) and John Traphagan (University of Texas) “Ren Wants to Be an Elephant”: Votive Tablets and Early Childhood Socialization in Japan

Discussant  5:15 PM  Satsuki Kawano (University of Guelph)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-1040 04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Roundtable: DO WE HAVE AN IMAGE PROBLEM: ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN EVALUATION ANTHROPOLOGY?

Sponsor  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Organizers  Mary Odell Butler (University of North Texas)
Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)

Chair  Mary Odell Butler (University of North Texas)

Roundtable Presenters  James G Huff Jr. (Vanguard University)
Elise A Fulara (Fulara Consulting, LLC)
Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)
Ellen Puccia (Beta Research Associates)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE: THE SAE GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER PRIZE

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**Chair/Organizer**  
Jaro Stacul (Grant MacEwan University)

**4:00 PM**  
Fabio Mattioli (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Re-Con structs Europe/Accumulating Capital: The Logic of Urban Aesthetics in Skopje, Republic of Macedonia*

**4:15 PM**  
Elana F Resnick (University of Michigan) *Discarded Europe: Money, Trash, and the Possibilities of a New Temporality*

**4:30 PM**  
Jonah S Rubin (University of Chicago) *“They Are Not Objects, They Are persons”: The Agency of the Dead in Spanish Mass Grave Exhumations*

**4:45 PM**  
Jonathan J Stillo (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *“We Are the Losers of Socialism”: Tuberculosis, The Limits of Bio-Citizenship, and the Future of Care in Romania*

**Discussant**  
5:00 PM  
Deborah Reed-Danahay (SUNY Buffalo)

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM  
Cris Shore (University of Auckland)

**5:30 PM**  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**Poster Session:**  
ENGAGEMENTS WITH PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE THROUGH CULTURAL HERITAGE

**Reviewed by**  
General Anthropology Division

**Organizer**  
Marysia H Galbraith (University of Alabama)

Sharon R Roseman (Memorial University) *The Revitalization of Heritage Crafts and Spain’s Economic Crisis*

Nadeen M Thomas (The Graduate Center, CUNY and Iona College) *Consuming Nature, Consuming the Nation: The Jardin Des Plantes as a Heritage Site*

Jason C James (University of Mary Washington) *Miniature Monuments: Replication, Collection, and Closure in a German Heritage Park*

Jaehong Jin (Memorial University) *Continuity in Change: the Pilbong Nong-Ak Musical Form in South Korea*

Wonkyoung Choi (Memorial University) *Reclaiming Ainu Heritage: From “Former Aborigines” to “Indigenous People”*


Erica Elaine Kowsz (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Nathan Goodale (Hamilton College) *Whose Heritage Practice? A Case Study in Interior British Columbia*
Jennifer Shoaff (University of Alabama) Re-Membering the Haitian-Dominican Border Through the 75th Anniversary of El Corte: Embodied Violence As a Site of Cultural Memory

Marysia H Galbraith (University of Alabama) Selective Memories and Contested Futures: Temporality and Collective Representations In Polish National Conmemorations

Seth Murray (North Carolina State University) Nafarroaren Eguna: Cultural Heritage and the Imagining of a Stateless Basque Nation

Doris E. Panzer (University of Pennsylvania) Performing Heritage, Contesting Citizenship in Northern Ireland

Angele P Smith (University of Northern British Columbia) Heritage Narratives of Immigrants in Ireland: Making Place and Identity in Africa Day Celebrations

Karen Lynn Samuels (Memorial University of Newfoundland) Not Just Old Guys With Canes: Engaging Remembrance Among Canadian Forces Veterans

Joy Rosenberry Chase (Wayne State University) Generations at Odds: Using Heritage to Construct Scottish American Identities

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1055 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

UNDEADENING DEATH

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers Brian Goldstone (Columbia University)
Anne Allison (Duke University)
Chair Bhrigupati Singh (Brown University)

4:00 PM Julie Livingston (Rutgers University) When Death Is a Public Secret
4:15 PM Bhrigupati Singh (Brown University) Bringing Things Back to Life: A Conversation Between Anthropology and Contemporary Art
4:30 PM Anne Allison (Duke University) Planting Futures On the Edge of Death: Nuclear Japan
4:45 PM Lisa M Stevenson (McGill University) Sounding Death
5:00 PM Brian Goldstone (Columbia University) Living Hell: On Death and Demonic Exposure in Northern Ghana

Discussant 5:15 PM Clara Y Han (Johns Hopkins University)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-1060 04:00–05:45 Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

SACRED & SECULAR TECHNOLOGIES

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers Rachel Carmen Ceasar (University of California, Berkeley/University of California, San Francisco/CSIC)
Chair Sarah A Bakker (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Brian Anderson (Stanford University)
Roundtable Presenters Kim TallBear (University of Texas, Austin)
Heather Mellquist (University of California, Berkeley)  
Gaymon Bennett (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center)  
Sarah Wagner (George Washington University)  

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

### 4-1065  04:00–05:45  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BEYOND THE RULE OF LAW: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF LAW, REGULATION, AND PRACTICE IN CHINA**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for East Asian Anthropology  
Matthew S Erie (Princeton University)

**Chair/Organizer**  
Matthew S Erie (Princeton University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Yi Wu (Columbia University)</td>
<td><em>A Daughter’s Land: Membership Right, Gendered Access, and the Role of State Law in the Reconfiguration of Property Relations in Rural China</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Priscilla P Song (Washington University)</td>
<td><em>Borderline Tactics: Negotiating Healthcare Regulations in Urban China</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Bryan Tilt (Oregon State University)</td>
<td><em>Dams, Displacement, and Compensation in China: Evidence for Gradual Improvement in Law and Policy</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Naomi F Yamada (Chuo University)</td>
<td><em>From Free to Fee: Neoliberalizing Preferential Policy Measures for Minority Education in China</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Jedidiah Kroncke (Harvard Law School)</td>
<td><em>Self-Representation and Foreign Legal Expertise in China: The Dualities of Modern Transnational Professional Identity Formation</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Matthew S Erie (Princeton University)</td>
<td><em>The Psychic Life of Law: Rethinking the Subject of Legal Pluralism Through Han Shari’a in China</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**  
5:30 PM  
John L Osburg (University of Rochester)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

### 4-1070  04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ASPIRATIONAL STATES**

**Reviewed by**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
Jonathan Shapiro Anjaria (Brandeis University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Neha Vora (Lafayette College)</td>
<td><em>Between Global Citizenship and Qatarization: Negotiating Qatar’s New Knowledge Economy Within American Branch Campuses</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Caroline M Melly (Smith College)</td>
<td><em>State Aspirations After Structural Adjustment: The View From An Unconventional African Archive</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Jonathan Shapiro Anjaria (Brandeis University)</td>
<td><em>Enterprising Citizens: Political Utopias in Urban India</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Heather Hindman (University of Texas at Austin)</td>
<td><em>Occupy and/or Overthrow: Seeking a Post-Political Politics in Nepal After the 2012 Failure of the Constituent Assembly</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Elizabeth A Faier (University of Michigan)</td>
<td><em>Uniform State: Classification Systems and the Production of Dubai</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5:15 PM  Inderpal Grewal (Yale University) Postcolonial Intimacies of an Indian Bureaucracy
5:30 PM  Discussion

4-1075  04:00–05:45  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
NEW AUDIENCES AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN: WRITING, ETHICS, AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN A DIGITAL WORLD
REVIEWED BY  General Anthropology Division
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Karen L Michaelson (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS  Betty Wolder Levin (Brooklyn College and The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Christopher A Furlow (Santa Fe College)
Brian E Noble (Dalhousie University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1080  04:00–05:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
FOREGROUNDING: MAKING THE ROLE OF CULTURE EXPLICIT IN SCHOOLS
REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER  Swapna Mukhopadhyay (Portland State University)
CHAIR  Dawn M Grimes-MacLellan (Meiji Gakuin University)
4:00 PM  Swapna Mukhopadhyay (Portland State University) Ethnomathematics: An Inevitable Connection of Math and Culture
4:15 PM  Else Olesen (Syddansk Universitet) Aging among children in school
4:30 PM  Francesca Gobbo (University of Turin) All That You Can Learn: An Interpretation of School Lunch in Padua (Italy) Preschool Education
4:45 PM  Dawn M Grimes-MacLellan (Meiji Gakuin University) ‘But This Is Not a Kindergarten Jump Rope...’: Second-Culture Learning Among Newcomer Children and Their Parents in Japan
5:00 PM  Roberta Ricucci (University of Turin) Immigrant Children Are Growing: What Future for Foreign Students in Italy During Hard Times?
5:15 PM  Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P

4-1085  04:00–05:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
TRANS-ATLANTIC EPISTEMOLOGICAL CONVERSATIONS ON INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION
REVIEWED BY  Council on Anthropology and Education
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Alicia Re Cruz (University of North Texas)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS  Margarita del Olmo (National Council for Scientific Research, Spain)
Beatriz Malik (Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia)
Teresa Hernandez Gonzalez (Concordia University)
Teresa Aguado (Universidad Nacional de Educacion a Distancia)
Mariela Nunez-Janes (University of North Texas)
INDIGENISMO AND INDIGENEITY IN LATIN AMERICA IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

**Reviewed by:**
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizer:**
Carmen Martinez Novo (University of Kentucky)

**Chairs:**
Oscar Espinosa (Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru)
Karla Monserrath Encalada Falconi (University of Kentucky)

**04:00 PM**
Oscar Espinosa (Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru) *Who Speaks for the People? Indigenous Movement and New “Indigenista” Activism in the Peruvian Amazonia in the 21st Century*

**04:15 PM**
Juan Felipe Hoyos (Instituto Colombiano de Antropología e Historia) *Prior Consultation, Oil and Corporate Social Responsibility in Colombia: Voluntary Compliance of Mandatory Rights*

**04:30 PM**
Carmen Martinez Novo (University of Kentucky) *The Return of Paternalist Indigenism in the Ecuador of the Twenty-First Century*

**04:45 PM**
Karla Monserrath Encalada Falconi (University of Kentucky) *Rusticity and Legal Racism Against Indigenous People Within the Intercultural State of Ecuador*

**05:00 PM**
Margarita Chaves Chamorro (Instituto Colombiano de Antropología e Historia) *Voluntary Isolation and Initial Contact: On the Assumptions for the Construction of New Subjects of Rights and Indigeneity Regimes in Amazonia*

**Discussant:**
Bret Gustafson (Washington University in St Louis)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

POSTER SESSION:

**VISUAL RESEARCH POSTERS**

**Reviewed by:**
Society for Visual Anthropology

**David John Sensem II** (Fresno City College), **Emily Haas** (Fresno City College), **Pavady Senechaleunsouk** (Fresno City College), **Emily Flores** (Fresno City College) and **Monica Mae Kiser** (Fresno City College) *Reviving the Dying Art of Reading: Re-Engaging Students in the Relevance of The Written Word*

**Michael Joseph Paluzzi** (University of Notre Dame), **James J McKenna** (University of Notre Dame) and **Lee T Gettler** (University of Notre Dame) *Behavior of Fathers Sleeping in Bed with Their Infants and Partners*

**Nicole Ryan Schram** (Central Michigan University) *A Growing Field — The Divide Between Traditional and Nontraditional Farming*
Sveta Yamin-Pasternak (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and Igor Pasternak (University of Alaska Fairbanks) Where Is the Beauty? An Artist-Anthropologist-Community Collaboration to Investigate Aesthetics of Foodways and Built Environments of an Emerging Ex-Soviet Settlement in Delta Junction, Alaska

Amber K Cox (University of Missouri) and Zachariah J Winkler (University of Missouri) What TV Says About Culture: A Pilot Database of Cross-Cultural Television

Blake Wahler (University of Tennessee) Phenomenology and Homeschooling

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1100 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

MAKING KIN, QUEERING TIME

Reviewed by: Association for Queer Anthropology

Chair: Michael Connors Jackman (York University and Trent University)

4:00 PM William D Banks (Wayne State University) Finding a Flower to Pluck: Queer Marriage, Belonging, and the Reworking of Dominant Traditions in Ghana

4:15 PM Michael Connors Jackman (York University and Trent University) The Affective Hereafter of Sexual Liberation

4:30 PM Lara J Descartes (Brescia University College) Single Lesbian Mothers

4:45 PM Gustavo Santa Roza Saggese (Universidade de Sao Paulo) Male Homosexuality, Generation and Social Change: Findings From a Field in Progress

5:00 PM William Hebert (University of Toronto) “In This Country, It’s Not Easy Growing Old as a Transsexual Immigrant”: The Experiences of Elderly Latina Trans Women Navigating Quebec Health Care and Social Services

5:15 PM Amy Brainer (University of Illinois) Lesbian Daughters-in-Law, Transgender Descendants: Contemporary Meanings of Patrilineal Kinship in Taiwan

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-1105 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

ANTHROPOLOGY OF IDENTITY: GENDER, SEXUALITY, AND PARENTHOOD

Reviewed by: Society for Psychological Anthropology

Chair: Bambi L Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)

4:00 PM Yehuda C Goodman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) and Sigal Goldin (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) Anorexic Holy Men: Ascetics, Aesthetics, and Gendered Identities in Contemporary Ultra-Orthodox (Haredi) Communities

4:15 PM Andrea Chiovenda (Boston University) Unveiling Subjectivity: Person-Centered Ethnography with Pashtun Men in Afghanistan

4:30 PM Jennifer Heil (Washington University in Saint Louis) Fatherhood in “Crisis”? Gender, Parenting and Legibility
Friday, November 22

**4:45 PM** Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)  
*Cultural Dilemmas of Dependency and Care in American Pediatric Pain Medicine*

**5:00 PM** Emily Rene Stender Casillas (Washington State University)  
*Emotion and Home Birth After Cesarean: A Case Study*

**5:15 PM** Jermaine R. Gordon-Mizusawa (Chinese University of Hong Kong)  
*Carnivore Women and Herbivore Men or Little Red and The Wolf?: Virginity and Sex in Contemporary Japan*

**DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM** Bambi L Chapin (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)  
*This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T*

---

**4-1110 04:00–05:45**  
Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

THE BLAME GAME: ACCOUNTING FOR THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC OF CHRONIC AND NONCOMMUNICABLE DISEASES

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology  
Lesley Jo Weaver (Emory University)

**4:00 PM** Dennis Wiedman (Florida International University)  
*Blaming Genes to Lifestyles: Shifting Explanations for the Global Pandemic of Diabetes and the Metabolic Syndrome (MetS)*

**4:15 PM** Mariya Konstantinovna Voytyuk (Arizona State University) and Daniel J Hruschka (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change)  
*Purity and Danger in Current Debates About the Rise of Non-Communicable Diseases*

**4:30 PM** Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University) and Amber Wutich (Arizona State University)  
*Suffering from Fat: Biocultural Perspectives on Globalizing Weight Gain and Blame*

**4:45 PM** Lesley Jo Weaver (Emory University)  
*Who Cares for Whom? Type 2 Diabetes, Social Roles, and Health in Urban North India*

**5:00 PM** Steve Ferzacca (University of Lethbridge)  
*Diabetes and the Vital Organization of Daily Life*

**5:15 PM** Peter J Brown (Emory University)  
*Illusions of Control in Chronic Disease*

**DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM** Clarence C Gravlee (University of Florida)  
*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S*

---

**4-1115 04:00–05:45**  
Essex Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

TRACING COMMODITIES IN A GLOBALIZED FUTURE

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology  
Daniel Reichman (University of Rochester)

**CHAIR**  
Sarah G Grant (University of California, Riverside)

**DISCUSSANT 4:00 PM** Daniel Reichman (University of Rochester)

**4:15 PM** Megan Tracy (James Madison University)  
*Bring On the Cow-Npticon: Supervising China’s Post-Melamine Dairy Industry*

**4:30 PM** Sarah G Grant (University of California, Riverside)  
*Tracing the Invisible: Vietnam’s Coffee Regime*
4:45 PM  Sarah M Lyon (University of Kentucky)  *Empowered Consumers: Technologies and Tools for Self-Certification and Product Traceability in the Digital Age*

5:00 PM  Alison M Montgomery (University of Florida)  *Vineyard of Origin: Traceability, Obfuscation and Decertification in South Africa’s Fair Trade Wine Industry*

5:15 PM  Sarah F Ives (Stanford University)  *Geographic Indications: Governing Plants and People in South Africa’s Tea Industry*

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**4-1120**  04:00–05:45  El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**MAKING “LESBIANS” VISIBLE: FEMALE SAME-SEX SEXUALITIES AND TRANS IDENTITIES CROSSCULTURALLY**

**Reviewed by**  Association for Queer Anthropology

**Organizers**  Evelyn Blackwood (Purdue University)

Saskia Eleonora Wieringa (University of Amsterdam)

**Chair**  Saskia Eleonora Wieringa (University of Amsterdam)

4:00 PM  Saskia Eleonora Wieringa (University of Amsterdam)  *Archiving Against the Grain: 30 Years of Researching Women’s Same-Sex Relations Crossculturally*

4:15 PM  Deborah Elliston (Binghamton University, SUNY)  *Theorizing ‘Lesbian’ Desire At Tahiti and Beyond*

4:30 PM  Megan J Sinnott (Georgia State University)  *The Anthropological Study of Female Same-Sex Sexuality and Queer Affect Theory*

4:45 PM  Ryan Plis (Purdue University)  *Trans*: Stepping Out from Under the “Umbrella”

**Discussant**  5:00 PM  Evelyn Blackwood (Purdue University)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

---

**4-1125**  04:00–05:45  Barbershop, Concourse Level

**Invited Session:**

**PRACTICING ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIES/COMMUNITY ECONOMIES IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH**

**Sponsor**  Society for Economic Anthropology

**Organizers**  Walter E Little (University at Albany)

**Chair**  B Lynne Milgram (OCAD University)

**Discussants**  Jim Igoe (University of Virginia)

4:00 PM  Discussion

4:15 PM  Walter E Little (University at Albany)  *Alternative Strategies to Tourism Market Economies for Economically Marginalized Artisan-Vendors in Guatemala*
4:30 PM  B Lynne Milgram (OCAD University) Reclaiming Materials, Refashioning Community Cooperative Practice in Philippine Craft Collectives

4:45 PM  Jayne Howell (California State University, Long Beach) Re-Inventing an Invented Tradition: The Guelaguetza Popular as Alternate Autochthony in Southern Mexico

5:00 PM  W Warner Wood (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) Cultivating Subjects/Exhibiting Mangrove Reforestation: The New Museology As An ‘Art of Revolutionary Self-cultivation’ On the Pacific Coast of Mexico

Discussant  5:15 PM  Jim Igoe (University of Virginia)

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1130  04:00–05:45  Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

ANTHROPOLOGICAL COLLABORATION IN INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROJECTS

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society

Chair/Organizer  Amelia Moore (University of Miami)

Roundtable Presenters  Susan C Stonich (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Kenneth Broad (University of Miami)

Louis Marcelin (INURED and University of Miami)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1135  04:00–05:45  Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level

Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

ALONG THE CROSSROADS OF FLEXIBLE KIN AND FLEXIBLE LABOR: GLOBALIZING WOMEN WORKERS' EMERGENT COLLECTIVES

Reviewed by  Society for the Anthropology of Work

Organizers  Nellie Chu (University of California, Santa Cruz)

Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Chair  Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

4:00 PM  Elizabeth L Krause (University of Massachusetts Amherst), Massimo Bressan (IRIS - Strumenti e Risorse per lo Sviluppo Locale) and Fangli Xu (IRIS - Strumenti e Risorse per lo Sviluppo Locale) Flexible Families and Fast Fashion: What Circulates Besides Children?

4:15 PM  Wendy A Vogt (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) Transnational Motherhood, Intimate Labors and Solidarity Along the Migrant Journey Across Mexico

4:30 PM  Kedron Thomas (Washington University in St. Louis) Workforce Feminization and the Gendering of “Sustainability” in Global Apparel and Footwear Manufacturing

4:45 PM  Patricia Alvarez (University of California) ‘We Are More Than Manual Labor, This Is Our heritage’: Ethics and the Articulation of Peru’s Andean Clubes De Madres Into the Alpaca Garment Supply Chain
3:00 p.m. Nellie Chu (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Engendering the Paradoxes of “Freedom” Through Factory Labor in Guangzhou, China*

**Discussant** 3:15 p.m. Ruth M Gomberg-Munoz (Loyola University Chicago)

**Discussion** 3:30 p.m.

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-1140** 04:00–06:00  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Film Session:**

**MEMORY & REMEMBRANCES**

**Sponsor** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

4:00 p.m. *Homegoings* (1 hr) dir. Christine Turner

5:00 p.m. *Lumina Anintirii* (In the Light of Memory) (39 min) dir. Alyssa Grossman

---

**4-1145** 06:00–08:00  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SENSE OF THE CITY NETWORK MEETING**

**Sponsor** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer** Nancy A Abelmann (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**4-1150** 06:00–08:30  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Film Session:**

**DOING THE PEOPLE GOOD**

**Sponsor** Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

6:00 p.m. *Doing the Sheep Good* (25 min, followed by Q&A) dir. Teresa Montoya

6:45 p.m. *The Machine Which Makes Everything Disappear* (1 hr 37 min) dir. Tinatin Gurchiani

---

**4-1151** 06:00–09:00  Washington Park Arts Incubator

**ETHNOGRAPHIC TERMINALIA 2013: CHICAGO “EXHIBITION AS RESIDENCY — PROCESS, COLLABORATION, COMMUNITY” — RECEPTION**

**Reviewed by** Installations

**Organizer** Fiona P McDonald (University College London)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
**SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SCA) BUSINESS MEETING**

**4-1155** 06:15–07:30  
Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer**  
Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary)

**Awards presented at this event:**
1. Bateson Book Prize
2. Cultural Horizons Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**MELANESIA INTEREST GROUP ANNUAL MEETING**

**4-1160** 06:15–07:30  
Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor**  
Melanesia Interest Group

**Organizer**  
Barbara A Andersen (New York University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) BUSINESS MEETING AND AWARDS PRESENTATION (ALL MEMBERS)**

**4-1165** 06:15–07:30  
Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Organizer**  
Rosemary C Henze (San José State University)

**Awards presented at this event:**
1. George and Louise Spindler Award
2. Outstanding Dissertation Award

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA (SANA) BUSINESS MEETING**

**4-1170** 06:15–07:30  
Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizers**  
Julian B Brash (Montclair State University)  
Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)

**Chair**  
Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design)

**Presenters**  
Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)

**Awards presented at this event:**
1. The Delmos Jones and Jagna Sharff Memorial Prize for the Critical Study of North America
2. SANA Prize for Distinguished Achievement in the Critical Study of North America
4-1175 06:15–07:30 Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION BUSINESS MEETING

SPONSOR Biological Anthropology Section
ORGANIZER Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

AWARD PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Howells Award

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-1180 06:15–07:30 Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

NETWORK OF CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS

SPONSOR AAA Executive Program Committee
ORGANIZER Brian M Howell (Wheaton College)

This session may be of particular interest to: S

4-1185 06:15–07:30 Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

GRADUATE STUDENT PANEL: NAVIGATING THE JOB MARKET: ACADEMIC CAREERS IN POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY

SPONSOR Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Susan C Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
                      Joshua Clark (University of California, Irvine)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1190 06:15–07:30 Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY BUSINESS MEETING

SPONSOR Evolutionary Anthropology Society
ORGANIZER Raymond Hames (University of Nebraska)

AWARD PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
Best Student Paper

4-1195 06:15–07:30 Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

ASSOCIATION FOR QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY (AQA) BUSINESS MEETING

SPONSOR Association for Queer Anthropology
ORGANIZER Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)

AWARD PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Ruth Benedict Prize
2. Payne Prize

S Students       T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
AAA PUBLIC EDUCATION INITIATIVE ON MIGRATION AND DISPLACEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING

4-1200 06:15–07:30 Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor:** AAA Executive Board

**Organizers:**
- Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
- Antoinette T Jackson (University of South Florida)
- Leo R Chavez (University of California, Irvine)

**Presenters:**
- Matthew S Durington (Towson University)
- Lynn M Stephen (University of Oregon)
- Ana C Zentella (University of California, San Diego)
- Jemima Pierre (Vanderbilt University)
- Michael L Blakey (College of William & Mary)
- Susan B. Hyatt (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis)
- Ermitte St Jacques (University of Denver)
- Alaka Wali (Field Museum)
- Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
- Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)
- Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
- Damon Dozier (American Anthropological Association)

4-1205 06:15–07:30 Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor:** Culture and Agriculture

**Organizers:**
- James R Veteto (University of North Texas)
- Richard H Moore (Ohio State University)
- Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University)
- Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa)
- Mark D Wiest
- Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University)
- Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)
- Stephanie Paladino (Independent)
- Joan P Mencher (CUNY, Herbert H Lehman College)
- Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
- Liz Fitting (Dalhousie University)
- Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)

**Award Presented at This Event:**
Netting Award

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
4-1210 06:15–07:30  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Psychological Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

4-1215 06:15–07:30  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES (SACC) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges
ORGANIZER  Timothy L Sullivan (Richland College)
AWARD PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
President’s Award
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1220 06:15–07:30  Buckingham, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for Economic Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University in St. Louis)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1225 06:15–07:30  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION (SAFN) BOARD MEETING
SPONSOR  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
ORGANIZER  Neri de Kramer (University of Delaware)

4-1230 06:15–07:30  Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY OF CORPORATIONS INTEREST GROUP OPENING DIALOGUE.
SPONSOR  Anthropology of Corporations Interest Group
ORGANIZERS  Ira Bashkow (University of Virginia)
              Catherine S Dolan (University of Oxford)
              Robert J Foster (University of Rochester)
CHAIR  Ira Bashkow (University of Virginia)
PRESENTERS  Jessica R Cattelino (University of California, Los Angeles)
              Gwendolyn Gordon (Princeton University)
              Catherine S Dolan (University of Oxford)
              Kathryn Jane Moeller (University of California, Berkeley)
              Ryan S Morini (University of Florida)
              Greg Urban (University of Pennsylvania)
4-1235  06:15–07:30  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
GUATEMALA SCHOLARS NETWORK
SPONSOR  AAA Executive Program Committee

4-1240  06:15–07:45  Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
AN OPEN CONVERSATION ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND GLOBAL HEALTH
EDUCATION
SPONSOR  Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Noelle Sullivan (Northwestern University)
             Peter A Locke (Princeton University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, T

4-1250  06:15–08:00  Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGIST (ABA) AWARDS PROGRAM
AND RECEPTION
SPONSOR  Association of Black Anthropologists
ORGANIZER  Marla Frederick (Harvard University)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. The Johnnetta B. Cole Student Travel Award
2. The Gwaltney Scholarship Fund
3. The Vera Green Publication Award
4. ABA Legacy Scholar Award

4-1255  06:15–08:15  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY
(NAPA) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Lenora Bohren (Colorado State University)
               James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State University)
CHAIR  Lenora Bohren (Colorado State University)
PRESENTERS  John P N Massad (Baltimore)
             Terry M Redding (LTG Associates)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. WAPA Praxis Award
2. NAPA Student Paper Prize
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
4-1260  06:15–08:30  Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) BUSINESS MEETING, AWARDS CEREMONY AND PRESIDENTIAL ADRESSE

SPONSOR
Society for Medical Anthropology

ORGANIZER
Irene Ketonen (SUNY, College at Brockport)

AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. George Foster Practicing Medical Anthropology Award
2. Eileen Basker Memorial Prize
3. New Millennium Book Award
4. Society for Medical Anthropology Dissertation Award
5. Polgar Paper Prize
6. Rivers Paper Prize
7. Alcohol, Drug and Tobacco Study Group Annual Graduate Student Paper Prize
8. Medical Anthropology Student Association Graduate Student Mentor Award
9. Critical Anthropology of Global Health Rudolf Virchow Undergraduate Student Paper Award
10. Critical Anthropology of Global Health Rudolf Virchow Graduate Student Paper Award
11. Critical Anthropology of Global Health Rudolf Virchow Professional Award
12. Science, Technology & Medicine Graduate Student Paper Prize
13. Council for Anthropology and Reproduction Most Enduring Collection
14. Council for Anthropology and Reproduction Graduate Student Paper Prize
15. Complimentary/Alternative Medicine Graduate Student Paper Prize
16. AIDS and Anthropology Research Group Clark Taylor Professional Paper Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

4-1265  06:30–08:00  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES BUSINESS MEETING CAROL EMBER, PRESIDENT

SPONSOR
Society for Anthropological Sciences

ORGANIZER
Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)

AWARD PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
SAS Student Paper Awards
UMASS AMHERST ALUMNI AND FRIENDS RECEPTION
SPONSOR University of Massachusetts Amherst
ORGANIZER Thomas L Leatherman (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

THE WENNER-GREN RECEPTION
SPONSOR Wenner-Gren Foundation
ORGANIZERS Leslie C Aiello (Wenner-Gren Foundation)
Laurie A Obbink (Wenner-Gren Foundation)

THE BELOIT COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY GATHERING
SPONSOR Beloit College
ORGANIZER Jean Brady (Beloit College)

COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY (CMA) MEMBER RECEPTION
SPONSOR Council for Museum Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Patricia Capone (Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, Harvard University)
CHAIR Howard Morphy (Australian National University)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Michael M Ames Prize for Innovative Museum Anthropology
2. Lifetime Achievement/Distinguished Service Award

SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)

ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION (AD) BUSINESS MEETING
SPONSOR Archaeology Division
ORGANIZER Marc N Levine (University of Oklahoma, Sam Noble Museum of Natural History)
CHAIR Rosemary A Joyce (University of California, Berkeley)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Gordon R. Willey Prize
2. Student Diversity Travel Grant
CELEBRATING OPEN ACCESS WITH RICE AND SCA
Sponsor: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer: Brad Weiss (College of William & Mary)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer: Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona)
Awards presented at this event:
1. Sapir Prize
2. Society for Linguistic Anthropology Student Paper Prizes
This session may be of particular interest to: M

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY MARGARET SCHOENINGER
Sponsor: Biological Anthropology Section
Organizer: Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)
Award presented at this event:
Howells Award
This session may be of particular interest to: S

ASSOCIATION FOR QUEER ANTHROPOLOGY (AQA) CASH BAR
Sponsor: Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizer: Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION AND CASH BAR
Sponsor: Society for Psychological Anthropology
Organizer: Harold L Odden (Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne)

SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION
Sponsor: Society for Economic Anthropology
Organizer: Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University in St. Louis)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
4-1330 07:30–09:30
CULTURE AND AGRICULTURE RECEPTION

Sponsor: Culture and Agriculture
Organizers: James R Veteto (University of North Texas)
             Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University)
             Richard H Moore (Ohio State University)
             Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa)
             Mark D Wiest
             Lisa B Markowitz (University of Louisville)
             Liz Fitting (Dalhousie University)
             Joan P Mencher (CUNY, Herbert H Lehman College)
             Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
             Jeanne Simonelli (Wake Forest University)
             Lois M Stanford (New Mexico State University)
             Stephanie Paladino (Independent)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1335 07:40–09:00
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION (SAR) BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizers: Joel L Robbins (University of California, San Diego)
             Hanna H Kim (Adelphi University)
             Lauren G Leve (University of North Carolina)
             Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara)
             Maarit K Forde (University of the West Indies)
             Amy Stambach (University of North Carolina)
             Jonathan D Hill (Southern Illinois University)
             Jacob R Hickman (Brigham Young University)
             Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto)
             Paul Johnson (University of Michigan)
             Joseph Hellweg (Florida State University)
             Jordan R Haug (University of California, San Diego)
             Christian S. Hammons (University of Southern California)
             Hillary Kaell (Concordia University)
             Omri Elisha (Queens College, CUNY)
             Rachelle Scott (University of Tennessee)
             Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto)
4-1340  07:45–09:00  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
THINKING ABOUT THINKING: WHAT CAN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS LEARN FROM IAN HODDER’S
SPONSOR Council on Anthropology and Education
ORGANIZER Katherine Bruna (Iowa State University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-1345  08:00–10:00  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
YALE DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION FOR FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND ALUMNI
SPONSOR Yale University Department of Anthropology
ORGANIZER Ann Minton (Yale University, Department of Anthropology)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

4-1350  08:00–10:00  Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
AFA-ABA-ALLA-AQA-SANA-SAW-SLACA-SUNTA RECEPTION
SPONSOR Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZER Jane Henrici (Institute for Women’s Policy Research)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

4-1355  08:30–10:00  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) RECEPTION AND CASH BAR
SPONSOR Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZER Irene Ketonen (SUNY College at Brockport)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

4-1360  08:30–10:00  Park East Gallery, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn
VICTOR TURNER AWARDS AND SPECIAL RECOGNITION HONORING MICHAEL JACKSON
SPONSOR Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell University)
AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:
1. Victor Turner Awards for ethnographic writing
2. Poetry Prizes
3. Fiction Prizes
4. Recognition for Michael Jackson
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
**4-1365** 08:45–10:00  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION (AD) ANNUAL PATTY JO WATSON DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY ROBERT L. KELLY**

**SPONSOR**  Archaeology Division

**ORGANIZER**  Marc N Levine (University of Oklahoma, Sam Noble Museum of Natural History)

**CHAIR**  Rosemary A Joyce (University of California, Berkeley)

**PRESENTER**  Robert L Kelly (University of Wyoming)

**AWARD PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:**

Patty Jo Watson Distinguished Lecture

---

**4-1370** 09:00–11:00  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**SOCIETY FOR LIGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY CASH BAR**

**SPONSOR**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

---

**4-1375** 10:00–11:55  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANNUAL PARTY FOR ALUMS AND FRIENDS OF MICHIGAN ANTHROPOLOGY**

**SPONSOR**  University of Michigan, Department of Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  Tom Fricke (University of Michigan)
5-0000 07:00–10:00  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

EDUCATION TASK FORCE MEETING

SPONSOR  Education Task Force
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Teresa L McCarty PhD (University of California, Los Angeles)
PRESIDENTS  Catherine Emihovich (University of Florida)
Karl A Hoerig (White Mountain Apache Tribe)
Mark Lewine (Cuyahoga Community College)
Jean J Schensul (Institute for Community Research)
Sofia A Villenas (Cornell University)

5-0005 08:00–09:00  Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

NEW AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER ORIENTATION

SPONSOR  AAA Executive Program Committee
ORGANIZERS  Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)
CHAIR  Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

5-0010 08:00–09:00  PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

THE ANTHROPOLOGIST IN THE WHITE CITY: TOURING CHICAGO’S 1893 WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

REVIEWED BY  Installations
ORGANIZERS  Rebecca S Graff (University of Chicago)
Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
CHAIRS  William Green (Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College)
Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
PRESENTERS  8:00 AM  Robert Rydell (Montana State University)
8:15 AM  Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
8:30 AM  Carolyn Schiller Johnson (Field Museum)
8:45 AM  Rebecca S Graff (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0015 08:00–09:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

DREAMING THE LITHOSPHERE: EXPERTISE, TIME AND EMOTION IN THE PETRO-TECHNOLOGICAL ZONE

REVIEWED BY  Anthropology and Environment Society
ORGANIZERS  David M Hughes (Rutgers University)
Gisa S Weszkalnys (London School of Economics)
CHAIR  Gisa S Weszkalnys (London School of Economics)
8:00 AM  Tristan Daniel Jones (Rutgers University) Of Petroleum and Pipelines:
Affect, Materiality, and the Celebration and Contestation of Tar Sands Oil in Alberta and Beyond
8:15 AM  Bret Gustafson (Washington University in St Louis) Gas Assemblages, Knowledge Production, and the Anthropology of Political Futures
8:30 AM  Gisa S Weszkalnys (London School of Economics) Homo Ludens, Meet Homo Faber: Resource Affects in the African Post-Colony
8:45 AM  David M Hughes (Rutgers University) Seeing Like An Oil Producer: Abundance, Pollution, and Graphic Display
Discusant 9:00 AM  Andrew Barry (Oxford University)
Discusant 9:15 AM  Ben Orlove (School of International and Public Affairs, Columbia University)
9:30 AM  Discussion

5-0020  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ENVIRONMENTAL KNOWLEDGE IN AN INSTITUTIONALIZED AGE
Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Chair/Organizer  David D Meek (University of Georgia)
8:00 AM  Jeremy Spoon (Portland State University) Indigenous Ecological Knowledge Assemblages: Assessing Ancestral and New Knowledge in Western and Non-Western Contexts
8:15 AM  Michael L Zukosky (Eastern Washington University) The Integration of Scientific and Lay Knowledge in the International Monitoring of Przewalski’s Horses
8:30 AM  Joseph Henderson (University of Rochester) Realizing the Future: Sustainability and the Politics of Educational Change
8:45 AM  David D Meek (University of Georgia) Institutionalizing a Critical Pedagogy of Place? Steps Towards and Away From Agroecological Education in the Brazilian Landless Workers Movement
9:00 AM  Kirk Jalbert (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) Scientific Narratives for Public Empowerment: Institutional Reconstructions of Volunteer Water Monitoring Knowledge in Natural Gas Extraction Communities
9:15 AM  Peter C Little (University of Louisville) Sustainability Science in the Neoliberal Prison: Toward a Political Ecology of Carceral Environmentalism
Discusant 9:30 AM  Rebecca Lave (Indiana University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0025  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
VOICING INDIGENEITY AND ENGAGING PUBLICS IN PRINT
Reviewed by  Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Chairs/Organizers  Grant Paul Arndt (Iowa State University)
Maximilian S Viatori (Iowa State University)
8:00 AM  Laura R Graham (University of Iowa) From “Ugh” to Babel and Beyond: Linguistic Images of Native Amazonians in Cinema
8:15 AM  Maximilian S Viatori (Iowa State University) Marking Indigenous Voices in Ecuadorian Public Print Culture
8:30 AM  Christina Leza (Colorado College)  *The Politics of Indigenous Voicing: Monologic Discourse in Indigenous Statements of Solidarity*

8:45 AM  Mindy J Morgan (Michigan State University)  "I Was One of the Young Warriors": Crafting Authoritative Voices in Indians At Work, 1933–1945

9:00 AM  Grant Paul Arndt (Iowa State University)  *Indigeneity in Print and in Person During the Era of the Ho-Chunk Indian News*

9:15 AM  Margaret Bender (Wake Forest University)  *The Medium and the Message: The Emergence of Indigenous Literacies and Cherokee Religious Voice*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:30 AM  Jean E Jackson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

### 5-0030  08:00–09:45  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE LEGACY OF THE CHICAGO SCHOOL: DOING FIELDWORK IN OCCUPATIONAL SETTINGS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for the Anthropology of Work

**ORGANIZERS**  Isabelle Valerie Zinn (University of Lausanne/EHESS Paris)

**CHAIR**  Marc Perrenoud (University of Lausanne)

8:00 AM  Jeremy William Meerkreebs (University of Kansas)  *What I’m Driving At: Ethnography, Talk, and the Mobile Workplace*

8:15 AM  Ronan Coquet (University of Lausanne) and Fabien Ohl (University of Lausanne)  *An “Outsider” in the Gym: Body At Work*

8:30 AM  Isabelle Valerie Zinn (University of Lausanne/EHESS Paris)  *Getting Into the Community": Doing Participant Observation in “Manual” Occupations

8:45 AM  Marc Perrenoud (University of Lausanne)  *Insider Among the ‘Outsiders’: Longitudinal Ethnography and Immersion With Ordinary Musicians*

9:00 AM  Catherine Remy (CNRS-EHESS)  *“Sacrifice” of Animals for Science. The Contribution of the Ethnographic Point of View*

**DISCUSSANT**  9:15 AM  Carrie M. Lane (California State University, Fullerton)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

### 5-0035  08:00–09:45  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS IN EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY**

**SPONSOR**  Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**CHAIR/Organizers**  James Holland Jones (Stanford University)

8:00 AM  Eleanor A Power (Stanford University)  *Building Bigness: Social Support Networks and Social Capital in Rural South India*

8:15 AM  John P Ziker (Boise State University) and Joellie Anne Rasmussen (Boise State University)  *Shared Hunting Territories, Food Sharing Networks, Cooperation, and Wealth in Siberia*

8:30 AM  David A Nolin (Boise State University)  *Statistical Tests of Generalized Reciprocity in Dichotomous Social Network Data*
8:45 AM  James Holland Jones (Stanford University) *The Utility of Social Network Analysis for Evolutionary Anthropology*

9:00 AM  Rebecca Sear (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), Cristina Moya (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine), Kristin Snopkowski (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) and Susan Schaffnit (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine) *Cooperation and Conflict Within Families: Do Kin Help Or Hinder Reproductive Success?*

9:15 AM  Ashley Hazel (University of Michigan) *Mobility & Reproductive Health in Rural Namibia: The Influence of Remoteness on Sexual Contact Networks Among the Kaokoland Pastoralists*

9:30 AM  Benjamin Chabot-Hanowell (University of Washington) and Zack W Almquist (University of California, Irvine) *Using Multiple informants’ Reports to Infer the Social Dominance Structure of Small Human Groups*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**5-0040**  08:00–09:45  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**EDIBLE IDENTITIES; EXPLORING FOOD AND FOODWAYS AS CULTURAL HERITAGE, PART I**

**Sponsors**: Culture and Agriculture

**Organizers**: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Chair**: Greg de St Maurice (University of Pittsburgh)

**8:00 AM**  Ronda L Brulotte (University of New Mexico) *Caldo De Piedra and the Paradoxes of Claiming Pre-Hispanic Cuisine As Cultural Heritage*

**8:15 AM**  Cristina Grasseni (Bergamo University and Harvard University) *Edible Authenticities: Heirloom Vegetables and Culinary Heritage in Kyoto, Japan*

**8:30 AM**  Erick Castellanos (Ramapo College of New Jersey) and Sara M Bergstresser (Boston University) *Food, Commodity, or Heritage: The Multiple Meanings of Maize in Mexico*

**8:45 AM**  Theodore C Bestor (Harvard University) *Japanese Cuisine as World Cultural Heritage: The Unesco Campaign*

**9:15 AM**  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

**5-0045**  08:00–09:45  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**AESTHETICS, TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGY IN THE KITCHEN: CONTEMPORARY ENGAGEMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA**

**Reviewed by**: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**: Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)

**8:00 AM**  Edward F Fischer (Vanderbilt University) *Chronic Malnutrition and Complementary Foods in Guatemalan Maya Communities*
8:15 AM  Steffan Igor Ayora Diaz (Universidad Autónoma de Yucatán)  
Aesthetic Judgment and the Meanings of Technology in Urban Kitchens in Mérida, Yucatán

8:30 AM  Jane Fajans (Cornell University)  
Aesthetics and Techniques in the Kitchen: Contemporary Cooking in Brazil

8:45 AM  Claudia Rocio Magana (Feeding and Nutritional Behavioral Research Center, University of Guadalajara)  
Food and Ethnicities: Rural Kitchens and Regional Cuisine Among the Zapotes From the Isthmus of Tehuantepec

9:00 AM  Brenda Maiale (Hobart & William Smith Colleges)  
Peruvian Food Nationalism and Thoughts On the Pachacutec Cooking School

9:15 AM  Margarita Maria Calleja Pinedo (University of Guadalajara)  
The Tex-Mex Food: the Standardization of Taste and Menu Standardization

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0050  08:00–09:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

STRATEGIC ENGagements with academic histories: Ethical Methodological Choices to Shift Negative Representations

Reviewed by  Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Organizers  Na'amah Razon (University of California, San Francisco)
Claire N Snell-Rood (University of Kentucky)

Chair  Patricia Antoniello (Brooklyn College, CUNY)

8:00 AM  Jennifer R Wies (Eastern Kentucky University)  
Visible Violence, Invisible Narratives: Representing Front-Line Workers in the Violence Against Women Movement

8:15 AM  Igor Argelino Rodríguez Calderón (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Pragmatic Considerations in Challenging and Acquiescing to Dominant Socio-Cultural Representations: The Case of the Promotional Pamphlet “La Cultura De La Chicha”

8:30 AM  LuAnn A Williams (University of Virginia)  
The Dialectic of Representation

8:45 AM  Shana Abigail Lessing (City University of New York)  
Studying ‘up’ and ‘across’: Strategic Engagements and Uneasy Alliances

9:00 AM  Nona D Moskowitz (Wittenberg University)  
Haunted Reformatories and ‘Phantom Epistemologies’: Packaging Knowledge to Sell

Discussant  9:15 AM  Kristin E Yarris (University of Oregon)

9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
Invited Session:
CHANCE ENCOUNTERS, VITAL CONJUNCTURES AND UNCOMMON DESTINATIONS: NEW APPROACHES TO MIGRATION RESEARCH IN A MOBILE WORLD

Sponsors:
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
American Ethnological Society

Chair/Organizers:
Karen Fog Olwig (University of Copenhagen)
Karen Valentin (Aarhus University)

8:00 AM Lisa Akesson (University of Gothenburg) Pioneers and Opportunity Seekers: Cape Verdean Migration to Sweden
8:15 AM Catherine Alexandra Bryan (Dalhousie University) Finding Russell: Emerging Pathways From the Philippines to Rural Canada
8:30 AM Karina Märcher Dalgas (University of Copenhagen) Finding Future Paths After a Danish Au Pair Stay: Young Filipinas Navigating Between Shifting Legal Constraints and Social Attachments
8:45 AM Karen Fog Olwig (University of Copenhagen) Finding a New Home in Late-Victorian British Hospitals: The Post-WWII Migration of West Indian Student Nurses
9:00 AM Karen Valentin (Aarhus University) Between Expectations and Uncertainties: Nepalese Students in Denmark
9:15 AM Vered Amit (Concordia University) Dual Citizenship and Mobility: Unplanned Conjunctures

Discussant:
Pauline Gardiner Barber (Dalhousie University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

Invited Session:
COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY: CURRENT AND FUTURE ENGAGEMENTS

Sponsor:
Society for Anthropological Sciences

Chair/Organizer:
Douglas W Hume (Northern Kentucky University)

8:00 AM Douglas W Hume (Northern Kentucky University) Cultural Models of Invasive Plants: Invasive Plant Knowledge Among the Farmland Owners of Northern Kentucky
8:15 AM Margo-Lea Hurwicz (University of Missouri, St Louis) Developing a Reliable Scale to Measure Alzheimer’s Knowledge Using Cognitive Anthropology Methods
8:30 AM Daniel P Wolk (Independent Researcher) The “Bad Agha” Cultural Model in Iraqi Kurdistan
8:45 AM Robert L Moore (Rollins College) Fiske’s Relational Models and Their Linguistic Correlates
9:00 AM David B Kronenfeld (University of California) Applications of Cognitive Anthropology in Applied Anthropology

Discussant:
Ben G Blount (SocioEcological Informatics)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
BEYOND THE ARAB SPRING: ANTHROPOLOGIZING ISLAMIC FUTURES

REVIEWED BY Society for the Anthropology of Religion
ORGANIZER Daniel M Varisco (Hofstra University)
CHAIR Mark Allen Peterson (Miami University)

8:00 AM Gabriele Marranci (MacQuarie University) Studying Contemporary Muslim Youth in Global Societies: An Anthropological Prospective
8:15 AM Lilia Labidi (National University of Singapore) The Political Role of Women During the Arab Spring in Tunisia
8:30 AM Ronald Lukens-Bull (University of North Florida) Islamic Universities in the Making of Indonesia’s Future: Religion and Science After the Toppling of a Dictator
8:45 AM Mohamad Tavakoli-Targhi (University of Toronto) Cultural Anthropology and Islamic Engineering in Iran
9:00 AM Daniel M Varisco (Hofstra University) Islamic Futures Through an Anthropological Lens: Capitalizing on Abd Al-Hamid El Zein’s Concept of ‘islams’ in Cyberspace

DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM el-Sayed el-Aswad (United Arab Emirates University)
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

THINKING WITH CARE: ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENTS IN MEDICAL SETTINGS

REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Rossio Motta (University of California Davis)
Rima Praspaliauskiene (University of California Davis)
CHAIR Ingrid Lagos (University of California, Davis)

8:00 AM Mary Ellen Macdonald (McGill), David K Wright (McGill University) and Lisa Chan (McGill University) Dying Among the Living, Living Among the Dying: Exploring the Harms of Mismatched Care
8:15 AM Marieke van Eijk (Utrecht University) When Finance Cares: Money, Morals, and Medicine in the Struggle to Offer “Good” Care
8:30 AM Rima Praspaliauskiene (University of California, Davis) Bittersweet: Enveloped Care in Lithuania
8:45 AM Nicole Ann Rigillo (McGill University) Caring in the Space of a Convergence of Interests: Corporate Social Responsibility and the Creation of “Shared Value” in Bangalore, India
9:00 AM Rossio Motta (University of California, Davis) Shocking Care: The Practice of Electroconvulsive Therapy in a Peruvian Public
9:15 AM Martina Klausner (Humbolt University) Care, Responsibility and Violence in Mental Health Care in Berlin, Germany

DISCUSSANT 9:30 AM Emily Yates-Doerr (University of Amsterdam)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
### 5-0075 08:00–09:45
**Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**DIVERSE GENDERS, MOBILE SEXUALITIES: TRANSCULTURAL ARTICULATIONS OF YOUTH IDENTITIES**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Cala Zubair (SUNY, Buffalo)
- Lyn W. Fogle (Mississippi State University)

**Chair:**
- Lyn W. Fogle (Mississippi State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Rodney H Jones (City University of Hong Kong) <em>It Gets Better</em>: Redefining GLBT Youth Through Digital Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Margaret Berg (University of Northern Colorado) <em>Teens’ Exploration of Gender and Sexual Identities in Conversations About/Around Preferred Texts</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Cala Zubair (SUNY, Buffalo) <em>Transcending Ethnicity: Gendered Reinterpretations of Place</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Lyn W. Fogle (Mississippi State University) <em>Post-Soviet Possibilities: Intergenerational Negotiations of Gender and Sexuality in the Language Classroom</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Kendall King (University of Minnesota) and Martha Bigelow (University of Minnesota) <em>Doing School, Doing Gender: Language, Learning, and Interaction in An All-Immigrant High School</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:**
- 9:15 AM Elaine W Chun (University of South Carolina)

**Discussion:**
- 9:30 AM

*This session may be of particular interest to: P*

### 5-0080 08:00–09:45
**Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton**

**Navigating Religious Worlds**

**Reviewed by:** Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizers:**
- Marianne Holm Pedersen (The Royal Library, Denmark)
- Sally Dean Anderson (Aarhus University)

**Chair:**
- Marianne Holm Pedersen (The Royal Library, Denmark)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Sally Dean Anderson (Aarhus University) <em>Fashioning Religious Belonging with a Mind of One’s Own: Childhood Predicaments of Filiation and Self</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Caroline Ellender Compretta (University of Mississippi Medical Center) <em>I Know the Holy Ghost</em>: Children’s Spiritual Experiences Amidst Staff Misconceptions in a Faith-Based Afterschool Program in the U.S. South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Anna Strhan (University of Kent) <em>Evangelical Childhoods in London</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Marianne Holm Pedersen (The Royal Library, Denmark) <em>Relating to God, Parents and Peers: Learning Religion Among Muslim Children in a Danish Provincial Town</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Claudia Nef (University of Zurich) <em>Relating to Religion in Foster Care</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Robyn Ann Andrews (Massey University) and Brent Howitt Otto (Jesuit School of Theology of Santa Clara University) <em>The Role and Significance of Religion in the Lives of Anglo-Indian Youth</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T*
5-0085 08:00–09:45  
**THE AMERICAS AFTER CHAVEZ**  
**Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**  
Courtney B Kurlanska (Appalachain State University)

**CHAIR**  
Elise L Andaya (University at Albany)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**  
Paul Ryer (University of California, Riverside)  
Kate McGurn Centellas (University of Mississippi)  
Courtney B Kurlanska (Appalachain State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

5-0090 08:00–09:45  
**Poster Session:**  
**CAE NEW SCHOLAR INVITED POSTER SESSION**  
**Field Museum Auditorium**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**ORGANIZER**  
Cindy Cruz (University of California, Santa Cruz)  
Bie Audrey Aweh (Social Justice Education, University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
The Power of Language: Public Accommodations

Meg Burns (University of Colorado, Boulder) “No Sé, Pero No Soy Tonta Tampoco:” Epistemic Authority in Six Mexican Immigrant Mothers

Josephina Chang-Order (University of Colorado, Boulder) “We Are Literally Stars”: Exploring Student Empowerment and Conceptions of Citizenship in a Science Classroom

Daniela Kruei DiGiacomo (University of Colorado, Boulder) Learning and Identity Processes in An After School Program: The Affordances and Constraints of Making and Tinkering

Patricia Esparza (Roosevelt University) Students’ Experiences of Campus Climate at an Ethnically Diverse University

Sarah Jean Johnson (University of California, Los Angeles) Orchestration of Participation in Kindergarten Literacy Activities

Kimberly J Lewis (Brown University) Quality or Closure: High Stakes University Accreditation in Ecuador

Teresa K Lloro-Bidart (University of California, Riverside) “They Call Them Good Luck Polka Dots”: Disciplining Bodies, Bird Biopower, and Human-Animal Relationships At the Western Aquarium

Naomi A Moland (New York University) Multiculturalism and Muppets: Nigeria's Sesame Square and the Challenges of Teaching Tolerance

Karisa Jessica Peer (University of California, Los Angeles) More Than Meets the Eye: Latino Immigrant Families’ Literacy Practices Within and Beyond a Two-Generation Program

Heather Rudolph (University of Georgia) Anna’s Story: Use of Hybrid Narratives to Explore Identity Change in Science Education Research

Leah Kabigting Sicat (University of California, Santa Cruz) Interrogating the Archive: Memories, Migrations, and Movement(s)

Theresa Burrue Stone (University of California, Berkeley) Student Teacher Habitus: Socializing Counter-Hegemonic Dispositions
Leah A Teeters (University of Colorado, Boulder) *Translation As Mediation: the Role of Communication in Outreach Work*

Kathryn Elizabeth Wiley (University of Colorado, Boulder) *On Our Way to College — Social Capital & Ideology in An After School Program*

Joanna W. Wong (University of California, Davis) *Discursive Positioning Around Academic Writing: Fourth Grade Bilingual Students Navigating Within and Beyond Classroom Constraints*

Shelley Yijung Wu (Rutgers University) *Exploring Chinese and Taiwanese Immigrant Family College Choice Decision-Making Processes: Towards a Thorough Cultural Analysis of Their College-Preparation Experiences*

Xiaoqi Yu (Kent State University) *Understanding the Experience of High-Achieving Black American Students Who Migrated From Disadvantaged Inner City Areas to An Affluent Suburb*

Dori Zabari (University of Arizona) *Language Ideology At Work: Teachers of Hebrew Negotiate Jewish Identities Through Stylized Language Practices and Stance*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**REPRESENTING ANIMALS: NONHUMAN ‘OTHERS’ IN HUMAN PUBLICS**

**ORGANIZERS**
- Leslie E Beldo (University of Chicago)
- Ashley Elizabeth Drake (University of Chicago)

**CHAIR**
- Leslie E Beldo (University of Chicago)

**8:00 AM**
- Amy L Field (New York University) *Reading the Animal Body, Imagining the Animal Self: Legal Imaginaries of Farm Animal Health and Comfort in Germany*

**8:15 AM**
- Ashley Elizabeth Drake (University of Chicago) *Subjected Animals and Animal Subjects: Negotiating Representations of Zoo Animals in the Netherlands*

**8:30 AM**
- Daniel A Solomon (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Urban Monkeys and Waste Calories, a Crucible for Government Efficacy in Delhi*

**8:45 AM**
- Leslie E Beldo (University of Chicago) *Who Speaks for the Whale? Representation(s) of Gray Whales in the Makah Whaling Controversy*

**9:00 AM**
- Megan Louise Boatright (University of Chicago) *Flesh of My Flesh: the Empathetic Imagination At Americat’s Feast*

**DISCUSSANT**
- Mary J Weismantel (Northwestern University)

**9:30 AM**
- Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**THE FUTURE OF NGO STUDIES**

**ORGANIZERS**
- Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**CHAIR/Organizer**
- Amanda Lashaw (University of California, Berkeley)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**
- David Lewis (London School of Economics)
5-0105 08:00–09:45 Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
SITUATING TECHNOCRATS: THE POLITICS OF STATE-MAKING

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizer: Karen Michele Hoffman (University of Puerto Rico)
Chair: Maria L Vidart (Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Rice University)

8:00 AM Hande Ozkan (Transylvania University) **Forest Engineers, Forest Guards, and Forest Villagers: Negotiating and Making the State in Turkey’s Forests**
8:15 AM Karen Michele Hoffman (University of Puerto Rico) **Making Global Warming Rules in California**
8:30 AM Maria L Vidart (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) **Of Citizens and Transactions: Reframing Clientelism in Contemporary Colombia**
8:45 AM Ramya Swayamprakash (Independent International Researcher) **Guesstimating a Future: Questioning Knowledge Formation, Expertise and ‘development’ in Post Independence India**
9:00 AM Suzanne L Simon (University of North Florida) **Mandated Participation: Technocracy at Work in Mexico and the U.S.**
Discussant: 9:15 AM Hannah Appel (University of California, Berkeley)

5-0110 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
METHODS THAT MATTER: MIXED METHODS RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by: Society for Psychological Anthropology
Chair/Organizer: M Cameron Hay (Miami University)
Roundtable Presenters: Richard A Shweder (University of Chicago), Carol M Worthman (Emory University), Tamara C Daley (Westat), Jill Korbin (Case Western Reserve University), Edward D Lowe (Soka University of America), Thomas S Weisner (University of California, Los Angeles)

5-0115 08:00–09:45 PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
TESTIMON”YO”: AN EXPLORATION OF SELF (“YO”) THROUGH THE PRAXIS OF TESTIMONIO

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair/Organizer: Emma H Fuentes (University of San Francisco)
ROUND TABLE PRESENTERS
Laura Ochoa (University of San Francisco)
Manuel Alejandro Perez (University of San Francisco)
Olivia Muñoz (University of San Francisco)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0120 08:00–09:45  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
REFLECTION AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN SOCIOLINGUISTIC RESEARCH ON LATINO DIASPORAS

REVIEWED BY Society for Linguistic Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Rosina Marquez Reiter (University of Surrey)
8:00 AM Rosina Marquez Reiter (University of Surrey) Constructing Multiple Identities and Externalising Linguistic Ideologies in Reflective Interviews with the Latin American Diaspora in London
8:15 AM Adriana Patiño (University of Southampton) In Tune with the Moral Order: Gender and Ethnicity Among Latin American Teenage School Girls in Spain
8:30 AM Holly R Cashman (University of New Hampshire) Defining a Queer Latin@ Community in Phoenix
8:45 AM Kim Potowski (University of Illinois at Chicago) Language and Identity Among Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and “MexiRicans” in Chicago
9:00 AM Clare Mar-Molinero (University of Southampton) The Cultural and Linguistic Capital of U.S.-Mexican Migrant Returnees
DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM Anna De Fina (Georgetown University)
9:30 AM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0125 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
WRITING WOMEN AND FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY INTO WIKIPEDIA

REVIEWED BY Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZER Bryce J Peake (University of Oregon)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0130 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
IDENTITY, RESEARCH, AND VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY Society for Visual Anthropology
CHAIR Rebecca K Gearhart (Illinois Wesleyan University)
8:00 AM Cindy D Clark (Rutgers University) Sensoria as Metaphor: Ritual Spectacle as a Priming Mechanism of U.S. Patriotism
8:15 AM Rebecca K Gearhart (Illinois Wesleyan University) Becoming American: Exploring Immigrant Experiences in a Visual Anthropology Course
8:30 AM Rulon M Wood (Westminster College) The Congo Project: A Hypertext-Based Ethnography
8:45 AM  Kirk D French (Pennsylvania State University), David Bielanko (Marah) and Christine Smith (Marah)  *Mountain Minstrelsy of Pennsylvania: The Filming of Forgotten Music*

9:00 AM  JoAnn LoSavio (Emory University)  *Film as Ethnography: A Pilot Study of Visual and Virtual Media in Chinese Malaysian Identity*

9:15 AM  Dag Sigurd Yngvesson (University of Minnesota)  *Collaboration and the Production of Ethnographic Truth: A Critical Exploration of New Films on Indonesia*

9:30 AM  Discussion

**5-0135  08:00–09:45  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton**

**LANDSCAPE, SEASCAPE, SETTLEMENT, ENVIRONMENT**

**Reviewed by**  
Archaeology Division

**Chair**  
Carla E Klehm (University of Texas at Austin)

8:00 AM  AnneMarie C DiCosola (Southern Illinois University)  *The Importance of Things Not Seen: Ritualized Landscapes and the Stone Forts of Southern Illinois*

8:15 AM  Christopher S Davis (University of Illinois)  *Amazonian Rock Painters: Skywatchers at the End of the Ice Age*

8:30 AM  Justin Bracken (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  *Late Maya Reconceptualization and Reshaping of the Landscape: Late Postclassic Evidence from the Site of Tayasal on Lake Petén Itzá in Northern Guatemala*

8:45 AM  Liam Michael Brady (Monash University) and John J Bradley (Monash University)  *The Saltwater-Freshwater Divide: Rock Art and Landscape Inscription in Northern Australia’s Gulf Country*

9:00 AM  Amy Gazin-Schwartz (Assumption College)  *Wayfaring in Raasay, Scotland*

9:15 AM  Kathryn Grossman (Bradley University)  *A Science of Urbanization? Archaeology and the Irredicibly Local in Northern Mesopotamia*

9:30 AM  Patrick Daly (National University of Singapore), Kerry Sieh (Earth Observatory of Singapore), E E McKinnon (Institute of South East Asian Studies), Jessica Pilarczy (University of Pennsylvania), Benjamin Horton (University of Pennsylvania), Charles Rubin (Division of Earth Sciences, Nanyang Technological University), Harvey Kelsey (Humboldt State University), Nazli Ismail (Universitas Syiah Kuala) and Jedrzej Majewski (Earth Observatory of Singapore)  *Geo-Archaeological Investigations of a 14th Century AD Destructive Tsunami At the Historic Acehnese Trading Port of Lamreh, Indonesia*
### 5-0140 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**POPULAR CULTURE, CONTESTATIONS AND CHANGE IN AFRICAN CONTEXTS**

**Reviewed by** Association for Africanist Anthropology  
**Chair** Lesley N Braun (Université de Montréal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Samuel M Anderson (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td><em>Conjuring a New Public: Mystic Arts and National Culture in Postwar Sierra Leone</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Lesley N Braun (Université de Montréal)</td>
<td><em>Cyber Siren: What Mami Wata Reveals About Popular Culture and the Chinese Presence in Kinshasa, DRC</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Eric J Montgomery (Wayne State University)</td>
<td><em>Mimesis, Syncretism, and Visual Representation in Ewe Vodu</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Linda L Giles (Illinois Wesleyan University), Celia Nyamweru (St Lawrence University) and John Mitsanze (Malindi District Cultural Association)</td>
<td><em>Re-Circulating Giriama Traditional Heroines: Mekatilili and Mepohoo</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Meryl Lauer Lodge (University of Minnesota)</td>
<td><em>The Ballet and Its Other: The Theatre and Social Change in Contemporary South Africa</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Adrienne Jordan Cohen (Yale University)</td>
<td><em>The Gift of Dundunba: Dance and Social Cohesion in Urban Guinea</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5-0145 08:00–09:45  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**RELIGION, EXCHANGE AND BLACKNESS**

**Reviewed by** Association of Black Anthropologists  
**Chair** Evelyn Newman Phillips (Central Connecticut State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>J Lorand Matory (Duke University)</td>
<td><em>The Real-Life “Fetish” and Its Lessons About Global Capitalism</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Evelyn Newman Phillips (Central Connecticut State University)</td>
<td><em>Gifting the Indebted Body?: A Tangled Web in Black Beauty Culture</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Signithia Fordham (University of Rochester)</td>
<td><em>Fabricating Indebted Bodies: The Help, The Gift and Reciprocity</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Orisanmi I Burton (The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)</td>
<td><em>A Critical Community-Based Response to the Crisis of Mass Incarceration</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Akissi M Britton (The Graduate Center, CUNY)</td>
<td><em>Negotiating Diasporic Tensions: Troubling the Narrative of African American Orisa Practice</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Tony Larry Whitehead (University of Maryland)</td>
<td><em>From ‘Accidental Anthropologist’ to ‘Man in the Middle’: Codifying the Culture Concept as an Applied Science</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **S, T**

---

**S Students  T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges**
ROUNDTABLE: FUTURE PUBLICS, CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS: HOW CURRENT UNDERGRADUATE ANTHROPOLOGY PROGRAMS’ RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION STRATEGIES ARE SHAPING THE FUTURE OF THE DISCIPLINE

REVIEWED BY: General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER: Charlotte A Haney (Case Western Reserve University)
CHAIR: Courtney Lewis (Wesleyan University)
ROUND TABLE PRESENTERS: Courtney Lewis (Wesleyan University)
Anne Goldberg (Hendrix College)
Sean Bruna-Lewis (University of New Mexico)
Darlene A Smucny (University of Maryland University College)
Chad T Morris (Roanoke College)
Charlotte A Haney (Case Western Reserve University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

INTERNATIONAL AID TO PALESTINIANS: ETHNOGRAPHIES AND GEOGRAPHIES OF CONTESTATION AND PRACTICE

REVIEWED BY: Middle East Section
ORGANIZERS: Sa’ed A Atshan (Brown University, Watson Institute for International Studies)
Lisa Bhungalia (Syracuse University, Geography)
CHAIR: Miriam Ticktin (The New School for Social Research)

8:00 AM Sa’ed A Atshan (Brown University, Watson Institute for International Studies) ‘Women-Saving’ and ‘Gay-Saving’ in Palestine: International Donors, Western Academics, and Local Activists
8:15 AM Lisa Bhungalia (Syracuse University) ‘From the American People’: A Geography of Aid Intervention in Palestine
8:30 AM Benoit Challand (New York University, Kevorkian Center for Near East Studies) European Aid to Palestine and the Constitution of Permanent Temporariness
8:45 AM Nell Gabiam (Iowa State University) UNRWA and Participatory Development: Can the Interests of Palestinian Refugees Come First?
DISCUSSANT: Miriam Ticktin (The New School for Social Research)
9:00 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
5-0160 08:00–09:45  Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGICAL METHODS: A LOOK AT CURRENT DIRECTIONS IN RESEARCH

REVIEWED BY National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER Alicia Ebbitt McGill (Indiana University and North Carolina State University)

8:00 AM Alicia Ebbitt McGill (Indiana University and North Carolina State University) Scholarly Dialogue As Engaged Anthropology in Heritage Research
8:15 AM Kendall Concini (University of Maryland) Applying Ethnographic Methodologies: Using the Ethnographic Assessment and Evaluation System (the EAES) to Inform the Men’s Prostate Cancer Awareness Church Training Project (M-PACT)
8:30 AM Sue-Je L Gage (Ithaca College) Mixing American Asians: A Collaborative Inclusion
8:45 AM Adam D Kis (Adventist International Institute of Advanced Studies) Imagining Development: Exploring Perceptions of Development By Key Stakeholder Groups in the Philippines
9:00 AM Lawrence E Fisher (Roosevelt University) Taking Care of Business: Custom Ethnography in Consumer Research
9:15 AM Andrea Kruse (St Catherine University) The Use of Anthropology Within Business Research to Find Out How Empathy Is Developed and Demonstrated to Customers by Corporations
9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0165 08:00–10:00  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Workshop (pre-registration required):
CRAFTING NARRATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY

SPONSOR Society for Humanistic Anthropology
ORGANIZER Julia L Offen (Independent Researcher)

5-0170 08:00–10:00  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON HERITAGE TOURISM: THEORY AND PRAXIS

SPONSOR National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Quetzil E Castaneda (OSEA Open School Ethn Anth)
James Tim M Wallace (NC State University)

5-0175 08:00–11:00  Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION BOARD MEETING

SPONSOR General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER Samuel R Cook (Virginia Tech)
5-0180  08:00–11:00  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
**THAT ALMOST FINISHED JOURNAL ARTICLE**

**SPONSOR**  Society for Medical Anthropology  
**ORGANIZER**  Jaida K Samudra (Independent Researcher)

5-0185  08:00–11:30  Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
**DEPARTMENT CHAIRS AND REPRESENTATIVES BREAKFAST**

**SPONSOR**  American Anthropological Association  
**ORGANIZER**  Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)

5-0190  08:00–11:45  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
**Invited Session:**
**ANTHROPOLOGIES AND FEMINISMS: OUR HISTORY, OUR PRESENT, OUR PAST — PART 2**

**SPONSOR**  Association for Feminist Anthropology  
**ORGANIZERS**  Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)  
Leni M Silverstein (Strategies for Development)
**CHAIR**  Leni M Silverstein (Strategies for Development)

8:00 AM  Lara Deeb (Scripps College)  *Feminist Anthropology and Islam*
8:15 AM  Elizabeth F S Roberts (University of Michigan)  *Feminist Medical Anthropology and Science Technology Studies*
8:30 AM  Matthew R Dudgeon (Emory University)  *Tools for Men: Feminist Anthropology and the Study of Masculinity*
8:45 AM  Faye V Harrison (University of Florida)  *When Domestic and World Feminisms Converse: Reflections on a Dimension of Decolonizing Anthropology*
9:00 AM  Meena Khandelwal (University of Iowa)  *The Awkward Relationship Between (Transnational) Feminism and Anthropology*
9:15 AM  Break
9:30 AM  Khairia M Bridges (Boston University)  *Feminist Anthropology and Studies of Reproduction*
9:45 AM  Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)  *Studying Gender & Neoliberalism Transnationally: Implications for Theory and Action*
10:00 AM  Lynn Kwiatkowski (Colorado State University)  *Feminist Anthropology Approaching Domestic Violence in Northern Vietnam*
10:15 AM  Kimberly S Theidon (Harvard University)  *Liberal Limits: Why Transitional Justice Needs Gender Theory*
10:30 AM  Margot Weiss (Wesleyan University)  *Coming Around Again: Is Gender to Sexuality as Feminism Is to Queer Studies?*
10:45 AM  Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)  *Black Feminist Anthropology and the Intersection of Gender, Race, Poverty and Place*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:00 AM  Linda Basch (National Council for Research on Women)
5-0195  08:00–11:45  Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
CRITICAL STRUCTURAL REALISM AND THE STUDY OF POWER: BUILDING ON THE WORK OF STEPHEN REYNA

REVIEWED BY Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS William P Mitchell (Monmouth University)
David Sutton (Southern Illinois University)
CHAIRS David Sutton (Southern Illinois University)
Diane J Austin-Broos (University of Sydney)

8:00 AM  R Brian Ferguson (Rutgers University) Human Nature and War, Again (and Again...)
8:15 AM  Andreas Roepstorff (Interacting Minds Centre, Aarhus University) Facts As Nodes of Resistance: Knowledge Politics of Interdisciplinarity in Cognitive Science
8:30 AM  Markus Virgil Hoehne (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) Anthropology Beyond the System? Anthropological Critique of the 'war machine' Short of a Revolution
8:45 AM  Andrea Behrends (Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg) Crude Domination and the Anthropology of Oil
9:00 AM  Data Dea Barata (California State University, Sacramento) Power and Moral Narratives: Ethnography of Human Rights in Ethiopia

DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM  Bruce Kapferer (University of Bergen)
9:30 AM  Break
9:45 AM  Susanne Brandstätder (University of Oslo) Theorizing Law, Justice, and Power: Peasant Law Activists in China
10:00 AM  Keir Martin (University of Manchester) Structural Realism and Social Transformation in the South Pacific
10:15 AM  Donald M Nonini (University of North Carolina) Critical Structural Realism and Anthropologists’ (Encounters with) Recalcitrance and Failure
10:30 AM  William P Mitchell (Monmouth University) Narrative Truths: How to Think Multiple Memories
10:45 AM  Bela Feldman-Bianco (UNICAMP, Brazil, State University of Campinas) The Study of Power, Epistemology, and Migration. Building on Eric Wolf’s Legacy, and Reyna’s Arguments About Truth

DISCUSSANT 11:00 AM  Jonathan Friedman (University of California, San Diego)
11:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
5-0200  08:00–11:45  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

AT THE LIMIT OF EXPERIENCE

REVIEWED BY  American Ethnological Society
CHAIRS/Organizers  Anand Pandian (Johns Hopkins University)
                     Robert Desjarlais (Sarah Lawrence College)

8:00 AM  Discussion
8:15 AM  Eduardo Kohn (McGill University) *The Feeling of Thinking*
8:30 AM  Natasha Sara Myers (York University) *Experience and Botanical Experiments*
8:45 AM  Stuart J McLean (University of Minnesota) *Liquifictions, or: Anthropology Is Art Is Frog*
9:00 AM  Anand Pandian (Johns Hopkins University) *Anthropology Is a Science...of Experience*
9:15 AM  Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University) *Aesthetic Emotion and the Formation of Experience*

DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Jason Throop (University of California, Los Angeles)
9:45 AM  Discussion
10:00 AM  Break
10:15 AM  Angela N Garcia (Stanford University) *Questions of Rupture: Violence As Recovery in Mexico City's Peripheral Zones*
10:30 AM  Mattijs Pieter Jan van de Port (University of Amsterdam) *Boundaries As Media: Moves Towards a New Vocabulary to Write Bahian 'baroque'*
10:45 AM  Jarrett Zigon (University of Amsterdam) *From a Politics of the Subject to a Politics of a Situation*
11:00 AM  Robert Desjarlais (Sarah Lawrence College) *The Museum of Time, as Photographic Memoir*

DISCUSSANT  11:15 AM  Lisa M Stevenson (McGill University)
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0205  08:00–11:45  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

FILM INDUSTRIES

REVIEWED BY  Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Steven C Caton (Harvard University)
             Ramyar Rossoukh (Harvard University)
CHAIR  Steven C Caton (Harvard University)

8:00 AM  Sherry B Ortner (University of California, Los Angeles) *The Cultural Production of a Field of Cultural Production: The Case of American Independent Film in the 1980s and 90s*
8:15 AM  Young-A Park (University of Hawaii, Manoa) *Strange Bedfellows: The Korean Film Industry and Independent Filmmakers*
8:30 AM  William T S Mazzarella (University of Chicago) *“The Prop of Propaganda”: An Ambivalent Challenge to Indian Film Censorship*
8:45 AM  Sylvia J Martin (Pomona College) *Playing Dead: Edgework and Ethnography in Film Industries*
9:00 AM  Tejaswini Ganti (New York University) *The Necessity of Chance: Negotiating Hope and Uncertainty in the Hindi Film Industry*

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Michael M.J. Fischer (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) Discussion

9:30 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Kevin Dwyer (American University in Cairo) *Moroccan Filmmaking à Contre-Jour: Pledges and Gambles in a Small National Cinema*

10:15 AM  Ramyar Rossoukh (Harvard University) *A Film’s Life: The Iranian Film Industry As Seen Through Majid Majidi’s The Willow Tree*

10:30 AM  Marieke J Wilson (Johns Hopkins University) *Drama Is God’s End-Time Weapon: Reception and the Politics of Representation in the Nigerian Evangelical Film Industry*

10:45 AM  Mary M Steedly (Harvard University) *Return of the Shrouded Corpse: Popular Supernaturalism and the Resurrection of the Indonesian Film Industry*

**Discussant**  11:00 AM  Steven C Caton (Harvard University) Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**5-0210  08:00–11:45**  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**AFFECTIVE SITES: FROM THE URBAN TO THE FAMILY**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizers**  Julian B Brash (Montclair State University) Elsa M Davidson (Montclair State University)

**Chair**  Susan Falls (SCAD and Savannah College of Art and Design)

8:00 AM  Discussion

8:15 AM  Wayne Fife (Memorial University) *The Gnostic Tourist*

8:30 AM  Elsa M Davidson (Montclair State University) *Not Enough Feeling? American Childhood As a Site of Affective Politics*

8:45 AM  Manissa McCleave Maharawal (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *From "Safer Spaces" to Affective Politics: The Case of the Free University*

9:00 AM  Ian A Skoggard (Human Relations Area Files) *In the Bonds of Love: Affective Structures and Flows in the Western Medical Experience in China, 1800-1950*

**Discussant**  9:15 AM  Jeffry Maskovsky (Queens College, The Graduate Center, CUNY) Discussion

9:30 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Victoria Nguyen (University of Chicago) *The New Old Beijing: Reconfiguring Modern Ruins At Dashilar*

10:15 AM  Donald N Anderson (University of Arizona) *“Hail a Fellow Human, Not a Taxi”: Affective Labor, Technology, and the Micropolitics of Urban Transport*

10:30 AM  Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design) *Pretty City: Managing the Aesthetic Landscape*
### 5-0215 08:00–11:45
Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

#### CULTURE AND POLITICAL ECONOMY IN THE CHANGING AMERICAN PUBLIC SPHERE

**Reviewed by**
Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Organizer**
Alana Lee Glaser (Northwestern University)

**Chair**
Ana Croegaert (University of New Orleans and Loyola University of Chicago)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Amal Fadlalla (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>“Clooneyal” Phantoms: Humanitarian Visibilities and the Transnational Activism for Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Almita Abigayl Miranda (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>“Deserving Immigrants, Prospective Citizens”: Contesting Discourses of Belonging and Exclusion in Chicago’s Immigrant Rights Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Elisa Lanari (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>“They’re Getting All the Privileges of Being a Citizen But they’re Not!”: Neoliberal Ideology, Race, Class, and Inequality in a Suburb of Atlanta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Alana Lee Glaser (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>“I Knew She Was Lying”: Dsk, New York City’s Domestic Worker Movement, and the Pressure to be a “Good African.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Dario Valles (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>From Madness to Badness: Neoliberal Mental Health Policy-Speak and the Erasure of Laboring Bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Micaela di Leonardo (Northwestern University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Gina M Perez (Oberlin College)</td>
<td>Mitigation Investigation, the Death Penalty, and the Tools of Critical Americanist Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Hartman (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>Neoliberalized Stripping in the U.S.: Moral Panic Or Moral Praise?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
QUALITY OF LIFE, WELL-BEING, AND AN ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY DIALOGUE

**Reviewed by**: Society for Anthropological Sciences

**Organizers**: Carlos G Garcia-Quijano (University of Rhode Island), Alaka Wali (Field Museum)

**Chair**: Carlos G Garcia-Quijano (University of Rhode Island)

**8:00 AM**
Boone W Shear (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Brian J Burke (University of Georgia Coweeta Listening Project)

*Embracing Possibility: Collective Well Being and Non-Capitalist Desire*

**8:15 AM**
J Anthony Paredes (Florida State University) and Kelly N Fayard (Bowdoin College)

*Poarch Creek Indian Material Well-Being, Quality of Life, and Identity*

**8:30 AM**
Diana Alvira (The Field Museum) and Galia Selaya (The Field Museum)

*Human Wellbeing and Conservation: Integrating Local Voices Into Community Resource Management in the Andes-Amazon Region*

**8:45 AM**
Katherine L Reedy-Maschner (Idaho State University)

*Social Network Measures of Quality of Life in Coastal Villages: Lessons From the Aleutians Islands*

**9:00 AM**
Amber R Huff (University of Georgia)

*“That Which Enlivens the Heart”: Velomanpò and Relations of Livelihood and Wellbeing in Southwestern Madagascar*

**9:15 AM**
Carlos G Garcia-Quijano (University of Rhode Island) and John Poggie (University of Rhode Island)

*Quality of Life, Well-Being, and a ‘Positive Anthropology’: An Example From the Caribbean and Implications for Policy*

**9:30 AM**
Discussion

**9:45 AM**
Break

**10:00 AM**
Patrick W Huff (University of Georgia)

*Better Living Through Radicalism: Or, An Anthropological Analysis of Certain Anarchist Schemes to Improve the Human Condition*

**10:15 AM**
Constanza V Ocampo-Raeder (Carleton College)

*Fishing Folk, a Ceviche Craze and the Predicament of Good Intentions: How Sustainable Development Policies Threaten Coastal Livelihoods in the Seascape of Northern Peru*

**10:30 AM**
Hilda Llorens (Brown University)

*Wellbeing, Success, and Cultural Identity Among Dominican and Puerto Rican Girls Ages 14–18 in New England*

**10:45 AM**
Maria L Cruz-Torres (Arizona State University)

*So That They Know Who We Are: Gender, Engaged Anthropology and Quality of Life in Northwestern Mexico*

**Discussant**: David Griffith (East Carolina University)

**11:00 AM**
Discussion

**11:15 AM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**
**5-0225  08:00–11:45**  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton  

**WHEN THINGS DO WRONG: THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF FAILURE.**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer**  
David Jeevendrampillai (University College London)

**Chairs**  
Julie Lynn Shackelford (University College London)  
Timothy Carroll (University College London)

**8:00 AM**  
Camilla Sundwall (University College London) *Miracle Materials: Material Disillusions in the Design Industry*

**8:15 AM**  
Urmila Mohan (University College London) *When Krishna Wore a Kimono: A Case of Clothing Failure*

**8:30 AM**  
Aaron Lee Parkhurst (University College London) *Bottled Selves: The Failures of Skin Bleaching in the UAE*

**8:45 AM**  
Gareth Breen (University College London) *Nondualism and the Failure of English Bodies in a ‘Chinese’ Church*

**9:00 AM**  
Timothy Carroll (University College London) *Axes of Incoherence: Engagement and Failure Between Two Material Regimes of Christianity*

**Discussant**  
9:15 AM  
Susanne A Kuechler (University College London)

**9:30 AM**  
Discussion

**9:45 AM**  
Break

**10:00 AM**  
Julie Lynn Shackelford (University College London) *Destruction of Locality: The Role of Heritage in Crisis Syria*

**10:15 AM**  
David Jeevendrampillai (University College London) *Mapping Failure: Unpacking The Digital Silence*

**10:30 AM**  
Pwyll ap Stifin (University College London) *The Moment of Silence*

**10:45 AM**  
Charlotte Loris-Rodionoff (University College London) *“Voluntary” Failure in Siberian Hunt*

**11:00 AM**  
Alexandra Antohin (University College London) *Holy Watering and the Aesthetics of Improvement in the Ethiopian Orthodox Repertoire*

**Discussant**  
11:15 AM  
Dimitris Dalakoglou (University of Sussex)

**11:30 AM**  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**5-0230  08:00–11:45**  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ANTHROPOLOGY’S ENGAGEMENT WITH THE WORK OF E.P. THOMPSON**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Economic Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Kathleen M Millar (Duke University)  
Rebecca B Galemba (Korbel School of International Studies at the University of Denver)

**Chair**  
Kathleen M Millar (Duke University)

**8:00 AM**  

**8:15 AM**  
Edward B Sammons (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Moral Economy After Neoliberalism: Reading E.P. Thompson in Rural Jamaica*
8:30 AM  Jennifer R Cash (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)  
Poverty, Equality, and Collective Work: The Moral Economy in Postsocialist Moldova

8:45 AM  Rebecca B Galemba (Korbel School of International Studies at the University of Denver) E.P. Thompson’s “Reasonable Price”: Popular Mobilization and the Disruption of the Moral Economy of Corn Provision in Chiapas, Mexico

Discussant 9:00 AM  Sarah M Lyon (University of Kentucky)
9:15 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Kathleen M Millar (Duke University)  The Tempo of Precarious Labor: E.P. Thompson’s Time-Sense At the Edges of Rio De Janeiro

10:15 AM  Gaynor Macdonald (University of Sydney)  The Remaking of Colonial Subjects: Australian Aboriginal Persons Through the Lens of E P Thompson

10:30 AM  Sean T Mitchell (Rutgers University)  American Dreams of Brazilian Racial Democracy: The Making of Race and Class Consciousness in Brazil and the United States

10:45 AM  Jennifer Ashley (Tulane University)  An Education in Dissent: Debt and the Making of the Chilean Student Movement

Discussant 11:00 AM  Karen M Sykes (University of Manchester)
11:15 AM  Discussion

5-0235  08:00–11:45 Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
WATER IS LIFE: LINKING WATERSCAPES AND WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Reviewed by  Anthropology and Environment Society
Organizers  Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)
Gina Larsen (University of South Florida)

Chair  Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)

8:00 AM  Gina Larsen (University of South Florida)  “I Feel Like It’s Harming Me”: Wetland and Lake Destruction, Development, and Mental/Emotional Distress in Tampa Bay, Florida

8:15 AM  Gabrielle Lehigh (Indiana University Pennsylvania)  Shaping Water: How Identities Influence Environmental Conversation

8:30 AM  Thomas E Sheridan (University of Arizona) and Lucero Radonic (University of Arizona)  Indigenous Waterscapes and Urban Growth in the Sonoran

8:45 AM  Rebecca K Zarger (University of South Florida)  Hidden Flows: Waterscapes, Ecological Proxies and Water Management in Tampa Bay

9:00 AM  Maryann R Cairns (University of South Florida)  Watsan Systems Management: The Politics of Conservation and Use in Potable Water, Sewerage, and Wastewater Treatment Systems in Alto Beni, Bolivia

9:15 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Paul L Doughty (University of Florida)  Changing Florida’s Water Myths and Ethos to Coincide With Contemporary Environmental Reality
**Mentoring Activity**

**Practicing and Applied Anthropologists**

Saturday, November 23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Cassandra L. Workman (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>“Can’t Do Laundry Properly, can’t Cook Properly, Or Even Drink the Right Amount of water”: Hydropolicy, International Development, and Rural Water Needs in Lesotho, Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Michael H. Agar (Ethknoworks)</td>
<td>First in Time, First in Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Gina Larsen (University of South Florida)</td>
<td>Discussant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

**5-0236 08:00–11:45 Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**LINGUISTIC FRICTION: MOVEMENT, CONTACT AND CHANGE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Isil Erduyan (University of Wisconsin-Madison)</td>
<td>When the Turkey-Turk Meets the German-Turk: Linguistic-Ethnographic Construction of Multilingual Subjectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Aleksandra Kasztalska (Purdue University)</td>
<td>Language Play and Linguistic Resistance in Polish Internet Memes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Teruko Vida Mitsuhashi (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td>Guru-Speak: The Enregisterment of Guru Indian English Among Anglo-American Hare Krishnas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Bal Krishna Sharma (University of Hawaii)</td>
<td>Mobile Resources and Transient Relations: Translingual Practices in Tourisnscapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Marcia Elizabeth Farr (Ohio State University) and M. Sidury Christiansen (Ohio State University)</td>
<td>Shifting Languages, Ideologies and Identities: Spanish, English and Purhépecha in Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Robin A Shoaps (University of Alaska Fairbanks)</td>
<td>K’iche’ Formal Pronouns At the Crossroads of Theological Tension, Linguistic Anxiety and Cross-Linguistic Discursive Circulation in Sakapultek Evangelical Discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Alison Mackey (Georgetown University and Lancaster University)</td>
<td>Second Dialects and Shifting Identities: British Women in the United States and American Women in Britain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Esther Schely-Newman (Hebrew University)</td>
<td>Unspoken Language: Heritage Languages Among Francophone Israelis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Johanna Woydack (King’s College London)</td>
<td>Migrants, Students, Graduates, Language Learners, Language Workers: The Case of Multilingual Outbound London Call Centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Kelvin Lui (King’s College London)</td>
<td>“Don’t Speak Your Rural Languages!” Language Ideologies in a Saturday Language Class for Newly Arrived Immigrants in Hong Kong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Piia Varis (Tilburg University)</td>
<td>(Re)Semiotizing the Eastern European ‘Other’ On YouTube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Emanuel A da Silva (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>Linguistic and Postnational Mobilization of Future Publics Who Have Been Sociolinguistically Marginalized: Azoreans in Toronto</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF RELIGION AND POLITICS IN THE AMERICAS

REVIEWED BY
Archaeology Division

CHAIRS/Organizers
Arthur A Joyce (University of Colorado)
Sarah Barber (University of Central Florida)

8:00 AM
Arthur A Joyce (University of Colorado) and Sarah Barber (University of Central Florida) A Relational Approach to Religion and Politics in Americanist Archaeology

8:15 AM
Katherine A Dungan (University of Arizona) and Barbara J Mills (University of Arizona) Great Kivas in a Shifting Social Landscape: Religious Architecture and Political Transformation in the Prehispanic Central U.S. Southwest

8:30 AM
Christopher B Rodning (Tulane University) Archaeology, Religion, and European Contact in Native North America

8:45 AM
David M Carballo (Boston University) Everyone Is Equal Except When They’re Not: Religion and Inequality in Formative Central Mexico

9:00 AM
Sarah Barber (University of Central Florida) and Arthur A Joyce (University of Colorado) Religion and Political Innovation in Formative Period Oaxaca

9:15 AM
Cynthia Robin (Northwestern University) Religion and Politics in a Maya Farming Community

9:30 AM
Break

9:45 AM
Rosemary A Joyce (University of California, Berkeley) Religion in a Material World

10:00 AM
Nicole C Couture (McGill University) Untangling State Ritual and Community Affiliation in Urban Tiwanaku

10:15 AM
Matthew Piscitelli (University of Illinois at Chicago) and Carmela Alarcon Ledesma (PAURARKU, Centro de Investigaciones Andinas) Ritual Is Power: Religion As a Base of Power for Early Leaders in Ancient Peru

10:30 AM
Edward R Swenson (University of Toronto) Timing Is Everything: Religion and the Regulation of Temporalities in Pre-Columbian Peru

10:45 AM
Jerry D Moore (California State University, Dominguez Hills) The Multivalent Mollusk: Spondylus, Ritual, and Politics in Far Northern Peru

DISCUSSANT
11:00 AM
Maria N Zedeno (University of Arizona)

11:15 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

MINDING THE GAPS: EMPTINESS AND FULLNESS IN THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF CHINA

REVIEWED BY
Society for East Asian Anthropology

ORGANIZERS
Mikkel Bunkenborg (University of Copenhagen)
Susanne Bregnbaek (University of Copenhagen)

CHAIR
Henrik K Moller (University of Lund)

8:00 AM
Mikkel Bunkenborg (University of Copenhagen) Empty Diseases, Spirit Possession, and Horror Vacui in Rural Hebei
8:15 AM Susanne Bregnbaek (University of Copenhagen) Conversion to Christianity in China: Ethnographic Reflections On Religiosity and the Real
8:30 AM Bjørn Johan Sigmund Schwartz Real and Fake in the Self-Understandings of Private Religiosities in Beijing
8:45 AM Henrik K Moller (University of Lund) Empty Stones, Immoral Vendors and Risky Markets: Conceptualizing Value, Authenticity and Quality Among Chinese Traders and Consumers of Burmese Jadeite
9:00 AM Michael Alexander Ulfstjerne (Copenhagen University) Ruins in the Making: An Exploration of Conspicuous Construction at China's Urban Frontiers
9:15 AM Hans Steinmuller (London School of Economics) The Ship of Theseus in Chinese Tourism
Discussant 9:30 AM P Steven Sangren (Cornell)
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Mette Halskov Hansen (University of Oslo) Professional Emptiness — Privat Fulfillment: Chinese Educational Reforms and Teachers’ Life Strategies
10:15 AM Teresa Kuan (Chinese University of Hong Kong) What Appears Empty Is Full: On the Ethics Behind Rational Calculation
10:30 AM Anders Sybrandt Hansen (Aarhus University) Guanhua! Beijing Students, Authoritative Discourse and the Performative Force of Political Ritual
10:45 AM Kevin J Carrico (Stanford University) In Search of the Real China: The Abundance and Emptiness of Nationalism
11:00 AM Nikolaj Vendelbo Blichfeldt (University of Copenhagen) Low-Carbon Life in Dongping Lane: Tealeaf Pillows, Talking Garbage Bins and the Environmentalist Magic of Earthworms
Discussant 11:15 AM Michael Puett (Harvard)
11:30 AM Discussion

5-0250 08:00–11:45 Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
CRISES, FUTURES, PUBLICS: EUROPE FROM THE MARGINS
Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Chair/Organizers Kathryn Graber (Indiana University) 
Mikaela H Rogozen-Soltar (University of Nevada Reno)
8:00 AM Naor Ben-Yehoyada (Harvard University) Holy Mass On the High Seas: “Fishers of Men” in the Mediterranean
8:15 AM Alexander Markovic (University of Illinois Chicago) Ottoman Past — European Future? Debating the “Proper” Role of Romani Brass Music in Serbia’s National “Brass Brand”
8:30 AM Peter Andrew Novick (Brandeis University) Visual Culture and Politics in Rome’s Quartiere Africano
8:45 AM Kristin Loftsdottir (University of Iceland) The Place McDonald’s Rejected: The Embrace of Desire and Anxieties in Iceland’s Economic Crisis
9:00 AM Kirstin Swagman (University of Nevada Reno) Shifting Perspectives On Language Variation in Bosnian Classrooms
Discussant 9:15 AM Alaina M Lemon (University of Michigan)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Kathryn Graber (Indiana University) "In Europe, We Don't Spit On the Floor!": Scales of Belonging in Asian Russia
10:15 AM Jeremy F Walton (Georg August University of Gottingen) Secular Geographies of Nation and Religion On the Margins of the New Europe: Islam and Civil Society in Turkey and Croatia
10:30 AM Mahiye S Dagtas (University of Toronto) Misafirs of Turkey: Negotiating Difference and Intimacy On the Margins of Europe
10:45 AM Mikaela H Rogozen-Soltar (University of Nevada Reno) "We Suffered in Our Bones Just Like Them": Migration and Moral Commensurability On Europe's Southern Border
11:00 AM Derek Pardue (Southern Connecticut State University and Brown University) Creole Incursions Into the "New Europe": A View From Lisbon, Portugal
Discussant 11:15 AM Matei Candea (Durham University)
11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0255 08:00–01:30 The Field Museum
ENGAGING THE PUBLIC IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION: CHICAGO AS INVOCATION AND CONTEXT
Reviewed by Installations
Organizer Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
Presenter 12:00 AM Kevin M Foster (The University of Texas at Austin)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

5-0260 08:00–05:00 Conference Room 5I, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
TEXT ANALYSIS: SYSTEMATIC METHODS FOR ANALYZING QUALITATIVE DATA
Sponsor Society for Anthropological Sciences
Organizer H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)
Presenters Amber Wutich (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change)
Sarah M Szurek (University of Florida)

5-0265 08:30–10:30 Conrad Hilton Suite, T4, Chicago Hilton
AAA PAST PRESIDENTS BREAKFAST
Sponsor American Anthropological Association
Organizers Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
Setha M Low (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Mentoring Activity

Presenters
Jane H Hill (University of Arizona)
Louise Lamphere (University of New Mexico)
Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Nancy O Lurie (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
James Peacock (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Alan Goodman (Hampshire College)
Yolanda T Moses (University of California, Riverside)
Ernestine Friedl (Duke University)

5-0270 08:45–10:00  Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Committee on Ethics Meeting
Sponsor
AAA Committee on Ethics
Organizer
Damon Dozier (American Anthropological Association)

5-0275 09:00–10:30  Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Student Representative Breakfast
Sponsor
Student Representative Assembly
Organizer
Richard Thomas (American Anthropological Association)

5-0280 09:00–11:00  PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Anthropology News Editors’ and Columnists’ Breakfast
Sponsor
American Anthropological Association
Organizers
Emilia M Guevara (George Mason University)
Amy Goldenberg (American Anthropological Association)

5-0285 09:00–11:30  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session: Intimate Engagements
Sponsor
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
9:00 AM  Ik Gebaar, Ik Leef (I Sign, I Live) (58m) dir. Anja Hiddinga
10:00 AM  El Ethnografo (The Ethnographer) (1h 25m) dir. Ulises Rosell

5-0290 09:00–12:00  La Catedral Cafe
Murals for Environmental Justice in Little Village, Chicago
Reviewed by
Installations
Organizers
Marcia L Good (DePaul University)
Robert Rotenberg (Depaul University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
THE ANTHROPOLOGIST IN THE WHITE CITY: TOURING CHICAGO’S 1893 WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

 reviewed by Installations
 ORGANIZERS
 Rebecca S Graff (University of Chicago)
 Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
 CHAIRS
 William Green (Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College)
 Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
 PRESENTERS
 8:00 AM Robert Rydell (Montana State University)
 8:15 AM Stephen E Nash (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)
 8:30 AM Carolyn Schiller Johnson (Field Museum)
 8:45 AM Rebecca S Graff (University of Chicago)
 This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING II

 SPONSOR AAA Executive Program Committee
 ORGANIZERS Kimberley S Baker (American Anthropological Association)
 Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)
 CHAIR Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
 PRESENTERS
 Monica Heller (University of Toronto)
 Margaret L Buckner (Missouri State University)
 Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
 Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)
 Susan D Gillespie (University of Florida)
 Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University)
 Niko Besnier (University of Amsterdam)
 Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos)
 Ana Aparicio (Northwestern University)
 Karen G Williams (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
 A Lynn Bolles (University of Maryland, College Park)
 Rayna Rapp (New York University)
 Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
 Karen Nakamura (Yale University)
 Ida S Susser (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
 Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
 David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida)
FRAGMENTS: GLIMPSES OF HAITIAN LIFE THREE YEARS AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE

Reviewed by: Installations
Organizers: Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University), Jennifer Kirker Priest (The Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University)
Chair: Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)
Presenter: Susan D Russell (Northern Illinois University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

NON-ACADEMIC LEARNING WITHIN AND BEYOND THE CONTEXT OF FORMAL SCHOOLS

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair/Organizers: Christine Finnan (College of Charleston)

9:20 AM David F Lancy (Utah State University) The Lost Skills: What Happens When “Culture” Is Learned From Teachers and Books
9:35 AM Susan D Blum (University of Notre Dame) Campus Delights: The Draw of Nonacademic Learning on Traditional College Campuses
9:50 AM Gale Seiler (McGill University) Classrooms as Cultural Spaces: Preparing Teachers Who Can Mobilize Students’ Out-of-School Resources
10:05 AM Christine Finnan (College of Charleston) It’s Not a Waste of Time: Scheduling Non-Academic Learning Activities Into the School Day
10:20 AM Michele Anne Wisdahl (University of St Andrews) Learning Self-Esteem & Sonhos: the Emerging Middle Class and Private High School in Northeast Brazil

Discussant: Diane M Hoffman (University of Virginia)
10:50 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

CUTTING CLASS: NEOLIBERAL FORMATIONS AND THE PRIVATE EDUCATION INDUSTRY

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizers: Benjamin L Fogarty (Princeton University), Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)
Chair: Benjamin L Fogarty (Princeton University)

9:20 AM Justin Hosbey (University of Florida) Race and the Right to the City: The Educational Topographies of New Orleans, Louisiana
9:35 AM Diana Patterson (University of Kentucky) Privatizing States: Constituting Iraqi Kurdistan Through New Education
9:50 AM Benjamin L Fogarty (Princeton University) Freire with a Neoliberal Twist: Corporate Education Consultants and Emancipatory Pedagogies in Postwar Guatemala

10:05 AM Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University) The Power Brokers of Neoliberalism: Political Philanthropy and Institutional Capitalism

Discussant 10:20 AM Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)

Discussant 10:35 AM Jill P Koyama (University of Arizona)

10:50 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0310 09:20–11:20 The Field Museum
HOME — SCHOOL ENGAGEMENTS FOR A BETTER FUTURE: DRAWING ON LANGUAGES, CULTURES, AND FAMILY HERITAGES AS RESOURCES IN PUBLIC EDUCATION

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer Sarah Nelle Newcomer (Washington State University)

Chair Carla A McNelly (University of Oregon)

9:20 AM Dolores E Godinez (Austin Independent School District and University of Texas at Austin) Voto De Confianza y Compromiso: Parental Engagement and Empowerment

9:35 AM Carla A McNelly (University of Oregon) Language Ideologies as Represented in Parental Discourse in a Bilingual Public School in Sandy Bay, Roatan

9:50 AM Richard T Meyers (South Dakota State University) Traversing Higher Education for Natives and Non-Natives Seeking Common Ground in the Contested Space of Indian Country: Whose Land Are We On?

10:05 AM Sarah Nelle Newcomer (Washington State University) Cultivando Confianza: How Engaging Families and Building a Culture of Community Contribute to the Negotiation of English-Only Education Policy

10:20 AM Daisy E Fredricks (Arizona State University) Policy as Practice: The Experiences and Views of Reclassified ELLs in Restrictive Language Contexts

10:35 AM Susan Dwoskin (University of Oregon) Stealing Time for Cultural Linguistics: aligning Decolonizing Praxis to the Common Core State Standards?

Discussant 10:50 AM Eric J Johnson (Washington State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0315 09:20–11:20 The Field Museum
RECONCILING TRANSNATIONAL PUBLICS AND TRANSNATIONAL SUBJECTS: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF STUDENTS WHO ATTEND SCHOOL IN TWO COUNTRIES — PART II

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
9:20 AM Norma E Gonzalez (University of Arizona) and Yamilett Martinez-Briseno (University of Arizona) *Transnational Communicative Practices and the Schooling Experiences of Border Students*

9:35 AM Nolvia Ana Cortez (Universidad de Sonora) *English Language and U.S. Culture as Capital or as Problem? Transnational Pre-Service English Language Teachers at a Mexican University*

9:50 AM Aprille J Phillips (Avenue Scholars Foundation) *Transnational Coming of Age, Hyphenated Identities, and Semi-Cosmopolitan Futures*

10:05 AM Sandra L Soto-Santiago (University of Arizona) *Getting Used to Home: Social and Educational Experiences of Puerto Rican Transnational Youth*

10:20 AM Victor Zuniga (Universidad de Monterrey) and Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska) *School Success and Family Dispersion Among Transnational Students in Jalisco, Mexico*

10:35 AM Gabrielle Oliveira (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Parent-Teacher Conferences Here and There: Mexican Transnational Mothers and Their Children in New York and Mexico*

10:50 AM Discussion

---

**5-0320** 10:00–02:00  
Salon C, Exhibit Hall, Chicago Hilton  
**GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR**

**SPONSOR**  American Anthropological Association  
**ORGANIZER**  Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)

This session may be of particular interest to: **S**

---

**5-0325** 10:15–12:00  
Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**Invited Session:** UNDERSTANDING PRESENT AND FUTURE ENGAGEMENTS: THE NATURE OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE IN A WORLD OF GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

**SPONSOR**  AAA Executive Program Committee  
**ORGANIZERS**  Shirley J Fiske (University of Maryland, College Park)  
Kathleen Galvin (Colorado State University)

**CHAIR**  Anthony R Oliver-Smith (University of Florida)

**DISCUSSANTS**  
10:15 AM Sarah Strauss (University of Wyoming)  
10:30 AM Anthony R Oliver-Smith (University of Florida)  
10:45 AM Susan A Crate (George Mason University)  
11:00 AM Heather Lazrus (National Center for Atmospheric Research)  
11:15 AM Richard R Wilk (Indiana University)  
11:30 AM Ben Orlove (School of International and Public Affairs Columbia University)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
**Invited Roundtable:**

**AFTER THE ATLANTIC REVOLUTION: RETHINKING AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL TRADITION — PART I**

**Sponsor:** AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer:** Michael Ralph (New York University)

**Roundtable Presenters:**
- Christien Tompkins (University of Chicago)
- Deborah A Thomas (University of Pennsylvania)
- Yarimar Bonilla (Rutgers University)
- Michael Ralph (New York University)
- Melissa L Rosario (Cornell University)
- Kamari M Clarke (Yale University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**Poster Session:**

**FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY — PART II**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Visual Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Deb Rotman (University of Notre Dame)
- Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)
- Jennifer K Freeland (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) *The Impacts of Troy on Modern Turkish Culture*
- Catherine Cichon (University of Notre Dame) *When Health Systems Meet: Narratives of International Partnerships and Medical Education in Rwanda*
- Alexis C Pala (University of Notre Dame) *The Intellectually Disabled and Their Cross-Cultural Marginalization*
- Jeanne Hanna (University of Memphis and American University) *Identity and Activism Among Muslims in Tennessee*
- Megan Heeder (University of Notre Dame) *Texting — The Cnxn Btwn Generations?*
- Maureen Keating (University of Notre Dame) *Irish Language and Identity On Beaver Island, Michigan*
- Isabella Abuchaibe (Miami Dade College) *Applying the Meaning of Balance to Our Food Industry*
- Christina Taylor (University of Arkansas) *I See Dead People, You See a Job: Exploring the Discourses Among Professionals Who Work with Human Cadavers*
- Steve Moog (University of Arkansas) *Where the Rules Do Not Apply: Femininity in the San Diego Punk Rock Community*
Madeline Helene Sands (Arizona State University, School of Human Evolution and Social Change) and Amanda Ispas (Arizona State University) Swing Batter Batter: Determining the Existence of the Clutch Hitter

5-0340 10:15–12:00 Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**TECHNOLOGIES OF THE SELF: NEGOTIATING INDIVIDUAL DESIRES, HEALTH, AND THE PUBLIC GOOD**

**Sponsor**
Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer**
Li Zhang (University of California)

**Chair**
Amy B Borovoy (Princeton University)

**10:15 AM**
Sandra T Hyde (McGill University) *Heroin Use, Communities of Therapy, and Communities Care in China*

**10:30 AM**
Amy B Borovoy (Princeton University) *Technologies of Behavioral Modification: Obesity in Japan and the U.S.*

**10:45 AM**
Matthew Kohrman (Stanford University) *Bountiful Harm: Branding Self, Cigarettes, and Place in Southwest China*

**11:00 AM**
Laura C Nelson (University of California, Berkeley) *Asking Why: Cancer and Conflicting Motives in the Search for Causality in South Korea*

**11:15 AM**
Li Zhang (University of California) *The Rise of Therapeutic Governing in Postsocialist China*

**Discussant**
Paul E Brodwin (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

**11:45 AM**
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0345 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**VISIONS OF THE AMAZON: COMBINING MATERIALIST AND DISCOURSE-CENTERED APPROACHES**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair/Organizer**
Ryan T Adams (Lycoming College)

**10:15 AM**
Nicholas C Kawa (Ball State University) *The Big Snake: An Amazonian Vision of Human-Environmental Relations*

**10:30 AM**
Jeffrey Hoelle (University of California, Santa Barbara) *What’s the Beef? Symbol, Sustenance, and the Hamburger Connection in the Western Amazon*

**10:45 AM**
Ryan T Adams (Lycoming College) *“Produtores”: Identity and Political Ecology of Landowners in the Brazilian Amazon*

**11:00 AM**
Jeremy M Campbell (Roger Williams University) *Real Estate in Wild Country: Speculation and Territorial Governance in the Brazilian Amazon*

**11:15 AM**
Brenda Baletti (Duke University) *From Sustainable Development to Green Capitalism: the Question of Resistance in the Era of “Code Switching”*

**Discussant**
Marianne Schmink (University of Florida)

**11:45 AM**
Discussion
Invited Session: NARRATING CORPORATIONS: IDENTITY, POWER, AND AUTHORITY

Sponsor: Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Chairs/Organizers: Sabina M Perrino (University of Michigan)
                  Gregory Kohler (University of California, Irvine)

10:15 AM  Gregory Kohler (University of California, Irvine)  Narrating Institutional Hierarchies in Italian Dairy Companies
10:30 AM  Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania) and Alexandra Michel (University of Pennsylvania)  Narrating the Body: The Limits of Organizational Control in the Knowledge-Based Economy
10:45 AM  Anna Marie Trester (Georgetown University)  “I Actually Had a Very Similar Experience” Intertextual Linking of Experience to Literature in the Narratives of Executives in the Business School Classroom
11:00 AM  Sabina M Perrino (University of Michigan)  Narrating Migrants in Northern Italian Coffee Corporations
11:15 AM  Greg Urban (University of Pennsylvania)  Motivational Semiotics of a Corporate Revitalization Narrative: A Harley-Davidson Case
11:30 AM  Kyung-Nan Koh (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)  Authorship and Ownership of Corporate Citizenship Narratives
Discussant: 11:45 AM  Michele Koven (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Invited Session: PRECARIOUS TIME: DISCUSSIONS ON THE UN/DOING OF EAST ASIA

Sponsor: Society for East Asian Anthropology
Organizer: Timothy Gitzen (University of Minnesota)
Chair: Gabriella Lukacs (University of Pittsburgh)

10:15 AM  Hyun Joo Sandy Oh (University of Toronto)  Imagining Global Futures: Precarious Labour of South Korean Mothers
10:30 AM  Akiko Takeyama (University of Kansas)  Broken Promises and a Re-Imagined Future in New Millennial Japan
10:45 AM  Timothy Gitzen (University of Minnesota)  Militarized Futures: Gay Men in a Precarious South Korea
11:00 AM  Jenny Chio (Emory University)  Precarity Alleviation: Tourism as Development in Rural, Ethnic China
11:15 AM  Hoon Song (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis)  The Other’s Ordinary: About Face/Mask of North Koreans
Discussant: 11:30 AM  Nancy A Abelmann (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
11:45 AM  Discussion
5-0365  10:15–12:00  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
COMMEMORATION, ERASURE, AND TRANSFORMATION IN LATE
POST-SOCIALIST SOCIETIES

REVIEWED BY  Post-Communist Cultural Studies Interest Group (Soyuz)
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Erik A Aasland (Fuller Graduate School of Intercultural Studies)
10:15 AM  Erik A Aasland (Fuller Graduate School of Intercultural Studies)
Commemoration of a Distant Socialist Past: Chronotopic Aspects of
Kazakhstani Victory Day Billboards
10:30 AM  Jennifer A Dickinson (University of Vermont) The City Underneath:
Uncovering Socialist Landscapes in Personal Narratives from Lviv
(Ukraine)
10:45 AM  Mustafa K Mirzeler (Western Michigan University) The Memory of
Loss: Voices of Azeri Storytellers from Nagorna Karabagh
11:00 AM  Erica L Tucker (Stonehill College) Programming the Past: Museums
and the Commemoration of World War II in Post-Socialist Poland

DISCUSSANT  11:15 AM  Morgan Y Liu (The Ohio State University)
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0370  10:15–12:00  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
EDIBLE IDENTITIES: EXPLORING FOOD AND FOODWAYS AS CULTURAL
HERITAGE — PART 2

REVIEWED BY  Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
ORGANIZER  Rachel E Black (Boston University)
CHAIR  Michael A. Di Giovine (West Chester University)
DISCUSSANT  10:15 AM  Michael A. Di Giovine (West Chester University)
10:30 AM  Carole M Counihan (Millersville University) Cultural Heritage in
Italian Food Activism: Local and Global Tensions
10:45 AM  Rachel E Black (Boston University) Preserving a Taste Landscape: the
Cultural Heritage of Wine in Carema, Italy
11:00 AM  Tulasi Srinivas (Emerson College and Kate Hamburger Kolleg)
Ingesting Divinity: Temple Modernities, Heritage Sacred Food and the
Shifting Carnal Economies in India

DISCUSSANT  11:15 AM  Michael Herzfeld (Harvard University)
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0375  10:15–12:00  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
BEYOND ANONYMOUS GAMES: METHODOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN THE
EVOLUTIONARY STUDY OF “CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS” AND “FUTURE
PUBLICS”

REVIEWED BY  Evolutionary Anthropology Society
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Matthew M Gervais (University of California, Los Angeles)
10:15 AM  Shane J Macfarlan (University of Missouri) Bargaining Behavior
in a Dominican Village: Bargaining Wars, Bargaining Power, and the
Ultimatum Game’s External Validity
10:30 AM  Jeffrey W Winking (Texas A&M University) and Nicholas J Mizer (Texas A&M University) Anonymity Versus Secrecy in Economic Games: Results of a Natural-Field Dictator Game

10:45 AM  Eric Schniter (Chapman University) and Timothy Shields (Chapman University) Ageism in the OC: An Incentivized Experiment On Age-Based Stereotypes and Discrimination Among Younger and Older Californians

11:00 AM  Drew Gerkey (University of Maryland), E Lance Howe (University of Alaska, Anchorage), James J Murphy (University of Alaska, Anchorage) and Colin Thor West (University of North Carolina) Risk-Pooling, Resilience, and Common-Pool Resources in Siberia: Synthesizing Field Experiments and Ethnography

11:15 AM  Christopher R von Rueden (University of Richmond), Paul Lovell Hooper (Santa Fe Institute), Michael Gurven (University of California) and Hillard Kaplan (University of New Mexico) Is Punishment Among the Tsimane Costly?

11:30 AM  Matthew M Gervais (University of California, Los Angeles) and Daniel Fessler (University of California, Los Angeles) An Egalitarian Hierarchy: Relational Games Tap RICH Norms of Helping and Leveling in A Fijian Village

Discussion  11:45 AM  Lee Cronk (Rutgers University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

5-0380  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

THE STRUGGLE OVER TEXT AND CONTEXT IN THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY: WHERE IS ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSIGHT?

Reviewed by  Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizers  Lissie Wahl-Kleiser (Department of Global Health and Social Medicine, Harvard Medical School)

Michael Nathan (Harvard Medical School)

Chair  Seth Donal Hannah (Harvard University)

10:15 AM  Seth Donal Hannah (Harvard University) Hidden in Plain Sight: Power, Advocacy and Agency in the Daily Work of Medical Interpreters

10:30 AM  Michael Nathan (Harvard Medical School) Text and Context: Intersubjectivity in the Interpreted Medical Encounter

10:45 AM  Jennifer R Guzman (University of California, Los Angeles) Context and (Mis-)Communication Between Chilean Doctors and Mapuche Patient Families

11:00 AM  David Ansari (University of Chicago) Cultural Expertise and Triage: Context, Mediation, and Treatment Management in Psychiatric Services in Paris

11:15 AM  Lissie Wahl-Kleiser (Department of Global Health and Social Medicine, Harvard Medical School) Straddling Worlds, Not Just Words: Medical Interpreters

11:30 AM  Martha King (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Contexts of Translational Genetics Among the Lancaster Amish

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
MARKETING ALTERNATIVES AND ALTERNATIVE MARKETS: GENDERED NARRATIVES OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

**Reviewed by**
General Anthropology Division

**Organizers**
Melissa Schrift (East Tennessee State University)
Molly A Doane (University of Illinois at Chicago)

**Chair**
Melissa Schrift (East Tennessee State University)

10:15 AM Karlee Alyson Johnson (DePaul University) *Mainstreaming, Dilution, and Exclusion in the Fair Trade Textile Sector*

10:30 AM Molly A Doane (University of Illinois at Chicago) *From Cooperative Work to Work Cooperatives: Gender, Family and Labor in the Fair Trade Coffee System*

10:45 AM Kee H Yong (McMaster University) *Hiding the Clouds with the Palm of Your Hands: Lives and Livelihoods in Conflict-Ridden Thailand Far South*

11:00 AM Laura E Nussbaum-Barberena (University of Illinois-Chicago) *How Do We Respond as a Network?: Production Cooperatives and Immigrant Rights Organizing in Costa Rica and Nicaragua*

11:15 AM Melissa Schrift (East Tennessee State University) *The Fair Trade Narrative: Storied Labor and the Corporate Village*

11:30 AM Aseel Sawalha (Fordham University) *Women Negotiating Arts, Publics and Markets in Amman, Jordan*

11:45 AM Luisa J Rollins (University of Illinois at Chicago) *“Let the Food be and Start Digging Like the Men!”: Exploring Gender, Labor, and “Green” Economies in Dominican Reforestation*

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

IS OPEN IP POSSIBLE?: ALTERNATIVE COPYRIGHT PRACTICES ON THE GROUND

**Reviewed by**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizers**
Mary Murrell (University of Wisconsin)
Alexandra S Lippman (University of California, Irvine)

**Chair**
Mary Murrell (University of Wisconsin)

10:15 AM Lorraine V Aragon (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *Law v. Lore: Alternative Copyright Models and Informal Creative Practices in Indonesia*

10:30 AM Allison E Fish (Ohio State University) *Comparing Creative Commons and Yogic Theories of Knowledge Transfer: The Place of Cultural Property in the Access to Knowledge Movement*

10:45 AM Alexandra S Lippman (University of California, Irvine) *Cannibalizing Copyright? The Brazilianization of Open Intellectual Property*

11:00 AM Mary Murrell (University of Wisconsin) *Data Has No Author*

11:15 AM Magali Rabasa (University of California, Davis) *The Book Made of and in Movement: Latin American Alternative Presses and the Unfixing of an Object*
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0395  10:15–12:00  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
ENGAGED HERITAGE: COMMODIFICATION, CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND RIGHTS

REVIEWED BY
General Anthropology Division

ORGANIZERS
Helen C Human (Stanford University)
Maria Fernanda Escallon (Stanford University)

CHAIR
Helen C Human (Stanford University)

10:15 AM
Helen C Human (Stanford University) Rights, Wrongs and Heritage in Turkey

DISCUSSANT
10:30 AM
Kathryn Lafrenz Samuels (North Dakota State University)

DISCUSSANT
10:45 AM
Uzma Z Rizvi (Pratt Institute)

11:00 AM
Mary L Kenny (Eastern Connecticut State University) Quilombola Heritage Policies, Land Rights and Social Justice

11:15 AM
Felipe Gaitan Ammann (Brown University) and Juan G Martin (Universidad del Norte) Do Not Trespass: Viaducts, Highways and the Brazen Lies of Cultural Heritage in 21st-Century Panama

11:30 AM
Scott J Allen (Universidade Federal de Pernambuco) A Smoking Heritage: “African” Pipes in Brazil

11:45 AM
Izumi Kuroishi (Aoyama Gakuin University) Negative Heritage and the Role of Ethnography: Memory of 311

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0400  10:15–12:00  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
BEYOND PURITY AND POLLUTION? HYGIENE, CLEANLINESS, AND URBAN FUTURES

REVIEWED BY
General Anthropology Division

CHAIR/Organizer
Jamie Furniss (University of Edinburgh)

10:15 AM
Sarah Hill (Western Michigan University) Cleaning the City and Burying the Past: The Landfill Conundrum

10:30 AM
Lynda Dematteo (TRAM IIAC/CNRS-EHESS) How to Produce Cleanliness with Dirtiness? The Northern League’s Paradoxical device

10:45 AM
Heather T Battles (McMaster University) ‘Disease of filth’ or ‘disease of development’? Constructions of Epidemic Polio and the Hygiene Hypothesis in the Early 20th Century

11:00 AM
Mohammed Rafi Arefin (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and Danya Al-Saleh (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Clean Homeland: The Politics of Waste Management in Cairo

11:15 AM
Jamie Furniss (University of Edinburgh) Religious Taboo in the Age of Biopolitics: How the Egyptian Government Decided to Slaughter All the Country’s Pigs in Response to H1N1 Influenza

DISCUSSANT
11:30 AM
John F Collins (Queens College, CUNY)

DISCUSSANT
11:45 AM
Joshua O Reno (SUNY, Binghamton)
LIBERALISM AND ITS DISCONTENTS

 Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
 Chair/Organizer Jason Hickel (London School of Economics)

 10:15 AM Jason Hickel (London School of Economics) The ‘Harlem Shake’ and the Western Illusion of Freedom
 10:30 AM Insa Koch (London School of Economics and Political Science) Challenging State Liberalism from Below: Ethnographic Reflections from an English Council Estate
 10:45 AM Thomas Grisaffi (London School of Economics) Liberal Democracy and Radical Democracy: The Case of the Bolivian Coca Growers
 11:00 AM Charlotte Louise Bruckermann (London School of Economics and Political Science) The Limits of Individualism in Facing Disaster in Rural China
 11:15 AM Fred Ketchum (University of Chicago) Productivity Aesthetics and the Limits of Authenticity
 11:30 AM David Nottoli Flood (University of Virginia) Moving Right to Move Left: Class, Culture, and the Politics of Resistance

 Discussant 11:45 AM Richard Handler (University of Virginia)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

NUCLEAR SCIENCE, REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, AND THE MAKING OF FUTURE FAMILIES: GENETICS, RACE, KINSHIP AND NATION

 Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
 Organizers Kristen Karlberg (SUNY Purchase College)
 Daisy Deomampo (Fordham University)
 Chair Daisy Deomampo (Fordham University)

 10:15 AM Kristen Karlberg (SUNY Purchase College) Curating Relatedness Through Assisted Reproductive Technologies: Donor Gametes, Race, Genetics, and Resembling Desired Babies
 10:30 AM Catherine Trundle (Victoria University of Wellington) Nuclear Test Veterans, Genetic Legacies and Fractured Kinship
 10:45 AM Sebastian Mohr (University of Copenhagen, Centre for Medical Science and Technology Studies) Donating Genetics – Doing Kinship? Exploring Notions of Relatedness and Heredity in Sperm Donation
 11:00 AM Lara R Braff (University of California, San Diego and San Diego State University) Negotiating Biogenetics, Kinship, and Race in Mexican Fertility Clinics
 11:15 AM Daisy Deomampo (Fordham University) Transnational Egg Donation in India: Skin Color, Nationality, and the Persistence of Genetic Determinism
 11:30 AM Maya Mesola (Brown University) Cellular Dis-Positions: Conversations About Genetic and Spiritual Inheritance in a West African Fertility Clinic
 11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
HETEROGLOSSIAS AND HETEROGENEITIES: THE SOCIETY FOR
LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER COMPETITION
ROUNDTABLE

REVIEWED BY
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

ORGANIZERS
Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago) and Jillian R
Cavanaugh (CUNY Brooklyn College and Graduate Center)

CHAIR
Kira Hall (University of Colorado, Boulder)

DISCUSSANTS
10:15 AM
Elise A Kramer (University of California, San Diego)

10:30 AM
Katherine Rose Geenberg (Stanford University)

10:45 AM
Jonghyun Park (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)

11:00 AM
Jenanne Kirsten Ferguson (University of Aberdeen)

11:15 AM
Sabrina Gavigan (American University)

11:30 AM
Kira Hall (University of Colorado, Boulder)

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

THE FAMILIARITY OF MINERALS: KNOWLEDGE, SKILL, AND IGNORANCE
IN LOCAL AND GLOBAL NETWORKS

REVIEWED BY
American Ethnological Society

ORGANIZERS
Andrew F Walsh (University of Western Ontario)
Annabel Vallard (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

CHAIR
Annabel Vallard (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

10:15 AM
Les Field (University of New Mexico) Minerals, Scarcity, and
Technological Change in the 21st Century: Hegemonic Simulations and
True False Consciousness

10:30 AM
Brian Brazeal (California State University, Chico) Emeralds of the
Blessed Virgin: Devotion, Luck and Debt in Colombia’s Informal Mining
Economy

10:45 AM
Annabel Vallard (Université Libre de Bruxelles), Bérénice
Bellina-Pryce (CNRS-UMR 7528 “Mondes iranien et indien”) and
Olivier Evrard (IRD-UMR 208 PALOC (Patrimoines Locaux))
Familiarization in Southeast Asia (Thailand, Laos)

11:00 AM
Andrew F Walsh (University of Western Ontario) What Is Artisanal
About ‘Artisanal Mining’? Skilled Work in Northern Madagascar’s
Sapphire and Gold Trades

DISCUSSANT
11:15 AM
Elizabeth E Ferry (Brandeis University)

DISCUSSANT
11:30 AM
Joshua A Bell (Smithsonian)

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
5-0425 10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

INCITEMENTS OF INFRASTRUCTURE: ETHNOGRAPHY AFTER REPRESENTATION

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers: Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin)
Saikat Maitra (University of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin)

10:15 AM Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin) Preemptive Publics: Theorizing Affective Infrastructures in Germany’s Energy Transition
10:30 AM Susan Quesal (University of Texas at Austin) Drawing Power to the Spaces Between
10:45 AM Elizabeth Lewis (University of Texas at Austin) After the NICU: Emergent Disability Publics in an Era of New Technology
11:00 AM Kara Wentworth (University of California, San Diego) Performing the Slaughterhouse
11:15 AM Abhijeet Paul (University of California, Berkeley) Asli and Naqli (real and not real): Committed Infrastructures, Ethnography, and the Economy
11:30 AM Saikat Maitra (University of Texas at Austin) Infrastructures of Self-Making: Employment Training Programs and the Production of a New Worker-Subjectivity in Kolkata’s Organized Retail Industries
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

5-0430 10:15–12:00  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

THE GENDER AND SEXUAL POLITICS OF SECURITY IN THE AMERICAS

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizers: Jennifer A Goett (Michigan State University)
Vivian A Newdick (University of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Irina C Silber (City College of New York)

10:15 AM Irina C Silber (City College of New York) Security and Rights In the After of War
10:30 AM Elana Zilberg (University of California, San Diego) Gangster, Guerrilla, Soldier, Cop: Violence and Masculinity Between the Americas
10:45 AM Vivian A Newdick (University of Texas at Austin) The Public-Private Architecture of Security
11:00 AM Lynn M Stephen (University of Oregon) Gendered Asylum and Transborder Structures of Violence
11:15 AM Jennifer A Goett (Michigan State University) The ‘War On Drugs’ and State Sexual Violence in Nicaragua
Discussant: Daniel M Goldstein (Rutgers University)
11:30 AM Discussion
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
5-0435 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

TEACHING FOOD ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
Neri de Kramer (University of Delaware)

10:15 AM
Richard H Robbins (SUNY Plattsburgh) Food and the Anthropology of Dirt

10:30 AM
Linda J Reed-Jerofke (Eastern Oregon University) Food, Society and Me: An Exploration of Student Learning in an Anthropology Classroom

10:45 AM
Rachel Dowty Beech (Louisiana State University) Food Security: Learning to Practice

11:00 AM
Gina L Hunter (Illinois State University) The Way to a Student’s Heart Is Through Her Stomach: Teaching the Food System for Civic Engagement

11:15 AM
Michael R McDonald (Florida Gulf Coast University) Constructing a Place for Food — A Role For Pedagogy in the Synthesis of Anthropology

11:30 AM
Neri de Kramer (University of Delaware) Food and Social Class: Learning From Students

11:45 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0440 10:15–12:00 Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

ANDEAN ARCHAEOLOGIES

REVIEWED BY
Archaeology Division

CHAIR
Michele Koons (Denver Museum of Nature and Science)

10:15 AM
Claudine Vallieres (University of Florida) Food and Identity in Archaeological Contexts: Culinary Practices at the Ancient Urban Center of Tiwanaku, Bolivia

10:30 AM
Lynn Kim (University of Texas at San Antonio) The Tiwanaku and Inka in Perspective: Intra-Site Change and Variation in the Charazani Valley

10:45 AM
Miriam E Dominguez (University of Florida) Abducted Agency: Becoming Inca and Being Canari

11:00 AM
Michele Koons (Denver Museum of Nature and Science) Reconceptualizing Moche Geopolitical Organization: The Role of Licapa II in the Chicana Valley, Peru

11:15 AM
Kyle Stich (Louisiana State University) and David Chicoine (Louisiana State University) Recent Paleoethnobotanical Research at the Site of Caylán, Coastal Ancash, Peru

11:30 AM
Discussion
FRAMES AND INTERPRETING MIGRATION: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Chair: Julianna Beaudoin (University of Western Ontario)

10:15 AM Beate S Engelbrecht (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity) Fiestas Shaping Cultural Identity in a Mexican Transnational Community

10:30 AM Blaire O Gagnon (University of Rhode Island) Lean in or Lean Back: Reproducing Sustainable Livelihoods in the Transnational Indigenous Arts and Crafts Market

10:45 AM Brian A Hoey (Marshall University) Rebounds and Reversals: Imagining America’s “Fifth Migration”

11:00 AM Lucio Castracani (Université de Montréal) Mediating Transnational Labour: Seasonal Migrant Workers in Canada

11:15 AM Joseph R Stadler (SUNY, Buffalo) “One Nation, Many People”: Nepali-Bhutanese Civic Engagement in the Rust Belt

11:30 AM Julianna Beaudoin (University of Western Ontario) Romani Activism, Advocacy, and Representation in the Canadian Context

11:45 AM Discussion

RELIGION: REASONING AND AUTHENTICITY

Reviewed by: General Anthropology Division
Chair/Organizer: Ruben G Mendoza (California State University, Monterey Bay)

10:15 AM Ruben G Mendoza (California State University, Monterey Bay) Angry Diatribes: An Agnotology of Indian Identity, Enslavement Theology, and Martyrology in the California Missions


10:45 AM Michael Arthur Moncrieff (University of Nevada, Las Vegas), Pierre M Lienard (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and Matthew Martinez (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) The Sin of the City: Social Networking in Rural and Urban Environments

11:00 AM Stacey J Enslow (Purdue University) “I’m Not There Yet, But I’m Working on It”: Alleviating Moral Dissonance Among an International Community of Spiritual Seekers

11:15 AM Benjamin G Purzycki (University of British Columbia) The Mystery of Gods’ Minds: A Comparative Analysis of Supernatural Agencies

11:30 AM Judith R Card (Washington State University) “Your Story Is Enough”: How a Northwest Emerging Evangelical Church Responds To Late Modern Concerns Through Stories

11:45 AM Discussion
5-0455 10:15-12:00 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

CROSSING BORDERS THROUGH TALK AND SILENCE: SCHOOLING LANGUAGE IN THE AMERICAS

REVIEWED BY Council on Anthropology and Education

10:15 AM JoAnne Kleifgen (Teachers College, Columbia University), Briana Ronan (Teachers College, Columbia University), Kristin Gorski (Teachers College, Columbia University), Andrea Lira (Teachers College, Columbia University), Jean Kim (Teachers College, Columbia University) and Charles Kinzer (Teachers College, Columbia University) Understanding the Communicative Practices of Adolescent Emergent Bilinguals Using An Online Multimodal Writing Space

10:30 AM Sara Ann Rutherford-Quach (Stanford University) Communicative Silence in a Linguistically Diverse Classroom: Identifying the Work It Does

10:45 AM Sharon Avni (City University of New York) Multilingualism As Educational Opportunity?: Debating the Establishment of a Hebrew Language Charter School in Washington D.C.

11:00 AM Emma H Fuentes (University of San Francisco) Ser Bilingue Es Un Regalo: Exploring the Ways Race, Power and Privilege Intersect in and Around a Dual Immersion Language Program

11:15 AM James Kigamwa (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) Negotiating Tensions in English Language Development and Heritage Language Maintenance for An Immigrant Family

11:30 AM Erika Mein (University of Texas at El Paso) and Alberto Esquinca (University of Texas at El Paso) Hybridity, Border-Crossing, and Language Separation: The Identity Negotiations of Transfronterizo engineering Students on the U.S.-Mexico Border

11:45 AM Discussion

5-0460 10:15-12:00 PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

URBAN AND REGIONAL SPACES IN EUROPE: UTOPIAN GEOGRAPHIES

REVIEWED BY Society for the Anthropology of Europe

Chair

10:15 AM Stacy A Pape (Brandeis University)

10:15 AM Stacy A Pape (University of Chicago) Not French, Nor Immigrant, But Marseillaise

10:30 AM Katharine A Keenan (Columbia University) The “European City” As a Utopian Ideal: Imagining a Future for Belfast

10:45 AM T Thao Phuong Pham (University of Maryland) “Engagement in Knowledge Production, Authentication, and Empowerment: The Transformation of the Moudawana Workshops in Spain”

11:00 AM Caroline Spiese (Oregon State University) Perceptions of Italian Identity: The Role of Regionalism and Politics in Italians’ Self Construction of Identity

11:15 AM Charitie V Hyman (University of Wisconsin) “Only in Lviv”: Performance and Identity in Ukraine’s Cultural Capital

11:30 AM Luis-Manuel Garcia (Max Planck Institute for Human Development) ‘Fairy Tales Need Cash, Too’: Utopian Futurities and the Struggle for Urban Space in Berlin
5-0465 10:15–12:00 Poster Row Red, Salon A, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session: RESEARCH IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: NOVEL APPROACHES

Reviewed by

Biological Anthropology Section
John Starbuck (Indiana University School of Dentistry) Nasal Airway Variation in Unilateral and Bilateral Cleft Lip and Palate
Caroline VanSickle (University of Michigan) Identifying Females Among the Neandertal Os Coxa Sample
Joanna Tatominr (University of Michigan) and Mary A Kelaita (University of Texas at San Antonio) The Nutritional Use of Thai Medicinal Plants and the Etiology of Breast Cancer in Thai Women

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0470 10:15–12:00 Poster Row Blue, Salon A, Lower level, Chicago Hilton

Poster Session: NASA POSTER SESSION I — CULTURE CONSTRUCTS: HOW CULTURE CAN SHAPE ISSUES OF GENDER, SEXUALITY, FAMILY, AND HEALTH

Reviewed by

National Association of Student Anthropologists
Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
Stephanie Hobbis (Concordia University)
Julia Fochtman (DePaul University) Folk Medicine Practices and Biomedical Care for Hypertension in Haiti
Geoffrey G Hobbis (Concordia University and École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales) and Stephanie Hobbis (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales and Concordia University) Sexes in the Field: Coming Out as a Couple of Anthropologists
Hannah Paperno (Harriet L Wilkes Honors College) Analysis of United States Perception of Indonesian Gays and Waria Through Online Discourses
Brooke Ann Coco (Kutztown University) Beating the Odds: An Ethnographic Study of Women in Percussion
Sarah Ann Carson (Wayne State University) Changing Expressions of Family Identity in an Urban Michigan Cemetery

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

5-0475 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: IN/SECURITY, HEALTH, AND EDUCATION IN LOCAL GARDENS AND FARMS

Reviewed by

National Association of Student Anthropologists
Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
Mitchell Running (University of Wisconsin-La Crosse)

Organizer
Lisa E Quirk (University of North Texas), Nancy M. Gillis (University of North Texas) and Lisa Henry (University of North Texas) FOOD Environments and FOOD Security: Using Innovative Methodologies to Understand FOOD Sources for LOW-Income Households in North Texas
Students            Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
Saturday, November 23

5-0480  10:15–12:00 Essex Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn
CULTURAL HERITAGE PROCESS: MUSEUMS AND IDENTITY.
Reviewed by
Chair
Teresa Nichols (Indiana University)
Carol Hendrickson (Marlboro College) Che’s Socks: Telling History Through Clothing in Havana’s Museum of the Revolution
Laurajane Smith (Australian National University) Visitor Emotion, Affect and Registers of Engagement At Museums and Heritage Sites
Paulina Faba (Universidad de Chile) Redefining Colonial Past: Patrimonialization of Architecture and Collections in Nineteenth Century Chile
Cordelia A Frewen (University of British Columbia) Re/Presenting Contemporary Ethnicities in Honduran Museums
Teresa Nichols (Indiana University) “Mongolian” “Cultural” “Heritage”: Unpacking the Elements

This session may be of particular interest to:  M, P, S, T

5-0485  10:15–12:00 Barbershop, Concourse Level Renaissance Blackstone Hotel
COASTAL FUTURES: NEGOTIATING NEOLIBERALISM IN NORTH AMERICAN SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES
Reviewed by
Chair/Organizer
Anthropology and Environment Society
Reade Davis (Memorial University)
Courtney Carothers (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and Jesse Coleman (University of Alaska Fairbanks) Fisheries Privatization, Sociocultural Transitions, and Well-Being in Kodiak, Alaska
Evelyn W Pinkerton (Simon Fraser University) The Incompatibility of Itqs and Small-Scale Fisheries
Reade Davis (Memorial University) “Fish Killers” and the Changing Politics of Predation in Newfoundland
Thomas F Thornton (Oxford University) Neoliberalism Versus Neo-Communism: Contrasting Management Paradigms Toward Pacific Herring on the Northwest Coast of North America

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S
11:15 AM  Sabrina Doyon (Université Laval)  *Artisanal Fisheries in the St. Lawrence River: Negotiating a Future Between Neoliberal Mirages*

11:30 AM  Sara Jo Breslow (NOAA)  *Developing Indicators of Human Well-Being for Ecosystem Management: A Critical Evaluation*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:45 AM  Steve Langdon (University of Alaska Anchorage)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-0490  10:15–12:00**  
El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**WHAT’S AT STAKE? A DISCUSSION OF TRANSPARENCY, AUTHENTICITY, APPLICATION, THEORY, AND ACCESSIBILITY IN PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY**

Reviewed by  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Organizers  Sarah S Ono (Department of Veteran Affairs)  
Samantha L Solimeo (Department of Veterans Affairs; Center for Comprehensive Access & Delivery Research and Evaluation; IC HCS)

Chair  Sarah S Ono (Department of Veteran Affairs)  
Nancy C Lutkehaus (University of Southern California)

Roundtable Presenters  Robert Borofsky (Hawaii Pacific University)  
Nathaniel Tashima (LTG Associates, Inc.)  
Gemmae M Fix (Department of Veterans Affairs)  
Christian S Hammons (University of Southern California)  
Jennifer Cool (University of Southern California)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0495  10:15–12:00**  
Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

**SEX AND THE ANIMAL: THEORIZING SEX, GENDER, SPECIES**

Reviewed by  Society for Cultural Anthropology

Chair/Organizer  Maria Elena Garcia (University of Washington)

10:15 AM  Tamar V Scoggin McKee (University of British Columbia)  *Can the Outlaw Mare be Saved? Interrogating the Gendered Performativity and Punishment of Thoroughbred Horse Rescue*

10:30 AM  Maria Elena Garcia (University of Washington)  *Sex and the Guinea Pig: Animal Bodies and Multispecies Research in Peru*

10:45 AM  Alexander Blanchette (Tufts University)  *Instinctual Exploitation On the American ‘Factory’ Farm*

11:00 AM  Kathryn Gillespie (University of Washington)  *Cyborg Figures/Cyborg Methodologies: Sex, Gender and the Bovine Body*

11:15 AM  Molly Mullin (North Carolina State University)  *’No Need for a Rooster’: Sex, Gender, and Ethics in the Backyard*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:30 AM  Sarah Franklin (University of Cambridge)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
5-0500 10:15–12:15  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AAA COMMITTEE ON LABOR RELATIONS MEETING
SPONSOR  AAA Committee on Labor Relations
ORGANIZERS  Jason Watkins (American Anthropological Association)
              Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Assn)
CHAIR  Sharryn Kasmir (Hofstra University)
PRESENTERS  Catherine M Koehler (Cornell University)
            Christine J Walley (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
            Mark W Hauser (Northwestern University)
            Dominic C Boyer (Rice University)

5-0505 10:15–12:15  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON STRESS MANAGEMENT AND BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM FOR STUDENTS AND BEGINNING PROFESSIONALS
SPONSOR  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Teresita Majewski (Statistical Research, Inc.)

5-0510 10:15–12:15  PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
HOW TO FIND AN ACADEMIC JOB
SPONSOR  American Anthropological Association
ORGANIZER/PRESENTER  Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State University)

5-0515 10:30–12:30  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
PREPARING FOR A HAPPY, FULFILLING, NON-EXPLOITED CAREER IN THE NEW ECONOMY
SPONSOR  Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Gretchen A Bakke (McGill University)

5-0520 11:30–12:15  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION
SPONSOR  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program
11:30 AM  Anthropology by the Wire (2013) presented by Samuel Gerald Collins, Matthew Durington
5-0525 11:30–02:30  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
RESEARCH METHODS, NEW MEDIA, AND POLITICALLY VOLATILE ISSUES
Sponsor  Middle East Section
Organizers  Rochelle A Davis (Georgetown University)
Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University)

5-0530 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY SVA MEMBERS’ MEETING
Sponsor  Society for Visual Anthropology
Organizer  Jonathan S Marion (U Arkansas)

5-0535 12:15–01:30  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
PUBLISHING IN AN ONLINE WORLD
Sponsor  American Anthropological Association
Organizer  Kelsey Troop (American Anthropological Association)
Presenter  Oona Schmid (American Anthropological Association)

5-0540 12:15–01:30  Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
FURTHERING THE LEGACY OF W.E.B. DU BOIS: COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS IN WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Sponsor  Association of Black Anthropologists
Organizers  Robert Paynter (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Faye V Harrison (University of Florida)
Whitney L Battle-Baptiste (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

This session may be of particular interest to: P

5-0545 12:15–01:30  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
BUSINESS MEETING OF THE AGING AND LIFE COURSE INTEREST GROUP WITH DISCUSSION OF THE FUTURE OF AGING AND LIFE COURSE RESEARCH
Sponsor  Anthropology of Aging and Life Course Interest Group
Organizers  Jay Sokolovsky (University of South Florida)
Samantha L Solimeo (Department of Veterans Affairs; Center for Comprehensive Access & Delivery Research and Evaluation; IC HCS)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
5-0550 12:15–01:30 Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
AAA PUBLIC EDUCATION INITIATIVE ON MIGRATION AND DISPLACEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING.

Sponsor: Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists
Organizer: Leo R Chavez (University of California, Irvine)
Presenters:
- Daina Sanchez (University of California, Irvine)
- Patricia Zavella (University of California, Santa Cruz)
- Lynn M Stephen (University of Oregon)
- Jonathan Xavier Inda (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
- Leo R Chavez (University of California, Irvine)

5-0555 12:15–01:30 Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY (AES) BUSINESS MEETING AND PANEL DISCUSSION

Sponsor: American Ethnological Society
Organizer: Sally Engle Merry (New York University)

Award presented at this event: Sharon Stevens Book Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0560 12:15–01:30 Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizers:
- Susan C Coutin (University of California, Irvine)
- Madelaine B Adelman (Justice and Social Inquiry)

Award presented at this event: APLA Student Paper Prize

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0565 12:15–01:30 PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK BOARD MEETING

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Work
Organizer: Samuel G Collins (Towson University)

5-0570 12:15–01:30 Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
NOTES FROM THE FIELD: SOLVING METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN POLICY RESEARCH

Sponsor: Association for the Anthropology of Policy
Organizers:
- Carol A MacLennan (Michigan Technological University)
- Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University)
- Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, T
5-0575 12:15–01:30 Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CASTAC BUSINESS MEETING (ANTHROPOLOGY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, COMPUTING)

Sponsor: General Anthropology Division
Organizers: Jennifer Cool (University of Southern California)
              Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Rachel E Prentice PhD (Cornell University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0580 12:15–01:30 Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY (NAPA) NETWORKING EVENT: CONNECTING CONNECTIONS IN CAREER PRACTICE AREAS

Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer: Sabrina Nichelle Scott (Lillian Rosebud)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0585 12:15–01:30 Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer: Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Chair: Mary Rebecca Read-Wahidi (University of Alabama)

5-0590 12:15–01:30 Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRODUCTION OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer: Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Chair: Claire L Wendland (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

5-0595 12:15–01:30 PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND MEDICINE INTEREST GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING

Sponsor: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizers: Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Chair: Betsey B Brada (Princeton University)
**5-0600** 12:15–01:30  
Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  
**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE (SAE) BUSINESS MEETING**

**SPONSOR**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**ORGANIZER**  
Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)

**AWARDS PRESENTED AT THIS EVENT:**
1. William A. Douglass Book Prize in Europeanist Anthropology  
2. SAE 2013 Graduate Student Paper Competition  
3. SAE Pre-Dissertation Fellowship Award

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**5-0605** 12:15–01:30  
Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**ETHNOGRAPHY REVISITED: COMPOSING THE FIELD, CRAFTING PROBLEM-SPACES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY. PRE-REGISTRATION REQUIRED.**

**SPONSOR**  
American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER**  
Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)

**5-0610** 12:15–01:30  
McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**Pre-Registration Required (contact organizer): THE CHALLENGES AND PITFALLS OF MILITANT ETHNOGRAPHY**

**SPONSOR**  
American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZER**  
Jessica A Hardin (Brandeis University)

**5-0615** 12:15–01:30  
Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**PEER MENTORING FOR RISING SCHOLARS: STUDENT PEER PANEL AND SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS**

**SPONSOR**  
National Association of Student Anthropologists

**ORGANIZERS**  
Krisha J Hernandez-Pruhs (California State University, Northridge)  
Nicole Ryan (University of North Texas)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

**5-0620** 12:15–01:30  
Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  
**COPAPIA ANNUAL SECTION SUMMIT — WHAT’S NEW IN APPLIED CAREERS?**

**SPONSOR**  
AAA Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)  
Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
5-0625 12:15–01:30  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
POLITICS OF PUBLIC SPACE: THE LEGACY OF NEIL SMITH
SPONSOR Society for the Anthropology of North America
ORGANIZER Setha M Low (City University of New York)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

5-0630 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
“How to Nail a Dictator”: The Role of Anthropologists and Human Rights Activists in the Rios Montt Genocide Trial in Guatemala
SPONSOR AAA Committee for Human Rights
ORGANIZERS Margaret A Parkinson (Saint Louis University)
Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College, CUNY)
CHAIR Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College, CUNY)
PRESENTERS Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College, CUNY)
Beatriz Manz (University of California, Berkeley)
Timothy J Smith (Princeton University/Appalachian State University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0635 12:15–01:30  Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
A National Network of Social Observatories: The Role of Anthropology
SPONSOR American Anthropological Association
ORGANIZERS Emilio F Moran (Indiana University)
PRESENTERS Conrad P Kottak (University of Michigan)
Bonnie J McCay (Rutgers University)
Shirley J Fiske (University of Maryland, College Park)
Ben Orlove (School of International and Public Affairs Columbia University)
Kenneth Broad (University of Miami)
Deborah Winslow (National Science Foundation)

5-0640 12:15–01:30  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
Society for the Anthropology of Religion Business Meeting
SPONSOR Society for the Anthropology of Religion
ORGANIZERS Joel L Robbins (University of California San Diego)
Hanna H Kim (Adelphi University)
Lauren G Leve (University of North Carolina)
Mayfair Mei-hui Yang (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Maarit K Forde (University of the West Indies)
Amy Stambach (University of North Carolina)
Jonathan D Hill (Southern Illinois University)
Jacob R Hickman (Brigham Young University)
Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto)
Paul Johnson (University of Michigan)
Joseph Hellweg (Florida State University)
Jordan R Haug (University of California, San Diego)
Jennifer A Selby (Memorial University of Newfoundland)
Christian S Hammons (University of Southern California)
Hillary Kaell (Concordia University)
Omri Elisha (Queens College, CUNY)
Rachelle Scott (University of Tennessee)
Simon M Coleman (University of Toronto)
Janet A Hoskins (University of Southern California)

Award presented at this event:
Geertz Prize in the Anthropology of Religion

5-0645 12:15–01:30  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
FEDERATION OF SMALL ANTHROPOLOGY PROGRAMS (FOSAP) BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor  General Anthropology Division

5-0650 12:15–01:30  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS (ABA) WORKS-IN-PROGRESS MENTORING AND NETWORKING SESSION
Sponsor  Association of Black Anthropologists

5-0655 12:15–01:30  PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY MEMBERS MEETING
Sponsor  Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-0660 12:15–01:30  Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn
CAMBODIA SUMMER ETHNOGRAPHY FIELD SCHOOL 2014 AND INTERNATIONAL VISITING SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Sponsor  Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer  Yuriko Wellington (Teach Cambodia, Inc.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
HOW TO PUBLISH IN ANTHROPOLOGY & EDUCATION QUARTERLY

**SPONSOR**  Council on Anthropology and Education
**ORGANIZER**  Kristin A Searle (University of Pennsylvania)
**PRESENTERS**  Sally Campbell Galman (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Laura A Valdiviezo (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

This session may be of particular interest to P, S

Workshop (pre-registration required):
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION OF “URBAN ARTS IN EUROPE: NEW PUBLICS AND POLITICS” AND LUNCHEON WITH MARK INGRAM

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
**ORGANIZER**  Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
**PRESENTER**  Mark S Ingram (Goucher College)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION OF “THE AUDACITY OF AUDIT CULTURE: FUTURE EUROPEAN PUBLICS” AND LUNCHEON WITH PATTY GRAY

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
**ORGANIZER**  Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
**PRESENTER**  Patty A Gray (National University of Ireland, Maynooth)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON “EUROPEANISTS’ FUTURE AND UNDERGRADUATE ENGAGEMENTS IN STUDY ABROAD” AND LUNCHEON WITH JONATHAN LARSON

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
**ORGANIZER**  Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
**PRESENTER**  Jonathan L Larson (University of Iowa)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON “THE POLITICS OF AUSTERITY: POPULISM, PROTEST, AND THE CONTESTED FUTURES OF DEBT IN THE EUROZONE” AND LUNCHEON WITH TRACEY HEATHERINGTON

**SPONSOR**  Society for the Anthropology of Europe
**ORGANIZER**  Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
**PRESENTER**  Tracey Heatherington (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)
Workshop (pre-registration required):
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION ON “HEALTH, CARE, AND ETHICS: VIEWS FROM THE EAST AND WEST” AND LUNCHEON WITH ERIN KOCH

**Sponsor**: Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Organizer**: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
**Presenter**: Erin Koch (University of Kentucky)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
SAE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF “FOOD ACTIVISM IN EUROPE: CHANGING PARADIGMS, CHANGING PRACTICES” AND LUNCHEON WITH VALERIA SINISCALCHI

**Sponsor**: Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Organizer**: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
**Presenter**: Valeria Siniscalchi (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)

CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY

**Sponsor**: Central States Anthropological Society  
**Organizer**: Paul Nick Kardulias (College of Wooster)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF “PERFORMATIVE APPROACHES TO EUROPEAN CULTURES” AND LUNCHEON WITH CAROL SILVERMAN

**Sponsor**: Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Organizer**: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
**Presenter**: Carol Silverman (University of Oregon)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
CONSTRUCTING SPATIAL ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH DESIGN

**Sponsor**: Society for the Anthropology of Religion  
**Organizer**: David D Meek (University of Georgia)

Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON PREPARING UNDERGRADUATES TO PRACTICE ANTHROPOLOGY

**Sponsor**: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
**Organizer**: Anne Goldberg (Hendrix College)
**Film Session:**

**RITUALS & CELEBRATIONS**

**SPONSOR**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

1:30 PM  *Lord of Miracles* (8m, followed by Q&A) dir. Patricia Alvarez, Christopher Newman

2:00 PM  *Manapannirr, In Christmas Spirit* (1hr, followed by Q&A) dir. Paul Gurrumuruwuy, Fiona Yangathu, Jennifer Deger, David Mackenzie

---

**Poster Session:**

**FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY II**

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Visual Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**

Deb Rotman (University of Notre Dame)

Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

Bill Rodger (University of Toronto) *The Lives of Musical Instruments: A Study in Object-Human Relationships*

Donna Honarpisheh (Sarah Lawrence College) *Women In Pilgrimage: Sensorial Experience, Embodiment, and Agency Within the Culture of the Shrine (Shiraz, Iran)*

Alice Mae Stoner (College of the Atlantic) *In Pursuit of Common Sense: Moral Lives in a Kaqchikel Community*

Rhiannon Peshniak (SUNY Oswego) *Analysis of Iliac Crest Curvature As a Method for Subadult Sex Determination*

Alexa R Lucera (SUNY Oswego) *A Morphological Analysis of Subadult Sciatic Notch Development*

Margeaux Elizabeth Prinster (University of Notre Dame) *Traditional Knowledge Is Power: An Exploration of Women's Empowerment Through Vocational Training in Rajasthan's Handicraft Sector*

David John Semsem II (Fresno City College), Emily Haas (Fresno City College), Emily Flores (Fresno City College), Monica Mae Kiser (Fresno City College) and Pavady Senechaleunsouk (Fresno City College) *Reviving The Dying Art of Reading: Re-Engaging Students in the Relevance of the Written Word*

Brittany Lynn King (SUNY Oswego) *Creating a Zooarchaeological Collection Using Dermestid Beetles: Methodology to Aiding in Differentiation Studies of Faunal Bones and Human Remains*

Kaline Elizabeth Mulvihill (SUNY Oswego) *The Evolution of the Longitudinal Arch: Conflicting Results Found in the Relationship of the Structure of the Arch and Lower Extremity Injuries*

Caitlin Beth Homrich (Central Michigan University and Central Michigan University) *The Drudgery of Society: A School Reconciles Public Education Policy With Rural Community Values*
Megan Elizabeth Winnick (SUNY Oswego) *The Puzzle Without the Picture: The Methodology of Compiling a NAGPRA Database With Limited Archaeological Documentation*

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**5-0730** 01:45–03:30 Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**THE FUTURE OF WRITING AND READING IN THE DIGITAL AND OPEN ACCESS ERAS.**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Presidential Session

**Organizers**  
Gustavo Lins Ribeiro (Universidade de Brasilia)  
Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)

**Chair**  
1:45 PM  
Tom Boellstorff (University of California, Irvine) *Writing and Reading Digital Anthropology: Thoughts on Open Futures*

2:00 PM  
Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Emergent Reading Practices in the Digital Academy*

2:15 PM  
Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge) *Negative Openness: Notes On Prestige, Frauds and the Blunders of the Open Access Imagination*

2:30 PM  
Gustavo Lins Ribeiro (Universidade de Brasilia) *Copies and Politics — Current and Future Issues*

**Discussant**  
2:45 PM  
Alisse Waterston (John Jay College, CUNY)

3:00 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**5-0735** 01:45–03:30 International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**THE ONTOLOGICAL TURN IN FRENCH PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizers**  
John D Kelly (University of Chicago)  
Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

**Chair**  
1:45 PM  
Bruno Latour (Sciences Po Paris) *Modes of Existence*

2:00 PM  
Philippe Descola (College de France) *Modes of Being and Forms of Predication*

**Discussant**  
2:15 PM  
Marshall D Sahlins (University of Chicago)

2:30 PM  
Michael M J Fischer (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

2:45 PM  
Kim Fortun (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
5-0740 01:45–03:30 Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session:
EATING IN THE CITY: FOODWAYS, PUBLICS, AND URBAN TRANSFORMATION

Sponsors
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
National Association of Student Anthropologists

Organizers
Maggie Dickinson (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Andrew Newman (Wayne State University)

Chair
Yuson Jung (Wayne State University)

1:45 PM David Henry Galen Boarder Giles (University of Washington)
Anarchist Soup Kitchens, Abject Economies, and the Public Life of Global Cities

2:00 PM Maggie Dickinson (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Food Aid, Urban Imaginaries and the New Politics of Poverty

2:15 PM Deborah Gewertz (Amherst College) and Frederick Errington (Trinity College)
Becoming ‘Big Shotz’ in the City

2:30 PM Yuson Jung (Wayne State University) and Andrew Newman (Wayne State University)
An Edible Moral Economy in the Motor City: “Good”/“Just” Food and Urban Governance in Detroit

2:45 PM Hanna Garth (University of California, Los Angeles)
Searching for Satiation: Shifting Urban Food Acquisition in Santiago De Cuba

Discussant
3:00 PM Theodore C Bestor (Harvard University)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-0745 01:45–03:30 Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

YOUTH LANGUAGE, HYBRIDITY, AND NEW PUBLICS IN DIVERSE GLOBAL CONTEXTS

Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizers
Leisy T Wyman (University of Arizona)
Inge B Kral (Australian National University)

Chair
Leisy T Wyman (University of Arizona)

1:45 PM
Leisy T Wyman (University of Arizona), Teresa L McCarty PhD (University of California, Los Angeles) and Sheilah E Nicholas (University of Arizona)
Beyond Endangerment: Youth Language Ideologies, Practices, and Activism in Native North America

2:00 PM Carmel O’Shanessy (University of Michigan)
Social and Cultural Factors in the Emergence of Light Warlpiri, a New Mixed Language in Australia

2:15 PM Luz Jimenez Quispe (University of Arizona)
Aymara Urban Youth Expanding Their Language in Cyberspace

2:30 PM Inge B Kral (Australian National University)
Technology Yarning: Communication Technologies and the Altered Social, Cultural and Linguistic Context in Remote Indigenous Australia

2:45 PM Christina Higgins (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Commodified Youth Culture?: HIV Prevention Through Popular Music in Tanzania
**5-0750** 01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**CULTURE@LARGE: “ICONOLOGY MEETS ANTHROPOLOGY: TOTEMISM, FETISHISM, ICONOCLASM. CONVERSATIONS WITH W.J.T. MITCHELL**

**Sponsor**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**  
Brian Larkin (Barnard College)

**Discussant**  
1:45 PM  
W J T Mitchell (University of Chicago)

2:00 PM  
Discussion

**Discussant**  
2:15 PM  
Christopher Pinney (University College London)

2:30 PM  
Birgit Meyer (University of Utrecht)

2:45 PM  
Karen Strassler (Queens College, CUNY)

3:00 PM  
Discussion

**5-0755** 01:45–03:30  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**

**INEQUALITY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS**

**Sponsors**  
Society for Economic Anthropology  
Association for Africanist Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer**  
Laura L Cochrane (Central Michigan University)

**Discussant**  
1:45 PM  
Carolyn K Lesorogol (Washington University)

2:00 PM  
Julia Klara Bryson Bailey (McGill University) Women’s Groups and the Topography of Money and Exchange Between Maasai Women: Mitigating the Landscape of Gender Inequality

2:15 PM  
Laura L Cochrane (Central Michigan University) Addressing Global Economic Inequalities Through Community Participation in Senegal’s Artisanal Workshops

2:30 PM  
Jeffrey H Cohen (Ohio State University) and Ibrahim Sirkeci (Regent’s College London) Inequality and Migration: The Political Economy of Difference Among Transnational Movers

2:45 PM  
Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa) Farmers and Farmworkers: Negotiating Unequal Identities in a Rural Appalachian Community

3:00 PM  
Anna Jefferson (Abt Associates) ‘Not What It Used to be’: Schemas of Class and Contradiction in the Great Recession

3:15 PM  
Jennifer A Vogt (Vanderbilt University) The Political Economy of Community and Cooperation: Artisans, Business Associations, and Economic Development in Rural Peru

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**
Invited Session:
ENGAGING BLACK FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGIES: QUESTIONS OF METHODS, THEORY, AND PRACTICE WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE DISCIPLINE

Sponsor: Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Organizer: Riche Daniel Barnes (Smith College)
Chair: Bianca C Williams (University of Colorado, Boulder)

2:00 PM Corliss D Heath (University of South Florida) The Contributions of Black Feminist Anthropology in HIV Research
2:15 PM Kimberly E Simmons (University of South Carolina) Global Black Feminism and Red De Mujeres: An Afro-Latin American and Caribbean Women’s Network and Agenda

Discussant: Riche Daniel Barnes (Smith College)
Discussant: Rachel J Watkins (American University)

3:00 PM Bianca C Williams (University of Colorado, Boulder) “I Am Telling You, You’re Gonna Love Me!: Black Feminist Anthropologists Still Braving The Field
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

SOCIAL OBSERVATORIES COORDINATING NETWORK: THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of North America
Chair/Organizer: Emilio F Moran (Indiana University)
Roundtable Presenters: Shirley J Fiske (University of Maryland, College Park)
Deborah Winslow (National Science Foundation)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

Invited Session:
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF WOMEN’S GRASSROOTS ACTIVISM: ARE WE ANY CLOSER TO EMPOWERMENT?

Sponsors: Association for Feminist Anthropology
Society for the Anthropology of North America

Chairs/Organizers: Ann Bookman (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Sandra L Morgen (University of Oregon)

1:45 PM Sandra L Morgen (University of Oregon) Women and the Politics of Dis/Empowerment
2:00 PM Ann Bookman (University of Massachusetts Boston) Aging and Grassroots Activism: New Avenues for Women’s Political Agency
2:15 PM Patricia Zavella (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Storytelling As Method: Youth Women of Color Negotiate Difference and ‘Speak Truth to Power’*

2:30 PM Ida S Susser (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *Working Class Women and Engagement: Brooklyn 1970–2013*

2:45 PM Karen Brodkin (University of California, Los Angeles) *Climbing a Down Escalator?: Activism and Leadership by Women of Color Then and Now”*

**DISCUSSANT** 3:00 PM Christa C Craven (College of Wooster)

**DISCUSSANT** 3:15 PM Maylei Blackwell (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**5-0775** 01:45–03:30 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**AFTER CHÁVEZ?**

**REVIEWED BY** AAA Committee on Public Policy

**ORGANIZERS** Charles L Briggs (University of California, Berkeley)

**PANELISTS** Matthew C Gutmann

Claudio Lomnitz (Columbia University)

Clara Mantini-Briggs

Nancy Marie Schepers-Hughes PhD (University of California, Berkeley)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**5-0780** 01:45–03:30 Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**AFTER THE ATLANTIC REVOLUTION: RETHINKING AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL TRADITION — PART II**

**REVIEWED BY** Association of Black Anthropologists

**ORGANIZER** Michael Ralph (New York University)

**CHAIR** Yadira Perez Hazel (Tenement Museum and Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS** Jemima Pierre (Vanderbilt University)

Yadira Perez Hazel (Tenement Museum and Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY)

Jafari Sinclaire Allen (Yale University)

**5-0785** 01:45–03:30 Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**BODYING FORTH IN LAW**

**REVIEWED BY** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS** Sameena Mulla (Marquette University)

Sidharthan Maunaguru (University of Edinburgh and National University of Singapore)

**CHAIR** Kevin G Karpiak (Eastern Michigan University)

1:45 PM Sidharthan Maunaguru (University of Edinburgh and National University of Singapore) *Hindu Temples: Charity or Terrorism? A Criteria for Acknowledgement of the Suffering Within the Courtrooms*
2:00 PM Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (Western Connecticut State University) *Unto the Breach: Freelance Performing Artists and Labor Arbitration*

2:15 PM Young-Gyung Paik (Korea National Open University) *When My Body Is Against My Voice: Law, Disability and Agency in Sexual Abuse Cases*

2:30 PM Sameena Mulla (Marquette University) *“Can You Tell Me the Difference Between the Truth and a Lie?” The Child’s Voice on Trial*

2:45 PM Silvia Posocco (Birkbeck, University of London) *Spoken Into Presence: Differential Materialization, Embodiment and Subjectification in the Sepur Zarco Hearings, Guatemala*

**Discussant** 3:00 PM Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University)

2:00 PM Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (Western Connecticut State University) *Unto the Breach: Freelance Performing Artists and Labor Arbitration*

2:15 PM Young-Gyung Paik (Korea National Open University) *When My Body Is Against My Voice: Law, Disability and Agency in Sexual Abuse Cases*

2:30 PM Sameena Mulla (Marquette University) *“Can You Tell Me the Difference Between the Truth and a Lie?” The Child’s Voice on Trial*

2:45 PM Silvia Posocco (Birkbeck, University of London) *Spoken Into Presence: Differential Materialization, Embodiment and Subjectification in the Sepur Zarco Hearings, Guatemala*

**Discussant** 3:00 PM Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University)

**5-0790 01:45–03:30** Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LATIN AMERICAN BECOMINGS: FUTURE (RE)PUBLICS AND CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS WITH DEVELOPMENT**

**Reviewed by** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizers**
- Alejandra Gonzalez Jimenez (University of Toronto)
- Chantelle Alena Falconer (University of Toronto)

**Chair**
Aidan Eugene Kappeler (University of Toronto)

1:45 PM Daniella Jofre (University of Toronto) *Marketing Wilderness: International Funds and Development Programs for Engaging Aymara Natives in Chile*

2:00 PM Alejandra Gonzalez Jimenez (University of Toronto) *Crafting Futures Through Cars: Volkswagen De México*

2:15 PM Hollis Leigh Moore (University of Toronto) *Traces of Bentham in Brazil: The Prison As Index, Condition, and Technology of Development*

2:30 PM Aaron Eugene Kappeler (University of Toronto) *From Reactionary Modernization to Progressive Development: The Revival of a Dam Project in Rural Venezuela*

2:45 PM Chantelle Alena Falconer (University of Toronto) *(En)Gendering Equality: Conditional Cash Transfers As National Development in Post-Neoliberal Ecuador*

**Discussant** 3:00 PM Richard Kernaghan (University of Florida)

3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**5-0795 01:45–03:30** Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**IMAGINING ONE ANOTHER: TOWARDS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE IMAGINATION THROUGH INTERSUBJECTIVITY**

**Reviewed by** Society for Psychological Anthropology

**Organizer**
Devin Flaherty (University of California, Los Angeles)

**Chair**
Aidan Seale-Feldman (University of California, Los Angeles)

1:45 PM Christopher S Stephan (University of California, Los Angeles) *Myself in Light of What You See: The Role of Others in Altering Self-Experience*
2:00 PM  Devin Flaherty (University of California, Los Angeles) *Imagining the Dying: Hospice Volunteer Trainings as Intersubjective Imagination Work and Imaginary Intersubjective Work*

2:15 PM  Kevin P Groark PhD (New Center for Psychoanalysis and University of California, Los Angeles) *Between Shadow and Substance: Fantasy, Spectrality, and Intersubjectivity Among the Highland Maya of Chiapas, Mexico*

2:30 PM  Aidan Seale-Feldman (University of California, Los Angeles) *Absence, Presence, Virtuality: On the Intersubjective Dimensions of Imaginative Experience in the Context of Migration*

2:45 PM  Douglas Hollan (University of California, Los Angeles) *Memory, Desire, Imagination*

**DISCUSSANT**

3:00 PM  Jason Throop (University of California, Los Angeles)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0800  01:45–03:30**  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**REGIMES OF PROPERTY AND THE TERRITORIALITIES OF EMERGENT COLLECTIVITIES IN LATIN AMERICA**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  Christopher Michael Fraga (Swarthmore College), Sandra Rozental (Universidad Iberoamericana)

**CHAIR**  Monica Salas Landa (Cornell University)

1:45 PM  Jeremy Rayner (The Graduate Center, CUNY) *‘I Didn’t Sell My Country’: Property, Nation and ‘Free Trade’ in Costa Rica*

2:00 PM  Sandra Rozental (Universidad Iberoamericana) *Hunting for Treasure in San Miguel Coatlinchan: Property, Personhood and Territoriality in Contemporary Mexico*

2:15 PM  Christopher Michael Fraga (Swarthmore College) *Agave™? Notes On the Political Economy of a Genus*

2:30 PM  Paul M Liffman (El Colegio de Michoacán) *Patrimony, Resources and Global Flows in a Mexican Anti-Mining Movement*

2:45 PM  Andrej Grubacic (California Institute of Integral Studies) and Denis O’Hearn (SUNY, Binghamton) *Exilic Spaces and the World-Economy: Territorial and Structural Escape*

**DISCUSSANT**

3:00 PM  Deborah Poole (Johns Hopkins University)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-0805  01:45–03:30**  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PHYSICIAN-ANTHROPOLOGISTS: HYBRID ENGAGEMENTS AT THE INTERSECTION OF MEDICINE AND CULTURAL ANALYSIS**

**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Medical Anthropology

**CHAIR/ORGANIZER**  Adam Baim (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM  Kimberly Sue (Harvard University) *Addicted Habitus and the Hospital Course of a Patient With Heroin Addiction: Using Bourdieu’s Notion of Symbolic Violence to Teach Clinicians*
2:00 PM  Carolyn Sufrin (University of California, San Francisco)  “Doctor, Why didn’t You Adopt My baby?” Observant Participation and the (In) Convenient Dilemmas of the Physician-Anthropologist

2:15 PM  Seth M Holmes (University of California, Berkeley) and Maya Ponte (University of California, San Francisco)  Making Patients Into Cases: Medical Students, Patient Presentations and Uncertainty

2:30 PM  Nicholas Iacobelli (University of Pennsylvania)  “Who Is He Getting Healthy For?” The Role of the Clinician Observer in Reclaiming Evidence-Based Medicine

2:45 PM  Jennifer L Baldwin (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign)  When Bodies Speak: Patient Narrative and the Diagnostic Construction of War-Acquired Disabilities

DISCUSSANT  3:00 PM  Helena B Hansen (New York University)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0810  01:45–03:30  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

"SUSTAINING NARRATIVES:” INTEGRATED PERSPECTIVES ON COMMUNITY HEALTH, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, AND ENVIRONMENTALISM

Reviewed by: Anthropology and Environment Society

Organizers:
William L Alexander (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)
Anton T Daughters (Truman State University)

Chair:
William L Alexander (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)

1:45 PM  William L Alexander (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)  Reframing The Issue, Delivering The Message: Farmworker Health Outreach and Immigration Reform

2:00 PM  Anton T Daughters (Truman State University)  Surviving the Aquaculture Boom: Rural Livelihoods vs. Wage Labor in Southern Chile’s Archipelago of Chiloé

2:15 PM  Anita Carrasco (Luther College)  Exploring An Explorer: William Rudolph’s Role in the History of the Relationship Between Mining and the Sustainability of Indigenous Peoples in Atacama

2:30 PM  Crystal Ann Vitous (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)  Globalization, Dietary Change, and Sustainable Health in Rural Panama: An Ethnographic Approach

2:45 PM  Steven C Autry (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)  A Full Belly Is Necessary to Thrive

3:00 PM  Carolyn A Jost Robinson (University of North Carolina, Wilmington) and Melissa Remis (Purdue University)  Biodiversity and Human Health: Examining Intersections Between Hunter-Gatherers, Wildlife and Conservation in the Dzanga-Sangha Reserve

DISCUSSANT  3:15 PM  Carolyn M Smith-Morris (Southern Methodist University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P
AESTHETICS OF SECURITY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA

Reviewed by: Association for Africanist Anthropology
Chair/Organizer: Anna M West (Stanford University)

1:45 PM Kevin Donovan (University of Cape Town and University of Michigan) *The Biometric Imaginary: The Technopolitics of Securing the Market and State in Contemporary South African Social Protection*
2:00 PM Liezemarie Johannes (University of the Witswatersrand) *The Story of the Purple House: Aesthetics and Security of Gated Communities in South Africa*
2:15 PM Danai Samantha Mupotsa (University of the Witswatersrand) *White Weddings*
2:30 PM Anna M West (Stanford University) *Food Security and the Semiotics of Maize in Malawi*

Discussant: 2:45 PM Jason Price (University of California, Berkeley)
Discussant: 3:00 PM Claudia Gastrow (University of Chicago)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

THINKING ABOUT CULTURE AS A VERB

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair/Organizer: Akiko Hayashi (University of Georgia)

1:45 PM Kathryn M Anderson-Levitt (University of California, Los Angeles) *Culture as Local Meaning Making, and “National” Differences in an Academic Discipline*
2:00 PM Diane M Hoffman (University of Virginia) *The Power of Intuition: Culture, Distributed Knowledge, and Learning for Survival in Haiti*
2:15 PM Akiko Hayashi (University of Georgia) *Embodiment, Empty-Mindedness, and Expertise in Japanese Preschool Teaching*
2:30 PM Joseph J Tobin (University of Georgia) *Reassembling the Cultural*

Discussant: 2:45 PM Kristin D Phillips (Emory University)
Discussant: 3:00 PM Jennifer Keys Adair (University of Texas)
3:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

DISRUPTING DICHOTOMIES: IMMIGRANTS AND ETHNOGRAPHERS RETHINKING THE PURPOSES AND PRACTICES OF ADULT EDUCATION

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer: Janise Hurtig (University of Illinois at Chicago)
Chair: Silvia C Nogueron-Liu (University of Georgia)

1:45 PM Jill P Koyama (University of Arizona) *The Risk of Dependency: Educating and Not Educating Refugees to Be Self-Sufficient*
2:00 PM  Silvia C Nogueron-Liu (University of Georgia) *The Balancing Act in Researcher Positionality: Mediating and Reconfiguring Multiple Parental Involvement Perspectives in a Family Digital Literacy Program*

2:15 PM  Eva Yerende (Eastern New Mexico University), Chris Calderon (Eastern New Mexico University), Maria Garcia Olivar (Eastern New Mexico University) and Stephanie Silago (Eastern New Mexico University) *Disrupting Identities of Immigrant Teachers and Teachers of Immigrants in an Adult ESL Education Program*

2:30 PM  Janise Hurtig (University of Illinois at Chicago) *Radical Adult Education and the Uses of Ethnography: Reflections From the Participatory Study of a Bilingual Adult High School*

**DISCUSSANT**  2:45 PM  Matthew J Carlson (University of Minnesota)

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Mira-Lisa S Katz (Sonoma State University)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0830**  01:45–03:30  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**MAKING IDENTITIES WORK: THE EMBODIED POLITICS OF RURALITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY**

**REVIEWED BY**  Anthropology and Environment Society

**ORGANIZERS**  Lindsey Raisa Feldman (University of Arizona)

**CHAIR**  Lindsey Raisa Feldman (University of Arizona)

1:45 PM  Lindsey Raisa Feldman (University of Arizona) *Good Hands and True Grit: Making a Ranching Identity Work in the Altar Valley*

2:00 PM  Casper G Bendixsen (Rice University) *No Country for Bad Men: Ethical Embodiment in the Rural*

2:15 PM  Annika Ericksen (University of Arizona) *Work Ethic and the Politics of Responsibility in Mongolian Livestock Herding*

2:30 PM  Kristin M Sullivan (University of Maryland, College Park) *Hunting Decoy Carvers and the Embodiment of Working Heritage*

2:45 PM  Jelena Radovic Fanta (University of California, Riverside) *“Me Gusta Tener plata”: Consumption, Seasonal Labor, and “Modernity” in Chile’s Aconcagua Valley*

**DISCUSSANT**  3:00 PM  Thomas E Sheridan (University of Arizona)

3:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-0835**  01:45–03:30  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton


**REVIEWED BY**  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**CHAIR/Organizer**  Carmen A Ferradas (SUNY, Binghamton)

1:45 PM  Howard B Rosing PhD (Depaul University) *Eating Alone and Together: Food and the Uneven Politics of Neoliberal Restructuring in the Dominican Republic*
### Postneoliberalism in Argentina? Social Policies and Indigenous Communities

**2:00 PM**  
Marina Weinberg (Universidad de Buenos Aires, Instituto Interdisciplinario Tilcara and SUNY, Binghamton)  
*Postneoliberalism in Argentina? Social Policies and Indigenous Communities*

**2:15 PM**  
Ruth Goldstein (University of California, Berkeley)  
*Mercurial Migrations and Neoliberal Dreams*

**2:30 PM**  
Lindsay DuBois (Dalhousie University)  
*Social Policy in La Patria Grande*

**2:45 PM**  
Daniel E Renfrew (West Virginia University)  
*Natural/Productive Uruguay: Mega-Development, Showcase Ecology and the New Left*

### Natural/Productive Uruguay: Mega-Development, Showcase Ecology and the New Left

**3:00 PM**  
Nancy G Postero (University of California, San Diego)

### Social Policy in La Patria Grande

**3:15 PM**  
John Clarke (Open University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

### Europe in Flames: Protest and Politics of Grievance in Postsocialist States

**5-0840 01:45–03:30**  
Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
*EUROPE IN FLAMES: PROTEST AND POLITICS OF GRIEVANCE IN POST-SOCIALIST STATES*

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**ORGANIZER**  
Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University Ohio)

**CHAIR**  
Marysia H Galbraith (University of Alabama)

**1:45 PM**  
Anna Fournier (University of Manitoba)  
*Defiant Belonging: New Cultures of Protest in the Margins of the European Union*

**2:00 PM**  
Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University)  
*Sincerity, Morality, and Dissent in Lithuania’s Electoral Politics*

**2:15 PM**  
Lora Koycheva (University College London)  
*Silence and the State of Dissent: Thinking About Self-Immolation as an Act, as Activism, and as Agency in Postsocialist Bulgaria*

**2:30 PM**  
Dace A Dzenovska (University of Latvia)  
*Between Life and Politics: Interpreting Latvian Outmigration*

**DISCUSSANT**  
Kristen Ghodsee (Bowdoin College)

**3:00 PM**  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

### Theatre of the Oppressed Chicago Workshop and Discussion: Participatory Theater Techniques for Fostering Empowered Community Responses to Public School Closings

**5-0845 01:45–03:30**  
Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
*THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED CHICAGO WORKSHOP AND DISCUSSION: PARTICIPATORY THEATER TECHNIQUES FOR FOSTERING EMPOWERED COMMUNITY RESPONSES TO PUBLIC SCHOOL CLOSINGS*

**REVIEWED BY**  
Installations

**ORGANIZERS**  
Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)

**PRESENTERS**  
1:45 PM  
Donier Tyler (Theatre of the Oppressed Chicago)

**2:00 PM**  
Emmanuel Gutierrez (Theatre of the Oppressed Chicago)

**2:15 PM**  
Teresa Veramendi (Theatre of the Oppressed Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
**5-0850** 01:45–03:30  
Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CONTEMPORARY VISUAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Visual Anthropology

**Chair**  
Zoe Bray (Center for Basque Studies, UNR)

1:45 PM  
Andrea Clark (University of Kansas) “Using Visual Ethnography to Capture Embodied Experiences of Urban Mobilities”

2:00 PM  
Zoe Bray (Center for Basque Studies, University of Nevada, Reno) Ethnography and Naturalist Painting: Parallels in Ways of Seeing and Understanding the World

2:15 PM  
Beth A Uzwiak (Bryn Mawr College) and Laurian R Bowles (Davidson College) Portrait Parlé: Speaking Portraits of Race and Poverty in Philadelphia

2:30 PM  
Bianca Hernandez (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology) Vlogging My Fieldnotes

2:45 PM  
Vitor Pinheiro Grunvald (University of São Paulo) “We Look Like Porn Stars!”: Erotic Interaction and Image Mediation in an Online Community

3:00 PM  
Rachel Elizabeth Jones (University of Southern California, Center for Visual Anthropology) Projecting the Future Past: Found Footage, Youtube, and Experiencing the Audiovisual Artifact

3:15 PM  
Discussion

---

**5-0855** 01:45–03:30  
Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**ARCHAEOLOGY OF AFRICA & DIASPORA COMMUNITIES**

**Reviewed by**  
Archaeology Division

**Chair**  
Lydia Wilson Marshall (DePauw University)

1:45 PM  
Colin Thomas LeJeune (University of Illinois at Chicago) Practice, Material Culture, and Identity on the Swahili Coast: Operationalizing the Archaeological Investigation of Ethnicity

2:00 PM  
Lydia Wilson Marshall (DePauw University) Should Archaeology Be Contextual or Comparative?: Considering Local and Global Perspectives on 19th-Century Runaway Slave Communities in Kenya

2:15 PM  
John M Stoetzel (University of Virginia) Silica Bodies, Swahili Actions: Phytolith Analysis as a Method to Reconstruct Socio-Ecologic Impacts of Urbanization at Songo Mnara, Tanzania Between AD 1300 and 1600

2:30 PM  
Carla E Klehm (University of Texas at Austin) Increasingly Intertwined? Complexity and Local Landscapes in Iron Age Botswana

2:45 PM  
Honora X Sullivan-Chin (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Elena Maria Sesma (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Contested Heritage in Western Massachusetts: A Case Study at the W.E.B. Du Bois Homesite and Historic Deerfield

3:00 PM  
Jessie C Cohen (New Jersey State Museum) “Georgia of the North”: Misconceptions About Slavery in New Jersey

3:15 PM  
Discussion
5-0865 01:45–03:30 Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

MIGRANT AND REFUGEE EXPERIENCES IN GLOBAL CONTEXT

REVIEWED BY
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

CHAIR
Zachary David Sheldon (University of Chicago)

1:45 PM
Miranda Cady Hallett (Otterbein University) The Imaginarium of Belonging: Place Attachment and Precarious Legality for Salvadoran Transnationals

2:00 PM
Zachary David Sheldon (University of Chicago) After Freedom: Iraqi Refugee Resettlement and the American Dream

2:15 PM
Lisa Marie Davidson (University of Toronto) From Migration to Intercultural Politics: Multi-Culture, Ethnic Diversity and Christian Community-Building in Toronto, Canada

2:30 PM
Sahil Warsi (School of Oriental and African Studies) Who Is an Afghan Refugee?: Three Stories of Migration to New Delhi

2:45 PM
Judith Boruchoff (Universidad Autónoma de Guerrero and University of Chicago) Mexican Hometown Organizations in Chicago and the Multiple Dimensions of Transnational Political Space

3:00 PM
Arianne Dorval (Duke University) Building Another Space-Time: Emerging Political Subjectivities of Sans Papiers in Marseille

5-0870 01:45–03:30 Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

POSTSOCIALIST CHINA

REVIEWED BY
Society for East Asian Anthropology

ORGANIZERS
Linda E Dwyer (Salisbury University)
Yang Zhan (SUNY, Binghamton)

CHAIR
Yang Zhan (SUNY, Binghamton)

1:45 PM
Chaoxiong Zhang (Washington University) Localization of the State-Promoted Methadone Maintenance Treatment for Drug Addiction in Post-Socialist China

2:00 PM
Yang Shen (London School of Economics and Political Science) Discontinuity At Work and Home: Male Pantry Helpers in the Service Sector in Shanghai

2:15 PM
Ka-ming Wu (Chinese University of Hong Kong) Post-Socialist Gender Gymnastics: Miss Etiquette and Hyper Femininity in Contemporary China

2:30 PM
Jun Zhang (Bryn Mawr College) Singing Red Songs in Parks: Apolitical Engagement in Political Culture in Urban China

2:45 PM
Linda E Dwyer (Salisbury University) The Challenges and Benefits of Introducing Chinese Language and Cultural Programs in Financially Difficult Times

3:00 PM
Yang Zhan (SUNY, Binghamton) The Politics of Loving Heart: Organized Gifting and the Creation of Hierarchy in Post-Socialist China

3:15 PM Discussion
MUSEUMS. CULTURAL SITES AND LANDMARKS OF AFRICAN AMERICA

REVIEWED BY
Association of Black Anthropologists

CHAIR
E Kofi Agorsah

1:45 PM
E Kofi Agorsah *Kormanse: A resistance power in the African Diaspora*

2:00 PM
Robert K Collins (San Francisco State University) *Displaying Transculturalization: A Collaborative African-Native American Exhibit Between National Museums*

2:15 PM
Alisha R Winn (Fayetteville State University) *A Storm a Pleasant City: Buried History, Opportune Space, and Devaluing of People in Paradise*

2:30 PM
Blair Rose Zaid (Michigan State University) and Shanti Ali Zaid (Michigan State University) *Remembering Our Selves: The Home Site of Malcolm X, An American Cultural Heritage Site*

2:45 PM
Patricia Williams-Lessane (College of Charleston's Avery Research Center) *We Carry These Memories Inside of We: The Preservation Gullah Traditions and Sensibilities in Historic Charleston*

3:00 PM
Flordeliz T. Bugarin (Howard University) *The Children of Nicodemus: Discovering the Material Culture of Children From An African American Town in the Midwest*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

Poster Session: MORALITY AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ‘GOOD’

REVIEWED BY
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

Sarah R Taylor (Wichita State University) *In Search of Solidarity: Volunteers, Vacationers, and Viajeros*

Kimberly Marie Wynne (University of Oslo) *Confessional Gossip: Practicing Ethics Through a Conversation With the Moral Self in the Dominican Banana Bateyes*

Marianinna Villavicencio (University of Notre Dame) *The “Indigenous Problem”: Belonging and Social Mobility in Modern Day Guatemala City*

Timothy J Smith (Appalachian State University) *The Impasse of Being: Collective Memory, Elections, and Trials in Contemporary Guatemala*

Jordan Wright (Teachers College, Columbia University) *Leisured Language Learners*

Francisco J Fernandez-Repetto (Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan) *On Tourism and Communities: Perspectives From International Students in Merida, Mexico*
ADVANCING A CAUSE IN THE INTERNATIONAL ARENA: FLEXIANS AND ACTIVISTS IN INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE

**REVIEWED BY** Association for the Anthropology of Policy

**ORGANIZERS**
- Birgit Muller (CNRS)
- Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)

**CHAIR**
- Birgit Muller (CNRS)

**1:45 PM**
- **Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)**
  Hijacking Policy: Flexians and Flex Nets in International Governance

**2:00 PM**
- **Paul Stubbs (The Institute of Economics)**
  Philanthropy and Flex in (Post-)Conflict Spaces: Soros, the Open Society and the Post-Yugoslav Space

**2:15 PM**
- **Valeria Siniscalchi (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)**
  Leadership, Economic Networks and Political Connections in the Slow Food Movement

**2:30 PM**
- **Caroline Gatt (University of Aberdeen)**
  The Flexible Federation: Friends of the Earth International’s Experiments for Inclusive Decision-Making

**2:45 PM**
- **Sarah Benabou (University Paris Est/Centre Alexandre Koyre - IFRIS) and Birgit Muller (CNRS)**
  Creating “shared value”? On Some Ambiguities of the Business Agenda at Rio+20

**3:00 PM**
- **Birgit Muller (CNRS)**

**3:15 PM**
- **Shalini Randeria (Geneva)**

This session may be of particular interest to: P

NEW REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

**REVIEWED BY** Middle East Section

**CHAIR/Organizer**
- Lisa L Wynn (Macquarie University)

**1:45 PM**
- **Angel M Foster (University of Ottawa and Ibis Reproductive Health)**
  Improving Women’s Health in the Middle East and North Africa: Lessons Learned From the Introduction of Mifepristone in Tunisia

**2:00 PM**
- **Lisa L Wynn (Macquarie University)**
  “Viagra Soup”: Masculinity and Global Pharma in Portrayals of Erectile Dysfunction Drugs in Cairo

**2:15 PM**
- **Shirin Karsan (Drexel University)**
  The “ART” of Making Babies! Assisted Reproduction Technologies in the United Arab Emirates (UAE)

**2:30 PM**
- **Jess Newman (Yale University)**

**2:45 PM**
- **Angel M Foster (University of Ottawa)**

**3:00 PM**
- **Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: P
LEARNING IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTEXT: AN EXAMINATION OF CURRENT EDUCATION INITIATIVES, SCHOOLING, AND SERVICE-LEARNING

Chair/Organizer:

1:45 PM

Maria L. Roditis (University of California, San Francisco) and Bonnie Halpern-Felsher (University of California, San Francisco)

“This Needs to be Testable!” vs. “This Needs to be Flexible!?: Lessons Learned Creating a School-Based Intervention Using a Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) Approach

2:00 PM

Monica S Hunter (PAST Foundation), Sheli O Smith (The PAST Foundation), Annalies Corbin (The PAST Foundation) and Maria G Cohen (The PAST Foundation)

Cultural Transformations in K–12 Education: Changing Roles and Relations in the STEM Schoolhouse

2:15 PM

Susan L. Schalge (Minnesota State University, Mankato), Matthew Pajunen (Minnesota State University, Mankato) and Jaclyn Ann Skinner (Minnesota State University, Mankato)

Engagements and Education: Service-Learning Anthropology

2:30 PM

Sheena Nahm (Para Los Niños and The New School for Public Engagement)

Survival Stories From Academia 2.0: Connecting Theory and Practice in Nonprofit Program Development

2:45 PM

Robbin La Vine (Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Division of Subsistence)

The Possibility of Skill: Acquiring Subsistence Competence in Rural Alaska

3:00 PM

Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

FIELDNOTES: MAKINGS OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN A DIGITAL WORLD

Chairs/Organizers:

1:45 PM

Lisa Cliggett (University of Kentucky)

Preservation, Sharing and Technological Challenges of Longitudinal Research in the Digital Age

2:00 PM

Heather A Horst (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology)

Collaboration, Scale and (Digital) Ethnographic Practice

2:15 PM

Jean E Jackson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Changes in Fieldnotes’ Roles Over the Past Thirty Years in U.S. Anthropology

2:30 PM

William W Kelly (Yale University)

Digital Technologies, Virtual Communities, Electronic Fieldwork: The Slow Social Science Adapts to High-Tech Japan

2:45 PM

Diane E King (Ohio State University and University of Kentucky)

Digital Engagements: Fieldnotes and Queries for Anthropology Prompted by Iraqi Kurdistan in the Information Age

3:00 PM

Discussion

3:15 PM

Break
3:30 PM  Jordan H Kraemer (University of California, Irvine) *Doing Fieldwork, Brb: Ethnography With/On Social and Mobile Media*

3:45 PM  Rena Lederman (Princeton University) *Anthropological Records Go Digital: What's Not to Like?*

4:00 PM  Mary H Moran (Colgate University) *The Digital Divide: Local and Global Manifestations*

4:15 PM  Mieke Schrooten (Hogeschool-Universiteit Brussel) *Collecting Data Online: An Exploration of Ethical Issues in e-Research*

4:30 PM  Martin Slama (Austrian Academy of Sciences) *Aspects of Filesharing in Contemporary Fieldwork: From Genealogical Records to Facebook*

4:45 PM  Susan Warshauer Tratner (Empire State College, SUNY) *New York Parenting Discussion Boards: Efieldnotes For New Research Frontiers*

5:00 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

5-0910 01:45–05:30  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF INFRASTRUCTURE

**Reviewed by**  Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizers**  Nikhil Anand (University of Minnesota)

Hannah Appel (University of California, Berkeley)

**Chair**  Laura Bear (London School of Economics)

1:45 PM  Arjun Appadurai (New York University) *Cinematic Infrastructure: Roads, Phones and Real Estate in Bollywood Cinema*

2:00 PM  Penelope M Harvey (University of Manchester) *Inauguration and the Time of the Infrastructural*

2:15 PM  Akhil Gupta (University of California, Los Angeles) *Ruins of the Future*

2:30 PM  Nikhil Anand (University of Minnesota) *Infrastructures of Commitment: Biopolitics, Materiality and the State of Water Pipes in Mumbai*

2:45 PM  Antina von Schnitzler (The New School) *Beyond the Toilet Elections: Infrastructure and the Materiality of Politics in South Africa*

3:00 PM  Brenda Chalfin (University of Florida) *'Wastelandia': Infrastructure and the Commonwealth of Waste in Urban Ghana*

**Discussant**  Dominic C Boyer (Rice University)

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Laura Bear (London School of Economics) *Navigating Austerity: Contradictions in Time and Popular Infrastructures of Global Trade On the Hooghly River*

4:00 PM  Janell Rothenberg (University of California, Los Angeles) *The Global Promises of Port Infrastructure for Things and Labor*

4:15 PM  Hannah Appel (University of California, Berkeley) *Off Equatorial Guinea's Shores: Infrastructure and the Performances of Capitalism*

4:30 PM  Julia Elyachar (University of California, Irvine) *That Publick Thing Finance As Infrastructure From Exchange Alley to Tahrir Square*

4:45 PM  Bill Maurer (University of California, Irvine) *Riding The Rails, Or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Fed*
**MATERIAL SEMEIORIOTS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS**

**5-0915 01:45–05:30**  
Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**MATERIAL SEMEIORIOTS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS**

Reviewed by  
Archaeology Division

Chairs/Organizers  
Alexander A Bauer (Queens College, CUNY)  
Zoe Crossland (Columbia University)

1:45 PM  
Zoe Crossland (Columbia University) and Alexander A Bauer (Queens College, CUNY) Material Semiotics: Unmediated First Thoughts

2:00 PM  
Robert W Preucel (Brown University) Words and Things: The Semiotic Mediation of Culture

2:15 PM  
Marta Diaz-Guardamino (University of Southampton) Decorated Stelae and Bronze Age Social Life On the Iberian Peninsula: A Peircean Approach

2:30 PM  
Anna S Agbe-Davies (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Are Beads Good to Think?

2:45 PM  
John C Barrett (University of Sheffield) Against Semiotics and Towards a Peircean Archaeology

3:00 PM  
Patrycja Filipowicz (Institute of Prehistory, Adam Mickiewicz University) Images of the Lost World. The Peircean Perspective On Çatalhöyük imagery in the Chalcolithic

3:15 PM  
Veerendra Lele (Denison University) Mixed Temporalities at the Trowel’s Edge: Material ‘Shifters’ in Archaeological Sites

3:30 PM  
Break

3:45 PM  
Paul Manning (Trent University) Peirce’s Steam-Engines: Technological Metaphors, Pastoral Design, and Peircean Semiotics

4:00 PM  
Craig N Cipolla (University of Leicester) What Difference Does Peirce Make?: Rethinking Agency, Materiality, and Community-Based Entanglements in the Archaeology of Colonialism

4:15 PM  
Carol McDavid (Community Archaeology Research Institute, Inc.) Shaking the Family Tree: Exploring the Possibilities of Peirce and Public Archaeology Practice

4:30 PM  
Paul Kockelman (University of Texas) Material Substances and Semiotic Processes

Discussant  
4:45 PM  
Rosemary A Joyce (University of California, Berkeley)

Discussant  
5:00 PM  
Michael Silverstein (University of Chicago)

5:15 PM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
HUMAN EXPERIENCE IN THE GENOMIC /POST-GENOMIC AGE

Biological Anthropology Section

Reviewed by:

Chair/Organizer:

Jada Benn Torres (University of Notre Dame)

Meta J Kreiner (Michigan State University) and Heather A Howard-Bobiwash (Michigan State University) Genomic Anticipation and the Rhetoric of Quality Measurement in Primary Care: An Unlikely Collaboration?

William H McKellin (University of British Columbia) Personalized Medicine and People With Rare Diseases: Contrasting Constructions of N=1 Patients in Genomic Medicine

Anna Jabloner (University of Chicago) Jewish Gene Panels, Preventive Double Mastectomies: Risk and Racial Anxiety in Genetic Counseling

Astrid Bochow (Constance University, Centre for Advanced Studies) The Soul Is in the Genes. Depicting Procreation in the Context of HIV/AIDS

James Battle (University of California, Santa Cruz) Bioethical Conscripton: Ascriptive Inequality, Categorical Inclusion, and the Moral Economy of Participation

Discussion

Break

Andrew T Ozga (University of Oklahoma), Raul Tito (University of Oklahoma) and Cecil Lewis (University of Oklahoma) 1% Human

Victoria Massie (University of California, Berkeley) "Time Is Elastic": (Re)Connecting Home, Race, and History Through Genetic Ancestry Testing

Jessica W Blanchard (University of Oklahoma) and Angela M Helt (University of Oklahoma) Testing the Waters: Navigating Contested Ideas About DNA Ancestry Testing in Indigenous and Other Historically Exploited Communities

Carol L Holmes Between Sociobiology and Biosociality: Genomics As Historical Practice in Brazil

Yve le Grand (Institute for Social Sciences, University of Lisbon) At War: Conflicting Beliefs and Ideologies in the Public Debate on GM Food in Portugal

Jada Benn Torres (University of Notre Dame) Genetic Modified Foods in the Public Sphere: An Anthropological Genetic Critique

Discussant:

Alan Goodman (Hampshire College)

Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
ENGAGING A NEW PUBLIC? STUDying UP IN AFRICA

REVIEWED BY
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

ORGANIZERS
Rebecca Warne Peters (The Maxwell School, Syracuse University)
Claire L Wendland (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

CHAIR
Saida Hodzic (Cornell University)

1:45 PM
Adia Benton (Brown University) Sideways, Through, Up: African Expatriates in the Ethnography of direction, Hierarchy and Scale

2:00 PM
Derick A Fay (University of California, Riverside) Studying Along: Conservation Science, Policy and Practice in South Africa

2:15 PM
Johanna Crane (University of Washington-Bothell) ”We Say HIV Opened Uganda’s Doors”: Making a Research Career in Ugandan Medicine

2:30 PM
Megan A Styles (University of Washington) “We Must Protect the Image of the Country”: Being ‘professional’ During Kenya’s Post-Election Crisis, 2007–2008

2:45 PM
Ramah McKay (University of Minnesota) Medicine As Middle Ground? Class, Professionalization, and State Transformation in Mozambique

DISCUSSANTS
3:00 PM
Stacey A Langwick (Cornell University)

3:15 PM
Discussion

3:30 PM
Break

3:45 PM
Denielle A Elliott (York University) The Emergence of Postcolonial Science: Ethnography, Stories and Scientists in Kenya

4:00 PM
Deborah Pellow (The Maxwell School, Syracuse University) Help for the Hometown: North Ghanaian Professionals

4:15 PM
Crystal L Biruk (Oberlin College) From Unknown to Over-Researched: Studying Up and MSM Activism in Malawi

4:30 PM
Rebecca Warne Peters (The Maxwell School of Syracuse University) Studying Up and Getting Around: Professional Mobility Among Angolan Development Workers

4:45 PM
Kenneth C Maes (Oregon State University) Studying Up and Looking Down: Elites’ and Aspiring Elites’ Reflections On Humility and Inequality in AIDS Treatment Programs in Urban Ethiopia

DISCUSSANTS
5:00 PM
Claire L Wendland (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

5:15 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

LANGUAGE AND THE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH

REVIEWED BY
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

ORGANIZER
Inmaculada M Garcia Sanchez (Temple University)

CHAIRS
Ariana Mangual Figueroa (Rutgers University)
Inmaculada M Garcia Sanchez (Temple University)
Marcelo M Suarez-Orozco (University of California, Los Angeles)
Leslie C Moore (Ohio State University) Making African Storybooks Culturally Relevant and Culturally Marked in a Kindergarten Classroom in a Somali-Centric School
Katie Clonan-Roy (University of Pennsylvania), Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania) and Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania) Heterogenous, Shifting Language Ideologies in the Schooling of Immigrant Mexican Children
Martha Sif Karrebaek (University of Copenhagen) “Don’t Speak to Her Like That”: Language Ideologies, Interaction and Language Choice Among Immigrant Children in Primary School in Copenhagen, Denmark
Katie Clonan-Roy (University of Pennsylvania), Catherine R Rhodes (University of Pennsylvania) and Stanton E F Wortham (University of Pennsylvania) Heterogenous, Shifting Language Ideologies in the Schooling of Immigrant Mexican Children

Patricia Baquedano-Lopez (University of California, Berkeley) Vietnamese Heritage-Language Practices and Ideologies in Contexts of Superdiversity
Chantal M Tetreault (Michigan State University) Performing Immigrant Parents: Indexicality and Voicing in Parental Name Calling Among French Teens of North African Descent
Maias C Taha (University of Arizona) Ritualized Civility, Ritualized Racialization: Democratic Citizenship Education in Southeast Spain
Inmaculada M Garcia Sanchez (Temple University) The Experience of Racialization in Spain and in the U.S.: Moroccan Immigrant Children and Latino Immigrant Youth’s Narratives of Difference and Belonging

Lori Donath (University of South Carolina) and Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina) Opening Dialogs for Advocating Mayan Language (and Culture) Rights in Public Schools of the Southeastern U.S.
Dave Paulson (Temple University) Vietnamese Heritage-Language Practices and Ideologies in Contexts of Superdiversity

Rachel Quaill (University of Southern California) I Am the Lancer Motel: Anthropological Theory On the Agency of Home
Carin Tunaker (University of Kent) A Precarious Home: Homeless LGBT Youth in South East England
Maria Panta (University for the Creative Arts, Canterbury School of Architecture) Home As ‘a gift? Homes Built By NGOs in Bangladesh to House Homeless Disaster-Struck Communities
2:30 PM Ingrid Brudvig (University of Cape Town) *Conviviality in Bellville: Excerpts From An Ethnography of Space, Place, Mobility and Belonging*

2:45 PM Fiona Eileen Murphy (Dublin City University) *What Dreams May Come: Imaginings of Home in the Lives of Australia's Stolen Generations*

3:00 PM Judith Melita Okely (University of Oxford) *Once Travelling Gypsies, Now Incarcerated in 'Bricks and Mortar', Have Lost Their Preferred Home As Caravans in Changing Places*

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Rachel Marie Scicluna (University of Manchester) *Is the Kitchen as 'hub of the home' a Myth? Or Is It the 'hub of Politics and Social change?*

4:00 PM Barbara Eva Holler (Sussex University) *A Dumping Ground for Society's Sick People* Beyond Shelter: Constructions of Home On a Poor Housing Estate in England

4:15 PM Miriam C Boyles (University of Cambridge) *The Uncertainty of Home: Exploring Some Older Women's Experiences of Illness in Walworth, Southeast London*

4:30 PM Stephanie Rosenberg (University of Sussex) *Japanese-Brazilians or Brazilian-Japanese? The Myth of Return and the Construction of a Transnational Home for Japanese-Brazilian nikkeijin*

4:45 PM Monica Five Aarset (Institute for Social Research, Norway) *22 July 2011 – An Unsettling Event*

5:00 PM Narmala Halstead (University of East London) *Materialising Home Amidst Movement of People*

**Discussant** 5:15 PM João Pina-Cabral (University of Kent)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

**5-0940** 01:45–05:30 PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ARTICULATIONS OF MORALITY AND MEDIATIONS OF POWER IN THEORY AND ETHNOGRAPHY**

**Reviewed by** Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Chair/Organizer** Hanna H Kim (Adelphi University)

1:45 PM Ann-Kristin Iwersen (Zentrum für interkulturelle Bildung und Arbeit (ZiB) e.V.) *The Anthropology of Morality: Sketches for a Theoretical Framework*

2:00 PM Jennifer B Delfino (American University) *“I Just Wanna Know, Can We Get Back to Work Now?”: Directives Among African American Preadolescents*

2:15 PM Garrison L Doreck (University of California, Irvine) *American Muslims & Diasporic Diplomacy: Moral Contestations of the Polemics & Politics of Insult*

2:30 PM Alisa M Perkins (Western Michigan University) *Gender, Morality, and Public Religiosity for Muslim Americans in Michigan*

2:45 PM Patricia K Taber (University of California) *Gender and the ‘Moral Economy’ of Micro-Enterprise in South India*

3:00 PM Bernardo Brown (Cornell University) *The Moral Education of Sri Lankan Catholic Migrants*
3:15 PM  Hanna H Kim (Adelphi University) Moral Claims, Liberal Critiques, and Making a Case for Unscrambling Epistemologies of Difference

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Linh M An (University of California, Los Angeles) “I Have Two Choices, I Go to Die or I Continue Living”: The Moral Choices of Chinese-American Women Caring for Relatives With Mental Illnesses

4:00 PM  Non Arkaraprasertkul (Harvard University) Locating Moral Landscape of Contemporary China: Ethnography of Subjectivity, Psychiatry, the Divided Self and the Quest for Morality

4:15 PM  Kyoim Yun (University of Kansas) Moral Dilemmas in Studying Ritual Consumption on a South Korean Island

4:30 PM  Wai-Chi Chee (Chinese University of Hong Kong) Navigating Different Facets of Morality

4:45 PM  Laurel Kendall (American Museum of Natural History)

5:00 PM  Richard A Shweder (University of Chicago)

5:15 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-0945  01:45–05:30 Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

MUSEUM EVOLUTION: HOW UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS CONTINUE TO ADVANCE ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY

Council for Museum Anthropology

CHAIR/ORGANIZER

Jennifer Kirker Priest (The Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University)

1:45 PM  Jennifer Kirker Priest (The Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University) Making Ethnographic Collections Relevant to 21st Century Audiences: A Survey of University Museums

2:00 PM  Stacy B. Schaefer (California State University, Chico) Making Anthropology Matter in University Museums

2:15 PM  Cassandra L. Mesick (Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas) The Fine Art of Anthropology: Conversations from a University Art Museum


2:45 PM  Ashlee Craig (Northern Illinois University) Applying New Analytical Methods to Old Museum Collections

3:00 PM  Richard M Leventhal (University of Pennsylvania) and Brian I Daniels (University of Pennsylvania) Anthropology Museums: New Models for Cultural Interaction

DISCUSSANT  3:15 PM  Margaret A Hardin (Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County)

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Brian Spooner (Penn Museum, University of Pennsylvania) Can Museums Keep Up with Anthropology?
4:00 PM  William Green (Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College), Dan Bartlett (Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College) and Nicolette Meister (Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College) *The Logan Museum of Anthropology: An Evolving Undergraduate Laboratory*

4:15 PM  Herbert D Maschner (Idaho Museum of Natural History) *Virtualization and the Democratization of Science*

4:30 PM  Thomas Laely (Ethnographic Museum of the University of Zurich) *Collecting – Revisiting – Restituting? The Schinz Collection at the Ethnographic Museum of the University of Zurich*

4:45 PM  David R Odo (Yale University Art Gallery) *Anthropology in the Art Museum*

5:00 PM  Gretchen F Faulkner (Hudson Museum, University of Maine) and Theresa Secord (Maine Indian Basketmakers Alliance) *Transcending Traditions: A New Model for Museum Native American Cultural Collaborations*

**Discussant**  5:15 PM  Jonathan Haas (The Field Museum)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0950 01:45–05:30 Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**CULTURAL MEDIATORS, CULTURAL INNOVATORS: HOW YOUNG PEOPLE IMAGINE, UNDERSTAND, AND ENACT AGENCY, RESISTANCE, AND POWER**

**Reviewed by**  Council on Anthropology and Education

**Chairs/Organizers**  Tomoko Tokunaga (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, International Christian University)

1:45 PM  Enora R Brown (DePaul University) *Agency and Resistance as Discourse and Social Action: Youth Negotiate Social Identities and Race/Class/Social Inequality*

2:00 PM  Vera Lee Jacobson (Sequoia Union High School District) *“To Just Reach Farther”: Communication, Collaboration, and Credibility — Empowering Marginalized Youth Through 21st Century Skills*

2:15 PM  Beth Douthirt Cohen (University of Maryland) *Harnessing Power, Navigating Diversity: The Agency of Relatively Privileged High School Students in Building Solidarity Across Difference*

2:30 PM  Cindy Cruz (University of California, Santa Cruz) *Lgbtq Street Youth Doing Resistance in Infrapolitical Worlds*

2:45 PM  Wendy L Klein (California State University, Long Beach) *Mediating Public Misconstrual: Youth Identification and Agency in An Education Program for Punjabi Sikh Students in the U.S.*

3:00 PM  Cheryl K Crawley (Great Falls Public Schools and School Administrators of Montana) *Native American School-Age Culture and Language Innovators*

3:15 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM   Ellen Motohashi (Dokkyo University)  *Pushing Against the Grain: Japanese-Brazilian Youth & Acts of Agency and Resistance in a Japanese Public Jr. High School*

4:00 PM   Tomoko Tokunaga (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, International Christian University)  *Creating “Homes” on the Move: Sites of Agency, Belonging, and Imagination for Asian American Girls*

4:15 PM   Anne M Rios-Rojas (Colgate University)  *Conditional Citizenship: Youth of Migration Negotiating and Speaking Back to Discourses of Power in a Global City*

4:30 PM   Jing Lei (SUNY, Oswego)  *Human Agency as Community-Based Practice: Heritage Language Education Among Chinese American Adolescents*

4:45 PM   Tobie Bass (University of Georgia) and Ruth Harman (University of Georgia)  *Undocumented Youth as Agents for Change*

5:00 PM   Christine Malsbary (University of Hawaii)  *Doing Research in the Global City: Immigrant Youths’ Brokering Acts as Transformational Method*

**DISCUSSANT** 5:15 PM   Ida Fadzillah Leggett (Middle Tennessee State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**5-0955**  01:45–05:30   Windsor Court, 2nd Floor, Essex Inn

**COMMUNITY MANAGED CONTINUITY AND CHANGE: CULTURAL CODES FOR SUSTAINABILITY**

**REVIEWED BY**

Anthropology and Environment Society

Ludomir R. Lozny (Hunter College)

Thomas H McGovern (Hunter College)

**CHAIRS/Organizers**

Gary M. Feinman (The Field Museum) and David M Carballo (Boston University)  *Collaborative and Competitive Strategies in the Emergence and Variability of Early Complex Societies*

2:00 PM   Thomas H McGovern (Hunter College), Andrew Dugmore (University of Edinburgh), Konrad Smiarowski (Anthropology Doctoral Program CUNY), George Hambrecht (University of Maryland), Jette Arneborg (National Museum of Denmark), Christian K Madsen (National Museum of Denmark), Ramona Harrison (Anthropology Doctoral Program CUNY), Megan Hicks (Anthropology Doctoral Program CUNY), Seth Brevington (Anthropology Doctoral Program CUNY), Francis Feeley (Anthropology Doctoral Program CUNY), Orri Vesteinsson (University of Iceland) and Ian Simpson (University of Stirling)  *Conserving the Viking Commons: Trees, Birds, Seals, and Caribou*

2:15 PM   Jago Cooper (British Museum)  *The Culture of Dehumanized Landscapes: A Critical Commentary from Central America*

2:30 PM   Karim-Aly S Kassam (Cornell University)  *Pluralistic Indigenous Knowledge Systems in Sustaining Food Sovereignty*

2:45 PM   Mark Moritz (Ohio State University)  *Open Access, Open Systems: Pastoral Systems At Multiple Spatiotemporal Scales*

3:00 PM   James M Acheson (University of Maine)  *Sea Tenure, Land Tenure and the Evolution of Property Rights*
3:15 PM  Flora E Lu (University of California, Santa Cruz) *The Commons in an Amazonian Context: Indigenous Peoples, Markets, and Conservation*

3:30 PM  Ian Simpson (University of Stirling) *The Dry Tank — Dynamics of Common Water Resource Infrastructures, Sri Lanka*

3:45 PM  Break

4:00 PM  Ludomir R Lozny (Hunter College) *The Commons of the Pyrenees — Cultural Continuity and Change in High Altitude Transhumance*

4:15 PM  Jathan Sadowski (Arizona State University) *Intergroup Dynamics in Managing Common Pool Resources: The Role of Leadership in Cooperation*

**Discussant**

4:30 PM  Carole L Crumley (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

4:45 PM  Amber Wutich (Arizona State University)

5:00 PM  Daniel G Bates (Hunter College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF MORALITY: CHINA**

**Reviewed by**  Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizer**  Yeon Jung Yu (Stanford University)

1:45 PM  Hantian Zhang (Stanford University) *Moralities of Capitalism: Meanings of Capitalism Among Chinese Bankers in Hong Kong*

2:00 PM  Jonathan Mair (Cambridge University and University of Manchester) *Sowing Seeds of Affinity: Fo Guang Shan Buddhism and Ethical Conversations Across Borders*

2:15 PM  Geng Li (Australian National University) *Consulting With Superstitious Specialists: An Examination of Moralization in Chinese Fortune Telling Practice*

2:30 PM  Chi-hua Hsiao (University of California, Los Angeles) *The Morality of Intellectual Property Developed By Subtitle Groups in China*

2:45 PM  Friederike Fleischer (Universidad de los Andes) *Doing Good: Moralities and Motivations in the Social Service Sector in Shanghai, China*

**Discussant**

3:00 PM  Myrdene Anderson (Purdue University)

3:15 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  Zhiying Ma (University of Chicago) “How Could the Madman Not Be Chained?!” Ambivalence of Moral Affects in Chinese Community Psychiatry

4:00 PM  Junjie Chen (Columbia University) *What Counts as a “Family Bloodline”? Reproductive Moralities and Class Distinction in Postsocialist Rural China*

4:15 PM  I-Chieh Fang (Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica) *Labour Migrants, Alternative Adulthood, and Ethical Imaginations*

4:30 PM  Andrew Hao (University of California, Berkeley) *Ethics As Expertise: Corporate Social Responsibility, “Ethical Capitalism,” and the Reconfiguration of Ethical Life in Contemporary China*

4:45 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
MEDIATING PRIVATE AND (COUNTER)PUBLIC DISCOURSE: GENRE, ADDRESSIVITY, AND THE SEMIOTICS OF (NOT) BELONGING

REVIEWED BY Society for Linguistic Anthropology

CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS Lauren R Zentz (University of Houston)
                         Chris Taylor (Rice University)

1:45 PM Debra Spitulnik Vidali (Emory University) *Frames of Inhabitance: Enactments of “Public” and “Private” From Fieldwork to the Theatrical Stage*

2:00 PM Chris Taylor (Rice University) *“Reppin’ My City”: The Public Politics of Addressivity in a Hip Hop Genre*

2:15 PM Chaim Noy (University of South Florida) *Audiences’ Utterances: How Addressivity Structures Shape Museum Performances*

2:30 PM Xochitl Marsilli-Vargas (University of California, Berkeley) *“What You Really Mean is…”: Addressivity, Listening Genres, and the Public Circulation of Psychoanalysis in Buenos Aires*

2:45 PM Ruth Harman (University of Georgia) *All the Classroom’s a Stage: Performance, Performativity and Critical Discourse Awareness*

3:00 PM Lisa Hope Schwartz (University of Colorado, Boulder) *Reconfiguring Semiotic Processes of Belonging in An Urban Arizona High School: Fractal Recursivity in Classrooms and Digital Domains*

3:15 PM Andrew P Graan (University of Chicago)

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Eric J Johnson (Washington State University) *Recoding Discourses in Higher Education: Critical Views on Recruiting Materials for Latin@ College Students*

4:00 PM Lauren R Zentz (University of Houston) *“They Don’t Have the English to Get Them Work”: Constructing An Indonesian Public’s Language Needs*

4:15 PM Alexandra M Jaffe (California State University, Long Beach) *Mixed Publics and the Mediation of Space and Place On Corsica*

4:30 PM Bernard Bate (Yale-National University of Singapore) *Elocutionary Incandescence: Charismatic Oratory and Early Subaltern Publics in Provincial South India*

4:45 PM Deborah L Cole (University of Texas Pan American) *“What If I Were An Indonesian?”: Negotiating Public Addressivities for a Re-Imagined Nation*

5:00 PM Zane M Goebel (LaTrobe University) *Represented Speech: Private Lives in Public Talk in the Indonesian Bureaucracy*

DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM Susan Gal (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
RESEARCHER-PRACTITIONER COLLABORATIONS IN PROJECTS CONCERNING CHILDREN AND YOUTH- ORGANIZED BY ACYIG

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology of Children and Childhood

**Chair/Organizer**
Louise Lamphere Beryl (Teachers College, Columbia University)

1:45 PM Karina Vasilevska-Das (Riga Stradins University) *Cooperation and Advocacy in Curbing Childhood Obesity in Latvia: Current Engagements Between Researchers and Medical Professionals*

2:00 PM M Cameron Hay (Miami University and University of California, Los Angeles) *Building Partnerships with Physicians*

2:15 PM Nev Jones (Illinois Institute of Technology) *Multi-Stakeholder Collaboration: Joining Youth, Activists, Family Advocates, Practitioners & Researchers in the Context of Early Intervention for Psychosis*

2:30 PM Lauren J Silver (Rutgers University) *System Navigators: Partnering With Adolescent Mothers and Caseworkers Across Child Welfare Settings*

2:45 PM Toni Cela (Interuniversity Institute for Research and Development (INURED)) and Louis Marcelin (INURED) *Practitioner Engagement in Studies of Violence Against Children in Haiti: Implications for Prevention and Intervention Programs*

**Discussant**
3:00 PM Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University)

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM Break

3:45 PM Lora Taub-Pervizpour (Muhlenberg College), Ageliki Nicolopoulou (Lehigh University) and Jenna Azar (Muhlenberg College) *Extending the Promise of Collegial Pedagogy to Researcher-Practitioner Collaborations in a Youth Media Context*

4:00 PM Barbara Noel Day (VIA University College) *Researcher-Practitioner Collaborations Toward Culturally Relevant Teaching*

4:15 PM Apay (Ai-yu) Tang (Dong Hwa University) *University-Community Partnerships and Participatory Action Research Methods in Youth for Language Documentation and Revitalization*

4:30 PM Rekia Jibrin (University of California, Berkeley) *Researcher-Practitioner Engagements to Attend to School Violence in Oakland, California*

4:45 PM Clementine Fujimura (United States Naval Academy) *Using Anthropology to Aid Marginalized Youth: Examples from Russia*

**Discussant**
5:00 PM Thomas S Weisner (University of California at Los Angeles)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**5-0975** 02:00–03:00  Salon C, Exhibit Hall, Chicago Hilton

**Graduate School Fair Reception**

**Sponsor**
American Anthropological Association

**Organizer**
Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)

This session may be of particular interest to: S
5-0980  02:00–03:45    McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION (AD) PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Sponsor: Archaeology Division
Organizer: Cathy L Costin (California State University, Northridge)
Chairs/Presenters: Cathy L Costin (California State University, Northridge)
Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State University)
This session may be of particular interest to M, S

5-0985  02:30–05:30    University of Chicago
THEORETICAL UTOPIAS’ ROUNTABLE: THE PROBLEM OF EDUCATION IN MASS SOCIETIES — WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
Reviewed by: Installations
Organizer: Gretchen A Bakke (McGill University)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-0990  02:45–04:45    PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
NAPA WORKSHOP ON DATA SANITIZATION: RITUALS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Organizer: Isaac J Morrison (Sentimentec)

5-0995  03:00–05:00    Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Workshop (pre-registration required):
STUDENT PUBLISHING WORKSHOP
Sponsor: National Association of Student Anthropologists
Organizers: Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
Presenters: Melissa L Caldwell (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)

5-1000  03:00–06:00    Offsite
FINDING EUROPE IN CHICAGO TOUR (pre-registration required)
Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Organizers: Katherine C Donahue (Plymouth State University)
Roland S Moore (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
5-1005 03:30–05:30 Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Workshop (pre-registration required):**

**NAPA WORKSHOP ON PROGRAM LOGIC MODELS: A TOOL FOR EVALUATORS AND PROJECT PLANNERS**

**Sponsor**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**Organizer**
Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)

---

5-1010 03:30–06:45 PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Film Session: MEDICINE & THE BODY**

**Sponsor**
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

3:30 PM *The Waiting Room* (1h 22m) dir. Peter Nicks

5:00 PM *Off Label* (1h 13m, followed by Q&A) dir. Michael Palmieri, Donal Mosher

---

5-1015 03:45–05:00 Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TASK FORCE ON RACE AND RACISM (TFRR)**

**Sponsor**
Task Force on Race and Racism

**Organizers**
Dion P Dears (American Anthropological Association)

**Chair**
Karen Brodkin (University of California, Los Angeles)
Raymond G Codrington (The Aspen Institute)

**Presenters**
Lee D Baker (Duke University)
Michael L Blakey (College of William & Mary)
Pem D Buck (Elizabethtown Community and Technical College)
Elizabeth J Chin (Art Center College of Design)
Karen Mary Davalos (Loyola Marymount University)
Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)
Joseph L Jones (University of Massachusetts)
Joe E Watkins (University of Oklahoma)
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

---

5-1025 04:00–05:45 International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Roundtable:**

**MAKING SENSE OF CONTEMPORARY CAPITALISM: THEORETICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC REFLECTIONS FROM THE MULTIPLE VANTAGE POINTS OF WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES**

**Sponsor**
AAA Presidential Session

**Organizers**
Chandana Mathur (National University of Ireland, Maynooth)

**Chairs**
Ida S Susser (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Gordon C Mathews (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)

**Roundtable Presenters**
David Harvey
Ashraf Ghani
Students Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
Saturday, November 23

Susana E Narotzky (Universitat de Barcelona)
Chandana Mathur (National University of Ireland, Maynooth)
Michal J Buchowski (University of Poznan)
Setha M Low (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

5-1030 04:00–05:45 Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
AUTHOR-EDITORS MEET CRITICS: FEMINIST ACTIVIST ETHNOGRAPHY
REVIEWED BY Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Christa C Craven (College of Wooster)
Dana-Ain Davis (Queens College, CUNY)
CHAIR Faye V Harrison (University of Florida)
DISCUSSANTS 12:00 AM
Toni Bond Leonard (Center for African American Theological Studies)
4:00 PM Cheryl R Rodriguez (University of South Florida)
4:15 PM Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)
4:30 PM Ellen Lewin (University of Iowa)
4:45 PM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: S, T

5-1035 04:00–05:45 Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
BRINGING GENDER FROM THE PERIPHERY TO THE CORE OF MIGRATION STUDIES: HONORING PATRICIA R. PESSAR
REVIEWED BY Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Sarah J. Mahler (Florida International University)
Nina Glick Schiller (University of Manchester)
CHAIRS Karen E Richman (University of Notre Dame)
Eugenia Georges (Rice University)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS Denise E Brennan (Georgetown University)
Mayurakshi Chaudhuri (Florida International University)
Jasney E Cogua-Lopez (Florida Atlantic University)
Viola Thimm (Institute for Social & Cultural Anthropology, Goettingen University)
Sarah J Mahler (Florida International University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

5-1040 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CARE BETWEEN PAST AND FUTURE: CONTINUITY AND DISCONTINUITY IN CONTEMPORARY CAREGIVING
REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZER Elana D Buch (University of Iowa)
CHAIR Aaron T Seaman (University of Chicago)
4:00 PM Ellen Block (Brown University, Population Studies Training Center) When Grandmothers Die: Demographic Change and Orphan Care in Lesotho

S Students T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
4:15 PM  Kristin E Yarris (University of Oregon)  Departures, Distances, and Remittances: Kinship and Care After Transnational Migration
4:30 PM  Elana D Buch (University of Iowa)  Specters of Kinship: Contesting Relatedness in Paid Care of Older Adults in Chicago
4:45 PM  Jessica C Robbins-Ruszowski (Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars)  Generational Dis/Continuities: Old Age, Care, and Relatedness in Poland
5:00 PM  Aaron T Seaman (University of Chicago)  Which Generation?: Hope and Discontinuity in the Creation of “Generation Alzheimer’s”
Discussant  5:15 PM  Janet F Carsten (University of Edinburgh)
5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1045  04:00–05:45  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Roundtable:
QUEER LEFT ACTIVISM IN CHICAGO: RADICAL KNOWLEDGE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
Sponsor  Association for Queer Anthropology
Organizers  Margot Weiss (Wesleyan University)
Yasmin Nair (Gender JUST)
Chair  Margot Weiss (Wesleyan University)
Roundtable Presenters  Yasmin Nair (Gender JUST)
Aisha Truss-Miller (Affinity Community Services)
Fresco Steez (ONE)
Jason Tompkins (GenderJUST)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1050  04:00–05:45  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
VISUALIZING LATE LIFE: ELDER ANTHROPOLOGISTS REFLECT ON AGING AND MORTALITY
Reviewed by  Association of Senior Anthropologists
Organizer  Jay Sokolovsky (University of South Florida)
Chair  J Anthony Paredes (Florida State University)
Roundtable Presenters  Sue Ann Taylor (American University)
Philip Kao (University of St Andrews)
Philip Singer (Independent Scholar)
Stanley M Newman (Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago)
Dana Raphael (The Human Lactation Center, Ltd.)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
5-1055 04:00–05:45  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

INEQUALITY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS, PART II

REVIEWED BY  Society for Economic Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Robert C Marshall (Western Washington University)
CHAIR  Daniel J Murphy (University of Cincinnati)

4:00 PM  Kathy Anne M’Closkey (University of Windsor) Revisiting Stock Reduction: Historicizing the Genesis of Impoverishment of Navajo (Dine’) Weavers and Woolgrowers Induced by Globalization

4:15 PM  Elizabeth Lauretta Youngling (University of Illinois) Politics at Home: Foreclosure Prevention as a Fight for Justice

4:30 PM  Maureen S Meyers (University of Mississippi) Inequality More or Less: Elite Manipulation of Power at a Mississippian Frontier

4:45 PM  Daniel J Murphy (University of Montana and University of Cincinnati) From Kin to Contract: Work, Inequality, and the Emergence of Class in Pastoral Mongolia

5:00 PM  Robert C Marshall (Western Washington University) Worker Cooperatives: Canaries in the Mines of Inequality

5:15 PM  Caela B O’Connell (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Fighting Inequality With Inequality: Friends, Favors and Pragmatism Among Fairtrade Farmers

DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM  E Paul Durrenberger (Draco Hill Farm)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1060 04:00–05:45  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

DISASTER AND EMOTION

REVIEWED BY  General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZERS  Katherine E Browne (Colorado State University), Roberto E Barrios (Southern Illinois University Carbondale)
CHAIR  Katherine E Browne (Colorado State University)

4:00 PM  Michele R Gamburd (Portland State University) Corruption Narratives: Affective Moral Economies of Post-Tsunami Recovery

4:15 PM  Susanna M Hoffman (Susanna Hoffman Consulting) The Oakland Berkeley Firestorm: A Twenty Year Chronicle of Emotions, Effects, and Their Import

4:30 PM  Linda M Whiteford (University of South Florida) Depression, Gender, and Post-Disaster Resettlement

4:45 PM  Roberto E Barrios (Southern Illinois University Carbondale) Sentiments of Recovery: Affect in Post-Disaster Reconstruction

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM  Charlene E Makley (Reed College)
DISCUSSANT 5:15 PM  Peter C Little (University of Louisville)
DISCUSSANT 5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
5-1065  04:00–05:45    Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
PRODUCING DIGITAL PUBLICS FROM GAMING TO CROWDSOURCING
REVIEWED BY    Society for the Anthropology of Work
ORGANIZER     Mary L Gray (Indiana University)
CHAIRS        Mary L Gray (Microsoft Research/Indiana University)
Thomas M Malaby (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)

4:00 PM    Krista-Lee M Malone (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Learning Digital Publics in a Global Mode: A Taiwanese Game’s Imagining of the American Public Sphere

4:15 PM    Aleena Leng An Chia (Indiana University)
The Work and Play of Geek Hobbyists: Rethinking Immaterial Labor Through the Case of Administrative Systems for Volunteer Labor in a Gaming Non-Profit Organization

4:30 PM    Casey K O’Donnell (Michigan State University) Playing a Broken Game: Digital Publics at Play in U.S. Classrooms

4:45 PM    Natasha D Schull (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) From Face-to-Face to Interface: Selling Slots in Macau

5:00 PM    Lilly Christine Irani (University of California, San Diego)
“Humans-As-a-Service” in Amazon Mechanical Turk: Socio-Materializing Immaterial Labor


5:30 PM    Hector Postigo (Temple University) From Playing to Making Gameplay on YouTube: The Practice and Architecture of Video Game Culture as Labor

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1070  04:00–05:45    Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ABJECT PUBLICS AND ANGRY MOBS: THE CONTRADICTORY POLITICS OF AUSTERITY
REVIEWED BY    Society for the Anthropology of North America
ORGANIZER     John Clarke (The Open University)
CHAIR         Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)

4:00 PM    Kaja Tretjak (SUNY Buffalo Law School) Emerging Publics in the End Times: Youth Mobilization in the U.S. Libertarian Resurgence

4:15 PM    Norma Mendoza-Denton (University of Arizona) Citizen Rage: The Consequences of Abjection in Town Hall Meetings

4:30 PM    Jeffry Maskovsky (Queens College and The Graduate Center, CUNY) Technocracy and the Making of Angry and Abject Publics

4:45 PM    John Clarke (The Open University) Publics, Crowds and Mobs: Distributing Rationality and Responsibility in Austere Times

DISCUSSANT  5:00 PM    Paul Stubbs (The Institute of Economics, Zagreb)
5:15 PM    Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
5-1075 04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

EXPERTS, EXPERTISE, AND THE PUBLIC

Reviewed by: Central States Anthropological Society
Organizers: Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University)
Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
Chair: Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University)

4:00 PM Virginia R Dominguez (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) Introduction: The Conundrum of Expertise in Contemporary Science, Language, and Law
4:15 PM Michele M Hanks (Case Western Reserve University) The Evidence of Paranormal Expertise: Technological Ownership and Public Understandings of Science
4:30 PM Lavanya Murali Proctor (SUNY, Buffalo) The Production and Contestation of Expert Discourses: the Case of English in India
4:45 PM Lauren A Anaya (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) Whose Side Are You On? Selecting and Managing Experts: U.S. and Italian Uses of Social Science Expertise in Legal Claims About the Welfare of Children in Same-Sex Households

Discussant 5:00 PM Timothy Robert Landry (North Dakota State University)
Discussant 5:15 PM Jenna M Grant (University of Iowa)
5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1080 04:00–05:45  Salon A-3, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

PUBLIC PRACTICES, PRIVATE SELVES: FOOD, FIELDWORK, AND ETHICS ON FIVE CONTINENTS

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Organizers: Michelle C Johnson (Bucknell University)
Clare A Sammells (Bucknell University)
Chair: Clare A Sammells (Bucknell University)

4:00 PM Rachel Corr (Florida Atlantic University) Food, Fieldwork, and Exchange in the Andes: Engaging with Ethnic Others in Public and Private Spaces
4:15 PM Clare A Sammells (Bucknell University) Semi-Public Restaurants: Networks of Ingredients and People in Bolivian Restaurants in Spain
4:30 PM Michelle C Johnson (Bucknell University) ‘Children of Muslims Eat Rice’: Food, Identity, and Islamic Piety Among Guinean Muslims in Lisbon
4:45 PM Edmund Q Searles (Bucknell University) Frozen Seal Meat Sold Here: Ethnicity, Ethics, and Globalization in Canadian Arctic Public Foodways
5:00 PM Chelsea Wentworth (University of Pittsburgh) Public Eating, Private Pain: Children’s Food Consumption at Public Feasts in Response to Household Food Insecurity in Vanuatu
5:15 PM Ariela T Zycherman (University of Illinois, Chicago) A Tsimane’ Birthday Party: Celebration and Change in an Amazonian Community

Discussant 5:30 PM Carole M Counihan (Millersville University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

S Students  T Teachers of Anthropology in Community Colleges
GLOBALIZATION OF RETIREMENT: SENIORS, MIGRATION, AND MOBILITY PRACTICES IN EAST ASIA AND BEYOND

**Reviewed by**  
Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizers**  
Nicole D Newendorp (Lecturer and Assistant Director of Studies, Social Studies, Harvard University)  
Dohye Kim (University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign)

**Chair**  
Nicole D Newendorp (Lecturer and Assistant Director of Studies, Social Studies, Harvard University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Leng Leng Thang (National University of Singapore, Department of Japanese Studies) Japanese Retirement Migration and Social Reproduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Nicole D Newendorp (Lecturer and Assistant Director of Studies, Social Studies, Harvard University) Busy Lives, Leisurely Lives: Stories of Retirement Migration From Guangdong to Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Ken Chih-Yan Sun (Academia Sinica) Transnational Healthcare Seeking How Aging Return Migrants Think About Public Benefits in Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Dohye Kim (University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign) Retired to Work Again: South Korean Seniors Migrate to the Philippines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant**  
5:00 PM David W Plath (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

**Discussant**  
5:15 PM Sara L Friedman (Indiana University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

NEW GROUND FOR REVOLUTIONARY ENGAGEMENTS WITH LAND, FOOD, AND CAPITALISM

**Reviewed by**  
Culture and Agriculture

**Organizers**  
Thomas H Guthrie (Guilford College)  
Elise Trott (University of New Mexico)

**Chair**  
Thomas H Guthrie (Guilford College)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Elizabeth M Hoover (Brown University) From “Garden Warriors” to “Good Seeds”: Food Sovereignty and the American Indian Local Food Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Sarah Franzen (Emory University) Developing New Possibilities: Rural Development Strategies Among African American Farmers in the Southeastern USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Thomas H Guthrie (Guilford College) The Transition Movement and Agricultural Revitalization in North Carolina and New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Elise Trott (University of New Mexico) El Agua No Se Venden (Water Is Not Sold): Anticapitalist Imaginaries of Land and Water in New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Geneva Montana Smith (University of New Mexico and Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs) República Unida De La Soja: Biotechnology Agribusiness and Questions of (Post)Neoliberal Capitalism in Argentina Today</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5:15 PM  Daniel N Muenster (Heidelberg University) *Radical Farming in South India: Experiments Within and Against Neoliberal Agriculture*

**Discussant** 5:30 PM  Cristobal Valencia (University of New Mexico)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-1095 04:00-05:45**  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ARTICULATING AUTHORITY: WOMEN AND RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP IN SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Chair/Organizers**  Claire-Marie Hefner (Emory University)

4:00 PM  Summar Shoaib (Emory University) *Accessing Fatima: Emotion and Women's Religious Authority*

4:15 PM  Claire-Marie Hefner (Emory University) *Pedagogies of Piety: Indonesian Women Teachers and Religious Authority in a Modernist Islamic Boarding Schools for Girls*

4:30 PM  Emilia Bachrach (University of Austin Texas) *A Blessed Vessel of Her Guru's Grace: Rearticulating Ideals of Female Devotion in Urban Gujarat*

4:45 PM  Angela C Rudert (Ithaca College) *Shakti’s New Voice*

5:00 PM  Sutopa Dasgupta (Harvard University) *Divining Powers: Female Religious Authority in the Annadamangal of Bengal*

5:15 PM  Connie Etter (Westminster College) *Homeless South Indian Women and Transnational Christian Narratives*

5:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**5-1100 04:00-05:45**  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PEACE-BUILDING: THE NEGLECTED HALF OF THE WAR-PEACE NEXUS**

**Reviewed by**  General Anthropology Division

**Organizers**  Richard Borshay Lee (University of Toronto)

Frehiwot Tesfaye (York University)

**Chair**  Frehiwot Tesfaye (York University)

4:00 PM  Pauline McKenzie Aucoin (Concordia University) *Cultural Practices of Peace Making in the Pacific*

4:15 PM  Frehiwot Tesfaye (York University) *The “Adbar” Food Ritual and Peace Building in Ifat, Ethiopia: Sacred Space for Healing, Mutual Support, and Reaffirmation*

4:30 PM  Jean-Guy A Goulet (St Paul University) *How Are Aboriginal Patterns of Cooperation and Peaceful Coexistence Established in the Canadian Western Subarctic?*

4:45 PM  Mathias Guenther (Wilfrid Laurier University) *Raiding and Feuding and San Sociality*

5:00 PM  Richard Borshay Lee (University of Toronto) *Rebuilding the Social Fabric: A Hunter-Gatherer Critique of Modern Hobbesians and the Bellicose School*

**Discussant** 5:15 PM  R Brian Ferguson (Rutgers University)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
5-1105 04:00–05:45  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
A COMMUNION OF MORE THAN BODIES: FOOD, COMMENSALITY AND SOCIALITY

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizers: Giada Danesi (EHESS-IIAC)
Chelsie Jeannette Yount-Andre (Northwestern University)
Chair: Giada Danesi (EHESS-IIAC)

4:00 PM Alice P Julier (Chatham University) Public, Private, Commercial Or “Home cooked”: Boundaries and Slippage in Commensality
4:15 PM Giada Danesi (EHESS-IIAC) Commensal Careers Among French, German and Spanish Young Adults: Transmissions, Ruptures and Innovations
4:30 PM Liliana Martinez Lomeli (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales and Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) Commensality and the Public Space in Two Mexican Cities: the Logics of Sociability Through Shared Eating Spaces
4:45 PM Christy L Shields-Argeles (American University of Paris and the Centre Edgar Morin) Tasting Comté Cheese: The Jury De Terroir as Commensal Event

Discussant: Chelsie Jeannette Yount-Andre (Northwestern University)
5:15 PM Discussion

5-1110 04:00–05:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
BAD SOLUTIONS, BABYDADDIES, AND BLACK EXCEPTIONS: EXPLORING RESISTANCE, ACHIEVEMENT, AND BLACK MASCULINITY IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS

Reviewed by: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizer: Naomi B Reed (University of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Damien M Sojoyner (Scripps College)

4:00 PM Damien M Sojoyner (Scripps College) Broken Models and Bad Solutions: Black Masculinity in Southern California
4:15 PM Courtney Sherman Robinson (University of Texas at Austin) Being on Paper: Shaping the Educational and Legal Identity of African American Males
4:30 PM Savannah Shange (University of Pennsylvania) That’s Just My Babydaddy: Negotiating Race and Gender Through Fictive Kin
4:45 PM Naomi B Reed (University of Texas at Austin) It Actually Is “A Black Thing” and a White Thing: White Epistemological Constructions of Black Male Exceptionalism

Discussant: Kevin M Foster (University of Texas at Austin)
5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
MORAL ECONOMIES OF HEALTH-RELATED ‘DESERVINGNESS’

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Medical Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
Nadia El-Shaarawi (Duke University)  
Bridget M Haas (Ohio State University)

**CHAIR**  
Theodore K Gideonse (University of California, Los Angeles)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Bridget M Haas (Ohio State University)</td>
<td>Trauma Narratives and the Adjudication of Deservingness in the U.S. Political Asylum Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Xochitl Ruiz (University of Toronto)</td>
<td>Vitamins of Dignification. Foods of Inclusion: Giving in Bogotá, Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Stephanie Larchanche (Centre Francoise Minkowska)</td>
<td>Specialized Care and the Popularization of Intercultural Health-Related Practices: Assessing Discourses of Deservingness and Hierarchies of Care in France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Theodore K Gideonse (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
<td>The Tweaker As Folk Devil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSANT**

5:15 PM  
Charles Watters (Rutgers University)

5:30 PM  
Sarah S Willen (University of Connecticut)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

OUTLAWS, QUASI-CITIZENS, AND FOLK DEVILS: EMERGING PUBLICS ENGAGING THE STATE

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
Vanessa M Hildebrand (Case Western Reserve University)  
Katherine Hejtmanek (CUNY, Brooklyn College)

**CHAIR**  
Vanessa M Hildebrand (Case Western Reserve University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Sarah Christine Miller-Fellows (Case Western Reserve University)</td>
<td>Social Identity, Biological Citizenship, and Reproduction Among the Amish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Anubha Sood (Washington University)</td>
<td>Women, Madness and Spirit Possession: Mental Health Policy and State Discourse in Contemporary India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Vanessa M Hildebrand (Case Western Reserve University)</td>
<td>Morality, Justice, and Biomedical Obstetrics: Views From A Rural Indonesian Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Katherine Hejtmanek (CUNY, Brooklyn College)</td>
<td>‘It’s Scary Livin With a Buncha Dudes” Yet “No one’s Bad Enough to Be Here”: Therapeutic Intervention, Folk Devils, and Moral Negotiations Within a Confined Adolescent Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Livia K Hinegardner Stone (Washington University in St. Louis)</td>
<td>Citizenship, Compañerismo, and the New Transnational Anarchism: A Perspective From Mexico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSANT**

5:15 PM  
Carla Jones (Universtiy Colorado)
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF DISASTERS, DISPLACEMENT, AND HUMAN RIGHTS: HOLISTIC AND COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES

REVIEWED BY: General Anthropology Division

ORGANIZERS: Tricia M Redeker-Hepner (University of Tennessee)
Julia R Hanebrink (Rhodes College, Christian Brothers University, Minority Health International Research Training Program and University of Tennessee)

CHAIR: Andrew Wilkins (University of Tennessee)

4:00 PM Tricia M Redeker-Hepner (University of Tennessee) and Dawnie W Steadman (University of Tennessee) Massacres, Mass Graves, and Mollified Spirits: Reburial and Reconciliation in Northern Uganda

4:15 PM Julia R. Hanebrink (Rhodes College, Christian Brothers University, Minority Health International Research Training Program and University of Tennessee) Violent Epidemics: Conflict, Displacement, and Perceptions of Illness

4:30 PM Erin R Eldridge (University of Tennessee) Development, Displacement, and Disaster: A View From the Tennessee Valley

4:45 PM Lori Lee (Randolph College) (Re)Membering Self: Objects, Memory, and the Personal Archive of a Displaced Haitian

5:00 PM Andrew Wilkins (University of Tennessee) History, Human Rights, and Historical Archaeology: Past and Present Legacies of the African Diaspora

DISCUSSANT: Lindsay A Smith (University of California, Los Angeles)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

TRACINGS OF TRAUMA: CREATING NEW OBSERVERS

REVIEWED BY: Installations

ORGANIZER: Katinka Hooyer (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

DO THE RIGHT THING: ETHICS IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE

REVIEWED BY: AAA Committee on Ethics

ORGANIZERS: Lise Dobrin (University of Virginia)
Terence Wright (University of Ulster)

CHAIRS: Cathleen E Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)
Nathaniel Tashima (LTG Associates, Inc.)

ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS: Terence Wright (University of Ulster)
Elisa J Gordon (Northwestern University)
5-1135 04:00–05:45 Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

ISLAM, SECULAR SOCIETIES AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE

Reviewed by
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

Chair
Emira Ibrahimpasic (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

4:00 PM Yunus Dogan Telliel (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Convictions of the Secular Age: Certainty, Skepticism, and Muslim Faith

4:15 PM Emira Ibrahimpasic (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) In Pursuit of Piety: Muslim Women’s Lives in Bosnia and Herzegovina

4:30 PM Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College) Muslim Public Spheres in German Cities

4:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1140 04:00–05:45 Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

AGRARIAN AGENCY?: AGRICULTURAL POLICY, AGribUSINESS AND THE STATE

Reviewed by
Culture and Agriculture

Organizer
Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa)

Chair
Kendall M Thu (Northern Illinois University)

4:00 PM Gabriel V McGuire (Nazarbayev University) De-Collectivization Or Re-Collectivization? The Revival of Small Holder Mobile Pastoral Practices in Kazakhstan

4:15 PM Amy E Snively-Martinez (Washington State University) Agricultural Policy and Local Level Outcomes in An Indigenous Mexican Community

4:30 PM Travis Du Bry (Texas A&M University) Global Agribusiness, Local Consequences: Comparing Industrial Agriculture in California and Andalucia

4:45 PM Nicole E Welk (Brandeis University) Facilitating Traditions and Farming Futures: Selling Feed and Advice to the Last Small-Scale Farmers of Pennsylvania

5:00 PM John F Michels (Sheboygan North High School) It’s Really Scary When You Care: Disagreements Regarding “Proper” Economic Development in the 21st Century North American Countryside

5:15 PM Kendall M Thu (Northern Illinois University) Where’s The Farmer? Limited Liability in Midwestern U.S. Industrial Hog Production

5:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
5-1145 04:00–05:45  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

URBAN LIVES AND TRANSFORMATIONS IN CHINA AND VIETNAM

REVIEWED BY Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

CHAIR Timothy Daniel Karis (Franklin and Marshall College)

4:00 PM Elisabeth L Engebretsen (Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies) Precarious China: The Aspirations and Discontent of Ant Tribes (Irregularly Employed University Graduates) in Suburban Beijing

4:15 PM Timothy Daniel Karis (Franklin & Marshall College) Modernity, Mobility, and Social Class in Hanoi, Vietnam

4:30 PM Nick R Smith (Harvard University) The Shiminhua Debate: Rethinking Urban and Rural in Contemporary China

4:45 PM Anh-Thu T Ngo (Harvard University) Paranoid Politics in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

5:00 PM Jennifer D Heung (Saint Mary’s College of California) The Natural Urban Body: Global Strategies, Chinese Nationalism, and Urban Environments

5:15 PM Joseph Bosco (Chinese University of Hong Kong) The Bubble of Progress: Communicating a Critique of Consumerism Using the Example of Shampoo in China

5-1150 04:00–05:45  El, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel

TRANSLATING POLICY PRACTICE FOR MULTIPLE AUDIENCES

REVIEWED BY Council on Anthropology and Education

ORGANIZER Stephanie L Daza (Manchester Metropolitan University)

CHAIR Kathryn N Hayes (University of California, Davis)

4:00 PM Kathryn N Hayes (University of California, Davis) Speaking with Policy: Examining the Empirical and Emancipatory Possibilities of Qualitative Research

4:15 PM Amy E Brown (University of Pennsylvania) Good Intentions, Ethnographic Interventions: Qualitative Data in Translation

4:30 PM Peter W Demerath (University of Minnesota) and Marian Heinrichs (Saint Paul Public Schools) A Bridge to Grants Culture: Implications of a Privileged Position for Anthropology in a Large-Scale Evaluation

4:45 PM Stephanie L Daza (Manchester Metropolitan University) UN/ Learning STEM Culture and Infiltrating Grant-Science

DISCUSSANT 5:00 PM Lesley Bartlett (Teachers College, Columbia University)

5:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S
URBANISM AND FAILURE: GOVERNANCE, POLITICS, AND MATERIALITY

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**
Claudio Sopranzetti (Oxford University)
Federico Perez (Harvard University)

**CHAIR**
Federico Perez (Harvard University)

**4:00 PM**
Atreyee Majumder (Yale University) *Obsolescence: An Urban Story*

**4:15 PM**
Claudia Gastrow (University of Chicago) *Failed Architectures?: Understanding the High-Rise in Luanda, Angola*

**4:30 PM**
Claudio Sopranzetti (Oxford University) *Failure as a Form of Life: Urbanism and Mobility in Bangkok*

**4:45 PM**
Federico Perez (Harvard University) *The Art of Approximation: Planning Failures in Bogotá, Colombia*

**DISCUSSION**
5:00 PM Vyjayanthi Rao (New School)

**5:15 PM** Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

SUCCESS IN ANTHROPOLOGY: THE PLACE OF INTERNSHIPS AND PRACTICA

**REVIEWED BY**
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**
Linda A Bennett (University of Memphis)
Keri Brondo (University of Memphis)

**CHAIR**
James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State University)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS**
T J Ferguson (University of Arizona)
Shane Denis James Pahl (University of North Texas)
Teresita Majewski (Statistical Research, Inc.)
Stanley E Hyland (University of Memphis)
Tim Bolding (United Housing, Inc.)
Doug Henry (University of North Texas)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

STUDENT MENTORING BREAKOUTS

**SPONSOR**
Society for Visual Anthropology

**ORGANIZER**
Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-1170</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (SMA) BOARD MEETING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:00–10:00</td>
<td>Pullman Boardroom, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor</td>
<td>Society for Medical Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizer</td>
<td>Irene Ketonen (University at Buffalo)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 5-1175 | **ALCOHOL, DRUGS, AND TOBACCO STUDY GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING** |
| 06:00–07:45 | McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton |
| Sponsor | Society for Medical Anthropology                                    |
| Organizer | Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) |
| Chair | Tazin R Karim (Michigan State University)                           |

| 5-1180 | **ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT SOCIETY BUSINESS MEETING**          |
| 06:15–07:30 | Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton |  |
| Sponsor | Anthropology and Environment Society                            |
| Organizers | Courtney Carothers (University of Alaska Fairbanks) |
| | Laura C Zanotti (Purdue University)                             |
| Chair | Jeffrey C Johnson (East Carolina University) and Glenn Davis Stone (Washington University) |
| Awards presented at this event: | |
| 1. Roy A. Rappaport Graduate Student Award                      |
| 2. Julian Steward Award                                         |

| 5-1185 | **CORI, COMMITTEE ON REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS**                     |
| 06:15–07:30 | Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton |
| Sponsor | Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology |
| Organizer | Nancy A Abelmann (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) |
| This session may be of particular interest to: | M, P, S, T |

| 5-1190 | **SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK BUSINESS MEETING**          |
| 06:15–07:30 | Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton          |
| Sponsor | Society for the Anthropology of Work                            |
| Organizer | Samuel G Collins (Towson University)                            |
| Awards presented at this event: | |
| 1. The Eric R. Wolf Prize                                     |
| 2. The SAW Book Prize                                         |
| This session may be of particular interest to: | P, S, T |
5-1195 06:15–07:30  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
POST-COMMUNIST CULTURAL STUDIES INTEREST GROUP (SOYUZ)
Sponsor  Post-Communist Cultural Studies Interest Group (Soyuz)
Organizer  Erin Koch (University of Kentucky)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1200 06:15–07:30  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF GLOBAL HEALTH STUDY GROUP OPEN BUSINESS MEETING
Sponsor  Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer  Mara H Buchbinder (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Chair  Rachel R Chapman (University of Washington)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

5-1205 06:15–07:30  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
CAE ALL-COMMITTEE MEETING
Sponsor  Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizers  Cindy Cruz (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1210 06:15–07:30  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM INTEREST GROUP ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Sponsor  AAA Executive Program Committee
Organizers  Quetzil E Castaneda (OSEA Open School of Ethnography and Anthropology and Indiana University)
Mary Mostafanezhad (University of Otago)
Naomi M Leite (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Chair  Quetzil E Castaneda (Indiana University)

5-1215 06:15–07:30  Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Presidential Address: ANTHROPOLOGY MATTERS
Sponsor  AAA Executive Program Committee
Presenter  Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
5-1220 06:15–08:00  
Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  
SOCIETY FOR EAST ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY (SEAA) BUSINESS MEETING  
SPONSOR  
Society for East Asian Anthropology  
ORGANIZER  
Eriberto P Lozada Jr (Davidson College)  
Awards presented at this event:  
1. Hsu Book Prize  
2. Bestor Essay Prize  
3. Plath Media Prize  
This session may be of particular interest to: S

5-1225 06:15–08:15  
Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS (SAC) BUSINESS MEETING AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY PAUL DEVEREUX (FELLOW OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS; RESEARCH ASSOCIATE OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF ART; EDITOR: TIME & MIND)  
SPONSOR  
Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness  
ORGANIZER  
M Diane Hardgrave (Southern Methodist University)  
CHAIR  
Bryan Rill (Florida State University)  
PRESENTER  
Paul Devereux (Time & Mind)  
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1230 06:15–08:15  
Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance Blackstone Hotel  
MIDDLE EAST SECTION BUSINESS MEETING AND RECEPTION  
SPONSOR  
Middle East Section  
ORGANIZER  
Lara Deeb (Scripps College)  
PRESENTERS  
Farha Ghannam (Swarthmore College)  
Arzoo Osanloo (University of Washington)  
Fida J Adely (Georgetown University)  
Kamran Asdar Ali (University of Texas, Austin)  
Rehenuma Asmi (Columbia University)  
Kirsten L Scheid (American University of Beirut)  
Julie Peteet (University of Louisville)  
Awards presented at this event:  
1. Distinguished Scholar Award  
2. Student Paper Prize

5-1235 06:15–08:30  
Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION (SAFN) BUSINESS MEETING, RECEPTION AND CASH BAR  
SPONSOR  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition  
ORGANIZER  
Neri de Kramer (University of Delaware)  
Award presented at this event:  
Marchione Prize
5-1240 06:30–08:00 Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Sponsor**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Organizer**  
Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1245 06:45–08:45 Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION

**Sponsor**  
Society for Visual Anthropology  
**Organizer**  
Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

5-1250 06:45–08:45 PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
Film Session:  
SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY AWARD CEREMONY AND RECEPTION

**Sponsor**  
Film, Video, & Interactive Media Screening Program

5-1255 07:00–08:15 Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH INTEREST GROUP ORGANIZATION MEETING

**Sponsor**  
Anthropology of Children and Childhood  
**Organizer**  
Rachael J Stryker (Mills College)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

5-1260 07:30–08:45 Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
CAE PRESIDENTIAL TALK

**Sponsor**  
Council on Anthropology and Education  
**Organizer**  
Rosemary C Henze (San Jose State University)  
**Presenter**  
Gregory K Tanaka (Mills College School of Education)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

5-1265 07:30–09:30 North Imperial Suite, T1, Chicago Hilton
AAA DONOR RECEPTION — By Invitation Only

**Sponsor**  
AAA Resource Development Committee  
**Organizer**  
Elaine Lynch (American Anthropological Association)  
**Presenters**  
Leith P Mullings (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Monica Heller (University of Toronto)  
Edward Liebow (American Anthropological Association)
ACYIG SOCIAL/BOOK HOUR
Sponsor: Anthropology of Children and Childhood
Organizer: Rachael J Stryker (Mills College)
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION (CAE) NEW MEMBER WELCOME RECEPTION
Sponsor: Council on Anthropology and Education
Organizers: Cindy Cruz (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Marjorie Faulstich Orellana (University of California, Los Angeles)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
6-0000 08:00–09:45 Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

POWER OF POWER: ENERGY, AGENCY, AND POLITICS

REVIEWED BY Anthology and Environment Society

CHAIR/ORGANIZER Stephanie K Rupp (Lehman College, CUNY)

8:00 AM Lisa C Breglia (George Mason University) *The Power of Energy Knowledge*

8:15 AM Chris Hebdon (Yale University) *Biofuels and the Politics of Energy Transition in Chiapas, Mexico*

8:30 AM Michael J Degani (Yale University) *Blackouts and the Hermeneutics of Suspicion in Tanzania*

8:45 AM Alf Hornborg (Lund University) *Money As Fictive Energy: Deconstructing the Notion of ‘True Value’*

9:00 AM Stephanie K Rupp (Lehman College, CUNY) *In the Wake of the Storm: Energy, Power, Agency, and Hurricane Sandy*

DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM Richard R Wilk (Indiana University)

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0005 08:00–09:45 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Roundtable: NARRATING THE NUCLEAR: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND OTHERS ENGAGE WITH THE ATOMIC ERA PART I: NUCLEAR WEAPONRY

SPONSOR AAA Executive Program Committee

ORGANIZERS Mark Auslander (Central Washington University)

Tomomi Yamaguchi (Montana State University)

CHAIR Mark Auslander (Central Washington University)

ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS Jessica H Amason (Central Washington University)

Laurence Marshall Carucci (Montana State)

Robert Chavez (Honor Our Pueblo Existence and Think Outside the Bomb)

Steven G Gilbert (Washington State Physicians for Social Responsibility)

Yuki Miyamoto (DePaul University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0010 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Session: FORMULATING AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF GENDER JUSTICE: CURRENT ENGAGEMENTS, FUTURE DIRECTIONS

SPONSOR AAA Committee on Gender Equity

ORGANIZER John J Crandall (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
8:00 AM  Karin U Friederic (Wake Forest University)  *Gender Justice in Transnational Perspective: Rights, Violence, and Victimhood Across Borders*

8:15 AM  Karen Nakamura (Yale University)  *Trans/Japan, Trans/Sexual, Trans/Disability: Straightening Out Bodies and Minds in Contemporary Japan*

8:30 AM  Cecilia C VanHollen (Syracuse University)  *AIDS Activism and Gender Justice: The Role of HIV-Positive Women’s Organizations in India*

8:45 AM  Pamela K Stone (Hampshire College)  *Cultural Pathologies: Structural Violence, Parturition, Maternal Mortality, and Rethinking Health Disparities for Mothers Globally*

**Discussant**  9:00 AM  Jan Brunson (University of Hawaii)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**6-0015  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**HORIZONS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TRANSPORTATION**

**REVIEWED BY**  American Ethnological Society

**ORGANIZERS**  Janell Rothenberg (University of California, Los Angeles)

Jatin Dua (Duke University)

**CHAIR**  Janell Rothenberg (University of California, Los Angeles)

8:00 AM  Discussion

8:15 AM  Adonia E Lugo (Independent Scholar)  *Making the Street Safe for... Bicycles? Using Ethnography to Humanize Future Transportation for Diverse Publics*

8:30 AM  Jessica M Lockrem (Rice University)  *Experiencing Movement, Planning Traffic: Ways of Knowing Ho Chi Minh City Through Embodiment and Technical Expertise*

8:45 AM  Durba Chattaraj (University of Pennsylvania)  *Subsistence Capitalism: West Bengal’s Private Bus Transport System*

9:00 AM  Genese Marie Sodikoff (Rutgers University)  *The Graphite Crucible: The Traffic of Minerals and Uses of Sabotage in Wartime Madagascar*

9:15 AM  Jatin Dua (Duke University)  *Itineraries Interrupted: Piracy and the Remapping of Mobility in the Western Indian Ocean*

**Discussant**  9:30 AM  Naor Ben-Yehoyada (Harvard University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**6-0020  08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Invited Session:**

“I LOVE IT WHEN YOU...”: TEACHING TIPS FROM FACULTY

**SPONSOR**  Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges

**ORGANIZER**  Laura T González (San Diego Miramar College)

**CHAIR**  Timothy L Sullivan (Richland College)

8:00 AM  Angela C Jenks (University of California, Irvine)  *Autoethnography As Critical Pedagogy*
8:15 AM Nicole R Ives (Prince George's Community College) Advancing the Academic Success of Unprepared Anthropology Students
8:30 AM Alison B Diefenderfer (Northampton Community College) Teaching Tips for An Interdisciplinary Future
8:45 AM Annie Maria Schmidt (Ivy Tech Community College) Backward Design 101: Student-Centered Learning in the Anthropology Course
9:00 AM Beverly Bennett (Wright College) Experiential Learning: Getting the Insider's Perspective Through Classroom Simulations
9:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, T

6-0025 08:00–09:45 Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
EVERYDAY ISRAEL: STATES OF CONTENTION, EXISTENTIAL STATES

Reviewed by Middle East Section
Chair/Organizer Fran Markowitz (Ben-Gurion University)

8:00 AM Yoel Tawil (Ben-Gurion University) “For By Wise (and Creative) Counsel You Shall Make Your War”: On The Discursive Interrelatedness of Creativity and Security in Israel
8:15 AM Dafna Shir-Vertesh (Ben-Gurion University) Managing Distress: Exploring the Hierarchy of Suffering in Israel
8:30 AM Uri Dorchin (Washington University) “Building the House anew”: Jewish and Arab Rap Beyond Nationalism
8:45 AM Gabriella Djerrahian (McGill University) Will the “real” Blacks Please Stand Up?
9:00 AM Daniel Monterescu (Central European University) Creative Marginality: Jews, Arabs and the Limits of Radicalism in Jaffa
9:15 AM Aref Ib Abu-Rabia (Ben-Gurion University) Desecrations and Alliances in the Negev, Prof. Aref Abu-Rabia

Discussant 9:30 AM Jasmin Habib (University of Waterloo)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0030 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
LIFE COURSE AND FAMILY FORMATION: PARENTHOOD, WORK AND CARE-GIVING IN “LATE-FORMING” FAMILIES IN EUROPE AND THE CARIBBEAN

Sponsor Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Chair/Organizer Nancy A Konvalinka (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia)

8:00 AM Nancy A Konvalinka (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia) “Yo Me Lo Guiso, Yo Me Lo Como” (or, “I Cook It Myself, I Eat It Myself”). Self-Sufficiency and Personal Responsibility for Life Course Decisions in “Late-forming” Families in Spain
8:15 AM Heidi Kristiina Harkonen (University of Helsinki) Gendered Reciprocity, Care and Parenthood in Post-Soviet Havana
8:30 AM  Elena Hernandez Corrochano (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia) “Late-forming” Families and European Kinship: Aspects Relevant to Understanding the Delay in Maternity/Paternity in Europe
8:45 AM  Irene Götz (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität) Reflections on the Post-Fordist World of Work and Its Impact on Life Courses
9:00 AM  Sandra Fernández (Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia) Re-Building Links, Images of Motherhood

DISCUSSANT  9:15 AM  Patrick J Heady (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0035 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
CHARTING RELIGIOUS MIGRATIONS ACROSS THE BLACK ATLANTIC AND THE US-MEXICO BORDERLANDS

Reviewed by  Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Organizers  Aimee Villarreal (University of California, Santa Cruz)
            Todne Thomas Chipumuro (University of Vermont)
            Alex E Chavez (University of Illinois at Chicago) Serenading the Afterlife: Loss, Migration, and the Aesthetics of Sentiment
            Todne Thomas Chipumuro (University of Vermont) Between the Borders of Blackness: The Alterity and Transgression of Black Atlantic Evangelical Communion
            Aimee Villarreal (University of California, Santa Cruz) Performing Persecution: The Return of Mock Crucifixion to Public Space in New Mexico
            J Brent Crosson (University of California, Santa Cruz) “The Ganges and the Nile:” Healing, Harm, and Ethno-Religious Borderlands in Trinidad

DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Alyshia F Galvez (CUNY, Herbert H Lehman College)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0040 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
ETHNOGRAPHY, NAMING, AND DISPLACEMENT

Reviewed by  General Anthropology Division
Organizer  Iracema H Dulley (University of Sao Paulo)
Chair  Isabela Oliveira Pereira da Silva (University of Sao Paulo)

8:00 AM  Iracema H Dulley (University of Sao Paulo) Naming and Otherness: Categories of Difference in Angola
8:15 AM  Fabiola Corbucci (University of Sao Paulo) Man and Animal: the Ambivalence of Names in Freudian Totemism
8:30 AM  Bruna Bumachar (State University of Campinas) Estrangeiras: the Constitution of a Category in São Paulo Women’s Penitentiary
8:45 AM Christiano Key Tambascia (UNICAMP) Material Culture on Display: Nimuendaju and Fagg’s Approaches Towards Ethnographic Artifacts and Paradigmatic Discourses of Otherness

9:00 AM Frederick C Howard III (The New School) Refusing Ambivalence: Acts of Sovereignty and Sentiments of Belonging On Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota

9:15 AM Isabel Oliveira Pereira da Silva (University of Sao Paulo) ‘Laboratory of Civilization’: Race and Science Between Two Americas

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

6-0045 08:00–09:45 Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session: MUSEUMS AND ART MARKETS: SPACES TO ENGAGE THE PUBLIC

Sponsors
Association for Africanist Anthropology
Council for Museum Anthropology

Organizers
Bennetta Jules-Rosette (University of California, San Diego)
Erica L Fontana (University of California, San Diego)

Chair
Bennetta Jules-Rosette (University of California, San Diego)

8:00 AM Bennetta Jules-Rosette (University of California, San Diego) Museums From Private to Public: Trajectories of Transformation in Comparative Perspective

8:15 AM Erica L Fontana (University of California, San Diego) Private Memories and Public Histories: Transformations of Historical Museums in Poland

8:30 AM Wayne H Osborn Jr (Georgetown University) Afro-Dubai: Alternative Modernities and Dubai’s Contemporary Art Scene

8:45 AM Lorna Lueker-Zukas (National University) Statues, Murals and the National Museum: Mediating the Presence and Absence of Women in Zimbabwean Political Struggles

Discussant

9:00 AM Christopher B Steiner (Connecticut College)

9:15 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0050 08:00–09:45 Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
OBJECTS AS ARCHIVES OF THE FUTURE: ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENTS WITH TEMPORALITY AND MATERIALITY

Reviewed by
Society for Cultural Anthropology

Organizers
Rheana (Juno) Salazar Parrenas (Rutgers University)
Noah M Tamarkin (University of Pennsylvania)

Chair
Sabrina A Peric (University of Calgary)

8:00 AM Sabrina A Peric (University of Calgary) Melting Frontiers: Imperial Oil, Canadian Petroscience and the Permafrost Archive

8:15 AM Rheana (Juno) Salazar Parrenas (Rutgers University) Orangutan Bodies Archiving the Future
8:30 AM  Noah M Tamarkin (University of Pennsylvania) *Documents and DNA: Archiving Authentic Futures*

**Discussant**  8:45 AM  Harris S Solomon (Duke University)

**Discussant**  9:00 AM  Patricia Spyer PhD (Leiden University)

9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**6-0055**  08:00–09:45  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SPIRITUALITY, SECULARISM AND SOVEREIGNTY: FORGING NEW RELIGIOUS PUBLICS IN ASIA**

**Reviewed by**  Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**Organizers**  Manduhai Buyandelger (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Sara B Shneiderman (Yale University)

**Roundtable Presenters**  Manduhai Buyandelger (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Martijn van Beek (Aarhus University)

Sean R Roberts (George Washington University)

Sara B Shneiderman (Yale University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**

**6-0060**  08:00–09:45  Mobley Room, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**CROSSING DISCIPLINES AND ITS CHALLENGES**

**Reviewed by**  Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**Organizers**  Mélanie LeBlanc (Université de Moncton)

Annette Boudreau (Université de Moncton)

**Chair**  Mélanie LeBlanc LeBlanc (Université de Moncton)

**Discussants**  Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg)

8:00 AM  Mélanie LeBlanc LeBlanc (Université de Moncton) and Annette Boudreau (Université de Moncton) *Multiplex Voices on Disciplinary Crossing: Students and Scholars*

8:15 AM  Patricia Lamarre (Université de Montréal) “Where Did You Come From and Wouldn’t You be Happier Somewhere Else?”: Critical Sociolinguistic Ethnography or How to Survive Falling Between All the Cracks

8:30 AM  Chantal Melanie White (New York University) *Transcribing Across Disciplines: The Joys (and Woes) of Interdisciplinarity on a Smaller Scale*

8:45 AM  Helene Blondeau (University of Florida) *A Three-Pronged Approach for the Study of Francophone Language Practices in Montréal: The Two Sides of the Coin*

9:00 AM  Isabelle LeBlanc (Université de Moncton) *Student Mobility from Atlantic Canada to France: How Acadian Women Crossing Geographical Borders Also Crossed Traditional Gender Roles in Their Path to Linguistic Identity*

9:15 AM  Hubert Noel (Université de Moncton) *Acadian Songs: Past Scholars, Current Students, Future Publics*

**Discussant**  9:30 AM  Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
Mentoring Activity
Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

ANTHROPOLOGIES OF LIVING WITH HORSES, HORSE-HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS AND EQUINE SPORTS

Reviewers:
American Ethnological Society

Chair/Organizer:
Dona Davis (University of South Dakota)

6:00 AM Kristin Armstrong Oma (University of Oslo) “The Steed Knew Well His Master Was Slain”. Human-Horse Relationships in the Age of Heroes — the Scandinavian Iron Age

8:15 AM Dona Davis (University of South Dakota), Anita Maurstad (University of Tromso) and Sarah Cowles (University of South Dakota) “I'd Rather Wear Out Than Rust Out:” Auto-Biologies of Aging Equestriennes

8:30 AM Amelia-Roisin Seifert (Queens University Belfast) Investigating a Contemporary Native American Horse Culture: the Case for Ethnohippology

8:45 AM Ana C Ramirez (Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo) Engaged with One Leg: Escaramuzas Charras and Mounting Traditions in Mexico and USA

9:00 AM Claire I Brown (SUNY, Binghamton) Hoofed Commodities: The Value of the Connemara Pony in Irish Communities

9:15 AM Riitta-Marja Leinonen (University of Oulu) and Karen K Dalke (University of Wisconsin-Green Bay) National Treasure — Nationalistic Representations of the Finnhorse Trotting Championships

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

REGIONAL IDENTITIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN

Reviewers:
Society for East Asian Anthropology

Organizers:
Yuka Hasegawa (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Jennifer E McDowell (University of Pittsburgh)

Chair:
Toru Yamada (University of Tsukuba)

8:00 AM Yuka Hasegawa (University of Hawaii at Manoa) Identity Work of Kamando

8:15 AM Motohiro Koizumi (Tottori University) A Study of an Artist-Run Residencies “Tami” in Tottori

8:30 AM Discussion

8:45 AM Jennifer E McDowell (University of Pittsburgh) Regional Products, Regional Pride: Folk Art in Japan’s Northeast

9:00 AM Robert Pontsioen (Smithsonian Institution) The World Still Floats: Craft Products and Artisan Identities in Downtown Tokyo

9:15 AM Toru Yamada (University of Tsukuba) Dialogic Heritage: How a Local Heritage Transforms Into a National Heritage

9:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
6-0075 08:00–09:45  International Ballroom South, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ON NAVEEDA KHAN’S MUSLIM BECOMING:
ASPIRATION AND SKEPTICISM IN PAKISTAN
REVIEWED BY Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZER Veena Das (Johns Hopkins University)
CHAIR Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto)
ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS Naveeda Khan (Johns Hopkins University)
Kriti Kapila (King’s College)
Jonathan Spencer (University of Edinburgh)
Nusrat S Chowdhury (Amherst College)
Andrew O Brandel (Johns Hopkins University)
This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

6-0080 08:00–09:45  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
TROUBLING MODERNITIES: RATIONALITY AND RUPTURE IN
CONTEMPORARY VIETNAM
REVIEWED BY Society for Cultural Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Martha L Lincoln (University of California, Berkeley)
Lilly Nguyen (University of California, Los Angeles)
8:00 AM Erik L Harms (Yale University) Modern Views, Unblocked: Looking
Into the Distance in Ho Chi Minh City’s New Urban Zones
8:15 AM Philip K Taylor (Australia National University) Seeking a Cure for
Modernity in Southern Vietnam
8:30 AM Lilly Nguyen (University of California, Los Angeles) The Rhetorical
Style of Freedom and the Moral Aesthetic of Software in Vietnam
8:45 AM Martha L Lincoln (University of California, Berkeley) Privatized
Public Health in Contemporary Vietnam
DISCUSSANT 9:00 AM Ann Marie Leshkowich (College of the Holy Cross)
9:15 AM Discussion
This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0085 08:00–09:45  Williford A, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
ANTHROPOLOGY AND ASPIRATIONAL REALITIES
REVIEWED BY Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Andrew M Conroe (National University of Singapore)
Jeremy J Kingsley (National University of Singapore)
CHAIR Rebekah S Park (Marlboro College)
8:00 AM Rebekah S Park (Marlboro College) A Dream Before Dying: Argentine
Former Political Prisoners, Memory, and La Lucha
8:15 AM Andrew M Conroe (National University of Singapore) Planning and
Prognostication of Indonesian Futures
8:30 AM Ram Natarajan (New York University) Trials of Crimes Against
Humanity: Using Law to Remake Argentina
8:45 AM Jeremy J Kingsley (National University of Singapore) Spiritual
Aspirations and Local Governance in Lombok, Indonesia
6-0090 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4L, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FOODWAYS AND URBAN CHANGE IN LATIN AMERICA**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**Chairs/Organizers**  
Amy Lasater-Wille (New York University)  
Aeleka E Schortman (University of Kentucky)

- **8:00 AM**  
  Heather Sawyer (University of Kentucky) *Conservation, Urbanization, and Shifting Access to Seafood in Roatan, Honduras*

- **8:15 AM**  
  Isabel M Scarborough (Parkland College) *Constructing Bolivia’s Urban Indigenous: Market Women Food Networks in Identity Politics*

- **8:30 AM**  
  Aeleka E Schortman (University of Kentucky) *The Place of Peri-Urban Foodways in Neoliberal, Urbanizing, and Industrializing Northern Honduras*

- **8:45 AM**  
  Lauren A Wynne (Utica College) *From Coast to Kitchen: Male Migration and Changing Foodways in Rural Yucatán*

- **9:00 AM**  
  Amy Lasater-Wille (New York University)  
  *Teaching Citizens Who “Don't Yet Have Culture”: Culinary Education and Social Change in Lima, Peru*

- **9:15 AM**  
  Tiana Bakic Hayden (New York University) *The Taste of Precarity: Language, Legitimacy, and Legality Among Mexican Street Food Vendors*

- **9:30 AM**  
  **Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

6-0095 08:00–09:45  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PLACE MAKING IN NON-PLACES**

**Reviewed by**  
American Ethnological Society

**Organizer**  
Rosa E Ficek (University of California, Santa Cruz)

**Chair**  
Paulla A Ebron (Stanford University)

- **8:00 AM**  
  Paulla A Ebron (Stanford University)  
  *Almost Near Tropical*

- **8:15 AM**  
  Laura A Ogden (Florida International University)  
  *Speculative Wonder at the World’s End*

- **8:30 AM**  
  Jessica L O’Reilly (St John’s University-College of St Benedict)  
  *Antarctic Climate Futures: New Traces On Terra Incognita*

- **8:45 AM**  
  Roderick Coover (Temple University)  
  *Landscapes and Wastelands Of The Arid American West: Visual Representations of the Desert West and the “Unknown Territories” Project*

- **9:00 AM**  
  Rosa E Ficek (University of California-Santa Cruz)  
  *Riverways and the Highway: Movements and Territorial Claims Between North and South America*

**Discussant**  
9:15 AM  
Gaston R Gordillo (University of British Columbia)

9:30 AM  
**Discussion**

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
6-0100 08:00–09:45  Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
OUT OF THE MARGINS: DRUGS, PUBLICS, AND THE SOCIAL IMAGINARY

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer: Alfred J Montoya (Trinity University)
Chair: Scott D Stonington (Harvard Medical School)

8:00 AM  Kelly R Knight (University of California, San Francisco) Marginal Slippage: Opioid Analgesics and the Changing Landscape of Illegality in Chronic Pain Management for the U.S. Safety Net

8:15 AM  Shana Harris (National Development and Research Institutes) On Marginality: Poverty and the Social Scripting of the “Paco Problem” in Argentina

8:30 AM  Nancy D. Campbell (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute) OD: A Historical Genealogy of Opioid Overdose in the Discourse of Marginalization

8:45 AM  Alfred J Montoya (Trinity University) From Trong Diem to Nhan Ai: Drugs, Unimagined Communities and Nation-Making in Vietnam

9:00 AM  Jeffrey Schonberg (University of California, San Francisco and University of California, Berkeley) Hailing the Everyday Back from the Margins: History, Drugs and Violence as Usual

Discussant: 9:15 AM  William C Garriott III (Drake University)
9:30 AM  Discussion

6-0105 08:00–09:45  Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
MAKING LIGHT: ENGAGING ANXIETIES ABOUT SEX, DEATH, AND ALTERITY THROUGH HUMOR AND PLAYFUL PERFORMANCE

Reviewed by: Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizer: Kathleen Carey O’Brien (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Chair: David G Pier (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

8:00 AM  Kathleen Carey O’Brien (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) A Time to Laugh: Priest Parody and Sexual Humor in the Face of Death Among Indigenous Evangelicals of Ecuador

8:15 AM  David G Pier (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Kafeero’s Requiem: Funereal Pop Music in Uganda

8:30 AM  Ayako Takamori (University of Tokyo) Race-Play and the Visual Semiotics of Blackface in Japan

8:45 AM  Amy M Jones (The Graduate Center, CUNY) ’Ironic Racism’: Provocations and Perils

9:00 AM  Pilar K Rau (New York University) On the Foreign and the Sublime: Beauty, Horror, and Hilarity in Andean Jokes, Performances, and Tales of Ethnic Difference

9:15 AM  Louis Philippe M Römer (New York University) ¿Tu mamá Es ruman Ohochi Di Hesukristu? Inter-Linguistic Joking and Inter-Ethnic Anxieties in Curacao

Discussant: 9:30 AM  Eric Hoenes (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

This session may be of particular interest to: S
6-0110  08:00–09:45  PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
GENDER CITIZENSHIPS AND AGENCIES: POLITICIZING MEMORY, CONTENDING TRADITION, AND REINVENTING IDENTITY

REVIEWS BY  Association for Feminist Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Patricia Tovar (John Jay College, CUNY)
CHAIR  Johanna M Lessinger (John Jay College, CUNY)
8:00 AM  Placeholder
DISCUSSANT  8:15 AM  Margarita Chaves Chamorro (Instituto Colombiano de Antropologia e Historia)
8:30 AM  Johanna M Lessinger (John Jay College, CUNY) Left Behind by the Tide of Globalization: Male Identity in Urban South India
8:45 AM  Luciane O Rocha (The University of Texas at Austin) “I Am Part of This Society, Even Though It Does Not Have Me as Such”: Black Mothers Fighting for Citizenship in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
9:00 AM  Anru Lee (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY) Gender, Space, and Mediated Memories as Contested Terrains: The Twenty-Five Madien Ladies’ Tomb in Kaohsiung, Taiwan
9:15 AM  Esin Egit (Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY) Collective Memory and Political Subjectivity: Contesting Feminist Identity Among Women of Generation 1980 in Istanbul, Turkey
DISCUSSANT  9:30 AM  Patricia Tovar (John Jay College, CUNY)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0115  08:00–09:45  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton
SENSORIAL CITY: SONIC INTENSITIES OF URBAN LIFE

REVIEWS BY  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Brian Tilley (Johns Hopkins University)
Esra-Gokce Sahin (Harvard University)
CHAIR  Brian Tilley (Johns Hopkins University)
8:00 AM  Peter McMurray (Harvard University) The Mosque Is a Medium: Amplified Deadness and Architectural Pathways in Turkish Berlin
8:15 AM  Esra-Gokce Sahin (Harvard University) Sounds of Imagined Neighborhoods Resonating in Japanese Comedy
8:30 AM  Brian Tilley (Johns Hopkins University) Entangled Production: Qualities of Urban Noise and Religious Expression in Dubai
8:45 AM  Amrita Ibrahim (Harvard University) Television News and the Affective Registers of Hindi Storytelling
DISCUSSANT  9:00 AM  Nicholas H Harkness (Harvard University)
9:15 AM  Discussion
6-0120 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

THINKING WITH A CAMERA DURING REVOLUTIONARY TIMES:
GENERATIVE VISUALITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST

REVIEWED BY  Society for Visual Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Mark R Westmoreland (American University in Cairo)
              Diana K Allan (Harvard University and Cornell University)
CHAIR  Mark R Westmoreland (American University in Cairo)

8:00 AM  Zeynep D Gursel (Macalester College)  Imaging Technologies in the Ottoman Empire: Rethinking Depictions of Political Events
8:15 AM  Rochelle A Davis (Georgetown University)  Signs of Syria. Images of Revolution
8:30 AM  Diana K Allan (Harvard University and Cornell University)  The 2011 March of Return: Picturing Politics in the Palestinian Camps in Lebanon
8:45 AM  Mark R Westmoreland (American University in Cairo)  Inti Mabsoota?: Chronicling the Egyptian Revolution Obliquely
9:00 AM  Michael Kennedy (Columbia University)  The Language of the Wall: On Photographing Graffiti
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

6-0125 08:00–09:45  Williford C, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

AUTHORITARIANISM FROM BELOW: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE STATE AND ITS AGENTS

REVIEWED BY  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZER  Molly Sundberg (Uppsala University)
CHAIR  Dana N Johnson (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

8:00 AM  Molly Sundberg (Uppsala University)  Learning and Performing the Role of the ‘Model Citizen’: Civic Education in Rwanda
8:15 AM  Haley Duschinski (Ohio University)  Law, Power, and Courtroom Struggles for Justice in Kashmir
8:30 AM  Dana N. Johnson (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  Authoritarian or Impotent? Narrating the State of Postsocialism in the Former Yugoslavia
8:45 AM  Emma Mc Cluskey (King’s College London)  Everyday Acts of Resistance to a ‘Moral Superpower’ Regime: How the ‘Good Swede’ Securitizes the Migrant

DISCUSSANT 9:00 AM  Jennifer Riggan (Arcadia University)
9:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
ETHNOGRAPHIES OF EXPOSURE: RETHINKING BODY-ENVIRONMENT RELATION

REVIEWED BY
Society for Medical Anthropology

CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS
Jerry C Zee (University of California, Berkeley)
Stefanie Graeter (University of California, Davis)

8:00 AM  Adam Sargent (University of Chicago) Balancing Exposures: On Becoming a Construction Worker Body
8:15 AM  Jerry C Zee (University of California, Berkeley) Particulate Exposures: Life and Breath in Urban North China
8:30 AM  Rocio Magana (Rutgers University) Desert Tactics: The Politics of Migrant Exposure and Abandonment on the Arizona-Mexico Border
9:00 AM  Theresa MacPhail (New York University) We Are All Reassortants: Ecology, Bird Flu, and the Emergence of the Pandemic Human

DISCUSSANT
9:15 AM  Michael A Fortun (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

THE BUREAUCRATIC AND THE PROFANE: CONCEPTUALIZING THE METAPHYSICS OF GOVERNANCE

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

ORGANIZER
Seema Golestaneh (Columbia University)

CHAIR
Neda Bolourchi (Columbia University)

8:00 AM  Danielle DiNovelli-Lang (Carleton University) Bureaucracy, Democracy and the Nonhuman: Subsistence Management in Alaska
8:15 AM  Neda Bolourchi (Columbia University) Mohammad Qalibaf: Sacred Bureaucracy, Technocracy, and a New Politics?
8:30 AM  Anand V Taneja (Vanderbilt University) Apotropaic Mnemonics: Forgetful Archives, Everyday Life and the Post-Colonial Condition in Delhi
8:45 AM  Seema Golestaneh (Columbia University) God Is In the Details: Bureaucratic Practice and Divine Governance in Iran
9:00 AM  Darryl Wilkinson (Rutgers University) Non-Human Bureaucrats: Ontologies of Governance in the Inka Empire

DISCUSSANT
9:15 AM  Brinkley Messick (Columbia University)
9:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
MULTILINGUALISM AND MULTIMODALITY IN INTERACTION

REVIEWED BY
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

ORGANIZER
Melanie McComsey (University of California, San Diego)

CHAIR
John B Haviland (University of California, San Diego)

8:00 AM
E Mara Green (University of California, Berkeley) "It's a Smaller Thing": Natural Sign as Reported Speech in Nepali Sign Language Narratives

8:15 AM
Corinne A Seals (Georgetown University) Prosodic Style Matching and Linguistic Identity Portraits in the Heritage Language Classroom

8:30 AM
Lydia Rodriguez (University of Virginia) Bilingualism and Literacy Driven Change in Co-Speech Gesture

8:45 AM
Melanie McComsey (University of California, San Diego) Gestural Crosstalk: Language Contact and Conceptual Change in Juchitán (Oaxaca)

9:00 AM
Gene Mirus (Gallaudet University) Multilingualism And Multimodality in Interaction

9:15 AM
John B Haviland (University of California, San Diego) Twinspeak: Gestural Routines in Bilingual Twins

DISCUSSANT
9:30 AM
Charles Goodwin (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

CONTEMPORARY TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL BELONGING

REVIEWED BY
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZERS
Abbas Jaffer (Harvard University)

Sahil Warsi (School of Oriental and African Studies)

CHAIR
Abbas Jaffer (Harvard University)

8:00 AM
Lisa Poggiali (Stanford University) "We Are in an ICT World": Digital Dreams and the Politics of Belonging in Kenya

8:15 AM
Sahil Warsi (School of Oriental and African Studies) Who Is an Afghan Refugee?: Three Stories of Migration to New Delhi

8:30 AM
Leticia Cesarino (University of California, Berkeley) Technical Expertise Across the National Frame: Technology Transfer in Agriculture Between Brazil and Africa

8:45 AM
Abbas Jaffer (Harvard University) "Kya Scene?: Affect and Technology in Lahore's Digital-Material Music Venues

9:00 AM
Ashveer Pal Singh (Stanford University) Imagining India: Futurity, Governance, and the Dreamworld of the Unique Identification Authority of India

9:15 AM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE PATRIMONIALIZATION PROCESS: A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

REVIEWED BY Council for Museum Anthropology
ORGANIZER Jessica Roda (Université du Québec à Montréal-Canada Research Chair on Urban Heritage)
CHAIR Lena Mortensen (University of Toronto)

8:00 AM Jerome S Camal (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Drums, Dance, and Detour: Political Perspectives on the Patrimonialization of Guadeloupean Music
8:15 AM Hugo Ferran (University of Montreal) The 1000 Stars Festival: Analysis of a Musical Patrimonialization Process in Southern Ethiopia
8:30 AM Jessica Roda (Université du Québec à Montréal-Canada Research Chair on Urban Heritage) The Festival Sefarad in Montreal: From Community Celebration to Marketed Cultural Heritage
8:45 AM Lucia Campos (Écoles des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales) A Festival or a Museum for the Maracatu De Baque Solto?
9:00 AM Marie-Blanche Fourcade (Université du Québec à Montréal) Arvida Memories: Citizens as Entrepreneurs of Heritage
9:15 AM Charmaine Kaimikaua (Cypress College and Santa Monica College) and Liza Salvatore (Cultural Educator-Santa Monica Sister Cities Program) Tales From the Olive Groves: The Politics of Spatial Identity, Entrepreneurship and Empowerment in the Patrimonialization Process Through Experiential Tourism for Local Olive Growers in Sant’Elia, Italy

DISCUSSANT 9:30 AM Naomi M Leite (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

“HEADS AND TAILS” REVISITED: NEW KEYWORDS FOR THE CONTINUING STUDY OF MONEY AS A “DOUBLE-SIDED PHENOMENON”

REVIEWED BY American Ethnological Society
ORGANIZERS Chris Vasantkumar (Hamilton College) Robert W Blunt (Lafayette College)
CHAIR Analiese M Richard (University of the Pacific)

8:00 AM Robert W Blunt (Lafayette College) Corrupting Currency and Honest Elders: The General Numismatics of Independent Kenya
8:15 AM Jeremy L Jones (College of the Holy Cross) The Big Problem of Small Change in Zimbabwe’s “Multicurrency,” Post-Hyperinflation Economy

DISCUSSANT 8:30 AM Chris Vasantkumar (Hamilton College)
8:45 AM Analiese M Richard (University of the Pacific) and Arturo Giraldez (University of the Pacific) Small Change: Cacao Beans, Tlacos, and Pieces of Eight in 18th Century Mexico
9:00 AM Chris Vasantkumar (Hamilton College) Heads as Tails or Coins from Other Pockets: Money Beyond, and After, the State

DISCUSSANT 9:15 AM Robert W Blunt (Lafayette College)
9:30 AM Discussion
6-0160 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

FARMERS MARKETS: DEVELOPING INDICES FOR MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY

REVIEWED BY National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Kathleen A Gillogly (University of Wisconsin-Parkside)
                  Kathleen Bubinas (University of Wisconsin-Waukesha)
CHAIR Thomas Batogiannis (University of Wisconsin-Waukesha)
8:00 AM Economic Practice and Sustainability At U. S. Farmers Markets
8:15 AM Melissa Emma Tourangeau (University of Wisconsin-Parkside)
       Sustainability and Its Relation to Geographic Location
8:30 AM Christopher R Allen (University of Wisconsin-Parkside) Analyzing the Environmental Sustainability of Winter Farmers Markets
8:45 AM Stephanie R Bjork (Paradise Valley Community College) Desert Green? An Ethnographic Case Study for Sustainability
9:00 AM Kathleen Bubinas (University of Wisconsin-Waukesha) Farmers Markets: Paper or Plastic?
9:15 AM Kathleen A Gillogly (University of Wisconsin-Parkside) “Glocal” Sustainability

DISCUSSANT 9:30 AM Melissa A Checker (City University of New York)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

6-0165 08:00–09:45  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

DIAGNOSTIC CONTROVERSY: ADVANCING AND COMPETING KNOWLEDGE IN SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL INQUIRY

REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZER Carolyn M Smith-Morris (Southern Methodist University)
CHAIR Nia C Parson (Southern Methodist University)
8:00 AM Carolyn Steeves Powers (Washington University, St Louis) When All You Have Is a Hammer, Everything Looks Like a Nail: Moving Beyond Compliance in Understanding the Relationship Between Psychotherapy Research and Practice
8:15 AM Nia C Parson (Southern Methodist University) Disorder in Social Worlds: Psychiatric Symptoms As Indicators of Violence and Insecurity
8:30 AM David Elijah Bell (St John Fisher College) The Grey Zones of Health: Depleted Uranium, Social Conflict, and the Right to Health Identities Among US Gulf War Veterans
8:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
6-0170 08:00–09:45  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
LATIN AMERICA AND NEOLIBERAL CONSERVATION: STATE ACTORS, NGO ENCOUNTERS, AND COMMUNITY-BASED PARTICIPATION

REVIEWED BY
Anthropology and Environment Society

CHAIR
Danny Pinedo (University of Florida)

8:00 AM
Richard H Wallace (California State University, Stanislaus) and Jacqueline M Vadjunec (Oklahoma State University) *Mãe Seringueira: Rubber As a Cultural Keystone Species in the Brazilian Amazon*

8:15 AM
Rudo Kemper (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) *A Medicinal El Dorado? Conservation Encounters in the Surinamese Rainforest*

8:30 AM
Laura C Zanotti (Purdue University) *The New Mobilities Paradigm and Protected Areas: Travel, Movement, and Mobility in the Brazilian Amazon*

8:45 AM
Rowenn B Kalman (Michigan State University) *“We Must Maintain the Committee”: The Politics of Participation in NGO-Led Community Environmental Projects*

9:00 AM
Mercedes M Ward (University of Utah) *Intracultural Variation in Cosmological Beliefs Among Miskitu People of Nicaragua: Implications for Environmental Conservation*

9:15 AM
Danny Pinedo (University of Florida) *Identity Politics and the Culture of Protest in Peruvian Amazonia*

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0175 08:00–09:45  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton
MAPPING THE RURAL-URBAN NEXUS: THE POLICIES, POLITICS AND IDEOLOGIES THAT SHAPE LANDSCAPES

REVIEWED BY
Anthropology and Environment Society

CHAIR
Angeles Alejandra Lopez-Santillan (University of Toronto)

8:00 AM
Monica Argandoña (University of La Verne) *Every Square Inch: The Fight for the California Desert*

8:15 AM
Kimberly A Berg (SUNY, Albany) *Social-Technological Interfaces: A New Direction for Agritourism Destinations*

8:30 AM
Gregory Gullette (Santa Clara University) *The Intersections Between NGOs, Environmental Change, and Labor Mobilities in Thailand’s Rural-Urban Interface*

8:45 AM
Melissa Reisland (University of Wisconsin, Madison) and Joanna Lambert (University of Texas at San Antonio) *Conservation in a Sacred Forest: Assessing the Use and Management of the Sacred Forest Cagar Alam Leuweng Sancang, Indonesia*

9:00 AM
Zoe Nyssa (University of Chicago) *Mapping Endangerment: Conservation Science and the Scale of Community*

9:15 AM
Angeles Alejandra Lopez-Santillan (University of Toronto) *Exchange Without Dialogue: Transversal and Interdisciplinary Relations in Environmental Protection in the Mexican Caribbean*

9:30 AM
Discussion
RECREATING HERITAGE WORK, THE FUTURE OF CRAFT

Society for the Anthropology of Work
Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University)
Jennifer S Bowles (University of Michigan)

8:00 AM Discussion
8:15 AM Gabriel Jderu (University of Bucharest) Towards an Anthropology of Repair and Maintenance: Motorcycling Culture Before and After the Electronic Fuel Injection
8:30 AM Jennifer S Bowles (University of Michigan) “I Know Where You Live”: Exploring the Dialectic of Labor Rights in the Everyday Work Conflicts of Argentina’s Yerba Mate Country
8:45 AM Clare M Wilkinson-Weber (Washington State University, Vancouver) and Alicia A DeNicola (Oxford College of Emory University) Critical Reflections on Craft: Two Case Studies
9:00 AM Brittany Rae Hoback (University of Central Florida) Rethinking Cultural Tourism: Performers’ Perceptions of the Polynesian Luau
9:15 AM Panu Martti Itkonen (University of Helsinki) Sahlins’s Forms of Reciprocity in the Skolt Sami Reindeer Herding Community: Work Situations and Cooperation in Sevettijärvi, Finland
HEALTH PROMOTION, BEHAVIORAL HEALTH, AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH

**6-0190 08:00–09:45**  
Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Society for Medical Anthropology**

**Chair**  
Courtney L Everson (Oregon State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s) &amp; Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>James P W Cartwright (Lawrence University) <em>Healthy Conversations: Behavioral Outcomes of Health Promotion the Ecuadorian Amazon</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Victoria Niva Millious (Queen’s University) <em>From Bison to Breastmilk: Nostalgia, Nutritionism and the Cultural Purchase of Ancestral Eating</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Samantha D Gottlieb (Independent Researcher) <em>Whose Knowledge Counts?: Post-Wakefield Vaccine Debates</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Courtney L Everson (Oregon State University) <em>The Researcher-Activist: Doulas, Healthcare Reform, and Collaborative Engagement</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Catherine Sanders (ISIS Foundation), Kimber Haddix McKay (University of Montana and ISIS Foundation) and Christine Otai (Kiwoko Hospital) <em>Womanhood, Development, and Religiosity in a Rural Ugandan Hospital</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Andrea Phillipson (Queen’s University) <em>Calling BS on the Let’s Call Bulls#!t Campaign</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Richard Colon (University of Connecticut) <em>But, Above All, Thou Shall Not Be a Bystander: The Concept of Community as a Means to Decrease Violence on the College Campus</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P

**6-0195 08:00–09:45**  
Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**Archaeology Division**

**Chair**  
William Balco Jr (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s) &amp; Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Isabelle M Martinez-Muniz (University of Kentucky) <em>Ceramic Innovation and Interregional Interaction: A Study From Formative Cahal Pech, Belize</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Elizabeth C Sills (Louisiana State University) and Heather McKillop (Louisiana State University) <em>Underwater Excavations Reveal Ancient Maya Classic Period Salt Works, Paynes Creek National Park, Belize</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Fumie Iizuka (University of Arizona) <em>Monagrillo, the Earliest Panamanian Vessels (~4500–3200 BP): Researching and Inferring Producers’ Intended Functions</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Kevin Gibbs (University of Aberdeen) <em>Early Pottery Use and Exchange At Torihama, Japan</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>William Balco Jr (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) <em>Mixed-Style Pottery in Western Sicily: A Material Response to Social Entanglement</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**6-0200** 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CULTURAL TRANSMISSION IN CONTEXT: LEARNING, TEACHING, COGNITION, AND HUMAN EVOLUTION**

**Reviewed by**  
Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**Chair**  
Adam Howell Boyette

8:00 AM  
Adam Howell Boyette  
*The Cultural Transmission of Food Sharing Among the Egalitarian Aka Foragers*

8:15 AM  
Kalie Cliff (Mercer University) and Bria Dunham (Mercer University)  
*How Does Evolutionary Anthropology Inform Public Health Curricula At the Graduate Level?*

8:30 AM  
Michelle A Kline (University of California, Los Angeles)  
*Human Adaptations for Teaching*

8:45 AM  
Marshall Abrams (University of Alabama)  
*Incorporating the Role of Analogy in Cultural Transmission and Human Dispersal Into Future Publics and Current Engagements*

9:00 AM  
James Coxworth (University of Utah), Earl Keefe (University of Utah) and Kristen Hawkes (University of Utah)  
*Pathways to Prominence: The Proliferation of Venues for Eliciting Deference Among Males in Genus Homo*

9:15 AM  
Salikoko S Mufwene (University of Chicago)  
*The Symbiotic Evolution of “Language and Culture”*

9:30 AM  
Shelby Putt (University of Iowa)  
*Why Humans Would Not Have the Capacity for Imitation, Pedagogy, Language, Nor Culture Without Mirror Neurons*

This session may be of particular interest to:

**P**

---

**6-0205** 08:00–09:45  Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**GENDER, SEXUALITY, AND SCHOOL IDENTITIES**

**Reviewed by**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**Chair**  
Jia-Hui Stefanie Wong (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

8:00 AM  
Jia-Hui Stefanie Wong (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
*Negotiating the Intersections: Adolescent Girls of Color, Identity, and the Future*

8:15 AM  
Elizabeth E Blair (Harvard Graduate School of Education)  
*“Always Feeling So Anxious to Prove Something”: Female Undergraduates’ Ambivalent Performances of Good Student Identities*

8:30 AM  
Kathleen O Elliott (University of Wisconsin - Whitewater and University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
*“It’s Their Choice”: Sexuality, Individualism, and Inequality in High School*

8:45 AM  
Rachel Cranfill (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
*Doing Math, Doing Gender: Enactments of Expertise and Femininity Among Math and Science Undergraduate Women*

9:00 AM  
Discussion
**6-0210** 08:00–09:45  
PDR 1, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**URBAN CONFLICTS AND TRANSFORMATIONS**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Chair**  
Kelly Baker (Western University)

**8:00 AM**  
Kristina Alda (University of Toronto) *Movement, Meaning, and the Co-Production of Urban Space in the Czech Republic’s Former Socialist Industrial Epicenter*

**8:15 AM**  
Kelly Baker (Western University) *‘We Don’t Want Another Africville’: Historical Imaginings of Development and Gentrification in Halifax’s North End*

**8:30 AM**  
Catherine E Greschner (University of Colorado) *The Agency and Use of Social Capital Within Occupy Denver*

**8:45 AM**  
Fernando Monge (Spanish National University of Distance Education) *The Center of the Periphery: Stress and Hybridization in the Old Madrid (Spain)*

**9:00 AM**  
Keisha-Khan Y Perry (Brown University) *The Historical Paradox of Citizenship: Black Land Ownership and Loss in the Americas*

**9:15 AM**  

---

**6-0215** 08:00–09:45  
Conference Room 5D, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**IMAGINING THE OTHER IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPEAN POLITICS**

**Reviewed by**  
Society for the Anthropology of Europe

**8:00 AM**  
Ana-Maria Dragomir (McMaster University) *Secularism or Spirituality? Refracted Frictions in Cristian Mungiu’s Beyond the Hills*

**8:15 AM**  
Rabia Harmansah (University of Pittsburgh) *Erasing Without a Trace? On Forgetting the Other in Northern Cyprus*

**8:30 AM**  
Junichiro Suwa (Hirosaki University) *Oneiric Assemblages, Becoming Music and Political Economy of Romanian Roma Lautari*

**8:45 AM**  
Marianne Blom Brodersen (Norwegian University of Science and Technology) *Holy Bible, Sacred Tortilla: Rapture and Rebellion in a Spiritual Economy Among Evangelical Middle-Class Gypsies in Madrid*

**9:00 AM**  
Kimberly A Arkin (Boston University) *Calling Jesus a ’Dirty Jew’: Renegotiating the “Jewish Question” in Contemporary Paris*

This session may be of particular interest to:

---

**6-0220** 08:00–11:45  
Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**Invited Session:**  
**STORYTELLING ENGAGEMENTS**

**Sponsor**  
AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizers**  
Deborah Reed-Danahay (SUNY Buffalo)  
Helena Wulff (Stockholm University)
Chair
Helena Wulff (Stockholm University)

8:00 AM  Michael Herzfeld (Harvard University) Reporting the Spoken, Distorting the Social

8:15 AM  Nigel Rapport (University of St Andrews) The Storytelling ART of Stanley Spencer, Visionary Painter

8:30 AM  Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas) Exploring Visual Narratives

8:45 AM  Deborah Reed-Danahay (SUNY Buffalo) Ethnographic Reportage and Visual Autoethnography

9:00 AM  Kirin Narayan (Australian National University) Narrating Creative Process

9:15 AM  Cristina Grasseni (Bergamo University and Harvard University) Collective Storytelling Through Soundscapes, Sightscapes, and Virtualscapes

Discussant 9:30 AM  Donald Brenneis (University of California, Santa Cruz)

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  Helena Wulff (Stockholm University) One Story, Many Engagements

10:15 AM  Kristen Ghodsee (Bowdoin College) Ethnography of Selves Yet to Come

10:30 AM  Paul Stoller (West Chester University) Storytelling and Well-Being

10:45 AM  Alma Gottlieb (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Princeton University) Timing and Telling

11:00 AM  Julia L Offen (Cornell University) Ethnographic Authority and Narrative Genres

Discussant 11:15 AM  Caroline B Brettell (Southern Methodist University)

11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

6-0225 08:00–11:45  International Ballroom North, 2nd Floor, Chicago Hilton
Invited Session:
POST-SECULAR LIFE: THE SPIRIT OF SCIENCE, MEDICINE AND TECHNOLOGY.

Sponsors: Society for Medical Anthropology
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

Organizers: Elizabeth F S Roberts (University of Michigan)
Ian Whitmarsh (University of California, San Francisco)

Chair: Ian Whitmarsh (University of California, San Francisco)

8:00 AM  Placeholder

8:15 AM  Sherine F Hamdy (Brown University) Making Medical Use of Sacrificial Souls: Post-Secular Biotechnology in Egypt

8:30 AM  James T Pfeiffer (University of Washington) Pentecostalism, AIDS, and the Political Economy of Spirituality in Mozambique

8:45 AM  Mei Zhan (University of California, Irvine) Undivided: Thinking, Being, and Doing Daoism in Traditional Chinese Medicine

Discussant 9:00 AM  Webb Keane (University of Michigan)

Discussant 9:15 AM  John R Bowen (Washington University in St. Louis)
Mentoring Activity

Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Sunday, November 24

9:30 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Ian Whitmarsh (University of California, San Francisco) The Protestant Subject of Biomedicine in Trinidad
10:15 AM  Cristiana Giordano (University of California, Davis) Political Therapeutics: Dialogues and Frictions Around Healing
10:30 AM  Sarah K Pinto (Tufts University) Demons, Drugs and Dancing Girls: Postsecular Hysterias in Indian Medicine and Film
10:45 AM  Jean M Langford (University of Minnesota) Medical Eschatologies: Spirits of Christianity in Hospital Protocol

Discussant 11:00 AM  Michael Lambek (University of Toronto)
Discussant 11:15 AM  Lawrence Cohen (University of California, Berkeley)
11:30 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

6-0230 08:00–11:45  Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

EMERGENT TECHNOLOGIES, FUTURE PUBLICS

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizers: Jennifer Jo Thompson (University of Georgia)
Christine M Labuski (Virginia Tech)
Tanja Ahlin (University of Amsterdam)
Chair: Betsey B Brada (Princeton University)
Jennifer D Carlson (University of Texas at Austin)

8:00 AM  F Allan Hanson (University of Kansas) Donor Insemination and Family Relationships: A Social Consequence of Technology
8:15 AM  Shireen D Kashmeri (University of Toronto) Publics and Priorities: Examining Taxonomies of “Deserving” Patients Accessing Quebec’s Publicly Funded Assisted Reproductive Technologies
8:30 AM  Chiara Garattini (Intel - UK Health and Life Sciences Innovation Team) and Nancy Vuckovic (Intel - Health Strategy and Solutions) Doctor-Patient Communication as Mediated by Digital Data Collection Tools: Can Technologies Enhance the Relationship?
8:45 AM  Tanja Ahlin (University of Amsterdam) and Mark Nichter (University of Arizona) The Doctor-Patient Relationship in the Internet Age: Health Practitioners’ Perspective
9:00 AM  Megan B McCullough (Department of Veterans Affairs) Drug Monkeys No More: Clinical Pharmacists, Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical Futures

Discussant 9:15 AM  Megan Crowley-Matoka (Northwestern University)
9:30 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  Priya Satalkar (University of Basel), David M Shaw (University of Basel) and Bernice S Elger (University of Basel) What Is the Risk Anyway? Differential Discourse On Risk in First in Human Trials of Nanomedicine
10:15 AM  A P Hardon (University of Amsterdam) Youth-Led Pharma-Experimentation in Makassar and Amsterdam
10:30 AM Jennifer Jo Thompson (University of Georgia), Shannon Phillips (University of Georgia), Jake Moskowitz (University of Georgia) and Erin L Dolan (University of Georgia) Navigating "Race" and "Risk": How American Young Adults Understand Genetic Testing Technology

10:45 AM Stacey A Langwick (Cornell University) The Publics of Contemporary African Cosmopolitics

11:00 AM Barbara Herr Harthorn (University of California, Santa Barbara) Emerging Perceptions of Risk, Fairness, and Trust in Upstream Public Deliberations About Nanotechnologies for Health and Human Enhancement

Discussant 11:15 AM Lenore H Manderson (Monash University)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

6-0235 08:00-11:45 Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

GOVERNING CATASTROPHE: URGENT TEMPORALITIES AND ENDURING LOSS IN THE WAKE OF DISASTER

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers Christopher Dole (Amherst College)
Everett Y Zhang (Princeton University)
Vivian Y Choi (Cornell University)

8:00 AM Da-Wei Hsu (University of Virginia) The Meaning of Life and Death for the Survivors of the 2008 Sichuan Earthquake in China

8:15 AM Everett Y Zhang (Princeton University) The "Great Savior" Was Dead: The Beginning of the Change in the Structures of Feeling in China

8:30 AM Paula Vasquez (CNRS CESPRA EHESS) Redemption, Sacrifice and Compassion in the Management of Mudslide Victims in Venezuela

8:45 AM Richard Keller (University of Wisconsin-Madison) Memory and Marginalization: Framing Vulnerability in the 2003 Paris Heat Wave

9:00 AM Amy Moran-Thomas (Brown University) Waiting for the Hurricane: Chronic Disease and Life Between Storms in Belize

9:15 AM Pooja Rangan (The New School, Eugene Lang College) "Reporting Live!": Disaster Media and the Perils of Humanitarian Immediacy

Discussant 9:30 AM Gregory V Button (University of Tennessee)

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM Christopher Dole (Amherst College) Psychiatry for the Masses: The Social as Site of Repair in Post-Earthquake Turkey

10:15 AM Shuhei Kimura (Fuji Tokoha University) Reconstruction of the Risky Landscape in Post-Tsunami Japan

10:30 AM Ryan J Sayre (Yale University) The Externalizing of Vigilance: "Recursive Modernity" and Architectural Security in Japan

10:45 AM Vivian Y Choi (Cornell University) Enduring Disasters: Living With Tsunami and War in Sri Lanka

11:00 AM Limor Samimian-Darash (Hebrew University) Disasters: Between 'Pre-Event Configurations' and 'Turning Points'

Discussant 11:15 AM Kim Fortun (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
### 6-0240  08:00-11:45  Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CHANGING TIDES: COASTAL AND MARINE RESOURCES IN A TIME OF UNCERTAINTY**

**Reviewed by**  
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Organizer**  
Victoria C Ramenzoni (University of Georgia)

**Chair**  
Christine Marie Beitl (University of Maine)

#### 8:00 AM
Heather A Gallivan (University of Georgia)  
“The Work Does Not Match the Results”: Economic Opportunities and the Transformation of Coastal Environments

#### 8:15 AM
Nicole D Peterson (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)  
The Role of Agency Discourses in Adaptation to Ecological and Economic Changes in Mexican Fishing Communities

#### 8:30 AM
Marcela Vasquez-Leon (University of Arizona) and Rodrigo F Renteria-Valencia (University of Arizona)  
Fishing Mythologies: Marine Reserves, Narco-Traffic and Small-Scale Fisheries in the Upper Gulf of California, Mexico

#### 8:45 AM
Jaime Speed Rossiter (San Diego State University) and Arielle Levine (San Diego State University)  
Hawaii’s Fish Replenishment Areas: A Unique Context for MPA Success

#### 9:00 AM
Lindsay Usher (Old Dominion University)  
Riding the Changing Tide: Indigenous Nicaraguans and Surf Tourism

#### 9:15 AM
Elaina N Lill (University of Georgia)  
Market Threats to Traditional Social Organization and Effective Community-Based Natural Resource Management on the SW Coast of Madagascar

#### 9:30 AM
Elaina N Lill (University of Georgia)

#### 9:45 AM
Break

#### 10:00 AM
Michael Lonneman (University of Georgia) and Bram T Tucker (University of Georgia)  
A Comparison of Subsistence Risk(s) Among Vezo Coastal Fishermen Versus Mikea Foragers and Masikoro Farmers in Southwestern Madagascar: Production Risk, Market Risk, and Hazard

#### 10:15 AM
Victoria C Ramenzoni (University of Georgia)  
Uncertainty, Fishing Effort and Luck Among Small-Scale Fisheries in Ende, Flores, Indonesia

#### 10:30 AM
Deborah Sadler (University of Georgia) and Victoria C Ramenzoni (University of Georgia)  
Towards a Standardized Approach for Evaluating Socio-Ecological Adaptability of Coastal Communities to Future Environmental Change

#### 10:45 AM
Emilie Springer (University of Alaska)  
Sea Change, Know Fish: Adaptation to Contemporary Fisheries Expectations and Trends

#### 11:00 AM
Barbara Quimby (San Diego State University)  
Unarticulated Practices of Artisanal Fishing in Aceh, Indonesia

#### 11:15 AM
Christine Marie Beitl (University of Maine)  
Embedded Customary Norms and the Internal Regulation of Resource Use in Ecuadorian Mangrove-Associated Fisheries

**Discussant**  
Emilie Springer (University of Alaska)
IN SEARCH OF “MODERNITY”: MOBILITY, TECHNOLOGY AND SUBJECT-MAKING IN POST-SOCIALIST CHINA

**Reviewed by:** Society for East Asian Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Qingyan Ma (Temple University)
- Ning Zhang (Bethel University)

**Chair:**
- Katherine A Mason (Columbia University)
- June Hee Kwon (Duke University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Adam Kielman (Columbia University)</td>
<td>“This Is the Music of Contemporary China’s Ethnic Unity”: Sounding Configurations of Difference in Postsocialist China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Qing He (University of Wisconsin-Madison)</td>
<td>Trust and Fear: The Conspiracy Theories of Genetically-Modified Food in Post-Socialist China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Julie Starr (University of Virginia)</td>
<td>Navigating Social Categories and Social Mobility Through Techniques of Bodily Self-Improvement: Tizhi and Gender in Contemporary Shanghai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Qingyan Ma (Temple University)</td>
<td>Negotiating Modernity and Ethnicity in the Margin of the State: A Case Study of the Changing Public Health Policy in Southwest China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>June Hee Kwon (Duke University)</td>
<td>Living on Remittances: Ethnic Interdependency Between Korean Chinese and Han Chinese in Yanbian, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Jean-Baptiste Pettier (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales)</td>
<td>“Modern Subjects”, “Modern Love”, or The Political Idealization of Sentiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Emily E Wilcox (University of Michigan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Mengqi Wang (Brandeis University)</td>
<td>Toward a Modern Space and a Modern Life: Real Estate Practice in the Suburb of Nanjing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Katherine A Mason (Columbia University)</td>
<td>Disease Control and Subject-Making in a Chinese Public Health Work Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Kabir Mansingh Heimsath (University of Oxford)</td>
<td>Photography and Tourism on the Tibetan Plateau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Zhongzhou Cui (University of Florida)</td>
<td>Modernity Perceptions of Chinese Muslims: Resistance to and Integration of Modernity Modes of China and the West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Ning Zhang (Bethel University)</td>
<td>Women in Motion: Mobility, Body Politics and Modern Subjectivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussant:**
- Angela Zito (New York University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
COSMOECONOMICS: TECHNOLOGIES OF PROSPERITY, WEALTH AND GROWTH TODAY

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers Knut M Rio (University of Bergen)
               Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge)
Chairs Bjorn E Bertelsen (University of Bergen)
               Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado)

8:00 AM Knut M Rio (University of Bergen) and Giovanni Da Col (University of Cambridge) Introduction
8:15 AM Rebecca m Empson (University College London) An Economy of Temporary Possession
8:30 AM Sean M Dowdy (University of Chicago) The Hanuman Marka, Or the Scam and the “Indian Scam”
8:45 AM Koen Stroeken (Ghent University) Losing Deixis: Referentialist Cosmologies in Postcolonial East-Africa and Beyond
9:00 AM Stéphane Gros (CNRS) The Danger of Precious Goods and the Hidden Side of Wealth Among the Drung (Yunnan, China)
9:15 AM David Henig (University of Kent) You Must Always Say ‘If God Permits’ (Inshallah): Actually Existing Cosmoeconomics in Muslim Bosnia in Times of Crisis

Discussant 9:30 AM Stephen Gudeman (University of Minnesota)
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Mark S Mosko (Australian National University) Personhood and Pelei: Personal Agency and Cosmology in Trobriand Gambling Or ‘Play’
10:15 AM Maya Mayblin (University of Edinburgh) The Catholic Priest, His Wealthy Opponent, and the Miraculous Properties of a ‘Cheap Campaign’
10:30 AM Nico Tassi (University College London/PIEB) The ‘growth’ of Aymara Traders: Economy and Cosmology in La Paz, Bolivia
10:45 AM Holly High (University of Sydney) ‘Threads of Thought and Suffering’: Transformations of Value Among the Upper Sekong Katu
11:00 AM Alberto Corsin Jimenez (Spanish National Research Council) A Panic Economy of Knowledge: Notes On Public Choice Therapy (and Theory)

Discussant 11:15 AM Dimitris Dalakoglou (University of Sussex)
11:30 AM Discussion

TRAVELER’S LOG: THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE OF MIGRATION AND TRAVEL IN MESOAMERICA

Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
Chairs/Organizers Katherine A Miller (Arizona State University)
               Alexandre A Tokovinine (Harvard University)

8:00 AM Kerry Hull (Brigham Young University) Historical Linguistics’ Contribution to Reconstructing Early Migration Patterns of Ch’olan Speakers
8:15 AM  
Danny Law (University of Texas at Austin)  
*Migrating Languages: Nawa Goes to El Salvador*

8:30 AM  
Katherine A Miller (Arizona State University)  
*Migration and Culture Contact at Copan: The Bioarchaeology of a City at the Maya Frontier*

8:45 AM  
Cameron L McNeil (Lehman College, CUNY)  
*A Migrating Theme: Cattails as Symbols of Distant Origins*

9:00 AM  
Carolyn Freiwald (University of Mississippi)  
*The Meaning of Maya Migration: Bone Chemistry and Burial Treatment in the Eastern Lowlands*

9:15 AM  
Marc Wolf (The Graduate Center, CUNY/GWE Corp.)  
*Structural Movements: Architectural Dynamics Among Maya Settlements*

9:30 AM  
Break

9:45 AM  
Francisco Estrada Belli (Tulane University) and Alexandre A Tokovinine (Harvard University)  
*Teotihuacanos in the Maya Lowlands: Memories from the East*

10:00 AM  
Yuko Shiratori (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  
*Migration and Ethnogenesis of the Itza Maya at Tayasal, Guatemala*

10:15 AM  
Alexandre A Tokovinine (Harvard University)  
*Travelling to See: Naj Tunich Inscriptions and the Pilgrimage Genre in Classic Maya Texts*

10:30 AM  
Fredy R Rodriguez Mejia (Michigan State University)  
*Constructing the Honduran Ch’orti’ Maya in Present Copan*

10:45 AM  
Alissa Ruth (Arizona State University)  
*Forging Identity: How Undocumented Youth Have Created An Inclusionary Community Despite Arizona’s Anti-Immigrant Climate*

Discussant  
11:00 AM  
Andrew Scherer (Brown University)

11:15 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

**6-0260  08:00–11:45**  
PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**INTERPRETING THE PAST, CONSTRUCTING THE FUTURE:**  
**ARCHAEOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH MATERIAL CULTURE AND PUBLIC HERITAGE**

**Reviewed by**  
Archaeology Division

**Organizer**  
Jill C Bierly (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Chair**

8:00 AM  
Mary Larkum (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
*Philistine Origins: Archaeological Theories, Methods and Stakeholders*

8:15 AM  
Tiffany C Cain (University of Pennsylvania)  
*Valuing Intangible Heritage: Contemporary Heritage Practice and the Durability of Heritage Artifacts*

8:30 AM  
Donald H Holly Jr (Eastern Illinois University)  
*Public Memory and the “Extinction” of the Beothuk of Newfoundland*

8:45 AM  
Lydia Norah Garver (Indiana University)  
*Artifacts of Transmission: Discourse Networks and the German American Transatlantic*

9:00 AM  
Jill C Bierly (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
*Contemporary Spaces, Ancient Landscapes, and Civic Interpretation in Cyprus*
9:15 AM Reinhard Bernbeck (Freie Universitaet Berlin) *Excavating Sites of Nazi Terror in the German Capital Berlin*

9:30 AM Kathryn J Franklin (University of Chicago) *Material Worlds and World Traders: An Archaeology of Late Medieval Cosmopolitanism in Armenia*

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM Lauren Herckis (University of Pittsburgh) *The Politics of Praxis in Archaeological Fieldwork*

10:15 AM Paul T Thacker (Wake Forest University) *Community Narratives and Political Action Against Section 106: Understanding Barriers to Post-Katrina Cultural Resource Preservation in New Orleans*

10:30 AM Whittaker Carl Schroder (University of Pennsylvania) *Unwrapping the Archaeological Present: Memories of the Transformation of Rhode Island Hall*

10:45 AM Cheyenne L Laue (University of Montana) *Imitations of Life: Rethinking the Artifact in the Age of Intelligent Machines*

11:00 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**6-0265 08:00–11:45 Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**TERRESTRIAL PUBLICS: POLITICS OF LAND, VALUES, AND AFFECT IN THE ERA OF ECONOMIC GLOBALIZATION**

**REVIEWED BY**

Society for Economic Anthropology

**CHAIR/ORGANIZERS**

Brandon D Lundy (Kennesaw State University)

Sarasij Majumder (Kennesaw State University)

8:00 AM Brandon D Lundy (Kennesaw State University) *Negotiating Development: Competing Agendas Over the Construction of a Guesthouse in Southern Guinea-Bissau*

8:15 AM J Henrike J. Florusbosch (Leiden University) *"We Decided That This Land Could Not Be Sold": Protecting Community Access to Land in Peri-Urban Mali*

8:30 AM Catherine H Knott (Kenai Peninsula College, University of Alaska Anchorage) *The Alienation of Our Souls From Land, Water, Fish: Sharing Salmon or Seeking Profits in Copper and Gold*

8:45 AM Claudine M Pied (University of Wisconsin Platteville) *Conservation and the Financialization of Timberlands: Negotiating Ownership of the North Woods*

**DISCUSSANT** 9:00 AM Lisa Cliggett (University of Kentucky)

9:15 AM Discussion

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM Sarasij Majumder (Kennesaw State University) *"Our Land Is Our Mother, It Cannot be Bought and sold": Politics of Work, Land and Space in Rural West Bengal, India*

10:15 AM Noah Theriault (University of Oklahoma) *The Dreams of Others: Indigenous Ethics and the Fantasies of Environmental Government in the Philippines*

10:30 AM Chungse Jung (SUNY, Binghamton) *Rethinking Neoliberal Urbanization: The Politics of "Urban Redevelopment Projects" in Seoul*
10:45 AM Cristobal Valencia (University of New Mexico) *Capital Always Seems to Intervene: Comparative Grassroots Political Subjectivities in the Midst of Mega-Energy Projects, Experiences From Nuevo Mexico and Afrovenezuela*

11:00 AM Jason A Rodriguez (Hobart and William Smith College) *Conflicts Over Land, Conflicts Over the Future: Tourism Development in Bodhgaya, India*

**Discussant** 11:15 AM Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa)

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**6-0270** 08:30–10:30 Conrad Hilton Suite, T4, Chicago Hilton

**INVITATION ONLY:**
**AAA PRESIDENT’S BREAKFAST AND MEETING WITH PRESIDENT’S OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS OUTSIDE THE AAA**

**Sponsor** AAA Executive Program Committee

---

**6-0275** 09:00–11:00 McCormick Board Room, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LEADERSHIP FELLOWS BRUNCH**

**Sponsor** American Anthropological Association

**Organizers**
Courtney Dowdall (American Anthropological Association)
Alex W Barker (University of Missouri)
Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University)
Sandra L Lopez Varela (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos)
Rayna Rapp (New York University)
Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University)
Lavanya Murali Proctor (Lawrence University)
Lauren Miller Griffith (Central Michigan University)
Paul Christensen (Union College)
Tami Navarro (Rutgers University)

---

**6-0276** 09:00–05:00 The Field Museum

**FRAGMENTS: GLIMPSES OF HAITIAN LIFE THREE YEARS AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE**

**Reviewed by** Installations

**Organizers**
Mark A Schuller (Northern Illinois University)
Jennifer Kirker Priest (The Anthropology Museum at Northern Illinois University)

**Chair** Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)

**Presenter** 9:00 AM Susan D Russell (Northern Illinois University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
6-0280 10:00–01:00 Offsite

INFRASTRUCTURE AND OBSELESCENCE IN THE URBAN U.S.

Reviewed by Installations
Organizers Marina Peterson (Ohio University)
Joseph D Hankins (University of California, San Diego)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0285 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SLOGANS AND THEIR PUBLICS: CIRCULATIONS, CONTESTATIONS, AND CURRENTS ENGAGEMENTS WITH NEOLIBERAL POLICIES

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Organizer Anne-Christine Trémon (Université de Lausanne)
Chair Winnie Lem (Trent University and Trent University)
Discussant 10:15 AM Douglas R Holmes (SUNY, Binghamton)
10:30 AM Jaro Stacul (Grant MacEwan University) Rewriting History, Building for the Future: Slogans in Contemporary Poland
10:45 AM Nicollette M Makovicky (Oxford University) ‘Work Pays’: Slovak Neoliberalism As Authoritarian Populism
11:00 AM Peter Bille Larsen (University of Lucerne/University of Oxford) ‘The Dog in the Manger’: Neoliberal Slogans At War in the Peruvian Amazon
11:15 AM Sophie Corbille (Sorbonne, Celsa) ‘Abu Dhabi’: Slogans, Territorial Branding and the Economics of Reputation
11:30 AM Sheyla Zandonai (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales) ‘Macau People Ruling Macau’: the Alternative of National Unification
11:45 AM Anne-Christine Trémon (Université de Lausanne) ‘Start Here’: Foundational Slogans in Shenzhen, China

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0290 10:15–12:00 Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SON PREFERENCE, DAUGHTER PREFERENCE, AND CHANGING GENDER ROLES

Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology
Organizer Vanessa L Fong (Amherst College)
Chair Dawn B Neill (California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo)

10:15 AM Dawn B Neill (California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo) Daughter Preference in Fiji: Economic Development and Shifting Preferences
10:30 AM Jan Brunson (University of Hawaii) Deconstructing Duty: Son Preference and the Preferences of Sons
10:45 AM  Vanessa L Fong (Amherst College) and Sung Won Kim (Harvard University)  *A Longitudinal Study of Son Preference and Daughter Preference Among Chinese Only-Children as They Move from Adolescence to Adulthood*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:00 AM  Rebecca M Klenk (University of Tennessee)

**DISCUSSANT**  11:15 AM  Diane E King (Ohio State University and University of Kentucky)

**DISCUSSANT**  11:30 AM  Chuan-Kang Shih (University of Florida)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

**6-0295  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**MAKING AID FORMAL: MORAL IMPERATIVES AND PROCESSES OF SYSTEMATIZATION IN DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN AID WORK**

**REVIEWED BY** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZER** Chika Watanabe (Yale University)

**CHAIR** Maia Green (University of Manchester)

10:15 AM  Britt E Halvorson (Colby College)  *Conversionary Regimes: Bureaucratic Entailments and Moral Peril in Religious Humanitarianism between Madagascar and the Midwest U.S.*

10:30 AM  Maia Green (University of Manchester)  *Ethics, Evidence and Activism: Enacting a Moral Division of Labour in Tanzania’s Development Economy*

10:45 AM  Chika Watanabe (Yale University)  *Making “Projects” of Aid: Systematization, Indeterminacy, and Capacity Building in a Japanese NGO in Burma/Myanmar*

11:00 AM  Saida Hodzic (Cornell University)  *Let’s Talk About Sex — Moral Knowledge and Christian Liberalism Among Ghanaian NGOs*

**DISCUSSANT**  11:15 AM  Pierre H Minn (Université de Montréal)

**DISCUSSANT**  11:30 AM  Elizabeth C Dunn (University of Colorado)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S**

**6-0300  10:15–12:00  Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**Invited Roundtable: NARRATING THE NUCLEAR: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND OTHERS ENGAGE WITH THE ATOMIC ERA PART II: NUCLEAR ENERGY**

**SPONSOR** Society for East Asian Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS** Tomomi Yamaguchi (Montana State University)
Mark Auslander (Central Washington University)

**CHAIR** Ellen Schattschneider (Brandeis University)

**ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS** Haeng-ja Chung (Hamilton College)
Norma Field (University of Chicago – emerita)
David Kraft (Nuclear Energy Information Service)
Bobbie Paul (Georgia WAND)
Tomomi Yamaguchi (Montana State University)

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**
REVISITING PROPERTY IN URBAN INDIA

Reviewed by
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

Organizer
Geert Raymond De Neve (University of Sussex)

Chair
Henrike Donner (Oxford Brookes University)

10:15 AM Janaki Abraham (Department of Sociology, Delhi School of Economics, Delhi University) Property Ownership and Expanding Markets: Women’s Residence, Control Over Property and the Vulnerabilities of Fashioning a Home in Urban Kerala

10:30 AM Sylvia Vatuk (University of Illinois at Chicago) Indian Muslim Women’s Access to Property: Shari’at Vs. Customary Practice in Contemporary Delhi

10:45 AM Henrike Donner (Oxford Brookes) Of Untold Riches and Unruly Homes: Neoliberalism, Property and Morality in Kolkata Middle-Class Families

11:00 AM Geert Raymond De Neve (University of Sussex) Predatory Property: Reflections on Urban Land Acquisition, Housing and Class Formation in a South Indian City

11:15 AM Preeti Sampat (The Graduate Center, CUNY) The Politics of Real Estate ‘Development’ in India

11:30 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

MORE THAN AN UTTERANCE: INDECIPHERABLE SCRIPTS AND THE MATERIALITY OF COMMUNICATION

Reviewed by
Archaeology Division

Chair/Organizer
Alice Yao (University of Chicago)

10:15 AM Inga E Calvin (University of Colorado-Boulder) A Different Discourse: An Analysis of Late Classic Period Maya Pseudo-Glyphs

10:30 AM Janice Robertson (Pratt Institute) Aztec Picture-Writing: Undoing the Teleological Judgments and Rethinking the Economy of a Picture-Based Writing Practice Within a Primarily Oral Culture

10:45 AM Katina Lillios (University of Iowa) Heraldry for the Dead, Messages for the Living: Contextualizing the Engraved Plaques of Neolithic Iberia

11:00 AM Carrie J Brezine (University of Michigan) Untangling the Cords of Data Retrieval

11:15 AM Alice Yao (University of Chicago) Visual Communications Among the Tribal Polities of Ancient Southwest China

Discussant 11:30 AM Edward R Swenson (University of Toronto)
THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RESOURCE FRONTIERS

**REVIEWED BY** General Anthropology Division

**ORGANIZERS**
- Melissa F Baird (Stanford University)
- Lindsay M Weiss (Stanford University)

**CHAIR**
- Melissa F Baird (Stanford University)

10:15 AM Sabine Luning (Leiden University) Attracting Investors to Mining in West Africa: Resource Frontiers and the Language of Canadian Mining Heritage

10:30 AM Carolyn Nakamura (Leiden University) and Lindsay M Weiss (Stanford University) Urban Fault Lines: (Re)Sourcing Land and Heritage in Mumbai, India and Durban, South Africa

10:45 AM Lauren Yapp (Stanford University) Exporting Expertise: the (Un)Making of the Dutch Water Expert in Postcolonial Jakarta

11:00 AM Kathryn Lafrenz Samuels (North Dakota State University) Snowhow and Heritage Frontiers in the Arctic

11:15 AM Sandra J T M Evers (Universiteit van Amsterdam) State-Building and Stakeholder Mediation Processes in ‘Resource Frontiers’

11:30 AM Melissa F Baird (Stanford University) Mining and the New Heritage Landscapes

**DISCUSSANT**
- Aletta Biersack (University of Oregon)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

QUICK FIXES FOR A GLOBALIZED FUTURE: FAST FOODS, CAPITALISM AND DIETARY CHANGE IN URBAN SPACES

**REVIEWED BY** Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

**CHAIR/Organizer**
- Annie Sheng (Cornell University)


10:30 AM Kimberly Elizabeth Johnson (Public Health, Food Studies and Nutrition at Syracuse University) Normative Theory in Dietary Fats and the Scientific Blind Spot for Artificial Trans Fat

10:45 AM Annie Sheng (Cornell University) The Canned and the Hermetically Sealed: Nourishment Through Nonperishable Wheat Foodstuff in Disaster Relief in Japan

11:00 AM Sylvia S Lim (University of South Florida) Worried About Weight: the Dining Choices of Urban Malaysians

11:15 AM Rylan Higgins (Saint Mary’s University) Foodways and State-Society Relations in Urban Viet Nam

**DISCUSSANT**
- Penny Van Esterik (York University)

11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
**6-0325 10:15–12:00**  
Continental B, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**THE SEMIOTICS OF NATION BRANDING: TOWARD AN ANALYSIS OF POST-NATIONALISM?**

Reviewed by  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Chairs/Organizers  
Alfonso Del Percio (University of St Gallen)  
Alexandre Duchene (University of Fribourg)

10:15 AM  
Alfonso Del Percio (University of St Gallen) Recasting Switzerland: The Political and Economic Appropriation of Swiss Multilingualism and Cultural Diversity in Global Markets

10:30 AM  
Francesco Screti (University of Fribourg) Nations That Sell: How Elites Use Nationalism to Sell Commodities

10:45 AM  
Beatriz Lorente (University of Basel) Imagining a Global Nation: the Branding of Overseas Filipino Workers

11:00 AM  
Robert Moore (University of Pennsylvania) Colors and ‘Cultures’: The Post-Troubles Rebranding of Belfast

11:15 AM  
Andrew P Graan (University of Chicago) Image Versus Infrastructure: Moral Anxiety and the Value of Nation Branding in Macedonia

11:30 AM  
Owen Nathaniel Kohl (University of Chicago) Sounding Like an Uncertain Future: Hip Hop as Critique of Post-Yugoslav Scarcity

Discussant  
11:45 AM  
Constantine V Nakassis (University of Chicago)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**6-0330 10:15–12:00**  
Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**VOICES AS MULTIMODAL CONSTRUCTIONS**

Reviewed by  
Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Organizer  
Aslihan Akkaya (Georgetown University)

Chairs  
Aslihan Akkaya (Georgetown University)  
Matthew J Van Hoose (Indiana University)

10:15 AM  
Lori Labotka (University of Arizona) Voicing the Beauty Expert in Prison: Inmate Stylists As Mediums of Femininity

10:30 AM  
Aslihan Akkaya (Georgetown University) Voice, Heteroglossia, and Crossing among a Group of Young Turkish-American Women

Discussant  
10:45 AM  
Anthony K Webster (University of Texas at Austin)

11:00 AM  
Matthew J Van Hoose (Indiana University) Mediation All the Way Up: Voice and Infrastructure On An Uruguayan Tropical Radio Station

11:15 AM  
Janie Lee (University of Mary Washington) Regulations of U.S. Citizenship Through Embodied Forms of State Authority and Heteroglossic Discourses in Citizenship Education

Discussant  
11:30 AM  
Mark A Sicoli (Georgetown University)

11:45 AM  
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
CURRENT BIOCOMMUNICABILITY ENGAGEMENTS INFORMING DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE PUBLICS

REVIEWED BY Society for Medical Anthropology
ORGANIZERS Nicola L Bulled (Center for Health, Intervention, and Prevention at University of Connecticut)
Alison Kenner (Drexel University)
CHAIR Nicola L Bulled (Center for Health, Intervention, and Prevention at University of Connecticut)

10:30 AM John M Conley (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) Biocommunicability, Genetics, and Public Health: Deciding What People Ought to Know About Their DNA
10:45 AM Clara Mantini-Briggs From Revolutionary Citizen to Biocomunicable Subject: Knowledge Production and Circulation in Discourse About Dengue Fever
11:00 AM Mohan Dutta (National university of Singapore) Participation, Power and Meaning in Neoliberal Health Organizing

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

NICHE OR NECESSITY? EXPLORING THE ROLE OF VOLUNTEERISM IN LATIN AMERICA

REVIEWED BY Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
ORGANIZER Sarah R Taylor (Middle Tennessee State University and Wichita State University)
CHAIR Christine Preble (SUNY, Albany)

10:15 AM Katherine Borland (Ohio State University) Volunteering for the Revolution: Solidarity Reconsidered
10:30 AM Rebecca Nelson Jacobs (University of Connecticut) Politics of Exchange: Voluntourists and Mayan Weavers
10:45 AM Laurie A Occhipinti (Clarion University) “I Am Not a Tourist!”: Short Term Missionaries and Voluntourism
11:00 AM Aviva Sinervo (University of California, Santa Cruz) Uneasy Negotiations: Volunteer Tourists and Visions of Aid in a Children’s After-School Center
11:15 AM Rebecca Gimbel (Rice University) Political Imperatives and Moral Realities: Medical Volunteerism in Post-Disaster Haiti
11:30 AM Christine Preble (SUNY, Albany) The Cruise Ship Industry’s Corporatization of Voluntourism: Vapid Vacation Volunteering Or Veritable Corporate Vision?
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
TRAVELLING MODELS OF POLICY MAKING IN CONTEMPORARY UPPER GUINEA COAST SOCIETIES

10:30 AM Anaïs Menard (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) Performances and Discourses Related to Secret Societies in the Freetown Peninsula, Sierra Leone
10:45 AM Markus Rudolf (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) Performances and Discourses On Peace Building in the Casamance
11:00 AM Christoph Kohl (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt) Performances and Discourses Related to Security in Guinea-Bissau: Bottom-Up Versus Top-Down Discourses
11:15 AM David O’Kane (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) Performances and Discourses in Public Spectacle At the University of Makeni
11:30 AM Sylvanus Spencer (Fourah Bay College and University of Sierra Leone) Promoting Freedom of Expression Through Civic Education — Opportunities and Challenges in Post War Sierra Leone
11:45 AM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

TRANSNATIONAL CRIME, MOBILITY, AND SOVEREIGNTY

10:15 AM Stephanie M Campos (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Beyond Burriers: Gender and The Flexible Transnational Cocaine Commodity Chain
10:30 AM Santiago I Guerra (Colorado College) Narcos and Narcs: Transnational Crime and Militarized Policing On the South Texas-Mexico Border
10:45 AM Kamela S Heyward-Rotimi (Osun State University) ‘Na Game’: Nigerian National Identity as Protagonist and Globalization as Antagonist in the Performance of Advanced Fee Fraud and the Yahoo Boy in Songs and Nollywood Films
11:00 AM Niklas Hultin (Cambridge University) Anticipation, Detection, and Crime in West African and U.S. Gun Control
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Gabriella Sanchez (Border Crossing Observatory, Monash University)</td>
<td>Transnational Human Smuggling Networks: A Report from the U.S. Mexico Border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Miguel Diaz-Barriga (University of Texas-Pan American)</td>
<td>Discussed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **P**

---

**6-0355** 10:15–12:00

Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PHILANTHROPIC IMAGINARIES IN THE AGE OF MASSIFIED HUMANITARIANISM**

**Reviewed by**: American Ethnological Society

**Chair/Organizer**: Leigh M Campoamor (Duke University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Leigh M Campoamor (Duke University)</td>
<td>Activism or Surveillance? Child Labor Eradication in the Smartphone Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Fari Nzinga (Duke University)</td>
<td>The ‘Big Easy’ Way to Give Back: Voluntourism in Post-Katrina New Orleans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Emily Xi Lin (Massachussetts Institute of Technology)</td>
<td>Rehabilitating Autistic Children, Rehabilitating Nation Through Autism Advocacy in Urban China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Appel (Duke University)</td>
<td>Facing Wealth Privilege While Avoiding a Blow to the Face: Class, Confession and the Specter of Redistribution At Resource Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Erica Caple James (Massachussetts Institute of Technology)</td>
<td>Discussed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S**

---

**6-0360** 10:15–12:00

PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**THE CROWDSOURCED CLASSROOM: REASSERTING RELEVANCE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL COURSE DESIGN, ABROAD AND AT HOME**

**Reviewed by**: Council on Anthropology and Education

**Chair/Organizer**: Gareth Barkin (University of Puget Sound)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Gareth Barkin (University of Puget Sound)</td>
<td>In the Absence of Language: The Pursuit of a Transformative Abroad Experience in Three Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Laura S Meitzner Yoder (Wheaton College)</td>
<td>Recognition, Distinction, and Understanding: How Local and Foreign Students Learn About Unfamiliar Resource Use and Ownership Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Maria C Bruno (Dickinson College)</td>
<td>Implementing Critical, Place-Based Learning in a Globally-Minded Context: Dickinson College Archaeological Method and Theory At Camp Michaux, Cumberland Valley, Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Brian M Howell (Wheaton College)</td>
<td>Is Anthropology Secular? Teaching and Learning in a Christian Institution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Mentoring Activity**

Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Sunday, November 24

11:15 AM  Erin Stiles (University of Nevada) *Taming the Beast: Synthesizing Instructor Effectiveness and Student-Centered Pedagogy in Restructuring Anthropology 101*

11:30 AM  Margaret B Bodemer (California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo) *Active Learning Techniques for the Introduction to Cultural Anthropology Classroom: Notes from the “Field”*

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, S, T**

---

**6-0365  10:15–12:00**

International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SPORTING BODIES: PARADOXICAL SPACES OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENHANCEMENT**

Reviewed by  Society for Medical Anthropology

Organizer  Jennifer Joy Fiers (University of Florida)

Chair  Jill M Le Clair (Humber College ITAL)

10:15 AM  Thomas Frederick Thornton (University of Chicago) *Playing for Jesus: Morality, Eschatology, and Sport Performance in Fellowship of Christian Athlete Meetings*

10:30 AM  Jennifer Joy Fiers (University of Florida) *In The Name of Discipline: Normalization of Coach Abuse For Performance Enhancement in Competitive Junior Tennis*

10:45 AM  Jill M Le Clair (Humber College ITAL) *Sport, Performance and Disability: Contested “Cyborg” and “Natural” Bodies in the Paralympic Games*

11:00 AM  John Milton Hoberman (University of Texas at Austin) *The Repentant Doper: Do Drug-Taking Athletes Feel Guilt?*

11:30 AM  Christopher A Furlow (Santa Fe College)

11:45 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **P, S, T**

---

**6-0370  10:15–12:00**

PDR 5, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FROM THE COLLEGE TO THE COMMUNITY: TEACHING FOR GLOBAL AWARENESS AND LOCAL ACTION**

Reviewed by  Council on Anthropology and Education

Organizer  Linda Williamson Nelson (Richard Stockton College of New Jersey)

10:30 AM  Linda Williamson Nelson (Richard Stockton College of New Jersey) *Language and Power in the Classroom*

10:45 AM  Rachel Martin (Bryn Mawr College) *Alliance Building Between Teachers and Youth/Families/Activists in Low-Income Communities of Color*

11:00 AM  Jody Cohen (Bryn Mawr College) *Women in Walled Communities: Struggling to Cross a “Rickety Bridge”*

11:15 AM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: **M, P, S, T**
6-0375 10:15–12:00  Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

SILENCE AND SUBJECTIVITY: COMPETING EPISTEMOLOGIES AND THE PROBLEM OF VOICE IN THE HMONG DIASPORA

REVIEWED BY  General Anthropology Division
ORGANIZER  Jacob R Hickman (Brigham Young University)
CHAIR  Louisa Schein (Rutgers University)

10:15 AM  Bee Vang (Brown University) Hmong Voice and Its Discontents: Theorizing Media Production
10:30 AM  Louisa Schein (Rutgers University) Beyond Representation and Reception: Recasting Authority Through Hmong Media Interventions
10:45 AM  Greg A Thompson (Brigham Young University) Ignorance and Recognition of Hmong: The Implicit Metapragmatics of Silencing and Injustice in An American Public Radio Show
11:00 AM  Leena Neng Her (Kennesaw State University) Decentering Hegemonic Narratives of Hmong Women in Western Text
11:15 AM  Jacob R Hickman (Brigham Young University) Ethnoepistemology, History, and Tradition: Landscapes of Legitimacy and Authenticity in the Hmong Diaspora
11:30 AM  Discussion

6-0380 10:15–12:00  Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

HOUSEHOLD STRATEGIES & CHRONOLOGIES

REVIEWED BY  Archaeology Division
CHAIR  Nicola Sharratt (American Museum of Natural History/Bard Graduate Center)

10:15 AM  Lise Truex (University of Chicago) Private Households in an Early Urban Landscape: Socioeconomic Diversity and Change in a Residential Area at Tell Asmar, Iraq
10:30 AM  Nicola Sharratt (American Museum of Natural History/Bard Graduate Center) Community Structure and Political Collapse: Household Difference in the Wake of Tiwanaku State Breakdown
10:45 AM  Lisa Overholtzer (Wichita State University) Agency, Practice, and Chronological Context: A Bayesian Approach to Household Chronologies at Xaltocan, Mexico
11:00 AM  Heather Law Pezzarossi (University of California, Berkeley) Nipmuc Social Landscapes and Strategies of Alternative Residence in 18th Century New England
11:15 AM  Sebastian C Salgado-Flores (University of Texas at San Antonio) Ethnoarchaeology of Lacandon Maya Household Plant Use
11:30 AM  Maxine Oland (Smith College) Sources of Social Power at a 15th–16th Century Maya Community: Food and Ritual on the West Shore of Progresso Lagoon, Belize
11:45 AM  Discussion
FINDING WORK, RESHAPING IDENTITIES

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Work
Jan English-Lueck (San Jose State University)

ORGANIZER
Samuel Weeks (University of California, Los Angeles)

CHAIR
Kathryn Stam (SUNY Institute of Technology) and Dhanapati Acharya (Mohawk Valley Resource Center for Refugees) Yogurt and Black Jack: Bhutanese-Nepali Refugees and Work in Upstate New York

10:15 AM
Cati M Coe (Rutgers University, Camden) Care and the Construction of Care Workers’ Ethnic Identities

10:45 AM
Christine R Jeske (University of WI-Madison) African Pentecostalism as a Door Into the World of Work in South Africa

11:00 AM
Samuel Weeks (University of California, Los Angeles) The Increasing Scarcity of (Dis)Possession: Cape Verdean Labor-Power on a Lisbon Periphery in Crisis

11:15 AM
Vanessa J Diaz (University of Michigan) Latinos at the Margins of Celebrity Culture: Image Sales and the Politics of Paparazzi

11:30 AM
Bridget Cotner (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), Jennie Keleher (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), Danielle O’Connor (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs), John K Trainor (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) and Lisa Ottomanelli (U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs) The Role of Social Networks for Veterans with Spinal Cord Injury in Obtaining Employment

11:45 AM
Discussion

RITUALS OF HEALING, COMMUNICATION AND EXCHANGE:
SOCIOECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES

REVIEWED BY
Society for the Anthropology of Religion
David Walsh (Arizona State University)

CHAIR
Jill M Wightman (Bradley University) ‘No Effective Medicine’: Pentecostal Conversion and the Quest for Healing in Urban Bolivia

10:30 AM
Francoise Dussart (University of Connecticut) Charismatic Christianities, Australian Aboriginal Diabetes Sufferers, and Neo-Settler States

10:45 AM
Marcie A Middlebrooks (Cornell University) Calling Up Amitabha: Connecting Communication Technologies and Buddhist Cosmologies

11:00 AM
David Walsh (Arizona State University) Hunters, Animals, and Ancestors: Foodways and the “Sacred” in a Sub-Arctic Dene Community

11:30 AM
Gaby Bamana Kuamba (University of Wales/University of Minnesota) Thirsty Spirits: Women, Tea Libation and Social Change in Mongolia

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
6-0395  10:15–12:00  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, PATIENT ACTIVISM AND BIOSOCIALITY

Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology
Guadalupe Salazar (San Jose State University)

Chair

10:15 AM  Guadalupe Salazar (San Jose State University) Facebook Chronicles: Chronic Illness and Virtual Friends
10:30 AM  Patrick D Ball (University of Hawaii at Manoa) “We Only Use Medicines from Double-Blind, Clinical Trials:” Crafting Agency and Authority in an Asthma Patient Group
10:45 AM  Lauren Renée Moore (University of Kansas) Precarious Lives, Restrictive Diets: Asserting Agency and Challenging Biomedicine Through the Treatment of Perceived Food Intolerances
11:00 AM  Milena Andrea Melo (University of Texas San Antonio) Using a Community-Guided Approach to Identify Illnesses and Health Care Concerns of Uninsured Mexican Immigrants Along the U.S.-Mexico Border
11:15 AM  Lisa Vanderlinden (Texas Christian University) Exposed: Toxic Metals Poisoning as Contested Illness in the Aftermath of 9/11
11:30 AM  Vandana Chaudhry (CUNY, College of Staten Island) Programming Affect: Disability and Minoritization in India

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0400  10:15–12:00  Boulevard A, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

PROTECTIVE STATES: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF VIOLENCE AND OUTREACH IN NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA

Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology
Cecilia M Sardenberg (Universidade Federal da Bahia)

Chair

10:15 AM  Cecilia M Sardenberg (Universidade Federal da Bahia) Feminist Advocacy for the Passage of the “Antibaixaria” Law Project in Bahia, Brazil: Virtual and Face-to-Face Battles
10:30 AM  Kenton Bell (University of North Carolina, Asheville) Helpmate, a Women’s Shelter and Outreach Agency: Lived Experiences with Domestic Violence and Intimate Partner Violence Advocacy
10:45 AM  Rocío Alonso Lorenzo (São Paulo University) and Beatriz Accioly Lins de Almeida (Universidade de São Paulo - University of Sao Paulo) The Act of Listening to “Battered” Women: An Ethnographic Comparison of Police and Emergency Practitioners’ Responses in São Paulo, Brazil
11:00 AM  Afsaneh Kalantary (Independent Scholar (Cultural Anthropologist)) At Home with Those Who Are Homeless: Reflections of an Iranian Exile
11:15 AM  Itzel Yarger-Zagal (University of Montana) Natural Cause of Death? Feminicide in Times of Peace and War
11:30 AM  Discussion
**SURVIVAL AND RESISTANCE IN PRECARIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES**

**Review by:** Society for the Anthropology of North America

**Chair:** Emily K Steinmetz (American University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Allison Formanack</td>
<td>Home on the Range: Urban Precarity and the Middle Class Aspirations of Mobile Home Owners in Lincoln, Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Alicia E Kielmovitch</td>
<td>Structural Violence in the American Rural South: Examining Education’s Impact on Social Mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>Shana Walton and Helen A Regis</td>
<td>Subsistence Cycles: The Work of Elders in Sharing and Harvesting in Coastal Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Emily K Steinmetz</td>
<td>Jailhouse Romance: Rethinking Consensual Prison Relationships as a Form of Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6-0410**

**AFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE, EFFECTIVE ICONS**

**Review by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer:** Daniella Kuzmanovic (University of Copenhagen)

**Chair:** Kimberly Dukes (Coe College)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Andrés Jacobo García Molina</td>
<td>The Yajé Harmonica: Straddling the Fields of Anthropology and Ethnomusicology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Daniella Kuzmanovic</td>
<td>Dead Bodies, Affective States and Volatile Icons: An Iconography of Hrant Dink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Rachel Thompson</td>
<td>Extinction Number Six — Merging Literary Anthropology and Essayistic Cinema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Matthew C Watson</td>
<td>On Epistolary Intimacies: Love in Linda Schele’s Archive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Kimberly Dukes</td>
<td>Reading Burning Bodies: Interpreting Self-Immolations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6-0415**

**GAMING, ALGORITHM, AND DIGITAL PERSONHOOD**

**Review by:** Society for Cultural Anthropology

**Organizer:** Julian M Murchison (Millsaps College)

**Chair:** Joshua S Schendel (The University of Tennessee)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Jonathan T Church</td>
<td>Constructing a Neoliberal Archive: Spreadable Media, Video Games, and a Culture of History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Nick Seaver</td>
<td>What Should an Anthropology of Algorithms Do?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Melissa Reburiano (Columbia University)  *Empower Yourself with the Asian Playboy: Social Formation in the Seduction Community*

Leif Anders Paulson (Georgia State University)  *Magic (MTG), More Than a Game: Fanaticism in Competitive Gaming Culture*

Julian M Murchison (Millsaps College) and Curtis Coats (Millsaps College)  *Global Realignment in Piste, Yucatan and Jackson, Mississippi: Multi-Sited Fieldwork on a Globally Mediated Event*

Joshua S Schendel (University of Tennessee)  *The Post-Human Gamer: Reflections on Fieldwork in “World of Warcraft”*

**6-0420**  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CHALLENGING THE BOUNDARIES OF ETHNOGRAPHIC METHOD, THEORY, AND ENGAGEMENT: THE POLITICS OF DOING ANTHROPOLOGY**

*Reviewed by*  Society for the Anthropology of North America

*Chair*  Patrick J Hayden

Abigail J Rosenthal (University of Chicago and Augustana College)  *On (un)Becoming Deaf: Technology, Terminology, and the Fluidity of Deafness in the American Educational System*

Satya P Sharma (University of Saskatchewan)  *The Postmodern Perspective in Anthropology: Does It Help or Hinder the Discipline in Its Explanatory Power?*

Huma Mohibullah (University of British Columbia)  *Doing an Anthropology of Islam and Muslims After 9/11*

Lauren E Martin (University of Minnesota, Urban Research, Outreach-Engagement Center)  *Practicing Theory: Action Research with People Who Trade Sex in an Urban U.S. Context*

Patrick J Hayden  *Historical Re-Enactments: Tea Party Politics and Analog Anthropology*

**6-0425**  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 4K, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**MODERNITY AND NATION THROUGH THE LENS OF GENDER IN THE MIDDLE EAST**

*Reviewed by*  Middle East Section

*Chair/Organizer*  Rebecca M Hodges (Washington University)

Simon Hawkins (University of Arkansas)  *Blurred Boundaries: Shifts in Markers for Secular and Religious Identity in Post-Revolutionary Tunisia*

Maral Sahebjame (California State University, Long Beach)  *An Authentic Modern: Marriage in the Islamic Republic of Iran*

Feyza Burak Adli (Brandeis University)  *The Veiled Periphery: Rural Kurdish Women in Turkey and the Taboo of Sexuality*

Jenna Dawn Rice (Stanford University)  *Pious Property Reconsidered: An Illustrious Southern Lebanese Family’s Attempt to Recover Their Awqaf*

Rebecca M Hodges (Washington University)  *“The Best Job for a Woman”: Professionalization, Female Teachers, and Education Reform for the Knowledge Economy in Jordan*
11:30 AM  Betul Eksi (Northeastern University and Marmara University)  
*Gendering Charisma: Masculinity of Prime Minister Erdogan's Power and Politics*

11:45 AM  Discussion

**6-0430  10:15–12:00**  
Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton  

**HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS AND BODY COMMODIFICATION**

**Reviewed by**  
General Anthropology Division

**Chair/Organizer**  
Alexandria S Alfarano (SUNY, Binghamton)

10:15 AM  Alexandria S Alfarano (SUNY, Binghamton)  
*Health as Commodity: The Neoliberalization of Public Health Services*

10:30 AM  Amy Dao (Columbia University)  
*Freak Insurance: The Financialization of Body Parts and the Biofinancial Imaginary*

10:45 AM  Shawn M Bender (Dickinson College)  
*“You Don’t Touch Birds”: Robots, Affect, and Ethics in Danish Nursing Homes*

11:00 AM  Larisa L Honey (CUNY, Queensborough Community College)  
*Myth, Body and Politics: Alternative Health Circles and Activism Among Post-Soviet Immigrant Women in New York*

11:15 AM  Alice Rossi (University of Milan)  
*The Migrants’ Health-Care and Occupied Urban Spaces: Emerging Life Forms in the City of Turin (Northern Italy)*

11:30 AM  Lisa Pope Fischer (CUNY, New York City College of Technology)  
*Reorganizing Healthcare and a Mystification of the Body in Postsocialist Hungary: A Senior Pensioner’s Perspective*

11:45 AM  Brad A Casucci (Case Western Reserve University)  
*“When Elephants Fight It Is the Grass That Suffers”: Control, Common Sense, Cleanliness and Corruption in Maasailand, Kenya*

**6-0435  10:15–12:00**  
Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**COOPERATION, KINSHIP, FRIENDSHIP, AND COLLECTIVE ACTION**

**Reviewed by**  
Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**Chair/Organizers**  
Brian M Wood (Yale University)

10:15 AM  Break

10:30 AM  Ming Xue (University of California, Los Angeles)  
*Altruism and Reciprocity Among Friends and Kin in a Tibetan Villages*

10:45 AM  Brian M Wood (Yale University), Frank W Marlowe (University of Cambridge), Herman Pontzer (CUNY, Hunter College) and David Raichlen (University of Arizona)  
*The Hadza and the Honeyguide Bird*

11:00 AM  Jeremy M Koster (University of Cincinnati)  
*Effects on Household Labor of Temporary Out-Migration By Male Household Heads in Nicaragua and Peru*

11:15 AM  Joe V Hackman (Arizona State University) and Daniel J Hruschka (Arizona State University)  
*Emotional Closeness, Need, and Sacrifice Across Kin and Non-Kin Relationships*

11:30 AM  Kathryn E Demps (Boise State University)  
*Optimal Foraging and Ephemeral Group Formation: A Cross-Cultural Analysis of Jenu Kuruba Honey Collectors and 19th C. Silver Prospectors*
11:45 AM  Luke Glowacki (Harvard University)  Raiding Party Formation, Composition, and the Collective Action Problem: Results from an East African Pastoralist Society

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**6-0440 10:15–12:00**  
**EDUCATION IN LATIN AMERICA**  
Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

**REVIEWED BY**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**CHAIR**  
Ligia (Licho) Lopez (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

10:15 AM  Martina Barinova (University of Nebraska) and Edmund Ted Hamann (University of Nebraska)  Classroom in Rural Nicaragua: Improving Learning Conditions and Teaching Strategies Applied in a Developing Country Classroom

10:30 AM  Matthew James Tarditi (University of Pennsylvania), Timothy John Sheeran (Department of Defense) and Sharon M Ravitch (University of Pennsylvania)  Engagement as Disruption: The Role of Participatory Partnership in Co-Constructing Future Possibility

10:45 AM  Ligia (Licho) Lopez (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  Historical Anthropological Configurations and Educational (Im)Possibilities in Guatemala

11:00 AM  Christian Alejandro Bracho (New York University)  Mobilized Maestros: Teachers Performing Resistance in Oaxaca, Mexico

11:15 AM  Discussion

**6-0445 10:15–12:00**  
**TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY, CULTURE, AND MULTICULTURALITY; USING ANTHROPOLOGY TO TEACH**  
Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**REVIEWED BY**  
Council on Anthropology and Education

**CHAIR**  
Allison Henward (University of Hawaii)

10:15 AM  Janni Pedersen (Ashford University) and Sanaa Riaz (Ashford University)  Making Time for the Students: Class Size and Student Success

10:30 AM  Allison Henward (University of Hawaii) and Christine Malsbary (University of Hawaii-Manoa)  A Disappearing Voice?: The Critical Role of Educational Anthropology in Teacher Education Programs

10:45 AM  Jennifer Lynne Sonenberg (University of Georgia)  Becoming-Other: Encounters with Shakespeare and Performance

11:00 AM  Rachel K Wentz (Florida Public Archaeology Network) and Kevin Andrew Gidusko (Florida Public Archaeology Network)  Leading the Way in Public Archaeology: The Florida Public Archaeology Network

11:15 AM  Katia M Almeida-Tracy (Case Western Reserve University)  Teaching Cultures of Latin America: A Cross-Cultural Journey as Anthropologist and Native

11:30 AM  Discussion
ANTHROPOLOGY OF PSYCHOLOGY: EXPLORING NEW SITES OF THE PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Psychological Anthropology

**CHAIR**  
Sylvia Olney (Bemidji State University)

**10:15 AM**  
Sylvia Olney (Bemidji State University) Practicing Under the Influence: An Ethnographic Study of the Medicalization of Psychotherapy

**10:30 AM**  
Katayoun T Medhat (University College London) Patient: Nil — Bureaucracy: One; Competing Priorities and Clinical Compromise in a Public Mental Health Clinic

**10:45 AM**  
Joy M Messerschmidt (University of Connecticut) It Follows My Family: Behavioral Enculturation and Familiar Patterns of Mental Distress

**11:00 AM**  
Jie Yang (Simon Fraser University) Zhengnengliang “Positive Energy”: Potentiality, Positive Psychology, and Self Help in China

**11:15 AM**  
Claudia Lang (Ludwig Maximilians University) Engaging Depression in the Mental Health Pluralism of Kerala, India

**11:30 AM**  
Emily Ng (University of California, Berkeley) The Texture of Uncertainty: Madness, Possession, and Suspicion in China’s Central Plains

**DISCUSSANT 11:45 AM**  
Byron J Good (Harvard University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

ANTHROPOLOGIES OF THE BODY: WORK, PLAY, AND SUBJECTIVITY

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Psychological Anthropology

**CHAIR**  
Clinton D Humphrey (University of California, Los Angeles)

**DISCUSSANTS**  
Claudia Strauss (Pitzer College)

**10:15 AM**  
Michael J Oldani (University of Wisconsin) Proxy Sociopathy: The Drug Rep as a Study of Corporate Persona

**10:30 AM**  
Kate Grim-Feinberg (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) Bilingual Intercultural Education as Reconciliation Policy in Ayacucho, Peru: Citizenship, Subjectivity, and Language

**10:45 AM**  
Clinton D Humphrey (University of California, Los Angeles) Embodying the Underwater World: Sensory Attunement and the Ailing Body Among Indigenous Lobster Divers in Atlantic Nicaragua

**11:00 AM**  
Rachel Stonecipher (Southern Methodist University) Humanitarian Subjectivities: The Role of Embodied Experience in Activist (Sub)Cultures

**11:15 AM**  
Bryan M. Dull (Indiana University, South Bend) and Justin McCammon (Indiana University, South Bend) Just Go With the Flow: Mindfulness, Flow-State, and Interpersonal Belongingness in Fire Poi Performances

**11:30 AM**  
Claire Fantus (University of Toronto) The Idle No More Movement: Imagination, Play and the Will to Live

**DISCUSSANT 11:45 AM**  
Claudia Strauss (Pitzer College)
6-0460  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5I, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION AND THE VALUE OF LANGUAGE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**10:15 AM**
Stephanie Hasselbacher (College of William & Mary)  *Rights to Writing for, in, and by Couchatta: Creating “Legitimate” Literacy in an Endangered Native North American Language*

**10:30 AM**
Ivan Roksandic (University of Winnipeg)  *Morphological Reanalysis of Arawak Place Names in the Greater Antilles*

**10:45 AM**
Stuart Dunmore (University of Edinburgh)  *Language Usage, Ideologies and Identities of Gaelic-Medium Educated Adults in Scotland*

**11:00 AM**
Rebecca J Wood (University of Montana)  *Language Practices, Ideologies and Revitalization: Challenges Facing a Salish-Pend d’Oreille Community*

**11:15 AM**
Elizabeth Ann Kickham (University of Oklahoma)  *Discourses of Dialect, Duty, and Descent: Oklahoma Choctaw Language Ideologies in Community Language Classes*

**11:30 AM**
Juliet Liane Morgan (University of Oklahoma) and Joshua D Hinson (the Chickasaw Nation)  *Pataffa: Responding to Disjuncture in Chickasaw Language Revitalization*

**11:45 AM**
Jurgita Antoine (Sinte Gleska University)  *“We Can Do It Ourselves”: Economic and Social Aspects of Lakota Language Revitalization*

---

6-0465  10:15–12:00  Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FROM THE MOUTHS OF BABES: CHILDREN, YOUTH AND LINGUISTIC PRACTICE**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Linguistic Anthropology

**10:15 AM**
Camilla Rindstedt (Stockholm University) and Karin Aronsson (Stockholm University)  *Children’s Intent Participation in a Pediatric Community of Practice*

**10:30 AM**
Elizabeth J Brummel (University of Chicago)  *Kujenga Ma-Youth (Building the Youth): Standardizing a Youth Register in a Kenyan Comic Book*

**10:45 AM**
Hristo Kyuchukov (St Elizabeth University), William S New (Beloit College) and Hana Vackova (Beloit College)  *Do European Roma Children Have a Language/Grammar?*

**11:00 AM**
Sihan Xiao (University of California, Los Angeles)  *“I Thought You Said Liuse Liange Liuse”: Situating Stances in the Construction of Accounts and English-Mandarin Codeswitching in a Board Game*

**11:15 AM**
Melissa M Engman (University of Minnesota) and Jenna Cushing-Leubner (University of Minnesota)  *Critical for Whom? Identity, Investment, and Instruction in an Arabic Language Classroom*

**11:30 AM**
Jennifer T Johnson (University of California, Berkeley)  *Multimodal Positioning in Bimodal Interactions: An Ethnographic Study Exploring the Multimodal Experiences of Hearing Mothers and Their Deaf Children Through an Analysis Mode-Blending*

**11:45 AM**  Discussion
6-0470 10:15–12:00  Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
VOICES FROM THE PAST: DIALOGUES BETWEEN THE ETHNOGRAPHIC AND THE HISTORICAL

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology

10:15 AM  Yuki Tanaka (Southern Illinois University, Carbondale) Feelingful Graphemes: Orthographic Choices and Literacy Practices Among Belizean Mopan Speakers

10:30 AM  Yuichi Asai (Rikkyo University and Japan Society for the Promotion of Science) Semiotics of Fijian Colonial Documents and Mythical Narratives

10:45 AM  Mutsumi Sebata (Rikkyo University) Ki (Animating Spirit) and Ki-Zukai (Considerateness) in Japanese: Linguistic Changes from Antiquity to the Present

11:00 AM  Zachary Nicholas Hebert (Tulane University and University of Chicago) and Patricia Anderson (Tulane University) Authenticity in Language Reawakening Versus Revitalization: Tunica Cultural and Linguistic Creativity

11:15 AM  Yukun Zeng (SUNY, Binghamton) Reading the Ancient Text Aloud in China: Performativity, Spatiality and Historicity

11:30 AM  Discussion

6-0475 10:15–12:00  Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
NARRATING IDENTITY: WHO ARE YOU?

Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology

10:15 AM  Kristen M Lindblom (University of California, Los Angeles) “I Gotta Be the Shepherd king”: The Therapeutic Relevance of Second Stories

10:30 AM  Waud Kracke Telling a Dream in Kagwahiv: Coriolano’s Dream Narratives

10:45 AM  Atsuko Oyama (University of Arizona) Commodification of New Styles of Fatherhood in Japan After Modernity and in Globalization

11:00 AM  Jesse O Harasta “Because They Are Cornish”: Five Views on the Usefulness of a Minority Language

11:15 AM  Yoshiyuki Asahi (National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics) Kibei’s Ways of Speaking Three Languages, Japanese, Ryukyuan, and English: Evidence from Thomas Taro Higa

11:30 AM  Ila Nagar (Ohio State University) Being a Koti in Lucknow-India: Negotiating Religion and Sexuality

11:45 AM  Christine Kirby (Northern Arizona University) Are “We” Pregnant?: Stance and the Coconstructed Pregnancy Experience
6-0480  10:15–12:00  Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
**POLICE, PRISONS & CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE**

**REVIEWED BY**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**CHAIR**
Rachel Dotson (University of North Carolina)

10:15 AM  Leticia Carvalho de Mesquita Ferreira (Getulio Vargas Foundation) *“Just Filling Out Paperwork”: Ethnographic Notes on Police Records of Missing Persons*

10:30 AM  Johanna I Römer (New York University) *Ironies of Compassion in Catalan Criminal Justice Practice*

10:45 AM  Yasmine B Bouagga (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales and Ecole Normale Supérieure) *Dignifying Prisons: Discourse and Practices of Rights in French Jails*

11:00 AM  Kristen Drybread (University of São Paulo/NEV) *Paper Crimes: The Violence of Bureaucracy in a Brazilian Juvenile Prison*

11:15 AM  Oscar Fernando Contreras (Iberoamerican University) *Between Legality and Justice: The Local Police in Tijuana, Mexico*

6-0485  10:15–12:00  Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
**IDENTITY, INDIGENEITY, AND THE LAW**

**REVIEWED BY**
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**CHAIR**
Deepa Das Acevedo (The University of Chicago)


10:30 AM  Sarah E Holcombe (the Australian National University) *Mobilising Indigenous Human Rights?: The UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues and Australian Indigenous Urban Elites as advocates for Remote Alterity*

10:45 AM  Sandra Brunnegger (University of Cambridge and Sorbonne Nouvelle) *Negotiating Indigenous Law in Colombia*

11:00 AM  Deepa Das Acevedo (University of Chicago) *On Pilgrims, Miracles, and Defining Divinity at the High Court of Kerala, India*

11:15 AM  Isra El-Beshir (Wayne State University) *The Liminal Space of Racial Belonging in Arab American Communities*

11:30 AM  Discussion

6-0490  10:15–12:00  Conference Room 5C, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
**DRUGS, LAW, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND THE NATION**

**REVIEWED BY**
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**CHAIR**
Darlene Elizabeth Dubuisson (Teachers College, Columbia University)

10:15 AM  Kaoru Kuwajima (University of Tokyo) *Anthropological Study of Human Rights Practices: Cases of a Temporary Protection Site for Domestic Violence Victims in Japan*
Mentoring Activity
Practicing and Applied Anthropologists

Sunday, November 24

10:30 AM Darlene Elizabeth Dubuisson (Teachers College, Columbia University) Haitian Intellectuals in Nation Rebuilding

10:45 AM Zeynep Oguz (The Graduate Center, CUNY) Empire, Mandate, Nation-State: Historiography, Self-Narrative and Colonial Subjectivity in the Sanjak of Alexandretta

11:00 AM Sylvia Nam (University of California, Riverside) Governing Property in Phnom Penh and the Excess of Law

11:15 AM Penny Travlou (University of Edinburgh) Rhizomic Ethnographies: Doing Fieldwork with Creative Networked Communities of Digital Artists/Practitioners

RE-IMAGINING EUROPEANNESS: WITHIN AND WITHOUT LIMITS
Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Chair Karolina Follis (Lancaster University)

10:15 AM Irene Ketonen (SUNY, Buffalo) Imagining Europe in Northern Ireland: Farmers, Sectarian Politics, and the Euro Crisis

10:30 AM Mariann Vaczi (University of Nevada, Reno) “The Spanish Fury”: A Political Anthropology of Soccer in Spain

10:45 AM Karolina Follis (Lancaster University) Human Rights As Pedagogy and Indignation: Accounting for Migrants’ Deaths at Sea in the Council of Europe

11:00 AM Chris Duffy (Brandeis University) Globalizing Morality: The Role of History and Economy in Defining Europe’s Southern Problem

11:15 AM Bruce S Burnside (Columbia University, Teachers College) “Multiculturalism Has Failed”: Citizenship and Belonging Among Migrant Youth in Germany and Turkey

ADVOCACY, ACTIVISM, AND ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY
Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

10:15 AM Olaf Zenker (University of Bern) Recursive Prolegomena: The Morally Modern State of Cosmopolitan Anthropology

10:30 AM Elif Irem Az (Sabanci University) Transformation of the Modes of Political Action and Activism in Istanbul

10:45 AM Kathleen Mary Gallagher (St Mary’s University) Blurred Boundaries: Academia, Advocacy and the Anthropologist as Expert Witness

11:00 AM Stephanie Hobbis (Concordia University and École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales) Engaged Anthropology Meets the Military-Industrial Complex: Towards a Different Primacy of the Ethical?

11:15 AM Michael Rodríguez-Muñiz (Brown University) Leveraging Demography, Calibrating Futures: National Latino Advocacy, Immigration Reform, and the Politics of Equality
11:30 AM Paula Dias (Brown University) Oil’s Community Experts: State Regulation and the Politics of Participatory Environmental Education Projects in Brazil’s Oil Industry

**6-0505** 12:15–02:00 Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

Invited Roundtable:
FIELD SCHOOLS IN ARCHAEOLOGY AND BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: PRESENT REALITIES, FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

**Sponsor**  AAA Executive Program Committee

**Organizer**  Heidi J Bauer-Clapp (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Chairs**  Heidi J Bauer-Clapp (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
             Tiffany Lauren Parisi (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Roundtable Presenters**  Heidi J Bauer-Clapp (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
                           Jane E Baxter (DePaul University)
                           Siobhan M Hart (Binghamton University)
                           Katherine C MacKinnon (Saint Louis University)
                           Tracy Prowse (McMaster University)
                           Mirjana Roksandic (University of Winnipeg)
                           Dawnie W Steadman (University of Tennessee)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S

**6-0510** 12:15–02:00 Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

LIVING WELL IN THE 21ST CENTURY: REVOLUTIONARY CITIZENSHIP, ALTERNATIVE ECONOMIES, AND THE RETURN OF THE STATE IN ECUADOR

**Reviewed by**  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Organizers**  Taylor C Nelms (University of California, Irvine)
                Nicholas S Welcome (UC Riverside)

**Chair**  Thea Nadja Riofrancos (University of Pennsylvania)

12:15 PM Thea Nadja Riofrancos (University of Pennsylvania) (Post) Extractivism: The Problematic of Continuity and Transition in the Debate Over Large-Scale Mining

12:30 PM Nicholas A Rattray (Indiana University) Embodying Inclusion in the Context of Buenvivir in Ecuador

12:45 PM Julie Catherine Gamble (University of California, Berkeley) Buen Vivir and the Bicycle: The Effects of the “Citizens’ Revolution” on Urban Planning in Quito

1:00 PM Nicholas S Welcome (University of California, Riverside) Fault Lines: Bricks, Memory, and the Material Affects of Catastrophic Change in Ecuador

1:15 PM Taylor C Nelms (University of California, Irvine) Revolutionizing Alternative Economies? Figuring the “Popular and Solidary Economy” in a Time of Change in Ecuador

**Discussant**  1:30 PM Elizabeth F S Roberts (University of Michigan)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
CONSTRUCTING ‘GLOBAL GOVERNANCE’: APPROACHES TO THE TECHNOLOGIES, NETWORKS, AND PROCESSES OF TRANSNATIONAL LAW AND POLITICS

Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizers
Matthew Charles Canfield (New York University)
Rosemary J Coombe (York University) Biocultural Heritage Resources: Forging Hybrids in the Conjunctures of Transnational Law and Publicity
Matthew Charles Canfield (New York University) Constructing Corporate Personhood: Global Governance and the New Subject of Rights
Zeb Rifaqat (University of California, Santa Cruz) The Governance Assemblage for Swat, Pakistan: An Anthropological Encounter
Ariane Belanger-Vincent (Université Laval) Global Governance in the Making: The Case of the Responsibility to Protect

THE PROJECT OF PLACE

Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology
Organizers
Nitzan Shoshan (El Colegio de Mexico)
Munira Khayyat (American University in Cairo)
Chair
Nitzan Shoshan (El Colegio de Mexico)
Mark Anthony Geraghty (University of Chicago) Spatial Cleansing in the New Rwanda
Munira Khayyat (American University in Cairo) Places of Resistance, Ruination and Remembrance in South Lebanon
Nitzan Shoshan (El Colegio de Mexico) The Politics of Utopia in Santa Fe, Mexico City
Mariana Cavalcanti (Fundacao Getulio Vargas) The Social Life of Ruins and the Politics of Debris in “Pre-Olympic” Rio De Janeiro
Discussant 1:15 PM: Vyjayanthi Rao (New School)
1:30 PM Discussion
**Invited Session:**  
**BUILDING THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC HEALTH WITH INSIGHTS FROM EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Sponsor**  
Evolutionary Anthropology Society

**Organizers**  
Bria Dunham (Mercer University)  
Jonathan Stieglitz (University of New Mexico)

**Chair**  
Bria Dunham (Mercer University)

**12:15 PM**  
Bria Dunham (Mercer University) and Jonathan Stieglitz (University of New Mexico)  
*Applications of Evolutionary Anthropology for Public Health Research, Policy, and Practice*

**12:30 PM**  
Mary C Towner (Oklahoma State University), Mary K Shenk (University of Missouri), Curtis J Atkisson (University of California, Davis) and Kathrine E Starkweather (University of Missouri)  
*The Evolutionary Demography of Sex Ratios in Rural Bangladesh*

**12:45 PM**  
Siobhan M Mattison (University of Auckland) and Katherine Wander (University of Washington)  
*The Evolutionary Ecology of Weaning Among the Chagga of Kilimanjaro*

**1:00 PM**  
Brooke A Scelza (University of California, Los Angeles) and Joan B Silk (Arizona State University)  
*Fosterage in Evolutionary Perspective*

**1:15 PM**  
Jonathan Stieglitz (University of New Mexico), Hillard Kaplan (University of New Mexico), Eric Schniter (Chapman University), Christopher R von Rueden (University of Richmond) and Michael Gurven (University of California)  
*Reduced Functional Status and Social Conflict Increase Risk of Depression in Adulthood Among Modernizing Amazonian Forager-Farmers*

**1:30 PM**  
Aaron D Blackwell (University of California, Santa Barbara), Jonathan Stieglitz (University of New Mexico), Michael Gurven (University of California, Santa Barbara) and Hillard Kaplan (University of New Mexico)  
*A Life History Perspective on the Development and Senescence of Immune Function in Non-Western Populations*

**Discussant**  
1:45 PM  
Katherine Hinde (Harvard University)

*This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S*

---

**DOING ANTHROPOLOGY IN POST-WAR SRI LANKA**

**Reviewed by**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**Organizer**  
Daniel M Bass (Central Connecticut State University)

**Chair**  
Mark P Whitaker (University of Kentucky)

**12:15 PM**  
Prashanth David Kuganathan (Teachers College, Columbia University)  
*Challenges to Caste Research and the Ethnographic Method in the Post-War Northern Province*

**12:30 PM**  
Amar Nath Amarasingham (York University)  
*“Be Careful Who You Talk To”: Doing Fieldwork Under-the-Radar in Post-War Sri Lanka*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Francesca Bernadine Bremner (Montclair State U)</td>
<td>An Encounter With the Snake Girl in Post-War Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Dennis B McGilvray (University of Colorado, Boulder)</td>
<td>Friendly Fieldwork: Studying Matrilocal Marriages in Post-War Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Mark P Whitaker (University of Kentucky)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

---

**6-0535**

12:15–02:00  Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**SHAPING THE HEALTH OF FUTURE PUBLICS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH PUBLIC HEALTH POLICIES AND INTERVENTIONS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology  
**Organizer:** Mette Terp Hoybye (National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark and Elective Surgery Centre, Silkeborg Regional Hospital)  
**Chair:** Morten Hulvej Rod (National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Nicole S Berry (Simon Fraser University)</td>
<td>(Medical) Missionary Positions: Values and Health Policy in Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Crystal L Patil (University of Illinois at Chicago)</td>
<td>Childbirth and Policy Change: Increasing Deliveries with Skilled Birth Attendants in Rural Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Erica Borgstrom (University of Cambridge)</td>
<td>Managing Dying Through English End-of-Life Care Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Priscilla A Magrath (University of Arizona)</td>
<td>Human Right to Health: A Flexible Friend?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Morten Hulvej Rod (National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark), Ditte Heering Holt (National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark) and Mette Terp Hoybye (Elective Surgery Centre, Silkeborg Regional Hospital and National Institute of Public Health, University of Southern Denmark)</td>
<td>Public Health Policy Worlds: An Ethnographic Study of Policies and Interventions Targeting Social Inequalities in Health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

**6-0540**

12:15–02:00  Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**MATERIAL PSYCHES: ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO BIOPSYCHIATRY AND MEDICATED SUBJECTIVITY**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Medical Anthropology  
**Chairs/Organizers:** Katherine M Hendy (University of California, Berkeley) and Michael Joseph D’Arcy V (University of California, Berkeley)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Michael Joseph D’Arcy V (University of California, Berkeley)</td>
<td>Uncertain Adherence in the Intimate Clinic: Psychosis, Medicated Subjectivities, and Community Mental Health in Dublin, Ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
12:30 PM Talia Weiner (Institute for Clinical Social Work and University of Chicago) The Cybernetics of Self-Management: Refiguring Agency and Self-Brain Relations Through Mood Disorder Treatments in the Contemporary United States

12:45 PM Allen L Tran (Bucknell University) Affective Pluralism and Psychopharmaceuticals in Post-Reform Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

1:00 PM Katherine M Hendy (University of California, Berkeley) Affective Bodies, Chemical Selves: The Revival of Clinical Trial Research with Psychedelic Drugs

DISCUSSANT 1:15 PM Stephanie J Lloyd (McGill University)

DISCUSSANT 1:30 PM A Jamie Saris (National University of Ireland, Maynooth)

1:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

6-0545 12:15–02:00 Boulevard C, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

ETHNOGRAPHIES OF THINGS: TIME, MATERIALITY, AND CHANGE

REVIEWED BY American Ethnological Society

ORGANIZERS Jane Lynch (University of Michigan)
Elana F Resnick (University of Michigan)

CHAIR Elana F Resnick (University of Michigan)

12:15 PM Filipe Calvao (University of Chicago) The Materiality of Institutions: Mining Corporations and the State in a Time of Crisis

12:30 PM Robin Nagle (New York University) Material Remains: Labors in the Archives of Waste

12:45 PM Jonathan R Walz (Rollins College) Goin' Postal: Archaeological Miniatures, Metonymy, and Motion in Africa

1:00 PM Jane Lynch (University of Michigan) Messy Materialities: Institutions, Property, and the Branding of Cloth

1:15 PM Tamta Khalvashi (University of Copenhagen) Ghosts of the Future: Afterlives of Technocratic Buildings in the Republic of Georgia

DISCUSSANT 1:30 PM Paul Manning (Trent University)

1:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

6-0550 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

THE URGENCY OF NOW: NEW FORMS OF WRITING AND COMMUNICATING ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZER Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado)

CHAIRS Kathryn B Clancy (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
Hugh Gusterson (George Mason University)

ROUNDTABLE PRESENTERS Charlie Piot (Duke University)
Gina Athena Ulysse (Wesleyan University)
Jessica Winegar (Northwestern University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T
FOODWAYS IN DISCOURSE AND PRACTICE: A DISCUSSION OF ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS

Reviewed by: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Organizer: Amber M O’Connor (University of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Angela R Kirwin (California State University, Northridge)

12:15 PM Yi-Chieh Jessica Lin (National Chung Hsing University) Engaging Public Perception of “Authentic Foodways” Into Laws Revision Process in Taiwan
12:30 PM Tyler Short (University of Louisville) Commodified Coffee: Habitual Consumption and Consumer Consciousness

Discussant: 12:45 PM Candice M Lowe-Swift (Vassar College)

1:00 PM Angela R Kirwin (California State University, Northridge) Disjunctures Between Pre-Race and Post-Race Foodways and Practices of Triathletes and Marathon Runners
1:15 PM Amber M O’Connor (University of Texas at Austin) Obviously Imperceptible: Identity and the Tortilla in Quintana Roo

Discussant: 1:30 PM John M Hartigan (University of Texas at Austin)
1:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

POWERS OF NARRATIVE: SPIRITUAL IMAGINARIES AND THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE PARTICULAR

Reviewed by: American Ethnological Society
Chair/Organizers: John M Cinnamon (Miami University)
David A Eaton (California State University, Chico)

12:15 PM James S Bielo (Miami University) Creationism Beyond Religion-Science: Rewriting Narrative Limits
12:30 PM Kirstin C Erickson (University of Arkansas) Narrative Colchas: Materiality, Cultural Memory and Autobiography in Contemporary “Spanish Colonial” Embroidery
12:45 PM JoAnn D’Alisera (University of Arkansas) Telling Stories/Making Identities: The Production of Sierra Leonean Muslim Identities in Washington, D.C.

1:00 PM Peter Lein Geschiere (University of Amsterdam) Title: Witchcraft, Story-Telling and the Anthropological I
1:15 PM David A Eaton (California State University, Chico) Finding Meaning and Improvising Fulfillment: Witnessing Powers in Congolese Lives
1:30 PM John M Cinnamon (Miami University) Stories of Mademoiselle: Transnational Spirit Narratives and the Particularity of Memory in Equatorial Africa

Discussant: 1:45 PM Yolanda D Covington-Ward (University of Pittsburgh)

This session may be of particular interest to: S, T
6-0565 12:15–02:00  PDR 6, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

SCARCITY, ADEQUACY, EXCESS: WATERY VALUES AND THE MATERIALITY OF POLITICS

REVIEWED BY  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
ORGANIZERS  Maira Hayat (University of Chicago)
              Andrea Ballester (Rice University)
CHAIR  Elizabeth Povinelli (Columbia University)

12:15 PM  Sean Mallin (University of California, Irvine) Remaking Nature in the Unnatural Metropolis: Wet-Landscapes in New Orleans
12:30 PM  Valerie A Olson (University of California, Irvine) Oil as Water: The Elemental Politics of Gulf Coast Ecosystem Restoration
12:45 PM  Maira Hayat (University of Chicago) “They Killed the River!”: (in) Security, Scarcity and Sovereignty Through Pakistan’s Waterscapes
1:00 PM  Andrea Ballester (Rice University) Libertarian Ice Cubes and Expropriated Bodies: Water Continuities in the Carving of Liberal Political Objects

DISCUSSANT  1:15 PM  Naveeda Khan (Johns Hopkins University)
            1:30 PM  Jerome Whitington (National University of Singapore)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0570 12:15–02:00  Continental A, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURES: ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF NATURE-CULTURES

REVIEWED BY  Society for Cultural Anthropology
CHAIR/ORGANIZER  Atsuro Morita (Osaka University)

12:15 PM  Shiho Satsuka (University of Toronto) Forest as Infrastructure: Roots Entanglement and Circular Logics in Satoyama Revitalization Movements
12:30 PM  Tak Uesugi (Fuji Tokoha University) Hot Spring Dilemma: Geothermal Power Development and Negotiation of Its Risk to Onsen communities
12:45 PM  Keichiro Matsumura (Rikkyo University) What Makes a Development Project Successful?: “Good practices” for Environmental Improvement in Northern Ethiopia
1:00 PM  Marko A Monteiro (State University of Campinas) Forests, Satellites and Politics: The Emergence of Inpe’s Deforestation Monitoring System in Brazil
1:15 PM  Kristoffer Albris (University of Copenhagen) Fragile Infrastructures: Flood Warning Uncertainties in Fiji
1:30 PM  Jakkrit Sangkhamanee (Chulalongkorn University) Writing Community: Water Project Proposal and Tactical Knowledge in Rural Thailand Development
1:45 PM  Moe Nakazora (Japan Society for Promotion of Sciences/Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University) Between Commensurability and Incommensurability: the “People’s Biodiversity Register” Project in Uttarakhand, India
6-0575 12:15–02:00 Williford B, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

GEEK ANTHROPOLOGY

REVIEWED BY
Society for Cultural Anthropology
Nicholas J Mizer (Texas A&M University)
Marie-Pierre Renaud (Université Laval, CIÉRA)

CHAIRS/ORGANIZERS

12:15 PM Jennifer Boyd (West Chester University) From Geek to Chic: A Case Study
12:30 PM Nicholas J Mizer (Texas A&M University) When Tactics Become Strategies: Power Dynamics and Consumption in Post-Revenge Geekdom
12:45 PM Charlotte Fillmore-Handlon (Concordia University) Fan Fiction, Fan Autoethnography, and Everyday Life
1:00 PM Emma Louise Backe (Vassar College) Alienation and Acculturation: Anthropology and Science Fiction
1:15 PM Mollie Pepper (Northeastern University) Geek Masculinity: Identity and Virtual Gender Violence
1:30 PM Nicolas Saucier (Laval University) Gay Geeks: Where Two Worlds Meet
1:45 PM Marie-Pierre Renaud (Université Laval, CIÉRA) Geek Credibility and (fake) Geek Girls: Sexism, Trends and the Moving Margins of Geek Culture

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0580 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 4M, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

LANGUAGE PROJECTS AND PROSPECTIVE PUBLICS

REVIEWED BY
Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Michael Wroblewski (Grand Valley State University)
Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago)

ORGANIZERS

Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago)

CHAIR
Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago)

12:15 PM Thea R Strand (Loyola University Chicago) Speaking Dialect and Selling Culture: Engaging the Local Public in Norway’s Valdres Nature and Culture Park
12:30 PM Kathryn A Remlinger (Grand Valley State University) Displays of Authenticity in The “Finnish American Nesting Place”
12:45 PM Mary K Good (Lawrence University) Engaging Styles and Memorable Profiles: Slang, Style-Shifting, and the Presentation of Self in Tongan Youths’ Online Social Networking
1:00 PM Christa Burdick (University of Massachusetts Amherst) Marking and Marketing Difference in Language Commodification: Alsatian Dialect Under the Tourist Gaze
1:15 PM Michael Wroblewski (Grand Valley State University) Unauthorized Transmission: Broadcasting Amazonian Kichwa Dialect in a Standard-Language City
1:30 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
6-0585  12:15–02:00  PDR 3, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

GENERATING CAPITALISM: DIVERSE LIVELIHOODS AND PRODUCTIVE POWERS

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Cultural Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS**  
Karen Z Ho (University of Minnesota)
Laura Bear (London School of Economics)
Kath Weston (University of Virginia)
Jessica R Cattelino (University of California, Los Angeles)

**CHAIRS**  
Sylvia J Yanagisako (Stanford University)
Karen Z Ho (University of Minnesota)
Clara Y Han (Johns Hopkins University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S, T

6-0590  12:15–02:00  Conference Room 5F, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

UNEASY RELATIONS: CONFIGURING KINSHIP THROUGH VIOLENCE AND LOSS

**REVIEWED BY**  
American Ethnological Society

**CHAIRS/Organizers**  
Jennie Doberne (University of Virginia)
Julia L Kowalski (University of Chicago)

12:15 PM  
Julia L Kowalski (University of Chicago) Ordering Kinship: Care, Counseling, and Family Violence in Jaipur, India

12:30 PM  
Kristin LaHatte (University of Virginia) “Don’t Hand Your Stomach Over to just anyone”: The Configuring of Kin Through Loss in Rural Haiti

12:45 PM  
Gabriel Tusinski (University of Chicago) Emergent Fraternities: National Kinship in East Timorese Clandestine Resistance Groups

1:00 PM  
Jennie Doberne (University of Virginia) ‘One Is Not Enough’: Assisted Reproduction and Narratives of Future Loss in Israel

1:15 PM  
Christine Nutter El Ouardani (University of Chicago) Negotiating Kinship: Corporal Punishment and Ambivalence in Morocco

1:30 PM  
Caroline Schuster (Harvard University) Fraud, Theft, and Crises of Kinship in Paraguayan Microcredit

**DISCUSSANT**  
1:45 PM  
Sarah K Pinto (Tufts University)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0595  12:15–02:00  Salon A-5, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton

REFLECTING ON AMERICA, CONTINUED: A POTPOURRI OF PAPERS ON U.S. CULTURE

**REVIEWED BY**  
General Anthropology Division

**ORGANIZER**  
Clare L Boulanger (Colorado Mesa University)

**CHAIR**  
Robert A Myers (Alfred University)

12:15 PM  
Anita Puckett (Virginia Tech) Educated to Leave: Tropes of ‘American-ness’ Among Appalachian Undergraduates

12:30 PM  
William H Fisher (College of William & Mary) Sacred Thing or Losing Game? Love and American Kinship in Bluegrass and Rock
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Title of Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Robert A Myers (Alfred University)</td>
<td>The Weather Channel: Weathertainment as American Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Christine Chalifoux (New School for Social Research)</td>
<td>Transnational Adoption: An Examination of the Making of Interracial American Families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Robert B Graber (Truman State University)</td>
<td>Going to College as a Rite of Passage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Clare L Boulanger (Colorado Mesa University)</td>
<td>“Little Boys Writ Big”: Gender, Economy, and the Big Bang Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Atwood D Gaines (Case Western Reserve University)</td>
<td>Hand Sanitizer and Double Construction of a Comfort Zone and the Exotic Cultural Other: An American Study Abroad Experience in Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6-0600 12:15–02:00 Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton**

**TECHNOLOGIES OF IMAGININGS: CULTURAL POLITICS OF THE VISIBLE AND THE INVISIBLE**

**Reviewed by**
American Ethnological Society
Neriko M Doerr (Ramapo College)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Title of Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Antonia Chao (Tunghai University)</td>
<td>Imagining Common Homeland Shared by National Enemies: A Case Study of Pingtan Comprehensive Pilot Zone Within the Taiwan Strait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Jennifer M Creamer (University of Pittsburgh)</td>
<td>Imagining Study Abroad: Social Media and the Creation of the Student Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Neriko M Doerr (Ramapo College)</td>
<td>Hand Sanitizer and Double Construction of a Comfort Zone and the Exotic Cultural Other: An American Study Abroad Experience in Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Kiri Lee (Lehigh University)</td>
<td>Kana Or Kanji? Their Visual Messages and Implications in Mazegaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Yuko Okubo (Fujitsu Laboratories of America/University of California, Berkeley)</td>
<td>Digital Divide and the Cultural Politics of Online Education: A Case Study of Curation Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Haeng-ja Chung (Hamilton College)</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: M, S, T

**6-0605 12:15–02:00 Salon A-1, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton**

**DISCOURSES OF INTEGRATION: LANGUAGE, SKILLS, AND THE POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE**

**Reviewed by**
Society for Linguistic Anthropology
Mi-Cha Flubacher (Institute of Multilingualism, University of Fribourg)
Shirley Yeung (University of Chicago)

**Organizers**
Mi-Cha Flubacher (Institute of Multilingualism, University of Fribourg)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Institution</th>
<th>Title of Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Mi-Cha Flubacher (Institute of Multilingualism, University of Fribourg)</td>
<td>Language and Integration: Dissecting a Political Discourse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12:30 PM  Marietta L Baba (Michigan State University) and Carla Dahl-Jorgensen (Norwegian University of Science & Technology)  
Migration Industry and the Discourse of Integration: Channeling Migrants in the Aftermath of a Crisis

12:45 PM  Kori L Allan (University of Toronto)  
Going Beyond Language: Soft Skilling Cultural Difference and Immigrant Integration in Toronto, Canada

1:00 PM  Shirley Yeung (University of Chicago)  
Expats, Migrants, and the Politics of Welcome in Geneva

Discussant  1:15 PM  Bonnie McElhinny (University of Toronto)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0610  12:15–02:00  Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton
EXERCISES OF THE IMAGINATION: SIMULATION, ROLEPLAY, REENACTMENT, DRILL
R E V I E W E D  B Y  
Society for Cultural Anthropology
C H A I R S / O R G A N I Z E R S  
Elizabeth Angell (Columbia University)
Naomi S Stone (Columbia University)

12:15 PM  Petra Tjitske Kalshoven (University of Manchester)  
Moving in Time, Out of Step: European Simulations of North American Woodland Scenes

12:30 PM  Alessandro M Angelini (Mount Holyoke College)  
Avatars of the Familiar: Performativity, Speculation and Role-Play in Rio De Janeiro

12:45 PM  Marisa R Brandt (University of California, San Diego – Communication & Science Studies)  
Learning to Simulate Trauma: Epistemic Disjuncture in the Science and Practice of Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy for PTSD

1:00 PM  Naomi S Stone (Columbia University)  
Notional Death and Uncanny Affective Worlds: American War in the Simulated Middle East

1:15 PM  Elizabeth Angell (Columbia University)  
Simulating Seismicity: Earthquake Anticipation in Istanbul

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0615  12:15–02:00  Conference Room 5H, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton
THE EMERGING FUTURE OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL LIFE COURSE STUDIES: THE MEANINGS OF DISABILITY, CHRONIC ILLNESS AND LIFE DISRUPTION IN THE 21ST CENTURY
R E V I E W E D  B Y  
Society for Medical Anthropology
O R G A N I Z E R  
Lindsey A Martin (Michael E. DeBakey VA Medical Center, HSR&D Center of Innovation)
C H A I R  
Andrea Nevedal (University of Michigan)

12:15 PM  Edward J Rohn (Wayne State University)  
“You’re the Doctor Now!": A Life Course Examination of the Early Professionalization of Family Medicine Resident Physicians
12:30 PM Amy Raquel Paul-Ward (Florida International University) *Using Anthropology, Occupational Therapy, and Life Course Perspectives for Addressing Life Course Disruption: The Case of Foster Care*

12:45 PM Lindsey A Martin (Michael E DeBakey VA Medical Center, HSR&D Center of Innovation) *The Emerging Future of an Anthropological Approach to Chronic Pain: Reconsidering Life Course Disruption and Continuity*

1:00 PM Andrea Nevedal (University of Michigan) *Older African Americans with HIV/AIDS: Is Aging With HIV/AIDS Perceived as a Disability and Life Course Disruption?*

1:15 PM Allison M Kabel (University of Missouri) *Fighting for Wellness Throughout the Life Course: Complementary and Alternative Medicine Among Mid-to-Older Adult Women with Cancer*

**Discussant**

1:30 PM Sherylyn H Briller (Wayne State University)

1:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

**6-0620** 12:15–02:00 Joliet Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**PROVINCIALIZING FINANCE**

**Reviewed by** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizer** Llerena G Searle (Williams College)

**Chair** Sohini Kar (Harvard University)

12:15 PM Narcis Tulbure (University of Pittsburgh) *Working Backwards: Financial Instruments, Promises, and the Subversion of Futurity*

12:30 PM Nicholas J D’Avella (University of California, Berkeley) *Developing Economics: Heterodox Economists and Regional Financial Institutions in Latin America*

12:45 PM Jieun Lee (University of California, Davis) *(In)Securitized Life: Personal Investors, Stem Cell Stocks, and Ordinary Hopes*

1:00 PM Llerena G Searle (Williams College) *Governing Financial Expansion: The Satyam Scandal and Emblems of Credibility in India’s New Economy*

1:15 PM Sohini Kar (Harvard University) *Collateralizing Life: Life Insurance and Microfinance in India*

**Discussant**

1:30 PM Janet Roitman (The New School for Social Research)

1:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: S

**6-0625** 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 5G, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**CAREGIVING AND COMMUNITIES: CHALLENGING AND TRANSFORMING HEALTH CARE**

**Reviewed by** Society for Medical Anthropology

**Organizer** Alexander Rödlach (Creighton University)

**Chair** Laura L Heinemann (Creighton University)
12:15 PM  Alexander Rödlach (Creighton University)  Collaboration Between Paid and Volunteered Professional Caregiving: The Example of Faith Community Nursing

12:30 PM  Susanne T Adahl (Center for the Study of Culture and Health, University of Turku)  Patients Helping Patients: Caregiving Among Voice Hearers and Kidney Recipients

12:45 PM  Leanne Marie Davis (Carleton University)  Volunteerism, Friendship, and Caregiving in Contemporary Hospice Care

1:00 PM  Aimee R Eden (University of South Florida and American Board of Family Medicine)  Transforming Breastfeeding Support: From Community to Clinic and Back Again

1:15 PM  Laura L. Heinemann (Creighton University)  At Home with Caregiving Men: Reckoning Masculinities and Informal Transplant Care in the U.S. Midwest

1:30 PM  Bridget K Love (University of Oklahoma)  End-of-Growth Care in Japan’s Northeast Countryside

1:45 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P
12:30 PM  John Dwight Hines II (Point Park University)  *The Permanent Tourist: The Modern Post-Industrial Subject and the Experience of Nature*

12:45 PM  Sarah R Osterhoudt (Yale University)  *Guiding Practice: Eco-Tourism and the Recalibration of Cultural and Environmental Landscapes*

1:00 PM  Marcos Alexander Mendoza (University of Mississippi)  *Commodity Kinaesthetics: Adventure Trekking, Sublime Taste, and Mobile Embodiment in Patagonia*

1:15 PM  Lauren Harding (University of British Columbia)  *Hiking and Affect on the Wild West Coast*

1:30 PM  Robert Fletcher (University for Peace)  *Enjoying Ecotourism*

1:45 PM  David M Hoffman (Mississippi State University)  *Migration, Tourism, and Class: A New Rural Aesthetic in the Buffer Zones of Three Costa Rican Parks*

---

**6-0640  12:15–02:00**  Continental C, Lobby Level, Chicago Hilton

**EMERGENCE AND TRANSFORMATION: FROM SOCIAL PROBLEMS TO SOCIAL MOVEMENTS**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**Organizers:**
- Cecilia M Salvi (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
- ChorSwang Ngin (California State University, Los Angeles)

**Chair:**
- Cecilia M Salvi (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

**Discussant:**
- ChorSwang Ngin (California State University, Los Angeles)

**12:30 PM**  Talisa Feliciano (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  *Broader Spaces: University Organizations and Internet Use*

**12:45 PM**  Anton Fernandez de Rota (National Institute of Higher Studies) and Carlos Diz Reboredo (University of A Coruña)  *The Democratic Outrage: Norms, Forms and Aesthetics of the “Indignados” Movement*

**1:00 PM**  Lindsay A Parme (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  *“If Slaughterhouses Had Glass Walls”: The Animal Rights Movement and the Criminalization of Undercover Investigations*

**1:15 PM**  Arpan Roy (California State University, Los Angeles)  *Hopscotch on Rukab Street: The Street as Playground in Ramallah*

**1:30 PM**  Cihan Tekay (The Graduate Center, CUNY)  *Between Global Capital and Patriarchal Unionism: Women, Labor and Collective Memory in Turkey*

**Discussant:**
- Raquel Ackerman (California State University, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

---

**6-0645  12:15–02:00**  Conference Room 5A, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**ACTIVISM ON THE EDGES: IDENTITY POLITICS, CITIZENSHIP, AND CONSTRUCTING THE FUTURE OF BRAZIL**

**Reviewed by:** Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

**Chair/Organizer:**
- Colleen M Scanlan Lyons (University of Colorado)

**12:15 PM**  Colleen M Scanlan Lyons (University of Colorado)  *Renegotiating Order and Progress: Identity, Sustainability, and Citizenship in Contemporary Brazil*
12:30 PM Christian Tobler Palmer (University of California, Santa Cruz)  
*Tourism, Architecture, and Social Change in Itacare, Brazil*

12:45 PM Camila Camargo Vieira (Pontificia Universidade Catolica de Sao Paulo)  
*Brazilian Quilombos: New Identities Under Construction, the Case of Arturos*

1:00 PM Alexandre Nascimento Souza (Universidade de Sao Paulo and Visiting Scholar at Colorado University) and Pedro Robert Jacobi Sr (Universidade de Sao Paulo)  
*The Democratization of the Brazilian Society and the Emergence of New Identities — Quilombolas of the Ribeira Vale*

1:15 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P

---

6-0650 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 4E, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**SPORTS FANS AND IMPROV: LIMINAL SPACES OF EMBODIED POWER AND IDENTITY**

**REVIEWED BY** Society for Psychological Anthropology

**ORGANIZER** Jennifer Joy Fiers (University of Florida)

**CHAIR** Peter G Stromberg (University of Tulsa)

12:15 PM Graeson Harris-Young (Independent Scholar)  
*Thinking About Not Thinking: The Phenomenology of Coaching and Learning in Improvisational Theater*

12:30 PM Peter G Stromberg (University of Tulsa)  
*The Generation and Channeling of Emotional Arousal in Sports Spectating*

12:45 PM Daniel Regev (Tel Aviv University)  
*Women’s Visibility in the Fandom Arena: Female Fans in Israeli Soccer*

1:00 PM Tamar Rapoport (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)  
*Bodily Practices of Females Soccer Fans: The Case of “Hapoel Katamon Jerusalem”*

**DISCUSSANT**

1:30 PM John Milton Hoberman (University of Texas at Austin)

1:45 PM Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

---

6-0655 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 5D, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton  
**OF PLANTS, POLITICAL MOVEMENTS AND HUMANS: EXPLORING MULTIPLE MEANINGS OF GENEALOGY**

**REVIEWED BY** Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

**ORGANIZERS** Ceren Ozgul (University of Michigan), Asli Igsiz (New York University)

**CHAIR** Ayse Parla (Sabanci University)

12:15 PM Asli Igsiz (New York University)  
*Genealogy, Diversity, and Questions for “Integration”: Revisiting the Aftermath of the 1923 Greek-Turkish Compulsory Religious Minority Exchange in Turkey*

12:30 PM Esra Ozyurek (University of California, San Diego)  
*Genealogies of Guilt: Turkish-Only Holocaust Education and Anti-Semitism Prevention Programs in Germany*

12:45 PM Serra Hakyemez (Johns Hopkins University)  
*Testifying Kurdish Genealogy: Turkish Courtrooms As a Site of History-Writing*
Sunday, November 24

6-0660 12:15–02:00 PDR 2, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton
GLOBAL FAT STIGMA: ETHONOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES FROM BELIZE, JAMAICA, AND NEPAL

Reviewed by: Society for Medical Anthropology
Organizer: Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University)
Chair: Maureen Floriano (Case Western Reserve University)

12:15 PM Eileen P Anderson-Fye (Case Western Reserve University) What Ethnography Has to Contribute to the Global Study of Fat Stigma
12:30 PM Maureen Floriano (Case Western Reserve University) Multiple Non-Competing Body Ideals: The Case of Belize
12:45 PM June Yunzhu Chen (Case Western Reserve University) Risk and Protective Factors for Fat Stigma in Belize, Jamaica, and Nepal
1:00 PM Arundhati Bharati (Case Western Reserve University) Embodiment and Body Image in a Nepali Monastery

Discussant: 1:15 PM Stephanie M McClure (Case Western University)
Discussant: 1:30 PM Alexandra A Brewis (Arizona State University)
Discussant: 1:45 PM Rebecca J Lester (Washington University)

This session may be of particular interest to: M, P, S

6-0665 12:15–02:00 Salon A-4, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
WHEN RESEARCH IS POLITICAL: ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE RELUCTANT “ACTIVIST”

Reviewed by: Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Organizers: Amy L Mountcastle (SUNY Plattsburgh)
Deborah R Altamirano (SUNY Plattsburgh)
Chair: Amy L Mountcastle (SUNY Plattsburgh)

12:15 PM Discussion
12:30 PM Deborah R Altamirano (SUNY Plattsburgh) Researching Reds: ‘Engaged’ Ethnography, Communists, and Politics
12:45 PM Amy L Mountcastle (SUNY Plattsburgh) Political Engagement by Default: Research in Tibetan Communities
1:00 PM Gillian Crane-Kramer (SUNY Plattsburgh) Bridging the Divide: The Politicalization of the Columbian Disease Exchange Across the Atlantic
1:15 PM Patricia R Heck (University of the South) Confronting the Past, Recoiling From the Future: The Painful Process of Reunification in the Former East Germany
1:30 PM  Christopher B Wolff (SUNY-Plattsburgh)  “Consult Early and Often:” Politics, Education, and Tribal Collaboration in Archaeological Research

1:45 PM  Victor Garcia (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T

6-0670  12:15–02:00  Conference Room 4G, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

Funds of Knowledge on the Wind River Reservation: Challenges, Successes, and Reflections

Reviewed by  Council on Anthropology and Education

Chair/Organizer  Steve Bialostok (University of Wyoming)

12:15 PM  Timothy Rush (University of Wyoming)  Funds of Knowledge as Social Justice: Helping Teachers Explore Households, Hierarchies, and Power Relations

12:30 PM  Lori Ute (Arapaho School)  “Why Do You Want to Visit Us?”: Challenges Facing Teachers and Families During Ethnographic School Home, and Community Visits

12:45 PM  Burnett Whiteplume (Northern Arapaho Language and Culture Commission Immersion School)  Funds of Knowledge in an Arapaho Immersion School: Ethnography to (Re)Establish Values, Culture, and Language

1:00 PM  Lori Christopherson (Arapahoe School)  Interpretation, Imagination, and Logic: Transforming Ethnographic Household Data Into Curriculum

1:15 PM  Steve Bialostok (University of Wyoming)  “Are You Here to Study Us?”: Ethical Dilemmas When Educational Change Is the Goal

1:30 PM  Discussion

Discussant  1:45 PM  Teresa L McCarty (University of California, Los Angeles)

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S

6-0675  12:15–02:00  Boulevard B, Second Floor, Chicago Hilton

Contested Polities, Disputed Categories: Institutions, Experts, and Emotions in (Post-)Imperial Settings

Reviewed by  Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

Organizer  Hakem Al-Rustom (American University in Cairo)

Chair  Girish Daswani (University of Toronto)


12:30 PM  Hakem Al-Rustom (American University in Cairo)  Selective Compassion and the Banality of Hypocrisy: Stateless Armenians at the Lausanne Conference, 1922–23

12:45 PM  Sinem Adar (University of South Florida)  National Boundaries in the Making: Ambiguities and Hybrids of Belonging in (Post-)Imperial Egypt (1922–67)

1:00 PM  Samuel Shapiro (University of Auckland)  In Search of a Political Entity Called Quebec: (Post-)Imperialism, Parliament and Autonomy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Natalie Smolenski (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>National-European Theology: The Polish Catholic Hierarchy’s Narrative of a Christian Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Keith S Brown (Brown University)</td>
<td>This session may be of particular interest to: P, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Pamela L Ballinger (University of Michigan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6-0680 12:15–02:00**
Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**HUMAN-ENVIRONMENT RELATIONSHIPS AND INTERSPECIES ANTHROPOLOGY**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair**
Patty Kelly (Haverford College)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Patty Kelly (Haverford College)</td>
<td>In the County: Wolves, Ranchers, and the Conflict Over Endangered Species in Northeastern Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Gillian G Tan (Deakin University and University of Melbourne)</td>
<td>Ethno-Classification of the Visible and Invisible Among Nomadic Pastoralists of Eastern Tibet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Nina Alnes Haslie (University of Oslo)</td>
<td>Companion Trees and Turtles in the Juan Venado Nature Reserve, Nicaragua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Ursula Muenster (Ludwig Maximilians University)</td>
<td>Interspecies Labor: Humans and Elephants in South India’s Wildlife Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Kevin A Jernigan (University of Alaska, Fairbanks)</td>
<td>Spirits, Tricksters and Ravenous Parrots: Toward An Ethnoecology of Liminal Beings Among the Aguaruna and Iquito of the Peruvian Amazon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Jessica S Robinson (University of Chicago)</td>
<td>The Problem with Potcakes: A Multiplying Species Entanglement in the Bahamas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Seven M Mattes (Michigan State University)</td>
<td>A Sociozoologic Scale for the Domesticated Animals of Japan in the Midst of the Tohoku Disaster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6-0685 12:15–02:00**
PDR 4, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**FISH, FOOD, AND FARMERS: FOOD SECURITY IN AN UNEVEN TERRAIN**

**Reviewed by**
Anthropology and Environment Society

**Chair**
Kristina Baines (University of South Florida and coolanthropology.com)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Kristina Baines (University of South Florida and coolanthropology.com)</td>
<td>“The Past Is the Future”: How Food Heritage Engages Maya Communities in Southern Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Franca E Boag (Grant MacEwan University)</td>
<td>In the Past, It Was a Garden: Changing Cultural Landscapes and Ecology in Umbria, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Robert H Swinburn (University of Melbourne)</td>
<td>Epiphany and the Winegrower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Yi-tze Lee (National Dong Hwa University)</td>
<td>Hackers Who Look for Microbes: Transplanting Agronomy, Farmers’ Networking, and Self-Help Organic Movement in Taiwan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1:15 PM  Shingo Hamada (Indiana University)  *An Ecology of Taste: By-Catch and Food Preference in the Seascapes of Eastern Hokkaido*

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  M, P, S, T

---

**6-0690  12:15–02:00**  PDR 7, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES AND IDENTITIES: NEGOTIATING MARGINS AND MAINSTREAMS**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**CHAIR**  
Isaac T Gagne (Waseda University)

12:15 PM  Joshua E Noah (University of Arkansas)  *"I Will Pour Out My Spirit Upon All Flesh:" Queer Pentecostals in the Last Days*

12:30 PM  Roger Pedro Casas Ruiz (Australian National University)  *Only Men: Vicissitudes of Buddhist Monasticism Among the Tai Lue of Sipsong Panna (P. R. China)*

12:45 PM  Isaac T Gagne (Waseda University)  *Managing Secularism in Contemporary Japan: Going Global, Going Local, and Doing Tradition*

1:00 PM  Monique Azzara (California State University, Los Angeles)  *"Church of Faith": Religion, Change, and Identity Among an African American Baptist Community*

1:15 PM  Julie A Jenkins (Rutgers University)  *Their Children Might be Christians: Defending Trokosi, Debating Christianity*

1:30 PM  Robert L Clark (Mansfield University)  *Knights and Builders: Negotiating Masonic Knowledge in Rural Pennsylvania*

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S, T

---

**6-0695  12:15–02:00**  Conference Room 4A, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**TOPICS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY 1: TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATION AND SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LIVES**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Society for Economic Anthropology

**CHAIR**  
Hsain Ilahiane (University of Kentucky)

12:15 PM  Hsain Ilahiane (University of Kentucky)  *Mobile Phone Use and Social Capital Formation Processes in Urban Morocco*

12:30 PM  Mark DuRocher (University of California, Irvine)  *Evaluating Data: The Emerging Economy of Social Media Marketing*

12:45 PM  Robert A Johnson (Wayne State University)  *Frugal or Spendy?: Public Accountability and Deconversion in an Online Debt Support Group*

1:00 PM  Alexander Johannes Wulf (SRH Hochschule Berlin)  *Poverty and Risk-Taking: A Case Study on Indian Entrepreneurship*

1:15 PM  Aaron Z Pitluck (Illinois State University and Central European University)  *Reversing Financialization in Islamic Investment Banks in Malaysia: How to Understand and Control a Financier*

1:30 PM  Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to:  P, S
### AGRICULTURAL IDENTITIES

**Reviewing:** Culture and Agriculture  
**Organizer:** Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa)  
**Chair:** Frances Kostarelos (Governors State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Michelle Mecham (Kutztown University of Pennsylvania)</td>
<td><em>Alpacas in Pennsylvania: Their Connections to Alpaca Owners of South America</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Camilla Eriksson (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences)</td>
<td><em>&quot;I Wish We Were an Ethnic Group!&quot;: Employing Traditional Cattle Breeds as a Shortcut to Indigeneity</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Andrea Elisabeth Petitt (Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences)</td>
<td><em>Gender on the Fence: Commercial Cattle Production as the Arena for Gendered Change in Botswana</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Marisa Turesky (Brandeis University)</td>
<td><em>Who Drives the Tractor: How Technology Influences Women’s Farming in the Netherlands</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Frances Kostarelos (Governors State University)</td>
<td><em>Gender and Identity in Olive Cultivation and Processing Olive Oil in Southern Greece</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Discussion</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ETHNOGRAPHIES OF HIV/AIDS ILLNESS EXPERIENCE AND TREATMENT

**Reviewing:** Society for Medical Anthropology  
**Chair:** Toni J Copeland (Mississippi State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Sarah Marie O’Sullivan (Carleton University)</td>
<td><em>The Value of Life: A Ugandan NGO’s Attempt at Saving Lives Worth Living</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Alyson J O’Daniel (University of Indianapolis) and Kylie Holmes (University of Indianapolis)</td>
<td><em>“So Now There’s Meat Behind the Feel Good”: Enumeration and HIV Support Services at the Advent of Health Care Reform</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Toni J Copeland (Mississippi State University) and Avery McNeece (Mississippi State University)</td>
<td><em>A Cultural Model of HIV/AIDS Prevention and Treatment Among College Students in Mississippi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Meredith Gretz Marten (University of Florida)</td>
<td><em>Aid Withdrawal and Health Care Sustainability: An Examination of HIV/AIDS Care and Treatment Programs in Tanzania</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Elizabeth J Pfeiffer (Indiana University)</td>
<td><em>Bewitched Sex Workers: HIV/AIDS, Sexuality, and Global Encounters in Kenya</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Shana D Hughes (University of South Florida)</td>
<td><em>Bringing “a Normal life” to Life: Emergent Understandings of HIV-Serodiscordance</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Margaret S Winchester (Pennsylvania State University)</td>
<td><em>Respatializing the State: Ugandan Decentralization and Women’s Help Seeking</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S
PATIENTS, CONSUMERS, SCIENTISTS, AND CITIZENS: ETHNOGRAPHY IN BIOMEDICAL, HEALTH, AND ACTIVIST COMMUNITIES

REVIEWED BY
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZERS
Cristina T. Bejarano (University of California, Irvine)
Karen-Marie Elah Perry (University of Victoria)

CHAIR
Karen-Marie Elah Perry (University of Victoria)

12:15 PM
“Nanotechnology and Health in British Columbia: From Boundary Object to Bodily Intervention”
Damien Droney (Stanford University)

12:30 PM
“This Is Not a Modern Lab: Introducing Absence in a Ghanaian Laboratory”
Erika J. Kuever (University of Southern Denmark)

12:45 PM
“China’s ‘Fake-Fighters’ Civic Engagement and Consumer Publics”
Kathleen Inglis (Simon Fraser University)

1:00 PM
Cristina T. Bejarano (University of California, Irvine)

HERITAGE, PILGRIMAGE, TOURISM, ARTS.

REVIEWED BY
Society for Cultural Anthropology

CHAIR
Nancy V. Ries (Colgate University)

12:15 PM
“Cinco De Mayo: The Cultural Transformation of a Heritage Holiday in Los Angeles”
Carly M. Good (California State University, Los Angeles)

12:30 PM
“Feet: Producing and Consuming Images of Sacrifice on the Pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela”
Jennifer N. Sime (San Diego State University)

12:45 PM
“Pragmatic Cosmopolitanisms: Performance and Reception of Contemporary Moroccan Musicians in Spain”
Brian B. Karl (Headlands Center for the Arts)

1:00 PM
“Shamanic Perspectives on Ayahuasca Tourism”
Christine L. Holman (Arizona State University, Justice and Social Inquiry)

1:15 PM
Ryan D. Chaney (Kingsborough Community College, CUNY)

1:30 PM
“Claiming Entitlement, Claiming Knowledge: The Construction of the Telangana Artist as a Political Subject”
Chandan Bose (University of Canterbury)

1:45 PM
“The Artistic Development Club: Siem Reap Youth Engage Cambodian Cultural Heritage for Future Audiences”
Celia J. Tuchman-Rosta (University of California, Riverside)
IDENTITY AND AFFINITY IN COMPLEX, HYBRID, AND MARGINAL COMMUNITIES

REVIEWED BY
Society for Cultural Anthropology

ORGANIZER
Laura Moran (University of Queensland)
Bita Razavimaleki (Texas State University, San Marcos)

CHAIR

12:15 PM  Laura Moran (University of Queensland) Constructing Race, Deconstructing Racism: Performance and the Politics of Identification in Multicultural Australia

12:30 PM  Jaggapan Cadchumsang (Khon Kaen University) The Construction of Tai Ethnicity and Nationalism in Northern Thailand’s Border Village

12:45 PM  Bita Razavimaleki (Texas State University, San Marcos) Religious Conversion From Islam to Christianity Among Iranian-Americans

1:00 PM   Mareike Winchell (University of California, Berkeley) That Which Remains: Ethics and Affinity in the Hacienda’s Shadow (Central Bolivia)

1:15 PM   Katie K MacLeod (Dalhousie University) Displaced Mixed-Blood: An Ethnographic Exploration of Métis Identities in Nova Scotia

1:30 PM   Jaclyn Kuizon (College of William & Mary) Contemporary Hybridized Hopi Clowns: Artistic Perspectives on Creatively Expressing Cultural Continuity and Change

1:45 PM   Devika Bordia (CNRS) The Cultural Practices of Institutions: Tribal Politics and the Everyday Production of Sentiments in Western India

ETHNOGRAPHIES OF CONFLICT, INTERVENTION, AND OCCUPATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

REVIEWED BY
Middle East Section

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
Lotte Buch Segal (Institute of Anthropology, University of Copenhagen)

12:15 PM  Dag Tuastad (University of Oslo) The People Want the Fall of the Factions: The Crisis of Political and Academic Representation of Palestinian Refugees

12:30 PM  Lotte Buch Segal (Institute of Anthropology, University of Copenhagen) Mourning, Containment and the Loss of Politics in Palestine — the Unvoiced Effects of Military Occupation in the West Bank

12:45 PM  Oren Kroll-Zeldin (California Institute of Integral Studies) Negotiations and Interventions: Reflections On Doing Ethnography in Israel/Palestine

1:00 PM  Assunta M Nicolini (City University, London) Afghanistan Migration Dynamics in a Decade of Conflict

1:15 PM  Discussion
6-0730 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 4H, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton

EMOTION, DIFFERENCE, AND IDENTITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST

REVIEWED BY
Middle East Section

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
Lydia Shanklin Roll (University of Kentucky)

12:15 PM
Cathrine Furberg Thorleifsson (Fafo Institute for Applied International Studies) Nationalism and the Politics of Fear in Israel: Race and Identity on the Border with Lebanon

12:30 PM
Lydia Shanklin Roll (University of Kentucky) Affective Aspects of ‘Claiming Kurdishness’ in the Turkish City

12:45 PM
Anoush Tamar Suni (University of California, Los Angeles) The Production of Difference: The Case of Islamized Armenians

1:00 PM
Gi Yeon Koo (Seoul National University) Love Is Thrilling, But Dangerous: The Emotion and Value Among Iranian Youth

1:15 PM
Discussion

6-0735 12:15–02:00 Marquette Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

CONSTRUCTING HOME, FAMILIES AND PARENTHOOD

REVIEWED BY
General Anthropology Division

CHAIR/ORGANIZER
Ann W Brittain (University of Miami)

12:15 PM
Christina Verano Carter (Columbia University) Silhouettes of House and Home: Profiles of the Haunted House in Public Memory

12:30 PM
Ellen Beth Rovner (Brandeis University Women's Studies Research Center) and Hillary Waterman (Independent Scholar) Home: Structures Real and Imagined

12:45 PM
Ann W Brittain (University of Miami) Independence and Mobility: Rising Incomes and Fewer Marriages in a West Indian Population

1:00 PM
Chuan-Kang Shih (University of Florida) The Premises of Kinship: Redefining the Paradigm in Light of the Moso and Nayar

1:15 PM
Samuel Beaudoin (University Laval) Some Unsuspected Effects of the Definition, Classification and Counting of Stillborn in Quebec

1:30 PM
Yuezhu Sun (the University of Nevada, Las Vegas) Parenting Practices and Chinese Singleton Adults

1:45 PM
Discussion

6-0740 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 5E, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

MIGRANT WORKERS, POETS, SINGLE PARENTS AND YOUTH: EDUCATION, ACTIVISM, AND SOCIAL CHANGE

REVIEWED BY
Council on Anthropology and Education

CHAIR
Leah S Stauber (University of Arizona)

12:15 PM
Ian McDiarmid (University of Pennsylvania) Producing the Figured World of Possibility in an Education Nonprofit

12:30 PM
Chrissy Anderson-Zavala (University of California, Santa Cruz) Writing Collectivities: An Exploration of Projects of Legibility with Continuation High School Youth
12:45 PM Shireen D Keyl (University of Arizona) Pedagogies of the Subaltern: Education, Empowerment, and Activism Among Female Migrant Workers in Beirut, Lebanon
1:00 PM Leah S Stauber (University of Arizona) Decolonizing the Counter-Narratives: Chicana/o Youth Reclaim a Movement for the 21st Century
1:15 PM Discussion

6-0745 12:15–02:00 Salon A-2, Lower Level, Chicago Hilton
MODERNITY, SOVEREIGNTY, AND THE POLITICS OF CITIZENSHIP AND RESOURCES
Reviewed by General Anthropology Division
Chair Sasikumar Balasundaram (University of Kentucky)
12:15 PM Sasikumar Balasundaram (University of Kentucky) Aid Communities: State Sponsored Engagements and Creating New Publics
12:30 PM Zev Kalifon (Bar Ilan University) and M Ben Mollov (Bar Ilan University) Federalism as a Vehicle for Improving Ethnic Relations: A Ten Year Overview
12:45 PM Efrat Sadras Ron (Michigan State University) Secularity and Modernism: Can the Two be Separated?
1:00 PM Break
1:15 PM Brianna D O’Steen (Smithsonian Institution Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage) Nonprofit Organizations and Non-Governmental Organizations in the Neoliberal Age: History, Theory, and a Case Study
1:30 PM Randi L Irwin (New School for Social Research) Monitoring Resources: Derivatives and the Production of Legal Knowledge in a Non-Sovereign Territory
1:45 PM Discussion

6-0750 12:15–02:00 Conference Room 4J, Fourth Floor, Chicago Hilton
REFLECTIONS ON FIELDWORK PROCESSES IN EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education
Chair Sarai Koo (MAPS 4 College)
12:15 PM Andy Danilchick (University of Pennsylvania) and Sharon M Ravitch (University of Pennsylvania) Intentionality and Serendipity in Practitioner Research: Data Collection in the “Spaces-in-Between”
12:30 PM Huamei Han (Simon Fraser University) Guilty By Association? Negotiating Race, Gender, Class and Nationality in Fieldwork in China and Namibia
12:45 PM Sarai Koo (MAPS 4 College) Mirror Image: Life Story of a Homeless Youth
1:00 PM Shabnam Koirala-Azad (University of San Francisco) Power and Method: Exploring Possibilities for Collaboration in Transnational Research
1:15 PM  Gina Sanchez Gibau (Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis) *Teaching Cultural Anthropology: Going Beyond the "Big Questions"
1:30 PM  Discussion

**6-0755  12:15–02:00**  Conference Room 5B, Fifth Floor, Chicago Hilton

**INTERVENTIONS AND AFTERMATH**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
**CHAIR**  
Noah S Coburn (Bennington College)

12:15 PM  Carol McCann Samarah (Southern Illinois University School of Law) *Considering the Consequences of Justice Interventions*
12:30 PM  Jessica Cooper (Princeton University) *Governance from a Distance in an American Mental Health Court*
12:45 PM  Basak Can (University of Pennsylvania) *Mothers’ Movement: At the Intersection of Political Mobilization, Humanitarianism and the Desire to Witness Sorrow*
1:00 PM  Noah S Coburn (Bennington College) *Rethinking Intervention and Public Discourse in Afghanistan*
1:15 PM  Maj Nygaard-Christensen (Aarhus University) *Democracy Promotion Between Policy and Practice*
1:30 PM  Stefanie A Kline (California State University, Chico) *The Haunting Presence of Absence: Confronting the Disappeared in Argentina*
1:45 PM  William S New (Beloit College), Margaret Kepley (Beloit College), Hana Vackova (Beloit College) and Hristo Kyuchukov (St Elizabeth University) *The Road to Hell: NGO and Governmental Roles in the Dislocation of Czech Roma Families*
2:00 PM  Discussion

**6-0760  12:15–02:00**  Astoria Room, Third Floor, Chicago Hilton

**MAKING KINSHIP THROUGH THE COURTS**

**REVIEWED BY**  
Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
**CHAIR**  
Summer Wood (New York University)

12:15 PM  Summer Wood (New York University) *Birth Rights: Birth Registration, Health and Human Rights in Urban Tanzania*
12:30 PM  Satyel Larson (University of Chicago) *Counter-Narratives of Reproduction Beyond Official Law and Biomedicine: On the Ethics and Politics of the Sleeping Baby in the Mother’s Womb in Postcolonial Morocco*
12:45 PM  Emilia Perujo (IIA) *Fatherhood After Divorce: A Text Mediated Relationship*
1:00 PM  Alexander Steven Wamboldt (Princeton University) *Married the New Traditional Way: Rights to Family Law in Israel*
1:15 PM  Anaid Citlalli Reyes-Kipp (Johns Hopkins University) *The Ones That Have No Part: Birth Mothers, Adoption and the Law in Mexico*
### GENDER IN EAST ASIA

**Reviewed by:** Society for East Asian Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>Pei Yong (University of St Thomas in Houston)</td>
<td>Fake for Her: Counterfeit Clothing and Women's Individualization in China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Emily K Chao (Pitzer College)</td>
<td>Fighting Over Kinship, Graves and the Ancestral Home: the Commodification of Lijiang’s Old Town and the Politics of Gendered Inheritance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Evan Teruo Koike (University of British Columbia)</td>
<td>Public Discourse On Herbivore Boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Alex Joseph Nelson (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)</td>
<td>The Liquor Dilemma: Origins and Repercussions of Christian Drinking Prohibitions on Men's Religious Identity and Social Relations in South Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1:15 PM  Break

### NEW SUBJECTIVITIES

**Reviewed by:** American Ethnological Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title/Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>David S Leitner (Cañada College)</td>
<td>A Brief History of “Big Data”: Answering Calls of Uncertainty, Progress and the Stochastic Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Gili Hammer (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>Disability on Display: Discourse of Blindness as Otherness at the Museum Exhibit Dialogue in the Dark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Michael S Marshall (University of Washington)</td>
<td>Being and Becoming in Urban China: Punk, Youth, and “Growing Up” in Beijing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Trine Mygind Korsby (University of Copenhagen)</td>
<td>The Value of Objectification: Pimps and Prostitutes in Eastern Romania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1:30 PM  Discussion
SCALES OF ENGAGEMENT: ANTHROPOLOGIST AS STORYTELLER AND POLITICAL ACTOR

REVIEWED BY
National Association of Student Anthropologists

ORGANIZERS
Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
Belinda Ramirez Spencer (Brigham Young University)

CHAIR
Belinda Ramirez Spencer (Brigham Young University)

12:15 PM
Jolynn R Amrine Goertz (University of Alabama) Fragments and Field Notebooks: Franz Boas and the Chehalis Oral Tradition

12:30 PM
April Reber (Brigham Young University) “This Is Like Dying While Still Being Alive”: How Village Hmong Engage in Street-Level Politics

12:45 PM
Belinda Ramirez Spencer (Brigham Young University) Cultural Revision Through Religion: A Messianic Hmong Approach in Northern Thailand

1:00 PM
Break

1:15 PM
Celine Travesi (LACS, University of Lausanne and UER Tourisme, Institut Universitaire Kurt Bosch) The Politics of Knowledge and Ignorance in Australian Indigenous Tourism (Kimberleys, Western Australia)

1:30 PM
Discussion

This session may be of particular interest to: P, S, T
Thursday’s Workshops

3-0175
How to Write A Grant Proposal: An Introduction to Grants and Programs at the Wenner-Gren Foundation and the National Science Foundation

Sponsors: Wenner-Gren Foundation
National Science Foundation

Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 8:00–10:00 AM

Organizers: Leslie C Aiello (Wenner-Gren Foundation)
Jeffrey W Mantz (National Science Foundation)

3-0180
NAPA Workshop on the Design Process: Design Thinking, Tools, and Methods

Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 8:00–10:00 AM

Organizer: Christine Z Miller (Savannah College of Art and Design)

3-0185
Dissertation Completion Bootcamp

Sponsor: Society for Cultural Anthropology

Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 8:00–11:00 AM

Organizer: Gretchen A Bakke (McGill University)

3-0295
Geospatial Analysis & Cultural Anthropology: An Introduction to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as a Method and an Application in Anthropological Research

Sponsor: Culture and Agriculture

Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 8:00 AM–5:00 PM

Organizers: Andrew Tarter (University of Florida)
Edward Gonzalez-Tennant (Monmouth University)

3-0492
NAPA Workshop on What’s Your Pitch? Who’s in Your Network?

Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 10:15 AM–12:15 PM

Organizer: Sabrina Nichelle Scott (Lillian Rosebud)
Workshop Schedule
Pre-Registration Required

3-0493
AQA Writing Workshop
Sponsor: Association for Queer Anthropology
Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 11:30 AM–2:30 PM
Organizer: Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)

3-0645
NAPA-NASA Workshop: Applying to Graduate School, Faculty and Student Perspectives
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 12:30–2:30 PM
Organizers: Nancy Y Romero-Daza (University of South Florida)
Presenters: Alexander J Orona (Cambridge University)
Kelli Hayes (University of South Florida)

3-0650
NAPA Workshop on Marketing Oneself as an Anthropologist in a Variety of Interdisciplinary Settings
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 1:00–3:00 PM
Organizer: Amy Raquel Paul-Ward (Florida International University)

3-0950
NAPA Workshop on Making a Publishable Field-Site Map
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 2:45–4:45 PM
Organizer: David D Meek (University of Georgia)

3-0955
Society for Humanistic Anthropology Writing Group
Sponsor: Society for Humanistic Anthropology
Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 3:30–5:30 PM
Organizers: James M Taggart (Franklin & Marshall College)
Presenters: Renato I Rosaldo (New York University)
Melisa (Misha) S Cahnmann-Taylor (University of Georgia)

3-0960
NAPA Workshop on Making a Difference: Planning for Your Anthropological Engagement at Various Career Stages
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Date/Time: Thursday, November 21, 2013 • 3:30–5:30 PM
Organizer: Sherylyn H Briller (Wayne State University)
Friday Workshops

4-0190
NAPA Workshop on Effective Negotiating for Anthropologists
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Date/Time: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 8:00–10:00 AM
Organizer: Karen Kelsky (The Professor Is In)

4-0200
Methods for Telling Spatial Stories
Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Date/Time: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 8:00–11:00 AM
Organizer: David D Meek (University of Georgia)

4-0285
Introduction to Social Network Analysis
Sponsor: Society for Anthropological Sciences
Date/Time: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 8:00 AM–5:00 PM
Organizer: H Russell Bernard (University of Florida)
Presenters: Jeffrey C Johnson (East Carolina University)
Christopher McCarty (University of Florida)

4-0510
NAPA/NASA Workshop on Undergraduate and Graduate Funding
Sponsor: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Date/Time: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 10:15 AM–12:15 PM
Organizer: David A Himmelgreen (University of South Florida)

4-0515
Workshop on Teaching Gender and Sexuality III: Social Media and Teaching Feminist Activism
Sponsor: Association for Feminist Anthropology
Date/Time: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 10:15 AM–12:15 PM
Organizers: Isabelle LeBlanc (Université de Moncton)
Jose L Santos (Metropolitan State University)
Presenters: Chelsea Blackmore (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Susan Harper (North Lake Community College)
## Workshop Schedule

**Pre-Registration Required**

### 4-0535
**Remote Sensing and Anthropology: An Introduction to Integrating Aerial Photographs and Satellite Imagery Into Anthropological Research**

- **SPONSOR**: Society for Visual Anthropology
- **DATE/TIME**: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 11:30 AM–1:30 PM
- **ORGANIZER**: David D Meek (University of Georgia)

### 4-0695
**Crafting Creative/Critical Visualizations**

- **SPONSOR**: Society for Visual Anthropology
- **DATE/TIME**: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 12:30 PM–2:30 PM
- **ORGANIZER**: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
- **PRESENTERS**: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
  Sara E Perry (University of York)

### 4-0700
**NAPA Workshop on Mixed Method Evaluations: Qualitative or Quantitative or What?**

- **SPONSOR**: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
- **DATE/TIME**: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 12:30–2:30 PM
- **ORGANIZER**: Mary Odell Butler (Reston)

### 4-0985
**NAPA Workshop on (FREE) Software for Writing and Managing Fieldnotes: Flex DATA Notebook For PCs**

- **SPONSOR**: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
- **DATE/TIME**: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 2:45–4:45 PM
- **ORGANIZERS**: James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State University)  
  G Tomas Woodward (SIL International)

### 4-0990
**Evocative Imagery**

- **SPONSOR**: Society for Visual Anthropology
- **DATE/TIME**: Friday, November 22, 2013 • 3:00–5:00 PM
- **ORGANIZER**: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)
- **PRESENTERS**: Jonathan S Marion (University of Arkansas)  
  Jerome W Crowder (University of Texas Medical Branch)
### Workshop Schedule

#### Pre-Registration Required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Organizer/Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0995</td>
<td>Grassroots Mapping and DIY Industrial Monitoring: Low Cost, Open Source Techniques For Community-Academic Collaboration In Environmental and Cultural Anthropology</td>
<td>Culture and Agriculture</td>
<td>Friday, November 22, 2013 • 3:00–6:00 PM</td>
<td>Sara Wylie (Northeastern University and Public Laboratory) Shannon M Dosemagen (Public Laboratory for Open Technology and Science)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Saturday Workshops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Organizer/Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0165</td>
<td>Crafting Narrative Ethnography</td>
<td>Society for Humanistic Anthropology</td>
<td>Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 8:00–10:00 AM</td>
<td>Julia L Offen (Independent Researcher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0170</td>
<td>NAPA Workshop on Heritage Tourism: Theory and Praxis</td>
<td>National Association for the Practice of Anthropology</td>
<td>Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 8:00–10:00 AM</td>
<td>Quetzil E Castaneda (OSEA Open School Ethn Anth) James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0180</td>
<td>That Almost Finished Journal Article</td>
<td>Society for Medical Anthropology</td>
<td>Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 8:00–11:00 AM</td>
<td>Jaida K Samudra (Independent Researcher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0260</td>
<td>Text Analysis: Systematic Methods for Analyzing Qualitative Data</td>
<td>Society for Anthropological Sciences</td>
<td>Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 8:00 AM–5:00 PM</td>
<td>Amber Wutich (Arizona State University) Sarah M Szurek (University of Florida)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Workshop Schedule**

*Pre-Registration Required*

**5-0505**
*NAPA Workshop on Stress Management and Building Self-Esteem for Students and Beginning Professionals*

**Sponsor** National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
**Date/Time** Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 10:15 AM–12:15 PM  
**Organizer** Teresita Majewski (Statistical Research, Inc.)

**5-0510**
*How to Find an Academic Job*

**Sponsor** American Anthropological Association  
**Date/Time** Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 10:15 AM–12:15 PM  
**Organizer/Presenter** Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State University)

**5-0515**
*Preparing for a Happy, Fulfilling, Non-Exploited Career in the New Economy*

**Sponsor** Society for Cultural Anthropology  
**Date/Time** Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 10:30 AM–12:30 PM  
**Organizer** Gretchen A Bakke (McGill University)

**5-0525**
*Research Methods, New Media, and Politically Volatile Issues*

**Sponsor** Middle East Section  
**Date/Time** Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 11:30 AM–2:30 PM  
**Organizers** Rochelle A Davis (Georgetown University)  
Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University)

**5-0670**
*Roundtable Discussion of “Urban Arts in Europe: New Publics and Politics” and Luncheon with Mark Ingram*

**Sponsor** Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Date/Time** Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM  
**Organizer** Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
**Presenter** Mark S Ingram (Goucher College)

**5-0675**
*Roundtable Discussion of “The Audacity of Audit Culture: Future European Publics” and Luncheon with Patty Gray*

**Sponsor** Society for the Anthropology of Europe  
**Date/Time** Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM  
**Organizer** Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)  
**Presenter** Patty A Gray (National University of Ireland Maynooth)
5-0680
Roundtable Discussion on “Europeanists’ Future and Undergraduate Engagements in Study Abroad” and Luncheon with Jonathan Larson

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Date/Time: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM
Organizer: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Presenter: Jonathan L Larson (University of Iowa)

5-0685

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Date/Time: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM
Organizer: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Presenter: Tracey Heatherington (University of Wisconsin Milwaukee)

5-0690
Roundtable Discussion on “Health, Care, and Ethics: Views from the East and West” and Luncheon with Erin Koch

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Date/Time: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM
Organizer: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Presenter: Erin Koch (University of Kentucky)

5-0695
SAE Roundtable Discussion of “Food Activism in Europe: Changing Paradigms, Changing Practices” and Luncheon with Valeria Siniscalchi

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Date/Time: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM
Organizer: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Presenter: Valeria Siniscalchi (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)

5-0705
Roundtable Discussion of “Performative Approaches to European Cultures” and Luncheon with Carol Silverman

Sponsor: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
Date/Time: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 12:15–2:15 PM
Organizer: Krista Harper (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Presenter: Carol Silverman (University of Oregon)
Workshop Schedule
Pre-Registration Required

5-0710
Constructing Spatial Ethnographic Research Design
SPONSOR: Society for the Anthropology of Religion
DATE/TIME: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 1:00–3:00 PM
ORGANIZER: David D Meek (University of Georgia)

5-0715
NAPA Workshop on Preparing Undergraduates to Practice Anthropology
SPONSOR: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
DATE/TIME: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 1:00–3:00 PM
ORGANIZER: Anne Goldberg (Hendrix College)

5-0990
NAPA Workshop on Data Sanitization: Rituals and Responsibilities
SPONSOR: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
DATE/TIME: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 2:45–4:45 PM
ORGANIZER: Isaac J Morrison (Sentimentec)

5-0995
Student Publishing Workshop
SPONSOR: National Association of Student Anthropologists
DATE/TIME: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 3:00–5:00 PM
ORGANIZER: Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)
PRESENTERS: Melissa L Caldwell (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Valerie V Feria-Isacks (Foothill College)

5-1000
Finding Europe in Chicago
SPONSOR: Society for the Anthropology of Europe
DATE/TIME: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 3:00–6:00 PM
ORGANIZERS: Katherine C Donahue (Plymouth State University)
Roland S Moore (Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation)

5-1005
NAPA Workshop On Program Logic Models: A Tool For Evaluators and Project Planners
SPONSOR: National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
DATE/TIME: Saturday, November 23, 2013 • 3:30–5:30 PM
ORGANIZER: Eve C Pinsker (University of Illinois at Chicago)
AAA Committee on Gender Equity

6-0010  Formulating an Anthropology of Gender Justice: Current Engagements, Future Directions  
Sunday, November 24 • 08:00–09:45  
Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Hilton

AAA Committee on World Anthropologies

3-0685  The Practice of Anthropologies Worldwide: Moving Beyond “Applied” and “Academic” Models with National Association for the Practice of Anthropology  
Thursday, November 21 • 01:45–03:30  
Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton

American Ethnological Society

2-0415  Beyond the Historic Turn: Toward an Anthropology of History  
Wednesday, November 20 • 02:00–05:45  
Salon A–3, Lower Level, Hilton

3-0340  Ethnography and Journalism: Shared Ideals, New Formats with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology  
Thursday, November 21 • 10:15–12:00  
PDR 2, Third Floor, Hilton

4-1015  Roboprocesses with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology  
Friday, November 22 • 04:00–05:45  
Continental B, Lobby Level, Hilton

Anthropology and Environment Society

3-1025  Evolving Adaptation to Climate Change  
Thursday, November 21 • 04:00–05:45  
Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton

4-0045  Green Power?: On the Uses, Abuses, and Limits of an Environmental Frame  
Friday, November 22 • 08:00–09:45  
Williford B, Thirdrd Floor, Hilton
Index of Invited Sessions

Archaeology Division

3-0670 Once You See It, You Can’t Un-See It (A. Roy): Negotiating Inequality and Coloniality in Anthropological Epistemology and Archaeological Practice
Thursday, November 21 • 01:45–03:30
Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Hilton

4-0220 Uneven Terrain: Archaeologies of Political Ecology in Comparative Perspective
Friday, November 22 • 08:00–11:45
Continental B, Lobby Level, Hilton

Association for Africanist Anthropology

4-0025 The Anthropology of Potentiality in Africa with Society for Economic Anthropology
Friday, November 22 • 08:00–09:45
Joliet Room, Third Floor, Hilton

4-1010 Intergenerational Dynamics in Africa Today: Changing Perspectives and Practices with Society for Cultural Anthropology
Friday, November 22 • 04:00–05:45
Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Hilton

6-0045 Museums and Art Markets: Spaces to Engage the Public with Council for Museum Anthropology
Sunday, November 24 • 08:00–09:45
Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Hilton

Association for Feminist Anthropology

3-0980 The Awkward Relationship Revisited with American Ethnological Society
Thursday, November 21 • 04:00–05:45
International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton

5-0190 Anthropologies and Feminisms: Our History, Our Present, Our Past — Part 2
Saturday, November 23 • 08:00–11:45
Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Hilton
Index of Invited Sessions

5-0770  Twenty-Five Years of Women’s Grassroots Activism: Are We Any Closer to Empowerment? with Society for the Anthropology of North America
Saturday, November 23 • 01:45–03:30
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton

Association for Political and Legal Anthropology

2-0015  Removed From the Nation: Illegality, Detention, and Deportation in the Lives of Young People
Wednesday, November 20 • 12:00–01:45
Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton

3-0710  Gray Zones and Their Aftermaths: Memory, Mourning, Justice
Thursday, November 21 • 01:45–03:30
Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Hilton

Association for Queer Anthropology

4-1025  Queer Routes in Anthropology
Friday, November 22 • 04:00–05:45
PDR 2, Third Floor, Hilton

5-1045  Queer Left Activism in Chicago: Radical Knowledge and Social Justice
Saturday, November 23 • 04:00–05:45
International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton

Association for the Anthropology of Policy

3-0145  Doing Ethnography in Policy Arenas, Corporate Corridors and Other Complex Organizational Settings
Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–09:45
Essex Court, Second Floor

3-0480  Called to Order: Classification, Enumeration and the Work of Policy
Thursday, November 21 • 10:15–12:00
Essex Court, Second Floor
### Index of Invited Sessions

**Association of Black Anthropologists**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date-Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0370</td>
<td>Race and Racism in Comparative Perspective: Part II</td>
<td>Thursday, November 21 • 10:15–12:00</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0375</td>
<td>Revisiting the Chicago School: Engagements with Race, Class, and Gender Through Contemporary Ethnography</td>
<td>Friday, November 22 • 10:15–12:00</td>
<td>International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Association of Latina and Latino Anthropologists**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date-Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0265</td>
<td>Transborder Ethnography: Works Inspired by Carlos Vélez-Ibáñez</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 20 • 02:00–03:45</td>
<td>Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Association of Senior Anthropologists**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date-Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0205</td>
<td>First Fieldwork Round 2</td>
<td>Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–11:45</td>
<td>Boulevard C, Second Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Council for Museum Anthropology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date-Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-0020</td>
<td>Back to the Future? A Roundtable on Emergent Visions for Object-Based Teaching in and Beyond the Classroom with Society for Visual Anthropology</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 20 • 12:00–01:45</td>
<td>Boulevard B, Second Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0695</td>
<td>Collecting and Governing Cultures with Society for Visual Anthropology</td>
<td>Thursday, November 21 • 01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Salon A-1, Lower Level, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Council on Anthropology and Education

3-0350  Finding, Taking, or Wishing for Permission to Be Current, Public, and Artistic Anthropologists of Education with Society for Visual Anthropology
Thursday, November 21 • 10:15–12:00
Buckingham, Lobby Level, Hilton

4-0400  The Culture of Poverty: Pity and Self-Critique in Confrontations with Poverty and School Failure, 1959–2013 with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
Friday, November 22 • 10:15–12:00
Salon A–1, Lower Level, Hilton

Culture and Agriculture

3-0195  The Anthronaut Farmer with Anthropology And Environment Society
Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–11:45
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton

5-0040  Edible Identities; Exploring Food and Foodways as Cultural Heritage — Part I with Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
Saturday, November 23 • 08:00–09:45
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton

Evolutionary Anthropology Society

5-0035  Social Network Analysis in Evolutionary Anthropology
Saturday, November 23 • 08:00–09:45
Astoria Room, Third Floor, Hilton

6-0525  Building the Future of Public Health with Insights from Evolutionary Anthropology
Sunday, November 24 • 12:15–02:00
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton

General Anthropology Division

4-0015  Engaging the Public: Lessons from Anthropology Now with Biological Anthropology Section
Friday, November 22 • 08:00–09:45
Salon A–2, Lower Level, Hilton
INDEX OF INVITED SESSIONS

4-0215  A Four Fields Anthropology of Fetuses with Biological Anthropology Section
Friday, November 22 • 08:00–11:45
Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Hilton

Middle East Section

3-0995  Controversial Engagements: Public Intellectuals, Their Institutions, and the Academic Boycott of Israel
Thursday, November 21 • 04:00–05:45
Continental A, Lobby Level, Hilton

4-0035  Sincerely Whose? Cynicism, Expertise, and Politics of the Precarious in the Middle East
Friday, November 22 • 08:00–09:45
Buckingham, Lobby Level, Hilton

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

4-0365  Interdisciplinary Engagement: Advancing Anthropology in Industrial and Organizational Contexts with Society for the Anthropology of Work
Friday, November 22 • 10:15–12:00
Boulevard A, Second Floor, Hilton

4-1040  Do We Have an Image Problem: Ethical Problems in Evaluation Anthropology?
Friday, November 22 • 04:00–05:45
Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Hilton

National Association of Student Anthropologists

3-0705  Student Perspectives on the Future of AAA Programming
Thursday, November 21 • 01:45–03:30
PDR 2, Third Floor, Hilton

3-1010  Liberating Practices in Anthropology: The Application of Alternative Pedagogies, Economies and Beyond
Thursday, November 21 • 04:00–05:45
PDR 2, Third Floor, Hilton
### Society for Anthropological Sciences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-1005</td>
<td><strong>Complex Systems Approaches to Long-Term Change</strong></td>
<td>Thursday, November 21</td>
<td>04:00–05:45</td>
<td>Lake Huron Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0060</td>
<td><strong>Cognitive Anthropology: Current and Future Engagements</strong></td>
<td>Saturday, November 23</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Boulevard B, Second Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0040</td>
<td><strong>Five Fields Update</strong></td>
<td>Friday, November 22</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Continental A, Lobby Level, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-0020</td>
<td><strong>“I Love It When You...”: Teaching Tips from Faculty</strong></td>
<td>Sunday, November 24</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Conference Room 4B, Fourth Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for Cultural Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0500</td>
<td><strong>Toward a Politics of Air</strong></td>
<td>Friday, November 22</td>
<td>10:15–12:00</td>
<td>Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0855</td>
<td><strong>Anthropology Electric</strong></td>
<td>Friday, November 22</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Chicago/Alton, Concourse Level, Renaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0750</td>
<td><strong>Culture@Large: “Iconology Meets Anthropology: Totemism, Fetishism, Iconoclasm, Conversations with W.J.T. Mitchell</strong></td>
<td>Saturday, November 23</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for East Asian Anthropology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Code</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0360</td>
<td><strong>Precarious Time: Discussions on the Un/Doing of East Asia</strong></td>
<td>Saturday, November 23</td>
<td>10:15–12:00</td>
<td>Marquette Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Index of Invited Sessions

6-0300 Narrating the Nuclear: Anthropologists and Others Engage with the Atomic Era Part II: Nuclear Energy
Sunday, November 24 • 10:15–12:00
Grand Ballroom, Second Floor, Hilton

Society for Economic Anthropology

4-1125 Practicing Alternative Economies/Community Economies in the Global South
Friday, November 22 • 04:00–05:45
Barbershop, Concourse Level, Renaissance

5-0755 Inequality and Its Implications with Association for Africanist Anthropology
Saturday, November 23 • 01:45–03:30
Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Hilton

Society for Humanistic Anthropology

4-0385 Wither the Human and Whither the Ethical Responsibility of Anthropology?
Friday, November 22 • 10:15–12:00
Buckingham, Lobby Level, Hilton

Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology

4-0880 Crowds and Citizenries in Latin America
Friday, November 22 • 01:45–05:30
Continental C, Lobby Level, Hilton

5-0760 Engaging Black Feminist Anthropolog(ies): Questions of Methods, Theory, and Practice Within and Outside the Discipline
Saturday, November 23 • 01:45–03:30
Boulevard A, Second Floor, Hilton

Society for Linguistic Anthropology

4-0920 Future Indigenous Publics, Current Linguistic Anthropological Engagements
Friday, November 22 • 01:45–05:30
Lake Ontario Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton
Index of Invited Sessions

5-0355  Narrating Corporations: Identity, Power, and Authority
Saturday, November 23 • 10:15–12:00
International Ballroom South, Second Floor, Hilton

Society for Medical Anthropology

3-0030  The Anthropology of Biopower and Global Mental Health: Pasts, Presents, and Futures
Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–09:45
Williford A, Third Floor, Hilton

3-0380  Child Development Expertise: A Science of the Child in Modernity
Thursday, November 21 • 10:15–12:00
Williford A, Third Floor, Hilton

5-0340  Technologies of the Self: Negotiating Individual Desires, Health, and the Public Good
Saturday, November 23 • 10:15–12:00
Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton

6-0225  Post-Secular Life: The Spirit of Science, Medicine and Technology
with Society for the Anthropology of Religion
Sunday, November 24 • 08:00–11:45
International Ballroom North, Second Floor, Hilton

Society for Psychological Anthropology

Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–09:45
Buckingham, Lobby Level, Hilton

3-0160  Institutional Publics and Futures: How Social Support Emerges from Friendship and Gendered Peerhood
Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–09:45
El, Concourse Level, Renaissance
## Index of Invited Sessions

### Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0715</td>
<td><strong>Consciousness, Myth and Psyche: An Interdisciplinary Consideration of Joseph Campbell’s Contribution to Contemporary Anthropology and Psychology</strong></td>
<td>Thursday, November 21</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Salon A–4, Lower Level, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-1020</td>
<td><strong>Brain, Consciousness, and Experience</strong></td>
<td>Friday, November 22</td>
<td>04:00–05:45</td>
<td>Joliet Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for the Anthropology of Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-1005</td>
<td><strong>Transatlantic Parallaxes: Toward Reciprocal Anthropology</strong></td>
<td>Friday, November 22</td>
<td>04:00–05:45</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-0030</td>
<td><strong>Life Course and Family Formation: Parenthood, Work and Care-Giving in “Late-Forming” Families in Europe and the Caribbean</strong></td>
<td>Sunday, November 24</td>
<td>08:00–09:45</td>
<td>Conference Room 4F, Fourth Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-0860</td>
<td><strong>Ethnographic Perspectives on the History of Hunger</strong> with Biological Anthropology Section</td>
<td>Friday, November 22</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Metra, Concourse Level, Renaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-0740</td>
<td><strong>Eating in the City: Foodways, Publics, and Urban Transformation</strong> with National Association of Student Anthropologists</td>
<td>Saturday, November 23</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Lake Erie Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Society for the Anthropology of North America

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-0720</td>
<td><strong>Gentrification and Race: Elements of the Elephant in the Room</strong></td>
<td>Thursday, November 21</td>
<td>01:45–03:30</td>
<td>Waldorf Room, Third Floor, Hilton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Society for the Anthropology of Religion

**2-0475**  
The Social Life of Prayers: Current and Future Engagements for an Anthropology of Christianity  
Wednesday, November 20 • 04:00–05:45  
PDR 2, Third Floor, Hilton

**3-0015**  
First Nations and Emerging Religious Futures: Global Pentecostalism in Native North America  
Thursday, November 21 • 08:00–09:45  
Conference Room 4C, Fourth Floor, Hilton

## Society for the Anthropology of Work

**2-0035**  
Entrepreneurial Futures: Practice, Imagination, and Personhood  
Wednesday, November 20 • 12:00–01:45  
Conference Room 4D, Fourth Floor, Hilton

**3-1015**  
Republics of Labor: Contemporary Guestworkers as Future Publics with Culture and Agriculture  
Thursday, November 21 • 04:00–05:45  
Boulevard B, Second Floor, Hilton

## Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology

**4-0925**  
Anthropology’s Public Engagement with Capitalism: Beyond Gifts Versus Markets  
Friday, November 22 • 01:45–05:30  
Lake Michigan Room, Eighth Floor, Hilton

**5-0055**  
Chance Encounters, Vital Conjunctions and Uncommon Destinations: New Approaches to Migration Research in a Mobile World with American Ethnological Society  
Saturday, November 23 • 08:00–09:45  
Grand Tradition, Lobby Level, Hilton
Society for Visual Anthropology

3-0700  Post-Human Embodiment and Unstable Media: Collaborative Engagements in Explaining Illness with Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Thursday, November 21 • 01:45–03:30
Buckingham, Lobby Level, Hilton
Wednesday, November 20, 2013

3:00 PM  Welcome & Opening Remarks by Festival Director Harjant Gill

3:15 PM  AGAINST ALL ODDS
          3:15  Haïti, la Terre (Haiti, The Earth) (1h 22m) dir. Jean-Claude Riga
          4:50  Marta (6m) dir. Hyerhang Cho

5:00 PM  MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION
          La Vie Du Rail: A Railway Line in Mali as Transitory Space (2013) presented by Anna Lisa Ramella

5:30 PM  HUMAN & ANIMALS
          5:30  L’estrategia de Madame Bretó (The Strategy of Madame Bretó) (9m), dir. Zoraida Roselló Espuny
          5:45  Tokyo Waka (1h 3m) dir. John Haptas, Kristine Samuelson

7:00 PM  QUESTIONING REPRESENTATIONS
          7:00  Framing the Other (25m) dir. Ilja Kok, Willem Timmers
          *Best Short Film
          7:30  No Strangers (27m) dir. Steven Kochones

Thursday, November 21, 2013

10:00 AM MEDIA WORLDS
          10:00  There Is No Place For You Here (16m) dir. Elliott Balsley, Ravi Lloyd, Sam Price-Waldman, Haley Quartarone, Ruby Stocking
          *Award: Best Undergraduate Student Film
          10:25  Quinn’s New Video Game (3m) dir. Heather D. Freeman
          *Award: Best Ultra Short
          10:30  Kinshasa Mboka Te (Kinshasa, Wicked Land) (52m) dir. Raffi Aghekian

12:00 PM PERSEVERANCE & HOPE
          12:00  Still Time (24m) dir. Joanna Sokolowski
          12:30  Sun Kissed (1h 25m) dir. Mark Stark

2:30 PM ART & ARTIFACTS
          2:30  The Canvas in the Wok (44m) dir. by Diedie Weng
          3:15  Mamuu: To Work/To Weave (22m, followed by Q&A) dir. Denise Nicole Green
SVA Film & Media Festival

4:00 PM  **POLITICAL STRUGGLES**

4:00  *A Question of Perspective* (1h 3m, followed by Q&A) dir. Josefine Borrmann, Julia Luhnau
*Award: Best Student Film*

5:30  *The Stars Know Our Home* (14m) dir. Tyler Gurd, Marc Schuller, Gregg Lillie, Kelsey Steinke, Dhruv Sharma

5:45  *The Secret Capital* (28m, followed by Q&A) dir. Mukhtar Saad Shehata, Samuli Schielke

7:00 PM  **FEATURED SCREENING & DISCUSSION**

*In The Wilderness of a Troubled Genre* (52m)
Followed by a conversation with dir. John Melville Bishop on the evolution of Visual Anthropology as a discipline.

**Friday, November 22, 2013**

10:00 AM  **NATURE & THE WORLD**

10:00  *Victoria Mamas* (22 mins) dir. Abigail Horton

10:30  *Maasai Voices on Climate Change (and Other Changes, Too)* (10 mins, followed by Q&A) dir. Joana Roque de Pinho
*Award: Jean Rouch Award for Collaborative Filmmaking*

11:00 AM  **PERFORMING GENDER, PERFORMING ETHNICITY**

11:00  *The Sisterhood* (1 hour 13m) dir. Roger Horn

12:20  *The Making of a King* (13m, followed by Q&A) dir. Nicole Miyahara

12:50  *The Ordinary Life of an Unwilling All-American Exotic* (7m, followed by Q&A) dir. by Aurora Betson

1:15 PM  **MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION**

*Unknown Territories* (2013) presented by Roderick Coover

2:00 PM  **PERSONAL JOURNEYS**

2:00  *Déteint* (15m) dir. by Kieran Dick

2:20  *Libre de Choix* (Liberty of Choice) (10m) dir. Emilie Kengmo Chappatte

2:30  *Llb Lama* (52m) dir. Egle Vertelyte
*Award: Best Feature*

4:00 PM  **MEMORY & REMEMBRANCES**

4:00  *Homegoings* (1hr) dir. Christine Turner

5:00  *Lumina Anintiri* (In the Light of Memory) (39m) dir. Alyssa Grossman
### SVA Film & Media Festival

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>DOING THE PEOPLE GOOD</strong></td>
<td>6:00  <em>Doing the Sheep Good</em> (25m, followed by Q&amp;A) dir. Teresa Montoya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6:45  <em>The Machine Which Makes Everything Disappear</em> (1hr 37 m) dir.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tinatin Gurchiani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Saturday, November 23, 2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>INTIMATE ENGAGEMENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00  <em>Ik Gebaar, Ik Leef (I Sign, I Live)</em> (58m) dir. Anja Hiddinga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 <em>El Ethnografo (The Ethnographer)</em> (1hr 25m) dir. Ulises Rosell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Anthropology by the Wire</em> (2013) presented by Samuel Gerald Collins, Matthew Durnington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:15–1:30 PM  Society for Visual Anthropology Members Meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>RITUALS &amp; CELEBRATIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30  <em>Lord of Miracles</em> (8m, followed by Q&amp;A) dir. Patricia Alvarez, Christopher Newman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00  <em>Manapanmirr, In Christmas Spirit</em> (1hr, followed by Q&amp;A) dir. Paul Gurrumuruwuy,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fiona Yangathu, Jennifer Deger, David Mackenzie</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>MEDICINE &amp; THE BODY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:30  <em>The Waiting Room</em> (1h 22m) dir. Peter Nicks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:00  <em>Off Label</em> (1hr 13m, followed by Q&amp;A) dir. Michael Palmieri, Donal Mosher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6:45–8:45 PM  Society for Visual Anthropology Award Ceremony &amp; Reception</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2013 Society for Visual Anthropology Award Winners

Jean Rouch Award for Collaborative Filmmaking
*Maasai Voices on Climate Change (and Other Changes, Too)*
Project produced by Joana Roque de Pinho (Instituto Superior de Ciências Sociais e Políticas, Lisbon, Portugal)

Best Student Film Award
*A Question of Perspective*
Directed by Josefine Borrmann (Free University of Berlin) and Julia Luhnau

Best Undergraduate Student Award:
*There is No Place for You Here*
Directed by Elliot Balsley, Haley Quartarone, Ravi Lloyd, Ruby Stocking, and Sam Price-Waldman (Chapman University)

Best Short Film
*Framing the Other*
Directed by Ilja Kok & Willem Timmers (Wageningen University)

Best Ultra Short Film
*Quinn’s New Video Game*
Directed by Heather Freeman

Best Feature Film
*Ub Lama*
Directed by Egle Vertelyte

Special Recognition for a Significant Contribution to Visual Anthropology
*In the Wilderness of a Troubled Genre* (John Melville Bishop & Media-Generation)

SVA Film Festival Jury
Sarah Elder, Harjant Gill, Laura Kissel, Karen Nakamura, Naomi Schiller
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Marshall H Saville (1927–1928)
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John R Swanton (1932)
Fay-Cooper Cole (1933–1934)
Robert H Lowie (1935)
Herbert J Spinden (1936)
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Richard N Adams (1977)
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Activate 2-0095, 2-0125, 2-0130, 2-0140, 2-0145, 2-0170, 2-0225, 2-0280, 2-0320, 2-0350, 2-0440, 2-0500, 2-0535, 2-0575, 2-0600, 2-0625, 2-0660, 2-0700, 2-0725, 2-0745, 2-0750, 2-0770, 2-0800, 2-0905, 3-0060, 3-0190, 3-0210, 3-0235, 3-0255, 3-0260, 3-0275, 3-0365, 3-0375, 3-0405, 3-0670, 3-0785, 3-0820, 3-0835, 3-0850, 3-0895, 3-0970, 3-0985, 3-0990, 3-0995, 3-1010, 3-1080, 3-1090, 3-1135, 3-1160, 4-0005, 4-0055, 4-0060, 4-0065, 4-0090, 4-0105, 4-0135, 4-0155, 4-0205, 4-0210, 4-0255, 4-0275, 4-0735, 4-0905, 4-0925, 4-0935, 4-1005, 4-1055, 5-0025, 5-0140, 5-0190, 5-0195, 5-0210, 5-0215, 5-0220, 5-0340, 5-0370, 5-0390, 5-0770, 5-0885, 5-0920, 5-1030, 5-1045, 5-1070, 6-0005, 6-0015, 6-0120, 6-0190, 6-0295, 6-0300, 6-0315, 6-0340, 6-0355, 6-0370, 6-0375, 6-0395, 6-0500, 6-0640, 6-0710, 6-0740

Addiction 2-0130, 2-0355, 2-0635, 3-0335, 3-1000, 3-1065, 4-0020, 4-0125, 4-0445, 4-0915, 5-0200, 5-0805, 5-0870

Adoption 4-0215, 4-0890, 5-0080, 6-0595, 6-0720, 6-0760

Advertising 2-0520, 2-0685, 3-0245, 3-0365, 3-0885, 3-1065, 4-0060, 6-0325

Advocacy 2-0055, 2-0265, 3-0105, 3-0115, 3-0670, 4-0145, 4-0210, 4-0255, 4-0920, 5-0050, 5-0445, 5-0970, 6-0400, 6-0490, 6-0500

Aesthetics 2-0205, 2-0225, 2-0415, 2-0470, 2-0520, 3-0075, 3-0410, 3-0700, 3-0875, 4-0035, 4-0235, 4-0445, 4-0775, 4-0855, 4-0880, 4-0935, 4-1045, 4-1095, 5-0045, 5-0200, 5-0210, 5-0815, 5-1095, 6-0575, 6-0635, 6-0640
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Afghanistan 3-0365, 3-1000, 4-0235, 4-0730, 4-1105, 6-0725
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Amazonia
2-0200, 2-0210, 2-0470, 3-0210, 3-0470, 3-1010, 4-0225, 4-0385, 4-0725, 4-0840, 4-1090, 5-0200, 5-0220, 5-0345, 5-0955, 5-1080, 6-0170, 6-0285, 6-0410, 6-0475, 6-0570, 6-0715

Americas
2-0380, 3-1005, 4-0220, 4-1005

Andes
2-0200, 2-0230, 2-0435, 2-0470, 2-0755, 3-0130, 3-0230, 3-0250, 3-0255, 3-0485, 3-0710, 3-0820, 3-0845, 3-0850, 3-0865, 3-1060, 4-0165, 4-0265, 4-0725, 4-0890, 5-0240, 5-0440, 5-1080, 6-0090, 6-0105, 6-0135, 6-0310, 6-0380

Animals
2-0140, 2-0305, 2-0485, 3-0190, 3-0425, 4-0040, 4-0275, 4-0450, 5-0095, 5-0495, 6-0050, 6-0135, 6-0680

Anthropology
2-0040, 2-0240, 2-0470, 2-0590, 2-0770, 3-0045, 3-0080, 3-0195, 3-0205, 3-0480, 3-0530, 3-0665, 3-0771, 3-0855, 3-0980, 3-1085, 4-0005, 4-0090, 4-0105, 4-0205, 4-0210, 4-0225, 4-0240, 4-0315, 4-0885, 4-0890, 4-0945, 4-1090, 4-1265, 5-0010, 5-0065, 5-0090, 5-0280, 5-0735, 5-0865, 5-0945, 6-0140, 6-0240, 6-0445, 6-0550, 6-0740

Applied Anthropology
2-0075, 2-0210, 2-0265, 2-0345, 2-0370, 2-0525, 2-0600, 2-0725, 2-0840, 2-0880, 3-0065, 3-0195, 3-0430, 3-0470, 3-0685, 3-0725, 3-0740, 3-0860, 3-0885, 3-0890, 3-0985, 3-1000, 3-1050, 3-1115, 4-0005, 4-0040, 4-0210, 4-0230, 4-0810, 4-0815, 4-1030, 4-1110, 5-0060, 5-0090, 5-0160, 5-0215, 5-0220, 5-0235, 5-0465, 5-0475, 5-0805, 5-0900, 5-0970, 5-1160, 6-0190, 6-0370, 6-0445, 6-0525, 6-0600

Archaeology
2-0025, 2-0070, 2-0155, 2-0230, 2-0240, 2-0435, 2-0485, 2-0505, 2-0845, 2-0850, 3-0050, 3-0110, 3-0205, 3-0235, 3-0255, 3-0445, 3-0470, 3-0670, 3-0740, 3-0810, 3-1005, 3-1050, 3-1060, 4-0015, 4-0040, 4-0075, 4-0205, 4-0215, 4-0220, 4-0260, 4-0265, 4-0470, 4-0820, 4-0890, 4-0945, 4-0965, 4-1014, 4-1050, 5-0010, 5-0135, 5-0240, 5-0335, 5-0395, 5-0440, 5-0725, 5-0855, 5-0875, 5-0915, 5-0955, 5-1055, 6-0065, 6-0195, 6-0255, 6-0260, 6-0310, 6-0380, 6-0505, 6-0545, 6-0665

Architecture/Built Environment
2-0025, 2-0225, 2-0310, 2-0435, 2-0505,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arctic</td>
<td>2-0810, 3-0275, 4-0260, 5-0220, 6-0050, 6-0185, 6-0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>2-0340, 2-0425, 2-0680, 2-0850, 3-0120, 3-0275, 3-0350, 3-0460, 4-0035, 4-0320, 4-0340, 4-0385, 4-0785, 4-0810, 4-0820, 4-0835, 4-1055, 5-0445, 6-0070, 6-0220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art and Material Culture</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian American</td>
<td>2-0190, 3-0405, 4-0355, 5-0090, 6-0375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austerity</td>
<td>2-0635, 3-0890, 3-1160, 5-0910, 5-1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td>2-0440, 2-0735, 2-0780, 3-0010, 3-0395, 3-0490, 3-0770, 5-0135, 6-0200, 6-0485, 6-0775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>2-0350, 2-0560, 2-0630, 3-0040, 3-1135, 4-0125, 4-0905, 5-0060, 5-0245, 5-0355, 5-1095, 6-0050, 6-0085, 6-0125, 6-0190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B**

**Belonging**
- 2-0225, 2-0245, 2-0310, 2-0760, 2-0885, 3-0085, 3-0105, 3-0215, 3-0250, 3-0370, 4-0030, 4-0050, 4-0145, 4-0370, 4-0681, 4-0715, 4-0930, 4-0960, 5-0250, 5-0360, 5-0815, 5-0935, 5-0950, 5-0965, 5-1085, 6-0145, 6-0455, 6-0485, 6-0625, 6-0655, 6-0675, 6-0770

**Bilingual education**
- 2-0555, 3-1090, 4-0850, 5-0310, 5-0950, 6-0455, 6-0460

**Bilingualism**
- 2-0040, 2-0695, 4-0255, 4-0390, 5-0236, 5-0315, 5-0455, 5-0950, 5-0965, 6-0140

**Bioarchaeology**
- 2-0845, 3-0810, 4-0215, 4-0260, 4-0470, 4-0875, 5-0725, 5-1100, 6-0255

**Biocultural**
- 2-0380, 2-0430, 2-0875, 3-0165, 3-0230, 3-0280, 3-0855, 3-1045, 4-0405, 4-0765, 4-0860, 4-0875, 4-0945, 4-1110, 5-0375, 5-0435, 6-0515

**Biodiversity**
- 2-0230, 3-0850, 4-0765, 5-0810, 6-0050, 6-0265, 6-0570, 6-0680

**Biological Anthropology**
- 2-0415, 2-0645, 3-0165, 3-0280, 3-0810, 3-0855, 3-0860, 3-0890, 4-0040, 4-0215, 4-0260, 4-0490, 4-0875, 5-0465, 5-0725, 6-0505

**Biology**
- 2-0410, 3-0715, 3-0855, 4-0720, 5-0020

**Biopolitics**
- 2-0080, 2-0205, 2-0220, 2-0410, 2-0440, 2-0495, 2-0705, 2-0860, 2-0865, 3-0030, 3-0245, 3-0265, 3-0345, 3-0380, 4-0020, 4-0105, 4-0215, 4-0725, 5-0070, 5-0090, 5-0340, 5-0400, 5-1111, 6-0050, 6-0165,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Index</th>
<th>6-0190, 6-0225, 6-0335, 6-0430, 6-0535, 6-0770</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>6-0190, 6-0225, 6-0335, 6-0430, 6-0535, 6-0770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body</td>
<td>2-0410, 2-0870, 3-0735, 5-0410, 5-1090, 6-0230, 6-0620, 6-0710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borders</td>
<td>2-0140, 2-0205, 2-0310, 2-0340, 2-0410, 2-0440, 2-0470, 2-0605, 2-0810, 2-0845, 2-0865, 2-0875, 2-0900, 3-0335, 3-0345, 3-0880, 3-0990, 3-1020, 3-1030, 4-0020, 4-0115, 4-0215, 4-0250, 4-0385, 4-1000, 4-1055, 5-0030, 5-0225, 5-0335, 5-0355, 5-0410, 5-0495, 5-0850, 6-0130, 6-0140, 6-0245, 6-0260, 6-0430, 6-0455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>2-0070, 2-0125, 2-0150, 2-0185, 2-0205, 2-0220, 2-0265, 2-0745, 2-0775, 2-0885, 3-0025, 3-0255, 3-0840, 3-0905, 3-0910, 3-1065, 3-1140, 4-0145, 4-0250, 4-1015, 4-1050, 5-0250, 5-0455, 6-0035, 6-0060, 6-0130, 6-0350, 6-0395, 6-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhism</td>
<td>2-0080, 3-0870, 4-0250, 4-0485, 5-0955, 5-0960, 6-0690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy</td>
<td>2-0105, 2-0160, 2-0235, 3-0480, 3-1055, 4-0015, 4-0405, 4-0465, 4-0745, 4-1015, 4-1070, 5-0910, 5-1155, 6-0135, 6-0350, 6-0450, 6-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>2-0035, 3-0075, 3-0435, 4-0360, 5-0160, 5-0885, 6-0695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Anthropology</td>
<td>2-0810, 3-0885, 5-0160, 6-0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>6-0480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2-0080, 3-0015, 3-0275, 3-0865, 3-0970, 3-1015, 4-0210, 4-0915, 4-1050, 5-0485, 5-1080, 5-1100, 5-1140, 6-0060, 6-0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>2-0075, 2-0130, 2-0420, 2-0535, 3-0420, 4-0125, 4-0365, 5-0340, 5-0465, 5-0920, 6-0615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalism</td>
<td>2-0145, 2-0275, 2-0390, 2-0835, 2-0850, 3-0075, 3-0105, 3-0265, 3-0755, 3-1135, 4-0160, 4-0225, 4-0445, 4-0760, 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-1045, 4-1115, 4-1125, 4-1135, 5-0210, 5-0220, 5-0230, 5-0305, 5-0800, 5-0910, 5-0960, 5-1025, 5-1090, 5-1155, 6-0015, 6-0265, 6-0315, 6-0325, 6-0585, 6-0620, 6-0695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care</td>
<td>2-0220, 2-0270, 2-0345, 2-0495, 2-0730, 3-0085, 3-0100, 3-0675, 3-0680, 3-1055, 4-0025, 4-0080, 4-0130, 4-0150, 4-0215, 4-0230, 4-0245, 4-0475, 4-0950, 4-1010, 5-0070, 5-0340, 5-0940, 5-1040, 6-0030, 6-0385, 6-0590, 6-0625, 6-0710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean</td>
<td>2-0125, 2-0210, 2-0290, 2-0510, 2-0580, 2-0710, 2-0785, 2-0800, 3-0025, 3-0140, 3-0470, 3-0815, 3-0855, 3-1015, 3-1130, 4-0390, 4-0440, 4-0900, 4-0915, 4-0955, 5-0015, 5-0055, 5-0220, 5-0230, 5-0375, 5-0880, 6-0035, 6-0105, 6-0150, 6-0340, 6-0460, 6-0680, 6-0735</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Catholicism
2-0415, 2-0475, 2-0610, 5-0450, 6-0250, 6-0675

Central America
2-0015, 2-0410, 2-0715, 3-0771, 3-1125, 3-1130, 4-0275, 4-0775, 4-0815, 4-0900, 5-0430, 6-0440, 6-0680

Central Asia
2-0230, 3-0025, 3-0475, 4-0270, 5-0480, 5-1140

Ceramics
2-0240, 3-0050, 3-0110, 4-0265, 4-0965, 6-0195

Change
2-0215, 2-0290, 2-0570, 2-0605, 2-0705, 2-0710, 2-0820, 3-0015, 3-0250, 3-0790, 3-0885, 4-0490, 5-0020, 5-0195, 5-0955, 6-0545, 6-0715, 6-0735

Children and Youth
2-0015, 2-0060, 2-0150, 2-0210, 2-0430, 2-0550, 2-0645, 2-0765, 2-0775, 2-0805, 3-0085, 3-0130, 3-0230, 3-0260, 3-0280, 3-0380, 3-0450, 3-0700, 3-0745, 3-0890, 3-1045, 3-1095, 4-0025, 4-0260, 4-0405, 4-0470, 4-0845, 4-0885, 4-0910, 4-0940, 4-1035, 4-1080, 5-0080, 5-0090, 5-0210, 5-0300, 5-0310, 5-0315, 5-0475, 5-0785, 5-0820, 5-0875, 5-0900, 5-0930, 5-0940, 5-0970, 5-1040, 6-0200, 6-0210, 6-0290, 6-0340, 6-0355, 6-0465, 6-0525, 6-0735, 6-0760

China
2-0135, 2-0185, 2-0190, 2-0225, 2-0280, 2-0385, 2-0390, 2-0420, 2-0495, 2-0515, 2-0570, 2-0625, 2-0830, 2-0855, 2-0900, 3-0075, 3-0255, 3-0340, 3-0350, 3-0435, 3-0450, 3-0680, 3-0745, 3-0840, 3-0870, 3-0905, 3-0910, 3-1030, 3-1080, 4-0095, 4-0155, 4-0355, 4-0360, 4-0495, 4-0500, 4-0845, 4-0885, 4-1065, 4-1115, 5-0210, 5-0245, 5-0340, 5-0360, 5-0405, 5-0870, 5-0940, 5-0960, 5-1085, 5-1145, 6-0130, 6-0235, 6-0245, 6-0250, 6-0285, 6-0290, 6-0310, 6-0355, 6-0450, 6-0470, 6-0710, 6-0735, 6-0765, 6-0770

Christianity
2-0030, 2-0205, 2-0255, 2-0275, 2-0290, 2-0390, 2-0415, 2-0470, 2-0475, 2-0535, 2-0605, 2-0610, 2-0780, 3-0015, 3-0020, 3-0160, 3-0260, 3-0385, 3-0870, 3-1020, 3-1065, 4-0215, 4-0250, 4-0280, 4-0460, 4-0725, 4-1035, 5-0080, 5-0225, 5-0236, 5-0450, 5-0865, 5-1095, 6-0035, 6-0225, 6-0295, 6-0360, 6-0365, 6-0385, 6-0390, 6-0560, 6-0690, 6-0765

Circulation
2-0070, 2-0105, 2-0900, 3-1140, 4-0025, 4-0030, 4-0681, 4-1135, 5-0055, 5-0355, 5-0910, 5-0965, 6-0015, 6-0285, 6-0335

Citizenship
2-0075, 2-0105, 2-0130, 2-0180, 2-0555, 2-0685, 2-0800, 2-0870, 2-0885, 3-0085, 3-0125, 3-0375, 3-1090, 3-1105, 3-1125, 4-0275, 4-0370, 4-0425, 4-0715, 4-0765, 4-0795, 4-0880, 4-0905, 4-0935, 4-0945, 4-0960, 4-1050, 4-1070, 5-0055, 5-0090, 5-0435, 5-0445, 5-0815, 5-0865, 5-0910, 5-0965, 5-1111, 5-1115, 6-0110, 6-0210, 6-0235, 6-0330, 6-0485, 6-0510, 6-0645, 6-0655, 6-0675, 6-0710, 6-0745

Civil society
2-0280, 2-0425, 2-0510, 2-0535, 3-0125, 3-0150, 3-0415, 3-0750, 5-0020, 5-0130, 5-0250, 5-1135

Class
2-0315, 2-0375, 2-0740, 2-0800, 3-0105, 3-0280, 3-0815, 3-1105, 3-1130, 4-0050, 4-0375, 4-0760, 4-0775, 4-0825, 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-0960, 5-0195, 5-0230, 5-0300, 5-0405, 5-0435, 5-0770, 5-1055, 5-1145, 6-0305, 6-0355, 6-0405, 6-0735

Climate Change
2-0230, 2-0235, 2-0635, 2-0740, 2-0810, 2-0840, 3-0015, 3-0065, 3-0250, 3-0395,
Topic Index

Collaboration
2-0065, 2-0195, 2-0210, 2-0320, 2-0375, 2-0520, 2-0550, 2-0600, 2-0880, 3-0145, 3-0200, 3-0260, 3-0265, 3-0275, 3-0340, 3-0475, 3-0690, 3-0740, 3-0830, 3-0850, 3-0855, 3-0860, 3-0885, 3-0925, 3-1010, 3-1050, 3-1070, 4-0065, 4-0365, 4-0745, 4-0785, 4-0920, 4-1095, 4-1130, 5-0160, 5-0310, 5-0725, 5-0900, 5-0905, 5-0945, 5-0970, 6-0190, 6-0625, 6-0750

Colonialism and Post colonialism
2-0065, 2-0095, 2-0145, 2-0160, 2-0185, 2-0540, 2-0620, 2-0625, 2-0705, 2-0775, 2-0780, 2-0850, 3-0235, 3-0670, 3-0860, 3-1010, 3-1060, 3-1075, 3-1100, 4-0035, 4-0080, 4-0210, 4-0260, 4-0265, 4-0410, 4-0440, 4-0480, 4-0840, 4-0930, 4-1080, 5-0090, 5-0230, 5-0365, 5-0450, 5-0915, 5-0945, 6-0040, 6-0045, 6-0180, 6-0490, 6-0675, 6-0710, 6-0760

Commodification
2-0150, 2-0190, 2-0390, 2-0875, 3-0210, 3-0430, 3-0735, 3-0825, 3-0865, 3-1125, 4-0160, 4-0445, 4-0480, 4-0765, 4-1115, 5-0236, 5-0335, 5-0420, 5-0745, 6-0065, 6-0325, 6-0405, 6-0415, 6-0430, 6-0545, 6-0580, 6-0770

Community
2-0075, 2-0145, 2-0165, 2-0180, 2-0225, 2-0230, 2-0340, 2-0375, 2-0430, 2-0530, 2-0635, 2-0680, 2-0785, 2-0825, 2-0885, 2-0905, 3-0095, 3-0100, 3-0105, 3-0195, 3-0245, 3-0265, 3-0405, 3-0460, 3-0705, 3-0720, 3-0765, 3-0770, 3-0775, 3-0830, 3-0850, 3-0890, 3-0985, 3-1005, 3-1010, 3-1050, 3-1100, 3-1115, 4-0015, 4-0065, 4-0165, 4-0210, 4-0230, 4-0270, 4-0445, 4-0475, 4-0480, 4-0681, 4-0870, 4-0895, 4-0945, 4-0960, 4-1005, 4-1055, 5-0055, 5-0225, 5-0245, 5-0340, 5-0445, 5-0825, 5-0875, 5-0880, 5-0900, 5-1055, 5-1205, 6-0070, 6-0170, 6-0190, 6-0255, 6-0340, 6-0370, 6-0380, 6-0395, 6-0495, 6-0625, 6-0670, 6-0720, 6-0745

Computers, Science and Technology
2-0680, 2-0725, 3-0700, 4-0075, 4-0110, 4-0365, 4-0895, 4-1015, 5-1065, 6-0415, 6-0610

Conflict and War
2-0080, 2-0435, 2-0635, 2-0855, 3-0355, 3-0775, 3-0905, 4-0270, 4-0415, 4-0460, 4-0465, 4-1050, 5-0140, 5-0225, 5-0375, 5-0385, 5-0865, 5-1100, 5-1120, 6-0025, 6-0165, 6-0305, 6-0325, 6-0345, 6-0530, 6-0610, 6-0725, 6-0755

Consciousness
2-0335, 2-0365, 3-0715, 4-0275, 4-0485, 4-0835, 4-1020, 5-0230, 6-0680

Conservation
2-0235, 2-0305, 2-0600, 2-0795, 2-0810, 2-0840, 3-0210, 3-0260, 3-0850, 3-1010, 4-0045, 4-0240, 4-0425, 4-0450, 4-0490, 4-0740, 4-0815, 5-0060, 5-0810, 5-0880, 5-0925, 6-0000, 6-0090, 6-0170, 6-0175, 6-0240, 6-0265, 6-0435, 6-0515, 6-0635, 6-0680

Consumer Behavior and Design
2-0135, 3-0075, 6-0765

Consumerism
2-0230, 2-0685, 2-0720, 2-0725, 3-1030, 3-1045, 3-1050, 4-0485, 4-1115, 5-0460, 5-0815, 5-1145, 6-0575, 6-0710

Contact Language
5-0236

Cooperation
2-0590, 3-0985, 4-0165, 4-0441, 4-0880, 4-1125, 5-0375, 5-0955, 5-1100, 6-0435
Corporation 3-0245, 3-0395, 4-0110, 5-0070, 5-0160, 5-0355, 5-0810, 5-0960, 6-0315, 6-0340, 6-0455

Cosmopolitanism 2-0620, 2-0855, 4-0140, 4-0225, 4-0730, 4-0905, 4-0940, 6-0260, 6-0500

Craft 2-0025, 3-0105, 3-0825, 4-1050, 4-1125, 5-0385, 5-0830, 6-0070, 6-0185

Creativity 2-0615, 2-0640, 3-0440, 3-0460, 3-0885, 3-1085, 4-0385, 5-0090, 5-0200, 5-0236, 5-0390, 6-0025, 6-0185, 6-0220, 6-0490

Creole 4-0955, 4-1065, 5-0250

Crime 2-0275, 2-0510, 2-0740, 4-0275, 4-0775, 6-0350, 6-0480, 6-0755

Crisis 2-0635, 3-0095, 3-0750, 3-0770, 4-0775, 4-0915, 4-0925, 4-0950, 5-0245, 5-0250, 5-0755, 6-0250, 6-0385

Cuba 2-0050, 2-0205, 2-0415, 2-0480, 3-0910, 3-1125, 4-0095, 5-0480, 5-0740, 6-0340

Cultural Politics 2-0555, 2-0640, 2-0825, 3-0055, 3-0070, 3-0195, 3-0400, 3-0405, 3-0480, 3-0980, 3-0985, 4-0055, 4-0095, 4-0480, 4-0775, 4-0905, 4-0960, 5-0065, 5-0205, 5-0380, 5-0420, 5-0755, 6-0150, 6-0600

Cultural production 2-0035, 2-0140, 2-0200, 2-0255, 2-0380, 2-0420, 2-0900, 3-0135, 3-0250, 3-0420, 3-0460, 3-0735, 3-1090, 3-1120, 4-0025, 4-1105, 5-0045, 5-0140, 5-0205, 5-0380, 5-0820, 5-0875, 5-1065, 5-1105

Cultural Resource Management 3-0740, 3-0850, 3-0860, 4-0470, 6-0260

Cultural Transmission 2-0190, 2-0890, 3-0135, 3-0235, 3-0250, 3-0740, 3-0785, 4-0895, 4-0940, 4-0965, 4-1050, 4-1080, 5-0045, 5-0090, 5-0725, 5-0900, 5-1105, 6-0200, 6-0360, 6-0595

Culture 2-0335, 2-0340, 2-0380, 2-0600, 3-0025, 3-0030, 3-0095, 3-0125, 3-0250, 3-0465, 3-0470, 3-0715, 3-0770, 3-0790, 3-0815, 3-0845, 3-0860, 3-1005, 3-1050, 3-1120, 4-0040, 4-0140, 4-0205, 4-0240, 4-0360, 4-0400, 4-0830, 4-0850, 4-0900, 4-0915, 4-1005, 4-1050, 5-0060, 5-0215, 5-0236, 5-0300, 5-0335, 5-0415, 5-0470, 5-0820, 5-0895, 6-0150, 6-0200, 6-0415, 6-0445, 6-0595, 6-0670, 6-0690, 6-0715

Dance 2-0245, 2-0620, 2-0885, 3-0040, 3-0875, 3-1120, 4-0235, 4-0240, 4-0890, 5-0140, 5-0215, 5-0405

Deaf/Deafness 2-0545, 5-0820, 6-0140, 6-0420, 6-0465

Death 2-0205, 2-0270, 2-0310, 2-0335, 2-0345, 2-0410, 2-0740, 2-0745, 2-0845, 2-0875, 3-0240, 3-0425, 3-0710, 3-0740, 4-0050, 4-0115, 4-0240, 4-0360, 4-0470, 4-0950, 4-1020, 4-1035, 4-1045, 4-1055, 5-0335, 5-0495, 5-0795, 6-0035, 6-0105, 6-0225, 6-0235, 6-0535

Democracy 2-0110, 2-0235, 2-0255, 2-0535, 2-0730, 2-0740, 2-0755, 3-0190, 3-0210, 3-0815, 3-0820, 3-0835, 4-0385, 4-0935, 4-1045, 5-0310, 5-0405, 5-0840, 6-0420, 6-0640, 6-0665, 6-0755
## Topic Index

### Demographics
- 5-0035

### Design
- 2-0185, 2-0700, 3-0090, 3-0275, 3-0870, 3-0885, 3-1010, 4-0350, 4-0365, 4-0855, 4-0940, 4-1135, 5-0210, 5-0225, 5-1065, 6-0070

### Development
- 2-0210, 2-0220, 2-0245, 2-0275, 2-0325, 2-0365, 2-0430, 2-0730, 2-0735, 2-0755, 2-0780, 2-0785, 2-0835, 2-0905, 3-0070, 3-0115, 3-0150, 3-0260, 3-0280, 3-0415, 3-0430, 3-0435, 3-0755, 3-0840, 3-1075, 4-0025, 4-0095, 4-0105, 4-0150, 4-0340, 4-0425, 4-0485, 4-0765, 4-0855, 4-0860, 5-0090, 5-0160, 5-0220, 5-0235, 5-0300, 5-0345, 5-0360, 5-0395, 5-0725, 5-0755, 5-0790, 5-0815, 5-0835, 5-0880, 5-0925, 5-1120, 5-1140, 5-1145, 6-0175, 6-0190, 6-0245, 6-0265, 6-0295, 6-0315, 6-0340, 6-0355, 6-0515, 6-0535, 6-0570, 6-0590, 6-0630, 6-0710

### Diaspora
- 2-0100, 2-0180, 2-0210, 2-0245, 2-0385, 2-0585, 2-0620, 2-0695, 2-0710, 3-0025, 3-0135, 3-0255, 3-1125, 4-0005, 4-0250, 4-0265, 4-0355, 4-0875, 4-0930, 5-0090, 5-0145, 5-0236, 5-0315, 5-0330, 5-0780, 6-0035, 6-0210, 6-0220, 6-0375, 6-0560

### Difference
- 2-0545, 3-0215, 3-0365, 3-0900, 4-1005, 5-0360, 6-0035, 6-0040, 6-0105, 6-0215, 6-0420, 6-0605, 6-0655

### Digital and Virtual Anthropology
- 2-0055, 2-0520, 2-0800, 2-0885, 2-0905, 3-0040, 3-0240, 3-0440, 3-0700, 3-0765, 3-0830, 3-1045, 4-0040, 4-0110, 4-0750, 4-0780, 4-0810, 4-0855, 4-0900, 4-0935, 4-0940, 4-1075, 5-0075, 5-0225, 5-0236, 5-0730, 5-0850, 5-0905, 5-1065, 6-0080, 6-0095, 6-0415, 6-0490

### Dignity
- 3-0030, 4-0950

### Disability
- 2-0305, 2-0530, 3-0675, 3-0790, 4-0150, 4-0875, 4-0930, 5-0335, 5-0425, 5-0785, 5-0805, 5-0920, 6-0010, 6-0355, 6-0365, 6-0385, 6-0395, 6-0420, 6-0510, 6-0525, 6-0615, 6-0770

### Disaster
- 2-0010, 2-0140, 2-0175, 2-0385, 2-0495, 2-0635, 2-0840, 2-0895, 4-0015, 4-0165, 4-0275, 4-0915, 4-1035, 5-0135, 5-0395, 5-0405, 5-1060, 5-1120, 6-0235, 6-0260, 6-0395, 6-0570, 6-0610, 6-0680

### Discourse
- 2-0170, 2-0230, 2-0255, 2-0500, 2-0555, 2-0580, 2-0585, 2-0615, 2-0645, 2-0695, 2-0705, 2-0730, 3-0235, 3-0405, 3-0440, 3-0450, 3-0845, 3-0865, 3-0880, 3-0895, 3-1085, 3-1100, 4-0060, 4-0110, 4-0755, 4-0925, 4-0955, 4-1110, 5-0025, 5-0030, 5-0040, 5-0090, 5-0215, 5-0345, 5-0380, 5-0785, 5-0965, 5-1075, 6-0040, 6-0100, 6-0310, 6-0335, 6-0345, 6-0375, 6-0460, 6-0465, 6-0475, 6-0555, 6-0580, 6-0705

### Discrimination
- 3-0255, 4-0215, 4-1080, 5-0025, 5-0375, 5-0400

### Dispossession
- 2-0300, 2-0505, 4-0425, 6-0265

### Diversity
- 2-0370, 2-0380, 2-0555, 2-0760, 2-0875, 3-0235, 3-0415, 3-0850, 3-1005, 4-0810, 4-1070, 4-1080, 5-0480, 5-0825, 5-1150

### Drugs
- 2-0690, 3-0825, 3-1000, 3-1065, 5-1111, 6-0100, 6-0350, 6-0365
### Eastern Africa
- 2-0170, 2-0245, 2-0420, 2-0620, 2-0770,
- 3-0115, 3-0205, 3-0240, 3-0755, 5-0140,
- 5-0195, 5-0855, 5-0925, 6-0150, 6-0430

### Eastern Asia
- 2-0185, 2-0280, 2-0385, 2-0390, 2-0895,
- 3-0680, 4-0885, 5-0340, 5-0360, 5-0870,
- 6-0765

### Eastern Europe
- 2-0070, 2-0080, 2-0135, 2-0205, 2-0270,
- 2-0275, 2-0370, 2-0435, 2-0475, 2-0635,
- 2-0640, 3-0135, 3-0775, 3-0835, 4-0215,
- 4-0250, 4-0720, 4-0795, 4-0915, 4-0965,
- 4-1045, 5-0250, 5-0840, 6-0125, 6-0215,
- 6-0465, 6-0620

### Ecology and Environment
- 2-0510, 2-0600, 2-0795, 2-0840, 2-0895,
- 3-0065, 3-0230, 3-0245, 3-0250, 3-0715,
- 3-0771, 3-0840, 3-0850, 3-0855, 3-1005,
- 4-0045, 4-0075, 4-0135, 4-0220, 4-0270,
- 4-0375, 4-0740, 4-0765, 4-0810, 4-0815,
- 4-0925, 4-0965, 5-0020, 5-0220, 5-0420,
- 5-0425, 5-0485, 5-0765, 5-0855, 5-0955,
- 5-1090, 6-0050, 6-0160, 6-0170, 6-0240,
- 6-0435, 6-0565, 6-0570, 6-0630, 6-0635,
- 6-0680, 6-0685, 6-0700

### Economic Anthropology
- 2-0105, 2-0155, 2-0175, 2-0275, 2-0365,
- 2-0430, 2-0470, 2-0495, 2-0635, 2-0685,
- 2-0855, 3-0115, 3-0145, 3-0195, 3-0260,
- 3-0395, 3-0445, 3-0480, 3-0760, 3-0770,
- 3-0825, 3-0895, 3-1035, 4-0025, 4-0210,
- 4-0270, 4-0275, 4-0280, 4-0320, 4-0360,
- 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-1125, 5-0145, 5-0220,
- 5-0245, 5-0375, 5-0385, 5-0420, 5-0755,
- 5-0885, 5-1055, 5-1140, 6-0090, 6-0155,
- 6-0160, 6-0180, 6-0240, 6-0245, 6-0250,
- 6-0285, 6-0315, 6-0390, 6-0435, 6-0510,
- 6-0695

### Education
- 2-0040, 2-0140, 2-0160, 2-0215, 2-0265,
- 2-0375, 2-0530, 2-0535, 2-0550, 2-0570,
- 2-0585, 3-0125, 3-0130, 3-0140, 3-0250,
- 3-0265, 3-0350, 3-0355, 3-0400, 3-0405,
- 3-0450, 3-0455, 3-0470, 3-0725, 3-0745,
- 3-0771, 3-0790, 3-0895, 3-1010, 3-1055,
- 3-1110, 4-0140, 4-0255, 4-0260, 4-0365,
- 4-0370, 4-0400, 4-0415, 4-0420, 4-0775,
- 4-0780, 4-0795, 4-0830, 4-0850, 4-0910,
- 4-0940, 4-0945, 4-0950, 4-1065, 4-1070,
- 4-1085, 4-1095, 5-0020, 5-0055, 5-0065,
- 5-0075, 5-0080, 5-0090, 5-0245, 5-0250,
- 5-0255, 5-0300, 5-0305, 5-0310, 5-0315,
- 5-0335, 5-0455, 5-0475, 5-0725, 5-0805,
- 5-0820, 5-0825, 5-0870, 5-0880, 5-0900,
- 5-0930, 5-0950, 5-0965, 5-1065, 5-1110,
- 5-1145, 5-1150, 5-1205, 6-0125, 6-0140,
- 6-0205, 6-0360, 6-0370, 6-0405, 6-0420,
- 6-0440, 6-0445, 6-0460, 6-0595, 6-0600,
- 6-0665, 6-0670, 6-0740, 6-0750

### Egypt
- 2-0150, 2-0155, 2-0465, 3-0190, 4-0105,
- 4-0215, 4-0885, 5-0400, 5-0895, 5-0910,
- 6-0120, 6-0225

### Embodiment
- 2-0130, 2-0270, 2-0305, 2-0570, 2-0605,
- 2-0815, 3-0230, 3-0245, 3-0275, 3-0280,
- 3-0380, 3-0450, 3-0700, 3-0815, 3-0825,
- 3-0875, 3-0880, 3-0890, 3-1020, 4-0115,
- 4-0215, 4-0235, 4-0250, 4-0340, 4-0445,
- 4-0480, 4-0865, 4-0940, 4-1000, 5-0015,
- 5-0090, 5-0210, 5-0725, 5-0820, 5-0830,
- 6-0035, 6-0140, 6-0330, 6-0455, 6-0465,
- 6-0635, 6-0660

### Emotion(s)
- 2-0130, 2-0335, 2-0475, 3-0025, 4-0040,
- 4-0130, 4-0150, 4-0230, 4-0240, 4-0715,
- 4-1105, 5-0200, 5-0210, 5-1060, 6-0245,
- 6-0540, 6-0650, 6-0730

### Empathy
- 3-0095, 5-0160, 6-0675
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**Engagement**
2-0165, 2-0230, 2-0340, 2-0640, 2-0690, 3-0125, 3-0670, 3-0855, 3-1010, 3-1025, 4-0100, 4-1045, 5-0255, 5-0460, 5-0770, 5-0900, 5-0945, 6-0005, 6-0065, 6-0220, 6-0300, 6-0360, 6-0665, 6-0745

**Environment**
2-0085, 2-0140, 2-0155, 2-0230, 2-0250, 2-0270, 2-0305, 2-0390, 2-0465, 2-0570, 2-0600, 2-0635, 2-0680, 2-0715, 2-0755, 2-0780, 2-0795, 2-0825, 2-0835, 2-0840, 2-0895, 3-0065, 3-0245, 3-0250, 3-0260, 3-0265, 3-0415, 3-0770, 3-0835, 3-0840, 3-0985, 4-0035, 4-0045, 4-0070, 4-0220, 4-0275, 4-0441, 4-0450, 4-0500, 4-0710, 4-0725, 4-0790, 4-0815, 4-0820, 4-0855, 4-0915, 4-1020, 4-1065, 5-0020, 5-0060, 5-0105, 5-0220, 5-0235, 5-0290, 5-0325, 5-0345, 5-0375, 5-0400, 5-0485, 5-0800, 5-0810, 5-0835, 5-0885, 6-0005, 6-0015, 6-0095, 6-0130, 6-0160, 6-0170, 6-0175, 6-0190, 6-0235, 6-0240, 6-0265, 6-0300, 6-0360, 6-0510, 6-0570, 6-0635, 6-0645, 6-0680, 6-0685

**Epistemology**
2-0120, 2-0550, 2-0800, 2-0850, 3-0095, 3-0155, 3-0200, 3-0275, 3-0470, 3-0670, 3-0690, 3-0771, 4-0075, 4-0255, 4-0770, 4-0950, 5-0735, 5-0850, 5-0905, 6-0165, 6-0375, 6-0610, 6-0735

**Equity**
2-0215, 3-0115, 3-0980, 5-1150

**Ethics**
2-0030, 2-0080, 2-0085, 2-0165, 2-0240, 2-0410, 2-0510, 2-0575, 2-0600, 2-0705, 2-0810, 2-0875, 3-0030, 3-0190, 3-0195, 3-0200, 3-0220, 3-0340, 3-0385, 3-0491, 3-0775, 3-0820, 3-0860, 3-0995, 4-0035, 4-0090, 4-0235, 4-0245, 4-0385, 4-0715, 4-0730, 4-0865, 4-0915, 4-1040, 4-1075, 5-0050, 5-0100, 5-0230, 5-0245, 5-0470, 5-0495, 5-0830, 5-0865, 5-0880, 5-0905, 5-0920, 5-0940, 5-0960, 5-1130, 6-0215, 6-0260, 6-0265, 6-0295, 6-0500, 6-0635, 6-0670, 6-0720

**Ethnicity**
2-0235, 2-0280, 2-0385, 2-0595, 2-0735, 2-0760, 3-0010, 3-0025, 3-0105, 3-0120, 3-0265, 3-1105, 3-1130, 4-0265, 4-1050, 5-0045, 5-0075, 5-0250, 5-0335, 5-0445, 5-0460, 5-0480, 5-0855, 6-0025, 6-0245, 6-0260, 6-0385, 6-0485, 6-0520, 6-0530, 6-0720, 6-0775
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2-0040, 2-0060, 2-0070, 2-0085, 2-0135, 2-0215, 2-0245, 2-0260, 2-0320, 2-0375, 2-0410, 2-0415, 2-0435, 2-0585, 2-0640, 2-0680, 2-0700, 2-0735, 2-0865, 2-0880, 3-0035, 3-0045, 3-0095, 3-0145, 3-0150, 3-0190, 3-0200, 3-0205, 3-0225, 3-0250, 3-0340, 3-0450, 3-0455, 3-0470, 3-0475, 3-0485, 3-0730, 3-0750, 3-0785, 3-0825, 3-0860, 3-0875, 3-0885, 3-0895, 3-0980, 3-1095, 3-1115, 3-1245, 4-0030, 4-0085,
4-0090, 4-0375, 4-0410, 4-0475, 4-0505, 4-0720, 4-0745, 4-0890, 4-0915, 4-0940, 5-0030, 5-0050, 5-0160, 5-0195, 5-0220, 5-0395, 5-0470, 5-0765, 5-0805, 5-0850, 5-0900, 5-0905, 5-0925, 5-0940, 5-0970, 5-1030, 5-1105, 6-0015, 6-0040, 6-0080, 6-0150, 6-0220, 6-0400, 6-0415, 6-0420, 6-0530, 6-0560, 6-0595, 6-0670, 6-0700, 6-0705, 6-0715, 6-0725, 6-0775
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6-0220

**Ethnology**
4-0890, 4-0895, 5-0375
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2-0095, 2-0200, 2-0435, 2-0475, 2-0505, 2-0510, 2-0610, 2-0635, 2-0685, 2-0730, 2-0750, 2-0845, 3-0025, 3-0145, 3-0425, 3-0460, 3-0750, 3-0766, 3-0830, 3-0850, 3-0985, 4-0010, 4-0135, 4-0220, 4-0470, 4-0895, 4-0935, 4-0950, 4-0965, 4-1005, 4-1045, 4-1050, 5-0135, 5-0250, 5-0370, 5-0400, 5-0405, 5-0460, 5-0840, 5-1105, 6-0065, 6-0215, 6-0310, 6-0495, 6-0665, 6-0675, 6-0715
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**Expertise**
2-0035, 2-0235, 2-0280, 2-0350, 2-0795, 2-0825, 3-0690, 3-1080, 4-0035, 4-0085, 4-0230, 4-0730, 4-0770, 5-0105, 5-0730, 5-0900, 5-0925, 5-1075, 6-0015, 6-0315, 6-0500, 6-0510, 6-0570
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**Faith**
2-0345, 4-0345, 5-1135
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2-0015, 2-0370, 2-0560, 2-0645, 2-0765, 2-0905, 3-0085, 3-0095, 3-0680, 3-0745, 3-0885, 3-1045, 4-0125, 4-0130, 4-0475, 4-0895, 4-1095, 5-0055, 5-0410, 5-0470, 5-0935, 5-1085, 6-0030, 6-0290, 6-0425, 6-0475, 6-0670, 6-0735

**Feminism**
2-0490, 2-0620, 3-0980, 3-1130, 3-1135, 4-0155, 4-0205, 4-0940, 4-1000, 4-1014, 5-0065, 5-0090, 5-0125, 5-0190, 5-0760, 5-0770, 6-0400, 6-0585

**Feminist Anthropology**
2-0410, 2-0440, 3-0795, 3-0900, 3-0980, 4-0130, 4-0205, 4-0810, 4-0825, 4-1000, 4-1120, 5-0190, 5-0360, 5-0760, 5-1030, 5-1035, 6-0400

**Fieldwork**
2-0040, 2-0070, 2-0240, 2-0320, 2-0330, 2-0880, 3-0040, 3-0120, 3-0195, 3-0200, 3-0205, 3-0220, 3-0235, 3-0470, 3-0750, 3-0855, 3-0875, 4-0090, 4-0155, 4-0335, 4-0720, 4-0785, 4-0945, 5-0030, 5-0905, 5-0940, 5-1080, 6-0220, 6-0360, 6-0415, 6-0530, 6-0665, 6-0775

**Filmmaking**
2-0110, 2-0130, 2-0595, 2-0600, 2-0720, 3-0040, 3-0440, 3-1070, 4-0485, 4-0495, 4-0935, 5-0130, 5-0205, 6-0215, 6-0410
Finance
2-0275, 2-0365, 2-0825, 3-0150, 3-0480, 4-0925, 5-0070, 5-0910, 6-0265, 6-0620, 6-0695

Folklore
2-0640, 3-1100, 4-0480, 4-0890, 5-0345, 6-0240

Food and Nutrition
2-0220, 2-0380, 2-0465, 2-0485, 2-0780, 2-0880, 2-0900, 3-0050, 3-0075, 3-0110, 3-0135, 3-0165, 3-0195, 3-0230, 3-0280, 3-0430, 3-0465, 3-0490, 3-0760, 3-0805, 3-0825, 3-0865, 3-1095, 4-0255, 4-0395, 4-0430, 4-0445, 4-0740, 4-0755, 4-0815, 4-0825, 4-0860, 4-1080, 4-1110, 5-0040, 5-0045, 5-0335, 5-0345, 5-0370, 5-0435, 5-0440, 5-0465, 5-0475, 5-0740, 5-0885, 5-0920, 5-1080, 5-1105, 6-0090, 6-0190, 6-0245, 6-0320, 6-0395, 6-0405, 6-0515, 6-0555, 6-0685

Food Security
2-0220, 2-0380, 2-0430, 2-0465, 2-0485, 2-0770, 2-0855, 2-0865, 2-0230, 3-0265, 3-0430, 3-0465, 3-0490, 3-0755, 3-0760, 3-0805, 3-0850, 4-0220, 4-0395, 4-0740, 4-0860, 4-1095, 5-0435, 5-0475, 5-0740, 5-0810, 5-0815, 5-0835, 5-0955, 5-1080, 5-1090, 5-1100, 5-1111, 6-0090, 6-0390, 6-0555, 6-0570, 6-0685

Forensic Anthropology
3-0810, 3-0965, 4-0260, 5-0725, 5-1120

Friendship
3-0160, 4-0080, 4-0890, 6-0435

G

Gambling
2-0900, 3-0410, 3-1100, 5-1065
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2-0050, 2-0060, 2-0090, 2-0140, 2-0160, 2-0190, 2-0290, 2-0305, 2-0430, 2-0440, 2-0470, 2-0475, 2-0485, 2-0490, 2-0515, 2-0530, 2-0545, 2-0580, 2-0635, 2-0715, 2-0810, 2-0855, 2-0890, 2-0905, 3-0025, 3-0095, 3-0100, 3-0125, 3-0130, 3-0135, 3-0160, 3-0190, 3-0235, 3-0345, 3-0365, 3-0700, 3-0780, 3-0795, 3-0815, 3-0840, 3-0845, 3-0875, 3-0880, 3-0980, 3-1030, 3-1130, 4-0025, 4-0060, 4-0080, 4-0085, 4-0125, 4-0130, 4-0165, 4-0205, 4-0215, 4-0225, 4-0235, 4-0260, 4-0270, 4-0440, 4-0470, 4-0475, 4-0485, 4-0715, 4-0815, 4-0825, 4-0885, 4-0900, 4-1000, 4-1014, 4-1070, 4-1105, 4-1110, 4-1120, 4-1135, 5-0030, 5-0065, 5-0075, 5-0145, 5-0190, 5-0215, 5-0220, 5-0235, 5-0335, 5-0360, 5-0385, 5-0430, 5-0470, 5-0495, 5-0725, 5-0790, 5-0870, 5-0935, 5-0940, 5-1035, 5-1060, 5-1095, 5-1110, 5-1115, 6-0010, 6-0030, 6-0060, 6-0110, 6-0205, 6-0225, 6-0245, 6-0290, 6-0305, 6-0350, 6-0375, 6-0390, 6-0425, 6-0430, 6-0575, 6-0590, 6-0595, 6-0625, 6-0650, 6-0700, 6-0750, 6-0765

Gender Violence
3-0890, 3-1080, 3-1130, 4-0060, 5-0050, 5-0145, 5-0190, 5-0430, 5-0835, 6-0010, 6-0165, 6-0400

Genealogy
5-0905, 6-0655

Genetics and Genomics
2-0065, 2-0410, 2-0420, 2-0545, 2-0645, 2-0860, 2-0875, 3-0165, 3-0335, 3-0735, 3-0855, 3-0975, 5-0380, 5-0410, 5-0920, 6-0050, 6-0230, 6-0335

Genocide
2-0145, 2-0295, 3-0140, 3-0220, 3-0235, 3-0710, 5-0365, 6-0260

Gentrification
2-0770, 3-0720, 3-0750, 3-0765, 3-0780, 4-0055, 5-0445, 5-0460, 6-0210, 6-0635, 6-0680
Germany
2-0320, 4-0935, 5-0095, 5-0425, 5-0460, 5-1135, 6-0495, 6-0655, 6-0665

Global Health
2-0080, 2-0215, 2-0420, 2-0870, 3-0030, 3-0280, 3-0335, 3-0890, 3-0975, 3-1000, 4-0480, 4-0745, 4-0950, 4-1110, 5-0925, 6-0535, 6-0660

Globalization
2-0100, 2-0140, 2-0160, 2-0290, 2-0370, 2-0550, 2-0555, 2-0695, 2-0735, 2-0825, 2-0870, 3-0080, 3-0150, 3-0220, 3-0235, 3-0400, 3-0435, 3-0460, 3-0465, 3-0775, 3-0885, 3-0910, 3-0970, 3-1030, 3-1060, 3-1105, 3-1125, 4-0040, 4-0235, 4-0240, 4-0305, 4-0365, 4-0395, 4-0740, 4-0800, 4-0925, 4-1115, 4-1125, 5-0045, 5-0225, 5-0236, 5-0385, 5-0745, 5-0800, 5-0810, 5-0885, 5-1055, 5-1065, 5-1140, 6-0015, 6-0095, 6-0265, 6-0285, 6-0320, 6-0350, 6-0515, 6-0635, 6-0640, 6-0660, 6-0705, 6-0745, 6-0750

Governance
2-0140, 2-0190, 2-0230, 2-0245, 2-0410, 2-0715, 2-0730, 2-0735, 2-0785, 2-0810, 3-0480, 3-1075, 4-0045, 4-0055, 4-0270, 4-0441, 4-0455, 4-0740, 4-0895, 4-1070, 5-0095, 5-0195, 5-0235, 5-0485, 5-0740, 5-0885, 5-0955, 5-1155, 6-0085, 6-0135, 6-0145, 6-0235, 6-0285, 6-0320, 6-0515, 6-0620, 6-0725, 6-0760

Governmentality
2-0085, 2-0235, 2-0240, 2-0370, 2-0540, 2-0560, 2-0695, 2-0715, 3-0695, 3-0780, 3-0835, 3-1065, 4-0225, 4-0235, 4-0465, 4-0725, 4-0765, 4-0845, 4-0880, 4-1015, 5-0210, 5-0340, 5-0870, 5-0885, 6-0245, 6-0515, 6-0530, 6-0755

Guatemala
2-0090, 2-0095, 2-0130, 2-0235, 2-0275, 2-0420, 2-0685, 2-0755, 2-0790, 3-0140, 3-0220, 3-0400, 3-0710, 3-0870, 3-1080, 4-0250, 4-0275, 4-0460, 4-0795, 4-0820, 4-1125, 5-0045, 5-0135, 5-0305, 5-0725, 5-0785, 5-0880, 6-0535

H

Habitus
5-0090, 5-0225, 5-0300, 5-0935, 6-0555, 6-0615

Haiti
2-0010, 2-0275, 2-0755, 4-0475, 4-0505, 4-1050, 5-0470, 5-0820, 6-0340, 6-0490, 6-0590

Healing
2-0130, 2-0135, 2-0495, 2-0570, 2-0605, 3-0440, 3-0715, 4-0125, 4-0425, 4-0475, 4-0875, 4-1005, 6-0180, 6-0230, 6-0390

Health
2-0065, 2-0075, 2-0215, 2-0345, 2-0355, 2-0380, 2-0430, 2-0625, 2-0705, 2-0780, 2-0810, 2-0865, 2-0870, 3-0115, 3-0165, 3-0215, 3-0230, 3-0245, 3-0250, 3-0280, 3-0335, 3-0465, 3-0690, 3-0700, 3-0755, 3-0810, 3-0815, 3-0855, 3-0880, 3-0890, 3-1015, 3-1055, 4-0025, 4-0125, 4-0145, 4-0150, 4-0155, 4-0230, 4-0405, 4-0445, 4-0475, 4-0480, 4-0745, 4-0830, 4-0835, 4-0875, 4-1010, 4-1065, 4-1110, 5-0030, 5-0035, 5-0070, 5-0245, 5-0340, 5-0400, 5-0740, 5-0810, 5-0920, 5-0935, 5-0970, 5-1111, 6-0080, 6-0165, 6-0190, 6-0230, 6-0235, 6-0335, 6-0390, 6-0395, 6-0430, 6-0625, 6-0665, 6-0705, 6-0760
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Higher Education
2-0215, 2-0370, 3-0080, 3-0700, 3-0725, 3-0895, 3-1040, 3-1090, 4-0205, 4-0370, 4-0435, 4-0750, 4-1010, 5-0090, 5-0300, 5-0945, 5-0985, 6-0020, 6-0190, 6-0205, 6-0630

Historic Preservation
4-1014, 6-0260

Historical Anthropology
2-0095, 2-0145, 2-0415, 2-0580, 2-0710, 2-0850, 3-0065, 3-0860, 3-0905, 4-0260, 4-0925, 5-0400, 5-1100, 6-0210, 6-0410, 6-0675

Historical Archaeology
2-0240, 2-0850, 3-0050, 3-0110, 3-0265, 3-0670, 3-0810, 3-1050, 4-0220, 4-0265, 4-0785, 4-1014, 5-0395, 5-0855, 5-0875, 5-0915, 5-1120, 6-0380
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2-0155, 2-0205, 2-0410, 2-0415, 2-0710, 2-0745, 3-0200, 3-0690, 3-0845, 3-1105, 4-0065, 4-0090, 4-0220, 4-0775, 4-0875, 4-0955, 5-0235, 5-0875, 5-1120, 5-1155, 6-0100, 6-0155, 6-0440, 6-0720, 6-0765

History of Anthropology
2-0165, 2-0210, 2-0415, 2-0645, 2-0680, 3-0200, 3-0210, 3-0695, 3-0730, 3-0775, 4-0090, 4-0205, 4-0210, 4-0410, 4-0720, 4-0855, 4-0890, 4-0945, 4-1000, 4-1025, 5-0195, 5-0905, 6-0040, 6-0420

HIV/AIDS
2-0130, 2-0325, 2-0440, 2-0870, 3-0215, 3-0280, 3-0890, 3-1080, 4-0020, 4-0025, 4-0155, 4-0480, 4-0915, 5-0760, 5-0920, 5-0925, 5-1040, 5-1111, 6-0010, 6-0100, 6-0225, 6-0335, 6-0615, 6-0705, 6-0710

Homelessness
2-0280, 2-0505, 2-0615, 2-0685, 3-0780, 4-0125, 5-0935, 5-0970, 6-0400, 6-0750

Homosexuality
2-0170, 2-0625, 2-0860, 3-0215, 4-1005, 4-1100, 4-1120, 6-0575

Hope
2-0225, 3-0190, 3-0840, 4-0065, 4-0105, 4-0865, 4-0915, 5-0015

Housing
2-0175, 2-0225, 2-0855, 2-0905, 3-0150, 3-0985, 4-0010, 4-0160, 4-0880, 5-0935, 5-1055, 6-0245, 6-0380, 6-0405

Human Growth and Development
3-0280, 3-0855, 4-0760, 4-1010, 5-0725, 6-0525

Human Rights and Advocacy
2-0090, 2-0110, 2-0185, 2-0215, 2-0220, 2-0235, 2-0370, 2-0545, 2-0625, 2-0735, 3-0100, 3-0220, 3-0260, 3-0710, 3-0795, 3-0820, 3-0965, 3-0970, 3-0980, 3-1135, 4-0275, 4-0380, 4-0395, 4-0415, 4-0460, 4-0730, 4-0825, 4-0840, 4-0950, 5-0190, 5-0195, 5-0395, 5-0405, 5-1120, 6-0010, 6-0085, 6-0340, 6-0345, 6-0480, 6-0485, 6-0490, 6-0495, 6-0500, 6-0515, 6-0535, 6-0740, 6-0755, 6-0760

Human-animal relations
2-0305, 2-0530, 3-0065, 3-0855, 4-0045, 4-0385, 5-0095, 6-0040, 6-0065, 6-0640, 6-0680

Humanitarianism
2-0010, 2-0205, 2-0215, 2-0440, 2-0575, 2-0870, 3-0260, 3-0775, 3-0905, 3-1075, 4-0415, 4-0950, 5-0155, 5-1111, 6-0235, 6-0295, 6-0340, 6-0355, 6-0455, 6-0515, 6-0600, 6-0630, 6-0755

Hunter-Gatherer
2-0380, 2-0435, 2-0645, 2-0735, 2-0815, 5-0225, 5-1100, 6-0195, 6-0200, 6-0435
# Topic Index

**Identification**
3-0040, 4-0275, 4-0390, 4-0880, 4-1005, 5-0930, 5-0950, 5-0965, 6-0145, 6-0475, 6-0675

**Identity**
2-0040, 2-0095, 2-0145, 2-0150, 2-0170, 2-0180, 2-0240, 2-0300, 2-0375, 2-0385, 2-0425, 2-0515, 2-0520, 2-0545, 2-0555, 2-0580, 2-0585, 2-0620, 2-0625, 2-0630, 2-0635, 2-0750, 2-0885, 3-0025, 3-0075, 3-0095, 3-0105, 3-0115, 3-0135, 3-0160, 3-0195, 3-0205, 3-0235, 3-0255, 3-0345, 3-0365, 3-0405, 3-0440, 3-0685, 3-0740, 3-0795, 3-0820, 3-0910, 3-1040, 3-1105, 3-1120, 4-0010, 4-0060, 4-0085, 4-0110, 4-0125, 4-0135, 4-0140, 4-0145, 4-0225, 4-0240, 4-0255, 4-0260, 4-0265, 4-0395, 4-0470, 4-0475, 4-0495, 4-0505, 4-0681, 4-0740, 4-0820, 4-0835, 4-0890, 4-0930, 4-0940, 4-0955, 4-1035, 4-1050, 4-1095, 4-1105, 4-1120, 4-1125, 5-0040, 5-0090, 5-0120, 5-0220, 5-0235, 5-0250, 5-0335, 5-0380, 5-0440, 5-0445, 5-0450, 5-0455, 5-0460, 5-0830, 5-0865, 5-0935, 5-0950, 5-0965, 5-1080, 5-1115, 6-0060, 6-0065, 6-0070, 6-0150, 6-0165, 6-0170, 6-0255, 6-0260, 6-0320, 6-0330, 6-0385, 6-0425, 6-0465, 6-0470, 6-0475, 6-0485, 6-0495, 6-0575, 6-0580, 6-0640, 6-0645, 6-0650, 6-0690, 6-0700, 6-0715, 6-0720, 6-0730, 6-0740, 6-0770

**Illegality**
2-0015, 3-0055, 3-1000, 3-1140, 4-0795, 4-0950, 6-0100, 6-0240

**Imagination**
2-0035, 2-0115, 2-0505, 2-0575, 3-0075, 3-0190, 3-0365, 3-0840, 3-0850, 3-0865, 4-0240, 4-0365, 4-0495, 4-0681, 4-0880, 5-0245, 5-0730, 5-0795, 5-0850, 5-0965, 5-0985, 6-0100, 6-0560, 6-0600, 6-0610

**Immigrants**
2-0370, 2-0430, 2-0515, 2-0585, 2-0725, 2-0885, 3-0045, 3-0085, 3-0125, 3-0215, 3-0220, 3-0405, 3-0415, 3-0450, 3-0795, 3-0840, 3-0890, 3-1090, 3-1110, 4-0055, 4-0395, 4-0940, 4-0955, 4-1050, 4-1080, 5-0090, 5-0120, 5-0130, 5-0290, 5-0310, 5-0385, 5-0430, 5-0455, 5-0460, 5-0825, 5-0930, 5-0940, 5-0950, 5-1111, 6-0395, 6-0720

**Immigration**
2-0015, 2-0060, 2-0125, 2-0145, 2-0245, 2-0355, 2-0370, 2-0420, 2-0440, 2-0585, 2-0745, 2-0775, 3-0045, 3-0095, 3-0215, 3-0255, 3-0360, 3-0850, 3-0895, 3-0905, 3-0910, 3-1090, 4-0080, 4-0130, 4-0145, 4-0150, 4-0275, 4-0850, 4-1135, 5-0215, 5-0315, 5-0865, 5-0930, 5-1080, 6-0220, 6-0325, 6-0330, 6-0605

**Incarceration**
3-0360, 4-0150, 5-0145, 5-0805, 5-0935

**Inclusion**
3-0415, 3-0900, 3-1085, 5-0920, 5-0935

**India**
2-0065, 2-0085, 2-0205, 2-0270, 2-0380, 2-0425, 2-0470, 2-0575, 2-0595, 2-0605, 2-0620, 2-0865, 2-0880, 3-0070, 3-0160, 3-0190, 3-0205, 3-0240, 3-0245, 3-0335, 3-0775, 3-0780, 3-0790, 3-0870, 3-0890, 3-1030, 3-1065, 3-1135, 4-0135, 4-0235, 4-0245, 4-0450, 4-0475, 4-0485, 4-0715, 4-0925, 4-1070, 4-1110, 5-0035, 5-0070, 5-0080, 5-0200, 5-0205, 5-0370, 5-0725, 5-0910, 5-0940, 5-1075, 5-1095, 5-1115, 6-0110, 6-0130, 6-0145, 6-0180, 6-0185, 6-0220, 6-0225, 6-0250, 6-0265, 6-0305, 6-0485, 6-0590, 6-0620

**Indigeneity**
2-0065, 2-0170, 2-0385, 2-0425, 2-0565, 2-0630, 2-0640, 2-0735, 2-0760, 2-0775, 2-0780, 3-0095, 3-0235, 3-0255, 3-0260, 3-0400, 3-0440, 3-0766, 3-0795, 3-0895,
Topic Index

Indigenous Peoples
2-0090, 2-0165, 2-0200, 2-0210, 2-0275, 2-0295, 2-0425, 2-0515, 2-0520, 2-0550, 2-0705, 2-0735, 2-0810, 2-0825, 2-0835, 2-0840, 3-0010, 3-0015, 3-0070, 3-0130, 3-0210, 3-0440, 3-0491, 3-0670, 3-0695, 3-0740, 3-0766, 3-0770, 3-0775, 3-0795, 3-0820, 3-0830, 3-0860, 3-0865, 3-0905, 3-0970, 3-1100, 4-0065, 4-0210, 4-0250, 4-0370, 4-0395, 4-0435, 4-0440, 4-0725, 4-0795, 4-0815, 4-0840, 4-0920, 4-0960, 4-1050, 4-1090, 5-0015, 5-0025, 5-0035, 5-0230, 5-0310, 5-0380, 5-0480, 5-0745, 5-0800, 5-0810, 5-0835, 5-0880, 5-0920, 5-0955, 6-0105, 6-0265, 6-0315, 6-0460, 6-0485

Indonesia
2-0200, 2-0255, 2-0795, 3-0395, 3-0425, 3-0470, 4-0110, 4-0135, 4-0145, 4-0460, 4-0930, 4-0955, 5-0065, 5-0130, 5-0135, 5-0205, 5-0390, 5-0450, 5-0905, 5-0965, 6-0085, 6-0240, 6-0360, 6-0410, 6-0535

Inequality
2-0035, 2-0075, 2-0175, 2-0345, 2-0365, 2-0430, 2-0535, 2-0705, 2-0855, 2-0865, 2-0905, 3-0010, 3-0050, 3-0215, 3-0230, 3-0245, 3-0260, 3-0370, 3-0670, 4-0055, 4-0220, 4-0265, 4-0275, 4-0355, 4-0480, 4-0880, 4-0885, 4-0950, 5-0035, 5-0240, 5-0755, 5-0855, 5-0925, 5-0950, 5-1055, 6-0020, 6-0705, 6-0765

Infrastructure
2-0240, 2-0420, 2-0785, 2-0825, 3-0395, 3-0985, 4-0010, 4-0035, 4-0075, 4-0160, 4-0225, 4-0855, 5-0425, 5-0910, 6-0015, 6-0280, 6-0570

Innovation
2-0035, 2-0825, 2-0830, 4-0365, 5-0335, 5-0725, 5-0985

Institutions
2-0165, 2-0420, 2-0715, 2-0840, 3-0160, 3-0995, 3-1110, 4-0085, 4-0245, 4-0270, 4-0320, 4-0770, 4-0945, 4-0960, 5-0020, 5-0380, 5-0755, 5-1111, 6-0545, 6-0660, 6-0675

Intellectual Property
3-0850, 3-0865, 3-1050, 3-1140, 4-0425, 4-0960, 5-0390, 5-0960, 6-0570

Interaction
2-0760, 2-0815, 3-0275, 3-0865, 4-0060, 4-0215, 4-0230, 4-0430, 4-0955, 5-0250, 5-0355, 5-0945, 6-0140, 6-0195, 6-0230, 6-0465

Interdisciplinary
2-0025, 2-0095, 2-0210, 2-0285, 2-0710, 2-0880, 3-0095, 3-0155, 3-0855, 3-1115, 4-0015, 4-0265, 4-0875, 4-0945, 4-1130, 5-0195, 5-0805, 5-1120, 6-0020, 6-0060, 6-0410, 6-0615

Internet
2-0115, 2-0150, 2-0240, 2-0335, 3-0440, 4-0015, 4-0110, 4-0140, 4-0445, 4-0900, 4-1115, 5-0065, 5-0125, 5-0140, 5-0236, 5-0905, 6-0230, 6-0415, 6-0600, 6-0640, 6-0695

Intersubjectivity
3-0200, 4-0240, 4-0505, 4-0920, 4-0950, 5-0090, 5-0380, 5-0795, 6-0370

Intervention
2-0215, 3-0215, 5-0900, 5-0970, 6-0535, 6-0755
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intimacy</td>
<td>2-0050, 2-0100, 2-0310, 2-0390, 4-0080, 6-0415, 6-0480, 6-0735, 6-0770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inuit</td>
<td>2-0425, 2-0590, 2-0735, 2-0770, 3-0015, 4-1055, 5-1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>2-0095, 2-0850, 3-0050, 3-1050, 4-0875, 4-1050, 5-0460, 6-0325, 6-0495, 6-0540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>2-0030, 2-0135, 2-0250, 2-0255, 2-0790, 3-0105, 3-0240, 3-0365, 3-0790, 3-0870, 3-0875, 4-0235, 4-0245, 4-0250, 4-0280, 4-0505, 4-0865, 4-0895, 4-0905, 5-0065, 5-0190, 5-0250, 5-0335, 5-0895, 5-1080, 5-1095, 5-1135, 6-0025, 6-0115, 6-0180, 6-0225, 6-0245, 6-0250, 6-0305, 6-0420, 6-0425, 6-0530, 6-0695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>2-0140, 2-0150, 2-0215, 2-0225, 2-0350, 2-0365, 2-0540, 3-0995, 5-0236, 6-0025, 6-0590, 6-0640, 6-0725, 6-0730, 6-0745, 6-0760, 6-0770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2-0085, 2-0110, 2-0115, 2-0185, 2-0190, 2-0235, 2-0270, 2-0280, 2-0385, 2-0390, 2-0440, 2-0515, 2-0565, 2-0720, 2-0725, 2-0735, 2-0745, 2-0815, 2-0870, 2-0875, 2-0895, 2-0900, 3-0240, 3-0380, 3-0470, 3-0490, 3-0680, 3-0766, 4-0045, 4-0740, 4-0900, 4-0915, 4-0930, 4-1035, 4-1050, 4-1055, 4-1080, 4-1105, 5-0040, 5-0340, 5-0360, 5-0820, 5-0905, 6-0010, 6-0070, 6-0105, 6-0195, 6-0235, 6-0320, 6-0470, 6-0475, 6-0600, 6-0625, 6-0680, 6-0685, 6-0690, 6-0765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judaism</td>
<td>2-0100, 2-0145, 2-0295, 2-0320, 3-0025, 3-0750, 3-0875, 6-0150, 6-0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>2-0820, 2-0835, 3-0265, 3-0710, 3-0835, 4-0245, 4-0275, 4-0415, 4-0730, 5-0290, 5-0950, 5-1045, 6-0125, 6-0400, 6-0480, 6-0755, 6-0760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinship</td>
<td>2-0050, 2-0185, 2-0200, 2-0410, 2-0495, 2-0515, 2-0545, 2-0755, 2-0770, 3-0840, 3-1055, 4-0205, 4-0245, 4-0250, 4-0885, 4-0895, 5-0035, 5-0410, 5-1040, 6-0435, 6-0590, 6-0595, 6-0735, 6-0760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinship and Families</td>
<td>2-0210, 2-0310, 2-0410, 2-0480, 2-0570, 2-0765, 2-0775, 2-0860, 3-0115, 3-0210, 3-0240, 3-0420, 3-0855, 3-1045, 4-0150, 4-0405, 4-0895, 4-1100, 4-1105, 4-1135, 5-0410, 5-0935, 5-1040, 6-0030, 6-0230, 6-0250, 6-0435, 6-0590, 6-0760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>2-0065, 2-0185, 2-0215, 2-0235, 2-0550, 2-0570, 2-0615, 2-0735, 2-0815, 2-0880, 3-0200, 3-0380, 3-0480, 3-0690, 3-0710, 3-0825, 3-0985, 4-0075, 4-0125, 4-0230, 4-0410, 4-0425, 4-0710, 4-0770, 4-0785, 4-0900, 4-0915, 4-0965, 4-1010, 4-1080, 5-0020, 5-0050, 5-0090, 5-0195, 5-0225, 5-0735, 5-0970, 5-1075, 5-1115, 6-0250, 6-0295, 6-0335, 6-0410, 6-0415, 6-0500, 6-0565, 6-0570, 6-0610, 6-0705, 6-0715, 6-0775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>2-0115, 2-0190, 2-0280, 2-0390, 2-0580, 3-0020, 3-0680, 3-1030, 4-0500, 5-0160, 5-0205, 5-0340, 5-0360, 6-0390, 6-0620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor and Work</td>
<td>2-0050, 2-0105, 2-0190, 2-0225, 2-0350, 2-0525, 2-0695, 2-0725, 2-0745, 2-0855, 2-0900, 3-0240, 3-0380, 3-0470, 3-0490, 3-0680, 3-0766, 4-0045, 4-0740, 4-0900, 4-0915, 4-0930, 4-1035, 4-1050, 4-1055, 4-1080, 4-1105, 5-0040, 5-0340, 5-0360, 5-0820, 5-0905, 6-0010, 6-0070, 6-0105, 6-0195, 6-0235, 6-0320, 6-0470, 6-0475, 6-0600, 6-0625, 6-0680, 6-0685, 6-0690, 6-0765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Topic Index**

3-0245, 3-0265, 3-0450, 3-0675, 3-0780, 3-0815, 3-0840, 3-0990, 3-1015, 3-1030, 3-1105, 3-1130, 4-0055, 4-0275, 4-0475, 4-0715, 4-0865, 4-0925, 4-0955, 4-1135, 5-0015, 5-0210, 5-0215, 5-0230, 5-0360, 5-0385, 5-0425, 5-0755, 5-0810, 5-0830, 5-0910, 5-0925, 5-1055, 5-1065, 6-0130, 6-0185, 6-0250, 6-0260, 6-0385, 6-0435, 6-0545, 6-0605, 6-0640, 6-0680

**Landscape and Spatial Studies**
3-0050, 3-0060, 3-0065, 3-0265, 3-0275, 3-0335, 3-0740, 3-0755, 3-1060, 3-1130, 3-1140, 4-0090, 4-0220, 4-0270, 4-0441, 4-0930, 4-0965, 5-0135, 5-0365, 5-0800, 5-0830, 5-1090, 6-0045, 6-0095, 6-0175, 6-0210, 6-0215, 6-0265, 6-0380, 6-0565, 6-0630

**Language**
2-0025, 2-0135, 2-0170, 2-0190, 2-0370, 2-0500, 2-0515, 2-0605, 2-0695, 2-0830, 3-0020, 3-0095, 3-0125, 3-0275, 3-0350, 3-1090, 3-1110, 4-0030, 4-0090, 4-0205, 4-0255, 4-0355, 4-0440, 4-0495, 5-0120, 5-0310, 5-0335, 5-0380, 5-0415, 5-0455, 5-0745, 5-0785, 5-0870, 5-0930, 5-0965, 5-1075, 6-0060, 6-0090, 6-0115, 6-0200, 6-0220, 6-0255, 6-0325, 6-0330, 6-0370, 6-0475, 6-0580, 6-0670, 6-0715

**Language and Cognition**
2-0815, 3-0865, 4-0770, 4-0955, 5-0060, 6-0140, 6-0200, 6-0455, 6-0475

**Language Endangerment**
3-0775, 3-0860, 4-0390, 4-0920, 5-0745, 6-0460, 6-0470, 6-0475

**Language Ideologies**
2-0170, 2-0235, 2-0255, 2-0370, 2-0500, 2-0515, 2-0520, 2-0545, 2-0550, 2-0655, 2-0665, 2-0020, 2-0035, 2-0400, 2-0766, 3-0845, 3-0865, 3-1040, 4-0030, 4-0060, 4-0100, 4-0255, 4-0355, 4-0390, 4-0770, 4-0830, 4-0920, 4-0935, 4-0955, 5-0090, 5-0236, 5-0250, 5-0310, 5-0455, 5-0745, 5-0930, 5-0965, 6-0060, 6-0115, 6-0460, 6-0465, 6-0470, 6-0475, 6-0580, 6-0605

**Language Policy**
2-0555, 2-0695, 3-0400, 3-0766, 3-0895, 4-0100, 4-0390, 5-0310, 5-0965, 6-0465, 6-0605

**Language Revitalization**
3-0035, 3-0400, 3-0766, 3-0830, 3-0860, 3-0865, 3-1040, 4-0065, 4-0255, 4-0390, 4-0830, 4-0920, 5-0745, 6-0455, 6-0460, 6-0470

**Language Socialization**
2-0790, 4-0255, 5-0455, 5-0930, 5-0950, 6-0460, 6-0465

**Latin America**
2-0090, 2-0130, 2-0210, 2-0235, 2-0295, 2-0365, 2-0465, 2-0545, 2-0585, 2-0740, 2-0775, 2-0830, 2-0870, 2-0905, 3-0140, 3-0210, 3-0255, 3-0770, 3-0840, 3-0890, 3-1015, 3-1065, 3-1125, 3-1140, 4-0125, 4-0135, 4-0155, 4-0730, 4-0765, 4-0840, 4-0860, 4-1090, 5-0050, 5-0085, 5-0090, 5-0230, 5-0390, 5-0455, 5-0790, 5-0810, 5-0830, 5-0835, 5-0880, 5-1060, 6-0040, 6-0085, 6-0090, 6-0240, 6-0250, 6-0390, 6-0440, 6-0445, 6-0510, 6-0620, 6-0635

**Latin America and the Caribbean**
2-0210, 2-0315, 2-0755, 3-0095, 3-0210, 3-0215, 3-1125, 3-1140, 4-0450, 4-0880, 5-0045, 5-0160, 5-0220, 5-0395, 5-0760, 5-0775, 6-0440, 6-0455

**Latinas/os**
2-0125, 2-0180, 2-0220, 2-0245, 2-0265, 2-0585, 2-0775, 3-0020, 3-0375, 3-0450, 3-0765, 3-0845, 3-0875, 3-0985, 3-1090, 3-1110, 4-0255, 4-0850, 4-0910, 5-0090, 5-0120, 5-0220, 5-0455, 5-0930, 5-0965, 6-0385, 6-0500

**Laughter**
6-0105
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-0070, 5-0225, 5-0240, 5-0395, 5-0420, 5-0425, 5-0440, 5-0480, 5-0815, 5-0855, 5-0915, 5-0935, 5-1111, 5-1120, 6-0000, 6-0040, 6-0050, 6-0130, 6-0135, 6-0195, 6-0210, 6-0250, 6-0260, 6-0310, 6-0415, 6-0545, 6-0560, 6-0565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maya</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0090, 2-0335, 2-0630, 2-0845, 3-0055, 3-0250, 3-0255, 3-0400, 3-0670, 3-1040, 4-0030, 4-0125, 4-0220, 4-0240, 4-0730, 4-0820, 4-0890, 4-0965, 5-0135, 5-0236, 5-0240, 5-0930, 6-0090, 6-0140, 6-0195, 6-0255, 6-0310, 6-0340, 6-0380, 6-0410, 6-0470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0085, 2-0115, 2-0205, 2-0250, 2-0280, 2-0425, 2-0545, 2-0565, 2-0585, 2-0595, 2-0600, 2-0680, 2-0685, 2-0750, 2-0790, 2-0880, 3-0010, 3-0055, 3-0120, 3-0315, 3-0255, 3-0275, 3-0365, 3-0690, 3-0700, 3-0730, 3-0765, 3-0785, 3-0845, 3-1140, 4-0030, 4-0075, 4-0225, 4-0235, 4-0355, 4-0900, 4-0905, 4-0920, 4-1100, 5-0025, 5-0090, 5-0130, 5-0205, 5-0750, 5-0850, 5-0965, 5-0970, 5-1065, 6-0000, 6-0235, 6-0315, 6-0330, 6-0375, 6-0410, 6-0415, 6-0575, 6-0580, 6-0595, 6-0640, 6-0715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media and Journalism</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0035, 2-0250, 2-0560, 2-0685, 2-0740, 3-0210, 3-0340, 3-0390, 3-1140, 4-0030, 4-0915, 5-0025, 6-0115, 6-0385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical Anthropology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0075, 2-0130, 2-0135, 2-0190, 2-0210, 2-0215, 2-0325, 2-0345, 2-0350, 2-0360, 2-0385, 2-0410, 2-0420, 2-0440, 2-0495, 2-0680, 2-0810, 2-0860, 2-0865, 2-0870, 2-0875, 3-0030, 3-0115, 3-0165, 3-0215, 3-0230, 3-0245, 3-0250, 3-0335, 3-0385, 3-0425, 3-0690, 3-0700, 3-0735, 3-0890, 3-0975, 3-0985, 3-0990, 3-1000, 3-1045, 3-1055, 3-1115, 4-0020, 4-0085, 4-0125, 4-0150, 4-0215, 4-0230, 4-0260, 4-0475, 4-0480, 4-0505, 4-0790, 4-0835, 4-0845, 4-0860, 4-0875, 4-0900, 4-1045, 4-1105, 4-1110, 5-0060, 5-0145, 5-0190, 5-0210, 5-0335, 5-0380, 5-0405, 5-0425, 5-0470, 5-0725, 5-0805, 5-0895, 5-0920, 5-0925, 5-0970, 5-1080, 5-1120, 6-0080, 6-0130, 6-0165, 6-0170, 6-0190, 6-0225, 6-0230, 6-0395, 6-0430, 6-0625, 6-0705, 6-0710, 6-0735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Melaynesia</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0275, 2-0415, 2-0425, 2-0440, 3-0766, 3-0840, 4-0885, 4-0915, 5-1080, 6-0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memoir</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0095, 2-0145, 2-0180, 2-0205, 2-0295, 2-0300, 2-0310, 2-0495, 2-0640, 2-0710, 2-0885, 2-0895, 3-0055, 3-0140, 3-0220, 3-0240, 3-0355, 3-0710, 3-0850, 3-0905, 3-1100, 4-0240, 4-0441, 4-0740, 4-0795, 4-0820, 4-0930, 4-1050, 4-1100, 5-0195, 5-0200, 5-0225, 5-0365, 5-0395, 5-0785, 5-0795, 5-0880, 5-1040, 5-1120, 6-0045, 6-0085, 6-0110, 6-0135, 6-0150, 6-0215, 6-0235, 6-0730, 6-0735, 6-0755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mental Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0080, 2-0135, 2-0285, 2-0430, 2-0440, 2-0570, 2-0860, 3-0030, 3-0095, 3-0385, 3-0465, 3-0470, 3-0880, 3-1055, 4-0150, 4-0230, 4-0470, 4-0915, 4-0950, 4-0960, 4-1105, 5-0070, 5-0215, 5-0235, 5-1115, 6-0165, 6-0190, 6-0450, 6-0525, 6-0540, 6-0755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mesoamerica</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0445, 3-1005, 4-0150, 4-0405, 4-0820, 4-0965, 5-0240, 5-0795, 6-0140, 6-0255, 6-0380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodology</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2-0270, 2-0305, 2-0490, 2-0680, 2-0770, 2-0845, 2-0860, 2-0880, 3-0040, 3-0220, 3-0275, 3-0350, 3-0440, 3-0490, 3-0530, 3-0700, 3-0760, 3-0771, 3-1005, 3-1095,
3-1115, 4-0110, 4-0120, 4-0240, 4-0745, 4-0785, 4-0890, 4-0910, 4-0940, 4-1265, 5-0035, 5-0060, 5-0110, 5-0115, 5-0160, 5-0195, 5-0200, 5-0220, 5-0230, 5-0375, 5-0470, 5-0495, 5-0760, 5-0905, 5-0915, 5-0950, 5-1150, 6-0225, 6-0260, 6-0555, 6-0575, 6-0750

Mexico
2-0015, 2-0090, 2-0130, 2-0205, 2-0265, 2-0335, 2-0705, 2-0740, 2-0785, 3-0055, 3-0130, 3-0140, 3-0215, 3-0245, 3-0255, 3-0260, 3-0275, 3-0766, 3-0790, 3-0820, 3-0890, 3-1125, 4-0065, 4-0150, 4-0160, 4-0220, 4-0230, 4-0260, 4-0390, 4-0765, 4-0840, 4-0855, 4-0900, 4-0910, 4-0915, 4-0955, 4-0965, 4-1125, 4-1135, 5-0040, 5-0120, 5-0200, 5-0220, 5-0230, 5-0236, 5-0315, 5-0410, 5-0430, 5-0790, 5-0800, 5-1105, 5-1115, 5-1140, 6-0000, 6-0090, 6-0155, 6-0240, 6-0255, 6-0310, 6-0400, 6-0440, 6-0520, 6-0760

Micronesia
3-0085, 4-0930

Middle Class
3-1135, 4-0375, 4-0880, 5-0755

Middle East
2-0100, 2-0105, 2-0110, 2-0140, 2-0150, 2-0155, 2-0180, 2-0235, 2-0245, 2-0300, 2-0340, 2-0475, 2-0540, 2-0740, 2-0785, 2-0830, 2-0860, 3-0025, 3-0075, 3-0120, 3-0190, 3-0340, 3-0365, 3-0905, 3-0990, 3-0995, 3-1030, 3-1060, 4-0010, 4-0035, 4-0045, 4-0245, 4-0260, 4-0370, 4-0450, 4-0500, 4-0865, 4-0915, 4-1070, 5-0065, 5-0135, 5-0155, 5-0205, 5-0305, 5-0385, 5-0400, 5-0895, 6-0025, 6-0045, 6-0120, 6-0135, 6-0285, 6-0400, 6-0425, 6-0725, 6-0730, 6-0770

Migration
4-0265

Migration, Immigration and Diasporas
2-0015, 2-0070, 2-0090, 2-0100, 2-0105, 2-0180, 2-0185, 2-0210, 2-0225, 2-0240, 2-0245, 2-0265, 2-0300, 2-0345, 2-0355, 2-0440, 2-0480, 2-0620, 2-0760, 2-0765, 2-0775, 2-0870, 2-0885, 3-0010, 3-0020, 3-0085, 3-0135, 3-0215, 3-0255, 3-0370, 3-0745, 3-0750, 3-0765, 3-0865, 3-0870, 3-0905, 3-0910, 3-1015, 4-0050, 4-0100, 4-0130, 4-0135, 4-0160, 4-0165, 4-0225, 4-0230, 4-0265, 4-0370, 4-0395, 4-0405, 4-0681, 4-0715, 4-0759, 4-0815, 4-0825, 4-0830, 4-0885, 4-0905, 4-0910, 4-0925, 4-1100, 5-0055, 5-0090, 5-0120, 5-0195, 5-0215, 5-0236, 5-0250, 5-0315, 5-0380, 5-0445, 5-0460, 5-0755, 5-0795, 5-0810, 5-0835, 5-0840, 5-0865, 5-0905, 5-0930, 5-0935, 5-0960, 5-1035, 5-1040, 5-1080, 5-1085, 5-1120, 5-1145, 6-0035, 6-0090, 6-0125, 6-0130, 6-0145, 6-0165, 6-0175, 6-0180, 6-0245, 6-0255, 6-0350, 6-0430, 6-0495, 6-0605, 6-0630, 6-0635, 6-0715, 6-0725, 6-0730, 6-0735

Military
2-0135, 2-0520, 2-0615, 2-0745, 3-0100, 3-0220, 4-0145, 4-0230, 4-0880, 5-0360, 5-0410, 5-0805, 6-0235

Minority
2-0030, 2-0100, 2-0170, 2-0240, 2-0370, 2-0540, 2-0545, 2-0820, 3-0120, 3-0125, 3-0455, 3-0895, 5-0250, 5-0935, 5-0950, 6-0060, 6-0465, 6-0575, 6-0755, 6-0775

Mobility
2-0245, 2-0355, 2-0520, 2-0540, 2-0575, 2-0710, 2-0885, 3-0010, 3-0870, 3-0905, 4-0050, 4-0225, 4-0240, 4-0355, 4-0365, 4-0405, 4-0880, 4-0915, 4-1135, 5-0030, 5-0055, 5-0075, 5-0850, 5-0865, 5-0925, 5-0935, 5-1145, 5-1155, 6-0015, 6-0060, 6-0095, 6-0170, 6-0185, 6-0245, 6-0260, 6-0510
Modernity
2-0185, 2-0425, 2-0570, 2-0780, 2-0800, 3-0470, 3-0771, 3-1000, 3-1030, 4-0060, 4-0235, 4-0240, 4-0425, 4-0845, 5-0400, 5-0450, 6-0055, 6-0080, 6-0245, 6-0265, 6-0425, 6-0690, 6-0745

Morality
2-0035, 2-0160, 2-0365, 3-0030, 3-0260, 3-0280, 3-0770, 3-0775, 3-0880, 3-1100, 4-0215, 4-0245, 4-0275, 4-0360, 4-0380, 4-0715, 4-0730, 4-0855, 4-0885, 4-0890, 4-1105, 5-0095, 5-0230, 5-0245, 5-0405, 5-0450, 5-0725, 5-0840, 5-0880, 5-0940, 5-0960, 5-1040, 5-1111, 5-1115, 6-0125, 6-0215, 6-0250, 6-0295, 6-0480, 6-0495, 6-0590, 6-0690

Motherhood
3-0100, 3-0280, 3-0735, 3-0855, 3-0890, 3-0990, 3-1045, 4-0760, 4-1100, 4-1105, 4-1135, 5-0315, 5-0905, 6-0110, 6-0755

Multiculturalism
2-0305, 2-0370, 2-0385, 2-0630, 2-0755, 3-0010, 3-0130, 3-0135, 3-0370, 3-0400, 3-1110, 4-0145, 4-0840, 5-0090, 5-0310, 5-0450, 5-0460, 5-0865, 5-0880, 6-0720, 6-0745

Multilingualism
4-0030, 4-0100, 4-0355, 4-0940, 5-0236, 5-0455, 5-0745, 6-0140

Multispecies
2-0305, 2-0410, 2-0640, 2-0795, 3-0335, 4-0385, 4-0441, 4-0765, 4-1115, 5-0095, 5-0495, 6-0065, 6-0095, 6-0435, 6-0680, 6-0685

Museum Anthropology
2-0020, 2-0165, 3-0491, 3-0830, 3-0925, 3-1050, 4-0325, 4-0785, 5-0365, 5-0480, 5-0945, 6-0040

Museums
2-0165, 2-0295, 2-0505, 3-0491, 3-0695, 3-0830, 4-0785, 4-1030, 4-1125, 5-0480, 5-0875, 5-0945, 5-0965, 6-0045, 6-0150

Music and Sound
2-0115, 2-0125, 2-0200, 2-0205, 2-0255, 2-0340, 2-0565, 2-0720, 2-0895, 2-0900, 3-0110, 3-0120, 3-0265, 3-0275, 3-0350, 3-0385, 3-0460, 3-0475, 3-0491, 3-0700, 3-0775, 3-0820, 3-0875, 3-1020, 3-1120, 3-1125, 4-0050, 4-0080, 4-0250, 4-0305, 4-0440, 4-0805, 4-0835, 4-0890, 4-0900, 4-0935, 4-1005, 4-1050, 5-0030, 5-0130, 5-0225, 5-0250, 5-0470, 5-0725, 6-0035, 6-0105, 6-0115, 6-0150, 6-0215, 6-0245, 6-0325, 6-0410, 6-0595, 6-0715, 6-0770

Myth
3-0715, 3-1010, 4-0900, 6-0690

Narrative
2-0095, 2-0130, 2-0215, 2-0320, 2-0415, 2-0440, 2-0500, 2-0505, 2-0515, 2-0520, 2-0605, 2-0870, 3-0020, 3-0275, 3-0700, 3-0715, 3-1095, 3-1130, 4-0065, 4-0385, 4-0400, 4-0430, 4-0505, 4-0681, 4-0760, 4-0890, 4-0930, 4-0955, 5-0075, 5-0115, 5-0305, 5-0310, 5-0355, 5-0450, 5-0805, 5-0875, 5-0920, 5-0930, 6-0180, 6-0190, 6-0220, 6-0255, 6-0470, 6-0475, 6-0560

Nation
2-0885, 3-0055, 3-0105, 4-0085, 4-1050, 5-0920, 6-0145, 6-0325, 6-0425, 6-0490, 6-0600, 6-0675

Nationalism
2-0145, 2-0150, 2-0225, 2-0245, 2-0540, 2-0685, 3-0085, 3-0370, 3-0865, 3-1105, 3-1125, 3-1135, 4-0145, 4-0225, 4-0681, 4-0720, 4-1050, 5-0140, 5-0245, 5-0250, 5-0480, 5-0870, 5-0965, 5-1145, 5-1155,
Native Americans
2-0065, 2-0075, 2-0145, 2-0165, 2-0435, 2-0600, 2-0630, 2-0640, 2-0845, 2-0850, 3-0015, 3-0110, 3-0230, 3-0235, 3-0265, 3-0440, 3-0491, 3-0670, 3-0695, 3-0740, 3-0795, 3-0810, 3-0830, 3-0845, 3-0860, 3-0865, 3-1055, 3-1100, 3-1120, 4-0210, 4-0255, 4-0785, 4-0920, 4-1110, 5-0025, 5-0095, 5-0220, 5-0240, 5-0725, 5-0875, 5-0915, 5-0920, 5-0945, 5-0950, 5-1055, 5-1090, 6-0040, 6-0065, 6-0260, 6-0390, 6-0460, 6-0470, 6-0485, 6-0670, 6-0720

Natural Resources
2-0210, 2-0835, 2-0840, 3-0110, 3-0260, 3-0270, 3-0395, 3-0770, 3-0835, 3-0840, 3-1060, 4-0425, 5-0015, 5-0220, 5-0420, 5-0800, 5-0955, 6-0240, 6-0265, 6-0315

Nature
2-0155, 2-0300, 3-0250, 3-0770, 3-1075, 4-0220, 4-0450, 4-0500, 4-0925, 5-0105, 5-0190, 5-0735, 6-0000, 6-0565, 6-0635

Neoliberalism
2-0040, 2-0050, 2-0140, 2-0235, 2-0250, 2-0275, 2-0350, 2-0365, 2-0535, 2-0560, 2-0605, 2-0615, 2-0685, 2-0695, 2-0705, 2-0715, 2-0730, 2-0755, 3-0105, 3-0245, 3-0375, 3-0400, 3-0460, 3-0480, 3-0765, 3-0780, 3-0790, 3-0850, 3-0895, 3-1075, 3-1110, 3-1125, 3-1135, 4-0055, 4-0095, 4-0100, 4-0125, 4-0130, 4-0165, 4-0280, 4-0425, 4-0450, 4-0750, 4-0775, 4-0795, 4-0865, 4-0925, 4-1015, 5-0105, 5-0190, 5-0195, 5-0210, 5-0215, 5-0230, 5-0305, 5-0485, 5-0790, 5-0835, 5-0870, 5-1055, 6-0015, 6-0205, 6-0245, 6-0265, 6-0285, 6-0335, 6-0340, 6-0395, 6-0415, 6-0430, 6-0485, 6-0500, 6-0510, 6-0545, 6-0620, 6-0630, 6-0655, 6-0705, 6-0745

Neoliberals
5-1070

Networks
2-0575, 2-0590, 2-0620, 2-0770, 3-0250, 3-0695, 3-1005, 4-0015, 4-0165, 5-0020, 5-0035, 5-0220, 5-0385, 5-0450, 5-0915, 6-0260, 6-0385, 6-0515, 6-0770

New Media
2-0510, 2-0620, 3-0245, 3-0765, 4-0060, 4-0110, 4-0810, 5-0075, 5-0455, 5-0490, 6-0350, 6-0355, 6-0415, 6-0580

NGO
2-0220, 2-0420, 2-0495, 2-0535, 2-0575, 2-0600, 2-0615, 2-0635, 3-0195, 3-0775, 3-0780, 3-1075, 4-0025, 4-0205, 4-0280, 4-0825, 5-0080, 5-0100, 5-0155, 5-0480, 5-0810, 5-0885, 5-0925, 5-0935, 5-0960, 6-0295, 6-0340, 6-0705, 6-0740, 6-0745, 6-0755

North America
2-0215, 2-0615, 2-0850, 3-0065, 3-0110, 3-0395, 3-0491, 3-0675, 3-1015, 4-0040, 4-0090, 4-0125, 4-0265, 4-0355, 4-0375, 5-0405, 5-0485, 5-0765, 5-1055, 6-0240, 6-0395, 6-0420, 6-0560, 6-0595

Northern Africa
2-0255, 2-0745, 3-0135, 3-0365, 3-0875, 4-0865, 5-0205, 6-0425, 6-0590, 6-0695

Northern Europe
4-0220

Nostalgia
2-0310, 2-0750, 3-0460, 5-0210, 5-0755, 6-0630

Oceania
2-0230, 2-0425, 2-0470, 2-0550, 2-0600, 3-0730, 3-0840, 3-0880, 3-0980, 4-0720, 4-0960, 5-0195, 5-0375, 5-1100, 6-0580
Topic Index

Oil
2-0070, 2-0560, 2-0825, 3-0245, 3-0415, 3-0770, 3-0825, 4-0015, 4-0425, 5-0015, 5-0195, 5-0910, 6-0000, 6-0500, 6-0745

Organizational Anthropology
2-0725, 2-0880, 3-0145, 3-0415, 3-0480, 3-0885, 3-1010, 4-0280, 4-0365, 4-0405, 5-0770

Performance and Festivals
2-0125, 2-0185, 2-0750, 3-0040, 3-0075, 3-0880, 3-1120, 4-1050, 5-0460, 5-1065, 6-0035, 6-0220, 6-0715

Performativity
2-0085, 2-0385, 2-0475, 2-0805, 2-0890, 3-0200, 3-1045, 4-0240, 5-0245, 5-0965, 6-0105, 6-0410, 6-0470, 6-0495, 6-0650

Personhood
2-0095, 2-0200, 2-0570, 2-0605, 3-0020, 3-0425, 3-0840, 4-0215, 4-0415, 4-0885, 6-0220, 6-0250, 6-0455

Peru
2-0465, 3-0410, 3-0760, 3-0890, 3-1060, 3-1130, 4-0165, 4-0260, 4-0880, 4-1135, 5-0045, 5-0195, 5-0240, 5-0910, 6-0170, 6-0285, 6-0340, 6-0680, 6-0700

Pharmaceuticals
2-0065, 2-0270, 2-0870, 3-0245, 3-0335, 3-0735, 3-1065, 4-0020, 4-0125, 4-0950, 6-0230, 6-0450, 6-0455, 6-0540

Phenomenology
2-0130, 2-0505, 3-0690, 4-1020, 4-1095, 5-0795, 6-0650

Philanthropy
2-0535, 4-0715, 5-0885, 5-1150, 6-0355

Photography
2-0210, 2-0515, 3-0040, 3-0095, 3-0265, 3-0470, 3-1095, 4-0315, 4-0480, 4-0785, 4-0805, 4-0810, 4-0940, 5-0200, 5-0850, 6-0120, 6-0245, 6-0385

Pilgrimage
2-0610, 3-0060, 4-0505, 5-0725, 6-0180

Place
2-0140, 2-0160, 2-0175, 2-0180, 2-0245, 2-0505, 3-0040, 3-0095, 3-0235, 3-0240, 3-0265, 3-0405, 4-0115, 4-0135, 4-0375, 4-0425, 4-0725, 4-0940, 4-1035, 4-1050, 5-0055, 5-0210, 5-0235, 5-0445, 5-0865,

Pakistan
3-0345, 3-0355, 3-0771, 4-0235, 4-0245, 4-0895, 5-1095, 6-0075, 6-0145

Paleoanthropology
2-0435, 2-0645, 4-0205, 4-0750

Participation
3-0275, 3-0415, 3-0850, 3-0875, 3-1115, 4-0030, 4-0055, 4-0110, 4-0920, 4-0940, 5-0105, 6-0335, 6-0440, 6-0500, 6-0510

Pastoralism
2-0430, 2-0735, 2-0770, 3-0205, 3-0435, 4-0270, 5-0035, 5-0830, 5-0955, 5-1055, 5-1140, 6-0700

Pedagogy
2-0215, 2-0600, 2-0745, 3-0080, 3-0130, 3-0725, 3-1050, 3-1145, 4-0040, 4-0750, 4-0945, 5-0090, 5-0130, 5-0435, 5-0900, 5-0970, 6-0020, 6-0360, 6-0505, 6-0605, 6-0650, 6-0750

Performance
2-0130, 2-0250, 2-0385, 2-0425, 2-0520, 2-0680, 2-0710, 2-0790, 2-0845, 2-0890, 3-0075, 3-0095, 3-0105, 3-0130, 3-0375, 3-0865, 3-0875, 3-1245, 4-0140, 4-0205, 4-0235, 4-0250, 4-0460, 4-0495, 4-0890, 4-0900, 4-0955, 5-0140, 5-0425, 5-0845, 5-0870, 5-0965, 6-0105, 6-0125, 6-0345, 6-0365, 6-0445, 6-0455, 6-0610, 6-0650, 6-0715, 6-0720

Pilgrimage
2-0610, 3-0060, 4-0505, 5-0725, 6-0180

Photography
2-0210, 2-0515, 3-0040, 3-0095, 3-0265, 3-0470, 3-1095, 4-0315, 4-0480, 4-0785, 4-0805, 4-0810, 4-0940, 5-0200, 5-0850, 6-0120, 6-0245, 6-0385

Place
2-0140, 2-0160, 2-0175, 2-0180, 2-0245, 2-0505, 3-0040, 3-0095, 3-0235, 3-0240, 3-0265, 3-0405, 4-0115, 4-0135, 4-0375, 4-0425, 4-0725, 4-0940, 4-1035, 4-1050, 5-0055, 5-0210, 5-0235, 5-0445, 5-0865,
5-0875, 5-0935, 5-0965, 5-1090, 6-0095, 6-0210, 6-0220, 6-0240, 6-0520, 6-0715, 6-0735

Play
3-0880, 4-0940, 5-0210, 6-0455, 6-0610

Poetics
2-0070, 2-0255, 2-0350, 3-0350, 3-0685, 3-1245, 4-0495, 4-0840, 4-0920, 6-0180

Poland
3-0385, 4-0020, 5-0236, 5-0365, 6-0045, 6-0675

Policy
2-0220, 2-0230, 2-0235, 2-0365, 2-0430, 2-0615, 2-0635, 3-0115, 3-0145, 3-0215, 3-0265, 3-0370, 3-0450, 3-0480, 3-0680, 3-0755, 3-0895, 3-0990, 3-1025, 3-1085, 3-1145, 4-0045, 4-0155, 4-0280, 4-0315, 4-0465, 4-0710, 4-0950, 4-1065, 4-1085, 4-1110, 5-0235, 5-0325, 5-0405, 5-0480, 5-0725, 5-0835, 5-0885, 5-1060, 5-1140, 5-1150, 6-0175, 6-0345, 6-0430, 6-0445, 6-0495, 6-0500, 6-0535, 6-0700, 6-0705

Political Ecology
2-0230, 2-0465, 2-0795, 2-0835, 2-0840, 2-0850, 3-0070, 3-0150, 3-0840, 3-0850, 4-0045, 4-0220, 4-0455, 5-0020, 5-0105, 5-0235, 5-0345, 5-0385, 5-0485, 6-0000, 6-0130, 6-0170, 6-0565, 6-0775

Political Economy
2-0125, 2-0135, 2-0175, 2-0240, 2-0465, 2-0855, 3-0095, 3-0255, 3-0375, 3-1035, 4-0045, 4-0160, 4-0220, 4-0380, 4-0405, 4-0475, 4-0860, 4-0960, 5-0085, 5-0215, 5-0440, 5-0800, 5-0810, 5-0855, 5-0920, 5-1025, 6-0215, 6-0265, 6-0395, 6-0620, 6-0680

Political Subjectivity
2-0110, 2-0205, 2-0330, 2-0575, 2-0740, 2-0830, 2-0845, 3-0045, 3-0060, 3-0120, 3-0200, 3-0215, 3-0485, 3-0990, 4-0035, 4-0275, 4-0935, 4-1070, 4-1110, 5-0105, 5-0130, 5-0200, 5-0230, 5-0245, 5-0250, 5-0345, 5-0400, 5-0775, 5-1145, 6-0075, 6-0265, 6-0715

Political Theology
4-0725

Politics
2-0040, 2-0080, 2-0110, 2-0205, 2-0240, 2-0255, 2-0290, 2-0295, 2-0335, 2-0420, 2-0465, 2-0510, 2-0565, 2-0740, 2-0745, 2-0750, 2-0755, 2-0800, 2-0875, 2-0885, 3-0020, 3-0060, 3-0190, 3-0200, 3-0210, 3-0225, 3-0365, 3-0395, 3-0485, 3-0820, 3-0840, 3-0845, 3-0995, 3-1035, 4-0075, 4-0085, 4-0160, 4-0220, 4-0370, 4-0385, 4-0415, 4-0460, 4-0500, 4-0775, 4-0820, 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-0960, 4-1070, 5-0100, 5-0205, 5-0230, 5-0240, 5-0245, 5-0395, 5-0400, 5-0460, 5-0750, 5-0770, 5-0840, 5-0880, 5-0910, 5-0965, 5-1070, 5-1100, 6-0055, 6-0120, 6-0250, 6-0265, 6-0325, 6-0420, 6-0425, 6-0430, 6-0565, 6-0590, 6-0620, 6-0630, 6-0665, 6-0720, 6-0755, 6-0775

Polynesia
2-0565, 3-0840, 4-0960, 4-1120, 6-0185

Popular Culture
2-0170, 2-0720, 2-0745, 2-0900, 3-0730, 3-0815, 4-0865, 5-0140, 5-0745, 5-0850, 5-0880, 6-0575, 6-0595

Post Socialism
2-0205, 2-0235, 2-0245, 2-0505, 2-0610, 2-0615, 2-0625, 2-0705, 2-0725, 2-0855, 3-0385, 3-0750, 3-0895, 3-0985, 3-1135, 4-0160, 4-0425, 4-0950, 4-1045, 4-1065, 5-0230, 5-0365, 5-0830, 5-0840, 5-0870, 5-1135, 6-0210, 6-0245, 6-0325, 6-0430, 6-0450, 6-0755

Poverty
2-0220, 2-0430, 2-0510, 2-0855, 2-0865, 3-0230, 3-0490, 3-0760, 3-0780, 3-0805, 4-0015, 4-0105, 4-0400, 4-0405, 5-0230, 5-0935, 5-1055, 6-0100, 6-0695
## Topic Index

### Power
- 2-0080, 2-0145, 2-0220, 2-0290, 2-0470, 2-0510, 2-0580, 2-0595, 2-0800, 3-0115, 3-0250, 3-0395, 3-0780, 3-0895, 3-1000, 3-1020, 3-1105, 3-1135, 4-0085, 4-0205, 4-0230, 4-0240, 4-0495, 4-0500, 4-0845, 4-0890, 5-0105, 5-0195, 5-0240, 5-0455, 6-0000, 6-0020, 6-0040, 6-0125, 6-0495, 6-0555, 6-0650, 6-0670, 6-0750

### Practice
- 2-0025, 2-0425, 2-0475, 2-0815, 2-0880, 3-0090, 3-0195, 3-0200, 3-0240, 3-0385, 3-0485, 3-0685, 3-0830, 3-0880, 3-0885, 4-0420, 4-0475, 4-0915, 4-0945, 4-1040, 5-0310, 5-0805, 5-0915, 5-1105, 5-1130, 6-0165, 6-0555, 6-0610

### Pregnancy
- 2-0345, 2-0500, 2-0860, 3-0735, 3-0890, 3-1045, 4-0215, 6-0475

### Primatology
- 3-0280, 3-0855, 4-0490, 4-0815, 5-0035

### Prisons
- 2-0660, 3-0220, 3-0410, 3-0895, 5-0020, 5-0050, 5-0215, 5-0790, 6-0040, 6-0330, 6-0370, 6-0405, 6-0480, 6-0725

### Privatization
- 2-0535, 2-0745, 3-0355, 3-0360, 3-1055, 3-1135, 4-0010, 5-0485, 5-0800

### Property
- 2-0155, 2-0710, 3-0210, 4-0270, 4-0450, 4-0840, 4-0960, 4-1065, 5-0800, 5-0955, 6-0305, 6-0425, 6-0490, 6-0545, 6-0745, 6-0765

### Protected Areas
- 3-0210, 4-0810

### Protest
- 2-0150, 2-0170, 2-0465, 2-0895, 3-0060, 3-0120, 3-0375, 3-1090, 4-0835, 4-0880, 5-0840, 5-0845, 5-1145, 6-0640, 6-0775

### Psychiatric Anthropology
- 2-0285, 3-0030, 3-0380, 4-0250, 5-0970, 6-0355, 6-0450, 6-0455

### Psychiatry
- 2-0135, 2-0500, 3-0030, 3-0380, 5-0380, 5-0960, 6-0225, 6-0235, 6-0450, 6-0540, 6-0610

### Psychological Anthropology
- 2-0120, 2-0530, 3-0025, 3-0200, 3-0380, 3-0715, 3-0725, 4-0145, 4-0250, 4-0770, 4-0835, 4-0885, 4-0900, 4-1105, 5-0110, 5-0340, 6-0200, 6-0450, 6-0455

### Public
- 2-0080, 2-0110, 2-0385, 3-0045, 3-0090, 3-0265, 3-0465, 3-0895, 4-0060, 4-0140, 4-0395, 4-0880, 5-1135, 6-0000, 6-0335, 6-0345

### Public Anthropology
- 2-0055, 2-0265, 2-0340, 2-0535, 3-0040, 3-0415, 3-0730, 3-0885, 3-0965, 3-1050, 3-1070, 4-0015, 4-0065, 4-0110, 4-0330, 4-0345, 4-0785, 4-0805, 4-0890, 4-0945, 4-1000, 5-0160, 5-0490, 5-0945, 5-1150, 5-1160, 6-0260, 6-0445, 6-0550, 6-0595, 6-0745, 6-0755

### Public Health
- 2-0130, 2-0175, 2-0385, 2-0420, 2-0705, 2-0870, 3-0100, 3-0215, 3-0245, 3-0280, 3-0335, 3-0490, 3-0760, 3-0890, 4-0025, 4-0230, 4-0840, 4-0915, 5-0060, 5-0160, 5-0475, 6-0100, 6-0130, 6-0190, 6-0200, 6-0320, 6-0525, 6-0535, 6-0625

### Public Policy
- 2-0015, 2-0220, 2-0230, 2-0535, 3-0105, 3-1055, 4-0015, 4-0860, 5-0775, 6-0175, 6-0735

### Publics
- 2-0105, 2-0690, 3-0340, 3-0350, 3-0410, 3-0460, 3-0665, 3-0840, 3-0845, 3-0895, 3-1020, 4-0035, 4-0110, 4-0115, 4-0415, 4-0880, 4-0920, 4-0945, 4-1045, 5-0140,
5-0250, 5-0425, 5-0730, 5-0905, 5-0915, 5-0965, 5-1065, 5-1070, 5-1075, 6-0045, 6-0100, 6-0115, 6-0230, 6-0330

Publishing
4-0040, 5-0490, 5-0730

Q

Queer
2-0050, 2-0115, 2-0580, 2-0625, 2-0890, 3-0095, 3-0795, 3-0845, 3-0990, 4-0060, 4-0115, 4-0681, 4-0935, 4-1000, 4-1025, 4-1100, 4-1120, 5-0075, 5-0120, 5-0190, 5-0360, 5-0950, 5-1045, 6-0010, 6-0690

R

Race and Racism
2-0110, 2-0125, 2-0135, 2-0160, 2-0190, 2-0210, 2-0245, 2-0250, 2-0265, 2-0315, 2-0340, 2-0565, 2-0615, 2-0740, 2-0775, 2-0840, 2-0870, 2-0905, 3-0010, 3-0020, 3-0105, 3-0150, 3-0220, 3-0230, 3-0235, 3-0255, 3-0370, 3-0475, 3-0720, 3-0765, 3-0785, 3-0815, 3-0855, 3-0865, 3-0895, 3-0910, 3-0975, 3-0995, 3-1050, 3-1100, 3-1110, 3-1125, 3-1130, 4-0050, 4-0080, 4-0085, 4-0090, 4-0115, 4-0205, 4-0350, 4-0355, 4-0375, 4-0440, 4-0875, 4-0900, 4-0905, 4-0930, 4-0945, 4-1014, 4-1090, 4-1105, 5-0145, 5-0215, 5-0225, 5-0230, 5-0305, 5-0330, 5-0430, 5-0455, 5-0760, 5-0770, 5-0780, 5-0850, 5-0855, 5-0920, 5-0970, 5-1110, 5-1150, 6-0025, 6-0040, 6-0105, 6-0110, 6-0205, 6-0210, 6-0230, 6-0415, 6-0485, 6-0595, 6-0720, 6-0750

Reciprocity
2-0495, 3-0150, 3-0210, 3-0240, 3-0860, 3-0155, 4-0165, 5-0035, 5-0145, 5-0810, 6-0185

Reflexivity
2-0040, 2-0130, 2-0215, 2-0260, 2-0275, 2-0605, 2-0680, 2-0805, 3-0195, 3-0200, 3-0815, 3-0885, 4-0505, 4-0720, 5-0120, 5-0130, 5-1050, 6-0040, 6-0340

Refugees
2-0145, 2-0205, 2-0245, 2-0350, 2-0500, 2-0865, 2-0885, 3-0045, 3-0085, 3-0115, 3-0280, 3-0355, 3-0420, 3-0775, 3-1045, 3-1110, 4-0145, 4-0370, 4-0395, 4-0865, 4-0950, 4-0955, 5-0155, 5-0445, 5-0825, 5-0865, 5-0930, 5-1111, 6-0120, 6-0385, 6-0725

Religion
2-0030, 2-0165, 2-0205, 2-0245, 2-0250, 2-0255, 2-0290, 2-0335, 2-0430, 2-0475, 2-0560, 2-0570, 2-0605, 2-0610, 2-0755, 2-0790, 2-0895, 3-0015, 3-0025, 3-0060, 3-0120, 3-0160, 3-0235, 3-0385, 3-0685, 3-0771, 3-0780, 3-0815, 3-0830, 3-0840, 3-0870, 3-1105, 4-0025, 4-0085, 4-0135, 4-0235, 4-0250, 4-0280, 4-0465, 4-0505, 4-0865, 4-0890, 4-0905, 4-0935, 4-1035, 5-0025, 5-0080, 5-0145, 5-0225, 5-0240, 5-0245, 5-0420, 5-0450, 5-0455, 5-0785, 5-1095, 6-0035, 6-0085, 6-0105, 6-0115, 6-0135, 6-0180, 6-0215, 6-0225, 6-0340, 6-0375, 6-0390, 6-0425, 6-0475, 6-0560, 6-0625, 6-0660, 6-0690, 6-0715, 6-0720, 6-0775

Religion and Cosmology
2-0200, 2-0250, 2-0335, 2-0460, 2-0610, 2-0850, 2-0900, 3-0050, 3-0240, 3-0470, 3-0715, 3-0870, 3-1125, 3-1130, 4-0215, 4-0250, 4-0280, 4-0840, 4-0875, 4-0890, 4-1060, 5-0135, 5-0140, 5-0205, 5-0225, 5-0240, 5-0245, 5-0250, 6-0080, 6-0170, 6-0215, 6-0220, 6-0250, 6-0390, 6-0690

Repatriation
2-0165, 3-0115, 3-0440, 3-0491, 3-0670, 5-0725, 6-0665

Representation
2-0330, 2-0415, 2-0520, 3-0010, 3-0120, 3-0200, 3-0210, 3-0340, 3-0390, 3-0730, 3-0820, 3-0925, 3-1060, 4-0060, 4-0345
4-0415, 4-0930, 4-1014, 4-1090, 5-0050, 5-0095, 5-0385, 5-0480, 5-0965, 6-0120, 6-0220, 6-0375, 6-0420, 6-0675

Reproduction
2-0050, 2-0185, 2-0390, 2-0410, 2-0615, 2-0775, 2-0810, 2-0860, 3-0100, 3-0165, 3-0215, 3-0335, 3-0890, 4-0020, 4-0110, 4-0215, 4-0230, 4-0245, 4-0400, 4-0485, 4-0825, 5-0410, 5-0495, 5-0895, 5-0960, 5-1115, 6-0030, 6-0230, 6-0290, 6-0525, 6-0590, 6-0760

Research/Research Methods
2-0210, 2-0260, 3-0205, 3-0250, 3-0350, 3-0725, 3-0760, 3-0860, 4-0065, 4-0940, 4-0950, 4-1095, 4-1130, 5-0035, 5-0110, 5-0220, 5-0335, 5-0485, 5-0725, 5-0850, 5-0945, 5-0970, 6-0165, 6-0670, 6-0750

Resilience
2-0230, 2-0590, 2-0855, 3-0725, 3-0860, 4-0055, 5-0955, 6-0240, 6-0715

Resistance
2-0110, 2-0140, 2-0240, 2-0280, 2-0585, 2-0730, 2-0325, 3-0740, 3-0795, 3-0850, 3-0880, 3-0890, 3-0990, 4-0035, 4-0745, 4-1015, 4-1115, 5-0015, 5-0115, 5-0230, 5-0875, 5-0950, 6-0125, 6-0210, 6-0405, 6-0440

Revolution
2-0080, 2-0150, 2-0465, 2-0595, 2-0710, 2-0830, 2-0850, 3-0060, 3-0120, 3-0190, 3-0820, 3-0910, 4-0035, 4-0135, 4-0775, 4-0885, 6-0120

Rhetoric and Communication
2-0095, 5-0130, 6-0285, 6-0340

Risk
2-0035, 2-0075, 2-0275, 2-0705, 2-0810, 2-0840, 2-0860, 3-0080, 3-0105, 3-0215, 3-0265, 3-0410, 3-0425, 3-0690, 3-0735, 3-0770, 4-0915, 4-1115, 5-0035, 5-0205, 5-0375, 5-0825, 6-0190, 6-0230, 6-0235, 6-0570, 6-0610, 6-0695

Rituals and Life Cycle Events
2-0025, 2-0200, 2-0470, 2-0570, 2-0605, 2-0625, 2-0745, 3-0190, 3-0210, 3-0235, 3-0240, 3-0425, 3-0870, 3-1035, 4-0240, 4-0250, 4-0280, 4-0360, 4-0470, 4-0760, 4-0820, 4-0840, 4-0880, 4-0890, 4-0895, 4-1035, 5-0130, 5-0135, 5-0140, 5-0240, 5-0940, 5-1100, 6-0380, 6-0390, 6-0555, 6-0595, 6-0690

Rural Anthropology
2-0300, 2-0840, 2-0865, 3-0070, 3-0150, 3-0195, 3-0850, 3-1055, 3-1060, 3-1110, 4-0125, 4-0165, 4-1005, 4-1035, 4-1095, 5-0220, 5-0345, 5-0725, 5-0830, 5-1140, 6-0175, 6-0405, 6-0570

S

Scandinavia
3-0975, 3-1045, 5-0055, 5-0080, 5-0955, 6-0430

Schooling
2-0550, 3-0195, 3-0450, 3-0725, 3-0745, 3-0785, 3-0895, 3-1110, 4-0400, 4-0800, 4-0900, 4-0910, 4-1080, 5-0075, 5-0300, 5-0455, 5-0845, 5-0900, 5-0930, 5-0940, 5-0970, 5-1150

Science
2-0120, 2-0410, 2-0435, 2-0770, 2-0815, 3-0095, 3-0245, 3-0380, 3-0530, 3-0730, 3-0771, 3-0855, 4-0020, 4-0215, 4-0260, 4-0500, 4-0965, 4-1265, 5-0015, 5-0090, 5-0105, 5-0200, 5-0375, 5-0400, 5-0920, 5-1075, 6-0050, 6-0095, 6-0165, 6-0320, 6-0410

Science studies
2-0065, 2-0120, 2-0130, 2-0165, 2-0235, 2-0240, 2-0270, 2-0410, 2-0530, 2-0570, 3-0245, 3-0470, 3-0480, 3-0690, 3-0855, 3-0975, 3-0990, 3-1060, 4-0215, 4-0445, 4-0765, 4-0855, 4-0915, 4-1060, 5-0020, 5-0190, 5-0195, 5-0200, 5-0425, 5-0925, 5-1065, 5-1075, 5-1150, 6-0050, 6-0130,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-0175, 6-0205, 6-0225, 6-0230, 6-0335, 6-0540, 6-0565, 6-0570, 6-0685, 6-0710</td>
<td>Secrecy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-0145, 3-1140, 6-0345, 6-0735</td>
<td>Secularism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0030, 2-0110, 2-0475, 3-0190, 3-0240, 3-0385, 4-0250, 4-0280, 4-0865, 4-0905, 4-1060, 5-0450, 5-1135, 6-0215, 6-0360, 6-0690, 6-0745</td>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0275, 2-0365, 3-0410, 3-0840, 3-0995, 3-1140, 4-0045, 4-0460, 4-0915, 4-1015, 5-0430, 5-0815, 6-0025, 6-0235, 6-0345</td>
<td>Semiotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0025, 2-0085, 2-0170, 2-0370, 2-0415, 2-0545, 2-0680, 2-0790, 3-0275, 3-0380, 3-0766, 3-0865, 4-0060, 4-0240, 4-0755, 4-0955, 4-1020, 5-0355, 5-0915, 6-0260, 6-0325, 6-0470, 6-0595</td>
<td>Senses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0795, 3-0475, 4-0065, 4-0215, 4-0235, 4-0335, 4-0445, 4-0740, 4-0935, 4-0940, 5-0130, 5-0210, 6-0115, 6-0455, 6-0770</td>
<td>Sex Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0050, 2-0060, 2-0580, 3-0780, 3-1065, 3-1080, 4-0130, 6-0420</td>
<td>Social Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0050, 2-0575, 2-0580, 2-0610, 2-0860, 2-0890, 3-0105, 3-0125, 3-0215, 3-0345, 3-0385, 3-0830, 3-0845, 3-0880, 3-0895, 3-0990, 3-1065, 4-0060, 4-0115, 4-0130, 4-0155, 4-0205, 4-0280, 4-0355, 4-0380, 4-0681, 4-0905, 4-1015, 4-1100, 4-1105, 4-1120, 5-0190, 5-0215, 5-0470, 5-0495, 5-0785, 5-0850, 5-0895, 5-0925, 5-0935, 6-0205, 6-0295, 6-0425, 6-0475, 6-0705</td>
<td>Socialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0200, 2-0385, 2-0470, 2-0605, 3-0875, 3-0885, 3-0905, 4-1035, 6-0450, 6-0530, 6-0715</td>
<td>Social Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0085, 2-0090, 2-0110, 2-0170, 2-0220, 2-0280, 2-0375, 2-0430, 2-0535, 2-0575, 2-0595, 2-0775, 2-0780, 2-0785, 2-0835, 2-0855, 2-0905, 3-0060, 3-0070, 3-0140, 3-0195, 3-0220, 3-0255, 3-0375, 3-0430, 3-0820, 3-0980, 3-0985, 3-0995, 4-0015, 4-0045, 4-0110, 4-0205, 4-0275, 4-0730, 4-0840, 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-0935, 4-1070, 5-0085, 5-0145, 5-0205, 5-0230, 5-0245, 5-0335, 5-0345, 5-0405, 5-0460, 5-1070, 5-1115, 6-0170, 6-0210, 6-0265, 6-0395, 6-0510, 6-0640, 6-0645, 6-0740, 6-0745</td>
<td>Sign Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0085, 2-0815, 3-0275, 4-0255, 4-0930, 6-0140</td>
<td>Skeletal Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-0260, 4-0875, 5-0465</td>
<td>social capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0590, 3-0335, 3-0490, 4-0830, 4-0880, 5-0035, 5-0090, 6-0210, 6-0695</td>
<td>Social Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0035, 2-0150, 2-0175, 2-0480, 2-0620, 2-0640, 2-0680, 3-0240, 3-0455, 3-0766, 3-0840, 4-0130, 4-0155, 4-0205, 4-0265, 4-0405, 4-0441, 4-0835, 4-0845, 4-0865, 4-0935, 4-1010, 4-1100, 5-0090, 5-0145, 5-0220, 5-0825, 5-0940, 5-1085, 5-1140, 6-0070, 6-0195, 6-0240, 6-0770</td>
<td>Social Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0730, 2-0835, 3-0740, 4-0090, 4-0155, 4-0210, 5-0195, 6-0670, 6-0740, 6-0755</td>
<td>Social Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0520, 2-0680, 3-0425, 3-1010, 3-1030, 3-1095, 3-1105, 4-0015, 4-0040, 4-0060, 4-0110, 4-0681, 4-0905, 4-0935, 5-0050, 5-0905, 5-0965, 6-0120, 6-0395, 6-0695</td>
<td>Social Movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0085, 2-0090, 2-0110, 2-0170, 2-0220, 2-0280, 2-0375, 2-0430, 2-0535, 2-0575, 2-0595, 2-0775, 2-0780, 2-0785, 2-0835, 2-0855, 2-0905, 3-0060, 3-0070, 3-0140, 3-0195, 3-0220, 3-0255, 3-0375, 3-0430, 3-0820, 3-0980, 3-0985, 3-0995, 4-0015, 4-0045, 4-0110, 4-0205, 4-0275, 4-0730, 4-0840, 4-0880, 4-0925, 4-0935, 4-1070, 5-0085, 5-0145, 5-0205, 5-0230, 5-0245, 5-0335, 5-0345, 5-0405, 5-0460, 5-1070, 5-1115, 6-0170, 6-0210, 6-0265, 6-0395, 6-0510, 6-0640, 6-0645, 6-0740</td>
<td>Socialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-0140, 2-0205, 4-0840, 4-0880, 5-0090, 5-0245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Topic Index

**Socialites**  
4-0245

**Socialization**  
3-0205, 3-0865, 4-0405, 6-0460

**Sociolinguistics**  
3-0766, 3-0845, 4-0890, 4-0940, 5-0120, 5-0236, 6-0060, 6-0475

**South America**  
2-0200, 2-0510, 2-0605, 3-0070, 3-0095, 3-0795, 3-0850, 3-0875, 4-0840, 5-0420, 5-0440, 6-0240, 6-0510

**South Asia**  
2-0205, 2-0225, 2-0440, 2-0480, 2-0545, 2-0595, 2-0735, 2-0830, 2-0875, 2-0890, 3-0070, 3-0765, 3-0990, 3-1080, 4-0080, 4-0220, 4-0235, 4-0245, 4-0390, 4-0495, 4-1070, 5-0055, 5-0205, 5-0865, 5-1060, 5-1090, 5-1095, 6-0010, 6-0135, 6-0140, 6-0145, 6-0290, 6-0305, 6-0450, 6-0500, 6-0515, 6-0525, 6-0530, 6-0720

**South-East Asia**  
2-0080, 2-0145, 2-0175, 2-0245, 2-0390, 2-0420, 2-0625, 3-0020, 3-0040, 3-0355, 3-0395, 3-0490, 3-0850, 3-0875, 3-0970, 3-1065, 4-0250, 4-0255, 4-0485, 4-0505, 4-1115, 4-1125, 5-0065, 5-0130, 5-0190, 5-0465, 5-1155, 6-0080, 6-0320, 6-0360, 6-0540

**Southern Africa**  
2-0160, 2-0240, 2-0440, 2-0610, 2-0730, 3-0230, 3-0485, 3-0771, 3-0840, 3-0890, 3-0910, 3-0980, 3-1105, 4-0280, 4-0425, 4-0760, 4-0825, 5-0140, 5-0815, 5-0925, 6-0050, 6-0385, 6-0500, 6-0700

**Southern Europe**  
2-0225, 2-0885, 4-0681, 4-1050, 6-0385

**Sovereignty**  
2-0080, 2-0110, 2-0235, 2-0240, 2-0300, 2-0540, 2-0575, 2-0740, 2-0745, 3-0045, 3-0210, 3-0840, 3-0905, 3-1035, 3-1065, 3-1100, 4-0095, 4-0465, 4-0845, 4-0960, 5-0800, 5-1090, 6-0040, 6-0485, 6-0495, 6-0655, 6-0745

**Space**  
2-0140, 2-0145, 2-0505, 2-0595, 2-0610, 2-0850, 3-0020, 3-0045, 3-0105, 3-0190, 3-0405, 3-0445, 3-0740, 3-0840, 3-0870, 3-1075, 4-0085, 4-0135, 4-0240, 4-0370, 4-0470, 4-0500, 4-0810, 4-0875, 4-0895, 4-0900, 4-0915, 5-0210, 5-0430, 5-0740, 5-0795, 5-0935, 6-0240, 6-0245, 6-0405, 6-0470, 6-0520, 6-0650, 6-0730

**Spirituality**  
2-0200, 2-0415, 2-0570, 2-0605, 2-0720, 3-0160, 3-0715, 4-0835, 5-0236, 5-0245, 5-0450, 6-0215, 6-0685

**Sport**  
2-0750, 2-0900, 3-0345, 3-0880, 3-1020, 5-0335, 6-0365, 6-0495, 6-0555, 6-0650

**State/s**  
2-0115, 2-0155, 2-0220, 2-0235, 2-0560, 2-0735, 2-0745, 2-0855, 3-0055, 3-0220, 3-0345, 3-0485, 3-0995, 3-1020, 3-1055, 3-1085, 3-1135, 4-0010, 4-0035, 4-0095, 4-0225, 4-0280, 4-0465, 4-0880, 4-0915, 4-0960, 4-1070, 4-1090, 5-0015, 5-0105, 5-0305, 5-0340, 5-0430, 5-0800, 5-0815, 5-0835, 5-0870, 5-0910, 5-0955, 5-1140, 6-0055, 6-0125, 6-0135, 6-0155, 6-0235, 6-0245, 6-0390, 6-0410, 6-0495, 6-0500, 6-0510, 6-0620, 6-0675, 6-0705

**Stigma**  
2-0135, 2-0865, 3-0230, 4-0840, 4-0875, 4-1110, 5-0050, 5-0925, 5-1125, 6-0660

**Subjectivity**  
2-0040, 2-0120, 2-0145, 2-0200, 2-0255, 2-0440, 2-0475, 2-0565, 2-0575, 2-0615, 2-0720, 2-0740, 2-0805, 2-0885, 3-0060, 3-0100, 3-0120, 3-0245, 3-0250, 3-0385, 3-0880, 3-0905, 4-0030, 4-0095, 4-0105, 4-0150, 4-0155, 4-0250, 4-0681, 4-0815, 4-0865, 4-0915, 4-0950, 4-1065, 4-1125,
5-0095, 5-0200, 5-0230, 5-0236, 5-0405, 5-0740, 6-0110, 6-0220, 6-0230, 6-0245, 6-0250, 6-0375, 6-0455, 6-0490, 6-0540, 6-0770

**Sustainability**
2-0230, 2-0245, 2-0380, 2-0715, 2-0810, 2-0835, 3-0065, 3-0135, 3-0195, 3-0855, 3-0985, 3-1010, 3-1125, 4-0240, 4-0740, 4-0820, 4-0855, 4-0860, 4-1135, 5-0020, 5-0220, 5-0435, 5-0810, 5-0885, 5-0955, 6-0000, 6-0160, 6-0170, 6-0700, 6-0705

**Temporality**
2-0120, 2-0245, 2-0415, 2-0560, 2-0630, 2-0635, 2-0785, 2-0810, 2-0860, 2-0900, 3-0055, 3-0120, 3-0905, 3-0990, 4-0025, 4-0150, 4-0415, 4-0500, 4-0855, 4-0955, 4-1045, 4-1050, 5-0155, 5-0240, 5-0360, 5-0795, 5-0910, 5-0915, 6-0050, 6-0235, 6-0520, 6-0545, 6-0630, 6-0710

**Terrorism**
4-0035, 4-0415, 6-0640

**Theology**
4-0465, 4-0890, 6-0180

**Theory**
2-0240, 2-0265, 2-0415, 2-0830, 3-0200, 3-0210, 3-0370, 3-0730, 3-0775, 3-0875, 4-0215, 4-0225, 4-0240, 4-0265, 4-0720, 4-0845, 4-0855, 4-0895, 4-0950, 4-1014, 4-1025, 4-1055, 4-1110, 5-0060, 5-0065, 5-0145, 5-0160, 5-0190, 5-0195, 5-0200, 5-0240, 5-0735, 5-0760, 5-0805, 5-0855, 5-0915, 6-0260, 6-0420, 6-0575

**Tibet**
2-0065, 2-0205, 2-0495, 3-0890, 4-0250, 6-0245, 6-0410, 6-0435, 6-0665, 6-0680

**Time**
2-0415, 2-0470, 2-0635, 2-0705, 3-0020, 3-1045, 4-1100, 5-0850, 6-0235, 6-0380, 6-0545

**Tobacco**
3-0150, 3-0245, 3-1000, 3-1115, 5-0340, 5-0900

**Tourism**
2-0050, 2-0100, 2-0190, 2-0335, 2-0620, 2-0640, 2-0720, 2-0855, 3-0135, 3-0255, 3-0260, 3-0425, 3-0470, 3-0875, 3-1075, 3-1120, 3-1125, 4-0010, 4-0240, 4-0775, 4-0815, 4-0825, 4-0930, 4-1005, 4-1125, 5-0010, 5-0045, 5-0236, 5-0245, 5-0360, 5-0880, 6-0175, 6-0185, 6-0240, 6-0245, 6-0255, 6-0265, 6-0340, 6-0355, 6-0440, 6-0580, 6-0635, 6-0645, 6-0715, 6-0775
**Topic Index**

**Tradition**
2-0185, 2-0190, 2-0335, 2-0440, 3-1120, 4-1050, 5-0140, 6-0425

**Trafficking**
2-0060, 4-0130, 4-0380, 4-0465, 4-0880, 6-0225, 6-0350, 6-0770

**Transgender**
2-0625, 3-0345, 3-0845, 4-0950, 4-1100, 4-1120, 5-0070, 5-0090, 6-0010

**Transitional Justice**
2-0095, 2-0295, 3-0710, 3-0820, 4-0415, 4-0460, 5-0190, 5-1120, 6-0085

**Translation**
2-0105, 2-0710, 2-0830, 3-0860, 3-1000, 4-0025, 4-0960, 5-0090, 5-0380, 5-0900, 6-0225, 6-0345, 6-0570, 6-0775

**Transnational**
2-0115, 2-0125, 2-0180, 2-0190, 2-0265, 2-0355, 2-0365, 2-0390, 2-0500, 2-0715, 2-0730, 2-0775, 2-0870, 2-0895, 3-0090, 3-0435, 3-0905, 4-0055, 4-0910, 5-0190, 5-0305, 5-0315, 5-0445, 5-0755, 5-0935, 6-0315, 6-0515

**Transnationalism**
2-0030, 2-0175, 2-0180, 2-0245, 2-0270, 2-0390, 2-0480, 2-0585, 2-0760, 2-0765, 2-0775, 2-0805, 2-0885, 3-0055, 3-0435, 3-0905, 3-0910, 3-1110, 4-0150, 4-0355, 4-0715, 4-0825, 4-0910, 4-0930, 4-0940, 4-1065, 5-0055, 5-0236, 5-0250, 5-0305, 5-0315, 5-0445, 5-0865, 5-1085, 6-0715

**Trauma**
2-0095, 2-0360, 3-0420, 3-0725, 3-0810, 4-0125, 4-0250, 4-0930, 5-1111, 5-1125, 6-0180, 6-0610, 6-0755

**Turkey**
2-0030, 2-0155, 2-0300, 2-0545, 2-0560, 2-0750, 2-0760, 2-0885, 3-0085, 3-0135, 4-0010, 4-0235, 4-0740, 5-0250, 5-0335, 5-0395, 6-0110, 6-0235, 6-0410, 6-0425, 6-0490, 6-0500, 6-0730

**U**

**Undergraduate**
4-0480, 4-0835, 4-0945, 5-0090, 5-0150, 5-0335, 5-0470, 5-0725, 5-0945, 6-0160, 6-0360

**Undocumented**
2-0500, 2-0585, 2-0660, 3-0905, 3-1090, 4-0145, 4-0681, 4-0760, 5-0950, 6-0255

**UNESCO**
5-0040, 5-0370

**United States**
2-0075, 2-0130, 2-0310, 2-0380, 2-0520, 2-0555, 2-0640, 2-0785, 2-0860, 2-0865, 3-0100, 3-0255, 3-0675, 3-0700, 3-0775, 3-0910, 3-1040, 3-1055, 3-1100, 3-1115, 4-0085, 4-0405, 4-0500, 4-0765, 4-0905, 4-0935, 4-1005, 4-1015, 5-0205, 5-0215, 5-0236, 5-0335, 5-1070, 5-1090, 5-1140, 6-0100, 6-0405, 6-0540, 6-0595, 6-0690

**Urban**
2-0300, 2-0425, 2-0510, 2-0615, 2-0760, 2-0785, 3-0095, 3-0195, 3-0395, 3-0415, 3-0445, 3-0455, 3-0720, 3-1160, 4-0005, 4-0370, 4-0375, 4-0450, 4-0490, 4-0940, 5-0135, 5-0210, 5-0235, 5-0470, 5-0740, 5-0770, 5-0910, 5-1105, 5-1145, 5-1155, 6-0080, 6-0090, 6-0110, 6-0115, 6-0265, 6-0320, 6-0380, 6-0545, 6-0610

**Urban Anthropology**
2-0105, 2-0175, 2-0225, 2-0300, 2-0350, 2-0425, 2-0505, 2-0530, 2-0535, 2-0635, 2-0760, 2-0905, 3-0230, 3-0410, 3-0460, 3-0465, 3-0720, 3-0765, 3-0775, 3-1005, 3-1060, 4-0010, 4-0055, 4-0080, 4-0110, 4-0135, 4-0370, 4-0470, 4-0760, 4-0765, 4-0880, 4-0955, 4-1005, 4-1045, 5-0215, 5-0245, 5-0460, 5-0740, 5-0850, 5-0910,
- 5-0940, 5-1110, 5-1145, 5-1155, 6-0090, 6-0135, 6-0160, 6-0210, 6-0320, 6-0520, 6-0640, 6-0725

**Urban Space**
- 2-0155, 2-0175, 2-0205, 2-0225, 2-0280, 2-0340, 2-0375, 2-0425, 2-0505, 2-0565, 2-0620, 2-0725, 2-0750, 2-0760, 2-0775, 2-0785, 3-0040, 3-0150, 3-0410, 3-0460, 3-0720, 3-0750, 3-0765, 3-0840, 3-0870, 3-0985, 3-1125, 4-0010, 4-0135, 4-0160, 4-0370, 4-0375, 4-0441, 4-0500, 4-0760, 4-0795, 4-0820, 4-0870, 4-0900, 4-1070, 5-0095, 5-0140, 5-0210, 5-0400, 5-0460, 5-0740, 5-0850, 5-0910, 5-1145, 5-1155, 6-0100, 6-0110, 6-0115, 6-0145, 6-0210, 6-0280, 6-0305, 6-0315, 6-0380, 6-0510, 6-0520, 6-0545, 6-0630

**Value**
- 2-0070, 2-0240, 2-0365, 2-0470, 3-0100, 3-0210, 3-0280, 3-0430, 3-1035, 3-1085, 4-0240, 4-0730, 4-0775, 4-0840, 5-0245, 5-0910, 6-0000, 6-0250, 6-0265, 6-0490, 6-0565, 6-0590, 6-0695, 6-0770

**Violence**
- 2-0030, 2-0080, 2-0110, 2-0320, 2-0430, 2-0465, 2-0730, 2-0770, 2-0785, 2-0865, 3-0055, 3-0140, 3-0190, 3-0210, 3-0220, 3-0275, 3-0345, 3-0410, 3-0420, 3-0710, 3-0795, 3-0905, 3-0980, 3-0990, 3-1020, 3-1035, 3-1080, 3-1130, 4-0065, 4-0150, 4-0370, 4-0415, 4-0425, 4-0825, 4-0840, 4-0865, 4-0875, 4-0915, 4-0930, 5-0200, 5-0430, 5-0785, 5-0805, 5-0880, 5-0970, 5-1100, 6-0010, 6-0100, 6-0110, 6-0190, 6-0260, 6-0350, 6-0400, 6-0405, 6-0480, 6-0520, 6-0590, 6-0630, 6-0730

**Visual Anthropology**
- 2-0195, 2-0520, 2-0565, 2-0595, 2-0795, 3-0040, 3-0205, 3-0260, 3-0275, 3-0440, 3-0670, 3-0830, 4-0235, 4-0240, 4-0325, 4-0335, 4-0810, 4-0935, 4-0940, 4-1095, 5-0130, 5-0160, 5-0250, 5-0335, 5-0725, 5-0750, 5-0850, 5-1050, 5-1130, 6-0095, 6-0120, 6-0220

**Voice**
- 3-0020, 3-0865, 4-0030, 4-0935, 4-0955, 5-0025, 5-0785, 6-0330, 6-0375, 6-0685

**Vulnerability**
- 2-0075, 2-0230, 2-0590, 2-0740, 4-0055, 4-0275, 4-0441, 6-0240, 6-0760

**W**

**War**
- 2-0095, 2-0100, 2-0360, 2-0435, 2-0485, 2-0575, 2-0685, 2-0745, 3-0055, 3-0190, 3-0220, 3-0845, 3-0850, 3-1005, 4-0085, 4-0275, 4-0415, 4-0500, 4-0875, 5-0155, 5-0195, 5-1100, 6-0025, 6-0435, 6-0500, 6-0530

**Waste**
- 2-0715, 4-0441, 5-0400, 5-0910, 6-0545, 6-0685

**Water**
- 2-0075, 2-0155, 2-0235, 2-0785, 2-0840, 3-0260, 3-0265, 3-0410, 3-0430, 3-0770, 3-0775, 3-1060, 4-0270, 4-0385, 4-0441, 4-0450, 5-0105, 5-0235, 5-0910, 5-0955, 5-1090, 6-0160, 6-0315, 6-0565

**Welfare**
- 2-0205, 3-0795, 3-1085, 5-0405, 5-0740, 5-0835, 5-0970

**Western Africa**
- 2-0620, 3-0260, 3-0280, 3-0345, 3-0755, 3-0850, 4-0105, 4-0280, 4-0415, 4-0430, 4-0440, 4-0480, 4-0890, 6-0220, 6-0265, 6-0345, 6-0390

**Western Asia**
- 2-0105
Western Europe 2-0610, 2-0845, 3-0870, 4-1005

Wine 3-0430, 4-1115, 5-0370

Witchcraft 2-0820, 3-0115, 3-0240, 4-0250, 6-0250, 6-0350, 6-0390, 6-0560

Women 2-0090, 2-0110, 2-0155, 2-0220, 2-0440, 2-0540, 2-0730, 2-0890, 3-0100, 3-0165, 3-0195, 3-0220, 3-0450, 3-0465, 3-0780, 3-0815, 3-0860, 3-0910, 3-1000, 3-1030, 3-1130, 4-0115, 4-0205, 4-0230, 4-0245, 4-0395, 4-0485, 4-0735, 4-0825, 4-0905, 5-0125, 5-0236, 5-0385, 5-0725, 5-0755, 5-0760, 5-0770, 5-0935, 5-1095, 6-0010, 6-0045, 6-0240, 6-0305, 6-0330, 6-0400, 6-0425, 6-0535, 6-0615, 6-0640, 6-0700, 6-0765

Work 2-0035, 2-0125, 2-0140, 2-0345, 2-0515, 2-0575, 2-0680, 2-0725, 2-0800, 2-0885, 3-0025, 3-0045, 3-0090, 3-0415, 3-0675, 3-0780, 3-0885, 3-1015, 3-1055, 3-1085, 4-0080, 4-0130, 4-0230, 4-0355, 4-0760, 5-0030, 5-0205, 5-0230, 5-0385, 5-0830, 6-0030, 6-0080, 6-0185, 6-0385, 6-0455

World 3-0445, 5-0735, 6-0225

World Anthropology 3-0010, 3-0685, 3-0775, 4-1005, 5-0190, 5-0820, 5-1025

Writing 2-0515, 2-0520, 2-0790, 3-0095, 3-0275, 3-0340, 3-0730, 3-0775, 4-0330, 4-0890, 4-1075, 5-0200, 5-0730, 5-0760, 6-0120, 6-0220, 6-0310, 6-0470, 6-0550

Youth 2-0085, 2-0140, 2-0150, 2-0225, 2-0245, 2-0280, 2-0315, 2-0550, 2-0585, 2-0725, 2-0730, 2-0765, 2-0775, 3-0060, 3-0085, 3-0095, 3-0100, 3-0125, 3-0235, 3-0265, 3-0355, 3-0405, 3-0460, 3-0765, 3-0790, 3-0795, 3-0870, 3-1090, 4-0105, 4-0110, 4-0145, 4-0255, 4-0370, 4-0760, 4-0825, 4-0840, 4-0885, 4-0935, 4-0940, 4-0955, 4-1070, 5-0055, 5-0065, 5-0075, 5-0090, 5-0220, 5-0460, 5-0745, 5-0930, 5-0950, 5-0960, 5-0970, 5-1105, 6-0210, 6-0230, 6-0350, 6-0355, 6-0365, 6-0465, 6-0495, 6-0580, 6-0715, 6-0730, 6-0740, 6-0750, 6-0765, 6-0770
**INDEX OF PARTICIPANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aarset, Monica Five</td>
<td>5-0935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aasland, Erik A</td>
<td>5-0365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdelmagid, Yakein</td>
<td>4-0105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abe, Satoshi</td>
<td>2-0155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abeles, Marc</td>
<td>3-0485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelin, Mireille</td>
<td>2-0830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abelmann, Nancy A</td>
<td>4-0290, 4-0565, 4-1145, 5-0360, 5-1185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abercrombie, Thomas</td>
<td>3-0210, 3-0840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abowd, Thomas P</td>
<td>3-0995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham, Janaki</td>
<td>6-0305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham, Stephanie Lynn</td>
<td>3-0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Celebrating Open Access with RICE and SCA ........................................ 4-1300
Central States Anthropological Society .................................................. 5-0700
Committee for the Future of Print and Electronic Publishing (CFPEP)
Committee Meeting ........................................................................ 3-0170
Committee on Ethics Meeting .............................................................. 5-0270
Committee on Gender Equity in Anthropology (COGEA) ......................... 3-0915
Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology (CMIA) Business Meeting .............................................................. 3-0920
Committee on Public Policy Business Meeting ......................................... 3-0310
Committee on World Anthropology Meeting ............................................. 3-0310
Complementary and Integrative Medicine (CAM) and Integrative
Medicine (IM) Interest Group Open Business Meeting ......................... 3-0565
COPAPIA Annual Section Summit ......................................................... 5-0620
CORI, Committee on Refugees and Immigrants ....................................... 5-1185
Council for Museum Anthropology (CMA) Board Meeting ....................... 4-0185
Council for Museum Anthropology (CMA) Business Meeting ................... 4-0615
Council for Museum Anthropology(CMA) Member Reception .................. 4-1285
Council on Anthropology and Education (CAE) Business Meeting
and Awards Presentation (All Members) ................................................ 4-1165
Council on Anthropology and Education (CAE) New Member
Welcome Reception ........................................................................... 5-1275
Council on Anthropology and Education Students of Color Mentoring
Program and LGBTQ Student Mentoring Program ................................... 4-0620
Council on Anthropology and Reproduction Open Business Meeting .......... 5-0590
Critical Anthropology of Global Health Study Group Open Business Meeting .......................................................... 5-1200
Culture and Agriculture (C&A) Board Meeting ......................................... 2-0395
Culture and Agriculture Business Meeting .............................................. 4-1205
Culture and Agriculture Reception ........................................................ 4-1330

D

Dangerous Dialogues? pre-registration required ........................................ 4-0650
Decolonizing Methodologies Within Diverse Publics .................................. 3-1230
Department Chairs and Representatives Breakfast .................................... 5-0185
Disability Research Interest Group Open Business Meeting ....................... 4-0630
Dying and Bereavement Special Interest Group of the Society
for Medical Anthropology .................................................................. 4-0670
INDEX OF ORGANIZATIONS

E

Education Task Force Meeting ................................................. 5-0000
ELAP Cohort Meeting ............................................................ 3-0575
Ethnographic Writing, pre-registration required ......................... 3-0585
Ethnography Revisited: Composing the Field, Crafting Problem-Spaces
for the 21St Century, pre-registration required ................................. 5-0605
ETHOS Editorial Board Meeting ................................................. 4-0520
Evaluation Anthropology Interest Group Meeting .......................... 3-0615
Evolutionary Anthropology Society Business Meeting .................... 4-1190

F

Federation of Small Anthropology Programs (FOSAP) Business Meeting .... 5-0645
Finance Committee Meeting (FC) .................................................. 4-0195
Furthering the Legacy of W.E.B. Du Bois: Collaborative Projects
in Western Massachusetts .............................................................. 5-0540

G

General Anthropology Division Distinguished Lecture and Awards Ceremony
Bruno Latour, Distinguished Lecturer ............................................ 4-0575
General Anthropology Division Board Meeting ............................... 5-0175
Genres of Public Writing in Political and Legal Anthropology:
Addressing Multiple Audiences .................................................... 3-0540
Getting to Zero Incidence of Sexual Harassment in the Discipline .................. 4-0665
Graduate School Fair .................................................................. 5-0320
Graduate School Fair Reception .................................................... 5-0975
Graduate Student Panel: Navigating the Job Market: Academic Careers
in Political and Legal Anthropology .............................................. 4-1185
Guatemala Scholars Network .......................................................... 4-1235

H

Harvard University Department of Anthropology Reception .................. 3-1210
How to Publish in Anthropology & Education Quarterly .................... 5-0665
Human Sexuality and Anthropology Interest Group (HSAIG) Business Meeting . 4-0655

I

Interlocutor Event: Exploring Youth, Age and Globalization .................. 4-0560
# Index of Organizations

## J

J. I. Staley Award Ceremony (2013 Winner Is João Biehl) ........................................... 3-1220
Journal for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology Editorial
  Board Meeting ................................................................. 3-1155

## L

Leadership Fellows Brunch ................................................................. 6-0275

## M

*Medical Anthropology Quarterly* Editorial Board Meeting ........................................... 3-0940
Medical Anthropology Student Association Open Business Meeting .......................... 5-0585
Melanesia Interest Group Annual Meeting ................................................................. 4-1160
Middle East Section Board Meeting ............................................................... 4-0675
Middle East Section Business Meeting and Reception .............................................. 5-1230
Music and Sound Interest Group (MSIG) Business Meeting ....................................... 4-0605

## N

NAPA/AAA Careers Expo Welcome Brunch ................................................................. 4-0295
NAPA/AAA Careers Expo: Exploring Professional Careers ......................................... 4-0530
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA)
  Business Meeting ........................................................................ 4-1255
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA)
  Governing Council Meeting ............................................................... 3-0655
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology (NAPA) Networking
  Event: Connecting Connections In Career Practice Areas ....................................... 5-0580
National Association of Student Anthropologists (NASA) Business Meeting
  (Open Forum) ........................................................................ 4-0590
Network of Christian Anthropologists ................................................................. 4-1180
New AAA Executive Board Member Orientation ..................................................... 5-0005
New CAE Presidential Fellows Meeting ............................................................... 3-0590
New Section President Orientation ....................................................................... 4-0000
NGOs and Nonprofits Special Interest Group Business Meeting ................................ 3-0555
Notes from the Field: Solving Methodological Problems In Policy Research ................ 5-0570
Numbers Matter: How Do We Create A More Racially Diverse Anthropology? ....... 4-0555

## P

Peer Mentoring for Rising Scholars: Student Peer Panel and
  Small Group Discussions .................................................................... 5-0615
Politics of Public Space: The Legacy of Neil Smith .................................................... 5-0625
Post-Communist Cultural Studies Interest Group (Soyuz) ......................................... 5-1195
INDEX OF ORGANIZATIONS

Presidential Lecture — Ramona Perez (SDSU), “Why the Ethnographic Present Died When the Parachute Failed In Latin American Anthropology: The Politics of Long Term Field Research” .................................................. 3-1235
Publishing in an Online World .......................................................... 5-0535

R

Religious Publics andModes of Publicity, pre-registration required .................. 3-1195
Resource Development Committee (RDC) ............................................ 3-0495

S

Science, Technology, and Medicine Interest Group Open Business Meeting .... 5-0595
Section Assembly Executive Committee ................................................. 3-0290
Section Assembly Meeting ................................................................. 4-0290
Sense of the City Network Meeting ..................................................... 4-1145
Society for Anthropological Sciences Board Meeting, Carol Ember, President ... 3-0530
Society for Anthropological Sciences Business Meeting, Carol Ember, President 4-1265
Society for Anthropology In Community Colleges (SACC) Executive Board Meeting .................................................. 4-0690
Society for Cultural Anthropology (SCA) Business Meeting .................. 4-1155
Society for Cultural Anthropology (SCA) Editorial Board Meeting ............ 3-0325
Society for Cultural Anthropology (SCA) Intern Program Meeting ............ 4-0175
Society for East Asian Anthropology (SEAA) Business Meeting ............... 5-1220
Society for East Asian Anthropology Board Meeting ............................... 4-0585
Society for Economic Anthropology Board Meeting ................................ 3-0610
Society for Economic Anthropology Business Meeting .......................... 4-1220
Society for Economic Anthropology Reception ........................................ 4-1325
Society for Humanistic Anthropology Board Meeting ............................... 3-0600
Society for Humanistic Anthropology Business Meeting ........................ 4-1290
Society for Latin America and Caribbean Anthropology (SLACA) Business Meeting .................................................. 4-0645
Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology (SLACA) Board Meeting .................................................. 3-0635
Society for Linguistic Anthropology Cash Bar ....................................... 4-1370
Society for Linguistic (SLA) Anthropology Executive Board Meeting ........ 3-0000
Society for Linguistic Anthropology Business Meeting ............................ 4-1305
Society for Linguistic Anthropology Presidential Conversation on Language and Mobility: Rethinking the Populations, Practices, and Places of “Migration” .................................................. 4-0580
Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Board Meeting ........................ 5-1170
Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Business Meeting, Awards Ceremony and Presidential Address .................................................. 4-1260
Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Past Presidents’ Reception ............ 2-0675
Society for Medical Anthropology (SMA) Reception and Cash Bar ............. 4-1355
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chairs’ Breakfast</td>
<td>3-0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Psychological Anthropology (SPA) Board Meeting</td>
<td>3-0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Psychological Anthropology Business Meeting</td>
<td>4-1210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Psychological Anthropology Reception and Cash Bar</td>
<td>4-1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology In Comunit Colleges (SACC) Business Meeting</td>
<td>4-1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness (SAC) Board Meeting</td>
<td>3-0630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness (SAC) Business Meeting and Distinguished Lecture By Paul Devereux (Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts; Research Associate of the Royal College of Art; Editor: Time &amp; Mind)</td>
<td>5-1225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Europe (SAE) Business Meeting</td>
<td>5-0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Europe (SAE) Executive Board Meeting</td>
<td>4-0685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition (SAFN) Business Meeting, Reception and Cash Bar</td>
<td>5-1235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition (SAFN) Board Meeting</td>
<td>4-1225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of North America (SANA) Board Meeting</td>
<td>3-0315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Religion (SAR) Board Meeting</td>
<td>4-1335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Religion Business Meeting</td>
<td>5-0640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Work Board Meeting</td>
<td>5-0565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Work Business Meeting</td>
<td>5-1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology (SUNTA) Business Meeting</td>
<td>4-0565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Visual Anthropology (SVA) Board Meeting</td>
<td>3-1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Visual Anthropology Reception</td>
<td>5-1245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Visual Anthropology SVA Members’ Meeting</td>
<td>5-0530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of North America (SANA) Business Meeting</td>
<td>4-1170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Mentoring Breakouts</td>
<td>5-1165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Representative Breakfast</td>
<td>5-0275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Force on Race and Racism (TFRR)</td>
<td>5-1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Anthropology Interest Group</td>
<td>3-0520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The AAA and Labor Issues: Initiatives, Goals, and Dialogue</td>
<td>3-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Beloit College Department of Antropology Gathering</td>
<td>4-1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Challenges and Pitfalls of Militant Ethnography, pre-registration required</td>
<td>5-0610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wenner-Gren Reception</td>
<td>4-1275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking About Things: What Can Educational Anthropologists Learn from Ian Hodder's</td>
<td>4-1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transforming Anthropology Board Meeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-Ninth Annual Visual Research Conference (Part 1)</td>
<td>1-0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twenty-Ninth Annual Visual Research Conference (Part 2)</td>
<td>2-0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX OF ORGANIZATIONS

U
University of Massachusetts Amherst Alumni and Friends Reception ......................4-1270
University of Notre Dame New Phd In Anthropology ........................................... 3-1205

V
Verbal Hygiene After 9/11: Language, the State and the New European Racism.
William A. Douglass Distinguished Lecture, Reception and Cash Bar
with Deborah Cameron, Oxford, Sponsored by SAE and SLA ......................... 5-1240
Victor Turner Awards and Special Recognition Honoring Michael Jackson ........ 4-1360

W
World Council of Anthropological Associations Committee Meeting ............... 4-0180

Y
Yale Department of Anthropology Reception for Faculty, Students, and Alumni .... 4-1345
## Index of Exhibitors

Alexander Street Press ............... 500  
AltaMira Press .................. 516  
Berghahn Books .............. 309 & 311  
Bloomsbury Academic ............... 510  
Bone Clones, Inc. .......... 601 & 603  
Bullfrog Films ................. 513  
Cambridge University Press ........ 406  
Cengage Learning ............. 205  
Cornell University Press ........... 506  
Documentary Educational Resources, Inc. ........ 502  
Duke University Press .......... 408, 410 & 412  
Elemental Productions .......... 208  
Harvard University Press .......... 509  
Human Relations Area Files, Inc. .... 217  
Indiana University Press .......... 210  
Left Coast Press ............. 414  
Lexington Books ............ 516  
Maney Publishing .......... 416  
New York University Press .......... 206  
Oxford University Press ........ 202 & 303  
Palgrave Macmillan .......... 214  
Penguin Group (USA) ........ 508  
Princeton University Press .......... 307  
Random House ............ 316  
Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group .......... 415 & 417  
Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group .......... 516  
Rutgers University Press .......... 512  
School for Advanced Research Press .......... 216  
Skulls Unlimited International .......... 514  
Stanford University Press .......... 207  
The New York Times .......... 401  
The Society for Applied Anthropology .......... 215  
University of Arizona Press .......... 400 & 501  
University of California Press .......... 312 & 314  
University of Chicago Press .......... 600, 602 & 604  
University of Hawaii Press .......... 209  
University of Illinois Press .......... 511  
University of Minnesota Press .......... 315  
University of Nebraska Press .......... 308 & 310  
University of New Mexico Press .......... 317  
University of Oklahoma Press .......... 504  
University of Pennsylvania Press .......... 313  
University of Texas Press .......... 409 & 411  
University of Toronto Press .......... 211  
University of Washington Press .......... 213  
University of Wisconsin Press .......... 212  
University Press of Colorado .......... 413  
Vanderbilt University Press .......... 403  
Verbi Software-Maxqda .......... 302  
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. .......... 200  
Waveland Press .......... 404 & 505  
Wiley .......... 300 & 301  

### Table Displays

Wenner-Gren  
National Science Foundation
Exhibitor’s Products/Services

Alexander Street Press 500
Alexander Street publishes key online collections for anthropology research and teaching, including Ethnographic Video Online (1,300+ films for the anthropology classroom) and Anthropology Online.

AltaMira Press 516
AltaMira specializes in the humanities and social sciences, and focuses on helping the professional development of those working in the cultural life of a community.

Berghahn Books 309 & 311
Berghahn Books is an academic publisher of books and journals in the humanities and social sciences, with focus on anthropology, European history, politics, and film.

Bloomsbury Academic 510
Bloomsbury, previously as the Berg imprint, has long been a pre-eminent publisher of cutting-edge anthropology scholarship. Helping to cement new areas of scholarship in anthropology over the years such as sensory studies, visual and material culture, our program of research, textbooks, reference content from leading authors are at the forefront of new anthropological horizons.

Bone Clones, Inc. 601 & 603
Bone Clones’ osteological reproductions include skulls, skeletons, elements of human and non-human primates. Selections document age, sex and ancestry differences, evidence of trauma and pathology.

Bullfrog Films 513
See Newest Release — Standing on Sacred Ground Series; SVA featured films The Waiting Room, Tokyo Waka, and Sun Kissed. Request free previews. Enter to win DVD! We’re streaming too!

Cambridge University Press 406
Cambridge’s publishing in books and journals combines state-of-the-art content with the highest standards of scholarship, writing and production. Visit our stand to browse new titles, available at a 20% discount, and to pick up sample issues of our journals. Visit our website to see everything we do: www.cambridge.org/us/.

Cengage Learning 205
Cengage Learning is a leading provider of innovative teaching, learning and research solutions that bridge from the library to the classroom. Visit us at www.cengage.com/anthropology.

Cornell University Press 506
Established in 1869, Cornell University Press publishes over 100 books each year, in fields ranging from aesthetics to zoology, from classics to contemporary politics.

Documentary Educational Resources, Inc. 502
Distributing the finest collections of anthropological and cross-cultural films since 1968. DER offers over 800 contemporary and classic titles on DVD or available online.

Left Coast Press 414
Left Coast Press, Inc., is an innovative, independent scholarly press with a broad list in cultural anthropology, archaeology, biological anthropology, and related social science disciplines.

Lexington Books 516
Lexington Books publishes specialized work by established and emerging scholars. Lexington, an imprint with a longstanding tradition of excellence, publishes high-quality scholarly work that makes a significant contribution to education and is a sister imprint to Rowman & Littlefield.
Maney Publishing 416
Maney Publishing produces leading journals in physical and cultural anthropology including Plains Anthropologist, Heritage & Society, Childhood in the Past and Journal of African Diaspora Archaeology & Heritage.

Oxford University Press 202 & 303
Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education by publishing worldwide.

Penguin Group (USA) 508
Penguin Group (USA) publishes trade fiction and nonfiction books through a wide range of imprints. Please visit http://us.penguingroup.com/academic for information on our titles, subject catalogs, & upcoming academic conference schedule.

Princeton University Press 307
Princeton University Press publishes innovative ethnographies, histories, and other books in cultural anthropology, anthropology of science and medicine, and in cognate fields.

Random House 316
Random House LLC is the world’s largest English-language trade book publisher. Our variety of prestigious imprints publish many titles appropriate for Anthropology courses.

Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group 516
Rowman & Littlefield is a preeminent publisher of critically acclaimed general interest and scholarly books in the social sciences and humanities as well as college textbooks, professional titles, journals and award winning reference titles. AltaMira Press is an imprint under Rowman & Littlefield.

Rutgers University Press 512
Rutgers University Press, founded in 1936, publishes books in a broad array of disciplines across the humanities, social sciences, and most recently, clinical and health medicine.

School for Advanced Research Press 216

Skulls Unlimited International 514
Skulls Unlimited International, Inc is the world’s leading supplier of osteological specimens. For over 20 years, Skulls Unlimited has provided the finest quality and widest selection of natural bone and replica skulls and skeletons available.

University of Chicago Press 600, 602 & 604
Established in 1891, the University of Chicago Press is the largest American university press. The Press publishes approximately 250 books a year and has published over 11,000 books since its founding. The Press also publishes leading journals and annuals in fields including the humanities and physical, life, and medical sciences.

University of Hawaii Press 209
We are a scholarly book publisher, specializing in Asian Studies, Pacific and Hawaii Studies, and Asian American Studies with warehouses in Pennsylvania, Hawaii, Canada, and the U.K.
Exhibitor’s Products/Services

University of New Mexico Press  
Established in 1929, UNM Press is proud to be the publisher of many award-winning books of cultural anthropology, archaeology, religion, linguistics, and Indigenous studies.

University of Wisconsin Press  
The University of Wisconsin Press has 11 journals and more than 1400 titles currently in print, including general interest, scholarly, and regional books.

W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.  
The oldest and largest publishing house owned wholly by its employees, W. W. Norton, Inc. publishes about 400 trade, college, and professional titles each year.

Wiley  
Wiley is the leading society publisher. We publish on behalf of more societies and membership associations than anybody else, and offer libraries and individuals 1250 online journals, thousands of books and e-books, reviews, reference works, databases, and more. For more information, visit www.wiley.com, or our online resource: onlinelibrary.wiley.com.

Wenner-Gren Foundation  
The Wenner-Gren Foundation seeks to support significant, innovative, anthropological research into human origins, development, and variation, as well as to foster the international community of scholars in Anthropology.

INSECTS-AS-FOOD SURVEY

Anthropologists are invited to report their observations of the use of insects as food. Observations can be of human or nonhuman primate populations, anecdotal or well documented, and the population can be the focus of study or another the participant has spent significant time among (such as an archaeologist’s host community). The goal of the survey is to 1) identify general global patterns, and 2) initiate the development of a global database of standardized scientific identifications and nutritional values.

Please go to EntomoAnthro.org for more information and a link to the survey, or email Julie Lesnik at jlesnik@uic.edu.
2014 Dates to Remember

January 6
Online abstract submission system opens (executive Sessions Only)

February 6
Deadline for executive session proposals

February 14
Online abstract submission system opens for (all proposals)

March 3
Decisions on executive sessions announced

April 15
Proposal deadline for ALL submissions; sessions seeking invited and volunteered status, individual paper and poster presentations, installations, media submissions and special events via www.aaanet.org. To be included in the program, ALL participants must be registered by this date.

April 16–May 31
Section program editors review and rank the proposals.

June 1–15
AAA Executive Program Committee Schedules the program

July 1–15
Program decisions emailed to applicants. Annual Meeting program, registration and hotel information are posted online

December 3–7
2014 AAA Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C.

2014 Executive Program Co-Chairs
Mary L Gray and Rachel Watkins
AAA would like to recognize and extend its appreciation to the Annual Meeting sponsors:

Wiley
Microsoft Research
Intel
Oxford University Press
Left Coast press
Yahoo!
MAXQDA-VERBI Software
Anti-Crisis
JANET ROITMAN
176 pages, paper, $21.95

Biological Relatives
IVF, Stem Cells, and
the Future of Kinship
SARAH FRANKLIN
Experimental Futures
376 pages, 31 illustrations, paper, $26.95

Not Hollywood
Independent Film at the
Twilight of the American Dream
SHERRY B. ORTNER
352 pages, paper, $24.95

The Day of Shelly’s Death
The Poetry and Ethnography of Grief
RENATO RESALDO
136 pages, 23 illustrations, paper, $19.95

Imperial Debris
On Ruins and Ruination
ANN LAURA STOLER, EDITOR
384 pages, 29 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Insurgent Encounters
Transnational Activism,
Ethnography, and the Political
JEFFREY S. JURIS &
ALEX KHASNABISH, EDITORS
464 pages, 12 illustrations, paper, $28.95

Treasured Possessions
History, Culture, Politics
HAIDY GEISMAR
320 pages, 28 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Traveling Heavy
A Memoir in between Journeys
RUTH BEHAR
248 pages, 18 photographs, cloth, $23.95

Precarious Japan
ANNE ALLISON
256 pages, paper, $23.95

Censorium
Cinema and the Open Edge
of Mass Publicity
WILLIAM MAZZARELLA
206 pages, paper, $24.95

The Soul of Anime
Collaborative Creativity
and Japan’s Media Success Story
IAN CONDRY
256 pages, 32 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Impossible Citizens
Dubai’s Indian Diaspora
NEHA VORA
264 pages, 14 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Come visit us!
Booths 408, 410, 412

Use coupon code AAA13 for your online order!
20% off through December 31, 2013

order online! www.dukeupress.edu
We Are the Face of Oaxaca
Testimony and Social Movements
LYNN STEPHEN
380 pages, 30 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Singing for the Dead
The Politics of Indigenous Revival in Mexico
PAJA FAUDREE
330 pages, 26 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Maturing Masculinities
Aging, Chronic Illness, and Viagra in Mexico
EMILY A. WENTZELL
224 pages, 8 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Cumbia!
Scenes of a Migrant
Latin American Music Genre
HÉCTOR FERNÁNDEZ L’HOESTE
& PABLO VILA, EDITORS
312 pages, 20 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Revolution in the Andes
The Age of Túpac Amaru
SERGIO SERULNIKOV
Latin America in Translation
184 pages, 3 maps, paper, $22.95

Where the River Ends
Contested Indigeneity in the Mexican Colorado Delta
SHAYLIH MUEHLMANN
240 pages, 12 illustrations, paper, $23.95

The Paraguay Reader
History, Culture, Politics
PETER LAMBERT & ANDREW NICKSON, EDITORS
The Latin America Readers
488 pages, paper, $27.95

Adoptive Migration
Raising Latinos in Spain
JESSACA B. LEINAEWÄVER
208 pages, 6 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Governing Indigenous Territories
Enacting Sovereignty in the Ecuadorian Amazon
JULIET S. ERAZO
264 pages, 17 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Indigenous Media in Mexico
Culture, Community, and the State
ERICA CUSI WORTHAM
296 pages, 17 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Intimate Activism
The Struggle for Sexual Rights in Postrevolutionary Nicaragua
CYMENE HOWE
248 pages, 22 photographs, paper, $23.95

Salsa Crossings
Dancing Latinidad in Los Angeles
CINDY GARCÍA
Latin America Otherwise
208 pages, paper, $22.95

Sustaining Activism
A Brazilian Women’s Movement and a Father-Daughter Collaboration
JEFFREY W. RUBIN & EMMA SOKOLOFF-RUBIN
200 pages, 27 illustrations, paper, $22.95
Japnoise
Music at the Edge of Circulation
DAVID NOVAK
Sign, Storage, Transmission
304 pages, 51 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Pink Globalization
Hello Kitty’s Trek across the Pacific
CHRISTINE R. YANO
336 pages, 16 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Living the Hiplife
Celebrity and Entrepreneurship in Ghanaian Popular Music
JESSE WEAVER SHIPLEY
344 pages, 54 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Bhangra and Asian Underground
South Asian Music and the Politics of Belonging in Britain
FALU BAKRANIA
264 pages, 15 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Roll With It
Brass Bands in the Streets of New Orleans
MATT SAKAKEENY
Refiguring American Music
256 pages, 11 illustrations, paper, $23.95

My Voice Is My Weapon
Music, Nationalism, and the Poetics of Palestinian Resistance
DAVID A. MCDONALD
568 pages, 29 illustrations, paper, $25.95

D-Passage
The Digital Way
TRINH T. MINH-HA
224 pages, 50 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Markets of Sorrow, Labors of Faith
New Orleans in the Wake of Katrina
VINCANNE ADAMS
240 pages, 12 photographs, paper, $22.95

War by Other Means
Aftermath in Post-Genocide Guatemala
CARLOTA MCALLISTER & DIANE M. NELSON, EDITORS
408 pages, 25 illustrations, paper, $27.95

The Echo of Thing:
The Lives of Photographs in the Solomon Islands
CHRISTOPHER WRIGHT
Objects/Histories
256 pages, 85 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Uncivil Youth
Race, Activism, and Affirmative Governmentality
SOO AH KWON
184 pages, 3 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Arts of the Political
New Openings for the Left
ASH AMIN & NIGEL THRIFT
256 pages, paper, $22.95

The Politics of Possibility
Risk and Security beyond Probability
LOUISE AMOORE
240 pages, 7 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Return
Nationalizing Transnational Mobility in Asia
XIANG BIAO, BRENDA S. A. YEOH & MIKA TOYOTA, EDITORS
224 pages, 8 illustrations, paper, $23.95
The Bangladesh Reader
History, Culture, Politics
MEGHNA GUHATHAKURTA & WILLEM VAN SCHENDEN, EDITORS
The World Readers
568 pages, 83 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Virtual War and Magical Death
Technologies and Imaginaries for Terror and Killing
NEIL L. WHITEHEAD & SVERKER FINNSTRÖM
304 pages, 15 illustrations, paper, $24.95

The Security Archipelago
Human-Security States, Sexuality Politics, and the End of Neoliberalism
PAUL AMAR
328 pages, 46 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Transforming the Frontier
Peace Parks and the Politics of Neoliberal Conservation in Southern Africa
BRAM BÖSCHER
312 pages, 8 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Sociology and Empire
The Imperial Entanglements of a Discipline
GEORGE STEINMETZ, EDITOR
Politics, History, and Culture
632 pages, 8 illustrations, paper, $34.95

Empires of Vision
A Reader
MARTIN JAY & SUMATHI RAMASWAMY
Objects/Histories
696 pages, 58 illustrations, paper, $32.95

Addiction Trajectories
EUGENE RAIKHEL & WILLIAM GARRIOTT, EDITORS
352 pages, 7 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Biopoltics
A Reader
TIMOTHY CAMPBELL & ADAM SITZE
A John Hope Franklin Center Book
440 pages, paper, $27.95

Forthcoming this winter!

Equaliberty
Political Essays
ÉTIENNE BALIBAR
A John Hope Franklin Center Book
376 pages, paper, $25.95

Professing Selves
Transsexuality and Same-Sex Desire in Contemporary Iran
AFSANEH NAJMABADI
Experimental Futures
412 pages, 22 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Life Interrupted
Trafficking into Forced Labor in the United States
DENISE BRENNAN
288 pages, 18 photos, paper, $23.95

Skin for Skin
Death and Life for Indians and Innu
GERALD M. SIDER
Merging Native Histories
304 pages, 16 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Earth Politics
Religion, Decolonization, and Bolivia’s Indigenous Intellectuals
ARI WASKAR
Merging Native Histories
280 pages, 19 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Come visit us!
Booths 408, 410, 412

Use coupon code AAA13 for your online order!
20% off through December 31, 2013

order online! www.dukeupress.edu
New in 2014
from Duke University Press

TRANSGENDER STUDIES Quarterly

Paisley Currah and Susan Stryker, editors

TSQ offers a venue for interdisciplinary scholarship that contests the objectification, pathologization, and exoticization of transgender lives. Its mission is to examine how “transgender” comes into play as a category, a process, a social assemblage, an increasingly intelligible gender identity, and an identifiable threat to gender normativity.

The first few issues will address the cultural production of trans communities, critical analysis of transgender population studies, transgender biopolitics, and problems of translating gender concepts and practices across linguistic communities.

Subscriptions
Quarterly
Individuals: $45
Students: $28
Single issues: $12

Recommend TSQ to your library!

To order, please call 888-651-0122 or 919-688-5134, or e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu.

dukeupress.edu/tsq
Antinomies of the Postsecular
An issue of boundary 2
Volume 41, number 1
Aamir R. Mufti, special issue editor
Contributors compile a series of responses to the growing influence of ‘postsecular’ ways of thinking across the humanities in large sectors of the Anglocphone world.
dukeupress.edu/boundary2

Politics of Religious Freedom: Contested Genealogies
An issue of South Atlantic Quarterly (SAQ)
Volume 113, number 1
Saba Mahmood and Peter G. Danchin, special issue editors
Forthcoming in January 2014
This issue of SAQ challenges the dominant narrative of religious freedom by interrogating the contingent historical and political contexts in which the right to this narrative first emerged.
dukeupress.edu/saq

Immigration: Activism, Policy, and Healing
An issue of Tikkun
Volume 28, number 3
Alana Yu-Ian Price and Rabbi Michael Lerner, special issue editors
This issue offers visionary political ideas about better organizing societies in relation to immigration and how various sacred texts and traditions can inform society’s approach to immigrants.
dukeupress.edu/tikkun

Check out these issues
and more at booths 408, 410, and 412!
Get 20% off at AAA!

**Infrastructures of the Urban**
An issue of *Public Culture*
Issue 70 (volume 25, number 2)
Craig Calhoun, Richard Sennett, and Harel Shapira, special issue editors
Utilizing an interdisciplinary approach, this issue examines the simple but often overlooked processes by which our world is made.
dukepress.edu/publicculture

---

**The Athletic Issue**
An issue of *GLQ*
Volume 19, number 4
Jennifer Doyle, special issue editor
Contributors to this issue consider the disciplining structures of sports and physical practice as a site of performing, as well as undoing, gender and sexuality.
dukepress.edu/glk

---

**Radical Histories in Digital Culture**
An issue of *Radical History Review*
Number 117
Lyell Davies, Conor McGrady, and Elena Razlogova, special issue editors
This issue presents the impact of digital culture and communication media on political and historical processes.
dukepress.edu/rhr

To order, please call 888-851-0122 or 919-688-5134, or e-mail subscriptions@dukepress.edu.
dukepress.edu
Amazon Town TV
*An Audience Ethnography in Gurupá, Brazil*
BY RICHARD PACE AND BRIAN P. HINOTE
This pioneering study examines television's impact on an Amazonian river town from the first broadcasts in Gurupá, in 1983, to the present.
JOE R. AND TERESA LOZANO LONG SERIES IN LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINO ART AND CULTURE
24 raw photos • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Amazons, Wives, Nuns, and Witches
*Women and the Catholic Church in Colonial Brazil, 1500–1822*
BY CAROLINE A. MYCOFSKI
Writing Brazilian women back into history, this book presents the first comprehensive study in English of how women experienced and understood their lives within the society created by the Portuguese imperial government and the colonial era Roman Catholic Church.
LOUANN ATKINS TEMPLE WOMEN & CULTURE SERIES
$55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Anay’s Will to Learn
*A Woman’s Education in the Shadow of the Maquiladoras*
BY ELAINE HAMPTON WITH ANAY PALOMEQUE DE CARRILLO
This ethnographic case study provides a personal view of a maquiladora worker’s struggles with factory labor conditions, poverty, and violence as she journeys toward education, financial opportunity, and, ultimately, empowerment.
$55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Art Against Dictatorship
*Making and Exporting Arpilleras Under Pinochet*
BY JACQUELINE ADAMS
This pioneering study of Chilean arpillera folk art and its makers, sellers, and buyers explores the creation of a solidarity art system and shows how art can be a powerful force for opposing dictatorship and empowering oppressed people.
LOUANN ATKINS TEMPLE WOMEN & CULTURE SERIES
24 B&W photos • $60.00 hardcover, $60.00 e-book

Black-Brown Solidarity
*Racial Politics in the New Gulf South*
BY JOHN D. MÁRQUEZ
An eye-opening study of the new coalitions between Latinos and African Americans emerging throughout the Gulf South, where previously divided ethnicities are forging an unprecedented challenge to white hegemony.
19 B&W photos • $60.00 hardcover, $60.00 e-book

Read more about these books online.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS

800.252.3206 | www.utexaspress.com
The Complete Codex Zouche-Nuttall
Mixtec Lineage Histories and Political Biographies
BY ROBERT LLOYD WILLIAMS
FOREWORD BY REX KOONTZ
With full-color reproduction of the entire codex and the first modern commentary in English on the pre-Hispanic history it records, The Complete Codex Zouche-Nuttall unlocks the social and political cosmos of the ancient Mixtec. THE LINDA SCHIELE SERIES IN MAYA AND PRE-COLUMBIAN STUDIES
117 B&W and 86 color photos • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Digital Ethnography
Anthropology, Narrative, and New Media
BY NATALIE M. UNDERBERG AND ELYNNE ZORN
Here is a state-of-the-art primer on digital applications for social scientists, with explorations of the emerging field of hypermedia ethnography.
12 B&W photos
$45.00 hardcover; $45.00 e-book

The Ecology of the Barí
Rainforest Horticulturalists of South America
BY STEPHEN BECKERMAN AND ROBERTO LIZarralde
The first book-length study of the human ecology of the Barí, drawing on more than forty years of field research to examine relations with natural and social environments, reactions to depredations and warfare, and belief in the possibility that a child can have dual paternity
4 B&W photos, 8 maps
$55.00 hardcover; $55.00 e-book

The Fight to Save Juárez
Life in the Heart of Mexico’s Drug War
BY RICARDO C. AINSLIE
Presenting a range of viewpoints that spans from high-level Mexican and U.S. officials to ordinary narco and family members of victims, this portrait of Mexico’s bloodiest city offers a gripping, firsthand perspective on the drug war that has claimed close to 60,000 lives since 2007.
11 B&W photos • $24.95 hardcover, $24.95 e-book

I Ask for Justice
Maya Women, Dictators, and Crime in Guatemala, 1898–1944
BY DAVID CAREY JR.
This study of the Guatemalan legal system during the regimes of two of Latin America’s most repressive dictators reveals the surprising extent to which Maya women used the courts to air their grievances and defend their human rights.
LOUANN ATKINS TEMPLE WOMEN AND CULTURE SERIES
31 B&W photos • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Read more about these books online.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
800.252.3206 | www.utexaspress.com
The Latina Advantage
*Gender, Race, and Political Success*
BY CHRISTINA E. BEJARANO
Challenging common assumptions and offering new alternatives in the debate over the current political status of women, this data-driven study indicates that minority female political candidates often have a strong advantage over male opponents when seeking political office.
$55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Living with Lupus
*Women and Chronic Illness in Ecuador*
BY ANN MILES
Enriched with ethnographic stories of Ecuadorian women who struggle with the autoimmune disorder lupus erythematosus, this book is one of the first to explore the meanings and experiences of medically managed chronic illness in the developing world.
LOUANN ATKINS TEMPLE WOMEN & CULTURE SERIES
10 B&W photos • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Living with Oil
*Promises, Peaks, and Declines on Mexico's Gulf Coast*
BY LISA BREGGLIA
This insightful study examines Mexico's oil crisis and the communities affected by the decline of Cantarell, the nation's aging supergiant offshore oilfield.
PETER T. FLAWN SERIES IN NATURAL RESOURCES
16 B&W photos, 3 maps • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Maya after War
*Conflict, Power, and Politics in Guatemala*
BY JENNIFER L. BURRELL
A compelling study of a Guatemalan village, in the wake of civil war and genocide, facing an uneasy transition marked by gang violence, paramilitary security committees, and other power struggles.
16 B&W photos • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Maya Ideologies of the Sacred
*The Transfiguration of Space in Colonial Yucatan*
BY AMARA SOLARI
Using the Maya city of Itzmal as a case study, this book explores how indigenous conceptions of space and landscape both aided and subverted the Franciscan evangelical effort in Colonial Yucatan.
LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ARTS AND CULTURE INITIATIVE
19 color and 70 B&W illustrations • $55.00 hardcover

Read more about these books online.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
800.252.3206 | www.utexaspress.com
Medicine and the Saints
Science, Islam, and the Colonial Encounter in Morocco, 1877-1956
BY ELLEN AMSTER
Exploring the colonial encounter between France and Morocco as a process of embodiment, and the Muslim body as the place of resistance to the state, this book provides the first history of medicine, health, disease, and the welfare state in Morocco.
47 b&w illustrations
$60.00 hardcover, $60.00 e-book

Of Beasts and Beauty
Gender, Race, and Identity in Colombia
BY MICHAEL EDWARD STANFIELD
Here is a detailed investigation of the concept of beauty in Colombia—its cultural and political origins, its expression through fashion and pageants, and its effect on the people of a country plagued by violence, inequality, and corruption.
33 b&w photos • $60.00 hardcover, $60.00 e-book

Our House in the Clouds
Building a Second Life in the Andes
BY JUDY BLANKENSHIP
This compelling memoir by the author of Cañar: A Year in the Highlands of Ecuador vividly describes an American couple’s experience of making a second home in a rural Andean community in which they are the only outsiders.
LOUANN ATKINS TEMPLE WOMEN & CULTURE SERIES
63 b&w photos • $24.95 paperback, $24.95 e-book, $55.00 hardcover

Performing Piety
Singers and Actors in Egypt’s Islamic Revival
BY KARIN VAN NIEUWKERK
Tracing the Islamization of aesthetics, this book offers a unique history of the religious revival in Egypt through the lens of the performing arts.
13 b&w photos • $55.00 hardcover, $55.00 e-book

Undocumented Dominican Migration
BY FRANK GRAZIANO
Based on extensive fieldwork among less-studied migrants, as well as wide-ranging, interdisciplinary research, this book offers a comprehensive understanding of the multiple, interactive factors—structural, cultural, and personal—that influence people to migrate.
45 b&w photos • $60.00 hardcover, $60.00 e-book

Read more about these books online.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
800.252.3206 | www.utexaspress.com
Beyond Nature and Culture
PHILIPPE DESCOLA
Translated by Janet Lloyd
Foreword by Marshall Sahlins
Cloth $65.00

Coolie Woman
The Odyssey of Indenture
GAIUTRA BAHADUR
Cloth $35.00

The Social Life of Spirits
Edited by RUY BLANES and DIANA ESPÍRITO SANTO
Paper $30.00

Tragic Spirits
Shamanism, Memory, and Gender in Contemporary Mongolia
MANDUHAI BUYANDELGER
Paper $32.50

A Place That Matters Yet
John Gubbins’s MuseumAfrica in the Postcolonial World
SARA BYALA
Paper $35.00

Witchcraft, Intimacy, and Trust
Africa in Comparison
PETER GESCHIERE
Paper $25.00

The Scattered Family
Parenting, African Migrants, and Global Inequality
CATI COE
Paper $27.50

Far Afield
French Anthropology between Science and Literature
VINCENT DEBAENE
Translated by Justin Izzo
Paper $35.00

Ancestors and Antiretrovirals
The Bio-Politics of HIV/AIDS in Post-Apartheid South Africa
CLAIRE LAURIER DEGOTEAU
Paper $32.50

AIDS Doesn’t Show Its Face
Inequality, Morality, and Social Change in Nigeria
DANIEL JORDAN SMITH
Paper $25.00

The Scramble for the Amazon and the Lost Paradise of Euclides da Cunha
SUSANNA B. HECHT
Cloth $45.00

Signature Derrida
JACQUES DERRIDA
Edited and with a Preface by Jay Williams
With an Introduction by François Meltzer
A Critical Inquiry Book
Paper $27.50

The Death Penalty, Volume I
JACQUES DERRIDA
Translated by Peggy Kamuf
The Seminars of Jacques Derrida
Cloth $35.00

The Sex Education Debates
NANCY KENDALL
Paper $30.00

The University of Chicago Press  www.press.uchicago.edu
A Monastery in Time
The Making of Mongolian Buddhism
CAROLINE HUMPHREY and HURELBAAATAR UJEEED
Paper $30.00

The Politics of Dialogic Imagination
Power and Popular Culture in Early Modern Japan
KATSUYA HIRANO
Chicago Studies in Practices of Meaning
Paper $25.00

Economy of Words
Communicative Imperatives in Central Banks
DOUGLAS R. HOLMES
Paper $27.50

How Animals Grieve
BARBARA J. KING
Cloth $25.00

Bitter Roots
The Search for Healing Plants in Africa
ABENA DOVE OSSEO-ASARE
Paper $35.00

The Cooking of History
How Not to Study Afro-Cuban Religion
STEPHAN PALMIÉ
Paper $27.50

Democracy against Development
Lower Caste Politics and Political Modernity in Postcolonial India
JEFFREY WITSOE
South Asia Across the Disciplines
Paper $27.50

Anthropology
A Continental Perspective
CHRISTOPH WULF
Paper $32.50

Forthcoming Spring 2014
The Brotherhood of Freemason Sisters
Gender, Secrecy, and Fraternity in Italian Masonic Lodges
LILITH MAHMUD
Paper $30.00

Apologies to Thucydides
Understanding History as Culture and Vice Versa
MARSHALL SAHLINS
Paper $20.00

Demands of the Day
On the Logic of Anthropological Inquiry
PAUL RABINOW and ANTHONY STAVRIANAKIS
Paper $22.50

New from Museum Tusculanum Press
The Politics of Storytelling
Variations on a Theme by Hannah Arendt
MICHAEL JACKSON
Paper $35.00

New from Seagull Books
No Fixed Abode
Ethanflcction
MARCE AUGÉ
Translated by Chris Tuma
Cloth $19.00

The University of Chicago Press www.press.uchicago.edu
Current Anthropology
The leading source of anthropological scholarship on
the human condition, past and present

Publishing the best theoretical and empirical research
across all subfields of the discipline, ranging from the
origins of the human species to the interpretation of the
complexities of modern life.

WENNER-GREN SYMPOSIUM SERIES - Supplement #7
Potentiality and Humanness:
Revisiting the Anthropological Object in Contemporary Biomedicine

The over-riding question addressed by this supplement is what it means to be human in an age
where biological and medical interventions, once considered impossible, are now possible.
This supplement focuses on the concept of potentiality as both an analytic through which to
approach these issues and an object of study in itself that deserves more attention. This
supplement is the most recent addition to the Wenner-Gren Foundation’s open access series
highlighting important and emerging themes in anthropology across the subfields.

American Journal of Sociology
Pathbreaking analysis and research in the social sciences

Signs
At the forefront of new directions in feminist scholarship

Critical Historical Studies
Reflecting on historical transformations
*New in 2014!*

Visit our booth for sample copies and more information about our journals.

The University of Chicago Press Journals  www.journals.uchicago.edu
The University of Chicago Press is proud to introduce a new linguistic anthropology journal

SIGNS AND SOCIETY

*Signs and Society* is a multidisciplinary journal in the humanities and social sciences devoted to the study of sign processes (or semiosis) in the realms of social action, cognition, and cultural form. Focusing directly on semiosis in its multiple dimensions, the journal promotes collaborative translation across analytical categories and technical vocabularies already established in distinct disciplinary traditions and aims to uncover unanticipated parallels in the ways semiosis is manifest in diverse empirical domains.

An ideal resource for anthropologists, linguists, literary scholars, semioticians, and other scholars in the humanities and social sciences.

To learn more about the journal and access the latest issues, please visit the *Signs and Society* website:

[journals.uchicago.edu/SAS](http://journals.uchicago.edu/SAS)

**OPEN ACCESS • INTERNATIONAL • MULTIDISCIPLINARY**

Frequency: Two issues/year
Editors: Richard J. Painter and PaigHil Kim
E-ISSN: 2326-4497
A Lakota War Book from the Little Bighorn
The Pictographic “Autobiography of Half Moon”

Castle McLaughlin

$50.00

Anthropology at Harvard
A Biographical History, 1790–1940

David L. Browman and Stephen Williams

$65.00

Res: Anthropology and Aesthetics, 63/64:
Spring/Autumn 2013

Wet/Dry

Edited by Francesco Pellizzi

$60.00

Peabody Museum Press
distributed by Harvard University Press

Visit booth 509 for a 20% conference discount

www.hup.harvard.edu   Tel: 1.800.405.1619
Merchants, Markets, and Exchange in the Pre-Columbian World
Edited by Kenneth G. Hirth and Joanne Pillsbury
$70.00

Past Presented
Archaeological Illustration and the Ancient Americas
Edited by Joanne Pillsbury
$65.00

Forthcoming in 2013
Place and Identity in Classic Maya Narratives
Alexandre Tokovinine

Forthcoming in 2014
Embattled Bodies, Embattled Places
War in Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica and the Andes
Edited by Andrew K. Scherer and John W. Verano

Dumbarton Oaks Publications
distributed by Harvard University Press

Visit booth 509 for a 20% conference discount

www.hup.harvard.edu Tel: 1.800.405.1619
BOOKS
Veiling in Africa
edited by Elisha P Renne
Minerals, Collecting, and Value across the US-Mexico Border
by Elizabeth Emma Ferry
Palestinian Music and Song
edited by Moslih Kanaaneh, Stig-Magnus Thorsén, Heather Bursheh, and David A. McDonald
When the World Becomes Female
by Joyce Burkhalter Flueckiger
Economic and Political Reform in Africa
by Peter D. Little
Land, Mobility, and Belonging in West Africa
by Carola Lentz
Politics in Color and Concrete
by Krisztina Fehérváry
Global Pentecostalism in the 21st Century,
edited by Robert W. Hefner
Tamil Folk Music
by Zoe C. Sherinian
Ethnographic Encounters in Israel
edited by Fran Markowitz
Anthropology of the Middle East and North Africa
edited by Sherine Hafez and Susan Slyomovics
Jewish Poland Revisited
edited by Erica T. Lehrer
Encountering Morocco
edited by David Crawford and Rachel Newcomb
African Migrations
edited by Abdoulaye Kane and Todd H. Leedy
JOURNALS
ACPR: African Conflict and Peacebuilding
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies
Spectrum: A Journal on Black Men
The Global South
Transition

IU Scholar WORKS
Open-Access publications, freely available worldwide
Anthropology of East Europe Review
http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/aer/
Museum Anthropology Review
http://scholarworks.iu.edu/journals/index.php/mar/

Visit booth 210 for a 30% discount!
New in 2013!

MUSEUM WORLDS
Editors: Sandra Dudley and Kylie Message
A new, multi-disciplinary annual that significantly advances knowledge of global trends, case studies and theory relevant to museum practice and scholarship around the world.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL JOURNAL OF EUROPEAN CULTURES
Editor: Ulrich Kockel

ANTHROPOLOGY IN ACTION
Journal for Applied Anthropology in Policy and Practice
Editor: Christine McCourt

ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE MIDDLE EAST
Editor-in-Chief: Soheila Shahshahani

ASIA PACIFIC WORLD
The Journal of the International Association for Asia Pacific Studies
Chief Editor: Malcolm J.M. Cooper

NEW IN 2012!

CAMBRIDGE ANTHROPOLOGY
Editor-in-Chief: Maryon McDonald

FOCAL
Journal of Global and Historical Anthropology
Editors: Don Kalb, Christopher Krupa, Mathijs Pelkmans, Oscar Saleminik, Gavin Smith and Oane Visser

GIRLHOOD STUDIES
An Interdisciplinary Journal
Editors-in-Chief: Claudia Mitchell and Jacqueline Reid-Walsh

RELIGION AND SOCIETY
Editors: Simon Coleman and Ray Llera Blanes

ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
Editors: Paige West and Dan Brockington

FORTHCOMING!

CONFLICT AND SOCIETY
Editors: Ronald Stade and Alexander Horstmann

JOURNEYS
The International Journal of Travel & Travel Writing
Editors: Maria Pia Di Bella and Brian Yotthers

LEARNING & TEACHING
The International Journal of Higher Education in the Social Sciences
Editors: Penny Welch and Susan Wright

NATURE AND CULTURE
Editors: Sing C. Chew and Matthias Gross

REGIONS AND COHESION
Regiones y Cohesión / Régions et Cohésion
Editors: Harlan Koff and Carmen Maganda

SIBIRICA
Interdisciplinary Journal of Siberian Studies
Editor: John D. Ziker

SOCIAL ANALYSIS
The International Journal of Cultural and Social Practice
Editor-in-Chief: Bruce Kapferer

TRANSFERS
Interdisciplinary Journal of Mobility Studies
Chief Editor: Gijs Mom

Visit the BB booth #309/311 to pick up free samples

www.journals.berghahnbooks.com
MANHATTAN TO MINISINK
American Indian Place Names of Greater New York and Vicinity
By Robert S. Grumet
$34.95 CLOTH • 272 PAGES

A CHEYENNE VOICE
The Complete John Stands In Timber Interviews
By John Stands In Timber and Margot Liberty
$34.95 CLOTH • 504 PAGES

YUCHI FOLKLORE
Cultural Expression in a Southeastern Native American Community
By Jason Baird Jackson
$24.95 PAPER • 312 PAGES

ARAPAHO WOMEN’S QUILWORK
Motion, Life, and Creativity
By Jeffrey D. Anderson
$39.95 CLOTH • 216 PAGES

A RUSSIAN AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHER IN TLINGIT COUNTRY
Vincent Soboleff in Alaska
By Sergei Kan
$39.95 CLOTH • 288 PAGES

POLITICS OF THE MAYA COURT
Hierarchy and Change in the Late Classic Period
By Sarah E. Jackson
$29.95 CLOTH • 248 PAGES

University of Oklahoma Press announces a new publishing initiative:
LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ARTS AND CULTURE
VISIT OU PRESS BOOTH 504 TO BROWSE OUR NEW BOOKS AND LEARN MORE ABOUT LACAC.
A Reference Grammar of Kotiria (Wanano)
BY KRISTINE STENZEL
536 pages • $80.00 Hardcover

Translating Maya Hieroglyphs
BY SCOTT A. J. JOHNSON
320 pages • $34.95 Hardcover

Defying Maliseet Language Death
Emergent Vitalities of Language, Culture, and Identity in Eastern Canada
BY BERNARD C. PERLEY
250 pages • $30.00 Paperback

The Cherokee Syllabary
Writing the People’s Perseverance
BY ELLEN CUSHMAN
256 pages • $19.95 Paperback

ABOUT THE INITIATIVE
Supported by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the grant will aid in the publication of 27 books—nine from each press—over three years. During the conference, we invite you to visit the Recovering Languages and Literacies of the Americas booth for further information or visit the initiative website: www.recoveringlanguages.org
NEW FROM PENN PRESS

MAOISTS AT THE HEARTH
Everyday Life in Nepal's Civil War
Judith Pettigrew
Foreword by David N. Gellner
The Ethnography of Political Violence
2013 | 192 pages | 6 illus. | Cloth | $55.00

EVERYDAY OCCUPATIONS
Experiencing Militarism in South Asia and the Middle East
Edited by Kamala Visweswaran
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 320 pages | 8 illus. | Cloth | $75.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK
IN MY MOTHER’S HOUSE
Civil War in Sri Lanka
Shalika Tharanagama
Foreword by Gananath Obeyesekere
The Ethnography of Political Violence
2013 | 320 pages | 2 illus. | Paper | $26.50

NEW IN PAPERBACK
FORGOTTEN GENOCIDES
Oblivion, Denial, and Memory
Edited by René Lemarchand
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 200 pages | 4 illus. | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
A PREDICTABLE TRAGEDY
Robert Mugabe and the Collapse of Zimbabwe
Daniel Compagnon
2013 | 336 pages | Paper | $27.50

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ALONG AN AFRICAN BORDER
Angolan Refugees and Their Divination Baskets
Sónia Silva
Contemporary Ethnography
2013 | 188 pages | 37 illus. | Paper | $24.95
ETHNOGRAPHY IN TODAY’S WORLD
Color Full Before Color Blind
Roger Sanjek
Haney Foundation Series
Dec 2013 | 320 pages | Cloth | $59.95

SEX AND INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS
The Erasure of Gender from the War Narrative
Chiseca Salome Mlmbenge
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2013 | 256 pages | Cloth | $55.00

NEW IN PAPERBACK
SECURITY AND SUSPICION
An Ethnography of Everyday Life in Israel
Juliana Ochs
The Ethnography of Political Violence
2013 | 216 pages | 13 illus. | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
PIGEON TROUBLE
Bestiary Biopolitics in a Deindustrialized America
Hoon Song
2013 | 272 pages | Paper | $24.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
BUDDHISM AND ISLAM ON THE SILK ROAD
Johan Elverskog
Encounters with Asia
2013 | 352 pages | 48 illus. | Paper | $29.95

PENN MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS

EVOLUTION OF MIND, BRAIN, AND CULTURE
Edited by Gary Hatfield and Holly Pittman
2013 | 496 pages | 27 illus. | Cloth | $69.95

HASANLU V
The Late Bronze and Iron I Periods
Michael D. Danti. Contributions by Megan Cifarelli
2013 | 512 pages | 8 color, 256 b/w illus.
Cloth | $79.95

EXPERIENCING POWER, GENERATING AUTHORITY
Cosmos, Politics, and the Ideology of Kingship in Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia
Edited by Jane A. Hill, Philip Jones, and Antonio J. Morales
Dec 2013 | 480 pages | 47 illus. | Cloth | $69.95

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF PHRYGIAN GORDION, ROYAL CITY OF MIDAS
Gordion Special Studies 7
Edited by C. Brian Rose
2013 | 360 pages | 13 color, 230 b/w illus.
Cloth | $79.95

WWW.PENNPRESS.ORG • 1-800-537-5487
Religion Out Loud
Religious Sound, Public Space, and American Pluralism
ISAAC WEINER
$25.00 • PAPER
In the North American Religions series

God’s Gangs
Barrio Ministry, Masculinity, and Gang Recovery
EDWARD OROZCO FLORES
$24.00 • PAPER

Intimate Migrations
Gender, Family, and Illegality among Transnational Mexicans
DEBORAH A. BOEHM
$22.00 • PAPER

God’s Gangs
Barrio Ministry, Masculinity, and Gang Recovery
EDWARD OROZCO FLORES
$24.00 • PAPER

Meeting Once More
The Korean Side of Transnational Adoption
ELISE M. PREVIN
$49.00 • CLOTH

The Children of Immigrants at School
A Comparative Look at Integration in the United States and Western Europe
EDITED BY RICHARD ALBA AND JENNIFER HOLDAWAY
$27.00 • PAPER

NEW IN PAPERBACK
The Maid’s Daughter
Living Inside and Outside the American Dream
MARY ROMERO
$22.00 • PAPER

Eating Drugs
Psychopharmaceutical Pluralism in India
STEFAN M. ECKS
$70.00 • CLOTH
In the Biopolitics series

Buzz
Urban Beekeeping and the Power of the Bee
LISA JEAN MOORE AND MARY KOSUT
$24.00 • PAPER

Wal-Mart Wars
Moral Populism in the Twenty-First Century
REBEKAH PEEPLES MASSENGILL
$24.00 • PAPER

Buying into Fair Trade
Culture, Morality, and Consumption
KEITH R. BROWN
$21.00 • PAPER

Cut It Out
The C-Section Epidemic in America
THERESA MORRIS
$27.95 • CLOTH

The Drug Company Next Door
Pollution, Jobs, and Community Health in Puerto Rico
ALEXA S. DIETRICH
$24.00 • PAPER

Refining Expertise
How Responsible Engineers Subvert Environmental Justice Challenges
GWEN OTTINGER
$23.00 • PAPER

Cloning Wild Life
Zoos, Captivity, and the Future of Endangered Animals
CARRIE FRIESE
$23.00 • PAPER
In the Biopolitics series

Gülen
The Ambiguous Politics of Market Islam in Turkey and the World
JOSHUA D. HENDRICK
$49.00 • CLOTH

Islam is a Foreign Country
American Muslims and the Global Crisis of Authority
ZAREENA GREWAL
$25.00 • PAPER
In the Nation of Newcomers series

Living Out Islam
Voices of Gay, Lesbian, and Transgender Muslims
SCOTT SIRAJ AL-HAQ KUGLE
$25.00 • PAPER

Crossing the Water and Keeping the Faith
Haitian Religion in Miami
TERRY REY AND ALEX STEPICK
FOREWORD BY ARCHBISHOP THOMAS WENSKI
$24.00 • PAPER
In the North American Religions series

Fire in the Canyon
Religion, Migration, and the Mexican Dream
LEAH M. SARAT
$24.00 • PAPER

Pagan Family Values
Childhood and the Religious Imagination in Contemporary American Paganism
S. ZOHREH KERMANI
$25.00 • PAPER
In the New and Alternative Religions series

All books also available as e-books.

www.nyupress.org
PUER TEA
Ancient Caravans and Urban Chic
JINGHONG ZHANG
272 PP., $30.00 PB

LIJIANG STORIES
Shamans, Taxi Drivers, and Runaway Brides in Reform-Era China
EMILY CHAO
256 PP., $30.00 PB

TAHITI BEYOND THE POSTCARD
Power, Place, and Everyday Life
MIRIAM KAHN
2013 ICAS BOOK PRIZE WINNER
288 PP., $35.00 PB

DREAMING OF MONEY IN HO CHI MINH CITY
ALLISON J. TRUITT
224 PP., $30.00 PB

IN THE LAND OF THE EASTERN QUEENDOM
The Politics of Gender and Ethnicity on the Sino-Tibetan Border
TENZIN JINBA
188 PP., $30.00 PB

CHINA’S NEW SOCIALIST COUNTRYSIDE
Modernity Arrives in the Nu River Valley
RUSSELL HARWOOD
240 PP., $30.00 PB

EMPIRE AND IDENTITY IN GUIZHOU
Local Resistance to Qing Expansion
JODI L. WEINSTEIN
208 PP., $30.00 PB

HERITAGE MANAGEMENT IN KOREA AND JAPAN
The Politics of Antiquity and Identity
HYUNG IL PAI
320 PP., $30.00 PB

CHINOOKAN PEOPLES OF THE LOWER COLUMBIA
EDITED BY ROBERT T. BOYD, KENNETH M. AMES, AND TONY A. JOHNSON
448 PP., $50.00 HC

IN THE SPIRIT OF THE ANCESTORS
Contemporary Northwest Coast Art at the Burke Museum
EDITED BY ROBIN K. WRIGHT AND KATHRYN BUNN-MARCUSE
168 PP., 150 COLOR ILLUS., $45.00 HC

TULALIP, FROM MY HEART
An Autobiographical Account of a Reservation Community
HARRIETTE SHELTON DOVER, EDITED BY DARLEEN FITZPATRICK
344 PP., $50.00 HC

THE CLINIC AND ELSEWHERE
Addiction, Adolescents, and the Afterlife of Therapy
TODD MEYERS
172 PP., $25.00 PB

NEW IN PAPERBACK

OVER THE MOUNTAINS ARE MOUNTAINS
Korean Peasant Households and Their Adaptations to Rapid Industrialization
CLARK W. SORENSEN
318 PP., $30.00 PB
Refugees of the Revolution
Experiences of Palestinian Exile
DIANA ALLAN
Stanford Studies in Middle Eastern and Islamic Societies and Cultures

The Rise and Fall of Human Rights
Cynicism and Politics in Occupied Palestine
LORI ALLEN
Stanford Studies in Human Rights

Global Futures in East Asia
Youth, Nation, and the New Economy in Uncertain Times
Edited by ANN ANAGNOST, ANDREA ARAI, and HAI REN
Contemporary Issues in Asia and the Pacific

Rhinestones, Religion, and the Republic
Fashioning Jewishness in France
KIMBERLY A. ARKIN
Stanford Studies in Jewish History and Culture

Memories of Absence
How Muslims Remember Jews in Morocco
AOMAR BOUM

PLEASE VISIT US AT BOOTH #207

The Latino Threat
Constructing Immigrants, Citizens, and the Nation, Second Edition
LEO R. CHAVEZ

Governing Immigration Through Crime
A Reader
Edited by JULIE A. DOWLING and JONATHAN XAVIER INDA

Modern Girls on the Go
Gender, Mobility, and Labor in Japan
Edited by ALISA FREEDMAN, LAURA MILLER, and CHRISTINE R. YANO

Live and Die Like a Man
Gender Dynamics in Urban Egypt
FARHA GHANNAM

Neoliberalism, Interrupted
Social Change and Contested Governance in Contemporary Latin America
Edited by MARK GOODALE AND NANCY POSTERO

And Then We Work for God
Rural Sunni Islam in Western Turkey
KIMBERLY HART

No Billionaire Left Behind
Satirical Activism in America
ANGELIQUE HAUGERUD

Mediating the Global
Expatria’s Forms and Consequences in Kathmandu
HEATHER HINDMAN

Chinese Labor in a Korean Factory
Class, Ethnicity, and Productivity on the Shop Floor in Globalizing China
JAESOK KIM

Anxious Wealth
Money and Morality Among China’s New Rich
JOHN OSBURG

Moving Matters
Paths of Serial Migration
SUSAN OSSMAN

Broken Links, Enduring Ties
American Adoption across Race, Class, and Nation
LINDA J. SELIGMANN

Birth in the Age of AIDS
Women, Reproduction, and HIV/AIDS in India
CECILIA VAN HOLLEN

Most Stanford titles are available as e-books:
www.sup.org/ebooks
NEW FROM NEBRASKA

Coming Full Circle
Spirituality and Wellness among Native Communities in the Pacific Northwest
SUZANNE CRAWFORD O'BRIEN
$90.00 $67.50 hardcover

Sovereign Screens
Aboriginal Media on the Canadian West Coast
KRISTIN L. DOWELL
$50.00 $37.50 hardcover

Recognizing Heritage
The Politics of Multiculturalism in New Mexico
THOMAS H. GUTHRIE
$70.00 $52.50 hardcover

American Anthropology and Company
Historical Explorations
STEPHEN O. MURRAY
$65.00 hardcover

Indian Play
Indigenous Identities at Bacone College
LISA K. NEUMAN
$50.00 $37.50 hardcover

Mysteries of the Jaguar Shamans of the Northwest Amazon
ROBIN M. WRIGHT
Foreword by Michael J. Harner
$55.00 $41.25 hardcover

Please visit UNP booths 308 & 310 to receive a 25% discount or use discount code 6AAA3 when purchasing on our website. OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 31, 2013

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS
NEBRASKAPRESS.UNL.EDU
800-848-6224 • publishers of Bison Books
New from Princeton

When People Come First
Critical Studies in Global Health
Edited by Joao Biehl & Adriana Petryna
Paper $29.95

The Alzheimer Conundrum
Entanglements of Dementia and Aging
Margaret Lock
Cloth $29.95

Making War at Fort Hood
Life and Uncertainty in a Military Community
Kenneth T. MacLeish
Cloth $29.95

Neuro
The New Brain Sciences and the Management of the Mind
Nikolas Rose & Joelle M. Abi-Rached
Paper $24.95

Waiting for José
The Minutemen’s Pursuit of America
Harel Shapira
Cloth $27.95

Come Out Swinging
The Changing World of Boxing in Gleason’s Gym
Lucia Trimmur
Cloth $27.95

The Modern Spirit of Asia
The Spiritual and the Secular in China and India
Peter van der Veer
Paper $24.95

New in the series

Princeton Studies in Muslim Politics
Dale F. Eickelman and Augustus Richard Norton, Series Editors

Leisurly Islam
Negotiating Geography and Morality in Shi’ite South Beirut
Lara Deeb & Mona Harb
Paper $24.95

With a new introduction by the author

Hezbollah
A Short History
Augustus Richard Norton
Paper $15.95 Due Spring 2014

Winner, 2012 Academic Award, Palestine Book Awards, Middle East Monitor
Winner, 2012 British-Kuwait Friendship Society Book Prize in Middle Eastern Studies
With a new afterword by the author

Hamas and Civil Society in Gaza
Engaging the Islamist Social Sector
Sara Roy
Paper $24.95

With a new introduction by the author

Egypt after Mubarak
Liberalism, Islam, and Democracy in the Arab World
Bruce K. Rutherford
Paper $22.95

New in Paper

Syrian Episodes
Sons, Fathers, and an Anthropologist in Aleppo
John Borneman
Paper $24.95

Dead Ringers
How Outsourcing Is Changing the Way Indians Understand Themselves
Shehzad Nadeem
Paper $24.95

With a new introduction by the author

Life Exposed
Biological Citizens after Chernobyl
Adriana Petryna
Paper $22.95

Addiction by Design
Machine Gambling in Las Vegas
Natasha Dow Schiull
Paper $24.95 Due Spring 2014

Two Cheers for Anarchism
Six Easy Pieces on Autonomy, Dignity, and Meaningful Work and Play
James C. Scott
Paper $17.95 Due Spring 2014

Understanding Autism
Parents, Doctors, and the History of a Disorder
Chloe Silverman
Paper $26.95

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Booth 307
20% Discount

685
NEW

The Small Nation Solution
How the World’s Smallest Nations Can Solve the World’s Biggest Problems
By John H. Bodley
978-0-7591-2220-8 Paper • 978-0-7591-2222-2 eBook

How Real Is Race?
A Sourcebook on Race, Culture, and Biology
SECOND EDITION
By Carol C. Mukhopadhyay, Rosemary Henze, and Yolanda T. Moses
978-0-7591-2273-4 Paper • 978-0-7591-2272-7 Cloth
978-0-7591-2274-1 eBook

Materializing Poverty
How the Poor Transform Their Lives
By Erin B. Taylor
978-0-7591-2421-9 Cloth • 978-0-7591-2422-6 eBook

Anthropology and Global History
From Tribes to the Modern World-System
By Robert M. Carmack
978-0-7591-2369-2 Cloth • 978-0-7591-2390-8 eBook

The Anthropology of Learning in Childhood
Edited by David F. Lancy, John Bock, and Suzanne Gaskins
978-0-7591-1324-7 Paper (NEW) • 978-0-7591-1324-4 eBook

Handbook of Participatory Video
By EJ Milne, Claudia Mitchell, and Naydene de Lange
978-0-7591-2115-7 Cloth • 978-0-7591-2115-7 eBook

See books 1-5 in the Ethnographer’s Toolkit series at our booth!

Order at the booth, at www.rowman.com, or call 1-800-462-6420
New from Rutgers University Press

Jewish Families
JONATHAN BOYARIN

Hidden Genocides
Power, Knowledge, Memory
Edited by Alexander Laban Hinton, Thomas La Pointe, and Douglas Irvin-Erickson
paper $28.95
Genocide, Political Violence, Human Rights series

Kurdistan on the Global Stage
Kinship, Land, and Community in Iraq
Diane E. King
paper $28.95

Ambivalent Encounters
Childhood, Tourism, and Social Change in Banaras, India
Jenny Huberman
paper $28.95

Life on the Malecón
Children and Youth on the Streets of Santo Domingo
Jon M. Wolseth
paper $27.95

Children of the Occupation
Japan’s Untold Story
Walter Hamilton
paper $28.95

Zapotecos on the Move
Cultural, Social, and Political Processes in Transnational Perspective
Adriana Cruz-Manjarrez
paper $27.95
Latinidad: Transnational Cultures in the United States series

Jewish Families
Jonathan Boyarin
paper $25.95
Volume 4 in the Key Words in Jewish Studies Series

Becoming Frum
How Newcomers Learn the Language and Culture of Orthodox Judaism
Sarah Bunin Benor
paper $27.95
Jewish Cultures of the World series

Come Visit Our Booth

These titles available as ebooks.

Rutgers Series in Childhood Studies

Visit our website and sign up for news and special offers.
http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu

687
Sex Tourism in Bahia
Ambiguous Entanglements
ERICA LORRAINE WILLIAMS
Paperback $26.00; e-book

Immigrant Women Workers
in the Neoliberal Age
Edited by NILDA FLORES-
GONZÁLEZ, ANNA ROMINA
GUEVARRA, MAURA TORO-
MORN, and GRACE CHANG
Paperback $28.00; e-book

Citizens in the Present
Youth Civic Engagement in
the Americas
MARIA DE LOS ANGELES
TORRES, IRENE RIZZINI, and
NORMA DEL RÍO
Paperback $25.00; e-book

World Flutelore
Folktales, Myths, and Other
Stories of Magical Flute Power
DALE A. OLSEN
Paperback $28.00; e-book

Mojo Workin’
The Old African American
Hoodoo System
KATRINA HAZZARD-DONALD
Paperback $28.00; e-book

Past Scents
Historical Perspectives on Smell
JONATHAN REINARZ
Paperback $25.00; e-book
Studies in Sensory History

Doing Emotions History
Edited by SUSAN J. MATT and
PETER N. STEARNS
Paperback $25.00; e-book
History of Emotions


www.press.uillinois.edu • 800-621-2736
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Jared Diamond
THE WORLD UNTIL YESTERDAY
What Can We Learn from Traditional Societies?
Penguin • 978-0-14-312440-5

Brenda J. Child
HOLDING OUR WORLD TOGETHER
Dihwe Women and the Survival of Community
Edited with an Introduction by Colin G. Calloway
Penguin • 978-0-14-312159-6

Neil MacGregor
A HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN 100 OBJECTS
Penguin • 978-0-14-312151-0

Robert Macfarlane
THE OLD WAYS
A Journey on Foot
Viking • 978-0-670-02511-4

Sudhir Venkatesh
FLOATING CITY
A Rogue Sociologist Lost and Found in New York’s Underground Economy
Penguin Press • 978-1-59420-416-6

Paul J. Zak
THE MORAL MOLECULE
How Trust Works
Plume • 978-0-14-219690-8

Eugene Linden
THE RAGGED EDGE OF THE WORLD
Encounters at the Frontier Where Modernity, Wildlands, and Indigenous Peoples Meet
Plume • 978-0-452-29774-8

Patrick Wilcken
CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS
The Father of Modern Anthropology
Penguin • 978-0-14-312032-9

Claude Lévi-Strauss
TRISTES TROPIQUES
Translated by John Weightman & Doreen Weightman
Introduction by Patrick Wilcken
Penguin Classics • 978-0-14-310625-8

Joshua Greene
MORAL TRIBES
Emotion, Reason, and the Gap Between Us and Them
Penguin Press • 978-1-59420-260-5

Victoria Sweet
GOD’S HOTEL
A Doctor, a Hospital, and a Pilgrimage to the Heart of Medicine
Riverhead • 978-1-59448-654-8

Akash Kapur
INDIA BECOMING
A Portrait of Life in Modern India
Riverhead • 978-1-59448-653-1

Steven Pinker
THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR NATURE
Why Violence Has Declined
Penguin • 978-0-14-312201-2

Bruce Chatwin
THE SONGLINES
Introduction by Rory Stewart
Penguin • 978-0-14-242257-1

Edward Humes
GARBOLGY
Our Dirty Love Affair with Trash
Avery • 978-1-58333-523-9

Will Allen
THE GOOD FOOD REVOLUTION
Growing Healthy Food, People, and Communities
Gotham • 978-1-592-40710-1

Colin Woodard
AMERICAN NATIONS
A History of the Eleven Rival Regional Cultures of North America
Penguin • 978-0-14-312202-9

John R. Hinnells, ed.
THE PENGUIN HANDBOOK OF THE WORLD’S LIVING RELIGIONS
Penguin • 978-0-14-103546-8

Anna Badkhen
THE WORLD IS A CARPET
Four Seasons in an Afghan Village
Riverhead • 978-1-59448-832-0

Craig Timberg & Daniel Halperin
TINDERBOX
How the West Sparked the AIDS Epidemic and How the World Can Finally Overcome It
Penguin • 978-0-14-312200-2

Nataly Kelly & Jost Zetzsche
FOUND IN TRANSLATION
How Language Shapes Our Lives and Transforms the World
Foreword by David Crystal
Penguin • 978-0-399-53797-4

Jon Mooallem
WILD ONES
A Sometimes Dismaying, Weirdly Reassuring Story About Looking at People Looking at Animals in America
Penguin Press • 978-1-59420-442-5
American Anthropological Association Members Save 20% on All Annual Reviews Journals!

Annual Reviews journals operate as a high-quality filter, prioritizing and synthesizing the primary research literature in 41 disciplines within the Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences.

Annual Review of Anthropology
VOL 42 • OCT 2013 • ISBN: 978-0-8243-1942-7 • http://anthro.annualreviews.org
Co-Editors: Donald Brenneis, University of California, Santa Cruz
Karen B. Strier, University of Wisconsin, Madison

The Annual Review of Anthropology, in publication since 1972, covers significant developments in the subfields of anthropology, including archaeology, biological anthropology, linguistics and communicative practices, regional studies and international anthropology, and sociocultural anthropology. This journal is essential reading for anthropologists, ethnologists, archaeologists, linguists, and scientists in related fields.

Discounted Personal Copy Price: $68.80
Regular Personal Copy Price: $88.00 • Handling and applicable sales tax additional.

Please mention priority code AAA when placing your order.
Order via phone, fax or online.

Access all Annual Reviews journals via your institution at www.annualreviews.org.

Also presented online: Annual Reviews Conversations, enlightening interviews with today’s foremost scholars. www.annualreviews.org/page/audio

ALSO AVAILABLE ON MOBILE DEVICES

ANNUAL REVIEWS • Guiding Scientists to Essential Research Since 1932
TEL: 800.523.8635 (US/CAN) • TEL: 650.493.4400 • FAX: 650.424.0910
EMAIL: service@annualreviews.org
IS CRITIQUE SECULAR?
BLASPHEMY, INJURY, AND FREE SPEECH
TALAL ASAD, WENDY BROWN, JUDITH BUTLER, AND SABA MAHMOOD,
With a New Preface by the Authors
176 pages
978-0-8232-5169-8, Paper, $18.00
eBook Available

TRANCE MEDIUMS
AND NEW MEDIA
SPIRIT POSSESSION IN THE AGE OF TECHNICAL REPRODUCTION
Edited by HEIKE BEHREND, ANJA DRESCHKE, and MARTIN ZILLINGER
352 pages, 24 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-5381-4, Paper, $30.00
eBook Available

MORNINGS AT THE
STANTON STREET SHUL
A SUMMER ON THE LOWER EAST SIDE
JONATHAN BOYARIN
226 pages, 20 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-5404-0, Paper, $18.00
eBook Available

X-THE PROBLEM OF
THE NEGRO AS A
PROBLEM FOR THOUGHT
NAHUM DIMITRI CHANDLER
288 pages
978-0-8232-5407-1, Paper, $28.00
American Philosophy
eBook Available

THE PROBLEM OF THE
COLOR LINE AT THE TURN OF
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
THE ESSENTIAL EARLY ESSAYS
W. E. B. DU BOIS
Edited by NAHUM DIMITRI CHANDLER
400 pages, 7 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-5455-2, Paper, $28.00
American Philosophy
eBook Available

WORDS
RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE MATTERS
Edited by ERNST VAN DEN HEMEL and ASJA SZAFRANIEC
464 pages, 7 b/w illustrations
978-0-8232-5556-6, Paper, $35.00
The Future of the Religious Past
eBook Available

CORPUS II
WRITINGS ON SEXUALITY
JEAN-LUC NANCY
Translated by ANNE O’BYRNE
160 pages
978-0-8232-4003-6, Paper, $22.00
Perspectives in Continental Philosophy

THE PLEASURE IN DRAWING
JEAN-LUC NANCY
Translated by PHILIP ARMSTRONG
128 pages
978-0-8232-5094-3, Paper, $18.00
eBook Available

WWW.FORDHAMPRESS.COM // TEL: 800-451-7556
The Best in Scholarship

Words at Work and Play*  
Three Decades in Family and Community Life  
Shirley Brice Heath

An Introduction to Classical Nahuatl*  
Michel Launey  
Edited and translated by Christopher Mackay

Angels, Demons and The New World  
Edited by Fernando Cervantes and Andrew Redden

Conversational Repair and Human Understanding  
Edited by Makoto Hayashi, Geoffrey Raymond, and Jack Sidnell  
Studies in Interactional Sociolinguistics

Gender in South Asia  
Social Imagination and Constructed Realities  
Subhadra Mitra Channa

Inside African Anthropology  
Monica Wilson and her Interpreters  
Edited by Andrew Bank and Leslie J. Bank  
The International African Library

Learn to Write Badly*  
How to Succeed in the Social Sciences  
Michael Billig

Linguistic Fieldwork*  
A Student Guide  
Jeanette Sakel and Daniel L. Everett  
Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics

Primitive Arts and Crafts  
An Introduction to the Study of Material Culture  
Roderick Urwick Sayce

Social Zooarchaeology*  
Humans and Animals in Prehistory  
Nerissa Russell

The Meroitic Language and Writing System  
Claude Rilly and Alex de Voogt

The Subject of Virtue*  
An Anthropology of Ethics and Freedom  
James Laidlaw  
New Departures in Anthropology

*Available in hardback and paperback.

www.cambridge.org  
@CUP_Antro_Soc

VISIT BOOTH #406 and SAVE 20%
Association for Asian Studies, Inc.

MEMBERSHIP OFFERS:

COMMUNITY
Fellowship and intellectual exchange with your peers
Stay current on the latest research and methodology in Asian Studies

NETWORKING
Connect with 8,000 scholars across all disciplines

DISCOUNTS
Eligibility for grant programs and book subventions
Special rates on all AAS publications, including Education About Asia
Reduced Annual Conference registration fee
Complimentary annual subscriptions to the
print and online versions of the Journal of Asian Studies
and the Asian Studies Newsletter

EXCLUSIVE ONLINE BENEFITS
Search and contact current members in the AAS Member Directory
View articles in the Journal of Asian Studies since 1941
Access job listings

www.asian-studies.org

Formed in 1941, AAS is a scholarly, non-political, and non-profit professional association open to all persons interested in Asia and the study of Asia.

MEET US IN Philadelphia

Association for Asian Studies 2014 Annual Conference
March 27–30, 2014
Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

For more information, visit www.asian-studies.org
Dan Baum
GUN GUYS
A Road Trip
VINTAGE I PAPER I 352 PAGES I $15.95

Joshua A. Bell, Alison K. Brown and Robert J. Gordon
RECREATING FIRST CONTACT
Expeditions, Anthropology, and Popular Culture
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION SCHOLARLY PRESS
CLOTH I 276 PAGES I $49.95

Katherine Boo
BEHIND THE BEAUTIFUL FOREVERS
Life, Death, and Hope in a Mumbai Undercity
RANDOM HOUSE I CLOTH I 288 PAGES I $27.00
PAPERBACK COMING JANUARY 2014

David Cannadine
THE UNDIVIDED PAST
Humanity Beyond Our Differences
KNOPF I CLOTH I 352 PAGES I $26.95
PAPERBACK AVAILABLE JANUARY 2014

Amit Chaudhuri
CALCUTTA
Two Years in the City
KNOPF I CLOTH I 320 PAGES I $25.95

Daniel L. Everett
LANGUAGE
The Cultural Tool
VINTAGE I PAPER I 368 PAGES I $16.00

Dan Fagin
TOMS RIVER
A Story of Science and Salvation
BANTAM I CLOTH I 560 PAGES I $28.00

Shereen El Feki
SEX AND THE CITADEL
Intimate Life in a Changing Arab World
PANTECHION I CLOTH I 368 PAGES I $28.95
PAPERBACK AVAILABLE JANUARY 2014

Adharanand Finn
RUNNING WITH THE KENYANS
Discovering the Secrets of the Fastest People on Earth
BALLANTINE I PAPER I 304 PAGES I $16.00

Jonathan Haidt
THE RIGHTEOUS MIND
Why Good People Are Divided by Politics and Religion
VINTAGE I PAPER I 528 PAGES I $16.00

Aaron James
ASSHOLES
A Theory
DOUBLEDAY I CLOTH I 240 PAGES I $23.95

T. M. Luhrmann
WHEN GOD TALKS BACK
Understanding the American Evangelical Relationship with God
VINTAGE I PAPER I 464 PAGES I $15.95

Virginia Morell
ANIMAL WISE
How We Know Animals Think and Feel
CROWN I CLOTH I 304 PAGES I $26.00

Michael Moss
SALT SUGAR FAT
How the Food Giants Hooked Us
RANDOM HOUSE I CLOTH I 480 PAGES I $28.00

John A. Rush
ENTHEOGENS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURE
The Anthropology and Neurobiology of Ecstatic Experience
NORTH ATLANTIC BOOKS I PAPER I 1672 PAGES I $27.95

Scott Wallace
THE UNCONQUERED
In Search of the Amazon’s Last Uncontacted Tribes
BROADWAY BOOKS I PAPER I 512 PAGES I $16.00
A Heritage of Ruins
THE ANCIENT SITES OF SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THEIR CONSERVATION
William Chapman

Ancient Ryukyu
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY OF ISLAND COMMUNITIES
Richard Pearson

Mutiny and Aftermath
JAMES MORRISON’S ACCOUNT OF THE MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY AND THE ISLAND OF TAHITI
Edited by Vanessa Smith & Nicholas Thomas

Greed and Grievance
EX-MILITANTS’ PERSPECTIVES ON THE CONFLICT IN SOLOMON ISLANDS, 1998–2003
Matthew G. Allen
Topics in the Contemporary Pacific

The Pacific Islands
ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY, REVISED EDITION
Edited by Moshe Rapaport

Drinking Smoke
THE TOBACCO SYNDICATE IN OCEANIA
Mac Marshall

Seeing Beauty, Sensing Race in Transnational Indonesia
L. Asia Saraswati

Sounding Out Heritage
CULTURAL POLITICS AND THE SOCIAL PRACTICE OF QUAN HỘ FOLK SONG IN NORTHERN VIETNAM
Lauren Meeker

The Qing Opening to the Ocean
CHINESE MARITIME POLICIES, 1684–1757
Gang Zhao
Perspectives on the Global Past

Japan at Nature’s Edge
THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT OF A GLOBAL POWER
Edited by Ian Jared Miller, Julia Adeyemo Thomas & Brett L. Walker

A Faraway, Familiar Place
AN ANTHROPOLOGIST RETURNS TO PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Michael French Smith

Passing the Light
THE INCENSE LIGHT COMMUNITY AND BUDDHIST NUNS IN CONTEMPORARY TAIWAN
Chün-fang Yi
Topics in Contemporary Buddhism

Tang China in Multi-Polar Asia
A HISTORY OF DIPLOMACY AND WAR
Zhengping Wang
World of East Asia

Southeast Asia: Politics, Meaning, and Memory

Forest of Struggle
MORALITIES OF REMEMBRANCE IN UPLAND CAMBODIA
Eve Monique Zucker

Potent Landscapes
PLACE AND MOBILITY IN EASTERN INDONESIA
Catherine Allerton

University of Hawaii Press
www.uhpress.hawaii.edu
Facebook: University of Hawaii Press | Twitter: uhpressnews | Blog: uhpress.wordpress.com
Consoling Ghosts
Stories of Medicine and Mourning from Southeast Asians in Exile
Jean M. Langford
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
304 pages

Black Women against the Land Grab
The Fight for Racial Justice in Brazil
Keisha-Khan Y. Perry
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
224 pages

The Fourth Eye
Maori Media in Aotearoa
New Zealand
Brendan Holowhiti and Vijay Devadas, editors
$27.50 paper | $82.50 cloth
312 pages
Indigenous Americas Series

Academic Profiling
Latinos, Asian Americans, and the Achievement Gap
Gilda L. Ochoa
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
336 pages

The Changs Next Door to the Díazes
Remapping Race in Suburban California
Wendy Cheng
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
304 pages

The Seeds We Planted
Portraits of a Native Hawaiian Charter School
Noelani Goodyear-Ka’ōpua
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
344 pages
First Peoples Series

The Dance That Makes You Vanish
Cultural Reconstruction in Post-Genocide Indonesia
Rachmi Ditya Larasati
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
224 pages
Difference Incorporated Series

Answer the Call
Virtual Migration in Indian Call Centers
Aimee Carrillo Rowe, Sheena Malhotra, and Kimberlee A. Pérez
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
280 pages | December

Oye Loca
From the Mariel Boatlift to Gay Cuban Miami
Susana Peña
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
256 pages

Native American DNA
Tribal Belonging and the False Promise of Genetic Science
Kim TallBear
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
272 pages

Pregnant on Arrival
Making the Illegal Immigrant Eithne Luibhleid
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
312 pages
Difference Incorporated Series

Meeting Place
The Human Encounter and the Challenge of Coexistence
Paul Carter
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
272 pages

Worlds of Autism
Across the Spectrum of Neurological Difference
Joyce Davidson and Michael Orsini, editors
$24.95 paper | $75.00 cloth
368 pages

Building a House in Heaven
Pious Neoliberalism and Islamic Charity in Egypt
Mona Atia
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
280 pages
A Quadrant Book

Hot Spotter’s Report
Military Fables of Toxic Waste
Shiloh R. Krupar
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
384 pages
A Quadrant Book

Degraded Work
The Struggle at the Bottom of the Labor Market
Marc Doussard
$25.00 paper | $75.00 cloth
296 pages

Take Back the Economy
An Ethical Guide for Transforming Our Communities
J. K. Gibson-Graham, Jenny Cameron, and Stephen Healy
$19.95 paper | $60.00 cloth
248 pages

Cosmic Apprentice
Dispatches from the Edges of Science
Dorion Sagan
$24.95 cloth/jacket | 304 pages
Radiocarbon Dating Results Available Online Anywhere Anytime

Results in as little as 2-3 days
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Communities of Practice
An Alaskan Native Model for Language Teaching and Learning
Edited by PATRICK E. MARLOW and SABINE SIEKMANN
192 pp. / $55.00 paper

From Enron to Evo
Pipeline Politics, Global Environmentalism, and Indigenous Rights in Bolivia
DERRICK HINDERY
328pp. / $55.00 cloth

Knowing the Day, Knowing the World
Engaging Amerindian Thought in Public Archaeology
LESLEY GREEN and DAVID R. GREEN
256 pp. / $55.00 cloth

Land Grab
Green Neoliberalism, Gender, and Garifuna Resistance in Honduras
KERI VACANTI BRONDO
248 pp. / $55.00 cloth

Pueblo Indians and Spanish Colonial Authority in Eighteenth-Century New Mexico
TRACY L BROWN
248 pp. / $55.00 cloth

More Than Two to Tango
Argentine Tango Immigrants in New York City
ANAHI VILADRICH
272 pp. / $26.95 paper

Seeds of Resistance, Seeds of Hope
Place and Agency in the Conservation of Biodiversity
Edited by VIRGINIA D. NAZAREA, ROBERT E. RHOADES, and JENNA E. ANDREWS-SWANN
512 pp. / $60.00 cloth

Silent Violence
Global Health, Malaria, and Child Survival in Tanzania
VINAY R. KAMAT
280 pp. / $34.95 paper

Voices of Play
Miskitu Children’s Speech and Song on the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua
AMANDA MINKS
240 pp. / $55.00 cloth

New in Paper
Occult Life of Things
Native Amazonian Theories of Materiality and Personhood
Edited by FERNANDO SANTOS-GRANEROS
288 pp. / $29.95 paper

www.uapress.arizona.edu | (800) 621-2736
Accomplishing NAGPRA
Perspectives on the Intent, Impact, and Future of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
Edited by Sangita Chari and Jaime Lavallee
Paper $34.95
Oregon State University Press
www.osupress.oregonstate.edu

Recognition, Sovereignty Struggles, and Indigenous Rights in the United States
A Sourcebook
Edited by Amy E. Den Ouden and Jean M. O’Brien
Paper $26.95, Cloth $69.95
University of North Carolina Press
www.uncpress.unc.edu

The Seeds We Planted
Portraits of a Native Hawaiian Charter School
Noelani Goodyear-Ka‘ōpua
Paper $25.00, Cloth $75.00
University of Minnesota Press
www.upress.umn.edu

From Enron to Evo
Pipeline Politics, Global Environmentalism, and Indigenous Rights in Bolivia
Derrick Hindery
Cloth $55.00
University of Arizona Press
www.uapress.arizona.edu

The Fourth Eye
Māori Media in Aotearoa New Zealand
Edited by Brendan Hokowhitu and Vijay Devadas
Paper $27.50, Cloth $32.50
University of Minnesota Press
www.upress.umn.edu

Yakama Rising
Indigenous Cultural Revitalization, Activism, and Healing
Michelle M. Jacob
Cloth $45.00
University of Arizona Press
www.uapress.arizona.edu

A Deeper Sense of Place
Stories and Journeys of Collaboration in Indigenous Research
Edited by Jay T. Johnson and Soren Larson
Paper $22.95
Oregon State University Press
www.osupress.oregonstate.edu

Voices of Play
Miskitu Children’s Speech and Song on the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua
Amanda Minks
Cloth $55.00
University of Arizona Press
www.uapress.arizona.edu

Native American DNA
Tribal Belonging and the False Promise of Genetic Science
Kim TallBear
Paper $25.00, Cloth $75.00
University of Minnesota Press
www.upress.umn.edu
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New in Paperback

Empire of Humanity
A History of Humanitarianism
MICHAEL BARNETT
$19.95 paper

Fault Lines
Views across Haiti’s Divide
BEVERLY BELL
FOREWORD BY EDWIDGE DANTICAT
$18.95 paper

Survival Migration
Failed Governance and the Crisis of Displacement
ALEXANDER BETTS
$26.95 paper

The Life Informatic
Newsmaking in the Digital Era
DOMINIC BOYER
$27.95 paper | Expertise: Cultures and Technologies of Knowledge

The Specter of “the People”
Urban Poverty in Northeast China
MUN YOUNG CHO
$24.95 paper

The Light of Knowledge
Literacy Activism and the Politics of Writing in South India
FRANCIS CODY
$27.95 paper | Expertise: Cultures and Technologies of Knowledge

In the Museum of Man
Race, Anthropology, and Empire in France, 1850–1950
ALICE L. CONKLIN
$26.95 paper

Scrambling for Africa
AIDS, Expertise, and the Rise of American Global Health Science
JOHANNA TAYLOR CRANE
$27.95 paper | Expertise: Cultures and Technologies of Knowledge

Mothers Unite!
Organizing for Workplace Flexibility and the Transformation of Family Life
JOCELYN ELISE CROWLEY
$29.95 cloth | An ILR Press Book

Third Edition
Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice
JACK DONNELLY
$23.95 paper

Violence and Vengeance
Religious Conflict and its Aftermath in Eastern Indonesia
CHRISTOPHER R. DUNCAN
$26.95 paper

Mixed
Multiracial College Students Tell Their Life Stories
EDITED BY ANDREW GARROD, ROBERT KILKENNY, AND CHRISTINA GÓMEZ
$22.95 paper

The Endtimes of Human Rights
STEPHEN HOPGOOD
$27.95 cloth

Behind the Kitchen Door
SARU JAYARAMAN
FOREWORD BY ERIC SCHLOSSER
$21.95 cloth

Poor Numbers
How We Are Misled by African Development Statistics and What to Do about It
MORTEN JERVEN
$22.95 paper | Cornell Studies in Political Economy

Where Night Is Day
The World of the ICU
JAMES KELLY
$24.95 paper | An ILR Press Book
The Culture and Politics of Health Care Work

SUZY KIM
$45.00 cloth
Hidden Hunger
Gender and the Politics of Smarter Foods
AYA HIRATA KIMURA
$24.95 paper

Desperate Magic
The Moral Economy of Witchcraft in Seventeenth-Century Russia
VALERIE KIVELSON
$27.95 paper

Food Co-ops in America
Communities, Consumption, and Economic Democracy
ANNE MESK KNUFFER
$29.95 cloth

Global Unions, Local Power
The New Spirit of Transnational Labor Organizing
JAMIE K. MCCALLUM
$21.95 paper | An ILR Press Book

Unfinished Business
Paid Family Leave in California and the Future of U.S. Work-Family Policy
RUTH MILKMAN AND EILEEN APPELBAUM
$19.95 paper | An ILR Press Book

Peacebuilding in Practice
Local Experience in Two Bosnian Towns
ADAM MOORE
$45.00 cloth

A Disability of the Soul
An Ethnography of Schizophrenia and Mental Illness in Contemporary Japan
KAREN NAKAMURA
$24.95 paper

The Law of Kinship
Anthropology, Psychoanalysis, and the Family in France
CAMILLE ROBIC
$27.95 paper

Armed with Expertise
The Militarization of American Social Research during the Cold War
JOY ROHDE
$29.95 cloth | American Institutions and Society/Published in Association with the Miller Center

3.11
Disaster and Change in Japan
RICHARD J. SAMUELS
$29.95 cloth

The Chicken Trail
Following Workers, Migrants, and Corporations across the Americas
KATHLEEN C. SCHWARTZMAN
$24.95 paper | An ILR Press Book

The Pathological Family
Postwar America and the Rise of Family Therapy
DEBORAH WEINSTEIN
$26.95 paper | Cornell Studies in the History of Psychiatry

Taming Tibet
Landscape Transformation and the Gift of Chinese Development
EMILY T. YEH
$26.95 paper | Studies of the Weatherhead East Asian Institute, Columbia University

Blood Ties
Religion, Violence, and the Politics of Nationhood in Ottoman Macedonia, 1878-1908
İPEK K. YOSMAOĞLU
$29.95 paper

Cleaning Up
How Hospital Outsourcing Is Hurting Workers and Endangering Patients
DAN ZUBERI
$19.95 paper | An ILR Press Book

Cornell University Press
America’s First University Press
1-800-666-2211 • www.cornellpress.cornell.edu
BOOKS ON DISPLAY AT BOOTH #506
E-books available through the iBookstore, Kindle, Kobo, and Google Play
Producing Anthropology

Washington, DC • December 3–7, 2014

Mary L Gray and Rachel Watkins, 2014 Executive Program Chairs

Our association’s history suggests that anthropology was an early adopter of an alchemic interdisciplinarity. We are a scientific practice of multivocality, committed to conversations across networks, interests, and perspectives. Indeed, the American Anthropological Association introduced annual meeting themes to the program in 1991 (the inaugural theme addressed Nationalism, Ethnicity, Race and Racism), to underscore the discipline’s capacious potential to confront challenges faced by “human societies throughout the world.” The call for papers that year highlighted the planned participation of “[s]cholars from several countries”, signaling a burgeoning awareness that the borders of the United States did not and should not limit anthropological knowledge produced at the meetings. Topics from subsequent years reflect the discipline’s fault lines and doubts about our common legacies, affinities, collaborations and future, even as we assembled to collectively apply what we know to the struggles of humankind and our environment. No matter our individual position on the nature of anthropological knowledge or how best to produce it, the association’s members annually assemble to understand and transform the world around us.

Producing Anthropology, the 2014 annual meeting theme, offers a provocation to examine the truths we encounter, produce and communicate through anthropological theories and methods. As a discipline built on blending archives of narratives, actions, sediment and bone, anthropology has well-established methods for grappling with complex, multidimensional artifacts. But what are our epistemological commitments to the ways we make scientific knowledge today? What impact do our epistemic convictions and predilections have, intended or not? What goals do we want to set for ourselves? What partnerships should we build? What audiences should we seek? And how will the truths we generate change as we contend with radical shifts in scholarly publishing, employment opportunities, and labor conditions for anthropologists, as well as the politics of circulating the anthropological records we produce?

Washington, DC, the host city for our 2014 AAA Annual Meeting, provides us with an excellent venue for this pivotal conversation. It affords rich opportunities to bring together political, cultural, and educational constituencies from the city, the region, the United States, and the world. DC is also a center for producing memories and narratives of humanity, culture, language, history, prehistory and the natural world. It even serves as the residence of a particularly well-known son of an anthropologist—Barack Obama.

In addition to the familiar, productive formats of individual papers, organized panels, screenings, roundtables and Section-sponsored events, we will work to expand Installations—performances, recitals, conversations, author-meets-critic roundtables, salon reading workshops, oral history recording sessions and other alternative, creative forms of intellectual expression. We continue our efforts to challenge how anthropology conceptualizes and experiences scholarly communication, both deeply engaging local Washington, DC audiences and extending the reach of the meeting to those interested in joining the conversation from afar. We hope these conversations will challenge what we take for granted as anthropological ways of knowing, seeing and communicating our scholarship.

Communications about the program theme should be addressed to 2014 Program Chair Mary L. Gray and Co-chair Rachel Watkins at 2014aaaprogramchair@gmail.com. Please refer all other annual meeting questions to AAA Meetings & Conferences staff at aaameetings@aaanet.org.